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PREFACE
The increasing importance of computer programs to the shock and
vibration community underscores the need to gather together program
capability and dissemination information. This book contains critical
reviews and summaries of available shock and vibration computer
programs. It is hoped that this book will be a valuable tool to readers
for use in selecting the best software to solve their problems.
The book is divided into two sections. In the first section, computer
programs suitable for particular classes of problems are considered.
Both special purpose and general purpose programs are included. In
all cases, considerable care has been given to providing details of availability of the programs.
In the second section of the book, the capabilities of readily available
general purpose programs are treated. The methods used for solving
dynamics problems are outlined and the techniques employed for
incorporating various material properties are scrutinized. Finally, we
attempt to discern which programs are the most appropriate for particular
problems.
Every reasonable effort has been made by the editors to assure
completeness of the reviews and summaries. General requests for
information on available programs were distributed through the mail,
at meetings, and were placed in many technical journals. In addition,
specific requests were sent to names supplied by the authors. The
information received was then passed on to the appropriate author.
Final decisions as to the contents of the individual chapters rested with
the authors responsible for that area.
The cooperation of the authors in the preparation of comprehensive
chapters is greatly appreciated. Their efforts have been massive, requiring
the collection of information on available programs, the preparation of
questionnaires for program developers and users, the critical review of
the programs' descriptive material and documentation, and the verification of sources of availability. In several instances the authors have even
applied most of the computer programs in their area to benchmark
example problems.
We appreciate the encouragement, advice, and support received
from the Shock and Vibration Information Center staff: H. C. Pusey,
R. Belsheim, R. H. Volin, and J. G. Showalter. We also acknowledge
the help we received from S. DeMasters, D. Bibb, N. Coleman, J. Hamm,
J. Hawkins, M. Thompson, and G. Homer at the University of Virginia.
A very special word of thanks goes to C. Miller and L.Van Costing of
the University of Virginia who spent many many hours applying finishing
touches to the chapters.
October 1975

WALTER AND BARBARA PILKEY

Charlottesville, Virginia
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I. Computer Programs

Multiple Energy Domain Systems
Dean Karnopp
Department of Mechanical Engineering

IMTRODUCTION
Alaoat all shock and vibration coaputar prograoa doal axcluslvaly with ayatans
coopoaed of anr-talcal alaaants reprasantlng coapllanca, Intrtlal, and dlaalpatlva «ffaeta In atructuraa. Yat aany practical problaBa Involva intaractiona
aaong aachanical, hydraulic, pnauaatlc, aagnatlc, alactrical, thermal and other
types of aleaanta which can interchange energy. Vibration engineera are often
underetandably reluctant to extend their aaalysea vary far into unfaailiar
energy doaalns, but there ere cases in which the essence of a shock or vibration problea reaidea in the energy transduction between aoaa energy doaein and
the aachanlcal part of the ayatea.
In principle, even the siaplest air suspensions or hydrsulic or pneumatic
ahock absorbsrs «hen applied to vibration control problaaa raault in aultiple
energy doaain systsas. When such devices can be adequately eheracterlied by
aachanlcal coapllaot or dlsslpatlve aodels, then they «ay be easily incorporated Into a standard vibration analyals. However, at a «ore detailed level,
the internal preasure and flew variables era not easy to predict ualng vibration computer codes.
Por other classes of probleas, it Is very difficult to use a atandard vibration prograa effectively. Coaatdar, for esaapla, the oaclllatlona in systems containing electric aotore, elactrodynaaic or alectrohydraulic shakera,
hydrauU ; power generating equipment, or hydrostatic drives. Equipment failurea la auch systeas aay properly be attributed to excessive vibration, but
an aaalyais of the cause of the vibration requires a general type of systea
study.
Finally, there is the class of active shock and vibration control syateaa
which requires a careful analyals of the vibratory ayatea and the dynamics of
the force or aotlon control effectora before a steble and effective control
strategy can be designed. Such systems alaoat always involve energy transduction from the aenaora, through the controller, and to the effectors, tilth
the lowering of cost of the signal processing equipment which seeme to be a
constant factor la the electronics Industry, It is likely that active ayaterns
for vibration control will nova from aeroepace to more mundane applicatlona.
For thia class of system, also, most vibration computer programs are of limited utility because the servomecheniam components involved are not easily incorporated into the analyals,
■ASIC TYPES OP PSDGBAMS
There are many possible «ays to use exieting computer programs to aid in the
analyals and design of multiple energy domain vibratory Systeme. Below, several categories of progreme are discussed briefly and their merits for the
type of systea« under diecueslon are noted.

■f ■■

SHOCK AND VIHKAIION COMfl/TtH fHOHKAMS

Equation Intagratan and Analycara
Thaaa prograaa, which ara dlacuaaad In datall alaawhara In thla volume, ara
extremely varaatlle alnca thay raqulra only a aat of equation! and make no
praauaptlona about tha type of ayataa which generated tha aquatlona. On tha
other hand, tha prograaa ara of no Imlp In modeling the ayataa or In deriving tha equatlona froa tha ayataa modal. Relatively aaall atructural or parametric changaa In tha ayataa'a aathaaatlcal model aay raqulra a tadloua reformulation of tha ayataa aquatlona before tha computer can be of any aid.
Thla fact tanda to Halt tha uaafulneaa of auch prograaa during tha daalgn
phaae of a vibration control ayataa.
Digital-Analog Slaulatora
Parta of certain ayataaa ara conveniently deacrlbad by block dlagraaa, algnal
flow grapha, or tranafar functlona. Thla type of ayataa daacrlptlon la particularly convenient when eoaa coaponante function aa laolatlng aapllflara ao
that back-effect Intcractlona between coaponante can be neglected. Analog
computers ara aulted to tha atudy of auch ayataaa alnca paraaatrlc atudle*
ara readily accoapllahed by adjuatlng potentloaeter knoba. Digital prograaa
which accept the aaaa aort of block dlagraa ayataa daacrlptlon required for
analog coaputara ara available and have tha advantage that tha careful aceling neceaaary becauae of tha analog coaputar'a relatively aaall dynaalc range
le not neceaaary.
Uenarally, digital prograaa coat aore to run than analog coaputer prograaa, but tha aet-up and debugging else fur tha analog coaputer can be large.
A aore baalc problaa la that for aoat ahock and vibration probleme, tha generation of the block dlagraa ayataa aodel requlrea a good deal of huaan aklll
and time. Thla la becauae large parta of aoat ayataaa contain no laolatlng
aapltflere ao that baek-affacta between coaponente raault In aany algnal flow
loopa. Again, theae coaputer prograaa rom» to the aid of the analyst only
after he haa put In considerable effort.
Single Doaaln Poraulatora, Analysers and Slaulatora
Over the yeara, aany coaputer prograaa have bean developed which accept data
deacribing a physical ayataa involving a aiagle energy doaaln In a form cloaaly related to the analyst'a own idea of how the ayataa ahould be Modeled uaIng a rather aaall eat of ideal alaaaata. Tha finite aleaaat vibration prograaa described eleewhere are exaaplea of thla type of prograa, aa are the
electrical circuit daalgn prograaa. Theec prograaa eaaentlally formulate the
equatlona of aotlon iaplled by the luaped paraaetar aodel and than can perform analyses of the propertiee of tha aquatlona or can parfora dlrt-.t tiaa
doaaln slnulatlone of tha ayataa reeponee to given Inputa. Theae prograaa
therefore allow tha conputar to play a large role in tha daalgn of ayataaa,
alnca a designer ia spared a good deal of aanlpulatlon of paraaatrlc expreealona if he chooaea to aodify tha ayataa to laprova ita characteristics.
The only way that a single doaaln analyale prograa can be uaed for a aultiple energy doaaln ayataa ia by analogy. For exaaple, an alactrie circuit
daalgn prograa can be used for aa electroaechanlcal ayataa if an equivalent
circuit is aade for the mechanical part of the ayataa. Slallarly, a aachanical vibration prograa can be ueed for a hydro-aechenlcal ayataa only if tha
hydraulic coaponante can be replaced with equivalent aachenlcel eleaente.For
alaple ayataaa, tha uaa of analogy ia reeaonable, but for coaplex systaaa tha
proceaa is tedloue and needleeely confuaing, particularly «hen paraaetar valuea
ara translated froa one saergy doaaln to another.
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Multiple Domain Formulators, Analysers and Simulators
It Is poaslbl* to 'mild a progrm aultad to nultlpl« anargy domAln systems
only If ona has a uniform way to describe all physical systems with s small
aat of elemental components. Vary few unified physical system theories have
been extensively developed and therefore the number of correapondlng programs
is small. We shalJ deacrlba the ENPORT program baaed on bond graph system
descriptions In som- detail.
TWO FORKDUTOKS CONTRASTED
Programs which merely analyse equation aete or humsn-generated block diagrams
are of leas Intaraat than those which alao formulate equations for multiple
energy domain vibration control systems. Since single domain formulators for
mechanical systems are deecrlbed elsewhere In this volume, w« will discuss
only a leading electrical system formulator program and contraat It with a
general purpoae formulator program.
A recent good example of an electrical circuit program la SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) which haa supplanted several
earlier programs. A smasry of the capabilities of this program la given
below:
Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis (SPICE) [1]
Date: SPICE veralon IQ laauad 1 March, 1974.
Capability: Thla program will handle electrical circuit elements Including
semi-conductor davlcea. The analyais portion of the program contains
three parta; a) nonlinear dc analyels with provision for stepping an
Input source to obtain a aet of static transfer curves, b) small-signal
steady stete sinusoidal and noise analyels, c) nonlinear, time-domain
analyais.
Limitations and Restrictions: The program la limited to 400 nodea and 200
total elements of which no more than 100 can be aamlconductor devlcea.
Input: Thla program utilises a free foruat input language defined in a Deer's
Guide included in Ref. [1].
Output: A wide variety of tabular data outputs and line printer
plota are available depending on the analysis options chosen.
Language: The basic program containa 8000 Fortran IV statemente.
Hardware: Approximately 40,000 dacla, il worda on a CDC (400 computer are required. An overlaid version can ba axacutad in approximately 25,000
decimal worda.
Uaage: The program haa been developed and uaad over a several year period at
Berkeley and now haa been exported widely.
Developer: Sea Xaf. U]. The development was aponaored by the National
Science Foundation, Grant CK-17931.
Availability: Program la available fro« Electronics Rasearch Laboratory, College of Engineering, Unlverelty of California, Berkeley, California
94720.
This program could be uaad for vibratory eystems if ona were willing to
use äquivalent cireuita. The nonlinear capability and the sinusoidal response analysis could ba quite uaeful. On the other hand, it is annoying to
have to convert waaaa, spring constant a, and damper parametera into electrical parameters. Alao, the nonlinear elements which are user defined or bullt-
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SHOCK AND ylHUATION COMPUTKH PROHRAMS

In ar* »et up to model ««ml-conductor •laaaata, not thoaa of tan found In
vibratory ayatama.
Finally, aoaa apaclflc problaaa arlaa whanavar a alngla-doaain program
la uaad for a multiple domain problem. For example, while mutual Inductance
element» are allowed In thla program, mutual capacitance element» are not.
Thua, an electrical element rapreaantlng a maea matrix can be found, but no
element la allowed to repreaent a compliance matrix. Similarly, loopa of
Inductora and branchea of capacltora are prohibited, although ayatama containing analogoua element» may occur In mechanical ayatama.
Conalder now a program apaclflcally daalgnad for multiple energy domain ayatama, ENPORT.
BNPORT [2]
Data: 1972
Capability: Thla program handlea all typaa of physical ayatama aa long aa
they are repraaantad by a bond graph modal, [3]. In particular, mechanical ayatama containing coupled maaaee, »prlng conatant or compliance
oatrice», component modea, rigid bodlea, and dampera, may be coupled to
hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical, or thermal element». Equations of
motion are formulated, output equations for requeatad variables are
found, eigenvalue» are computed, and time domain »Imulatlon can be
performed.
Method; The program organises equations following the type of causality
aaalgnment procedure preeented in Kef. [3], but with modlflcatlona to
make It more «ultable for computer uae. Kef. [4]. Standard programs
for eigenvalue analyals and matrix exponential simulation are Incorporated.
Limitations and lastrlctlons:
The program handlea linear systems only.
Bonds
Total maximum
- 65
external
- SO
Internal
• IS
Multlport elements maximum
- 65
Number of port», C.I.R. maximum
- S
0. 1
- S
Independent energy variables
• 20
Dependent energy variables
- 10
Number of souress
" 10
Number of resistances
■ 10
Input: This program utilises a free format Input language defined In lef.
[2] and (3].
Output: A good deal of graph processing Information Is always provided for
the purpose of cheeking the interpretation of the input data. Tabular
data from simulations as wall as line printer plota are available by
requeets.
Language: The program la written in Fortran IV and is contained on about
9000 cards.
Hardware: Present version of the program wae developed on a CDC 6500 mschlne and la in use presently on a Burroughs 6700 and various IBM machlnes. Core requiremente Cot present version are similar to those for
SPICE (above) but less powerful verelons have operated on eomputera aa
small as an IBM 1100.
Oaage: Approximately 30 industrial and academic institutions have obtained
ENFOItT decks. Academic use has bean continuous for several year a at
several locations.
Developer: Professor R. C. loasnbarg, Michigan State University, Beat Lansing, Michigan 41823. The deveAopment waa unsponsored.
Availabilityt Card deck is available .'re* the developer for less than ISO.
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Th« ENPOKT progrtB hat Mich to rtcooaand It whn aultlpl« «nargy doaaln
vibratory ayataaa auat ba aaalyiad. All anargy doaalna ara traatad In tha
aaaa faahlon and with coapatlblt unit«. (Tha aatrlc tyataa la aott convenient with powar Maaurad In «atta In all anargy doaalna). Tha Input data
may ba raad dlractly froa a ayatam aodal bond graph and only tha prlaltlva
phyalcal paraaatara naad ba auppllad, auch aa aaaaaa, capacltancaa, daaplng
coafflclanta, ate. Tha prograa can handla algabralc loepa and darlvatlva
causality autoaatleally. Onca tha aquatlona ara foraulatad and coapoalta
paraaatara coaputad by EHFOKT, standard analyaia prograaa can ba uaad to axtand tha analytical powar of tha prograa. for aodaat alia problaaa, tha prograaa llatad In Raf. [5] ara oftan uaad. Thaaa prograaa will print tranafar
function polynoalala and ylald plota of fraquancy raaponaa whan auppllad
with vactor-aatrls aquatlona froa IMPORT, for axaapla. For actlva control
ayataaa, tha optlaal control routlnaa contained In thla collactlon can also
prova uaaful.
Tha baalc difficulty to tha uaa of EHPOftT la that oaa auat laarn to
aodal dynaalc systaas using bond grapba. Thla sort of disadvantage la Ineacapabla If oaa dealraa to handla aultlple energy doaaln ayataaa without
ualng a huaan being to organise tha coaponant aquatlona algebraically Into
the ayataa aquations. The alternative of caatlng all coaponente Into an
equivalent electrical for», aa would ba required with SPICE, or Into an all
aachanleal fora, aa would be required with any all-aachanlcal aleaent prograa, la hardly aora attractive. In fact, when one la forced to deal with
aultlple anargy doaaln ayataaa, a ualfota approach to aodallng tha ayataa
dyaaalca Is useful whether a coaputar prograa auch aa EMPÖRT la available
or not.
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Transfer Function Analysis
Jam« C. Bowers
Gary A. Shaw

University of South Florida

INTRODUCTIOH
Laplace Tranafora theory and the formulation of transfer functions comprlee
an Important technique for the representation and analysis of linear. Imped paraneter, aultldegree of freedom, vlbrational systems. This chapter begins with a brief review of the theory of Laplace transforms and their application to the formulation of transfer functions. Four computer programs,
possesalng various transfer function analysis capabilities, arc then examined in some detail. The program featurea are demonstrated by means of examples and a method for representing certain piecewlse-llnear systems Is
described.
NOMEHCLATUKE
c ■ Viscous damping
I ■ Moment of inertia

i • v=r
k
hi]
m
P
a
o
u

'
"
■
■

Spring stiffness
Laplace transform operator
Maas
Centrifugal force
Complex frequency variable
Real part of the complex frequency variable
Imaginary part of the complex frequency variable
LAPLACE TKAHSFORMATION

The Laplace transform la a linear transform applicable only to linear time
functions, including linear differential equations with constant coefficients. The Laplace transform is recognized as a powerful analytic tool
aince It transforms a differential equation In the time-domain into an
algebraic aquation in the complex frequency-domain. The algebraic equation
Is eaally aolved for the dealted response variable in the complex frequencydomain, and an inverse transform can be perfonuK) to obtain the time-domain
responee [If2]. A transfer function, which representa the ratio of any two
time dependent system variables transformed into the complex frequencydomain, provides much Information and insight regarding the frequency response of a system. While Laplace transforms and tranafer functions srs
familiar to many, a brlaf review will inaure the necessary background to
upderatand the examples that follow.
The Laplace transform of a linear differential equation exists, if the
transform Integral converges. Therefore. In order that the time function
f(t) be Laplace transformable. It is sufficient that

■mw—w—sp—s»m—— ■«*»
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■
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for some real, positive Oi [1].

(1)

The Laplace transform of f(t) la dcflnad aa

Uf(t)}

\ fCOe""^!

(2)

«here a • o + J<u represents the complex frequency variable. The transform
Integral given by Eq. (2) haa been uaed to derive tables of Laplace transforms
for coiBonly encountered functions (3],
An Important theorem for applying Laplace tranaforma directly to differential equations la now stated.
Theorem: the Laplace transform of the derivative of a time
function la given by s times the Laplace transform of the
function mlnua the value of the function at t • Of.
The proof of thla theorem follows from the definition of the Laplace tranaform.

c «padu .-tdt

^]-

(3)

Je'^dlMt)]
[•""Kt))"* a \f(t) e""dt
8F(a) - f(0f)

Thla theorem la generalised In Table 1 along with the Integration and linearity propertlea of Laplace tranaforma.
Table 1 Laplace Tranaform Propertlea
Proparty

t-demaln

a-dowaln

lat derivative

f'U)

eF(e) - £(00

2nd derivative

«"(t)

•»?(•) - a«(Of) - f^Ot)

nth derivative

«"(t)

a,,?(a)-i""1£((H)-al,'2f«(Of)
-...-^»-»(Of)

'

'

■

Integration

f(t)dt

linearity

aMt) +

—■"

■■'S%n

', ^^.JP""^

\ IF(e) + «^(Of)!
bfi(t)

eF,(e) +bfi(a)
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In a linear ayataa coapoacd of a finite number of lumped parameter« (discrete maaaes, springs, danpcrs), the ratio of any two time dependent systea
variables can be expreaaed In the frequency domain as a ratio of two polynomlnala In a, provided all Initial conditions are aasumed to be aero. This
ratio la referred to aa a transfer function, the general form la given by
Eq. (4),
T(»)

MV"

V"

+ v/'1 * «,
+

„a-2 *

n 2
n 1
Vl . - + .,•n-2 . -

+

•• +V + V

W

,. + b.a + b„
i
o

where ■ < n. The transfer function uaually la written to expresa the ratio
of an "output" variable to an "Input" variable. Consider, for exaaple, the
undaaped mass-spring ayatern of Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Slaple aaaa-apring
The applied fore«. f(t), representa the input to the eyetea and the mass
diaplaccaent, x(t), la choaen aa the output. A tranafer function that expreaaea the ratio of output diaplaccaent to Input force can be obtained fro«
Eq. (5), which la the differential equation of motion for the ayatea.

d

^ * kxU) - f(t)
dt»

(5)

Referring to Table 1, the transformation of Iq. (S) to the frequency doaaln
la given by.
■(•*X(a) - ax((H-) - x'(0*)] + k[X{e)) - Ka)

(6)

la order to obtain the deelred tranafer function, the Initial dlaplaceaent,
x((M-), and the Initial velocity, x'((H>), «uat be aaaumed to be aero. Then
Eq. (6) «ay be written.

«.

H

ae'Ka) * kX(e) • r(e)

(7)

ilal

(•)

F{.)

L
m

* k

Bite traasfer function expreaaea the relation between dlaplaceaent and applltad f4WM in the frequency doaaln. The requlreaent that all initial conditfoas ha «ero la a general requlreaent that is laposed on all trenafer
foaetiena. The transfer function of Iq. (8) la rewritten in factored fora

.
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(9)

(8 + Ji)(8 - J i)
n
■

The roots of the denoalnator of Eq. (9) arc referred to as the poles of the
transfer function. If the forcing function Is haraonlc, the coaplex frequency variable, s, will aasuae the value Ju where u represents the radian
frequency of the forcing function. As the value of u approaches k/a, the
denoalnator approaches zero and the transfer function tends toward Infinity.
Therefore the poles (denoalnator roots) of the transfer function represent
the resonant or natural frequencies of the systea. A slallsr Interpretation
can be made regarding the roots of the numerator of a transfer function.
The numerator roots are referred to as teros and they correspond tc the frequencies for which no output Is obtained, regardless of the magnitude of the
Input.
The frequency response of a transfer function Is often represented by
a plot of the aagnltude of the ratio of output to Input aa a function of
frequency. This typs of plot Is referred to as a Bode1 plot. The phaae
shift, which represents the time delay between the Input and output; may also
be plotted as a function of frequency.
Another important technique for obtaining the transfer function of a
systea is froa experimental data. In «any practical cases, Che paraaetera
required to foraulate a discrete eleaent aodel of a ayatsa are not readily
obtainable. In such cases, s Bode plot of the systea response can be obtained experimentally and a close approxiaatlon to the systea transfer
function can be formulated froa the Bode plot [4,3].
Once a desired transfer function Is obtained, cither analytically froa
the differential equation or experimentally froa the Bode plot, thsrc are
several typea of analyses that may be pcrforaed,
a. The denoalnator of the transfer function aay be factored to obtain
Information about the poles (damped and undamped natural frequencies) of the
systea.
b. The numerator of the transfer function aay be factored to obtain information about the seros (frequencies at which no output occurs) of the system.
c. The frequency response (aagnltude and phase) of the systea aay be evaluated over a specified range of frequencies.
d. The sensitivity of the output to cbangafs in the system parameters aay
be deceralnad.
a. The time-domain response of the systea Co an arbitrary input aay be
datsralnad.
Each of these five types of analysU can be prograaaed and perforaed
with the aid of a computer. In the case of analyaea (•) and (b), prograas
for deterainlng the roots of nth-degree polynomials are available «1th
virtually all general purpose computers and are not aignlfleant In themselves. Kalsa and Jonas [6] describe in detail a simple PORTMM program
which uses a modified Bsrstow method for finding the rooes of polynomiale
with real coefficients. Nelsa and Jonas [6] alao provide the coaplete listing for a POmAW program Co compute and plot the frequency reeponse of a
tranafer function. While these programs are «aay to Implement and extremely
fast to execute, the input format la cumbersome and the eubroubines are executed independently, resulting In a piecewise analyeie. Although Che licerature includes other cxaaplss of such programs, the main smphasis In this
chapter is on examining those programs which offer a unified ayatsa of
x
AfC«r B W. Bode «hose
such plots.

is prominently asaociatod with the use. of

\
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analysis, with user-oriented input format and a high degree of flexibility
in output format.
PROGRAMS EVAIUATED
The four programs evaluated in this chapter are SUPER*FCEPTRE, NET-2, SYNAP
and CSHP III. Each of these programs possesses analysis capabilities beyond
those required merely for transfer function analysis. SUPER*SCEPTKE is an
extension of the SCEPTRE network analysis program and can be used to analyze
one-dimensional) multldegree of freedom mechanical systems, digital logic

systems and control systems, in addition to transfer function». NET-2 is
snother network analysis program which has been expanded to Include analysis
of digital logic systems and control systems as well aa transfer functions,
SYNAP is designed to automatically formulate the transfer function for an
electrical network and to analyze user-specified transfer functions. CSHP III
is s well known continuous system simulation program which includes the capability for representing general transfer functions and system elements. Each
of these four prograaa is examined in detail in the following sections. Four
sample problems are presented and analyzed to illustrate the required coding
procedures and program features. Only those program features that are directly related to transfer function and vibration analysis are discussed.
SUPER*SCEFTRE
(System for Circuit Evaluation and Prediction of Transient Radiation Effects) (8]
Date: Updated version released January, 1975Capablll-y: Nonlinear time-domain response of electrical networks, onedimensional multldegree of freedom mechanical systems, digital logic,
linear transfer functions and control systems.
Method: State-variable formulation of the describing equations for a system.
Transient solution obtained by variable step numerical integration
with a choice of three explicit and one implicit Integration methods.
Limitations and Restrictions: No frequency response curves possible when
program used in an interdisciplinary mode. No polynomial root determination. Transfer functions higher than 36th order must be represented by Interconnecting appropriate combinations of lower order transfer functions.
Input: Field-free, user-oriented input language. Transfer functions modeled
by specifying numerator and denominator roots or coefficients. Electrical and mechanical systems specified by entering element type, values,
and Interconnections. Digital device» are specified by calling "builtin" logic models.
Output: Any system variables may be requested aa output. Solution points
printed In tabular format and linear plots.
Language: Primarily FORTRAN with some assembly language I/O routines.
Hardware: Designed for IBM 360/370 with 238K-bytea core or CDC 6000 series
with US.K-words.
Usage: Preliminary version releaaed January 1974. Final version released
January 197S and Is already operative at about 20 installations. Technical manual and loading instructions distributed with tape.
Developers: J. C. Bowers, J. E. O'Reilly, G. A. Shaw
Electrical engineering Department
University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida 33620
Sponsored by the Army Material Comsand CAD-E Council under DA project
number IE762708A090-24-C7.
Availability: Magnetic tape and Installation documentation distributed for
a handling charge of $100. Send purchaae order, cheek or letter of
intent to purchase tot
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Dr. James C. Bowers
Electrical Engineering Department
University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida 33620
Make checks payable to the Electrical Engineering Department.
SUPER*SCEPTRE Program Structure
Transfer function repreaentatlons are often used In electrical network
analysis and synthesis procedures. For this reason, the SCEPTRE network
analysis program was recently expanded to Include a transfer function
modeling and analysia capability. Several other analysis capabilitiea were
alao added to SCEPTRE, and the resulting software package, which consists
of the SCEPTRE program and a preprocessor, is called SUPER*SCEPTRE. The
preprocessor is essentially tranaparent to the user since it accepts standard SCEPTRE coding and the processed output ia automatically paasad to the
SCEPTRE program. The preprocessor portion of SUPER*SCEPTRE has been in use
for lesa than two yeara. However, the SCEPTRE program, which performs the
actual analyses, haa been in uae on live Joba for over 6 yeara and has
undergone extensive teatlng and modification to refine ita performance.
The tranafer function model provided in SUPFR*SCEPTRE is represented
diagramsutlcally aa shown in Fig. 2.
node 1
o
input
node 2
Fig. 2 Tranafer function model
Mote that the tranafer function model possesses four terminals or nodes.
The input is applied between nodes 1 and 2 and the output quantity appears
between nodes 3 and A. The arrow above the tranafer function block ia directed from the input to the output to symbolize the direction of signal
flow. Before deacrlblng the usea of the transfer function model, the
SUPER*SCEPTRE input language is described.
The Input language employs a atructured, field-free format that is
easy to learn and use. The language consists of descriptlvs headings, subheadings and ststements syntactically constructed from user-derived model
names, component nsaes, nods names, and vslue specifications. The twadlngs
and subheadings raqulrsd for transfer function analysis are listed in Table
2.
Table 2 SUPER*SCEPTRE Readings and Subheadings
1.

TRANSFER FUHCTKW DESCBIPTIOH
MODEL NAME
MODEt DESCRIPTION
MODEL NAME (TYPE)
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

2.
3.

ELKHEMTS
FUNCTIONS

ournrts
RUN CONTROLS
BUD

4.

The TRANSFER FUNCTION DESCRIPTION heeding card is required whenever one or
■ore trensfsr function models are apecified. The first MODEL card fellows

_.:T-_^

'''*»-

■

.■■--■■.■■■
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the TRANSFER FUNCTION DESCRIPTION card and Indicate» the beginning of a
tranafar function apaclflcation. The MODEL card wiat Include a uaar supplied
■odel naaa of up to 18 alphanuaarlc character». The tranafar function la
antarad by apeclfylng tha constant aultlpller, the numerator coefficient» or
root» and tha denoalnator coefficient» or roots. If tha coefficient» ara
apaclflad, thay mat ba in descandlng order, aeparatad by conaas and encloaad by parentheacs. If Instead tha root» ara apaclflad, they ara alao
aaparatad by coaaut». but they cay ba In any ordar and nuat not ba tncloaed
by parantheaea. The general format for a transfer function aodel specification la:
TRANSFER FUMCTICH DESCRIPTION
HODkL NAME
K ■ Multiplying conatant
NUMERATOR - Coefficient» or root»
DENOM'NATOR • Coefficient» or roota
If dealred.the ayabollc naatea tniMBRATOR and DENOMINATOR «ay be ahortened to
H and D reapectlvely.
Once the dcalred transfer function aodela are apaclflad, the forcing
function mat be specified, deslrsd outputs mat be requcated, and appropriate run control» specified. These specifications are aade following the
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION heading card. The following exaaple» will illustrate
the exsct for» for esch entry.
Esaaple 1 SUPEB*8CEPTRE Analyala of a Second-Order
Systca with Forced Vibration»
Figure 3 »how» the aodel of a aprlng-auapanded aotor of aaas ■, constrained to dlaplace In the vertlcle direction only (7).

//////////////

1

:

Data
■ -

.
1 IbV/ft

k - 100 lb/ft
c -

r;

ut

10 lb-s/ft

P -

.1 lb

u -

62 rad/s

rrrmTtTTrrm
II«, 3

Spring-suspended aotor

Assum that the aotor runs at a constant angular apaed, u. and that Its rotor
Is slightly out of balance, as indicated In Pig. 3 by the eccentric aaas
at point A. The labalanced rotor creates centrifugal force P. resulting la
a vertlcle coaponent of force, f{t), equal to P sin wt. The aquation of
notion for the steady state reaponse of thla ayatea Is
ai + ci + k» • f(t)
Referring to Table 1. Eq. (10) can be written in the frequency doaaln as
as2X(s) » csx(s) k kX(«) - Ks)

,

^..

(10)

If.
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provided the Initial acceleration) velocity and displacement of the motor
are tero. Note that the actual transforms of f(t) and x(t) are not required
since we are interested only In their ratio. Solving Bq. (11) for the desired tranafer function ratio results In Eq. (12).

r(a)

Um

(12)

. ^. +*
2

The paraaeter values Indicated In Fig. 3 can be substituted In Eq. (12)
to obtalnt

Ual.
F(a)

(13)
a

+ 10a + 100

The SUPER*SCEPTRE tranafer function model for this example, with the forcing
function applied to the input! Is shown In Fig. 4.
3
1
e2+10B+100

Fig. 4

«

Tranafer function model and Input forcing function

In SUPER*SCEPTRE, the input forcing function la represented by a voltage
source connected between the Input nodes. The voltaga source can represent
any Input quantity auch aa force or dlaplecement. The only requirement la
that the valua of the voltage aource correepond to the value of the actual
forcing function or Input to the system. The voltage source. hereafter referred to also aa the forcing function, must be esalgned a symbolic name,
up to five charactere In length and beginning with the latter E. In thla
example, the voltage sourca ia aaaignad the name EX. The next step la to
assign a number to each node of the transfer function model. The node
numbera may be choaen in any arbitrary fashion. The complete SUPEMSCEPTRE
Hating can now be formulated, baaad on the diagram of Fig. 4.
TRAMSFER FUNCTIOS DESCRIPTION
MODEL UmAUMCED MOTOR
K - 1
NUMBUTOt - (1)
DBNOMIMATOK - (1, 10, 100)
CIRCUIT DESCEIPTIOH
BLBtlHTS
EX, 2-1 -XI (.l*8IM(62*TIMg))
Tl, 1-2-3-4 « MODEL UNBALANCED MOTOR
OUTPUTS
El(FORCE), EOT1 (DI8P)
RUN COHTROLS
STOP TIMB - .3
END
Fig, S

8UPER*8CBPTM program listing for the spring-suspended motor

Although it is not required, Indentation ia uaed in the Hating of Fig. S
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to distinguish headings, subheadings and the entries under each subheading.
Follovlng the TRANSFER FUNCTION DESCRIPTION heading, the uasr-derlved name,
UNBALANCED MOTOR, Is assigned to the transfer function model. Then the
■ultlplylng constant, numerator coefficient, and denominator coefficients
of the transfer function are apecified. In this example, the specifications
for the multiplying constant, K, and the numerator polynomial could have
been omitted. If left unspecified, K defaults to 1 and the numerator defaults to a zero-order polynomial with a value of 1.
The node connections between the trsnsfer function model and the forcing
function, as well aa the value of the forcing function, must be apecified
under the ELEMENTS subheading of the CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION. The name of the
forcing function la entered firat, followed by ita node connections and
value. The value of the forcing function ia determined in a mathematical
expression, denoted in this example by XI. In order to specify the node
connections for a transfer function model, an arbitrary model designator, in
this caae Tl, must firat be assigned. The nods connections are then specified by entering the model designator, Tl, followed by the input nodea, output nodea and model name.
The OUTPUTS aubheadlng ia used to indicste the variables that are desired as output from the simulation. In Fig. S, the valuea of El and E0T1
are requeated. The output variable of any tranafer function model is always '
referred to by suffixing the user-derived model designator to the symbolic
name EO. In thia example, Tl was arbitrarily chosen for the model designator, so the output of the tranafer function becomes E0T1. The requests
shown under the OUTPUTS subheading will generate a printed tabular listing
of El and E0T1 as functions of simulation time. Print-plots of El and E0T1
will also be generated. The names enclosed by parentheses will cause the
printed and plotted values of El and E0T1 to be labeled FORCE and DISP reapectively. The use of thia renaming feature is optional. The desired simulation STOP TIME is indicated under the RUH CONTROLS subheading. A number
of additional entries are permitted under the RUN CONTROLS subheading. The
listing is terminated with an END card.
The listing of Pig. 5 represents the typical input required to obtain
the time-domain response of a given tranafer functivn. Note that the forcing
function is specified in the form of a mathematical expresalon in the timedomain. In general, the forcing function can be any arbitrary function of
time. If the forcing function Is not eaaily expreaaed in closed form, it
may be represented by entering ordered part» of data in a tabular format.
Each ordered pair represents the value of the function at a specific point
in time. Linear Interpolation Is employed in the program to obtain functional values that occur between the specified points in time.
Example 2

SüPER*SCEPTRE Analyals of a Torslonal System
with Four Degrees of Freedom

A step torque im applied to the first disk of the torslonal system
shown In Fig. 6. The Problem Is to determine the resulting angular velocity and displacement of the fourth disk for a period of 10 seconds
diately following application of the atep torque.
The transfer function relating the angular velocity of the fourth
disk to the applied torque Is given by Eq. (14).

Qial.

CU)

T(a)

k3

kz

k
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f^

h
kl

k2

I

I

I

k3

Data
I - 4 IbV/rad
k - 2 lb/rad

I

k*

—»
time
fig. 6 Tortlonal »yatain and paraaatar data
The valuaa Indicated In Tig. 6 for the BOMnt of inertia, I, and torelonal
atlffnea»k, can be aubetltuted Into Eq. (14) to obtain Eq. (15).

nisi
T(a)

(15)

32»8 + 112B6 + 128a* + 52a2 + 3

How the angular velocity can be obtained fro« Eq. (IS) and the corraaponding
angular dlaplaceaent can be obtained by Integration of the angular velocity,
■•call fro« Table 1 that integration in the tiM-doaaln la equivalent to division by a in the frequency-doaain. A dlagra« of the SUPER*SCEPTRE repreaantation for thla eystea la ahown in rig. 7, «here the angular velocity
output of the fltat tranafer function wdel la integrated by the aecond
transfer function aodel to obtain angular diaplacesent.

{

<i>
EIN

<>.

e

V

32ae+U2as+128a',+ 52sl+3

0

(2)

(5)
1
a
(6)

Fig. 7 SUPER*SCEPTRE «.del for the toralonal eyate»
Aa In the previoue exoaple, the input forcing function la repreaentcd by a
voltage source. El«. The SUPtMSCBPTU Hating ahom In Fig. 8 is alao ai»ilar to the prevloua ezaaple. However, two tranafer function aodele are now
required, and additional node nuabera have been added.
In thla Hating, II and D. the shortened foma for NUMERATOR ai-d
DENOMINATOR, have been used to epcclfy the transfer functlona. Mot« alao
that parentheses are omitted when apecifying the roots of the nuaerator or
danoainator. The conatant Multiplier specification is given but la not required.
Under the ELEMENTS subheading, BIN la apacifled aa a unit atep function
and the node connectiona for the tranafer function nodela «re epecifled. The
■»del deaignatora Gl and 62 or« assigned to ths tranafar function aodels.
Under the 0UTFUT8 eubheeding the forcing function, EIN, velocity output of
the firat tranafer function, 1061, and dlsplaceaent output of the aecond
tranafer function, E0C2, are requested. The specification under tha Um
CONTROLS subheading indicates tha aimlation stop tlas.
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TRANSFER FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
MODEL TORSIONAL SHAH
K - 1
M - 0
0 - (32, 0, 112. 0, 128. 0, 52. 0. 3)
MODEL INTEGRATOR
K - 1
D - 0
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
ELEMEKTS
EM, 2-1 - 1
Gl, 1-2-3-4 - MODEL TORSIONAL SHAFT
G2. 3-4-5-6 - MODEL INTEGRATOR
OUTPUTS
BIN (TORQUE), EOGl(OMEGA) , EOG2(THETA)
BUN CONTROLS
STOP TIME • 10
END
Fig. 8 SUPBR*SCBPTRE prograa listing for th« toralonal lyitaa

Ezaaplt 3 SUPBB*SCBFTRE Analyais of a Sprlng-IU»»-D«^>er
Syat«« with Two Dagr««« of FtaadOM
■

In thi» exawpl«, a «tap fore« la appllad to aaaa »2 aa lodlcatad In Fig. 9.
Tha dlaplaeaMant of «2 la daairad for tha ftrat tan aaeonda aftar application of tha atap Input.

|5i^

u
3

■1

V

Data

cl

c2

ii
■2

t(t)

cl
c2
Id
1(2

\

1

■1 1 lb.aZ/ln.
.j . 1ooo ib.82/ln.

V V

k2

f(t)

- 10 lb.a/In.
- 50 lb.a/In.
- 1000 lb/In.
• 100 lb/In.

tlM
Fig. 9 Sprlng-Mia-daapar ayataa and paraaatar data
Tha traaafar function ralatlng tha dlaplaeaaant, x(t), to tha appllad forca.
f(t), can ba obtalnad fro* tha dlffarantlal aquation for tha ayataa. Varnon
[9] daacrlbaa an altarnata aatbod for obtaining traaafar functlona which
doaa not raqulra fonulatlon of tha tlwa-doaaln dlffarantlal aquation. Tha
■athod introducaa tha concapta of aachanical iapadanca and aoblllty to obtain tha traaafar function diraetly in tha fraquancy-doMin. Tha daalrad
traaafar function, obtalnad by althar of thaaa aathoda, la
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The paraaeter value» Indlc«'uu ir Fig. 9 can be aubatltuted Into Eq. (16)
to obtain

• + 10» + 1000

*iai
F( )

"

(17)

1000 •*+ 10060 a3 + 101500 a2 + 61000 + 100000

The SUPER*SCEPTRE transfer function aodal and prograa Hating for Eq. (17)
could be eaally foraulated by following the procedures outllnd In the
flrat two exaaples. However, Instead, an alternat« aethod for SUPER*SCEPTRE
analysis of this ayatea la described. Although the alternate aathod does
not saploy transfer functions. It greatly slapllfles ths analyals of many
vlbratlonal systaas and la therefore worthy of acntlon.

An Alternate Approach to Vibration Analysis Using SUPER*SCEPTRE
The MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION heading of SUPER*SCEPTRE can be uaed to analyse
onc-dlaensional, aultldegree of freedon aechanlcal systeas composed of any
of the eleuenta listed In Table 3:
Table 3 Mechanical Eleaents of SüPER*SCEPTRE
EUMENT TYPE

RIQUIUD ELEMENT NAME PREFIX
M
J
K
D
C
G
U
R
R

Maas

Moaent of Inertia
Spring Stiffness
Viscous Daaplng
Couloablc Friction
Acceleration Source
Velocity Source
Force Source
Torque Source

Analysis using the MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION heading ellalaatea the need for
writing any differential or algebraic aquatlona to describe the systea. Instead, the uaer aerely specifies the eleaents comprising the ayatea, their
interconnections and values. The prograa autoasticslly foraulatee the deecrlblng equations for the system, based on the topologlcal description provided by the user. To Illustrate the slapllclty of this approach, the systea
of Fig. 9 Is analysed. The flrat atep is to deteralne the Intarconnectlona
or nodea of the systsa. A node la Identified aa a point of i ii—im velocity
between two or aore eleaents. Bach node is than assigned an arbitrary but
unique nuaber. The InertUl reference plane conetltutes one of the ayatea
nodes and all aaaa acceleratlona and valocltlea are cosftuted with raapact to
this reference plena. The ayatea la redrawn la Fig. 10, with appropriate
node nuabers added.
Dl

V.

(2)
D2

(1)

Ji

(3)

JU
M

'■-

■-

N2

__»
Fig. 10 Spring-aass-daaper systea prepared for Input
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In addition to adding tha nod« nunbara ahown In Fig. 10, aoae of the element
naaaa have baan modified ao they have tha raqulrad prefIxaa Indicated in
Tabal 3. Tha SUPER*SCEPTRE Hating for tha example can now be written. For
each element of tha ayataa, the element name, node connectlona and value are
apeciflcd under tha ELEMENTS aubhcadlng aa ahown In Fig. 11.
MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION
ELEMENTS
Rl, 1-3 - 1
Ml, 2-1 - 1
M2, 3-1 • 1000
Dl, 3-2 - 10
D2, 3-1 • 50
Kl, 2-1 - 1000
K2, 3-1 - 100
OUTPUTS
AMI, VM1, SMI. FM1. VM2
FK1, FK2, FD1, FD2, Rl
RUN CONTROLS
STOP TIME • 10
INTEGRATION ROUTINE " IMPLICIT
END
Fig. 11 SUFER*SCEPTU Prograa LUting for the Sprlng-Maae-Damper Syatm
The typea of output that can be obtained fro» thla alaulatlon Include acceleratlona, velocltlea, dlaplacaaienta and forcaa. Output requeata are «ade
under tha OUTPUTS aubheading by adding an appropriate atatua prefix to the
eleaent naae. For exaaple, the atatua prefix for acceleration la A, ao In
the Hating, tha acceleration of maaa Ml la obtained by entering AMI under
OUTPUTS. Similarly, tha velocity am? dlaplaceaent of aaaa Ml are dealgnated
by VMl and SMI reapactively. The algebraic aua of all forcaa acting on Ml
la obtained by requeatlng FM1. The foreea transalttod by aprlng Kl and
daahpot Dl are obtained by the entrlea Kl and FD1 reapactively. The choice
of outputa from a alaulatlon la left entirely to the uaer. In thla axaaple,
the IMPLICIT Integration routine haa been apeclflad. Thla routine ie
dcaigned to handle stiff cquatlona for ayataas with a large variation in
algenvaluaa. If no Integration routine la apeclflad, an exponential integration routine la uaed.
The MECHANICAL DBSCRIPTIOR heading can aleo be uaed to alaulate ayatena
containing ideal geara, tlae-varylng nonlinear eleaenta and alectroaechanlcal devlcca. Bach of tha ptavioua aiwplaa can be progri—ad ualng the
MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION heading.
Bxaaple 4 SüPER*SCEPTRE Aaalyaia of a Pleeawiae-Linear Syatea
This exaaple la included to daaomtrata a aathod for tha analyaia of placewlae-llnear ayetaaa. Tha aathod raliea aoaewhat on technlquea coaaon to
tha aaalyaia of control ayetaaa. A coaprehenelve treataent of control ayataa
theory and ita application to linear vibration analyaia la given by Vemon
(SJ. The aathod to be uaed hare involvaa rapreaenting tha linear portion of
a ayataa by one or aore transfer functiona and tha nonlinear portion by an
appropriate plecewlac-llnear aodel. The oodela are then interconnected to
for- • feedback control ayataa.
Before exaalnlng a nonlinear ayataa, the control ayataa rapreaeatation
i'or the linear apriag-aaaa ayataa of Fig. 12 is developed.
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Pig. 12 Linear »prlng-iMns-tyitem
The transfer functlona for the aaaa and spring eleaents are foraulatcd
separately. The total force acting on the mass te equal to the applied
force, f
minus the spring force, f..

(18)

f a - f.k -

The frequency-doaain representation of Eq. (18) la,

F,(«) - \W - —hi»)

(19)

and the transfer function becoaes

„ JLisi.
__

»,(•) - Fk(a)

. JL

(20)

^2

The equation for Che sprint force is
(21)

'k-ta
and the transfer function represencatlen is givaa by Eq. (22).
»k(«)

-Sir*

(22)

The block diagraa representations for each of these transfer functions is
ehovo in Figs. 13 (a), (b).

Jü£U

fsU)-My>.
(•)

X(a)

'k(«)-

(b)

Fig. 13 Transfer function representations (a) aass; (b) spring
The transfer function blocks of fig. 13 can be Interconnected to represent
the coaplete system of fig. 12. Homver. the blocks Mist be 'interconnected
ao that the dependency between nass diepUceawnt and spring farce la properly
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preserved. Fig. 14 lllustratu the proper connection. The circle It referred
to •• • suHilng junction end 1» used to Indicate that the spring force li
•ubtractad fro« the applied force to obtain the total force acting as the
■aaa.
X(8)

MO fyO\ M»)-M»),
■^

Jkiai.

k

»

Fig. 14 Feedback control ayatea repreaentatlon of a linear masa-aprlng ayatcn
Mow consider the apring-aaaa »y»te» of Fig. 15(a), which contains a discontinuous, linear elastic apring. If the Initial position of the MSS la
taken aidway between the spring gap, the atatic load-displaceaMsnt dlagtaa
has the for« given in Pig. IS (b).

k

y//////t//?rr. Tft/Hf/f/ffc

A

¥
(h)

X

(•)
f
s

1

1

tlSs

(c)

Data
b - 4 in.
k - 1
•- 1

Fig. IS (a) Sprlng-aass ayatm; (b) static load curve; (c) input and paraswter
data

The coaplete eystas My be represented by the previously developed control
systea of Pig. 14, provided the linear spring block is no» replaced by s
placewlse-linesr block as show in Fig. 16.
Ja<s)-Fk(s)

Fa(s).

y
I

*

X(s)

m

Fk(s)

.

1
^1

a

1 t~

1

Fig. li Feedback control systsa raprsssntstion using • piacewisa-llnear model
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The control system of Fig. 16 can be represented In SUPER*SCEPTRE by ■
transfer function model and a plecewlse-llnear oodel. A number of plecewlsellnear models are built-in to the SUPER*SCEPTRE program. The built-in model
required for this example Is Identified by the name DEAD BAND. Since the
transfer function model and plecewlse-llnear model have four terminals each,
the control system la first redrawn as shown In Fig. 17. Note that the Input forcing function la now represented by EFA, and the effect of the
sunning Junction la accounted for by the terminal connectlona shown. As In
the previous examples, each node connection Is assigned an arbitrary number.

EFA

:o.

— w_

oT

(i)

i
ms?

-IL

^
(s)

Fig. 17 SUPER*SCEPTRE representation of the feedback control aystem

Assume that the input conaiats of a force applied for 1 second aa shown in
Fig. 15 (c) and the transient response for the first 20 second* is desired.
Then an appropriate SüPER*SCEPTRE listing la presented in Fig. 18.
TRANSFER FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
MODEL MASS
D - 0, 0
MODEL DESCRIPTION
MODEL NONLINEAR SPRING (DEAD BAND)
B • 4
M - 1
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
ELEMENTS
EFA. 1-2 • TABLE 1
Tl. 2-3-4-5 • MODEL MASS
T2. 4-5-3-1 • MODEL NOMLINIAR SPRING
FUNCTIONS
TABLE 1 - 0,0, 0,1, 1,1, 1.0. 20,0
OUTPUTS
EFA. EOTl(DISP), E0T2(FK)
RUN CONTROLS
STOP TIME - 20
END
Fig. 18 SUPER*SCBPTSE program listing for the piecewlse-llnsar system
Several new entriea are introduced in this Hating. A MODEL DESCRIPTION
heading is inserted to specify the piecewlee-linear model. The type of
model, DEAD BAND, 1« specified on the MODEL neae card. Seven other typae of
plecewiec-llnear model« «re also available. Including « general purpose
model which can be modified to represent many different characteristic«. The
width of the dead bead region la specified by the B entry under the MODEL
name card. The non-aero elope, which In this example represents spring
stiffness, is specified by N.
Since the input function, EFA. 1« • pulse, for which no eimpl« mathematical axpreaalon exists, it i« specified by a table of ordered pair« of
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data points. The data points of the table are listed under the FUNCTIONS
subheading, with time as the first point and the functional value as the
second point In each ordered pair. The remaining entries In the listing have
been discussed In the previous examples.
The listings for the previous four examples provide a good Indication
of the transfer function analysis capabilities and coding requirements of
SUPER*SCEPTRE. The User's Manual provides a much more detailed description
of the program features and Includes U mechanical analysis examples and
S control system examples. SUPER*SCEPTRE Is Intended primarily for timedomain analysis, however, the frequency response and pole-zero locations
of Individual transfer functions can alao be obtained. Since the frequency
response capability is limited to indlvidaul transfer function« and is not
documented in the User's Manual, it is omitted from discussion in this survey.
These four sample problems are used again in the following sections to
illustrate the capabilitiea and coding requirements of the three remaining
programs. The types of analysis performed on the previously described vibrational systems may be modified slightly from one program to another. Nevertheless, the figures and problem descriptions will not be repeated and the
transfer functions describing the systems will remain unaltered.
NET-2 NETWORK ANALYSIS PROGRAM [10]
ate: Updated version released September, 1973•
Capability: Nonlinear time-domain response and linearised frequency-domain
response of electrical networks, boolean logic, linear transfer functions and control systems.
Method: Transient solution obtained by fixed or variable step numerical
integration using a trapeüoidal illicit integration method with uaer
selected step size.
Limitations and Restrictions: No polynomial root determination. Transfer
functions higher than second order must be represented by interconnecting appropriate combinations of lower order tranafer functions or
system elements. No automatic integration error control for linear
systems and a step size must be specified.
Input: Field-free, user-oriented input language. Transfer functions modeled
by specifying numerator and denominator coefficients for any of seven
"built-in" transfer function models. Electrical systems and control
systems specified by entering element type, value, and interconnections.
Boolean logic devices and system elements specified by calling "builtin" models.
Output: Time end frequency response variables available for output including
magnitude and phase characteristics of transfer functions. Solution
points printed In tabular formst or plotted in linear, semilog or loglog format.
Language: 97X FORTRAN IV, 3Z Assembler
Hardware: Designed for CDC 6000 series with 113-K-words of core. An IBM
360/370 version la also available but has not been updated to reflect
recent improvements and extended analysis capabilities. The IBM version
requires 400 K-bytes of cor«.
Usuagc: Originally released in 1972 and currently operative at about 20
installations.
Developer; Allan F. Malabarg
Braddock, Dunn and McDonald, Inc.
6S00 Convair Road
El Paso. Texas 79925
Sponaored by the Defenae Nuclear Agency Under Subtaak TC022
Availability! CDC 6000 version, Release 9. or IBM 360/370 version, Release
8, and two copies of the User's Manual may be obtained by sending a
2400 foot, 1/2 Inch reel of magnetic tap« tot
General Electric Company - TEMPO
ATTN: DASIAC/ESPIG
P. 0. Drawer QQ
Santa Barbara, C«. 93102
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The tape Butt be acconpanled by a latter requeating the prograa. The
source prograa la claaalfled CONFIDENTIAL, and the aacurlty office
addreaa to which the tape la to be ahlpped «uat be Included in the requeating letter.
NET-2 Prograa Structure
NET-2 is a general purpose network analysis prograa which has undergone extensive testing and revision over a period of several years. Nine aeparate
releases of NET-2 have been aade, the aoat recent 1P Septaaber, 1973. Bach
new releaae has included revisions or laprovaaenta to enhance the prograa
execution or analysis capabilities. The featurea of NET-2 which are of interest in tranafer function analysis include: built-in transfer function
aodela, systea eleaents. tranaiant and frequency response analysis.
The built-in transfer function aodela available in NET-2 are listed In
Table 4, along with their input specification foraata. The specification
foraat Includes the transfer function naae, input node, output node and the
appropriate coefficients. The tranafer function neaes aay seea unusual,
bit they actually contain inforaation about the fora of the transfer function
they represent. For exaaple, XFCPn la an acronya of aorta for a tranafer
function with coaples poles. The lower case n at the end of the tranafer
function naae represents a user-derived alphanuaerlc suffix that aust begin
with a nuaber. If a tranafer function doea not have the fora of one of the
built-in aodela, then it aust be represented In eoae other aanner. One
possible representation for a higher order transfer function ia to factor
the tranafer function to obtain a product of lower order terns. Each ten
can then be represented by a built-in aodcl and the aodela can be connected
in seriee to fora the overall transfer function.
Table 4 NET-2 tranafer function aodela
TRAMSm FDNCnON

INPUT FORMAT
ZFPn

IN OUT a

XFZPn

IN OUT a.b

■

XFSPn

IN OUT a

1

XFCPn

IN OUT a.b

XFZCPn

IN OUT a,b,c

a -f a
a + a
a + b
a ■«■ a

a2 + aa + b
a + a

a2 + bs + c

.2

+ aa + b
(a + c) (a + d)

a2 + aa + b
a

XFCZDPn IN OUT a.b.c.d
XFCZCPn IN OUT a.b.c.d

* ca + d
i )

Any one of the built-in tranafer function aodela provided in NET-2 aay be
repreaented dlagraaaatically aa shown in Fig. 19. Mote that the tranafer
function aodel poaaaaaee two teralnala or nodea. Before preaentlng appllcationa for the tranafer function aodel, the NET-2 Input language ia dascribed.
The input language ia organised aa a aerlea of entriee, with each entry
poaed of one or aore lines. The various llnee are written at specified indea<
tatlon levela ao the coaplate input has the appearance of an outline fora.

■■■
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The first line of an entry always «tarts at the left margin and any subsequent lines of the entry begin at the firat level of Indentation or higher.
Elements are entered by specifying their symbolic naaes with user-derived
aufflxes added to insure uniqueness. In addition to specifying the desirsd
transfer functions and forcing function, one or «ore STATEn entries Bust be
included to specify the type of snslysis and outputs desired. The following
examples will Illustrate the exact form for these entries. Since built-in
models are not available for transfer functions of degree greater than two,
the aystems of Examples 2 and 3, with transfer functions of degree 8 and 4
respectively, ar* not analysed.

Fig. 19 NBT-2 transfer function model
Example 5 NET-2 Analysis of a Second-Order System with Forced
Vibrations
In this example, the transient response and the frequency response of the
spring-suspended motor of Example 1 are required. The transfer function for
the system Is given by Eq. (23)
X(s) .
F(s)

(23)
s* + 10s + 100

The NET-2 transfer function model end forcing function corresponding to Eq.
(23) are shown in Pig. 20.

1

2

2

li +10s+100
VI
Flg. 20 NET-2 representation for the spring-suspended motor
The input forcing function Is reprssented in NET-2 by a voltage source,Vl.
The tianafer function corresponds to the fourth entry In Table 4 with a ■ 10
and b - 100. The node numbers are arbitrarily aeeigned, except for the seronode designation, which must be assigned as shown. The complete HIT-2 listing for this example ia presented in Fig. 21.
XTCPl 1 2 10,100
XI - .1*SIN(M*TIME)
Vll 0 XI

mm

TUB 0 (100) .3
PUNT M(2)
PLOT M(2)
PLOT 1(1)
8TATI2
PUQ .16 (SO*) 16
PKINT A(2-0/l-0) A* (2-0/1-0)
PLOT LIILOG A(2-0/l-0) A* (2-0/1-0)

UD
Pig- 21 NET-2 program listing for the spring-suspended motor

imi mmi;

em——IMW
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The first entry In the listing speclflea that the built-in transfer function
XFCP1 Is comecteu with 1 as the Input node, 2 as the output node. The value
of coefficients a and b are 10 and 100 respectively. The second entry. XI,
Is a mathematical expreaslon describing the sinusoidal Input. The third
entry specifies the node connections for the voltage source, VI, and Indicates its value is given by the aathenatlcal expreaslon, XI.
The Information following the STATE1 entry Is Included to obtain the
time response of the system. The numbers following the TIME specification
Indicate a simulation start time of 0, and a atop time of .5, with 100
equally spaced Increments or time steps taken by the Integration routine to
reach the desired stop time. There are several other methods for specifying
the simulation stop time and Integration step sizes. The simulation can be
divided into a number of segments, each with a different step size. Also,
specific time points at which the response is to be computed can be entered.
Another method, which Is Illustrated In the next example, la to provide a
maximum step alze and a termination condition. The crucial consideration
in any of these methods is to insure that the step size Is not sc large that
significant Integration errors are Introduced. Since there is no built-in
control of the integration error when simulating linear systems, a poor
choice for Integration step size may lead to significant Integration errors.
On the other hand, an arbitrarily small step size may result in excessive
computer execution time. An optimum step size can usually be determined from
a knowledge of the system eigenvalues, or by making several runs Co assess
the effect of different step sizes.
The PRINT N(2) entry produces a printed listing of the variable at node
2 as a function of time. The PLOT entries produce linear plots of the indicated node variables as a function of tine.
The Information following the STATE2 entry Is Included to obtain the
frequency response of the system. The numbers following the FREQ specification indicate an Initial frequency of .16 hertz, a final frequency of 16
hertz and SO Intermediate frequency steps. The asterisk Indicates that the
frequency steps are to be logarithmic. The PRINT entry requests the magnitude and phase of the transfer function as a function of frequency. The
symbol A indicates magnitude, while the symbol A' indicates phase. The
numbers In parentheses Indicate the node pairs for which the magnitude and
phaae ratloa are desired. Thus A(2-0/l-0) represents the magnitude of Che
variable at node 2 (referenced to node 0), divided by Che magnitude of the
variable at node 1 (referenced to node 0). The PLOT entry la similarly formulated ard includes a request for a aemllog plot.
Example 6 NET-2 Analysis of s Plecewlse-Lluesr System
The transient response of Che plecewlse-llnear systesi described In Example
4 can be obtained using NET-2. The technique of represendng Che system in
terms of a feedback control system Is again employed. The control system
configuration for this system is shown in Fig. 22.

VI

IL
Fig. 22 Feedback control system repressntacion for Che plecewlse-llnear system
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Notice, however, that the transfer function for the naaa, a , doe» not conform to any of the form» Hated in Table 4. Fortunately, alnce a * correaponda to integration in the time-domain, the tranafer function can be represented by two integratora connected in series. The resulting configuration
Is shown In Fig. 23.
1NT2

INT1
Ml
1

+/

0

[N

=

/

_
TABF1

/

5

fN ,<

2

\y
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1

fix. 23 NET-2 repreaentation of the feedback control system
The format for specifying an Integrating element in NET-2 la,
where:

INTn

IN

INTn
IN
OUT
K

■
■
•

OUT

K

symbolic name
input node
output node
integrating gain factor

The aioBlng Junction shown in Fig. 23 la represented In NET-2 by a SUM element. The SUM clement may have as many inputs as desired and one output,
which la the algebraic aus of all inputa. The specification format la,
SUMn
where:

SUMn
OUT
INI, IN2

OUT
■
•

INI

IN2

symbolic name
output node
Input nodes (a minus sign prefix Indicates subtraction)

The dead band characteristic la represented using the TABF element. This
clement deliver» a quantity at the output node which la an empirical function of the Input node quantity. The empirical function la apeclfied by a
table of order palra of data polnta. The specification format la,
TABFn
where:

TABLEm OUT

IN

TABFn - symbolic name
TABLEm - table name
OUT » output node
IN - Input node
Utilising the three system elements described above, the NET-2 Hating for
the placewlae-llnear system is formulated aa ahown in Pig. 24. The ordered
palra of data polnta In TABLE 1 are sufficient to describe the dead band characteristic. Bach line of a TABLE entry is one ordered pair of data polnta.
The first point Is the Independent variable and the second point is the dependant variable. The Independent variable in TABLE 1 la automatically identified by NET-2 as the variable at the input node to the TABF element. The
dependent variable in TABLE 1 la the variable associated with the output node
of the TABF element. Linear interpolation la employed to determine the value
of the dependent variable «hen the value of the Independent variable falle
between two of the apeclfied data points. It Is apparent that the TABF element can ba uaad to represent any number of plccc-wise-linear characterletlca.
The value of the input voltaga source, VI, la dcteralned from TABLE 2. TABLE
2 la included to describe the input to the system, which is a pulae and is
therefore not easily repreeented in a mathematical expression. TIME is explicitly declared aa the Independent variable of TABLE 2. Two-dimensional
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tablet are also pernUted In NET-2, but not required Cor theee example».

INT1 2 3 1
1HT2 3 4 1
SUM1 2 1-5
TABF1 TABLE1 5 4
TABLE1

-52
-2
2
52

-50
0
0
50

VI 1 0 TABLE2(TIME)
TABLE2

0
0
1
1
10

0
1
1
0
0

TEFMINATB - TIME-20
MAXSTEP - . 2
STATE1
PLOT N(l)
PLOT B(2)

END
Fig. 24 NET-2 program Hating for the plecewlae-llnear ayatan
The TERMINATE entry provides a Mthod for terminating a alaulatlon if
a specified condition la aat. The general form of the TERMINATE entry la:
TESMINATE • value,
«here value la any Bathaaatical expression. Termination occurs aa aoon as
the value of the mathematical expression becomes greater than aero. Any
time a TERMINATE entry la included in a run, a tranalent reaponse computation
la begun and terminated whenever the termination value becomea poaitlve. In
thia example, the simulation will terminate when the value of TINE mceeda 20.
TIME la automatically incremented during the simulation after each Integration step. However, a MAXSTEP entry must be Included to limit the maximum
step site that la taken.
The dealred output quantitlea, in the form of node variables are requested in plotted format under the STATE1 entry. The variable at node 1
repreaenta the input force and the Variable at node 2 represents the output
displacement of the mass. The completed Hating la terminated with an END
card.
The llatlnga for Examples S and 6 provide • good indication of the tranafar function analyals capabilitiea and coding rcquirementa of HBT-2. The
User's Manual includes a more comprehensive dlscuaaion of the STATBn entry
and the many possible formats for generating famillea of output data curvea.
Additional system elemente are alao diacuaaed and one example la preeented
that uaoa aeveral of the eyetern elements. However, no specific tranafer
function or control system axamplea are Included In the manual.
Symbolic Network Analysis Program (SYKAP) (11, 12]
Datei July, 1973.
Capability: Time-domain reaponae, frequency-domain reeponae. aenaitivltiea,
and pole-aero locatione of linear electrical networks and tranafer
functions.
Method; Tranalent reaponae obtained for tranafer functions by computing the
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Invars« Laplace transform and evaluating the resulting function at the
specified points In time.
Lialtatlons and Restrictions: Transient response for step, rasp, and pulse
Inputs only. No plots.
Input; Field-free, user-oriented Input language. Transfer functions modeled
by specifying numerator and denominator coefficients and the degree of
their associated s-term. Linear electrical networks specified by entering element types, values, and Interconnections.
Output: Transient response, frequency response, and sensitivities may be
printed in tabular form. Poles and teros of transfer functions may be
requeated.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: Designed for CDC 6000 series with lOO.Krwords of cote. Use of
dynamic allocatlo ■ cakes core requirements Job dependent.
Usuage: Currently operative at several Installations. Technical manual available fro* NTIS [11].
Developers: B. A. Hnss, B. J. Hock, J. R. Flstacchl
TRW Systems Group
Rendondo Beach, California
Sponsored by the Defense Nuclear Agency under Program Element 61102H,
Project WDNE1301. Subtaak TC022.
Availability: SYNAP la approved for public releaae and can be obtained by
sending a 1/2 Inch magnetic tape and letter of request to:
AFHL/KLP
Air Force Systems Command
Kirtland AFB
New Mexico 87117
Attn: SCEPTRE Project Officer
SYNAP Program Structure
SYNAP was developed to provide a mathematical modeling capability to the Air
Force Weapons Laboratory system analysis code, and a mathematical Interface
to currently available circuit analysis codes such as SCEPTRE. The progrem
derives literal or numeric transfer functions for linear electrical networks
and also analyse* user-defined transfer functions. The program has not had
extensive use but seems to perform reliably.
A transfer function modal, or "branch" as It 1* ref>
to In SYNAP.
may be repreeented dlagramatlcally aa shown In Fig. 25. u-ta that the
transfer function model or branch possesses only two node*.

Fig, 25 SYNAP transfer function model
A field-free, uaer-orlented Input language Is provided for describing the
transfer functions, daalrad outputs, and analyais modes to the SYNAP program.
For topologlcal circuit descriptions, the Input language la Identical to the
SCEPTRE Input language. For tranafer function descriptions, the
consists of the headings and subheedings shown in Table 5.

Table 5 SYNAP Headings and
i. aura DESCRIPTION
BRANCHES
VALUES
OUTPUTS
SENSITIVITIES
RUN CONTROLS
2. END

I
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The GRAPH DESCRIPTION heading Is required whenever one or more transfer
functions are specified for analysis. The coefficients and node connections
for each transfer function are specified under the BRANCHES subheading. The
general format for specifying a transfer function under the BRANCHES subheading Is:
INPUT NODE - OUTPUT NODE (NUMERATOR/DENOMINATOR)
The numerator coefficients must be specified first and separated fron the denominator coefficients by a slash. Within the numerator or denominator specifications, the coefflclentr may be entered In any desired order, but each
coefficient must be Immediately followed by a number Indicating the degree
of the associated s-term. Symbolic names may be uaed to represent some or
all of the coefficients. Symbolic names are required in order to compute the
sensitivity of a transfer to changes in the numerator or denominator coefficients. The sensitivitief are obtained by computing the partial derivative
of the transfer function with respect to the Indicated symbolic, or literal,
coefficients. The coefficient terns can also be expressed as a product of
literals and numbers.
The VALUES subheading la used to apeclfy the actual value of any literal
coefficients. The value of all literals must be specified In order to obtain
a transient or frequency response run. The remaining subheadings are described in the following examples. These examples also provide a clear
Indication of the format for each entry.
Example 7 SYNAP Analysis of s Second-Order
System with Forced Vibrations
Several of the transfer function snalysis capabilities of SYNAP are illustrated in the following analysis of the spring-suspended motor of Example
1. The tranafer function relating motor displacement to applied force is
given by Eq. (24).

F{a)

(24)
a' + IDs + 100

The corresponding SYNAP model for this transfer function la represented dlagramatically in Fig. 26. No additional elements or source« are required by
SYNAP to simulate the complete system. Arbitrary node numbers are assigned
to each of the two model nodes. The actual coefficient of the second term
in the denominator of the transfer function Is replaced by an arbitrary symbolic name, Kl. The smbstitution of a symbolic name in place of the actual
coefficient permits computation of the sensitivity of the tranafer function
to changes in the coefficient value. Symbolic names, or literals, may be
substituted for any of the coefficients in order to compute the corresponding
sensitivities.

s^HClS+lOO
Fig. 26 SYNAP model for the spring-suspended motor
The SYNAP listing for this example la presented in Fig. 21. The input node
and output node of the transfer function modal are apecifled under the
BRANCHES subheading of the GRAPH DESCRIPTION. Following the nod« apecif ication, and encloeed by parentheala, th« coefficient« of the tranafer function
are specified. Th« numerator coefficient« «r« separated from th« denominator
coefficlenta by a alaah. Bach coefficient entry 1« immediately followed by
an entry «pacifying th« degree of th« e-term associated with that coefficient.

■■***fr.
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GRAPH DESCRIPTION
BRANCHES
1-2(1,0/1,2,K1,I.100,0)
OUTPUTS
2/1
VA1UES
Kl-10
SENSITIVITIES
U
RUN CONTROLS
TRANSIENT RESPONSE-STEP
STOP TIME-S
STEP SIZE-.01
INITIAL FREQUENCY-.16
FINAL mqUENCY-16
FREQUENCY STEP-.16
END
Fig. 27 SYNAP progiaa 11«ting fot the spring-suspend««! motor
The entry under the OUTPUTS subheading requests the output of the transfer
function between nodes 1 and 2, where 2 is the output and 1 is the Input. In
this example, no other entry under OUTPUTS Is possible.
The VALUES subheading is used to specify the actual value of the co-

efficient represented by Kl. The actual value is required for computation
of the transient and frequency responses. Specification of Kl under the
SENSITIVITIES subheading results in computation of the sensitivity of the
transfer function to changes in Kl, expressed In terms of the real and
imaginary parts. The sensitivity is computed at each frc icncy point included in the frequency reaponse solution.
The RUN CONTROLS subheading Includes requests for both a transient and
a frequency response computation. In the original statement of the problem,
the forcing function for thla system «as shown to be sinusoidal. However,
SYNAP can compute the transient response only for a step, ramp, or pulse
forcing function. The step response Is requested In this example merely
to illustrate the required format. The atep input «111 be applied to node
1, since it is implied as the input node in the specifications under both
the BRANCHES subheading and the OUTPUTS subheading. The transient response
is obtained by computing the Inverse Laplace transform of the transfer
function at specified Intervals. Since numerical integration is not used
to obl'ln the transient response, the STEP SIZE entry merely determines the
values of time for which the response Is computed. The step site does not
Influence the accuracy of the transient response solution. If no step size
Is specified, the indicated STOP TIME la divided Into ten equal aise Increments to provide ten solution points. The frequency response Is requested
by entering the desired Initial frequency, final frequency, and frequency step
site.
The output produced by SYNAI consists of printed data only. The transient response data consists of a tabular Hating of the transfer function
output as a function of time. The frequency response output consists of a
tabular listing of the magnitude and phase of the transfer rstio as a function of frequency. The sensitivity output wrists of the rssl and imaginary
parts of the sensitivity function computed at each point of the frequency
responae.
Example 8 SYNAP Analysis of a Torslonal System
with Four Degrees of Freedom
The transient response and pole-tero locations
scribed In Example 2 are obtained using SYNAP.
before with the transient responae desired for
transfer (unction relating angular velocity to
«q. (25).

«Mmmmm».-«* '"•<•<■ **»—•*>>>*
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of the torslonal syatem deA atep torque Is applied as
the first 10 seconds. The
applied torque la given by
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(25)

32*

+ 112«6 + 128t* + 52»2 + 3

The angular velocity suit be integrated to also obtain angular diaplaceaent,
and the cooplete SYNAP aodel la shown In Fig. 28.

1
o328e + 11286 + USs'* + 52B2 + 3

fig. 28 SYNAP modal for the torslonal ay»Cera
The program Hating for thia exanple la presented in Pig. 29. Two entries
are required under the BRANCHES subheading, one for each transfer function.
Only even powers of s occur in the denoainator of the firat tranafer function,
and no consideration is required for the ■lasing odd tans when specifying
the transfer function coefficients.
GRAPH DESCRIPTION
BRANCHES
1-2(1,1/32.8,112,6.128.4.52.2.3,0)
2-3(1,0/1.1)
OUTPUTS
2/1. 3/1
RUN CONTROLS
TRANSIENT RESPONSE-STEP
STOP TIME« 10
STEP SI2E-.1
PRINT POLES
END
Fig. 29 SYNAP program Hating for the toralonal system
The first entry under the OUTPUTS aubheadlng requests the value of the output variable at node 2. which repreaents angular velocity, as detenained by
applying the input step to node 1. Siailerly, the second entry requests the
value of the output variable at node 3, which represent* the angular diaplaceaent. aa determined by applying the Input step to node 1. In addition
to computing the output at nod« 3, SYNAP also computes and print* the overall tranafer function between nod« 1 and node 3. Every output requeat automatically producea a print-out of the overall tranafer function between the
two nodes specified in the output request. This feature permits ceapllcated
overall tranafer functions to be derived for a system represented by aeveral
simpler tranafer functiona. For exemple, the linear spring-mass ayetem diacusscd in Example 4 waa represented by two almple tranafer functiona which
were then interconnected In a feedback arrangement to repreaent the complete
system. The overall tranafer function for the linear ayetem could be obtained with SYNAP.
The first three entries under the RUN CONTROLS aubheeding were deacribed In Example 7. The entry PUNT POLES will cause the seroe and poles
of the tranafer function* to be computed and printed.
Example 9 SYNAP Analyala of a Spring-Maaa-Daaper Systea with Two
Degreea of Freedom
The sprlng-aaee-dampar systea of Exeaple 3. which wae previously analysed In
the time-domain ualng the MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION of SÜPER»SCEFTRE, 1* now

'W
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analyzed using the transfer function approach of SYNAP.
rived transfer function la given by Eq. (26).

Hsi.
r(s)

a

The previously de-

* 10a ■» 1000

1000a4 + 10060a3 + 101500a2 + 61000a 4 100000

(26)

The SYNAP «odel for Eq. (26) consists of a single transfer function block or
branch as shown In Fig. 30. Arbitrary node nuabcrs are assigned aa before.
1

sSlOs+lOOO
3

2

1000S*+100608 +101500B +61000S+10000

Fig. 30 SYNAP modal for the sprlng-maaa-damper systeo
In addition to computing the transient response, the frequency raaponae and
pole-sero locatlona are alao detcralned. The appropriate program listing la
presented In Fig. 31. The entrlaa under ca-.h aubheadlng are almllar to the
entries described for Examples 7 and 8. The frequency raaponae data, entered
under the RUN CONTROLS subheading. Includea a FREQUENCT MULTIPLIER specification. The FREQUENCY MULTIPLT-K specification can be uaed In place of, or in
conjunction with .the FREQUENCY STEP specification. When only the frequency
multiplier la specified, each new frequency step la determined by multiplying the ptevloua value of the frequency by the frequency multiplier.
GRAPH DESCRIPTION
UUWCRES
1-2(1,2. 10,1. 1000,0/1000,4, 10060.3. 101500,2. 61000.1.
100000.0)
OUTPUTS
2/1
RDM CONTROLS
TRANSIENT RESPONSE ■ STEP
STOP TIME - 10
STEP SIZE - .1
INITIAL FREQUENCY - .01
FINAL FREQUENCY - 2
FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER - 20
PRINT POLES
Fig. 31 SYNAP program Hating for the sprlng-maaa-dampar system
A solution for the dead-band problem of Example 4 can not ba obtained with
SYNAP. The ÜYHAP program la restricted to linear systems and has no provlalona (or the formulation of plecewlea-llnear models. However, the llatInga for the previous three exaafilea provide a good Indication of the tranafat function aoalyala capabllltlee and coding raqulramanta of SYNAP. Four
of the esamplea la the Uaar's Manual deal aololy with the analyals of uaerapactflad tranafer functlona. The manual examplea alao Include aample
listings f.om each tun.
CONTINUOOS SYSTEMS MODELING PROGRAM HI (CSMP III) [13.U]
Data; Updated version raleaaad about 1971.
Capability: Nonlinear tranalent reaponae of contlnuoua ayatema repreaentad
by algebraic equatioaa, dlfferentUl aquations and various functional
blo«ka.

.
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Method: Numerical Integration of the system equations with a choice of five
fixed step routines (rectangular, trapezoidal, Simpson's, second-order
Adams, Runge-Kutta), two variable step rout Ines(fourth-order RungeKutta, fifth-order Milne predictor-corrector) and a routine for stiff
equations.
Limitations and Restrictions; No frequency response or polynomial root determination.
Input: Field-free, uaer-orlented Input language. Transfer functions, mathematical functions, and boolean logic represented by functional blocks.
Numerator and denominator coefficients entered In appropriately dimensioned arrays.
Output: The Inputs or outputs of any functional block may be requeated as
output. Solution points printed in tabular format and linear or log
plota as functions of the independent variable, time.
Language; FORTRAN IV and IBM Assembler.
Hardware: Designed for IBM 360/370 with a minimum partition of 102K-bytes
of core.
Usage: CSMF III is an extended version of CSMP S/360 and has been used extensively in many aclcntific and engineering applications. Technical
manual available [13].
Developers: IBM Program Product
Availability: CSMP III la distributed on a rental basis for $91/mo.($346/mo.
with interactive graphic feature). Inquiries and arrangements for
program rental should be conducted through the neareat IBM sales office.
CSMP III Program Structure
CSMP III is a general purpose program for simulating the dynamic response of
continuous systems. CSMP III 1« an extended version of the CSMP - S/360
program, released by IBM about 1967. Since its release, CSMP - 8/36%and
later CSMP III, has been used extensively in numerous scientific and engineering applications. Systems are represented in CSMF III through the use
of function blocks which perform operations auch as integration, differentiation, function generation and logical operations. There' are 42 built-in
function blocke. New function blocks may be created through various combinations of standard blocks or FORTRAN subroutines. Only a few of the
standard function blocks are required in the examples that follow.
The transfer function block provided in CSMP III, as well as many of
the other function blocks, is represented diagrammatically as shown in Fig.
32. The input and output are represented by arbitrary symbolic names, in
this case F and X respectively. There are never any nodes or node numbers
associated with CSMP III function blocks.

F—•

-♦X

Fig. 32 CSMP III transfer function block

CSMP III employs a field-free, user-oriented input language that follow* the
standard format eatabliahed for continuous system simulation Isnguages [IS].
A CSMP III program may be comprised of three primary segments:
1. INITIAL
2. OTNAMIC
3. TERMINAL
The INITIAL eegment la used excluaively for the computation of initial condition valuea prior to beginning the transient computationa. Similarly, the
TERMINAL segment Include* computationa that are performed only after completion of a transient computation. The INITIAL and TERMINAL segments arm
optional and are not required In any of the example* that follow. The
DYNAMIC segment Include* the complete description of the system dynamic* and

'
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must always be Included. Within the DYNAMIC segment, statenents describing
the required function blocks are entered. In general, a statement consists
of a variable equated to a function block or some combination of function
blocks. The representation for a function block consists of the function
name and one or more arguments, as required by the function. For example,
the general form for specifying an integrator la:
Y - XK1CSL(1C,X)
where
Y » integral or output
INTGRL - function name
IC - initial condition
X • integrand or input.
The function block for a transfer function Is specified in a similar manner.
However, two additional entries are required; the STORAGE and TABLE entries.
Let the general form of a transfer function be defined by Eq. (27).
1

tit) . 1-1

V
1

+ a

m+ 1
* 1

X(s)

(27)

I bV + bn + 1
1-1 J
Then the format for specifying a transfer function block is:
Y - TKAHSF (N, B, M, A. X)
STORAGE B(lH-l), A(M+1)
TABLE B(l - [N+l]) - B(l), B(2) , .... B(N+1) ...
A(l - ttH-11) - A(l), A(2)
A(Mfl)
where
Y - output
TRAMSF - function name
N - highest degree of denominator
B • an array in Which the denominator coefficients are stored
M - highest degree of numerator
A - an array In which the numerator coefficients are stored
X - input
STORAGE - indicates the array dimensions follow
TABLE - Indicates the array names and corresponding coefficients follow.
In addition to specifying the function blocks required In a simulation, statements specifying the desired outputs end run control data are entered. The
exact format for these specifications is Illustrated In the following examples.
Example 10 CSMP III Analysis of a Second-Order System
with Forced vibrations
The transient response of the spring-suspended motor of Example 1 is desired
for a period of 0.5 seconds after application of the sinusoidal forcing
function. The transfer function describing the syatem Is restated in Eq. (28).
(28)
F(s)

s* ■♦ 10s + 100

The CSMP III function block corresponding cd Eq. (26) may be represented as
shown in Fig. 33. The input force Is represented by the variable name F, and
the output displacement la represented by the variable nsmc X.

s'+10s+100
Fig. 33 CSMP III raprasentation for the spring-suspended motor
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A CSKP III Hating for this exanple can now ba foraulatad fron Flg. 33 and a
knowledge of the function block formata, forcing function and run control
foraat. The complete Hating la shown In Fig. 34.
The Indentations shown In Fig. 34 are Included Barely for clarity. The
listing Is conposed solely of a DYHAMIC aegnent. The output displacement, X,
is equated to the function block representation for the tranafer function.
The arguments of the function block are entered as previously described. The
STORAGE entry requests 3 storage locations for the denominator coefficients
and 1 for the numerator coefficient.
The actual coefficients are specified
in the TABLE entry. The denominator coefficients have been specified first,
starting with the coefficient of s and ending with the coefficient of a0.
The three periods at the end of the entry Indicate the entry la contlned on
the next line. The numerator coefficient la apecified on the continued line.
In the following entry, the forcing function, F, is computed. The remaining
entries apecify the run controls and output rcqueata.
DYNAMIC
X - TRANSF (2, B. 0, A, F)
STORAGE B(3). A(l)
TABLE
B(l-3) - 10., 1.. 100
A(l)
- 1.
F - .1*SIH(62*TINE)
TIMER FINTIM • .5, OUTDEL - .01
PRINT F, X
OUTPUT X
LABEL MOTOR DISPLACEMENT
END
STOP
ENDJOB
Fig. 34 CSMP III program Hating for the spring-suspended motor
The TIMER entry can be used to apecify the increments for which printed or
plotted outputs are desired, the duration of the almulation, the Integration
atep slca.and a minimum permlaalble step alee. In tbia example, the duration
of the simulation is Indicated by the FINTIM specification, and the desired
output increment la indicated by the OUTDEL specification. Printed aolutlon
points of the forcing function, F, and motor dlaplacamant, X, are requested.
A print-plot of the displacement is produced by the OUTPUT entry. The LABEL
entry indicates the plot is to be labeled. MOTOR DISPLACEMENT. The END card
algniflea the Hating for a run la completed. The STOP card la alwaya included and aeparataa the Hating from any uaer-supplied FORTRAN subroutines.
The ENDJ0B card algniflea the end of the input data stream for this job.
The Hating of Fig. 34 rapreaenta the typical coding required to obtain
the tike-domain reaponae of a given tranafer function. There are several
additional run controla and options that can ba specif lad. Several of theae
will be illustrated In the examples that follow.
Example 11 CSMP III Analyala of a Toraional Syatem
with Four Degreea of Freedom
A atep torque la applied to the toraional ayataa deacrlbed in Example 2. The
tranaient reaponae for the first 10 aeconda la required. The appropriate
tranafer function is roatatad in Eq. (29).

uiai
T<,)

s
32a8 + 11286 + 128a* + 5&

.

(29)
+ 3

Since the angular displscement is also deeirad. «a integrator is required in

'W^
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addition to the transfer function block. The representation for the coablned
transfer function and Integrator blocks la shown In Pig. 35.

a

s
8

328

6

+ 112s + 128s4 + 52s2 + 3

Fig. 35 CSMP III representation for the torslonal system
The prograa listing for this exaaple Is presented In Tig. 36. The variable»
F, 0. and 6 have been assigned the naasa TORQUE, OMEGA and THETA respectively.
The function block representing the tranafer function Is specified In the
■anner previously described. The fonset for specifying the Integrator la
slallar, but requlrle» only one entry. The arguaenta of the Integrator function. In their respective order, represent the initial condition and the
integrand. The Input torque Is specified as s PARAMETER, since it Is constant throughout the slaulatlon.
The TIMER entry Includes a specification for step site, DELT, of 0.05.
If DELT le not specified, the program assiftns a value equal to 1/16 of OUTDEL. Since no integration method has been specified, the variable-step
Runge-Kutta integration is used. This Integration method will automatically
reduce the step sisa to meet the integration error criteria. When using
the flxca-step integration routlnea, the value of DfcLT has a direct effect
on the integration error.
DYNAMIC
OMEGA • TRAM8F (8,B,1,A, TORQUE)
STOUCE B(9), A(2)
TABU B(l-9) - 0.,52.,O.,128.,O..U2..O..32.,3
A(l-2) - l.,0.,
THETA - UrtGIL (0., OMEGA)
PARAMETER TORQUE - 1.
TIMER FIIRIM • 10., OUTDEL - .1, DELT - .05
PRIK TORQUE. OMEGA,THETA
OUTPUT OMEGA
OUTPUT THETA
END
STOP
EHDJOB
Fig. 36 CSMP III program listing for the torslonal system
The torque, angular velocity, and angular diaplacement are requested by the
PR1KT entry. Print-plots of the angular velocity and angular displacement
are requested by the two OUTPUT entries.
Example 12 CSMP III Aaalyaia of a Spring-Mass-Damper System
with Two Degteaa of Freedom
In this example, the traoslational system described In Example 3 Is analysed
for a unit atep input. The transient reaponae for a period of 10 seconds is
required. The tranafer function relating output diaplacement to input force
la restated in Eq. (30).

m-

a* + 10« + 1000
lOOOs4 + 10060s3 + lOlSOOs2 + 61000s + 100000

wmsmsswwwwwiiwpwsqmyssisiiwimi

*1

^

(30)
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The CSMP III functional block corresponding to Eq. (30) nay be represented
as shown In Fig. 37.
sz +108 + 1000
4

1000s

3

+ 10060s + lOlSOOs2 + 61000s + 100000

Fig. 37 CSMP III representation for the sprlng-nass-danper system
The CSMP III listing for this example Is essentially the same aa the listing
for Example 10. However, several new entries have been introduced for the
purpose of illustration. The complete listing is presented in Fig. 38.
DYNAMIC
X - TRANSF (M,2,A,F)
STORAGE B(5), A(3)
TABLE B(l-5) - 61000., 101500., 10060., 1000., 100000
A(l-3) - 10., I., 1000.
PARAMETER F - 1.
TIMER FIHTIM - 10., FRDEL - .1
METHOD STIFF
PRINT X, F
RANGE
END
STOP
ENDJOB
Flg. 38 CSMP III prograa listing for ths spring-oasa-dampar system
The PROEL entry specifies (.he TIME increment for which the variables specified in the PRINT entry sr.e to be printed. No output plots are requested in
this listing. The intep^stion routine for STIFF equations la requested by
the METHOD entry. The minimum and maximum values that the variables assume
during the simulation is obtained from the RANGE entry. Output generated
by the RANGE entr> givea the minimum and maximum value of each variable,the times at which the minimum and maximum occur, and the TIME interval over
which the RANGE values were obtained.

Example 13 CSMP III Analyais of a Piecewise-Llnesr System
The transient response for the piecewlse-linear system trested in Examples 4
and 6 is desired. The input to the system is a unit force applied for one
second. The representation for the system in Example 4 ia also appropriate
for thia analyaia. and ia repeated in Fig. 39.
FA
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Fig. 39 CSMP III representation for the piecewlae-llnear system
In the program Hating, ths integrators and dead band characteristic are rep-
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resented by appropriate functional blocks. The sunaing junction Is represented by a simple algebraic equation. The complete Hating is given in Fig.
40.
DYMAMIC
FT - FA - FK
V - 1NTGRL(0.. FT)
X - INTGRUO.. V)
FK - DEADSP(-2.,2.,X)
FA - AFGEN(PULSE1, TIME)
FUNCTION PULSEl - 0., 1., 1., 1., 1.0001,0.,20.,0.
TIMER F1NTIM - 20., 0UTDEL - .2, DELT - .2
PRINT FA, FK, FT, V, X
OUTPUT X, V
END
STOP
ENDJOB
Flg. 40 ,CSMP III program listing for the piscswlsc-linaar system

Several new entries are introduced in this example. The functional block
AFGEN can be used to specify any arbitrary function in a plecewise-linear
faahlon. In this example, the input force, FA, Is determined for any value
of TIME by AFGEN. The first argument of the AFGEN block, PULSEl,merely

identifiea a set of ordered pairs that describe the curve of the input force.
The second argument, TIME, identifies the independent variable. The independent variable is always the first dsta point in each ordered pair and
must be strictly monotonic increasing. The FUNCTION entry is used to specify
the ordered pairs that describe the PULSEl function. Thus, for a given value
of TIME, AFGEN performs • linear interpolation on the data points of PULSEl
to determine the vslue of the input force, FA. The dead band characteristic
is referred to as dead space in CSMP III, and is represented by the functional block DEADSP. The arguments of DEADSP, in the order of their occurrence, are: the negative or smaller value of the x-lntercept (-2.), the
positive or larger value of the x-intercept (2.), and the independent variable
(Z). The non-cero slope of the DEASP block la fixed at a value of 1. If a
slope other than 1 is required, the output of the DEADSP block may be multiplied by the desired slope.
The remaining entries in the listing have been discussed in the previous examples. The program listings for this and the previous examples
provide a good Indication of the transfer function analysis capabilities
and coding requirements of CSMP III. An optional graphics feature is also
available with CSMP III. The graphics feature utilises a CRT displsy to
provide an Interactive mode of analysis.
As «1th the other programs discussed in this chapter, CSMP III poasesses
many capabilities that are not diractly related to transfer function analysis. For Instance, this example was formulated without the use of the transfer function block. A full description of the numerous function blocks and
the graphic feature la included in the Program Reference Manual. Aa can be
seen from the program listings, CSMP III is intended primarily for time-domain
analysis. There are no provisions for frequency analysis or determination
of transfer function poles and zeros.

SUMMARY AMD PROGRAM COMPARISONS

Transfer function representation of linear vibrationsl systems provides a
systematic method of analysts, and often yields Important insight Into ths
frequency behavior of a system. Transfer functions may be formulated from
the differential equations of the system. Transfer functions can al»o be
formulated directly In the frequency-domain or derived from experimental data.
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M«ny of th« technlquea developed for modeling and analysing control ayateu
are alao useful In analyzing vlbrational ayateu.
Obviously, the four probleu analyzed In thla chapter do not represent
even a small sampling of the possible applications for transfer function
analysis. However, the examples do Illustrate the types of analysis that
can be performed on Individual and Interconnected transfer functions. The
examples alao provide an Indication of the coding requirements and analysis
capabilities of the programs Included In thla evaluation. Table 6 provldea
a coaparlson of the more Important aspects of each program, and summarizes
much of the information presented In the text. Several of the entries In
Table 6, .such aa the rerun capability, are not discussed elsevhere, since
their uanlng la clear.
Table 6 Comparison of Programs
Property
SYMBOLS:

X
NA
I
C

-

Program

YES
NOT APPLICABLE
IBM 360/370
CDC 6000

*

i 1

|
U

M
M
H

in

INPUT
Field-free Input forut
Transfer functions
Topologlcal mechanical system descriptions
Topologlcal electrical network descriptions
Topologlcal control system deacrlptlona
tTRAHSFER FUNCTION ANALYSIS
Time-domain response
Frequency-domain response
Pole and zero determination
Sensitivity
Overall transfer function determination
Maximum order
KJUTPUT
User selected outputs
Tabular printed output
Linear print-plots
Log print-plot*
Polar print-plots
Compoalte print-plots
Interface with user plot routine*
Print-plots of one variable va. another
OT display
HUM COHTMLS
Conditional termination
Rerun*
Maximum step size
Minimum step size
Startin* step «is*
Abaolute integration error
Relative Integration error
Arbitrary Simulation stsrt tlu
Selection of •pacific point* for solution
Swept variable* other than tlu or frequency
HirrECRAIIO« METHODS
[
Multiple integration *ch*Ms
1
Variable atep error control

._.-.,.

z

X
X

X
X

X
X

x

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

»
X

X
X

X

X

x
X

x
36

2

X
X

X
X

»

x
x
x
x

none none
1

«
x
X

X
X

X
X

x
X
X
X

X
X

X

1
X

x

x

X
X

X
X

x

NA
MA
HA
NA
x

X
X

x
X
x ■

x

X
X
X
X

^
X

1
X

1
1
1

'

Ju .

NA

X

1 MA 1 Jt
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Property
SYMBOLS:

X
NA
I
C

-

Progra»

TBS
NOT APPLICABLE
IBM 360/370
CDC 6000

ViODELS
1
Expandable model library
1
Library of standard analog eleaenta
1
Library of standard plecsvlse-llMsr elemen a
ISOFTWARE INFORMATION
1
FORTRAN
Aaaeabler
Preprocessor
1
Interactive
|
Error diagnostics
Dlatrlbuted by Aaveloper
Distributed by software center
1
Cost
1
Coat «1th sraohlca feature
bOCUMEKTATlON
Ussr's Manual
1
Technical Manual
MISCELLANEOUS FEATURES

1
i

i

1

M
H
W

1

|

1

X

X

^ 1
X

X
X
X

X

»
»

x

x
»

x

1
1

x
x

1
1
1

X

1

*X

x
X

I
1
1
1

x

x

x
x

11

X

1
X
X
1
X
1
UlOO none none $91/«o
1 NA MA
HA $3A6/BOI
1

x
x

x

x

1
J

Arbitrary fotclnl functions
Standard aath functlona
Nonprocedural proceaslng
Accepts FORTRAN aubroutlnes
Accepts cosnent cards
Accepts algebraic equations
Solves differential equations
Solves general algebraic loops
Machine cosmatlblllty

1
1
1

1

X
X
X
X
X
X

x
x
X

x

x
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1
1

X

x
X
x
x

1
1
1

X
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Dynamics of Spacecraft Structures
Leonard Meirovitch
Virginia Polytechnic Intlilule and Statt University

INTRODUCTION
The problems associated with the dynamics of spacecraft structures are ouch
more diverse than those associated with civil structures or even aircraft
structures. As with aircraft, there Is a weight penalty involved. Indeed,
the fact that spacecraft must be lifted from the earth surface and placed In
a certain orbit In space requires that the structure be made as light as possible. But the similarities end here, as spacecraft must operate In an entirely different environment than aircraft. As an example, differential gravity forces are generally more Important than aerodynamic forces for spacecraft,
while the opposite is true for aircraft.
The missions for which spacecraft are designed often require that they
retain a certain orientation in space. The most coranon cases are those in
which the spacecraft must retain a relatively fixed orientation with respect to
an inertial space, and thoae in which the spacecraft must point toward the earth
at all times. It is also possible that the orientation of certain parts of the
spacecraft (such as solar panels) must remain fixed in an inertial space while
other parts (such as antennas) must point coward the earth. Because spacecraft are free to rotate In space, rather than being restrained' by reactions
ss in the case of civil structures, certain controls oust be exerted on the
spscecraft to enable them to fulfill their mission. Controls can ba passive
or active. Passive controls are of two typss: spin stabilisation and gravitygradient stabilization. Spin stabilization is baaed on the fact that, in the
absence of external torques, a rigid body spinning shout the axis of maximum
or minimum moment of inertia tends to aslntain ita orientation in space. On
the other hand, gravity-gradient stabilization is based on the fact that differential-gravity torques tend to align the axis of minimum moment of inertia
or an orbiting spacecraft with the local vertical. Active controls are generally achieved by control jets or by momentum exchange devices, such as
control-moment gyros (CMC), reaction wheels, and rotora of dual spin or a
multlspln spacecraft.
In general, the orbital motion of a spacecraft is given and the problem
reduces to that of controlling its attitude. For a rigid spacecraft, the
mathematical formulation conaists of three simultaneous ordinary differential
equations for the rotational motion. The problem becomes appreciably more involved when tha spacecraft la flexible, as additional degrees of freedom must
be Introduced to describe the displacements of the flexible parts relative to
a given frame. There are two basic types of mathematical models for flexible
parts, namely discrete and distributed. Discrste models, alao known as
lumped models, sre described by ordinary differential equations; and distributed models, also known as continuous models, arc described by partial differential equations. For the spacecraft as a whole, dlacrete models lead to a set
of simultaneous ordinary differential equations. On the other hand, spacecraft
containing distributed parts are described by a "hybrid" aet of equations, in
the sense that the rotational motion is dsscrlbed by ordinary differential
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equation« and the elastic diaplacements relative to the rotating frame are
described by partial differential equations. For practical reasons, a hybrid
system oust be "dlscretlzed". The two most common discretization procedures
are the finite element method and the assumed modes method, where the latter
Is often called the Raylalgh-Ritz method. The first expresses the continuous
elastic displacements inside an element in terms of displacements at given
points on the boundaries of the element. On the other hand, the second expresses the continuous elastic displacements of a given flexible member aa a
series of space-dependent admissible functions multiplied by time-dependent
generalized coordinates. All of these methods are discussed in Ref. 1.
Another way of simulating a flexible spacecraft la by regarding continuous
flexible members as consisting of rigid elements Interconnected by springs.
This approach has originated in conjunction with the analysis of spacecraft
structures
12 and 3) and enjoys a certain degree of popularity with
spacecraft dynamiciats, as witnessed by the number of computer programs based
on the approach. A refinement of this approach consists of regarding the
interconnected elements not aa rigid but as flexible [4], which brings
the approach closer to the finite element method.
The computer programs in the area of dynamics of flexible spacecraft tend
to be tailored to specific spacecraft. Nevertheless, in virtually every csae
attempts have been made to generalize the program so as to accommodate a larger
class of configurations. The programs are generally very extensive and they
are modular in nature, in the sense that they consist of a group of subprograms
Integrated into a single general program. Because of this, the programs do
not lend themselves to the same clear cut classification and objective evaluation as would a single computational algorithm designed to solve a given problem, such as the eigenvalue problem of a real symmetric matrix.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Flexible Spacecraft Dynamics (FSD)
The FSD computer program simulates attitude and flexural motions of generalised
spacecraft with long tubular appendages subjected to orbital perturbing forces
including grsvltatlonal forces, solar pressure, temperature gradients, aerodynamic drag, and magnetic torques. Internal forces due to dampers, thrusters,
snd momentum wheels are also simulated.
(The FSD Program has the following features:)
%. The flexible appendages can be extended or retracted at a variable rate.
All inurtlal forces due to Corlolls, centrifugal, linear, and angular acceleration are simulated during deploymen'...
2. The progrsM can be run in aequences of paramtric runs to study the effect of variations of one or more parameters or Initial conditions. The program can also be stopped and restarted during s computer run to change a parameter In order to simulate a flight operations procedure such as activation of
s thruster.
3. Up to 10 flexible members can be simulsted. The members can have arbitrary origin and angular position relative to the body axes. Bach element may
have a different stiffness, coefficient of thermal expansion, projected area,
drag coefficients, unit mass, temperature gradient, tip mass, length, and deployment velocity. In addition, each member can have either one of two data
sets associated with mass, area, and Internal force Integrals. This permits,
for instance, the simulation of a spln-stsblllied spacecraft with wire transverse elements and Interlocked tubular elements on the spin axis.
4. For gravity-gradient stsbllized spacscraft, a llbration diaper can be
simulated constating of a long dampar boom that can rotate relative to the primary body axes. A magnetic hyataresls or eddy current damper will dissipate
energy during the relative motion.
One version of the FSD Program (Dual-Spin) generalised this option Into
a secondary body with flexible appendages and additional dagreee of relative
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motion. Thlt Dual-Spin vemlon also simulates nutation dampers situated on
the despun portion of a Dual-Spin apacecraft. Nutation dampers simulated can
be either a pendulum type with viscous or hysterisia damping or a viscous ring
damper.
5. Various body torquing devices are available to simulate spacecraft operation. Thrusting of the apacecraft can be simulated either for pure moments
or for a thrust vector whose line of action is arbitrary with respect to the
center of mass. The effect of thrusting on orbit parameters is also computed.
6. A simple control law is provided for thrusting which can be activated
by aun sighting. Complex control laws can be added if required. Torquing due
to electromagnetic or residual magnetic dlpolcs is simulated. The earth's
magnetic field is represented by recent multi-term spherical harmonic mod-.l
developed by Goddard Space Flight Center. The capability to simulate torquea
developed by constant or variable speed momentum wheel ia also available.
The equations of motion describe the response of the system in terms of
the rotations of a reference system with respect to the inertlal apace and the
motions of various parts of the system relative to this reference system. The
generalized coordinates are of two types, discrete and distributed. Consequently, the equations of motion constitute e hybrid att of differential equations,
which is discretised by the assunied modes method. Typical admissible functions
are cantilever modes. Other appropriate admissible functions can be used such
as thosa for cantilever beams with tip masses.
The time history of the dependent variables ia obtained by numerical integrations of the aquations of motion using the Adams-Moulton method and a fourth
order Runge-Kutta starter. The Adams-Moulton Integrator uses a predictor-corrector technique to eelect the appropriate Integration time step that will
minimize computer time end maintain the deaired accuracy. The accuracy bounds
for tha dependent variable are specified by the user.
Language: The majority of the program language ia FORTRAN, A email portion
of tha input rout Inas is in saaambly language.
Hardware; IBM 360
Accuracy and Reliability: The accuracy and validity of the program has been
demonstrated by many comparison« with analytical solutions. In addition, the comparison of simulated dete and flight data from the RAE-I
satellite has bean remarkably good. This comparison was made with the
RAE-I in varioua symmetrical and asyametrical configurations with the
boom at various lengths up to 750 feet. For an ln-orbit dynamics
experiment, the FSD Program accurately predicted the critical spin rate
for instability of the spin axis booms of the IMP-1 satellite. In
addition to the above mentioned flight programs, the computer progrsa
wss the prime method of simulating the flexible dynamics of the Lunar
RAE satellite and the IMP-J (aplnnlng, radial wires) spacecraft.
The program has been operated on a daily basis for more than three
years. Any anomalies and discrepancies that have been uncovered have
been corrected or are minor. The program is prssantly considered to be
highly reliable.
Contact:
The computer program was developed by AVCO Systems Dlvlaon for
NASA Goddard Space Plight Center. In addition to being uaed in the
Goddard ISEE flight program, it la currently being modified, maintained,
and operated by Computer Sciences Corporation, Syutea Sciences Division,
for RASA Goddard and other agencies.
Availability! The PSD Program was developed under guvernaent funding, hsnee
is public property. Further inforastlon can be obtained from:
J. V. Pedor
NASA Goddard Space Plight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
R. N. Davis
Computer Sciences Corporation
Silver Springs, Maryland
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Subjective Comments: The FSD Program has several noteworthy advantage« over
other existing programs. With respect to simulation of spacecraft with
long flexible deplcyable appendages, It Is doubtful that other programs
have comparable accuracy for large displacements. It Is not necessary
to determine an equilibrium configuration before solving the equations
of motion as many linearized solutions require.
Although the program is large (430 bytes) for the IBM 360 system because
of the higher order terms, three flexible modes and many options. It is
relatively easy to operate. The options can be invoked by input controls. Because the program la so generalized, there have been occasions
when unexpected results have led to new Insights into spacecraft dynamic
behavior. These results, that were later confirmed by analysis, have
had an impact on spacecraft design and flight operations.
LPARL Flexible Spacecraft Attitude Dynamics Programs (LPAtX)
The Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory (LPARL) conslata of a series of multipurpose digital computer programs for simulation of the attitude dynamics
and control of complex spacecraft structures representable as rotatlonally
interconnected rigid and flexible bodies. The arrangement of bodies In the
model is arbitrary, except that "closed loops" of bodies are excluded, I.e.
the system of bodies and Interconnections must form a "topologlcal tree".
The LPARL multlbody programs can also be used to study spacecraft attitude
stability. Using the nonlinear programs, a simple numerical method of sequential perturbation of Initial conditions gives directly the manerlcal values of
the coefficient matrices of the linearized equations corresponding to linearization about any chosen state. Using standard computer routines for eigenvalues
of linear systems, stability analysis Is carried out by examining the non-positlvlty of the real part of the eigenvalues. Thus, in the context of computer
integration of the equations of notion, linearized equations (In numerical
form) and the associated stability analysis are a direct by-product of the
multlbodv nonlinear equations.
The series of programs, baaed on formulations described In [3 - 9], represents a natural evolution from the "simple" case of a tree of rigid bodies
to the case of a tree of flexible bodies. This laat program la currently under
development and will be completed this year. Intermediate models consist of
topologlcal trees of rigid bodies with terminal flexible bodies, and chains of
flexible bodlea. In these multlbody program, flexibility of a given body can
be suppressed, reducing It to a rigid body. In this sense, the more general
programs will logically supersede the less general ones. However, the redundancy In these programs Is limited only to the model, because different programs
are based on different formulations of multlbody dynamics. In view of the vast
complexity of such multipurpose programs, the availability of distinct formulations pi 'idea a unique method for verification of the validity of output
and hence a very high degree of reliability for the correctness of the programs.
The LPARL programs represent a hybrid synthesis of large-angle nonlinear
multl-rlgid-body dynamics with distributed coordinate representation of linear
elastic deformation* uaed In structural mechanics. The determination of deformation functions la obtained from aeparate structural mechanics programs (e.g.
REXBAT, SNAP, etc.).
The programs Integrate the aquations of motion for the models using the
Integrator deecrlbed In "JPL Technology Utilisation Docunent Mo. CP-2308,
VODQ/SVDQ/DVDQ, Variable Order Integratora for the Kumurical Solution of Ordinary Differential Equations"; thla is a variable self-adjuatlng atep-slza
Integrator. In all the programs, interconnections between bodies In the tree
are deacribed by parametrized inter-body rotation matrices, i.e. by a aet of
gimbals having 0, 1, 2, or 3 degrees of rotational freedom. The gimbal axe*
can be sequentially locked, and the nominal orientation of the gimbal axes can
be input by appropriate gimbal mounting rotation matrices.
The system configuration is deacribed entirely by input data. The only
subroutines required from the user ar* those which give the external force and
torque on each body, the gimbal torques (e.g. due to torslonal springs, dampers.
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motors, etc.). «nd «ny auxiliary differential equatlona, auch as for control
nystem». These aubroutlne» have access to the Instantaneous state of the
system. Gravitational effects arc built Into the dynamical equations of motion and need not be user specified.
The program output consists of a tabular Hating of the state history,
as well as plots of these tine histories generated on the SC-4020 plotter.
Programs
I.

NBODY I and NBODY(F) I

(F: Flexible bodies)

Baaed on formulation described In [3, S, and 6]. Separate suanatlon procedures are involved for eliminating momenta of the unknown interbody forces
and constraint torques arising at gimbals with fewer than three degrees of
freedom. NBODY(F) I normally makes use of fixed-base cantilever mode shapes
for terminal flexible appendages.
II.

NBODY II and NBODY(F) II

Based on formulation described In [7] and using certain key Ideas described
in [9]. Baae points are shifted from harycente'-- to Interconnection
(hinge) points, about which interbody forces have zero moments. Equations of
motion are written directly for sub-trees "outboard" of a given interconnection,
and formulation Is simplified. Computer program runs slightly faster than
NBODY I series.
Hi.

NBODY III and NBODY(F) III

Based on formulation described in [9]. The Incidence matrix for each topologlcal tree configuration controls the systematic contribution from the notion of each individual body to the overall dynamic equatlona. The force
equation of the system is maintained In the program, which provides the translatlonal motion of the main body and other bodies. It also simplifies the
coefficient matrices of the torque equations about the hinge points. The vibration equations of the terminal flexible bodies are independent. Reduction
of the degree-of-freedom at a specific hinge point can be handled easily by
eliminating the corresponding glabal rotational angle and the associated
torque component equation. This program is very efficient.
iv.

P-NBODY and P-HBODY(F)

(P; Perturbation)

Based on [8] and extensive additional revisions by J. Y. L. Ho. The multibody combining procedure employed has no closed-form analytical description
of the final equations, but is implemented on the computer by means of a recursive computational scheme which in effect compiles the equation of notion
In numerical rathar than analytical form. In this program, the assuaption Is
made that the total motion of the flexible multlbody spacecraft is representable as the superposition of a nonlnal notion, obtained by conceptually "rigldizing" each flexible body but preserving localized flexibility at the joints,
and a small perturbation corresponding to the linear elastic oscillation« of
the flexible appendages. The perturbation aquations are thus varlatlonal
equations, l.a. aquations linear-Vied about a nonlnal trajectory of the associated rlgldlsad system. P-NBODY thus provides linear aquations In analytical
form.
v.

Remote Manipulator System (RMS)

This progrsm la based fit tha nodal of a chain of flexible Interconnected bodies.
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and derives Its nine fron Iti application to the Space Shuttle's Remote Manipulator Systen. Formulation of the progran la given In [4], It employe three
classes of mode shape functions for Interconnected flexible bodies, which are
not restricted to beams.
Language: The series programs consist of an assemblage of subroutines
written In FORTRAN V compatible with the UNIVAC HOB-llIO/Excc 8
operating system.
Contact:
The program was developed by Lockheed Palo Alto Reaearch Lab.
Availability: It can be obtained on a case by case basis by contacting
C. Margulies
Lockheed Palo Alto Reaearch Laboratory
Palo Alto, California 9A087
J. H. L. Ho
Lockheed Palo Alto Rasearch Laboratory
Palo Alto, California 94087
Subjective Comaentg; The LPARL programs have been used to study various
multi-body gravity-gradient configurations (without flexible bodies),
and were successfully validated with similar work at Ball Laboratories
(in the mid 1960's). They were used for a study of the attitude
motions of the spinning SKTLAB (with flexible booms) at NASA, MSFC.
Finally, an extensive comparison was made with JPL's MBDT Program.
Martin Marietta Computer Progran (MHCP)
The M4CP is a general-purpose computer program system for dynamic simulation
and stability analysis of passive and actively controlled spacecraft. The program system will be used In design of attitude control systems and for evaluation of total system performance Including both time domain response and frequency domain stability investigatlona. The progran provide» capability to
examine total system dynamic characteristics Including intsraction effects
between rigid and/or flexible bodies, control systems and a wide range of
environmental loadings.
The program system has the capability of redlmenaionlng itself to suit
the problem at hand. For example, there may be a trade-off between the total
number of bodlea and the number of admissible functions (or normal nodes) considered to repressnt each body. The progran ia redlmensloncd so as to make
efficient uae of the available conputer memory.
The development of the progran system has used the most general form of
Lagrange's equations, including auxiliary nonholononlc, rhaononic condltiona of
constraint. Lagrange nultipliers are calculated and used as interaction
forcea/torquea in such a manner that the prescribed constraints are maintained.
The nonlinear flexible/rigid dynamic coupling effects are considered In unabridged faohion for each of the bodlea or Che system and for the system as a
whole. Normal vibration nodes nay be uaed in representing elastic deformation
of a given body member, but an adequate series of admissible functions suffices.
Nonlinear tine donaln response la calculated for the syntheslsed dynamic
systen through uae of the Runge-Kutta nunerlcal Integration algorithm; state
vector concepts are embodied, thus the dynenic system Is represented by a
series of nonlinear first order differential equations Including both plant
dynanics and controller dynsnics.
For frequency donaln studies, the systen of nonlinear first order equations is numerically lineariied resulting In a set of first order differential
equetions Involving state variable perturbations. The linearised equations
correspond to the autenonous eye ten; that la, they are In the form y - Ay.
The so-called QK algorithm Is used to extract closed-loop roots of the
characteristic matrix A. Also, a slnllarity tranaformation la performed on A,
giving a slnllar dynamic systen A* which can ba easily nanlpulated to provide
forward-loop, return-loop and loop-gain transfer functions. The tranafer
functiona are automatically displayed In Bode, Nichols or Nyqulst form. Also,
the progran has capability to generate root-locus displays.
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Language; The entire program 1« coded In FORTRAN IV with exception of the
job control language which, of courae, la Installation dependent. Double
precision arlthmtlc la uaed with all real numbers (not Integere) In
the IBM and UNI VAC veralona. The CDC version does not require double
precision due to Its 60-blt word length.
Hardware: The program la currently running on the IBM 360/370, and will be
Impleaented on UNIVAC 1108 and CDC 6500 computers by July 197S.
Reliability: Aa a monitor on accuracy and reliability of the program system,
total angular and linear momentum vectors aa well aa system kinetic and
potential energies are always calculated and displayed. The results of
all "torque-free" demonstration problems considered to date are positive
In that system momentum Is conserved accurately and total energy
(kinetic plus potential) decreaaes monotonlcally.
Contact;
The program waa developed by MMC for NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center. Contact
Carl Bodley
Martin Marietta Corp.
Denver, Colorado 80201
Availability: Final documentation la scheduled to be delivered to the NASA
(Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland) by May 1, 1975.
It will be available through the Computer Software Management and Information Center (COSMIC), University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia,
30601, by approximately mid 1975.
Subjective Comments: This dynamic simulation program la, by design, a general purpose program for synthesizing and analyzing complex structuralmechanical systems. The program system can, on option, be uaed to
examine, in detail, nonlinear time domain reaponse and/or linear frequency domain reaponse.

MBDY Attitude Dynamics Subroutine Package (MBDYADSP)
The MBDYADSP la a collection of eight programs. All the routines in this
package are based on the rigid-body tree equations of [3] aa rearranged in
[5] to eliminate constraint torques. However, three of the subroutines
allow the attachment of flexible appendages to any of the rigid bodiea of the
tree, and a constant spin of the appendage base may also be aecoaasdated.
The only situation (within the tree concept) that cannot be directly handled
by one or another of these programs 1* that of a chain of bodies where intermediate bodies (rather than terminal bodies) in the chain are flexible. However, in this ease, one can aouetimea redefine the "boundaries" of a flexible
appendage ao that it la always a terminal appendage.
Since thaaa are aubroutinea, the user oust develop Ms own "calling" programs, integration subroutines, matrix equation solving (or matrix inveralon)
routines, etc.
Several of the routines are simply linearized or partially linearized
versions of other routines in the package and, aa such, are directly interchangeable with them, i.e., virtually no modification la required in the
calling program. The presence of these linearized versions allows the user
anew latitude In trading off speed and accuracy for moat efficient problem
solving. All of the routines also provide the option of "rigldlzing" a Joint
between rigid bodies or prescribing motion about that joint in • very simple
manner. Following is a description of the aubroutime.
Capabilitiea and Methods Used by Subroutinee
1.

MBDY (see alao [10])

MBDY la designed to solve the rotational dynaalea equations for a system of
rigid bodies, hinge-connected In the fox« of a topological tree. The solution
ia given in terms of the inertlal angular acceleration components of one body,
arbitrarily chosen as the reference body, and in tana of the relative angular
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accelerations of all the remaining rotational degrees of freedom.
The raathenatlcal approach la that described In [5]
and expanded In
some detail In [10).
The resulting matrix equation Is of the form Ax - B,
where x Is the desired angular acceleration solution vector (Nxl), A Is a real
syroetrlc time-variable matrix (NxN), and B Is a vector of forcing functions
(Nxl), (N - no. of system degrees of rotational freedom). This equation la
then solved by a standard matrix equation solving routine each time the subroutine is entered with new forcing function values (e.g., at every numerical
Integration step).

11.

MBDYTL (see also [10I)

MBDYTL is designed to solve exactly the some problem aa HBDY. Again, the
mathematical approach Is that used for MBDY except that the equatlona are
subjected to a strict linearization with respect to the reference body's
angular velocity and acceleration as well aa to the hinge rotation angles and
their derivatives. The matrix A thus becomes a constant symetrlc matrix
which may be Inverted only once to allow the calculation x ■ A-^B to be performed each time the subroutine Is entered with new forcing function values.
A much faster solution for x thus results with reasonably good accuracy for
many problems.

111.

MBDYL (see also [10J)

This routine Is Identical to MBDYTL except that further simplification of the
system equations, beyond strict linearization, la accomplished. No body-tobody coordinate transformations are done at all in MBDYL. Thue, thla routine
will produce solutions at a slightly faster rate than MBDYTL, but with leas
accuracy.

Iv.

HBDYPL (see also [10])

MBDYPL la deaigned to solve the same problem aa MBDY,
Using the some approach aa for MBDY, but assuming that only acme of the
hinge rotations (and their derivatives) are small, the equatlona may be partially linearised so that at least a portion of A becomes constant. The constant part of A may then be Inverted In the initialisation process and x is
solvad for by matrix partitioning. The result is a somewhat faster solution
to the problem then MBDY can provide, if the sis« of A is relatively larga
(at laast 10 x 10), and if liMarisation is justified.

v.

MBDYM

MBDYM is designed to solve tha same problem aa MBDY and the method of solution
is tha same aa for MBDY. However, tha algorlthma used in the routine to form
the equation Ax • b hove been modified, and in aooe eaaea simplified, to speed
up the solution. One significant modification changes tha manner in which tha
s/stem la described by substituting the concept of a "connection" rather than
a hlnga. A connection la defined aa a one, two, or three dsgree-of-freedosi
joint.

vl.

HBDYFR

MBDTFR la deaigned to aolva tha rotational dynemica equations for a ayatem of
rigid bodies, hinge-connected In the form of a topologlcal tree, «here each of
the rigid bodtaa may have a aingle flexible appendega. further, any rigid body
carrying a flexible appendage ia permitted to apln provided that tha apin rata
la nominally conataat (with small variation).
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As In MBDY, etc., ■olutlons are desired for Inertial angular acceleration
components of the rigid reference body and for relative accelerations of the
remaining rigid bodies about their hinges. In addition, motion of the flexible
bodies must be obtained.
The approach taken is that described in [11]. Briefly, this involves
developing finite element models of each elastic appendage, assuming small deformations, and taking Into account the appendage base's nominal motion (If
spin la present). The homogeneous form of the resulting vibration equation Is
then transformed to an uncoupled set of coordinates. I.e., modal coordinates,
and truncated by deleting unwanted modes of deformation. If spin Is present,
the resulting modal vibration equations are complex and must be converted to an
equivalent real form by taking advantage of certain eigenvector orthogonality
relationships.
The appendage equations may then be coupled to each other as well as
directly to the rlgld-body-tree formulation which remains in alnost the identical form shown in [3, 10]. Reference 'i12] shows the system equation
development in great detail. Again, the result is a matrix equation of the
form Ax - B, where A is s time variable, symmetric matrix. Ita order is determined by the number of rigid body degrees of freedom and the number of modal
coordinates retained by the user to describe elastic appendage deformations.
Because the appendage equations have been derived in flrat order form
to allow transformation to an uncoupled coordinate set (for the case of spin),
two appendage modal coordinates appear In the solution vector, x, for each
eigenvalue retained in its model.

vit.

MBDYFN

This subroutine solves the same problem as HBDYFR, except that no spinning
appendages are permitted. All appendage base bodies must have a nominally
zero spin rate.
The approach Is much the same taken for MBDYFR [12]. However, the resulting modal models of each appendage have real eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
The system equation. Ax ■ B, Is still solved at every entry with new forcing
functions, since A is time variable (and Symmetrie).
vill.

MBDYFL

The subroutine solves the sese problem as MBDYFN. However, hinge rotations
and their derivative« are restricted to be "small" as are th« reference body
angular ratae.
The method of solution Is the same as for MBDYFN bat, in addition, a
strict llnearltatlon procass Is applied to th« aquation« under th« assumption
that th« hing« motion i« small. This result« In a constant A matrix and
«How« it« Inversion once and for all in th« Initialization process.
Language; UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V
RellabtlltyiThe subroutine MBDTM which solves th« rotational dynamic« equations for the unrestricted rigid-body tree, and on which the other
toutlnee are based, ha« been checked against on older version, HBODT.
MBODT In turn we« comparsd to a similar program («•• LPARL), and th«
two agreed to within Unlvac 1108 roundoff error. Th« t«et problem consisted of 7 rigid bodies and 11 degreee of freedom. Th« LFARL program
took approximately ,023 second« for 500 repeated «valuation« of th«
matrix aquation (without «olutlon of thet equation) while NBDYH was
timsd on th« JPL Unlvac 1108 at approximately .025 eecond« for th«
seme 500 «valuation«.
Th« rigid-body routinee in both their unreetricted and linearised
versions hsve been used to simulate T.V, camera «l«wing dynamics on
both Mariner Mar« 0rblt«r 1971 and th« Marln«r Venu«/M«rcury Spacecraft (MVM) 1973 as ««11 a« vehicle dynamic« (including magnetometer
boom, high-gain antenna, solsr panala, and T.V. platform) during • trmJectory correction msnsuver of th« MVM craft. All of these simulations
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agreed very closely with gyro and control system telemetry received
from the spacecraft. The two routines which handle the nonsplnnlng
case with flexible appendages have also been dynamically checked to
within round-off error against older, special-purpose program« written
to solve Llklns' hybrid-coordinate formulation. MBDYFR, which handles
the spinning appendage case. Is the only routine which has not, as of
this writing, been dynamically checked agalnat some other Independent
program.
Contact:
The program was developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Contact
Gerald E. Fleischer
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadenn, California 91103
Availability: The complete MBDY Subroutine Package la available from COSMIC
(The Computer Software Management and Information Center), Barrow Hall
University of Georgia, Athens, Ga. 30601) (404-542-3265). The cost Is
a very nominal handling charge.

Spinning Structural Analysis Program Group (SSAPG)
The SSAPG consists of three programs: (1) Modified NASTRAN Spinning Structural
Analysis Program; (2) Data Generation Program; and (3) Skylab Response Program.
The group or programs performs a structural analysis of a rotating structure,
yielding its eigenvectors, eigenvalues, and time response. (Although written
as two separate programs, the Data Generation Program and Skylab Response Program may be considered conceptually a single entity). This program group was
developed to analyse a deliberately spinning Skylab; however, it Is sufficiently
general to permit analysis of any system of bodies that may be described aa a
core or central rigid body to which are attached an arbitrary number of flexible
appendagea and (also) a second rigid body. A controller in the form of Control
Moment Gyroscopes (CMC's) is also added as a module for providing closed loop
attitude control of a apace vehicle. However, the program group is not limited
to spacecraft. The modified NASTRAK Spinning Structural Analysis Program can
be used to analyze structuree spinning at constant angular velocities, auch aa
rotating shafts, blades of spinning turbinea, and rotating linkages.
a. The modified NASTRAN Spinning Structural Analvaia Program is a finite
element program that accepts the structural propertiea describing the system
(written in NASTRAN format). It provides the system eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Given the axis of rotation» the modified NASTRAN program will generate
the centrifugal force matrix and the resulting geometric stiffness matrix, the
Coriolis acceleration matrix, and the centripetal acceleration matrix. Combining these matrices with the elastic stiffness matrix and maaa matrix generatvd
by the original unmodified NASTRAN, a complete act of matrices ia now available
for the original NASTRAN to uae in performing Ita eigenvalue analysis.
Although the original NASTRAN complex eigenvalue aubroutina waa inefficient
(alow) for the large ecale spinning Skyläb being analysed, it la underetood chat
subsequent modifications to NASTRAN have ellmlneted thla deficiency. If the
new NASTRAN eigenvelue analyals still la too lengthy, other more efficient
eigenvalue routines will have to be substituted, auch aa the fine EISPACK developed by Argonne Laboratoriea. The modified NASTRAN Spinning Structural Analysis Program providee capability for performing analyaea of rotating structuree.
'ihia was accomplished by incorporating apin aquations into NASTRAN (NASA Structural Analyals Program). The NASTRAN program la unaltered aa far aa original
capabilities an concerned. The spin equations asm coded into a diamy subroutine
already in NASTRAN which la called by DUMM0D1 entering a DMAP atatament referring to thia dummy aubroutina. The uaer of thia program muat be able to conetruct input data for HASTRAN (including input to the spin equationa) and alao
understand some basic HASTRAN terminology.
b. The Data Caamratlon Proaram eonatruets a number of matrleea needed for
the Skylab Reaponsa Program.The required Input« are the eigenvalues, eigenvectore, and grid point coordlnatee furniahed by the modified HASTRAN Spinning
Structural Analysis Program. It la limited by aterage to a maximum of 30 algen-
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value* and 300 degrees of freedoa, A more detailed description of the eigenvalue analysis la Included In [13] and [14].
Using Input from an eigenvalue program, the NASTRAN program, and experimental results, this program compute* data that will be used by a SKYLAB response program as constant Input. This program evolved Into a separate unit
because many lengthy computation* in the response program may be held constant
while other critical terms varied over a aerlca of runs. The output from this
program Is stored on magnetic tape and used aa an input tape to the response
program.
c. The Skylab Reaponac Program uses aa direct Inputs the outputs of the
Data Generation Program (since the two can be considered conceptually a* a
single program). Ita outputs are time domain reaponses of the attitude, attitude rate, and linear and angular dlsplacementa of the system components.
This can be modified to print out any desired aystem atata as a time response.
The program Is described In more detail In Endoaure 3, Including the assumed
CMC closed-loop controller. This program is limited to a maximum characteristic matrix [A] (Q ■ AQ, when Q la the atate vector) of 68 x 68. This limits
the number of eigenvectors to 30.
This program computes the coefficients of a set of linear differential
equations (.the set la variable In size}, The coefficients are put Into
matrix form; this matrix la inverted yielding a simultaneous solution for
the highest order derivatives. The set of differential equation* is then
numerically Integrated with respect to time via a 4th order Bnnge-Kutta
method. It la the porpoae of this program to speed up the calculation time
for theae mathesuitlcal operations.
Language; The programs of this group are all written in FORTRAN IV.
Reliability and Accuracy; The same aa the overall NASTRAN,
Developer: The program was developed by Computer Sclencea Corporation for
NASA. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), Contact
Dr. Sherman M, Seltzer
Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsvllle, Alabama 33812
Availability; The programs are available from MSFC at no cost, either as
program listings or actual documentation.
Subjective Coooents: The SSAFG waa developed to perform the above deacrlbed
analysis for large scale rotating atructure* consisting of connected
rigid bodies and attached flexible appendages. The Unified Flexible
Spacecraft Simulation Program (UFSSP) perform« part of the task retaining nonllnearlties. The dlaadvantage of this more accurate (nonlinear)
protrayal of the equations of motion 1* that the dimension of the problem that can be attacked and Implemented successfully by a computer is
considerably leaa than can be done for the linearized SSAPG. In the
development of the latter, it waa felt that the ateady «tat« equillbrluB
(i.e., a constant apln rate about which perturbations are permitted)
waa sufficiently accurate since moat aystems envisioned arc either stable
or altered to be aoj hence, large atate dlsplacementa and rotations
are not expected.

Structural Performance Analysis and Redesign (SPAR)
SPAR is a general purpose, finite Clement atructural analysis computer prograa
It models complicated aaroapac* structures aa aascoblage* of elements such as
beams, plates, and ahellc. Current capabilities Include static analysis for
point loads or motions, inertial loads, temperature dlstributionc, and pressure loads; normal mod« analysis Including affect of prestress and spectral
ahlft; and bifurcation buckling calculation.
Any problem of th« type* Ax - y or (A - XB)x - 0 can be aolved «here x
and X arc unknown and A and B arc any linear combination of th« aystem mass,
stiffness, and geometric stiffness matrice«.
The outstanding characteristic« of SPAR Include:
High computation spaed - up to 20 times aa fast aa HASTSAM for
large problems.
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Low computer core requirement - many significant problems csn be
worked using demand keyboards.
Simplified minimum Input.
The high performance of SPAR Is achieved by extensive use of the executive
routines and the recondary storage available on third-generation computers,
the fact that the program Is modularized, an efficient library system, and efficient spsrse matrix routine« and Iteration procedures.
A data base comprised of automatically-maintained direct access libraries
(DAL's) Is used to provide a means of Information exchange between an array of
totally Independent absolute programs (processors). The DAL's are genersted,
serviced, and Interrogated using a system of routines collectively called
IMSYS (Information management system). IMSYS Is written almost entirely in
FORTRAN, and operatea nearly Identically on UNIVAC, CDC, and IBM systems.
A data set already In a DAL may be replaced by using IMSYS to enter Into
the DAL a new data set having the same name. Among other services, IMSYS provides the ability to Interrogate DAL's to determine their contents, delete
data sets, selectively copy data sets from one DAL to another, to copy (and
subsequently retrieve) entire DAL's from disk or drum to tape, etc.
Through IMSYS, DAL's can be created ard utilized in a wide variety of ways,
without concern for DAL internal format, or for the procedure implemented by
IMSYS routines In actually executing the data transmissions.
The crucial factor In implementing the LAL approach was to minimize the
input-output activity required by IMSYS without using an excessive amount of
core storage for directories, and vrithout restricting DAL generality (e.g. the
form and number of data sets in a single DAL, the number of separate DAL's simultaneou ly activated, etc.). The method used In IMSYS, which Involves dynamic
swapping of segments of DAL tables of contents between secondary storage and
small in-core directory area, has shown excellent performance. In SPAR applications, most DAL operations hsve been observed to require a single input or
output access.
Other significant featuret Include;
The computer execution coat« achieved by the basic static solution
routines are very close to the minimum that can possibly be attained
using direct solution procedures, generally affording substantial savings
when compared with the costs associated with constant or variable-width
band matrix, "active column", or partitioning solution methods used in
other programs. A number of run-time comparisons with other well-known
finite element programs have been made. In no case has any other program been found to execute as fast as SPAR, even for structures Ideally
aulked to band matrix or active column methods; and In large problems
very substantial differences in run time (e.g., factors of 10 or more)
have often been observed.
SPAR attains its low execution costs through the use of a solution
technique baaed on a direct elimination procedure which (unlike bandmatrix, active column, etc.) techniques avoida virtually all unnecessary
arithmetic operations by recognizing In essentially complete detail the
sparslty characteriatics of network stiffness matrices.
The element repertoire includes a very general class of beam elements
and 3 and 4-nose plate/shell membrane and banding elements (Isotropie,
orthotropic, or aaolotropic). Beam elements may Include effects of shear
center/centrold offsets, transverse shear deflection, and non-uniform
torsion. Section properties (moments of Inertia, area, shear deflection
constanta, torsion constanta, principal axis orientation, shear center
location, etc.) may be input directly, or the program will compute them
for many types of sections (wtde-flenges, boxes, tube, angles, zees,
channels, tees), given only the section dimensions as Input.
Plate/shell membrane and bending element formulations baaed on "hybrid" variatlonal methods are included, providing subatantial improvements In the accuracy of displacementa and atresses. Three-dimensional
liquid and eolid elements are planned for the near future.
Loadings Include point forcea and moments at joints, pressure loada,
non-zero specified joint motions (In "oblique" directions. If required),
and thermal leading. Oblique joint restraint Is allowed.
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The data Input apparatui is datlgned to minimize the amount of manual effort required to prapare data decke for large-scale applications.
Extenaive use is made of "libraries" of beam and shell eection properties, material constants, etc., in generating problem definitions. This
method usually reduces greatly the amount of manual effort (and probability of error) in preparing data decke for large structures. For example, the section properties of a beam are "defined" by referring to
the applicable sst of data in one of the libraries. Accordingly, the
detailed definition of each unique section appeara in the input data
only once, regardlaait of ho« many elements have that particular section.
Multl-dimenelonal "network generators" of input data for element
deflnltiona, position coordinates, constraint, applied loading, etc. are
provided,
Input: An arbitrary number of data sets may be entered Into a DAL using IMSYS.
When a program requests IMSYS to Insert a data set into a DAL, the following information must be given:
A "name" (several words, which may be numeric rr alpha-numeric)
uniquely identifying the data set.
An error status code for the data set.
Information describing the size, configuration, and position (in
core) of the data set.
IMSYS then stores the data set In the DAL, and updates the DAL table of
contents enabling the data set to be retrieved from the DAL by direct acces.
Output: To extract a data set from a DAL, the following information is supplied to IMSYS:
The name of the data set.
The position in core where the data set is to be stored, when retrieved from the DAL.
An error sction code indicating to IMSYS the action to be taken if
varloua abnormalitlee ariae; e.g. if no such data set exists, or if
found to be marked in error, or if there is not sufficient space in core
to hold the data set, etc.
Language: FORTKAM IV, UHIVAC 1108, EXEC 8 only, (A CDC 6600 version will be
completed simultaneously for NASA Langley Research Center.), Assembler,
Map.
Usage: The program haa not yet had extenaive use but application is starting
on several NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) projecte including
the Space Shuttle, the Large Space Telescope, and the Spacelab.
Contact;
Larry Kiefling
Marehall Space Flight Center
HuntsviUe, Alabama 3S812
W. D. Whetstone
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory
Palo Alto, California 94304
James C. Robinson
NASA Ungley
Hampton, Virginia 2366S
The program was developed by Lockheed Mleslles and Space Company (LMSC).
The development was funded by MSFC with contributions from NASA Ungley
and the U.S. Army.
Availability: It haa been submitted to COSMIC for releaae.
Subjective Comments: Some of the advantagee of SPAR are: low computer execution cost, large capacity, demand terminal operational capability, «ingle
input logic, hybrid polygon elements, modular logic, and flexible output
capability.
Unified Flexible Spacecraft Simulation Program (UFSSP)
0F8SP la deelgned to provide a generalised analytical tool for simulating the
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dynamic raaponac of nultlbodlad, controlled, flexible apace vehiclaa aubjectad
to environmental and operational dlaturbancaa.
UFSSP accapta aa a configuration«! model any general system of up to
eighteen bodlaa Intarconnactad In a topologtcal tree configuration with terminal flexible membere. Up to three rotational dagreea of freedom are allowed between adjacent bodies, and the Interconnection pointa can move with
reapect to the bodlea.
The program uaar basically supplies the number of bodies In hla model,
the topology and geometry of their Interconnection«, the mass propartlaa
for each body, and a modal description for each flexible body. The digital
program then utilize« an Inductive algorithm [15] to aynthaalce and Integrate the complete dynamic, kinematic and control equations of the specific
system model. Thus, • wide variety of apace vehicle configurations can be
readily simulated by merely modifying the program's Input data; no derivation
of dynamic equations la ever required of the ueer.
The spacecraft model la permitted to undergo a completely arbitrary largeangle motion, and prescribed forces and torques may be applied to all bodlaa.
The flexible characteristics of the terminal membera of the modal are described
by means of three-dimensional orthogonal deformation functions (structural dynamic modes). These modes provide a reallatlc description of the vehicle's
flexibility with as many degreea of freedom as is necessary for a particular
problem. The required input structural dynamic modes are derived aeparately
in any of aeveral computer codes (e.g., NASTKAN, SAMIS, TRW's Structural
Modal Analysis Program). An automated input routine allows the user to input
the modal data either on carda, magnetic tape or as a disk file.
The UFSS program provides a complete siaulatlon system by incorporating
basic subroutines for automated calculation of the following system characteristics: rigid and flexible body dynamics, generalised control syatem
actuation. Interconnection and Internal flexible member dynamic loads, generalised KeplerIan orbit parameters, and environmental dlaturbaace effects.
The control subroutine (CONTROL) forme the active forces and torques
thet act upon the dynamic syatem. CONTROL accepts automated sensor inputs
(e.g., dynamic/orbital variable«, unit vectors to the earth, sun, etc.) from
thu dynamics subroutines, and returns force* and torques to appropriate control pointa on user-defined bodies.
The structure of CONTROL is such that the user can very quickly and efficiently synthesize his specific control system. This is due to the fact
that CONTROL contains a aerlea of packaged subroutines that typify the moat
common elements normally encountered in control syatem snalyals (e.g., «ingle
and double pole networks, hyeterssis, dead-zone etc.). The user :an alao code
part or all of his control system in FORTRAN If he so desires.
The environmental disturbance subroutine provides automated calculation
of gravity-gradient, geomagnetic, aerodynamic and solar radiation pressure
disturbaneea.
Determination of the dynamic loada within the syatem model la divided
into two basic phases, in the first phase, the forces and moment« acting
at each interconnection between adjacent bodlea are calculated within the
program via Information available from the dynamica subroutines. In the second
phase, ths mode-acceleration method la utilised to celculate Internal loads
within any desired member of the »tructural model for a given terminal body.
These Internal loads are calculated by a separate, stand-along program operating upon a special loads history tape generated by the OTSS Program. Thus,
If only the interconnection losds srs desired, these can be obtained from the
UPS8 Program time history run itself by merely setting the LOAD option, flag
to "ON".
Significantly, the present UPS8 Progrem simulates ths dynsmlcs of rapidly
spinning flexible bodies whose structure cen be defined by a space curve (e.g.,
rotors, booms, antennae) or by a plate model (e.g.. a solar array). The
method of handling the spinning of flexible bodies is bassd en addition of s
modified dlsplecement function (curvature shortening effect) for each flexible
body, thereby including the centrifugal stiffening effaet as wall as ethsr acceleration effects. This method utilise* the non-spinning real modes as Input
for each flexible body; all spin corrections ere computed internally by the
progrsa.
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Language: The program Is written exclusively In FORTRAN IV.
Hardware: The program la operational on both the CDC 6000 aeries computers
and on the UNIVAC 1108 system. Additional equipment Includes a total of
four tape or disk units, plus standard printers and readers aa well as a
Calcomp plotter. The core storage requirement for the program Is approximately 146K octal words. A time-share, rigid-body veraion has also been
Implemented which requires only 58K octal words of core.
Usage: The UFSS program is premntly checked out and operational at the following Installations: TRW Syatema Croup, the NASA Marshall Space Flight
Center (MSFC), the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC), . nd ERNO Raumfahrttecknlk GmbH (Bremen, Germany).
Contact:
D. J. Ness
TRW Systems Croup
Redondo Beach. California 90278
Availability: The UNIVAC 1108 Versions are available from TRW Systems Group.
Subjective Cumments; In addition to routine simulation tasks, the program is
Ideally suited to provide simulation support in proposal and other shortduration efforts due to its rapid turn-around time, far reaching generality, and operational status. It has been used in this manner at TRW for
studies on such vehicles as the Background Measurement Satellite, Pioneer
F/G, Space Shuttle, and the ESRO/ESTEC Geosynchronous Observatory Satellite (GEOS).
A Skylab I simulation effort provides a prime example of the versatility and rapid response available with UFSSP. Reacting to a pre-launch
requeat from the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) TRW and NASA
personnel used the program to analyse a potentially serious problem in
the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) deployment system. The problem involved
dynamic interaction between the flexible deployment cables, the deployment
motor dynamics, and the reaction control system on the S-IVB Orbital Workshop (OWS). Within 48 hours from task initiation, the latest version of
the UFSS Program was installed and operational on the MSFC computing system, and simulation results were available for the complete two-body deployment model—including the three-axis reaction control system of the
S-IVB, the deployment motor dynamics, the flexible cable dynamics and
multiple options for studying cable breakage and motor failures.
The program was also used to simulate the constrained deployment of
■ the damaged OWS aolar array system prior to the successful "space repair"
work performed by Sky lab Commander Pete Conrad and his crew. The deployment equations for the individual aolar array wings, including their sliding motions and separation from the face of the OWS, were coded in the
control subroutine; simulation results for the system were completed once
again within 48 houra.
Wastinghouse Electric Computer Program (WECP)
The WECP slmulatea the dynamics of a spacecraft consisting of an arbitrary tree
structure of multiple rigid members, with or without partially constrained
Joints (i.e., joints with less than 3 degrees of freedom). This includes discrctitad models of elastic contlnua.
The following Items can be Included in the dynamics: gravity gradient and
solar pressure affects, passive (damping and elaatic reaction) and active (controller) Internal moments, orbit eccentricity, and taraal (direct earth and direct plua reflected solar) effects. The RAE-1 application computations Include
apecific value« for hinge moment coefficients.
The general tree atructure of rigid members can include segmented rigid
models of elaatic contlnua. Internal elaatic reactlona are than formed through
multiplication of a rigidity constant by a deformation gradient, obtained as a
weighted sum of incremental rotation components per unit segment length. Valuea
for weigbtinga are auppllad by numerical differencing theory. Damping reactlona
are computed from relative angular ratea, easily obtained from a progrsmaisd algorithm. External torques (e.g., due to aolar radiation and gravity gradient)
conform to known phyalcal relationships.
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The computer prograa la subdivided Into five parti. Initial setup (fart
0), General system constants (Fart 3) and General numerical Integration (Part
4) are applicable to any tree-structure satellite. Parts 1 and 2 contain the
necessary modeling and Inputs to apply the program to the Radio Astronomy
Explorer (RAE-1) satellite.
The program can be adapted to various satellite configurations by changing
the satellite parameters, the control parameters, and the Initial conditions.
Typical satellite parameters are as follows: Total nunber of rigid
nenbers; number of locked hinge axes and their Identification; the Inertia
matrix and mass of each member; undefoned relative orientations of adjacent
nenbers (reference shape); hinge coefficients; incidence matrix and connection
matrix as defined In [2]; effective surface area for solar radiation; thermal bending constants (proportional to absorptivity/conductivity ratios). On
the other hand, typical control parametera and initial conditions are as follows: Initial angular rate and orientation of each member (e.g., the lattar
may conform to the previously described unde'ormed shape); number of orbits
to be simulated and the number of computer print Intervals desired par orbit;
numerical Integration error control parameter.« which trade off economy vs.
accuracy,
The entire program la based on [2, 3]. "lie program Is fully documented
in (16]. The documentation Includes annotated Fortran listings, with specific
equations cited from accompanying supporting analysis and from biog aphlcal
references.
Language: The program la written exclusively In FORTRAN IV.
Usage: The program has been successfully applied to the RAE-1 satellite. The
reaulte compared favorably with an Independent Lagranglan analysis
[171.
Error control In 4th order Runge Kutta Integration can be aet to
10~4 rad and 10"* rad/sec for direction cosines and angular rates,
respectively. Model fidelity haa been demonstrated adequate for a
4-hour simulated duration.
Stable computation haa been observed with orbit eccentricities
up to one-tenth.
Contact:
J. L. Farrell
Weatlnghouae Electric Corporation
Baltimore, Maryland
The program was developed by Nestlnghouse for NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Canter.
Availability: The prograa la available In the form of [16] at the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information, Springfield,
Virginia 22151.
Subjective Coamcnta: A positive fsature of thla program Is that It is fully
documented [16]. The documentation Includes full annotated llstlnga
and analysis, as well as straightforward direction for program usage.
Discretisation of a contlnuun la successfully modeled, including
specific coefficient formulations and adjuatments for thermal deformatlons.
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Torsional Systems
N. T. Tiai
Naval Ship Research and Development Center

IimODUCTION
A torsional •ysteo Is on« of the najor aedla for mechanical power transmlsalon and, thua, its dynaalc behavior has been the subject of «any studies.
A typical torsional energy transnlsslon system Is the drive treln of an autoaobllc. Another cooaonly used systea la the propulsion systan of a aarlne
vessel la ahom in Fig. 1. It consists of shafts, bearlnga, propellers,
gear trains and turbine or reciprocating engines. The vibration analysis of
such s systea usually involves longitudinal, tranaverse, and torsional aodee
and their coupled nations. Of these motions only the torsional vibration
will be exaalned in thle chapter. Other «odes of vibration can be found in
the chapter reviewing rotating machinery.
The purpose of this chapter la to diacuss the functioning and the
capabilities of available computar programs on torsional vibration analysis.
A short description of the algorlthaa meet widely used in toreional analyala
will be preaented aa background information for the evmaariea of program*
that follow. Because of limited resourcss, this review may not be complete.

raduction
gear

turbine

propeller
Fig. 1

Ship propuleion system
METHODS OF TOBSIOHAL ANALYSIS

De. ending on the purpose of the toraional analysis, thsre are different
methodologies to meet one's requirements, such ss periodic response, translent response, optimisation, and strength. For most torsional systsma the
primary design requirements are the result of a periodic teaponaa or harmonic
analyala. The typical information needed includes natural frequencies, model
shapea, and critical speeds. Thla periodic analysis has been successfully
hendled by the well known Holier method and the extended-Holser or ProhlKykleatad method. On the other hand, recent advances in technology have
required the transient analysis of complex torsional systems. Several
analyala tschnlques such aa the finite element and bond graph methoda have
been utilised for this purpose. They will be deacribad briefly here with die
Bolter type transfer matrix method which can also handle the transient analysis with a normal mode approach.
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Holzer-Myklestad-Frohl Method
In the Hölzer method [1], the shaft elements are considered as aassless
springs with torslonal stiffness and the disks are considered as limped
masses. A transfer matrix Is developed for each segment to relate the state
variables across the element or station. Thus, the Hölzer method utilizes
transfer matrices to propagate the effect of assumed and known boundary conditions through an N station system model. The Independent variable Is
frequency, from which the mode shape Is determined. If the mode shape
satisfies the boundary conditions the assumed frequency la a natural frequency. Both trlal-and-error and Iteration procedures have been used In
determining the frequency.
When damping Is considered the transfer matrix Is not affected, but
the mass and stiffness elements are replaced by complex quantities. Equivalent stiffness and Inertia are used In the cases of geared torslonal systems.
Similar approaches are used In modeling the branches In the torslonal
systems. If the gear ratio Is n, then the vslues of the stiffness and
Inertia of the geared shaft are multiplied by n? Although the Hölzer method
calculates the response from one end to the other end, a different algorithm
has been proposed In which the response of a branched system Is obtained by
calculating It from the junctions and then simultaneously from all the
branches toward their respective ends [2].
When the shaft Is considered as a beam structure for the purpose of
obtaining the shear stress and bending moment of the shaft under torslonal
motion, the Prohl-Myklestad method can be used to compute progressively the
response of the system from one station to the next In a manner similar to
the Hölzer method. The shaft Is considered as * lumped mass connected by
the moasless rod elements. This method can also be used to calculate the
natural frequencies and mode shapes of the shaft whirling, which Is coupled
flexure-torslonal vibration.
Finite Element Method
In this method, the equations of motion of a discrete model are solved by
either modal auperpc ixon or direct integration to obtain the transient
response of torsionsl systems. Because the available finite element programs such ss NASTRAN ( 3] are rather large compared with programs based on
the Hölzer method, this method has bean used mostly in the transient analysis
of complex torslonal systems.
In the modal method only the vibration modes of the structure in a
selected frequency range are used a« degrees of freedom, thereby reducing the
transient equatlonn into an uncoupled form for easy solution. In the direct
integration method, the degrees of freedom are the displacements at grid
points.
The modal method is usually more efficient in problems where a small
fraction of all modes is sufficient to produce the desired sccuracy. The
direct method is usually more efficient for problems in which a large
fraction of the vibration «odes are required to produce the desired accuracy.
Method of Electric Circuit Analog
This method of analysis [4,5] is similar to the method of four-pole parameters [ 6] in which torque is analogous to voltage, velocity to current,
inertia to inductance, flexibility to capacitance, damping to resistance,
and gear to transformer. Thus, the torslonal system is considered as an
equivalent electric circuit and treated as a circuit problem. This Implies
that the systsm is linear and can be represented mathematically by a set of
differential equations with constant eoefficisnts. This approach has the
advantage that the entire body of circuit analyais, including computing
algorithms, can be ussd directly where applicable. Steady-stats and trsn-
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■lent analyses have been carried out with this method. Branched toralonal
systems can be modeled easily with the electric circuit analog. In addition,
a nodular approach Is possible with this method.
Parameters and impedance of components of a toralonal system can be
measured and used as building blocks for the construction of other models.
Programs using this method are proprietary In nature. However, since there
are many electric circuit programs available, users can establish the circuit
block diagrama and conduct the analysis with the circuit analysis program.

Method of Bond Graphs
The method of bond graphs is specifically designed to expedite the modeling
of physical dynamic systems in which power interactions are important. Although this method has been in existence for more than a decade, many engineers are not familiar with its advantagea. Recent studies [ 7,8,9] indicate
chat this method can be successfully applied to the analysis of various
geared toralonal vibrations.
In this method, the physical systems are treated in a manner similar
to that of the method of electric circuit analog. However, the Junction
structure of the bond graph method has much more variety than the Kirchhoff
atructure used in the electric circuit theory. In addition, this method
can be used to model the toralonal syatem and its Interface with other
energy media, such as that in a toralonal-electric or torsional-hydraulic
system. A bond graph is made up of elements indicating where energy is
generated, stored or dissipated, connected by lines called bonds. Each bond
represents a uni-modal power transmission. The modular approach is used to
construct the model. Both steady-state and transient analyses can be conducted with the bond graph method. It is capable of analyzing nonlinear
toralonal vibrations in lumped or distributed models.
Selecting a Method
In selecting the method of analysis the user should keep in mind what
hlj requirements are. In general, a torsional analysis m thod should provide the capabilities to model the following aspects of a dynamic system
throughout the prescribed rang« of operations:
1. Speed transmission through gear sets, rollers, belt-pulley, etc.
2. Friction; both friction to ground (bearing) and friction associated
with slippage (roller drive, for example). Both linear and nonlinear friction modele should be provided.
3. Distributed shaft »pen and gear span, to include systems for which
the wave length of torsional mode energy is of the same order or shorter
than one or more shafts In the gear span,
4. Lumped mass and compliance to account for such dynamic effects as
gear inertia, gear tooth compliance, and flywheel inertia.
5. Backlaah phenomena of meshing gear pairs. This phenomena causes
considerable dynamic loads in torsional systems where transient vibration is
of a primary concern.
PROGRAM SUMMARIES
There are a large number of computer program« available for toralonal analysis, ranging from single «haft Holter program« for natural frequencies to
transient toralonal dynamic« programa for nonlinear responses of complex
geared systems. These computer program« have been claasified into two categories: (1) general purpoac program« which are general structural dynamic«
programs and thus capable of handling complex torsional systems, end (2)
special purpose program« which are developed for the special need« of tor-
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■looal analysis. Since the general structural dynamics programs are reviewed
In another chapter here and In [10], only a few prograos will be dlscuaaed
here with the understanding that other structural dynaalcs prograns can also
be used for torslonal analysis. A more datallad summary of the available
special purpose prograns follows the discussion of general purpose programs.
Note that two recent papers on rotor bearing systems [11] and structural
members [12] have also Included torslonal programs In their surveys.

General Purpoae Programs
The most familiar general purpose structural analysis program probably Is
NASTRAN. It has the capabilities to do nonlinear transient analysis. But
it is usually used in the linear transient analysis and harmonic analysis
of torslonal systems. Using the algorithm of the finite element method,
NASTRAN is suitable for large complex systems. Because of the large size
and rigid structure of NASTRAN, It is not recommended for the occasional
user or for simple analyses. Only If the program is available ln-house and
experienced programmers are available, will NASTRAN be considered for general
torslonal analysis.
On the other hand, there are other, simpler structural dynamic programs available for linear torslonal problems. One of them is the General
Bending Response Program [13] and SHAFTRAN [14] for the analysis of marina
propulsion systems as well aa ship vibrations. The algorithm of the ProhlMykleatad method Is used In the development of these programs, which can
handle coupled flexure-torsional problem* in addition to torslonal vibration. A short suaaary oi these two programs Is listed here:
General Bending Response Program (GBRP)
Date; First version waa lasued In 1962.
Capability; Steady-state and transient vibration analyses of torslonal
systems with damping
Method; Finite difference method
Limitation; Applicable to linear eystems
Input: Physical paramelera of torslonal systems. Sampled time history of
the forcea acting on tha ayataa in the transient analysis.
Output: Displacement, torqua, and rotation In tables and/or SC 4020 plots
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: CDC 6000 Series. UNIVAC 1108, IBM 360 (100 to 150K Core on CDC).
The core requirement of the newer version Is strictly a function of
tha application.
Ussgs: The program has been in application sine* 1962 on ships, propulalon
systems, and various machinery. In addition to torslonal analysis, it
can handle transverse, longitudinal vibration and shaft whirling
problama.
Developer: Elisabeth Cuthill and Francis Henderson
Computation and Mathematics Department
HSRDC
Bethesda, MD 20084
Availability: Available through developer
Other Comment: Program is wall documented and tested. Aa HSRDC Report,
"An Dpdatad Guide to tha Uae of General Banding Responss Program
(GBRP)," by N.B. Golden and P. Henderson is in preparation («r the
newer version of the program.
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Dace: Developed in 1971
Capabilities: Vibration of a general marine propulsion system due to
steady-state excitation from the propeller.
Method: Transfer matrix method
Limitation: Applicable to linear systems
Input: Physical parameters of the systems under Investigation
Output: Natural frequencies, mode shape, an4 critical speed as well as
forced damped responses of the system such a* atresa and deflection
under steady load.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: CDC 6600 Computer
Usage: It has been checked for accuracy with a number of exact solutions
for simple structures. Results of illustrative examples for application are presented in the documentation.
Developer: Marine Vibration Associates
Bclmont. MA 02178
Availability: Available through the developer.
Other Comment: The program can handle a variety of shaft-type problems auch
as whirling and flexiable rotor motion. The program treats the shaft
elements as simple Euler-Bernoulli beams or as generalized Timoahenko
beams.
In addition to the general purpose structural dynamic programs, general
purpose simulation languages auch as the Continuous Systems Simulation
Language (CSSL) of CDC and Continuous Systems Modeling Program (CSMP) of
IBM can also be used to calculate the responses of geared torsional systems
[IS]. To use these programs the ussr should provide the dynamic equations
and phyaical parameters as Input while th« computing systems will supply
the Integration and processing capabilities.
Bond Graph Programm
Thar« are two bond graph programs available for torsional analysis.
ENPORT-4 [16], which is discussed In the chapter by Karnopp, has bean used
In many computer syatens for various dynamic system simulations. Less distributed and not as wall documented is th« program DBOND [17], which has been
specifically modified for the analysis of complex nonlinear torsional
systems [9]. Both programs may be obtained by users from their respective
developers. Because these programs have been developed for general dynanlc
systems, they are very simple to us« ones th« modeling process Is understood. Compared with other general purpose programs, bond graph programs
provide a simpler and grsph-orlented simulation program.
Special Purpoae Programs

;
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Suaaarlea of th« available special purpose programs ar« listed below. Some
of th« summaries are taken fro* Information supplied by developers of th«
programs.

mmut-n
Datai Septeafeer 1970
Capabilityt Torsional critical speede of a geared aystem
Method: Holier Method
Input: Physical parameters and operational tana« ot torsional systems
Output: Natural frequencies, mod« shspss, and critical speeds
Language: FORTRAN IV

SHOCK ANO VIHKATION COMFUTBH fROdHAM*

Hardware: CDC 6600 (20000 words)
Usage: Applicable to •yatems with branches, gears, eplcycllc geara, and
elastic torslonal connections.
Developer: Mechanical Technology, Inc.
968 Albany-Shaker Road
Latham, NY 12110
Availability: Available through developer
Other Comment: Able to handle planetary geara. Steady-state analysis.

CADENSE-23
Date: September 1970
Capability: Damped torslonal response of geared systems
Method: Hölzer Method
Input: Physical parameters and frequency range of geared systems
Output:
Torque and displacement distribution and gear tooth force
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: CDC 6600 (40000 words)
Usage: Applicable to systems with gears, branches, tingle reduction gear
and constraint to ground with stiffness and damping
Developer: Mechanical Technology, Inc.
968 Albany-Shaker Road
Latham, NY 12110
Availability: Available through developer
Other Comment: Can accept excitation in the form of gear manufacturing
error. Steady-state analysis.
CADENSE-24
Date: February 1973
Capability: Transient response of geared systems with backlash and branches
Method: Fourth-order Rung-Kutta Method
Input: Physical parameters, torque or velocity history, initial displacement or velocity
Output: Torque, displacement in time domain with plots of torque
Language: FCRTRAH IV
Hardware: CDC 6600, UNIVAC 1108 (64000 words)
Ueage: Dynamic loads on gears and rolling mills, drive train start-up, etc.
Developer; Mechanical Technology, Inc.
968 Albany-Shaker Road
Latham. NT 12110
Availability: Available through developer
Other Comment: Has been verified and run« effectively on those cases
studied [18].
TACS

Capability: Critical frequencies and forced undamped response of geared
systeaa
Method: Hölzer type transfer matrix sMthod
Input; Phyalcal parameters of torslonal Systeme
Output; Torslonal critical frequencies and forced dynamic responses
Hardware; CDC 6600 (32000 words)
Ueage: Applicable to branched gear train including lumped Inertia,
torslonal spring to ground and external loads.
Developer; S. M. Heng
I.B.M. Research Center
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
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Availability:

Professor I.E. Morse, Jr.
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH 4S221
Other Comment: Shear stress may be calculated.
Information.

See Ref. [19] for detailed

TABU
Capability: Steady-state response of branched systens
Method: Stiffness matrix method
Input: Physical parameters of torslonal systems
Output: Natural frequencies and mode shapes
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: CDC 6600 (30000 words)
Usage: Linear branched torslonal systems
Developer: Southwest Research Institute
8500 Culebra Road
San Antonio, TX 78284
Availability: Available through developer
Other Conoent: A forcing function and modal damping may be included to
calculate shear stress.
TOPA
Date: August 1971
Capability: Frequency response of shaft-disk systems
Method: Holier Method
Input: Physical parameters, limited to SO segments
Output: Natural frequencies and mode shapes
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: CDC 6600 (12000 words)
Usage: Applicable to rotor system! in coolant pumps of nuclear reactors.
Developer: Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario
Availability: Available through developer

Rotating, Twisted Beam
Capability: Steady-state response of torslonal structures
Method: Linear lumped parameter model with Holier-type method
Input: Lumped parameters of torslonal structures
Output: Natural frequencies and mode ahapas
Hardware: FORTRAN IV
Usage: Applicable to torslonal and coupled torsional-flexure motions
Developer: Rochester Applied Science Associates, Inc.
Rochester, NY 14601
Availability: Available through developer or COSMIC Program No. LAR-11461
Other Comment: Can also handle twisted beam atreas analysis
COSMIC Program No. MFS-2485
Capability: Staady-atate responses of linear eystsms
Methodi Holier Method
Input: Lumped parameters of torslonal systems
Output: Natural frequencies and mode shapes
Language FORTRAN IV
Hardware: IM 360
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Usage: Free-free and free-fixed shaft ayateaa
Developer: Rocketdyne
6633 Canoga Avenue
Canoga Park, CA 91304
Availability: Available through developer or COSMIC Program No, MFS-2485
Other Continent: Another version of this program (COSMIC Frograa No. MFS1488) Is designed for IBM 7094 coaputlng systems.

TWIST
Date: January 197S
Capability: Static and free dynamic torslonal systems, including gears.
Method: Holzer-type transfer matrix method
Input: Lumped parameters of torslonal systems
Output: Natural frequencies and mode shapes
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: CDC 6000 Series, IBM 370, UNIVAC 1108
Usage: Applicable to twisting motion of torslonal systems under steady
loading.
Developer: P. Y. Chang
W. D. Pilkey, University of Virginia, Chariottesville, VA
Availability: The Structural Members User's Group, Ltd.
P. 0. Box 3958
Chariottesville, VA 22903
Other Comaent: Mass can be modeled as lumped or continuous, or a combination of both.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS
1. Of the many special purpose programs available, most are developed
for the steady-state analysis of geared systems. Although some can be
extended to transient analysis, only program CADENSE-24 provides the transient analysis model with backlash capability.
2. The general purpose programs can meet the need of most users.
These programs are different from each other in methodology and sire. Thus,
the advice of s specialist la recommended in selecting and applying the
appropriate program.
3. There is a need for a user-oriented program capable of doing both
steady-state and transient analyses. The program must be wcll-documsnted,
easy to learn, and accompanied by good Input and output formats and processors. The bond graph programs ENP0RT-4 and DBOND seem to meat these
requirements. But most users are not familiar with this method.
4. The results of ths torslonal analysis should be compared with the
performance of a complex torslonal system to assess the affact of the
various physical paraastsrs in the prograaa. At present, only a few
developers have attempted to do so (see references (9] and [Ü], for example).
Some comprehensive test data ara naadsd to conduct a meaningful validation
of tbesa prograaa.
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Crash Simulation
M. P. Kamal
yirglnia Polytechnic Imlilule and Stale University

INTRODUCTIOH

In our present day environment, craihei of light vehicle* like automobile*,
general aviation aircraft, and helicopter* are a frequent occurrence. A
light vehicle crash 1* a dynamic phenomenon Involving a conplax Interaction
between structural and Inertlal behavior. Under crash condition* the
structural response 1* characterized by large deformatlone. Inelastic material behavior, and fracture under highly impulsive loads.
In attempting to make vehicle* crashvorthy, one of the prime considerations
is the passenger trauma, that Is to say, the degree of the severity of force*
and acceleration vector* experienced by the passenger. USAAVLAB8 study
[1] reveals that for light fixed-wtng and rotary-wing aircraft the peak
accelerations during a majority of crashes were below human tolerance limit*.
These test results, together with those of NASA's rather limited tests (under
advisement by FAA) on light fixed-wing eight passenger aircraft [2], appear
to Indicate that with an efficient absorption of ths kinetic energy In the
structure of a light vehicle the majority of crashes could be mad« survlvable.
Needless to say, it 1* Illicitly assumed herein that craahuorthy restraint
systems and adequate fire protection ensure passenger survlvablllty.
At least until extremely efficient restraint harnesses are developed,
the most practical way of ensuring survlvablllty under front and collision*
1* to Improve the vehicle's Interior energy absorption behavior [3]. DsHaven
[4] aptly points out that "safe transportation of peopXa in any typ* of
vehicle must of necessity spply the practical prlndplea which are used by
every packaging engineer to protect good* In tranalt." One of these baalc
principles 1* that the inside of the container must be designed to cushion
and distribute impact forces over the maximum area of the contente and have
yield qualities to increase deceleration time.
TYPES Ot KNEHCT ABSORBERS
In principle, an energy abaorber Is a device which has some form of a
mechanism for dissipating ths kinetic energy of a body under Impact. Moat
energy absorbing devlcee fall under one of five categorlea: (1) Hydraulic or pneumatic; (11) Materiel Deformation; (111) Friction; (Iv) Extrualon;
and (v) Compaction and/or Compression. This classification Is based on the
prims mechanism of energy absorption In each case.
Energy absorbers of ths first kind are very common on most modern day
vehicles In the form of shock absorbsrs. However. In aplte of their reusability, shock absorber« of this kind would be toe heevy and inefficient
for application In vehicle collision.
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Energy absorbers of the second kind rely on buckling, Inelastic yielding,
crushing, shearing or tearing of the Material for energy absorption. The
material nay be either ductile or brittle, and nay even be strain-rate sensitive. Because the oechanlsn of energy absorption In this case (failure) Is
an Irreversible process, such energy absorbsrs obviously cannot ba reused.
Nonetheless they are more efficient than the hydraulic or pneumatic kind
because of their high energy dissipation density and stroke efficiency.
Frangible or collapsible tubes, honeycomb cores, and balsa wood are energy absorbers of this kind.
Energy can also be dissipated through the mechanism of friction. Vehicle
braker are an example of an energy absorber wherein this mechanism Is used
to dissipate the kinetic energy by converting it into heat and mechanical
energy. The energy dissipated Is,however, directly dependent on the
coefficient of friction and the magnitude of the normal pressure. Although
the latter could be controlled, the former Is dependent on the environment
and may change with time due to wear of the two aurfaces In contact. As a
result, such absorbers are not adequately reliable to find applications In
vehicle collisions requiring high energy-dissipation.
Extrusion devices utilise the principle of extrusion of materials to
dissipate energy partly by compression of the material and partly by viscous
effects. They arc velocity sensitive, and thus their energy dlasipatlon
capacity is automatically controlled to suit impact conditions. Extrusion
devices are vary efficient energy absorbers because of their reliability and
ability to withstand repeated impacts. Inspite of their high initial cost,
they may be used in preference to devices belonging to the material deformation
category because unlike the latter, the former are not one-shot devices.
Energy absorbers in the last category utilise the principle of compressing low density gases in high strength containers. Besides yielding
high specific energies they can ba maintained in a collapsed state prior to
use and thus save space. A combination of the phenomena of compaction
and material deformation is used in vehicle cushions provided by ■ loose
end arbitrary arrangement of steel drums and rubber tires [8].
An extensive bibliography and details on the specifics of a variety of
energy absorbers can ba found In References [5] through [8].
ENERCT ABSORPTIOH PREDICTION
There are essentially three ways of predicting absorption of kinetic
energy in impact. These are (1) Analytical (11) Numerical and (111) Hybrid.
Analytical
This technique can ba used only for those energy absorption devices for
which the governing differential equations of the mathematical model of the
device can be formulated and solved to obtain closed form or r.uasrlcal solutions. Such cases are in general rare, although under very alaplified
assumptions such techniques have been successfully used [6, 7] for
analysing certain types of energy absorption devices. The drawback of
these snalyses Is that they are essentially quasi-static and do net account
for effecte like strain-rate sensitivity of the msteriel and randomness of
the leadings involved. They ceo at beat be used for qualitative purposes
only.
Numerical

Energy absorption, especlslly through material deformetion is a highly
nonlinear phenomenon Involving a structure of complex geometry and material
properties under time varying loads of magnitudes that cauae the structure
to buckle, warp, undergo large defoxmatloas, and respond inelastlcally. Because of these complexities, the prediction of energy sbsorptlon becomes a
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formidable task which defies a deterministic theoretical solution. Improved
constitutive models have emerged over the past few years (9, 10] which
attempt to describe material behavior quite adequately In most cases. And,
although s lot more may be desirable In this regard, this to a certain
extent removes a part of the arbitrariness and Indetermlnancy of the
phenomenon of material deformation due to iipact and makes It sore amenable
to analysis through approximate numerical techniques Ilka the finite element
displacement method.
An excellent review of some of the simulators available for «nalyais of the
responss of vehicles in impact can be found in references [9] and [11]. These
simulators and a few others will be examined for their capabilities with
regard to energy absorption in the next section. It need ba mentioned in
pssslng that attention is being restrlctsd here to simulators which can
analyze energy absorbers belonging to the material deformation category
only. Multi-purpose simulators for analysing absorbers of other kinds are,
to the author's best knowledge non-existent and recourse has to ba made to
simplified analytical techniques for their analyses.
Hybrid
This technique attempts to exploit experimentally observed features of
an energy absorption device to obtain an laproved response through a
rigorous numerical analysis. This approach is gaining popularity with
investigators since it tends to minimise the datarloration of the quality
of response resulting from a lack of account of localised effects or from
use of an inappropriate constitutive model for numerical analysis. In this
technique the constitutive model is most often replaced by experimentally
obtained load-response data wherein localised effecte are also accounted for
In a gross sense. Application of this technique has been successfully
acconpllshed in but a few simplified loading situations, and significant
work remains to ba done to extend its scope and make it coet effective
with numerical technique.
SIMULATORS FOX ENERGY AB80IPTI0H PREDICTION
Simulators which are rather broad in scope» well docwented, nonproprietary and which could be used mainly for prediction of energy
absorption through material deformation will be considered next for their
capabilities. It must bs remarked however, that there exists a host of
special purpose simulators designed specifically for a particular type
of energy absorber. Although broad detail« about seas of these almulators
are available no documentation exists, ss they are Intended for in-house
use only. One such simulator is the one developed by Hirsch [8]. Still
another la the one developed by Warner of Brlgham Younc Unlvarsity ill] for
analysing hydro-call cushions.
1.

MAIC-CDC, AHSTS. DYCAST

These simulators, although broad in their scope, can also be used for
the prediction of energy absorption through material deformation under eontrolled conditions of ispact. However, several additional features, not
presently in these simulators, would certainly enhance their usefulness for
prediction of energy absorption. These simulators cannot presently account
for strain-rate e.'v«cts which may wsll bs laportant wider certain dreuastsnees.
and, with tha exception of MAIC-CDC, the other two simulators do not allow for
large strains, which appaere to ba a ssrieus disadvantag* •• regards energy
absorption prediction. Although thers is a provision for impulsive and random loadings in NAKC-CDC and AHSTS, they, like all other almulators to ba
dsserlbad below« do not provide any Inforaatlon regarding probabllltiee of
failure or probable eetlmetes of the laportant responss parameters. HAIC-CDC
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& ANSYS arc very well documented but DYCAST la presently under developaent by
the Crunman Aerospace Corporation under Joint NASA/FAA sponsorship.
2.

ACTION

This simulator, currently being developed at the Virginia Polytechnic
Institute for NASA Langley [13]> although not as broad In scope at MARC-CDC,
ANSYS, and DYCAST, has nearly the sane capabilities for nonlinear transient
analysis. As an additional feature, ACTION alao adalta experlnenral
data In the form of a load-response surface Inatead of the usual stressstrain curve. Thla hybrid feature, when fully developed, may extend the scope
of this simulator quite significantly. With the exception of [U], the
simulation capabilities of this program remain relatively untested.
3.

WHAM 11 & III

This simulator, developed by Belytschko [IS], possesses moat of the
desirable features for energy absorption prediction. It accounts for large
stralna, strain-rate effects and can model compacting materlala. In
addition Co general transient loading, It admits Impulsive but not
random loading. It can predict dynamic as well as elaatlc and plastic
buckling. It has been used very successfully for the analysis of automotive
sheet metal under Impact and craah loadings [16]. This simulator thus
appears to possess a tremendous potential for use In tha analysis of
vehicles for craahworthlnass, and for energy abaorptlon prediction.
4.

LANDIT

This simulator developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory [17] is a
very special purpose simulator which predicts the dynamic landing response
characteristics of axlsymmetrlc Impact attenuating vehlclea consisting of a
rigid payload and a crushable Impact llmlter system. Impact is assumed to
occur against s rigid barrier whose roughness Is accounted for In the
analysis. It has a very limited and rather crude description of the crushable
material properties and, as such, the energy absorption prediction la only
approximate.
5.

KRASH

This simulator, developed by Wltlln 4 Gamon of Lockheed California, la
a hybrid simulator which uses experimentally based frame element stiffness
and mssses for nonlinear translsnt responss. Structural Inelaatlclty Is
accounted for with tha help of stiffness reduction factors which In eesence
are specified by the user baaed on prior experience. Although limited In
terms of element library, correlation of simulation and experlmeute baa bean
extraordinarily good when applied to helicopter craahee [18]. Tha program
Is designer oriented and thus would ssrve ss a good tool for preliminary
craahworthlnass design studies.
6.

HVOSM

This simulator developed by McHenry, at al. of Calapan [19] could be regarded more as a hybrid almulator Chan otharwlaa. Tha simulator has bam
used mainly for modeling aucomobllaa In eraab altuatlons. Tha vehicle la modeled
using lumped massee and aprlnge. Tha daformeble barrier la characcerlsed by
specifying Its stlffnsss par unit of area, which la Input «a a fifth order
polynomial la deflection, tha coefficients of which are supplied by tha user
based on previous experience with almllar barriers. Although tha simulator
provides an excellent description of vehicle rigid body klnematlce la thraa
dlmsnslons, its suspension and tire forces, and phenomena Ilk« «Uddlng,
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cornering, etc., the material models of the barrier and the vehicle proper are
deficient and rely heavily on the experience and Intuition of the designer
for their Intrinsic values. In short. Its usefulness for energy absorption
prediction Is rather limited at the present time.
7.

BARRIER VII

This simulator developed by Powell [20] Is a simulator, more of a
hybrid type because of Its rather crude and user-dependent model of the
vehicle. The vehicle Is modeled as a rigid body surrounded by springs
whose stiffness constants are specified by the user—a task which requires
a lot of Ingenuity and prior knowledge of the deformation characteristics of
vehicles of similar type. It lacks the good vehicle rigid body kinematics
description of HVOSM but provides a wide collection of elements like beans,
cables, columns, springs, friction and viscous dampers at the disposal of
the user for modeling a strictly two-dimensional dsformable barrier. A
unique feature of this simulator is a rather sophisticated logic for vehiclebarrier interaction and separation.
It appears that the simulator developed by Thompson [21] would also
qualify aa a hybrid simulator. The simulator however is proprietary, and
details about it« capabilities other than those in [21] are not available.
Information regarding use and availability of the non-proprietary
simulators described can be obtained by contacting their developers or
custodians listed in the Appendix.
CONCLUSIONS
A study of the various simulators available to date reveals that much
more by way of an analysis capability may be desirable than what is
available. But then, assuming cost is not a consideration, is a
strict rigorous numerical analysis of a highly complex phenomenon. If at
all feasible, capable of answering all the questions with any fidelity? If
not. Is the hybrid approach which appears to be gaining popularity more
cost-effective and reliable and the route which research investigators
should adopt in future? Several factors have to be weighed very seriously
before we can even attempt to answer auch questions. The sice and speed of
conputers to come, our Improved understanding and modeling of material
behavior under dynamic conditions, ease with which local effects like
cross-sectional deformations. Joint eccentric!ties,and joint compliances can be
modeled, reliability of designer's intuition, success in extending hybrid
approach to general loadings, and above all, cost of simulation will undoubtedly
be some of the controlling factors.
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APPENDIX

This section provides a brief description of peculiarities and availability
of the alnulators referred to in ano.her section.
MARC-CDC [22]
Capability: A static or dynamic nonlinear analysis (large deflections,
plasticity and creep) of structures and continue. The program has an
extensive finite element library consisting of some 19 finite elements.
Method: The program uses Von-Mtses yield criterion with Isotropie and kinematic hardening. The solution technique is the modified Newton-Raphson
method coupled with explicit time integration of the nonlinear equations
of motion.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: Program runs on CDC, IBM and ÜNIVAC machines.
Usage; The program has been used extensively and is found to bs reliable in
most cases. It is the best known and most widely used program for nonlinear analysis.
Developer: David Hibbit and Associstes
MARC Analysis Research Corporation
lüj Medway Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02906
Availability: The source or object form of the program along vlth documentation is available from the developer at a fee which is negotiable.
ANSVS [23]
Capability: A static or dynamic nonlinear structural analysis and heat transfer analysis.
Method: Finite element displacement method. The program has ssventean different finite elements available for nonlinear analysis. It uses the incremental method of solution accounting for plasticity with Isotropie and
kinematic hardening. It uses the wave-front method coupled with an explicit time integration scheme for the aolutlon of the nonlinear equations of motion.
Language: FOdTRAH
Hardware: The program runs on CDC, UM and UN1VAC machines.
Usege: The program has bean used extensively especially by the nuclear industry end some indications of its reliability are available.
Developer: John A. Sweneon
Swanson Analysis Systems, Inc.
870 Pine View Drive
UiMbeth, Pa.. 1S037
Availability: Program and documentation are available from the developer at a
fee which is negotteble.
Dynamic Crash Analysis of Structures (DTCAST)
Capability: A static or dynamic nonlinear analysis (large deflections and
plasticity) of structural model*.
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Method: Finite elemert displacement method. To the author's best knowledge
It la the only simulator of Its kind which has the most sophisticated
capability for modeling plastic deformations using the most up-to-date
theories of plasticity. It uses the self-correcting Incremental method
and an explicit time Integration scheme to solve the nonlinear equations
of motionLanguage : FORTRAN
Hardware: The program runs on CDC and IBM machines
Usage: Portions of this program are operational at the NASA Langley Research Center.
Developer: Harry Armen, Ir. and Associates
Research Dept , Plant 35
Grumman Aerosj ace Corporation
Bethpage, N. \., 11714
Availability: The program, still under development, will be released at the
appropriate time through COSMIC, 112 Barrow Hall, University of Georgia,
Athens, Ga.. 30602
Analyzer of Crash Transients in Inelastic or Nonlinear Range (ACTION) [13]
Capability: A static or dynamic nonlinear analysis (large deflections and
plasticity).
Method; Finite element displacement method. It uses Von Mlsas yield criterion with kinematic hardening. The method uaed is the minimization of a
functional which guarantees the aatisfaction of the nonlinear equations
of motion. Implicit time integration scheme is used for dynamic analysis.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: The program runs on CDC and IBM machines.
Usage: Portions of this program are operational at the NASA Langley Research
Center, Hampton, Va., 23365
Developer: Robert J. Melosh and Associates
Department of Engineering Science and Mechanica
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and Stats University
Blacksburg, Va., 24061
Availability: The program, still under development, will be released at the
appropriate time through COSMIC, 112 Barrow Hall, University of Georgia,
Athens, Ga., 30602
WHAM II AND III [24]
Capability: A static or dynamic nonlinear analysis (large deflections, plasticity and creep) of structures and continue.
Method; Finite element displacement method. It uses the incremental method
with dynamic relaxation and explicit intsgratlon to solve the nonlinear
equations of motion. It is claimed to be a very fast simulator for transient analysis with speeds varying from 500 to 5000 element time steps
per cpu second depending upon the type of element used.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware; The program runs on CDC. IBM and UHIVAC machines.
Usage; In its limited usage there are indications of a rather high degree of
performance and good simulation capability.
Developer: T. Belytschko
Department of Materiala Engineering
University of Illinois at Chicago
Box 4348
Chicago, Illinois 60680
Availability t The source program cards are available from the developer at no
cost.
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Landing Dynamics Program for Axlsynnetrlc Impact Attenuating Vehicles (LANDIT)
117]
Capability: Dynamic landing reaponse of axlaynmetrlc vehicles consisting of a
rigid payload and a cruahable llmlter aystem.
Method: The nonlinear equations of motion are solved numerically In an Incremental fashion.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: The program runs on IBM machines.
Usage: The program being very special purpose has had very limited usage and
no Indication of reliability is available.
Developer: A. C. Knoell
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109
Availability: The program is available in source form at a cost of $350 from
COSMIC

112 Barrow Hall
University of Georgia
Athena, Ga., 30602
KRASH [25]
Capability: The program predicts the dynamic response of lumped masses interconnected by nonlinear beam elements. Each lumped mass has six degrees
of freedom.
Method: The Euler's equations of motion for each mass are linearised incrementally and Integrated numerically using a modified predictor corrector
method. In each time step the Increments of internal forces and moments
nrp detsrained from the conventional stiffness matrix modified by user
specified stiffness reduction factors corresponding to each of the six
degrees of freedom.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: The program runs on IBM machines.
Usage: The program has had very limited usage for simulating helicopter
crashes. Correlation of simulation and experimental results has been
shown to be extraordinarily good.
Availability: The program Is 'documented in Reference (25). Additional details about the program are available from:
Euatia Directorate
U. S. Army Air Mobility Research and Development Laboratory
Fort Euatis, Va., 23604
Highway Vehicle Object Simulation (HV0SM) [26]
Capability: The program predicts the dynamic interaction of a vehicle with a
deformable barrier. The vehicle is modeled as an assemblage of lumped
sprung and unaprung masses Interconnected by rigid links and springs.
Method: The Euler's equations of motion for each «ass are linearized incrementally and integrated using Runga-Kutta or Adams-Noulton methods. Deformation characteristics of the vehicle and barrier are user specified.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: The program rune on CDC and IBM machines.
Usage: The program has been used fairly extensively but because it is hybrid
its reliability is strongly Influenced by the user.
Developer; R. R. McHenry
Cslspsn Corporation
4455 Gsnesee Street
Buffalo, N. Y., 14221
Availability: The program along with the documentation is available at no
cost upon submitting a magnetic tap« to
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Dave Solomon
HRS-40, NASA Building
Department of Transportation
Federal Highway Administration
Washington, D. C, 20590
BARRIER VII [27]
Capability: The program predicts the dynamic Interaction of a vehicle with a
deformable barrier. The vehicle and the barrier a.e modeled ualng a variety of finite elements. However, the models are strictly two-dimensional.
Method: Finite element displacement method. The program uses an incremental
method coupled with an explicit Integration scheme to solve the llnearlaed equations of motion.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware; The program runs on CDC machines.
Usage: The program has had limited use and no indication of the reliability
is available since its reliability is greatly influenced by the user.
Developer: Graham Powell
Department of Civil Engineering
University of California
Berkeley. California 94720
Availability: The program along with the documentation is available at no
cost upon submitting a magnetic tap« to
L. C. Hecikowski
HRS-12, Fairbanks Highway Research Building
Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration
McClsan. Va., 20590
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Highway Vehicle Simulation
James E. Bernard
Highway Safely Research Inslilule

INTRODUCTION
The probleu of vehicle handling appeared In the literature aa long ago aa
1946, when the pioneering work of Olley [1] was published. Subaequent investigators developed linearized equations whose solution would yield the trajectory of a vehicle subject to tine-varying steering or brsking. More
recently, efforts have been made to snilyse various nonlinear aspects of the
vehicle systea, including, aost notably, nonlinear tire properties. Ferhapa
the beat source of an overview of this subject has been given by Ellis (2].
Since the equations of vehicle notion csn become quite difficult to
handle In the general caae, it la not surprising thai; siaulation has been a
tool frequently uaed by vehicle dynaaiclsts. Perhaps the best known early
cooputer simulation was developed in 1961 by Ellis [3], who developed a three
degreea of freedom analog-computer model for studying the lateral motion of an
articulated vehicle. Since that time, the advent of more and more sophisticated computing equipment has led to the possibility of siaulatlona of increasing complexity. Presently, many research facilities make uae of highly
nonlinear passenger car simulations with at least fourteen degreea of freedom,
including six degreea of freedom for the vehicle body (the ao-called sprung
mass), a vertical or "wheel hop" degree of freedom for each wheel (or unsprung
mass), snd a spin dsgree of freedom for each wheel.
These many degreea of freedom can, of course, prove to be an unnecessary
burden. We have therefore listed In Table 1 s set of user guidelines relating
user goals to levels of sophistication in the slmulationa.
Of course, the range of validity of linear analysis and numerical integration of nonlinear equations overlap. Linear analyals is an appropriate
tool to solve for key measures of directional response at a constant apeed and
at lateral accelerations on the order of .3 g or less, and the nonlinear calculations ars meant to cover the entire range of vehicle performance. However,
it Is seldom appropriate to use nonlinear calculations where linear calculations will suffics, sine* (1) the convenience of the closed-form solutions is
lost, and (2) the results are no more accurate Chan the lineariied calculations.
It is Important to note that In both the linear and nonlinear analyaes
there Is s wide spectrum of sophistication which may ba applied. In the case
of linear analysis, s variety of useful Information may be obtained from a
very simple two degree of freedom model. The only input data required ace the
cornering stiffness of the tires, the wheelbaae, *nd the weight and fore-eft
location of the e.g. To have any hope of matching vehicle ttst results, however, saveral additional featuraa are required, namely, (1) a roll degree of
freedom, (2) compliance of the steering system, and (3) a more sophisticated
model of the tire, including meaeuree of camber add aligning moment.
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Table X Guidelines for the Simulation of Handling Response
Objective

Tool

Remarks

Understeer/oversteer
gradient, response
time

Linear analysis

It can be very difficult
to match empirical results
with calculations. Extremely careful instrumentation Is required, and
steering compliance may
be difficult to quantify.

Trends in performance
in the nonlinear range
(over .3 g on dry
surface)

Nonlinear simulation.
Neglect nonllnearltles
in the suspensions,
steering lash. Ackerman effects and
steering compliance,
and load sensitive
tire properties.

As the simulated maneuvers
become more severe, the
trends become questionable.

Accurate predictions
from .3 g to .5 g

Requires accurate
steering wheel-road
wheel relationship,
load sensitive lateral forces and
aligning moments,
roll steer, camber.

Careful tire modeling accura'e tt» ten degrees slip
angle and at least 1.5
times the static load may
be necessary.

Accurate predictions
over .5 g

Add bump stops, accurate tire data to
extreme loads and
angles.

Static distance to bump
stops is important to ensure realistic fore-aft
lateral load transfer
distribution.

The same choices may be found in nonlinear simulations. In attaining
increased accuracy of the solution, increasing expenses sccrue resulting from
the acquisition of additional input data, the numerical Integration of more
complex equations, and in the analysis of additional output.
Various level« of nonlinear calculations are given in the table. It
should be emphasitsd that these levels are concerned with the prediction of
vehicle responae on a dry surface in the absence of drive torque or braking.
If significant longitudinal forces during a steering maneuver are to be simulated, the predictive task becomes much more difficult, requiring a very
careful analysis of the combined longitudinal and lateral force« at the tireroad Interface, carefully chosen brake dynamometer data and/or a detailed
analysis of the engine-transmission-differential system. Prediction of vehicle
performance on a wet aurface remains a speculative undertaking because of the
variability of the shear forces at the tire-road interface with small changes
in water depth.

It should perhaps be noted here that calculations of brake torque,
given brake parameters such as drum radius, lining descriptors, etc., la not
within the atat« of the art. Thus line pressure vs. brake torque polnta
measured using s brake dynamometer should be procured for computations in
which the absolute level of brake torque la important.
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Several programs appropriate for use In all but the first task of
Table 1 will be considered In this review. Linear analysis will not be considered here, since the code can be generated without extreme difficulty baaed
on any of several well known formulations (see, for example, [4, 5]). This
is not, we emphasize, to suggest that linear analysis is somehow trivial or
Inappropriate—while the code is not difficult to generate, the gathering of
appropriate parameters for use in the linear analysis remains a difficult
task, as does vehicle testing in the linear range.
The programs to be considered here will be reviewed in three areas, viz.:
(1) the tire model, which dictates the range of validity
of the solution to directional response analysis and
the usefulness of the simulation for combined braking
and turning maneuvers
(2) special features such as algorithms allowing impact with outside
objects
(3) documentation.
In addition, a short history of each program will be presented, along with a
prognosis for future improvements.
The run costs for these programs, which are highly variable with the
maneuver simulated and the computer hardware, will not be discussed in detail.
In general, however, one should expect to run passenger car simulations on a
digital computer for about $S/simulated second, with rapidly escalating costs
for impact calculations and specialized graphics. Comercial vehicle simulations, with their attendant additional degrees of freedom for tandem axles
and trailers, may be expected to be significantly more expensive.
Initially, four passenger car directional and ride response simulations
will be presented. This will be followed by a review of available conaerclal
vehicle simulations and some general remarks pertaining only to ride analysis.
PASSENGER CAR SIMULATIONS
HVOSM

The Highway-Vehicle-Object Simulation Program, now coaaonly called HVOSM, has
been under development at Calspan Corporation (formerly Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratories) since 1966. The development of HVOSM has been funded by the
Federal Highway Administration (formerly the Bureau of Public Roads) to serve
as a tool in the analysis of pre-crssh safety and post-crash performance after
impacting certain kindt of fixed objects. This program remains the most
comprehensive numerical tool for the analysis of passenger car braking and
handling, with exclusive features such as terrain tables allowing virtually
arbitrary roadway inputs, and various tire options programmed to compute
lateral and fore-aft forces resulting from tire/rough roadway interactions.
The shear forces at the tirs-road Interface are computed based on a
cubic fit to measured tire data for the lateral forces, with rather rudimentary
U-slip curves for braking calculations. All tire shear force calculations are
based on load-varying input parameters. A spin degree of freedom is Included
for each wheel, and the tire properties may vary from wheel to wheel.
In spite of the load-varying input properties, a cubic fit cannot adequately1 match measured tire data across the entire rang« of slip snglea
likely to be encountered. Thus, it may be necessary to "tune" the curve fit
to the measured data to emphasize either high or low slip angles.
Coupling between lateral and longitudinal shear forces is accomplished
through the us« of an updated version of the "friction ellipse" concept which
may b« expected to lead to reasonable results.

'This is, of course, a matter sf Judgment. It is our experience that
while the cubic fit may sometimes wirk out ««11, on« is likely to encounrer a
mismatch on th« order of HI or so In the mid slip «ngle rang«.
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HVOSM remains the only program with vehicle dynamics orientation to attempt Impact calculations'. However, the representation of the Impact dynamics
remains very rudimentary and the barrier analysis Is quite limited In scope.
The results calculated using HVOSH may be displayed using perspective
views of the automobile-terrain. These grsphlcs are plainly superior to anything elae available. Perhapa the only serious unfavorable aspects of the
graphics package and Indeed the entire HVOSM package relate to documentation.
The documentation for HVOSM is spread out over at least ten separate
volumes. Unfortunately, no one volume will suffice, since mathematical details
of the various Important mathematical models are presented In the order they
were developed rather than in order of Importance.
A remedy for this problem is currently being provided at Calspan, where
comprehensive documentation for the latest version of HVOSM is being produced
under sponsorship of FHWA. This documentation is due to be completed in
«arly 1976.
The present version of HVOSM may be obtained from David Solomon, Chief,
Environmental Design and Control Division, Federal Highway Administration,
HRS-41, 400 7th Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20S90.
Information on the ongoing improvements may be i-t-tained from David J.
Segal, Research Mechanical Eaglneer, Transportation Saiety Department,
Calspan Corporation, Buffalo, New York 14221.
The HSR1 Passenger Car Simulation
The HSRI passenger car simulation has evolved from coonerclal vehicle simulations developed under sponsorship of the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers
Association (MVMA). The program entails fifteen degrees of freedom including
body motions, wheel bounce degrees of freedom, and wheel spin. Impact cannot be simulated, and the range of validity of the roll angles is limited in
that changes in the track due to roll, as seen in a plan view, are neglected".
While the surface of the simulated roadway need not be smooth, fore-aft and
lateral forces due to road undulations cannot be predicted.
The HSRI tire model was recently developed, under sponsorship of the
National Highway Traffic Safety Adminlatratlon (NHTSA), to allow accurate
calculations of the shear forces at the tire-road interface across the entl<-«
range of slip angles likely to be encountered in limit maneuvers. The resulting algorithm, which enteile ueer input normal preaaure distribution at
the tire-road interface and load sensitive input parameters, is capable of
matching measured tire data within five percent or lees, a substantial Improvement over the previously available algorithms. This added accuracy is
extremely useful if the simulated maneuver covers all ranges of sideslip
angles, rather than remaining entirely in a high or lov, angle range.
The ahear forces at the tire-road interface are computed through integration of the ahear atresses over Che contact patch. The closed-form
eolution to the integration yields both longitudinal and lateral ahear forces,
and thus obviates the necessity of any "friction ellipse" type operatlone.
The calculations of the longitudinal-lateral force interactions have been
found to closely match measured data.

'The BAUin programs [6] are useful for vehicle-barrier Impact simulation. These programs, however, emphasise the barrier analysis and use a elmplified vehicle analysis. Illinois Institute of Technology bsearch Institute
is currently working on a more sophisticated vehicle-barrier interaction
algorithm under PHWA sponsorship. R. L. Chlepetta may be contacted at IITRI,
10 W. 35th Street, Chicago, 111., 60616 for details.
*In fact, this msans that the numerical solution becomes invalid during
the later stagea of a rollover maneuver.
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It should also be noted that tha HSRI alaulatton la quite economical
to run. Thaaa economies derive, In the main, from the methodology of the
wheel apin calculations aa explained In [7].
The documentation, which la complete and up to date, was published aa an
appendix to the technical report aaaoclated with [8]. Further information
may be obtained from James Bernard, Highway Safety Research Institute, The
University of Michigan, Huron Parkway and Baxter Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan
48105.
The University of Tennessee Paaaanger Car Simulation
The equations of motion and code for this simulation were developed by Frank
Speckhart of the university of Tennessee while serving a temporary appointment
with NHTSA. The model contains 19 degreea of freedom, including the usual ten
degreea for the sprung and unsprung maaaaa, plua time laga for the ahear
force build-up at each tire and a steering degree of freedom allowing the
calculation of vehicle trajectory with "free" ateerlng.
This simulation ia diatinguiahed by a vary careful front and rear suspension analysis, in which equations of motion are derived baaed on the assumption of an inclined roll axle. The tire ahear forcea are computed baaed
on the Calapan tire model aa presented in [9].
While no uaer-oriented documentation haa been preaented in the publiahed
literature, a summary of the pertinent mathematical modale ia given in [10].
Dear information and further technical detalla may be obtained from F. H.
Speckhart, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department, Univcraity of
Tenneeaee, Knoxvllle, Tennessee.
The HHTSA/APL Hybrid Computer Simulation
A hybrid computer simulation for atudying vehicle dynamic rasponae to braking
and ateerlng Inputa ia available at the Applied Physics Laboratory of the
Johna Hopkins University (APL) 111]. This simulation haa evolved from the
hybrid simulation [12, 13] developed by the Bondix Reaaarch Laboratories for
tha National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. Tha tire modal la quite
aimilar to tha algorithm used in tha HVOSM alaulatton (1*J. Currant capabilltlaa include aimulation of vehiclaa with tha following typee of auspenaiona: (1) independent front and rear, (2) independent front and solid
rear axle, (3) aolid front and rear axlea, and (4) aolld front axle and solid
rear axle with dual tires. Currant enhancement plane include the addition of
a tag rear axle with dual tlrea to permit simulation of buaea and large trucka
and a trailer modal to permit aimulation of towad vehiclaa.
Tha operation of the simulation la through a CRT and keyboard console.
A dedicated printer copies all tha output and input from tha CRT (or permanent
hard copy. Special APL written software permite complete user aalection of
output variablea and alteration of input data auch aa vehicle and tire model
paraaatera. Tha interactive capability enhances tha simulation uaefulness and
providea increaaed engineet/alaulatlon productivity. The APL ataff haa an
excellent track record (or maintenance and Improvementa of the hybrid facility
and cooperation with outaida users.
The hybrid aimulation can be uaad at APL In aupport of publicly funded
contracta. For information on coata and (or acheduling contact Paul lohn.
Applied Physics Laboratory, 11100 Johna Hopkina Road, Laurel, Maryland 20810.

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE SIMULATIOSS
Introduction
While the dynamic Performance of articulated vehiclaa haa been etudied by many
inveatlgatora [IS], tha development of commercial vehicle atmulationa began in
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the late 1960'8. There are now three separate, well-documented simulations
devoted to the analysis of commercial vehicles, as will be explained below.
AVDS3
The Articulated Vehicle Dynamic Simulations, or so-called AVDS programs, were
developed at the I1TRI, 10 W. 35th Street, Chicago, 111., 60616.
Documentation for the latest version, AVDS3, was published In 1973 [16].
AVDS3 simulates the dynamic response of tractor single-, double-, or
trlple-artlculated vehicles. The dynamic characteristics of the vehicle system
subject to road, vehicle, and environmental factors can be evaluated through
computations of steering and braking demands for the specified vehicle while
negotiating a prescribed trajectory. Such a procedure has been validated with
generally good results [17].
The Inverse procedure of the AVDS3 program—the Input is the trajectory
and the output Is the steering and braking—is a distinct advsntage In many
analyses. For example, specific trajectories of Interest can be studied for
the demand on the driver-vehicle system. This Is not easily done with programs
which calculate trajectory based on driver Input, since difficulties are encountered In matching the output trajectory with the trajectory of Interest.
The tire model Is a cubic fit for the lateral shear forces. However, in
this case, the longitudinal forces are calculated based on the required longitudinal deceleration rather than computed based on "p-slip" type relationships.
Thus no wheel spin degree of freedom Is necessary (or possible), and the lateral forces are Modified In the presence of braking using s friction ellipse.
Since the longitudinal deceleration Is input rather than output, AVDS3
la not particularly uaeful for braking analysis. This is particularly true
when antiskid brakes are involved9. Further, to facilitate the inverse methodology, many simplifications were made—quasi-static load transfer is used in
lieu of roll and pitch degrees of freedom, and tandem axles are not considered.
The HSR1 Commercial Vehicle Simulations
The MVMA Truck and Tractor-Trailer Braking and Handling Project was begun at
HSRI in mid-1971 with the expressed purpose of establishing a digital computerbased mathematical nethod for predicting the longitudinal and directional response of trucks and tractor-trailers. Two computer programs have bean produced aa a reault of thla project—a straight-line braking program for strsight
trucks, tractor-aaaitrailera, and tractor-semitrailer-full trailer combinations
[18], and a combined braking and directional response program for trucks and
tractor-semitrailers [19]. Some special features of these programs «re dincussed below.
To allow large pay toads without unduly large axle loads, many truck» and
articulated vehicles make use of tandem-axle suspensions. These suspensions
commonly have a mechanism for "load leveling," that Is, sn attempt to maintain
equal loading on each of the tandem axlaa in the presence of road
irregularities. This mechanism may alao cause unequal load distribution during
braking, which may, in fact, reault in ao-called "brake hop." Thua, sines the
normal force at the tire-road interface has an Important affect on the braking
process, a careful analysis of tandem suspensions has bsen performed.
Sevan separate tandem suspensions may be chosen by the user for use in
the straight-Una braking program. These include air spring suspensions, vsrlous four spring suspensions, and a walking beam suspension. Two tandem suspensions are user optlona in the braking and directional response simulation—

'Most sir-braked vehicles built after March, 197S, will be equipped
witti air brakes to aid In compliance with Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standard 121.
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the simplest four spring suspension and a walking beam suspension. Validation
runs for these latter two suspensions have been performed In both the straightline braking and the braking and directional response program.
The brake systems commonly employed on comnercial vehicles require
special attention not usually necessary for hydraulic-braked venlclea. The
brake system model may conveniently be divided Into three sections. In a
tracto; -trailer air-brake system, the driver applies the brakes by operating a
treadle valve which controls the air pressure at the brakes. In the first
section of the model, the relationship between pressure at the treadle valve
and the line pressure at the brakes on each axle Is computed as a function of
time. The time delay and the rise-time characteristics of the air brake system
are represented in the simulation.
In the second section of the brake system model the relationship between
line pressure and brake torque is modeled. The program user has two options:
he may either input a table of brake torque for increasing line pressure, or
ask the simulation to calculate a relationship for torque vs. line pressure,
based on brake models contained in the computer program.
The third section of the brake model contains the antilock brake system
simulation. This system is set up in a quite general form so the user may call
for any of a wide variety of antilock control logic.
Unfortunately, the documentation for these programs rests in several
separate volumes. This problem is currently being remedied at HSRI where complete and up to date straight-line braking documentation la being produced for
publication in May, 1975, and braking and handling documentation for publication in July, 197S. Information on these programs may be obtained from Janes
Bernard, Highway Safety Research Institute, The University of Hichlgaii, Huron
Parkway and Baxter Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105.
The Cornell General Vehicle Model
Work on the simulation of articulated vehicles has proceeded at Cornell
University since the pioneering analysis and simulation of Mlkulclfc [20].
Several basic changes and refinements have been made, many of which have appeared in the literature (for example, [21, 22]).
The present Cornell model allows the user to "construct" the vehicle
using a building block approach. Thus a straight truck, tractor-semitrailer,
and doubles and triples combinations may be modeled with minimal Inconvenience.
(Note this is the only available doubles or triples handling simulation in
which the user specifies driver input comands and the trajectory Is computed.)
The axles may be modeled as either massleas or having mass. In either case,
a full six degrees of freedom are included for each sprung mas», and the suspensions are assumed to be made up of springs and daahpota having linear
characteristics.
The tire model is a modification of a formulation developed at HSRI [23].
Since the formulation makes use of a closed-form integration of the shear
stresses at the tire-road interface, no "friction ellipse" type of calculations
are necessary to compute the interactions between the lateral and longitudinal
forces.
An explanation of this model will be presented in [24]. There is, however, no published information In the for» of a user's manual. The details
of the use of the program may be obtained from A. I, Krauter, Shaker Research
Corporation, Northway 10 Executive Park, Ballkton Lake, Mew York 12019.
The Systems Technology Model
An analysis of truck and bus handling was performed by Systems Technology
under MHTSA sponsorship during the period June 1972-March 1974. In the courss
of this contract, nonlinear aquations of motion for • three-axle straight truck
and an intercity bus wee« derived and Implemented aa digital computer
simulations.
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The tire shear forces are computed based on the Calapan tire model as
presented In [9]. This slaulatlon Is distinguished by the capability to compute the effects of sloshing of liquid cargo as explained In [25].
The liquid cargo Is assumed to be Invlscld and Incompressible, and the
fluid flow Is assumed to be Initially Irrotatlonal and remain that way. The
equations are for a cylindrical tank with circular cross section, and they are
derived for an arbitrary liquid cargo level up to a point, then they are
specialized to the half full case. The angular displacement of the plane of
the water surface defines the wave motion, and the pitch and roll angles are
assumed to be small perturbations. Only the first harmonics of these wave
motions are Included in the analytical representation, and this gave good
correlation with the full scale results.
A source list of the program, and details of the pertinent mathematical
models are presented in [25]. For further information, contact G. L. Teper,
Systems Technology, Inc., 13766 South Hawthorne Boulevard, Hawthorne,
California 90250.
SOME REMARKS CONCERNING THE SIMULATION OF RIDE
Each of the simulations in the preceding review (excepting AVDS3 which is not
s useful tool for ride analysis) entail six degrees of freedom for the sprung
mass. Thus accelerations at the passenger position can be calculated for the
car or truck in question. However, it may well turn out that these simulations
are not a particularly accurate tool for ride analysis, because the beam
vibration of the sprung msss makes a significant contribution to the total
sprung mass acceleration.
Beam vibration can also be handled in the simulation. For example, it
may be assumed that the total motion response of the vehicle is given by a
linear superposition of the beam bending modes and rigid body modes

S(x,t)

Z a.(t)f (x) + rigid body motion
x
1-1 *

(1)

where S is the vector describing the motion of some point in the vehicle, the
fl sre mode shapes, and the time varying coefficients aj, are the solutions to
ordinary differential equations of the form

8 +

t «Si*!+ «i^i - 5Vj(t)

(2)

where
Uj.. W 1-C.

is the "resonant frequency" of the 1th «ode;
is the dissipation associated with the ith mod«;

"il

are so-called Influence coefficients;
are the applied forces from the suspension, engine
mounts, etc.

The parameters uig, (.., and b.. may bs obtained either from an experimental setup wherein the body is suspended by soft springs and subject to
sinusoidal forces at various points along the frame, or from • detailed
finite element numerical analysis. In cither case, significsnt expense is
involved. Further, the source« of some of the Fj,, such as engine mounts, may
be difficult co analyse. Appropriate references on these topics are [261 »nd
[27).

'ißii$lmM.
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The Important point here la that while the alaulatlons conaldcred in thla
review may be uaed in a ride analysis, the results may be flawed due to the
rigid body aasuaptiona. However, the expenae of a more meaningful analysis,
including beam vibration, «ay be difficult to justify in many applications.
The aost cost-efficient procedure in ride simulation ia likely to be to
neglect all aide-to-aide dynamics and concentrate efforts on a "bicycle" model
entailing front and rear wheel motions and rigid body dynamics. Even when nonllnearitiea in the suspensions are included, the system will easily fit on most
analog or hybrid computer facilities, thus enabling the user to perform economical calculations demonstrating ride trends for various roadways of interest.
This Methodology obviates the necessity to procure more input data than la
justified by the accuracy of the calculations.
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Cable Systems
Nicholas F. Morris
Polytechnic Inslilule of Nrw York

umooDcnw
Structures «hose Bain load-carrying elanents are cables are not a recent
developaent In civil engineering. Suspension bridges have often been used to
span long distances efficiently and In an aesthetically pleasing aanner. Suspended railway electrification lines and guyed towers are other exaaples of
cable-supported structures which have been used for many ysars. Recently, however, aore daring structural appllcatlona of cables have been proposed. Roofs
supported by cable nets have been built In many araaa. These structures differ
fro« aore traditional cable-eupported structures In that no stiffening elaaenta
have been designed Into the structurel eystea. It Is accepted as s design premise that the ceble net can carry a load by Its Increaaad nonlinear stiffness
under deformation. While suspension bridges require nonlinear equations If
they are analysed by the deflection theory, the linearised deflection theory
will reault In a fairly accurate description of suspension brldgs behavior.
Cable nets, however, are usually much more nonlinear than suspension bridges.
A simple deflection theory Is not adequate for their analysis. This fact has
long been recognised and a large amount of research work has been earrled out
on the static analysis of cable nets [1]. Unfortunately, the dynamic response
problem has not received aa much conalderetion. This lack of attention to
dynamic analysis dose not seam to have resulted In the deelgn of any atructuree
which have behaved poorly under wind load. It muat be noted, however, that
most previously constructed cable net roofs carry a fairly stiff roofing system
along with a relatively large roof dead load. Future designs will not have
these ehacterlatica; roofing will probably have very light msmbranaa with very
little dead weight.
Cable systems are need quite extencively In ocean engineering work aa mooring lines. While the problems involved in their design seem quite different
st first, from ths design problems of cable net roofs, there does sxlst a great
deal of almllarity. The main dynamic load acting on each element is a random
process; for mooring lines the process is due to wave action, while for cable
nets the process arises from the wind field. Both sets of losds are a reault
of fluid-elastic forcss arising from sa assumed Gauaalan velocity field for the
fluid. As shall be seen the analytical work done on cable systems for both
roof nete and mooring lines, although carried out Independently, lead to the
same computational procedures.
MOTATIO«
The following notation has been «mployed
A
•JJ

cable els
■ cross-sectional areas of
»t. direction
■ numerator of displaced «lament*e
cosine with respect to the global i asls, Bq. (2)

»3
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factor containing nonlinear tern» In
cable tenalon, Eq. (4)
damping matrix for the net
eleaentn of the damping matrix
linear factor in the coaputatlon of
cable tenalon, Eq. (5)
dlaplaceaent matrix for the net
velocity matrix
acceleration matrix
modulus of elaatlclty
designation of end node* for an arbitrary
eleaent
stlffneas matrix for the net
original length of the element 1 j
maaa matrix of the net
elements of the maaa matrix
luaq>cd maaa at node 1
load matrix
tenalon la the element 1 ]
original tension In the element 1 ]
Cartesian coordinates of node 1 In the net
dlaplacements of node 1 In the x, y and s
dlrectlona

*1i

I

D
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BACKGItODNS
Cable nets are often highly Indeterminate structural systems. Since their
analysis usually requires a nonlinear formulation, eoae work has been carried
out on their description by different mathemetlcal models. In general, two
basic approaches hare bean utilised [l]i continuous sad discrete method«. In
the first method the structure is considered as a contlnuoua element. Thla
repreaentatlon la obviously true for a single cable but, of courae, general nets
are made up of dlacrete cables. An attempt la made, however, to replace the
dlecrate configuration with a continuous anlsotoplc membrane. The membrane
squatlona can then be solved with the «Id of finite differences or the Galarkln
method. If finite differences are employed, the continuous approach will be
efficient only If the resulting algebraic equatlona have a lower order than
thoae arising In the dlacrete method of analyala. Thla condition can occur If
the number of cables and nodea In the structure Is quite large. While the contlnuoua method has been widely employed In the static analyala of cable nets.
It does not seam to have bean carried out for general nonlinear dynamic analyala. Galerkln's method baa been used In conjunction with a contlnuoua repreaentatlon to aolve for the dynamic response of double layered planar cable nets
[2]. It waa found that, while the method was laaa efficient than the finite
element method for nonlinear atatlc and dynamic analyses. It was a reasonable
procedure for the computation of linear dynamic response. However, Galerkln's
method does have the defect of requiring different programs for each new aet of
boundary conditions.
In general, It does not appear that the continuous method will be uaad in
dynamic responae programs. It Is not general enough to analyte various net
configurations. There are also problems Involved In the deecrlptlon of Interaction between layers In double layered cable neta. The familiar problem of
programming general boundary condltlona also arises In this formulation,
although cable neta cannot have vary many different support conditions; e cable
la either restrained or free. The discrete, or finite element, method has bean
used to develop dynamic response prograau. While It may be less efficient than
the contlnuoua method for a particular problem, the discrete method haa the
advantage of greater generality. It Is also easier to program, and fit In with
nultl-purpoee computer pregrama.
The various fonulstlons of the finite elament method differ in the choice
of basic element. Some reaearchare have repreaanted cable nets as a configuration
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of straight cable eleaentt while others have attcapted a «ore accurate description with the aid of curved cable elaaenta. The latter fonulatlon is
obviously sore accurate, albeit, scaawhat sore difficult to prograa for nonlinear analysis. Moat civil engineering applications, however, eppear to have
used straight elaaents. This Is valid because cable neta are usually highly
tenaloned and the gaoMtrlc surfacee that they span are nade up of shallow
curvaa. The largeat discrepancy between the two types of discretization Methode will, therefore, arlaa in the analysis of a single, loose cable. A larger
nuaber of straight elcaents will than be required to achieve the ssae accuracy
as a given nuaber of curved elaaenta. This aay not be too at/ere a restriction
aince the order of the algebraic syatea reaalns aanageable in either case.
The dynaalc equations which arise in the discrete aethod of analysis are
eaally derived. If the eleaenta are taken aa atralght, the inertia equation
for the x direction at an arbitrary node 1 can be written aa [2]

^ "utlJ^V ? •« V^ "irV

(1)

la which

•ij " «1

+

"i "

(2)
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+
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Similar aquations can be written for the y and ■ diractlona [3]. It should
be nottd that the suaaatlona over j In Bq. (1) repreaent the effect of adjacent aodcs around the node 1. If the luapad aaas approach la uaed, aij ■ a^
for 1 > ] and ajj - 0 for i «^ 1. The auaaatlon over r Includes all vibrating
nodea; they all inter into the daaping aatrlx.
■q. (1), and Its counterparts for the y and t directions, can be visualized as the equations of aotlen for a apace truss «1th Initial tensions. They
are nonlinear equation« for two reasons. First of all, the ttem» Bw introduce
the effect of large displscaaenta on the tension aagnltudes. Secondly, the
use of displaceaente In the expression for a^j raveala that the aquations are
written with reapect to the defamed poeition of the net. Therefor«, If B<j le
«•t equal to aero aad ay 1« taken a« «i - xj, Bq. (1) 1« the linear equation
for a «pace truaa with initial tenelon«. It auat b« noted, however, that th«
initial tanatona auat exist In th« equivalent space true«. Moat cable nata
have quite arbitrary geoMtrle« which would be unstable «a truss«« unl««« they
«ere stabilised by the Initial cable tenelon«.
Bq. (1) aad the other two equation« of aotlen aay be caat Into the fealliar
foxa of the displacaaent aelhed of analysis
IK(D)) {»}♦{«- [Ml {»>+ ICl (6}

(6)

BCD), however, depends on the value of the di«pl«c«aent aatrlx which 1« not
known until the equation« hav« been eolved. It la, of couroe, possible to us«
the foraulatlon of th« fere« aethod of analysis In the description of the cable
ayat«a. In fact, In certain problaas such aa th« aaalyai« of «iogl« c«bl««,
this approach «111 probably b« aor« efficient coaputatlonally. Moat work don«
on cable Mt«, however, ha« utilised the displaceaent aethod of analysis. The
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writer knows of no nonlinear dynamic analysis of cable nets carried out with
the aid of the force method.
At least four general solutions to Eq. (6) have been published [2,4,5,6].
Except for the work of Shore and Modjtahedl, who used a perturbation approach,
some form of implicit method was chosen to solve the dynamic equations. Leonards
and Recfcer used Holcer's method, Morris and Blrnstlel used Newmark's linear acceleration method, while Argyrls, Dunne and Angelopoulos used a finite element
time Interpolation function. Researchers solving the linear form of Eq. (6)
have also chosen an Implicit method of analysis. It is felt that for cable net
analysis an unconditionally stable algorithm la required. This may not necessarily be true; as an example, the method used In [6] Is not unconditionally
stable. However, tha results found therein appear to be quite good. As Is customary In structural dynamics, Eq. (6) can be solved either directly or with the
aid of the modal response method. Leonards and lacker, and Argyrls, Dunne and
Angelopoulos uaed the direct method while Morris and Blrnstlel used both methods. Of course, when the modal superposition method Is applied to Eq. (6) tha
resulting system of equations la not uncoupled aa It la In the linear case. An
equation of the same form aa Eq. (6) la obtained, but the order of the matrices
Involved should be much smaller If the method Is to be efficient.
It might be of Interest at this point to consider some of the computational
difficulties Involved In the nonlinear dynamic response analysis of cable nets.
These difficulties arose In the writer1a work but they appear to be general difficulties In other nonlinear analyses as well [7]. A minor problem la the choice
of mass matrix. Comparison of lumped mass solutions with results of experimental
tests made by Jensen [8] on both double layered planar nets and hyperbolic nets
reveals that the lumped mass eigenvalues and mode shapes agree very closely
with empirical values. Therefore the lumped mass method seems reasonable for
cable nets. A major problem la the choice of time step. The difficulties here
are enormous I In a linear dynamic analysis the choice of too large a time step
reveals Itself quite rapidly; the displacements become excessive and a cutoff
value can be put Into the program to atop computations. For the nonlinear form
of Eq. (6), this will not happen; a aolutlon will always occur and the displacements will not be excessive. A quick glance at tha results will not be sufficient to determine that the results arc meaningless; the solution must be followed through to check whether the values are raeaonable or not. There are, in
fact, two different time step errors that have occurred In tha solution of cable
nets acted upon by a harmonic forcing function. Tha first error arises when the
time step is completely wrong, even for the linear aolutlon. When this is the
situation, the response goes to a certain amplitude and undergoes a very slight
vibration about the amplitude. This error can be avoided by basing tha time
atep on the linear aolutlon to the asms problem, a procedure which requires a
linear analysis prior to the nonlinear analyala. However, if a time step la
employed which is tha aame aa, or allghtly lese than, the atable time iiicreoe.it
for the linear solution, a second error might still arise. In this case, the
aolutlon behaves correctly for a few cycles of loading until an amplitude trend
gradually aets in. The maximum amplitude in one direction increaaaa slightly at
each cycle while the mattam amplitude in tha other direction becomea allghtly
smaller; a ataady atata aolutlon never occurs. This behavior la disconcerting
in a cable net because one would expect larger amplitude in one direction
(agalnat tension) than in another (with tension). However, the error is revealed quite clearly because the tenelon values are completely in error.
Strangely enough, this behavior doss not aesa to be dependent on the nonlinearity
of the response. Some highly nonlinear responaa computations have not exhibited
this peculiarity while It has been found in only slightly nonlinear response
problems. Whether this patten occurs or not aacms to bs dependent on the relative magnitude of the in-plane dlsplscsmonts. Tha mors important thsy are, the
more likely it is that this behavior will appear.
When the modal superposition method is applied, the problem of time step
sppsara in a different manner. Tor uss with the Unser acceleration procedure,
a time stsp of Tllln/6, where lni- is the amalleat period of all the modes employed, sppssrs to work quits «all for both linear and nonlinear response coaputstlons. Making the time atep smaller doss not change the results obtained.
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However, the basic problea still remains in another form: Che choice of how
■any aodea nuae be used to obtain accurate results. Unfortunately, as could be
expected, the nuaber of «odes required for a nonlinear solution is usually larger
than that required for a linear solution. Hence the choice of nodes to be.used
■ust be decided by trial and error just aa the tlae step is. However, there la
seas advantage to the «odal response method; it sawss to arrive at an answer
even if this answar is not eoapletcly correct. For exaaple, if a sufficient
nuaber of nodes Is not used, the dlsplaceaents «ay be approxlaated quite well
although the tenslona are Incorrect. It should be noted, however, that the
errors in tension usually reveal thenselvcs by jumps at a nod«. That is, for a
cable continuous acroaa a node, instead of virtually the sa»e tension in each
segaent, there is a jump in value with the value on on« aide of the node too
large and that on the other aide too saall. The correct tension should than
be cloae to their average values. This fact aakes it posaible to aalvage results obtained with the aid of the nodal superposition aethods, even if the nuaber of nodes chosen is not large enough. Probably the greatest advantage of
the aodal superposition method is that «hare the loading pattern allows it to
be applied, the tin« step la auch larger than that required for the direct
nethod; in son« eases, a factor around 10 ia involved. The large Increase in
tine step is even nore inportsnt than the reduction In size of the algebraic
aystea involved in Eq. (6).
Any laplicit solution to Eq. (6) requires, in soae form, the solution of
an equivalent nonlinear atatie problea at each tine step. The tlae step ia so
saall, however, that no aophiaticatad methods are required to aolve the equations; a alaple iteration will converge in two or three trials at aost. In
sons nonlinear systems [9], it has been possible to aolve the equations once at
each time etap and add the errora involved at the nest time step. This has
been tried for cable neta under harmonic forcing functions but it has not been
successful [21. It must be painted out that a harmonic forcing function is the
most critical load that can be used to check a procedure. A noniterative approach night work for other loading conditiona.
The computation of node shapes and eigenval>.es prior to attempting a
dynamic solution would seam to be a necessity, »ay dirsct procedure such as
the Glvcns-Householder nethod should be euitable wherever systen sise Is not s
problem. However, this writer haa had difficulty in using simple Iteration
achemes for cable systems. Either convergence was not obtained, or it «as obtained very alewly. This rssult could be expected because many net systems are
highly degenerate. Even «here different modes do not have the sane frequenclea,
the elgenveluea are cloae together, tot double layer ayateae the nass terms on
the two layera aay differ widely. Iteration procedurea are quite sensitive to
this mass distribution, even though the eigenvalues end mode shapes nay not be.
Aa stated earlier, the aain loada that a cable net, used aa either a roof
or a mooring line, ie aubjeeted to will be stochaatie in nature, arising from a
Gauasian velocity field. (While earthquake loading ie en obvious design consideration for roofs, their large In-plane stiffneas appears to be such that
wind load will be more critical.) In ocean engineering, a large amount of reaearch work haa bean carried out to arrive et a suitable loading description due
to wave action. Tor roof nets, some work haa been done on wind loading but the
problem ia complex and it will probably be seme time before a realistic loading
pattern «ill bs decided upon. It la obvious, however, that random vibration
theory «ill be required In any solution. At the preaant time, a computationally
efficient procedure for computing the random vibration of a geometrically nonlinear ayataa with a large nuaber of unknowne doea not saam to be available.
About the only procedure which could be employed would be a computer simulation
of the wind field over the cable net «ad Its reaulting loading pattern. The
cable net could than be solved using Eq. (6). There are two defects in this
procedure. First it requires that aeveral simulated loading patterns be applied
to arrive at statistically valid results. Tot a nonlineer dynsaic analyaia, the
computer time would be prohibitive. Secondly, uncertainty in the loading, at
the preaant tlae, is so large that a refined nonlinear solution doss not seem
to be reasonable.
Although random vibration theory cannot be eaaily applied to nonlinear
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response probleat, It can be readily «■ployed In linear reaponee coaputatlons
of root aean square values (or dlsplaccaents and tensions. This knovladge has
led aany researchers to attaapt a linear (orwilatlon of the dynaalc equations.
Fortunately, for both wind and wave forcea, a a«Bl-llnaar analyels la possible.
The wind velocity pattern at a given point «ay be described by a slowly changing
■ean velocity and a fluctuation, or gustlng, about that man velocity. The aean
velocity varies so slowly that Its effect on the etructurc la static, while the
dynamic effect la due to the fluctuating forcea. It can be aaauaed, therefore,
that the dynamic reaponee la a linear perturbation about the static equilibria
position under the mean velocity. The atlffneaa of the structure under the
dynaalc load la coaputed by substituting the static aqullibrluai dlsplaccaents
and tensions in the equations for K(D) of Bq. (6). Of coutae, the nonlinear
atatlc equations Must be employed in solving (or the dlaplaced poaltlon of the
net under the mean wind load. This procedure has been widely «aployed in both
civil and ocean engineering analysis of cable neta. It will result in accurate
answers with an enormous saving In computer time.
It seem* evident, therefore, that in order to solve practical problems for
cable systems, three subroutines must be available in aay program, a nonlinear
atatlc subroutine, e linear mode and eigenvalue computation subroutine, and a
linear dynamic reaponee subroutine. The latter two subroutines are standard in
any general computer package. The nonlinear static subroutine la available in
auch syaterns aa STRUM. (10] and NASTRAN (11]. However, a aearch of their literature does not indicate whether initial tanaioos can be read into their apace
truas programa. STRUM, doea have a Mchanlem for forming new stiffness matrices
but this writer has not triad to utlllce It. Aa pointed out earlier, a cable
net la a apace truaa whose members are in initial tenalon: therefore, all that
la needed to uae any general computer ayatem is the ability to Incorporate thia
tenalon into the atlffneaa matrix. Thia was dona for the SLAB ayatem by Alpay
and Utku [12].
PROGRAMS AVAILABLE
There does not exist at the present time e large comaerclel market for computer
programa devoted exclusively to cable ayateaa. Although only aaall modifieationa
of existing programa may be required to obtain aeml-llnear solutions, the manuals
for general programa do not atata if, or bow, thia could be done. Moat of the
available programa presented herein are programs developed by researchers in the
field of cable dynamics. In general, auch programa auffer from the defects of
poor user documentation and lack of generality. However, no judgmeat can be
made on any individual prograa. The following programa are coamerclal programs
which are available for analysis of cable networkat
1.

Aska-Group, ISK Stuttgart
Pfaffeawaldiag 27, 7000 Stuttgart 80,
Cermany
This is a general nonlinear dynamic prograa for three-dimensional cable neta.
It uaee a finite element time repreaentatton and ia net unconditionally
atable (6],
Atkins Raaeareh and Development
Hoodcote Grove
Ashley load, Epsom, Surrey, England
Thia program uses a ssml-lluaar analysia of three-dimensional cable systsms.
Dynamic equations are solved by Mewmark'a ß method (13],
Lockheed Electronics Company, Inc.
U.S. Highway 22
Plalnfleld, Maw Jersey 07061
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This pregrw utllliM a •«■l-Jln«« Nlutlen Co two dUMUloMl cablabouy ayatMM under vartou« currant valoclcy prefllaa.
4.

Swanaon Analyal« Syat«
870 Plna Via« Drive
Elizabeth. Pa. 15037

Inc.

A general nonlinear cable ayatea prograa la available. It uaaa lapliclt
Integration of the baalc aquatlena and either a direct or aodal reaponae
aolutlon.
The following prograaa have been reported In recent reaaarch literature on
cable systems; the principal Invaatlgator la Hated I
5.

J. W. Leonard
Civil Engineering Dcpartaent
Illlnola loatltuta of Technology
Chicago, Illlnola 60608
Thla prograa aolvea the forced reaponae of general nonlinear cable
ayateaa [4]. It uaea Holier'a Mthod and la coaaerclally available.

6.

N. F. Morris
Civil Engineering Departaant
Polytechnic Inatltuta of New York
Brooklyn, N.T. 11357
Thla la a aarlea of prograaa for linear and nonlinear reaponae ualng both
the aodal reaponae Method and the direct aethod. The work «aa eponaored
by the Rational Science Foundation and prograa Hating« are public [2].

7.

S. Shore
Civil Engineering Departaant
Unlverelty of Fennaylvani«
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104
Thla prograa aolvea the forced ateady atata reeponae of cable nets under
a haraonic forcing function (5J. The fraquancy-aapliruda curve ia coaputad with a nuearlcal fon of perturbation. It requires aodal auparpoaitioB.

8.

W. C. Knudaen
Doctoral thesis, April 1971
Unlverelty of California, Berkely 94720
Knudaen developed seal-linear prograaa for cable nata under wind loading
and earthquake, loth coaputer slaulation of the wind lead and randoa
vibration theory are utilised along with both direct and aodal reeponsn
aoluciena.

9.

8. Utku
Duke Unlverelty
School of Engineering
Durhsa, Worth Carolina 27708
Thla ayatea la a converaion of the ELAS prograa to aolva Initially atraasad
aaabere. It l)*a a saai-linear procedure for aolvlng randoa vibration
problaae (12j.

10.

MOAA Rational Data fcioy Cantor
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Thli program aolvca tha two dlsianalonal probla* of ooorlng eablaa with
tha aid of a ■aal-llnaar aolutton [141, It la docuatntad and haa baan
applied at othar cantata [IS]. Randoa vibration thaory bar baan uaad,
11.

K. F. Donlnquez
Taxaa A and M Unlvaralty
College Station, Taua 77843
Thla prograa utllltaa the flexibility aethod In the aolutlon of cable
ayataaa. The analyala la aaail-llnaar. A dlatlnctlve feature of thla
prograa la Ita uaa of coaplex coordlnatea In a Bore accurate deacrlptlon
of douplnt [16].

12.

S. A. Crist
Air Force Acadeay
Colorado 80840
Several coaputer prograaa have been developed for the ateady atate raaponaa of trailing wire» behind an orbiting aapcecraft [17,18],

13.

S. T. Hong
Departaent of Civil Engineering
Haahlngton Unlvaralty
Seattle, Washington 98105
A aaal-llnear aolutlon la prograaaad for long, taut ■oorlag lines.
utlllaas a frequency douln analyala [19].

14.

It

K. P. Kerney
Naval Ship Research and Develop—at Center
Bethesda, Maryland 20034
Two dlacnaloaal aotlon of an Inextenelble cable under hanonlc forcing
la described by thla prograa. A seal-linear approach la uaad [20].

15.

J. K. Arnaton
Doctoral theala, 1974
Unlvaralty of Mlnneaota
Mlnneapolla, Minn. 55453
Thla prograa appeara to be a aaal-llnear aolutlon to the dyaaalc raaponae
problaa [21]. It haa been used In tha randoa vibration analyala of
circular roofa.
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Offshore Structures Analysis
V. Dunder
O. Belonogoff
Bechtel Inlernalumat Corporalton

INTRODUCTION
This chaptar daals pradoalnantly with tha dynaalc analyala of offahora
structurea. Dynamic (and In son« cases nonlinear) analyala la becoalng
aconoalcally Important for tha following raaaona;
1. For tha aora costly atructuraa, small dealgn raflnaaants can
glva rlaa to larga construction coat savings.
2. In complex aystana, unaophlatlcatad static analyala methods can
result In a higher risk In tcraa of r"'P«tty and Ufa.
3. Because offshore atructuraa are being built In daapar water and
are being exposed to harsher environmental conditions than In the peat,
these atructurea can frequently no longer be adequately daacrlbsd by
atatle analyala.
4. Tha computational capability and speed of the digital computer
can reduce production schedules.
5. Both tha public and regulatory agenciee are concerned about tha
possible environmental Impact of proposed designs.
6. Tha response of floating rigs la net coapatlble with atatic
analyala.
In general, the response of a marina structure must account for the
action of ocean aurface wavea, currant, wind, gravity loading, and other
loading conditions. In complex ayateas, tha fluld-atructure-eoll interaction auat be simulated to obtain a realistic atructural model. Tha response of flxad-baae platforma, floating riga, or larga subaerged atructurea. Including certain marine components auch as rlaera, pipelines,
and mooring*, are dlacussed.
NONENCLATURE

C
CD
CM

i

dj.,d2,d3

I
F
f
fD

H

Projected area of a unit length of a aembar
Voluaa of water replaced by a unit length of
Daaptag factor
Drag coefficient
Modified drag coefficient
Maaa (inertlal) coefficient
Modified aaaa (inertlal) coefficient
Maaa eeaffielest accounting for • fluid flow dlaturbance
Diaenslone of tha object in tha x,y,a dlractloas
Modulua of claaticity
Internal forcea
Fluid praeeure force
Fluid drag fore«
Horltontal fluid pressure
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Inertlal fluid force
Wind pressure
Acceleration due co gravity
Me»n water depth
Wave height
Coefficient in the wave profile calculation
Nonlinear coefficient in the wave profile calculation
Moment of inertia
Stiffneaa matrix
Linear atraln stiffness matrix
Nonlinear atraln atlffnaae matrix
211/1
Wavelength
Virtual mass matrix
Added mass
Highaat index number in the aeriea
Load vector
Wave pressure at the crest
Wave pressure normal to the member aurfaee
Way« pressure at the trough
Buoyant or in-air weight of the riser
Transfer function
Response spectrum
TiM
Structural displacement. velocity, acceleration
Fluid displacement, velocity, acceleration
Wind velocity
Coefficients
Specific weight of the fluid
Increment of frequency
Wave phase angle
Coordinate of the wave eurfaca
Phase angle
Rayleigh distribution
Fluid density
Air density
Variance of the spectrum
Variance of the response spectrum
Tension (axial force)
Mode shape matrix
Circular frequency of the wave
FLUID-STRUCTURE INTt^TION

The fluid-structure interaction in offshore platform analysis ia usually
simulated by hydrodynamlc forces. These farces may or may not be related
to the response of the structure, depending on the degree of the
simplification.
In the determinictlc epproach, the action of regular maximum wavea
or random waves may ba used. The paraaetera of such wavee are taken from
oceanographic data of certain locationa. Maximum wave characteristics
(height, period) from the leat SO to 100 years are coneidercd. Data are
available through National Oceanographic Data Caater.
The regular wavea can induce harmonic tesponss of the atructures if
the structural period ia dose to that of the wave. Hind-induced waves
are usually of random character. For evaluation of random wave effecta,
the stochastic evaluation is preferable. The wave ia aesumed to ba composed of several regular (periodic) wavea, and an evaluation of the wave
energy ia uaed la the computation of attuetural response. The wave
spectral density function and ita application is briefly deacribed in
another section. Since the computation of hydrodynamlc forcea in both
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stochastic and deterministic analysis Is bassd on the sane principles,
the differences In approach are mentioned only where necessary.
The calculation of the hydrodynamtc forces Is primarily based upon:
1. Computation of the pressure based on the fluid acceleration and
velocity and on the structural characteristics and response
2. Computation of the water particle kinematics
WAVE FORCES
Evaluation of the pressure forces depends on the relative slss of the
structure and elements and the wave length. For truss or frame structures, the Morrison (1) equation la usually used. Morrison has derived
the preasure forces (force per unit length) for vertical piles and has
expressed them as a combination of drag forces fp and inertlal forces tj.
Froude-Krilov pressure is considered negligible. The pressure force
according to Morrison is

f

D

+ f

I

(1)

Inertie forces of fluid particles are proportional to the local acceleration of the fluid. Drag force* are proportionel to the fluid particle
velocity. For flexible structures, the relative velocity and relative
acceleration are required. The (modified) Morrison equation can therefore be written in e form
1/2 CnpA^v - i)|v - u| + CMPBV - M,u

(2)

where Cp end CM are empirically derived drag and mass coefficients;
v and v are fluid velocity and acceleration, respectively: u and ü are
structural velocity and acceleration; p is fluid density; Ap and B denote
the projecting area and volume of the unit length of a member; and M, is
the added mass. The added mass is usually considered to be
I,

-

(C,, - 1)PB

(3)

where the difference in tangential and normal directions wttn regard to
the axis of the member war* neglected.
Fluid kinematics of an undisturbed wave can be computed using various theories. Model teat* on circular cylinders indicate that a value
of 2.0 for CM will give conaervatlve value* of Inertlal force*. In practice. CM 1* commonly assigned e value of l.S. However, the ssae study
shows values of CD varying from 1.2 to 4.4. Both the drag force and
the inertlal force depend on the Reynolds number and on the irregularity
of the waves. The effect of scattering cannot be included because the
computation is baaed on the aasumption that the wave motion 1* undisturbed by the structure. The Morrison equation «a* derived for an laolaced vertical cylindrical body (tubular beam) who** diameter 1* small
compared with ita length.
Mo coupling in the computation of force* on Individual member* 1*
considered. (Only the phase of the passing wave 1* accounted for.)
For large-slsed structural member*, the Froude-Krilov force* ahould
be included. The effect of the Froude-Krilov force* becomes very Important when the else of the etructure approachea half the wavelength. The
difference between the preeeure at the crest pe and the pressure at the
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trough pt auat be conaldarad. Paulllng [2] has llnaarlcad tha axprasalon
for tha praaaura forca f. Tha llnaarliad axprasalon la
• ^Pnda + CD(v - u) + CM(v - ii)

(4)

where p,, la tha computed praaaura froa tha undlaturbad wave; CQ and CM
ara drag and maaa coefficients; a la tha aurfaca of tha maabar; v and v
ara tha fluid velocity and acceleration, reapactlvaly; and u and ü ara
tha atructural velocity and acceleration. This linearization la naceaaary for a stochastic approach. Tha first tana In Eq. (4) raprcaents
tha Prouds-Krllov forca; tha aaeond term rcprcaenta a llnaarliad drag
forca; and tha third tars rapraasrta tha simplified aasa Inertia affect.
Nora accurate procaduraa of llnaarlcaclon ara requlrad whan drag forcaa
are the primary forcaa. According to aooe authors, the axprasalon
CMV - (KM " Du ahould ba uaed Inataad of tha last tarn. A more rigorous
evaluation based on tha integral representing tha Froude-Krilov forca
uses Bernoulli's aquation and la computed from tha wave velocity potential. This evaluation can be found in [2].
If the dimensional charactarlstica of tha structure incraaaa to tha
sane order aa tha wavelength, tha wave aeattaring becomes more important
than tha viacoua affacta. Potential flow theory la commonly uaad in calculating wave praaaura and wave forcaa on large submerged structurea such
aa oil atoraga tanks and underwater habitats. Raid and Bratachnaider [3]
have propoaed tha computation of horizontal forces on large rectangular
aubnerged structures in tha following form:

f,, -^d.d- SM^yggi "> (cos 0! - cos^x + kd!»

(5)

where CH is tha mass coefficient due to the flow disturbance; d}, Az, and
d3 ara dimensions of tha object in the x, y, and s dircctione; k * it'll; y
la apecific weight of fluid; h and t ara wava height and wavelength; H la
the water depth; x, y, and ■ ara coordinatea; and 9i la phase position of
the leading edge of tha object with respect to the wave.
This aquation la baaed on tha assumption that only inartial forcaa
have an important effect on tha total praaaura. From this aquation, some
other diffraction theories have emerged. Garrison and Chow (4] have outlined a diffraction theory in which submerged objaeta have arbitrary shnpaa.
Further referencee may be found in [1-8].
Morrison's equation is usually preferred in the analyala of tubular
offshore structures. No such preferred theory esiata for large-elsed
atruetures.
Per simplicity, no vectorial summation to tha wava kinematica le made.
HAVE THEORIIS
The kinematica of a wava vary with the parameters of wavelength, height,
and water depth. Lembrakoe and Brannon [9] ham divided (IM thaoriaa of
calculating tha wava velocity asd acceleration into two groups t Stokee
thaoriaa and non-Stokee thaoriaa. In atructural computation, the Stokeetype theories ara moat often uaad even though they do not beet (it tha
experimental data. The Stokee waves propagate without ahape deformation
and are periodic la apace and in time. Their equations usually include
nonlinear terms to deacriba formation of addiaa and similar affacta.
atokaa fifth-order theory la the extension developed and tabulated by
Skjelbreia and Handrickeon (10], and la applicable in medium to damp
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water. In mtdlua d«ep water. Airy theory [8] Is u»ed. In shallow water
where the ratio of wavelength to depth is relatively large, cnoldal theory
[11] should be used. This classification has been presented by Dean [12].
Statistics Introduced In the conputatlon of wave forces by Borgman [13]
require simpler, preferably linear, wave theories. The linear filter technique Introduced by Reid [14] was studied by Hudspeth and others [IS].
Hudspsth comperes linear filter technique and stream function representation [16] with experimental data. The study doss not favor the linear
theory; however, fsir approximations were obtained.
A regular wave profile can be described in linear theory by
C(t)

-

h coa (kx - Mt)

(6)

where C la surfacs profile of the wave, h is the amplitude, k la the wave
number (k • Zir/t), u Is the circular frequency of the wave, x Is the
coordinate in the direction of the wave, and t is the time. In the Airy
linear theory, h is linearly proportional to the wave height h. The
Stokes higher order theory gives the surface profile by

Ut)

-

£ h,, coa n (kx - uit)
n-1

(7)

where the terms are similar in meaning to thoss in Eq. (6), except that
hg does not depend linearly on the wave height. Equations (6) and (7)
describe the surface of e regular periodic sea. As pointed out by Froude
(17) in 1905. an Irregular wave can be built up from simple regular wavea.
Using a Fourier series,

CCt)

-

M
£ V cos (knx - M,, t + e,)
n-l

(8)

The terms are again similar In meaning to thoae in Eqs. (6) and (7), except that un is the circular frequency of the nth wave and Cn is the phase
angle of nth wave. This reprasentetion of irregular waves was introduced
by Denis and Plerson [18] in their description of ths statistical means of
predicting the response of a ship whan the wave energy spectrum and the
response to regular waves are known.
SPECTRAL DENSITY FUNCTION
In spectral analysis, the average energy over the wavelength and par unit
area of the sea surface can ba computed as a sum of the kinetic energy of
orbital motion and potential energy of water level change (19]. The diatributlon of energy over the wave frequency 8h(u)) can ba computed. Thie
distribution is called the wave apactral density function, ths «ava
snsrgy spectrum, or simply the wave spectrum. Basically, a single harmonic surface wave is characterixed by Its height h and length t.
The real sea consists of waves having a wide spectrum of wavelengths
or frequencies. To help visualise this kind of wave, harmonic waves of
amplitude h., frequency (% (or corraspondln; length tn), and phase angle
cn for n-l, 2...H can ba considered. If the H discrete frequencies
sre uniformly spaced at intervels Au over a range w, < u < IDK, the resulting wave height will ba periodic, with a period equal to Ivtci», and will
possess a mean square value equal to one half the sum of the squarae of
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the Individual ■nplltudes hJ/2, which 1« the computed component of the
epectra.
The wave spectrum la uaad in atochastlc analyala to compute the
structural response spectrum. The wave spectrum proposed by Plereon
and Hoskowltz [20] waa recommended by the International Ship Structures
Congress and by the International Towing Tank Conference end ie frequently uaed for computing structurel response. The Plereon-Moekowltz
spectrum Is given by

Sh(ta))

ag2

exp

(-tfO

(9)

where g le the acceleration due to gravity; u la the circular wave frequency; w la the wind spaed (64 feat above the aea surface); and a and 6
are constants (for the North Sea, a ■ 0,0081, 0 • 0.74 may be
representative).
Some more details on the application of spectral density function
are In a paragraph "Stochastic Analyala."
Recent reaulta of the research on the growth mechanism of a windwave field, combined with actual wave measurements of extreme sea states
in the North Sea, show that the Fierson-Moskowitz-type spectrum may not
always be adequate for the description of extreme and operational aea
states. A more sharply peaked wave spectrum is proposed in [21]. The
Importance of the spectral shape of a wave field for structural behavior
is considered in this paper.
SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION
Soil properties strongly affect the response of fixed-baac offshore structures. Modeling of • pile by short-beam elements and modeling of the soil
by springs are both cumbersome procedures.
In the choice of a computer program for analysis, preference should
be given to programs that allow simpler pile modeling, computed as a substructure or equivalent beam spring. An iterative solution in the application of otherwise linear analysis may be necessary. Special provisions
for soil-structure interaction are in McDonnell's STRUDL and in MARCS.
Both are programs for the analysis of fixed-base offihor-i structures.
Soas useful remarks regarding the soil-pile Interaction may be found in
[22, 23].
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Linear Analysis
Finite element analysis la normally used in the solution of the response
of complex structures. Linear analysis Is In many caass applicable. To
reduce transient analysis of offshore structures to linear analysis, the
drag forcea expression in Eq. (2) must be simplified. Whan this is done,
the equations of motion can be expreesed as
Myü + Cu ■•■ Ku -

P(v,v)

where My is the virtual mass; C Is the structural and viscous damping;
K Is the linear stiffness matrix; P Is the load vector; u, u, and ü are
the structural displacement, velocity, and Acceleration, respectively;

i ■,..*,..■„

r

®x .,

(10)
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and v and v ara tha fluid valoclty and acceleration. Equation (10) conforms to the uaual finite element analyala fundamental system. However,
tha following differences should be noted:
1. Virtual mass la composed of tha structural lumped mass and
added mass (ace Eq. (3)). Mass moments of inertia may have to be
Included.
2. Tha damping coefficient C la higher than uaual becauae of fluidstructure Interaction (vlacoua damping). A total damping of 2X haa been
conaldared by Maddox [24].
3. Becauae loading vector F varies In tine (generally Independently
from joint to joint), voluminous data, repreaentlng hydrodynamlc and hydrostatic forces, are generated.
4. The stiffness matrix can be full or reduced depending on whether
rotational degrees of freedom are conaldared In the analyala or whether
another reduction of the dynamic system la provided. As a rule, an extensive reduction of the dagreaa of freedom with a consistent approach in the
reduction of all matrices is used.

^

In the computation of the virtual mass, the difference between the
component tangential to the member and the component normal to the member
la seldom conaldared. The proper conaideratlon of the added mass will
lead to a nondiagonal masa matrix. In the computation of added mass, the
changes in submerged parts and In air structural parta may have to be considered. Mean water level may usually be taken aa the limit for the computation of virtual mass. Haas moments of inertia, computed for a reduced
system, have been uaad by Fanalen [25], Equation (10) can be solved by a
general finite element analyala program auch aa SAP, STRUDL, STARDYNE, etc.,
but handling of the data (both input and output) la Impractical unless both
a praproceaaor and a postprocessor exist. The efficiency of the transient
analysis, which solves the structural reaponse due to the high number of
forcing functiona, la very Important.- For more details on linear transient
analyala and general purpoae computer programs, see [26].
Integrated programs for linear tine history analyala of offahore
structures (WAVE-FORCE and STRUDL, MARCS) were recently Introduced into
service bureaus. Even though the equations for the computation of virtual
maaa, drag forcea, and buoyant forces seem simple, they require complex
structural geometry and tranaformat Ion matrices generally involved in the
aaaembly of stiffness element matrices. The same input of geometrical data
and the tranafer of the computed valuea In the formate applicable In general
purpoae programs are neceasary. The Integrated programs have an advantage
in that the tranafer of the data la transparent to the user. However, Integrated programs are probably available only to large engineering companlea or offleea. Exiatlng programs are reviewed In Appendix I.
Nonlinear Analysis
Nonlinearitlca In the equationa of motion may be cauaed by three things:
1.
2.
3.

Nonlinear fluid-structure interaction
Large displacementa and email or large stralna
Nonlinear elastic or eleetoplaatlc properties

Nonlinear fluid atructure Interaction Is peculiar to offahore structures analysis. Whan viscous forces are predominant, that la, where
Morrieon's equation (Eq. (2)) in its full nonlinear expreaaion should be
coneldered for the computation of hydrodynamlc forcea. an incremental
formulation and Iterative solution are uaually used. When nonconservative
hydrodynamlc forcea are predominant, the updated Lagrangian equation of
motion la preferred. Tha nonlinear equation of motion (linearised with
reapect to the time increment dt) can be expreaaed In a form

.€/'.
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t+dt
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u

(U)

whir« tHv li the virtual mass at tine t; CQ la the drag coefficient; C la
the atructural and viscous damping; JKL la the linear strain Incremental
atlffoeas matrix based on the strain computed at tine t and the configuration at tine t; ^Km, la the nonlinear atraln Incremental stiffness matrix
baaed on the strain computed at time t and the configuration at time t;
t+dtp are ti,a loads (other than forces due to added Inert lal and drag
effect) at tine t+dt: if arc Internal forces at tin« t in the configuration
at tin« t; t+dtii, t+dtg ara acceleration and velocity of the structure, du
Is the Increment of the displacement and t*itw, t+dty ara the acceleration
and velocity of the fluid at time t+dt. The total displacement at tie
Increment
t+dt Is given by the sum of the displacement 'u at time t and the inct
t+dtu

.

tu + Ju

(12)

Equation (11) la the modified form of the equation of motion given by
Bathe [27]. In this equation, the effects of hydrodynamlc force* ara taken
Into account and the drag coefficient generally depends on time, but this
tine dependence Is seldom considered.
At present, hydrodynamlc nonllnearltles are conaldered In the dealgn
of atructures undergoing large motion and should usually be Included In the
analysis of seolsubnerslble platform* and their components, such aa riser«
and flowlinea, pipeline«, and snoring«. Th« computation of atructural dieplacement can be Included in «impllfled form if th« «tructur« 1« regarded
aa a rigid body. This motion and th« hydrodynamlc forces it cauaea can b«
described by iterativ« procedures, e.g., WAVE-LOAD [44]. If rigid body
motion 1« considered, th« «train energy change doe« not contribute in th«
varlatlonal equations and th« resulting aquation can be written in th« form
t+i

t+dt

\

+c

t+d

ü + CDI'^V - '«M)!^ . ***i\

M

t+dt_

(13)

The meaning of th« varlabla« 1« th« same aa in Eq. (11). In practice, th«
«y«t«m of aix aquation« for «Is degree« of freedom 1« solved in time.
Haases, mesa momenta of inertia, and reaultlng fore«« from th« drag components are all reduced to th« canter of gravity of the platform. By Iterating on Eq. (13), the force« on individual members can be caleuleted to any
desired accuracy. Finally, th« «tr««s«s in «tructural mambara of th« platform can be solved, ualng general atructural analysis programa. Th« equations in the above form wer« pr«««nt«d by Pauli lag in [2].
Large diaplacement nonlinear it lea. Including atraln «n«rgy contribution«, must b« consld«r«d In fl«xlbl« «tructur««. B«causa of th« greatly
Increased volume of computation, only almpla teaks are usually eolved.
Geometrical nonllnearltiee ahould be coneldered In the analysis of pipelaying, riaara, and flowlinea, and In computation of the response of moorings and und«rweter cable etructuree. Special program* are usually employed for those taaka.
Thar« 1«, In th« public domain, probably no g«n«ral purpoae or integrated program for «olutlon of und«rwatar, fl«xibl« composit« typ«« of
«tructur««. For slmplsr typo« of •tructur««, finite diff«r«nc« «olutlon*
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rather Chan the finite element method are being used. Burke [28] hae derived the follovlng differential equation of notion of rlaer and similar
baalcally vertical beam-type component*:
Myii + CD(V - tt)|v - B| + EIu

IV

+ Tu

+ qu

-

P

(14)

«here the dot Indlcetea a partial derivative with raapect to time end
the Roman numerala denote partial derivative* with raapect to the depth
In the ocean; E and I are modulus of elasticity and moment of inertia,
respectively; T Is tensile force In the riser (variable with the depth)
and q Is the buoyant weight of the eubmerged rlear or the weight uf the
rieer In air. Other variable« have the earn« meaning as before. Particular boundary conditlona are needed to complete the formulation. The
application of the finite difference method for solution seems to be
straightforward and la therefore often used; however the variability of
the boundary conditions may be limited, or at least cumbersome.
Materiel nonlinear analysis is not usual in Che practical design of
offshore structures, but two contributions should be mentioned. Seine
[29], in 1971, in an analysis of a structure, described the reduction of
stiffness due to yielding. Steel bilinear hyeteric material was considered. Even though the local yielding of Joint* with regard to shakedown
may be of reasonable importance, not much ha* been don* in that field
yet. Recently Keul and Penzlen [30] ueed *tocha*tic analysis to compute
the yielding of offshore structures. In this study, lineariiad aquation*
that incorporated probability relation* were employed.
It should be noted that thaa« new development* are generally not
publicly accessible, because complex program* «re needed and verification of thee* programs may require considerable effort before a program
la applicable In design. Verification of the results of computation is
limited by the lack of experimental data or cloeed-forms solutions (or
similar computations).
As a special problem, equationa of motion for cable eystems may be
coneldered. The structural element* are unatable, unless loaded for a
certain configuration. Material nonlincarlty and large strains might be
Important.

SOLUTION TECHNIQUES
Deterministic
Equations of motion a* presented In the prevlou* paragraph must be eolvad
In the time domain, and appropriate nuaarical methode mu*t be u*ed.
It 1* obvlou* that relatively «lew motion 1* Induced by the wave*.
The stability of the solution 1* related to the frequencie* of the *tructur«. Unless sped«! provision 1* mad« (e.g., filtering out high frequenclee by damping, or uaing modal analyal* where applicable), many
time-integration steps may be required In the solution of the response.
Modal analyale 1* preferable Co time hietory analyal* in *olvlag linear
*y*tea* of equation* becauae it allow* otherwiee dependent equationa to
be decoupled. If e linearised system of equationa 1* coneldered, the re*pon*e of the structurs can be expreeeed aa -

(15)
where 4 are mod« shapee derived fro« homogeneous equadons of motion.
Prom the orthogonality condition*, aquation
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+ C y + K y

(16)

can be obtained, using generalized matrices

"v • ♦ %*

M.;
K

*

T

2 *

- rw - w M

c

- ♦'(:♦

P*

-

«'((^v + CDv)

(17)

Modal analysis may be thought of as a purely mathematical exercise {or
determining orthogonal functions and ganeralizcd coordinates that transform systems of coupled ordinary differential aquations into independent
equations that can be solved by the Duhamel Integral.
Note that Eq. (17) Includes hydrodynamlc forcaa only. In linear
analysis, superposition can be used and the response to various loadings
can be euperposed. In nonlinear analysis. Iterative methods are used to
aolve equations linearised with regard to the time step. An equilibrium
or energy balance check may be an important feature of a program for nonlinear response analysis.
In deterministic analysis, the maximum magnitudes of displacements and
streeees that occurred during a given time Interval are considered and
evaluated. Because the allowable stresses can vsry with ths slsnderness
ratio, amount of revereible etrese ratio, etc., comparison of maximum
valuee may be a tedioue task. It must be remembered that the directions
of wave approach, operating conditione, and drilling conditions all must
be considered. Postprocessing of the results of the responss analysis
may therefore be a valuable feature of an integrated computer program.
Changes In the National Codes applicable to etress analysis can pose
problems. Ths updstlng of ths program may not be faat enough to refleet those code changes.
Linear analysis allows simple superposition. In nonlinear analysis
if the nonllnearltles are not of major importence, superposition ie still
used. This may be thought of as a process of linearisation, anslogou« to
developing a Fourier aeries and considering the first term only.
Deterministic analysis is at preeent a standard approach of evaluating structural design. The following codes are applicable: API [31],
AI8C (321, ACI [33], AW8 [34]. For further details on design, see also
135J. A review of deterministic analysis is given in Fig. 1.
Stochastic
In the analysis of offshore structures, stochastic analysis is generally
preferred to deterministic analysis whenever the wave effects are
predominant.
The main reason llee in the difficulty of composing a realistic
wave train. The random proceas describing the ocean waves can, be assumed
stationary over a short period of time. When lineariiad, the dynamic
wave forces have xero-mean and Gauaelan characteristics. Known statistical methods can therefore be ueed to evaluate the distribution of ths
response function and the probability of occurrence of the maximum peaks.
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CHECK ALLOWABLE
STRESSES ANO
DEFLECTIONS

Fig. 1 Dataratnlitlc ■olutlon
Pmslm aad other« (26, 36, 37] hav« publlahad ■•varal papart ualng
a atoehaatic analyala of offahora atructuraa. Tha aquation of aotlon
(Eq. (1)) or tha llnaarlsad aquation of aotlon (Iq. (11)) nay ba uaad
for ptadlctlng tha raaponaa. Tha raaponaa apactrtw Sj can ba ralatad to
tha wava apactrua Sj, by
8t(w)

- 8h(w)|»(«)|2

(IB)
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where R Is th« tranaftr function. By definition, the tramfcr functions
■re ■aplltud« quantities of th« dynamic deflocclone or stressss of th«
given lunped MSS model, excited by unit emplltude weve forces.
Wave epectrum computation and its application in stochastic snslysis
ars based on the following I
1.
2.
3.

A Gaussian phase relationship
A continuous spectrum of waves that may be superimposed linearly
A stationary and argodic process

With the wave spectrum and the response spectrum dsrivsd from the
wava spectrum, the ststistical propartias of th« raaponaa can be obtained.
In particular, if the phenomenon is described by th« Gaussian distribution,
the average value of the response will be given by
(19)
wh«r« O2 Is ths vsrianca or area under th« spsctrum. Valuee of the coefficient C have been given by Cartwrlght and Longu«t-Hlgglns [38]. It is a
property of distributions that proe««««« lln«arly related to Gaussian processes ar« thsmsslves Gauaalan. Th« variance 0| of the response is equal
to
ol '
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Th« etochaetlc evaluation of the hydrodynamlc force« can be simply described aa follows:
1. Find the wave pressures (loada) of regular wavea of unit height
for a number of different frequenciee. Th« load« must be determined for
different angles bstweea the structure and th« dlr«ctlon of th« wava«.
Wava« that will result In a given wav« d«nalty spectrum should be used.
2. Transfer functions era found la principle by solving the response
of the structure to the loada apecified In 1. Th« «aplltud«« of th« response (dieplaceaent, stress, velocity, ate.) plott«d In th« frequency domain ar« th« transfsr functlone. Whan th« linaar supsrposltlon property
1« used, th« rssponss spsctrum 1« obtainad a« a product of wava spectrum
and a quadratic of the transfsr function.
The parameter describing ths statistical distribution of th« «aplltud«« of th« responas is dirsctly relsted to th« area under th« r««pons«
spsctrum curv«. As th« wav« spsctrum la da«crlb«d by p«r«a«t«r« rclstsd
to observed wav« statistics and th« raspons« apaetrua 1« directly related
to th« wava «pectrua, ststistical long-tara pradlctions of th« rssponss
can bs performed.
When the stresses are computsd, tha standard deviation of th« strssses
Sg froa tha mean level can be calculated. Tha Raylelgh distribution

P(8E)

- I - wp(—|)

«hare P(8R) la the probability level, can ba found uaing Eq. (21). In
particular, tha most probable largeat «traaa during a tlaa t can b«
found froa

' '
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when T Is th« avarag« parlod of tha raaponaa. Stochaatlc Mthoda hava
an advaotaga In a romplax avaluatlon of anvlronaantal forcaa. fatlgut,
corroaion, ate; howavar, thay ara appllcabla only If thay can ba co«blnad with long-tara asparlanca. Tha acoehaatlc avaluatlon la uaad
aalnly In Europa, whara It It fraquantly raqulrad by law. Tha proeaaa
of avaluatlon la shown In Fig. 2.
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Stochastic aolutlon
LOADINC CORDITIOm
Currant

Computation of hydrodynaalc forcaa la th« ganaral CM« Indudaa wava
forcas as «all aa tha currant-lnducad forcaa. Th« currant la uaually spsclflad by a linearly varying velocity profile. A nor linear velocity pro-
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file can be used when large submerged structures art analyzed, In which
case a variable aud Una level nay be considered with regard to scouring.
It can be concluded fron present calculations that large structures
In a depth of 300 feet or more should be provided with scour protection
whenever the seebed consists of fine eand (39]. Offshore structurss
locsted where significant stesdy currente are encountered can be excited
in the fundamental or higher nodes. Oscillations In the flow directions
can be excited in velocities that are one-quarter the velocity of thoss
currents required for cross-flow excitation [40],
Buoyancy
In the analysis of floating structures where a considerable change of the
total moment of buoyant forces can occur because of the rocking notion
of the structure, buoyancy forces require special attention.
Wind
Wind pressure force is frequently computed according to API etandards
fw -

1/2 CppV^A

(23)

where CD is the wind drag coefficient, p ie the air density, W is the
wind speed, and Ap la the projected area. For hurricanes, special formulas nay have to be conaidered.
Ice
Ice load la usually specified by the thickness of the ice and by the icebreaking force. The interaction of the etructure with the sea ice causea
cracking of the ice sheets. The effect of cracks on the strength properties of sea ice wae investigated by Hohaghcgh [41], who has developed expressions for the fracture strength of sea Ice. Thickness, velocity of
ice flow, temperature, shape of the etructure, and other variablee affect
the force of the inpact of ice eheets on the structure [42]. Sometimes
formations of ice on the structure can considerably incraaae gravity
loads.

Collision
Fenders and dolphins are built to minimize the collision effects between a
■hip and a etructure. For collision design, the equation of notion according to Cunnlns which enploys impulse response functions, is desirable.
Data on theee functions are presented in [43].
Other Loads

Gravity loads of the etructure and cquipaent nuat be considered during
conetruetion end operetional statea. Drilling and production live loada
nuet be specified according to purpose and service requireaents. In
higher eelenlc tones, the earthquake notions nay be required. Detail
specifications of loada nuat precede the structural analysis.
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The conputatlonal procedure and applicable computer program(e) for the
solution of structures depend mainly on the asauoptlona made for modeling
the phyalcal eltuatlon. Aa a rule, the relative rigidity of the atructural parta allow« the overall structure to be broken Into smaller units
for the purpose of analysia. For example, flexible parts (e.g., riaara
and moorings) and the rigid portion of the semisubmersibls rig are usually
analyzed aeparately. Detail stress concentrations in tubular joints are
handled by the diacratized shell element model with boundary conditions
obtained from analysia of the overall structure.
Fixed-Base Platforma
Fixed-base platforms up to S00 feat In height are usually analysed by
quaaiststic asthoda that neglect inertial forcea. The frequency of theae
platforms la high compared with the frequency of the waves, and the damping effect of the water ia sufficient to exclude the possibility of vibration thst is induced by regular wavea. For theae platforms, programs such
aa MARCS and STARDYNE can be uaad. For structures over 500 feet, linear
or nonlinear dynamic (time hiatory) analyaia ia preferred, and programs
such aa WAVE-LOAD + STWJDL [4A1, MARCS 1*51, and WAVE + SAF [46] are applicable. The fundamental period of a three-dlmenalonal truss-type offshore
structure constructed in 1000 feet of water ia predicted to range from 7 to
9 seconds depending on the amount of taper. (The taper is designed to minimize wave action.) The damping force due to the drag tars in the wave
force equation is not great enough to prevent large amplitudes if waves
with perloda matching the perloda of the atructure occur in a regular
wave train.
FixM-baae platforms are sometimes subject to long oceanic trips
from the assembly site to the construction site. The intermediate position requires careful consideration to account for towing conditions and
erection. Programs for simulation of the uprighting proeeas of an
assembled platform from a horizontal position to a vertical poaition have
been written. They are FLAP [47] and OPUS [48]. A program readily
available through a aervlee bureau la LAUNCH [45], which ia actually a
part of the MARCS system.
Uprighting of large riga (400 feet tall, 7000 tone, and $14 million)
demands special attention to the uprighting procedure. Obvioualy the uprighting conditions muat be an Important prrt of the offuhora atructure
analyaia package.
Semlaubmerslble tig
Semisubmersible rlga reapond with relatively large motions to the action
of the wavea. The motion increases with the increased wave height only
up to a certain limit. The rapid fall of the tranafar functions atarts
at frequencle« that correapond to a wavelength greater than about twice
the overall dlmeneiona of the rig In the direction of the wavea. A
semisubmersible should be able to withstand some minimum amount of flooding without alnklng or capeltlng.
The deacriptlon of the behavior of floating platforma la usually baaed
on the assumption chat the platform moves aa a rigid body deacrlbed by six
degreea of freedom. Hydrodynamlc forces must be aynthealzed, restraint
forcaa du« to mooring must be computed, and stability muat b« evaluated.
Program« for evaluating motiona of ssmisubmerslble rig« are often based on
a atochaatle approach. Example« of auch programa are WAVE-LOAD + STWJDL
and the Eaeo Production computer program«. Th««e ar« deacrlbed In [49].
For reference, ■•• alao [50].
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Submergpd Structures
Sine« the wave viacoua effect for large-alsed atructurea can be neglected,
the fluid etructure Interaction le alapllflad and conventional linear
analysis programs can be uaed. The analysis of atorage tanks that float
and those that stand on Che seabed, either fully submerged or penetrating the aaa surface, are dlacuaaed In [6]. No special-purpose programs
In the public domain were found for reference.
Rlaer
In addition to Its own weight, the applied tension, an,' the hydrodynamlc
forcea of wave and current, the riser must also resist stresses resulting
fron lateral displacements due to rig offset. Nonlinear, large displacement analysis must be applied. Calculations of random responses have been
given by Tucker and Murtha (51].
In Chla paper, the relationahlp between reaponse spectra and Input
apectra are developed through a asrlaa of Intermediate atapa each of
which la either linear or llnearlxed so that Che random rlaer raaponae
variables are alao Gauaalan. Have spectra may be presently aatlafactory
tor wave forecasting but not for riser response. It has been deaonacraced
that different apectra lead to greatly different reaponses. The rlaer la
very aenaltlve to the apactr.il density distribution, and Che nonlinear 1tles In computation are of primary Importance. Therefore, at preeent,
the time hlatory deterministic analysis seems to be a better approach.
The InpuC motion of the eenlsubmerslble rig must be computed for Che rlaer.
Thla computation for the riser la usually dona by speclsllzed programa. Bachtal (52) end Exxon Research Corporation (RISDYN, DYNRÜN) have
compared Che rlaer computations and have had very good agreement. The
above programs are proprietary, and no publicly available programs are
known to exist.
During critical environmental conditions, cha riser may be diaengaged and pulled onto the rig, reauldng in a pendulum cype of mocloa.
For compucatlon of thla mode of Che rlaer, a apeclal program «as developed ac Beehcel [S3].
Pipeline
A special program Co analyze the dynamic, reaponse of aa offahore pipeline was written at Eaao Production Research Company (54]. The differencial equation of motion «as expressed in finite difference form and
the Crank-Nicholson time-averaging technique «as used for Integration.
Bilinear aprlngs are included Co represent Che pipe-etlnger interface.
Dynamic motions are Induced in Che pipe end stinger by specifying Che
berge moclona aa a function of due. Experimental data for the pitch,
roll, and heave of the barge during 6- Co 8-fooc ssas «are used. The
program rasulcs ««re compared «1th a simple cloaed-fora analytic eolution of a beam response.
In desp «atar and for large-dlometar pipe, tension and eclat*'*
ere required to control pipelaying strssses and poasibls buckling failure. Somedaes a beam element at iff nass is used, together «itb aa Iterative equilibrium guess of the deflected pipe. The etepwlee computation
should Include fluid drag forces which are proportional Co Che equate of
Che relative velocity.
Engineering Technology Analyses, Inc., offers computational capability uaing a finite-element program called PIPELAY, which caa solve
two- or three-dlmenelonal nonlinear problems (55]. Brief references
concerning the typo of loads to be considered la submarine pipeline
can be found In (36],
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Cables and Mooring
Submerged moorings and cable structures require spaclal analysis because
of their negligible rigidity In bending. Since equllibriua for these
structuree la possible only for certain deflected shapes, computations
starting fron an assumed Initial shape are generally unstable. Choo and
Casarella have described method* for the dynamic analysis of cablea (57].
A finite element analysis program for submerged cablea was developed at
Sechtel (58).
Jointa
The entire etructure la analyzed aa a apace frame to obtain the internal
joint reactiona. These reactiona are used to compute the detail stress
distribution in joints by mean* of the thin-shell finite element theory. .
In the finite element method, an automatic mesh generation aeheme 1*
desirsble for the Intereection of tubular members. Since the finite
element that 1* baaed on the third-order polynomial (Faecal triangle)
nay be overstlff, th* calculated moment atres* concentration la uaually
higher than the moment etreea calculation measured in experiment*. Some
details on stresa analysis are referred to in [59,60]. Vieser 161) refer*
to the SATE computer program, which 1* used for analyaia of tubular joint*.
Lockheed Structural Analysis Service* ha* Illustrated the computation of
stress concentrations in (62]. The early analyaia of (tree* concentration
In joint* was based on the properties of Fourier series, and variou* program*, baaed on [63,64], for th* analyele of T-jolnta, Y-joints, and Itjoints were developed. Background data for Tubular Jointa Design Rule* In
American Code* were reviewed In term* of static ultimate atrength and fatigue by Marahall in [6S]. A finite element analyele program for tubular
joint* wa* reported in 1969 by Create [66]. Experimental etudlee related
to joints were deecrlbed in [67].
SURVEY OF PROGRAMS

Only programs with specific capabilities developed for offshore structures
analysis are Hated here. Many programs are proprietary, and some programa may have been omitted for lack of Information. Information about
these programs wee obtained from published pspsrs, user's manuals, sad the
response from the technical public to a questionnaire. This quastlonaalre
has been mailed to many offshore structures contractora engaged in design,
and to other consulting firms selected from the Directory [68]. The
author* era aware that the list is incomplete and apologise to developers
for any failure to include a particular program. A sumaary of the programa
1* found in Appendix I.
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APPENDIX I
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

WAVE-LOAD (44]

Capability: Fixed-base offshore structure, semlsubaerslble platforms
Method: Rigid body motion (6 degrees of freedom), Morrison's equation.
Stokes and Airy wave theories, Plerson-Moskowltz spectral analysis,
soil-pile Interaction (STRUDL), Integration and Iterative force
evaluation within WAVE-LOADS, finite element analysis
Limitation: Basically linear-elastic analysis; transient analysis of
structures with more than 300 joints Is generally not recommended,
but the capability exists
Interacting Program: STRUDL
Postprocessing: Preliminary API code check
Affiliation: McDonnell Douglas Automation Company
Box 516
St. Louis, Missouri 63166
Availability: Engineering/consulting firm
MARCS [45]
Capability: Fixed-base offshore structures
Method: Stokes wave theory; coupled pile-soil interaction (STRAN);
time history analysis under future development; deterministic,
finite element, linear analysis
Limitation: Limited choice in wave representation
Interacting Program: STRAN
Affiliation: Synercom Technology, Inc.
6300 Hillcroft, Suite 303
Houston, Texas 77036
Availability: Purchase or license
WAVE-bAF [46. 72]
Capability: Fixed-base structures
Method; Linear time history analysis, simulation of sail-pile (special
program), solution feasible for large number of degrees of freedom,
finite element analysis
Limitation! Linear analysis only
Interacting Program: SAP 1.9
Postprocessing: Stress «valuation
Affiliation: Bechtel International Corporation
350 Mission Street
San Francisco, California 94105
Availability: Proprietary
[24]
Capabilityi Fixed-base platforms
Method: Nonlinear time history analysis; modified Airy wav« theory;
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Morrison's equation; stress cycles for fatigue evaluation are
counted; differences In added nass In tangential and normal
directions are considered; deterministic, finite element analysis
Affiliation: Esso Production Research
P.O. Box 2189
Houston, Texaa 77001
Availability: Proprietary
DISHAX/CARGON [71]
Capability: Floating platforms, fixed-base platforms
Method: Time hiatory analysis, substructure analysis, evaluates nonlinear equations of motion, stochaatic evaluation of final results
can be produced, finite element analysis
Limitations: Basically linear structural analysis
Interacting Program: NASTRAN
Affiliation: Teconomare S.p.A., Italy
AvsilsMllty« Proprietary
MOSAS [69]
Capability: Semiaubmersible and floating atructures
Method: Rigid body motion (6 degrees of freedom), Morrison's equation
(linearized), Froude-Krllov force, linear wave theory
Limitation: ISO Joints, 160 members
Interacting Program: STRUDL
Postprocessing: Statistical evaluation (stress transfer functions for
certain members)
Affiliation: Shell, Rotterdam, Netherlands
Availability: Proprietary
(74)
Capability: Floating Platforms
Method: Froude-Krllov forces are used with linearised viscous forces;
rigid body motion for 6 degrees of freedom for the semisubmersible
rig; Plerson-Moskowltz spectra and stochastic analysis, including
flooding stability evaluation, are performed
Limitation; Llnerlzed equations
Postprocessing: Fatigue evaluation
Affiliation: Esso Production Research Co.
P.O. Box 2189
Houston, Texas 77001
Availability: Proprietary

Mobile Offshore Units [70]
Capability: Semiaubmersible platform
Method; Rigid body motion (6 degrees of freedom), several wave spectra
are available, stress tranafer functions, finite element analysis
Limitation: In statistical evaluation, nonlinear drag forcas are neglected
Interacting Program; STRUDL
Postprocessing: Stress concentration in Joints
Ca—ent: Miner Law Is fatigue criterion
Affiliation; Bureau Varitas (Classification Society)
Oslo, Norway
Availability: Proprietary
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LAUNCH [73]
Capability: Fixed-base offshore structures
Method: Launching, lifting, and flooding Included
Limitation: Interactive static analysis
Affiliation: Synercon Technology, Inc.
6300 Hlllcroft, Suite 303
Houston, Texas 77036
Availability: Purchase or license
OPUS [48)
Capability: Offshore platform upending simulation
Interacting Program: IBM System/360 tlmeshore software
Affiliation: Earl & Wright
657 Howard Street
San Francisco, CA. 94105
Availability: Consulting basis
Riser Dynamics [52, S3]
Capability: Nonlinear dynamic analysis of riser
Method: Based on finite difference method and Morrison's equation;
Airy, Stokes, or cnoidal wave theories are used; time history
analysis for large horizontal displacement and various boundary
conditions is available
Limitation: Two-dimensional analysis
Postprocessing: Comparative studies of response due to various wave
parameters and riser pretensloning
Affiliation: Bechtel International Corporation
350 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA. 94105

ETA/PIPLAY [55]
Capability: Finite element nonlinear (geometric) analysis for threedimensional pipe laying operations
Method: Stokes V wave theory used
Limitation: Maximum of 100 Joints
Affiliation: Engineering Technology Analyst«, Inc.
4140 Southwest Freeway
Houston, Texas 77027
Availability: Consulting basis
NLIN (381
Capability: Submerged cable structures
Method: Nonlinear static and dynamic finite element analysis, uses
three-dimensional general model, carved cable element, towing a
deployment of cable system for time history analysis
Limitation: Hydrodynamic analysis of current-induced forces only
Affiliation: Bechtel International Corporation
350 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA. 9410S
Availability: Proprietary
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WAVHAS/SPACE III [75)
Capability: Finite element method for beam and »hell elements
Method: Wave forces based on Stokes V theory
Limitation: Maximum of 500 joints to represent structure
Interacting Program: SPACE III
Postprocessing: Plotting of structural geometry la available
Affiliation: ODECO
1600 Canal Street
New Orleans, Louisiana 70161
Availability: Proprietary
175)
Capability: Beam and shell finite element analysis
Method: Dynamic capability for studying barge or ship motion, stochastic
approach used
Interacting Program: NASTRAN Is the main program; SCORES used for
ship motion
Postprocessing: Plotting of structure geometry is available
Affiliation: J. J. Hanry Co.
West Park Drive
Moorestown, New Jersey 08057
Availability: Consulting basis or service bureau

Semisubmerslble Mooring Motions
Capability: Semisubmerslble rig and mooring lines
Method: Nonlinear finite element analysis; Stokes and non-Stokes wave
theories uaed; the dynamic portion is baaed on harmonic analysis
Limitation: Maximum of 1500 joints
Postprocessing: Plotting of structure and resultant forces and moments
Affiliation: Ocean Oil International Engineering
3019 Mercedes Boulevard
New Orleans, Louisiana 70114
Availability; Consulting basis (contact Hector Pazos of above)
(781
Capability: Fixed-baae structures
Method: Dynamic finite element, a feature for analysing stress concentration at Joints, Stokes V wave theory uaed
Interacting Program; STRUDL
Postprocessing; Checks for compliance with AISC and API code
Affiliation; De Long Corp, Hcrsent Offshore, Inc.
24 Broadway
New York, New York 10006
Availability: Proprietary

[771
Capability! Program uses pipe (curved beam) element to model the structure
Method: Baaed on finite difference method and Airy wave theory,
deterministic or stochastic solution of dynamic problem for both
soil structure and wave-structure interaction
Limitation: Maximum of 500 Joints to describe the structure
Affiliation: Cleswon Untvarsity,
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Civil Engineering Department
Clemson, South Carolina 29631
Availability: University program available to public

Capability: Static analysis of beam and pipe elements
Method: Includes AISC code check, wave theory Includes Airy and Stokes V
Limitation: Maximum of 100 Joints to describe the structure
Postprocessing: Plotting of structure geometry Is available
Affiliation: Shell Oil Company
P.O. Box 2099
Houston, Texas 77001
Availability: Proprietary
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R. R. Craig, Jr.
C. P. Johnson
Texas Inslilule for Compululionul Mechanics
The University of Texas at Austin
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INTRODUCTIOH
Although moat, If not all, general purpose programs having tha capability of
solving structural dynamics problama poasaaa tha capability of solving frama
problems, tha present chapter Is rastrlctad to a discussion of programs whose
primary purpose la tha solution of dynamic (and. In some cases, static) problama Involving frama structures. Undoubtedly many frama analysis programs
exist which were not discovered In tha authors' search for programs. However,
tha programs which are deacrlbad In this chapter do solve a broad range of
frame atruetural dynamics problems.
The key Ingredient In all frame programs Is the frame element, a onedlmenalonal element with sis dsgrees of freedom at each end. Frame elements
may be assembled to form structures ranging from continuous bsama to threedimensional frame structures. Some programs described herein permit structures of arbitrary geometry to be deacrlbad. Several programs are restrlctsd
to specialised models of building frames. The types of dynamic behavior represented are: eigenvalue/eigenvector extraction, transient response, harmonic
response, end seismic (shock spectrum) response. Some programs are restricted
to linearly-elastic response of structures, while others permit material and/
or geometric nonlinearIty. All programs reviewed ere based on the finite element displacement method.
SOLUTION PROCEDURES

Equations of Motion
The equations of motion for the structure may be written in the form [1]

iMl(ix) + UP1) - {AP*)

(1)

where (AP*) Is the Incremental load vector, (AF ) contalna Incremental Internal loads Including damping, (Ai> Is the vector of Incremental dlaplacements,
CM] la the mass matrix, and superacrlpt docs denote time derivatives. Por

linearly-elastic atructures with linear viscous damping Bq. (1) becomes
lMl{x)+ (Cl(4} + [«{x) - (P*)

(2)

«hare tc] la the damping matrix and IK) is the stiffness matrix.
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Static Analyali
SOM program* which treat dynaalc analyala of fraac atructuraa alao sake a
provlalon for atatlc analyala. For atattc analyala of llnaarly-alaatlc atructuraa the equlllbrlua aquation

lR){x) - (F*)

(3)

la solved. In Boat prograa* an atteapt has been aade to sake the equation
eolver for Eq. (3) a* efficient aa poaalble by taking advantage of the aya■etry and bandednaaa of IK). Static analyala of atructuraa exhibiting nonlinear reaponae (geoaetrlc or aatarlal) la perforaed by eaploylng Incremental
loading together with the tangent atlffneaa matrix aa Indicated by
[I^HAx) - UF*)

(4)

An Iterative aolutlon la required for Eq. (4) alnee the (K_] computed at configuration (x) + (&x) will generally not be the aame aa the [K_] computed at
configuration (x) and uaed In Eq. (4). Thla la llluetrated by the onediaanalonal load-deflection curve below

F(x -I- Ax)
AF - HjAx
F(x)

Fig. 1 Nonlinear load-deflection curve
Dynamic Analyala
The typee of dynamic analyala available In the frame programa daacrlbed In
thla chapter Include: eigenvalue/eigenvector extraction (aodee and frequenctea), tranalant reaponae, harmonic reaponae, and itlamlc (ahock apeetrum)
reeponaa.
Modea and Fraquenelea
The eigenvalue problem for llnearly-elaatlc atructuraa «ay be written
(KUX) - M2(M]U) - {0}

(5)

where w la the circular natural frequency of free vibration and (X) la the
mode ahape vector. If the etructure la reatralned aueh that no rigid-body
motion la allowed, the value* of u will all be poaltlve. There will be a
value of u » 0 corresponding to each rigid body mode preaant.

'
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Three type« of methodi are currently used in itructural dynamlca aoftware (1]: (1) matrix tranaforaatlon mcthoda, e.g. Houaeholder'a method or
Jacob!'« method; (2) vector Iteration; and (3) determinant search (usually
with Sturm sequence checks). The Householder method, which transforms a
matrix to trldlagonal form, may be followed by the QR algorithm which computes
eigenvalues of the trldlagonal matrix and by Inverse Iteration to determine
the elgenvectora. The Jacobl method tranaforma a matrix to diagonal form
and, at the same time, produces the elgenvectora. Since matrix tranaforaatlon mcthoda auch aa the Houaeholder method and Jacobl'a method produce all
eigenvalues at one time, they are not generally employed for large problems.
Vector Iteration and determinant search, on the other hand, permit determination of a sub-set of the total number of eigenvalues and elgenvectora of the
eyatam. In theee latter methods It la alao poaalble to take advantage of
the bandedneaa of the original matrices.
Transient Analysis
Probleme classified ae transient analysis problama are thoae governed by
Eq. (1), where {AF*} la a vector containing specified functlona of time, and
where initial conditions are apeclfled. The oaae where components of {AF*)
are harmonic functlona of time will be treated aeparately below aa will the
caae where the excitation la prescribed by ahock apectra.
For linear transient reaponse problama, governed by Eq. (2), either of
two methods for dealing with the time dependent nature of the problem may be
employed: (1) mode superposition, or (2) direct integration. In mode superposition the normal ■odea are used to uncouple the equations of motion. Damping la usually defined in auch a manner that the damping matrix la alao diagonal when tranaformed to modal coordinates. For viscoua damping, the resulting equations have the form

V

2

'JYJ

+

PjCO

(6)

where x.(t) la the time-dependent amplitude of the jth normal mode, Cj is the
damping^factor, in, la the circular natural frequency, and pj la the forcing
function. In the programa reviewed here, the forcing functlona are aaaumad
to be piecewlae linear. The uaa of pleeewlae linear forcing functlona, pj(t),
in Eq. (6) permits a closed-form solution of thia equation to be uaad. On
the other hand, Eq. (6) can alao be aolvad by atep-by-etep numerical integration.
The direct Integration method involve« a «t«p-by-«t«p numerical integration of the original coupled aquations of motion, e.g. Eq. (2). If wave
propagation effects are Important, i.e. if the blgh-frequency mod«« of the
system contribute significantly to the reaponse, direct integration ahould
be uaad. Otherwise, »ode-euperposltlon 1« more desirable sine« mode« having
i requencles above a atated cut-off frequency can be eliminated. Of the
linear analysis programa reviewed in thia chapter, only two employ direct
integration of the original coupled equations.
Direct integration of the coupled equationa of motion haa bean uaed in
the program« which treat nonlinear transient reaponse. Integration 1« performed by aasuming a form for the acceleration during a time «tap of length At.
The method baaed on linear variation of acceleration with respect to time la
known to be unatabla In the pretence of vibration modea with periods exceeding approximately on« third of the time «tap. Belytachko Ul notes that the
uaa of a conditionally atabla method, auch a« the linear acceleration method,
on elaatic-plaatic problem« could load to an uudetected "arreated Inatablllty."
The conatant average acceleration method 1« «table for all values of At and
producaa reoults of acceptable accuracy If At la abort in comparison with the
perlode of dominant «odea present in the response.
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The solution of a nonlinear transient response problem Is similar in
some respects to a nonlinear static analysis In that en Incremental solution
is employed. For example, Eq. (1) may be written

(MjUil) + [CTlUi) + [1^1 Ux) - UF*}

(7)

where (Kj] la the tangent stiffness matrix -.nd (CT] is a so-called tangent
damping matrix. The tangent stiffness matrix must account for material nonlineerlty and geometric nonllnaarlty. The latter la soaetlmes referred to aa
the "P-A effect." Aa in a nonlinear static analysis, it is necessary to evaluate member forces at the end of a time step (load Increment) and apply corrective forces if (dynamic) equilibrium is not satisfied due to changes that
have taken place in [Kj] and (CT1 over the time step.
Harmonic Analysis
Fcr linear behavior of structures subject to harmonic excitation It is useful
to have available the closed form solution of Eq. (6), consisting of the
steady-state solution and the atarting transient solution. Several programs
reviewed hare provide this capability.
Seismic Analysis; Shock Spectrum
The analysis of the response .if a structure to earthquake motion mny either
be deterministic or non-detcri '.nlstic. A deterministic analysis may be carried out using the transient .dialysis capability of a program if the time history of the input Is known. Alternatively, Information ragardlng approximations to the peak response can be determined using the shock spectrum method
[3]. If, for a given excitation pj(t) Zu, (6) is Integrated to determine the
velocity Sj(t)( the result will depend on the value of the damping factor Cj
and the natural frequency U4 (or the period T,). The spectral velocity la
defined as the maximum valua of Zi(t), i.e.
SV(C.T)

(«(CTjt»

(8)

Since the spectral velocity gives the maximum velocity response at s given
mode due to a given input function, it is necessary to combine the effects af
all participating modes In order to determine the total response. Since the
shock spectrum does not contain phase information, the eontrlbutlona of various modes to the total response can only ba combined in an approximate manner.
Two such methods are: (.') root-mean-square, and (2) sum of absolute valuea.
Special Solution Procedures
Although most prar>jms ravleved are restricted to solving particular problems
for frame structures, one program [2] is designed primarily for teaching concepts of matrix structural onaJysls end structural dynamics. It Includes
commands for executing all of i.he standard matrix operations, s.g. load,
print, add, multiply, invert, partition, etc. In addition, it has coanands
for generating element metroes, enssmbling system matrices by the direct
stiffness method, solving ior element stresses, determining transient response,
and other structural mechanics oriented commands.
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MODELING
As stated pravlouily, the key Ingredient In «11 fruw analysis prograas Is
the frame elenent. Stvaral prograas allow arbitrary configurations of structures to ba aaaemblad froa fraaa eleaents; others treat specialized models
of building frames. The latter type will be described first, and then there
will be aentlon of the various element« available.
Special Building Models
Several of the prograas reviewed deal with special nodels for multi-story
building franes. In each of these the principal assuaptlon la that each floor
level aay be aaeuaad to be rigid in its own plane. Thua, in thoae prograaa
dealing with three-diaenaional frames, the rigid-body degreee of freedom of
esch floor consist of two translational components plus a rotation about the
vertical. In some plane freae prograaa the assuaptlon of floors rigid in
their own plane aay also be enforced.
Weaver and hie colleagues have developed computer prograaa based on the
"tier building" model [4.5.6]. This Is described aa follows [6]:
The tier building model is a apecialised caae of the general
problem of rigid bodies elastically connected by structural
space fraaing. The model consists of floor and roof diaphragms that are rigid in their own planes, flexible normal
to their planes, and are interconnected by atruetural fraaing
and ahear walla. The fraaing spans between joints which are
arranged in a three-dimensional grid-work pattern oriented
parallel to a set of three orthogonal reference asea. Coluana
and ahear walla are vertical and parallel to the a reference
axia, whereas baaas fraaing into the coluana and ahear walla
«re parallel to the x and y reference axea. Shear wall configurations must conform to the grid-work pattern and aay run
only between Joint«. Bracing must either lie in planea parallel
to the x,z plane or the y,t plane and auat «pan between adjacent
floore and between adjacent grid linea.
An alternative model, not reatrlcted to rectangular geoaetry, is eaployed
In (7]. This model is baaed on a aubatructure concept, wherein beams, coluana
and shear walls are eaaeabled to fora a plane freae. The plane frames are
then connected together by rigid floor diephregaa to fora the three-dimensional
atructure.
Element Properties
Stiffnees Matrix (Linear) of Fraaa Elaaent
The straight freae eleaent of uniform crosa section is deecribed in [8] and
in ether standard referencea on aatrix atruetural analyaia or finite eleaent
analyeia. Shear deformation ia allowed In soae caaaa. For three-diaenaional
framework« there are six degrees of freedoa (d.o.f.) at each node (end).
Special caaes such aa the plane fraaa eleaent (three d.o.f.), apace trues
(three d.o.f.), plans truss (two d.o.f.) and baaa (two d.o.f.) are available
ea separata eleaente in eoac prograas. Tapered eleaents and curved eleaenta
are available In other prograaa.
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GeoMtrlc Stiffness Matrix of FT«M Elamant
For large dlsplaccnents Involved In an analysis of post-buckling or of Inelastic behavior, the geoactrlc stiffness natrlx [8] »ay be used to account for
the effect of the axial force on the lateral dlsplacenents, the "P-Ä effect"
referred to earliar.
Special Elements
In some structures the nature of the joint» makes it dasirabla to have available procedures for handling finite-dimension Joints, partial fixity at Joints,
or releaaaa at Joints. The finite-dimension Joint is treated by attaching
short rigid links to the ends of the usual frame elementa. Partial fixity
is treated by uaa of local eprlngs.
One program [Si provides a twentyfour d.o.f. rectangular priem element
for modeling the aoil near a building and a rigid block with six degrees of
freedom for modeling a massive foundation.
Haas Matricaa
Some of the programs reviewed include consistent mass matricaa for the frame
elementa [8], while others employ either a lumped mass model or the model of
elaatically-connected rigid bodies. The latter Is employed in the special
building frame programs which modal the floor end roof slaba aa bodies which
are rigid in their own plane. Then the inertia properties of the slab, together with any beam or column maaa Included, are determined using two components of translation of the mesa canter in the plane of the elab and a rotation about the normal to the slab.
Damping
Most of the programa reviewed permit viscous damping to be incorporated in
soms manner, either by assuming a damping matrix of the form

[Cl - alMl + tit]

(9)

or by specifying damping factors Ci, to be used in Eq. (6). The former will
be referred to aa proportional damping, the latter aa modal damping. Another
form of damping, not widely available in the frame programa reviewed, is
called atructural damping. In thle case, the damping la aeeumed to be proportional to the elaatlc force, but 180 degrees out of phase with the velocity.
rnnn/otrtpin
One feature that potentially dietlnguishss a frame analyeie program from a
general purpoae computer program la the I/O format. For example, the special
purpoee programa for buildings have features fat input and output of data
relativ* to etoriee and bay*. In most cases the input format la closely routed to a more-or-leee standard finite element program input. I.e. nodal
data, material data, element data, connectivitlee, boundary conditions, loada,
etc.
All of the programa reviewed, with the exception of three, ate essentially
batch programa with apeclfled input formats. Two progreme (2,9] are designsd
for convenient intereetive, or remote terminal, execution. Both have fteafield Input format with data fleide being ssparated by en—s. loth programa
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can a 1*0 b* «xecuted In a "reaota batch" or batch owdc, l.a. If tha problaa
la larga tha Input data can be aubalttad fro« a tlaa-ahara tatalnal but tha
job la than asacutad In the normal batch node. Free-field Input le alao
•■ployed In the prograa of [10].
Tha output of aoat programa conalata of printer output of tine hiatorlea
of dlaplaceaenta of floora or node polnta, tlaa hlatory of Internal foi-cea
or aaxlanua valuee of Internal force«, and node ahapaa. Several programa per■It plotting of node ahapaa, tlae hiatorlea of specified dlaplaceaenta, and/or
aoaent and shear dlagraaa.
PROGRAM SUMMARIES
In the prograa ainawrlea which follow and In Table 1 the authora have atteapted to preaant an accurate deacriptlon of tha prograaa reviewed. Tha information presented waa obtained froa a quaatlonnalra filled out by aoat prograa
developers and froa prograa documentation, whan auppliad. It la the authora'
hope that no groaa aierepreaentationa appear in the prograa suaaariee which
follow.
Structures and Matrix Interpretive Systea (SMIS74) 12]
Date: July 1974.
Capability: Standard aatrix operations (load, add, invert, etc.); apecial
structural aechanlce coaaanda to foraulata eleaent atlffneaa and aaaa
aatrlcaa, asscable eyetea aatricea by direct atlffneaa aathod, and
eolve tranaient reeponee problea.
Methode: Elgeneolver - QR aethod with inverse iteration for eigenvectors;
tranaient response - linear acceleration atep-by-step aolutlon of modal
equatlona.
Liaitatlona and Reatrlctiona: Matricea are stored in a alngla vector whoaa
else le eat at time of execution; auxiliary aatrlx atoraga on two external files; eigeneolution raatrlctad to 80 d.o.f.
Documentation: Usere' Manual and Frograaaers' Guide contains coaplete deacriptlon of all oparatlona (l.a. matrix operations and apecial structural
analysis operations) Including input formate; aaapla atatic analysis
and dynamic analyala.
Input: Free-field, with data fialde aeparatad by coaaaa. Operation code word
(e.g. LOAD), matrix namee, and numerical data (e.g. matrix sixe) are
input. Program can be operated interactively. I.e. one "card" at a time,
or aa a batch Job.
Output; Matrix PRINT can ba uaed to output any matrix, e.g. atatic dlaplacement, modal matrix, ate. Member forcea in a static analyala are output
by the FORCE eomaaad. Crude line printer plot of vectora available.
Language: FORTRAN IV, special eystem calls aasociated with allocation of
aatrlx atoraga at time of execution.
Hardware: CDC 6600, 36K octal worda plus aatrlx storage
Developers: Brie B. Becker and Roy R. Cralg, Jr.,
Texas Institute for Computational Mechanics, and
Dept. of Aaroapaee Engineering and Engineering Nachaales,
The Unlvaralty of Texaa at Austin
Availability! $200, purchaae from
Dr. Roy R. Cralg, Jr.
Texaa Inetitute for Computational Mechanics
Tha Univerelty of Taxaa at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712
Coaaents: Thoroughly documented. Designed especially aa an Instructional
tool for teaching Introductory aatrlx structural analysis and structural
dynamics coursaa. Convenient free-field Input format and interectlve
execution permit atep-by-etep aolutlon of problems, including interactive
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design problems. Batch solution c«n be eaployed for large problems If
desired. Modularity of program permits relatively easy addition of further operations If desired.
Inelastic Analysis of Tier Buildings (INELASTIER) [A]

Date: May 1972.
Capability: Static and transient response of plane franee or of rectangular
buildings using tier building model; Inelastic behavior of members.
Methods: Incremental loading, linear acceleration method for tranalent response.
Limitations and Restrictions: Standard program - Max. 10 stories, 5 baya In
both x and y directions, 20 joints per floor.
Documentction: Author's Ph.D. dissertation available aa a technical report
[21 including theory, Input data formats, examples, listing, and sample
output.
Input: Fixed format, data input organised according to atorlee and baya.
Output: Floor displacements, member end actions, joint displacements; maximum valuee or valuee at each load stsp.
Language: FORTRAN IV (H)
Hardware: IBM 360/67, 500K bytes.
Developer: James L. Bockholt,
Department of Civil Engineering
Stanford University
(Prof. William W. Weaver, Jr., supervising professor)
Availability: $240, purchase from
William Weaver, Jr., Prof. Struct. Engt.
Department of Civil Engineering
Stanford University
Stanford, Calif. 94305.
Contents: Documentation appears to be especially good. Complete theory,
examples including run times, detailed input format descriptions, and
programing notes should make program usage straightforward, A related
plane frame program, IMELA82D, Is described in the same reference. Current limitations for this program are; 20 stories, 10 baya.
Soil

Foundation - Structure Interaction During Earthquake
Excitations (SOILTIER) IS]

Date; June 1971.
Capability: Analysis of modes and frequenciea, and of transient response of
rectangular buildings ualng the tier building model and including effects
of the soil and atructural foundation on transmission of spsclfled bedrock accelerations to the building.
Methods: Finite element representation of frame members and eoll; rigid-body
representation of foundation motion and la-plane floor motion; modes and
frequenciea; atep-by-step direct integration for tranalent response.
Limitations and Reetrictione: Standard program - Maximum 7 elements in x and
y, 4 elements In t, 128 d.o.f. In response calculations, 50 segment forcing functions In x and y directions.
Documentation; Author's Ph.D. dissertation available In a technical report (Si
including theory, examples, and listing.
Input; Fixed-format. Portions of the stiffness and mats matrices of the tier
building are generated in SOILTIER, Part 2. These matrices are then
given to SOILTIER as Input data.
Output; Time hietories and maximum values of acceleration«, velocities, end
displacemente. Maximum story shears.
Language; FORTRAN IV (H)
Hardware; IBM 360/67
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Developer:

Gregg E. Brandow
Department of Civil Engineering
Stanford University
(Prof. William W. Weaver, Jr., supervising professor)
Availability: $240, purchase from
William Weaver, Jr., Prof. Structural Engineering,
Department of Civil Engineering
Stanford University
Stanford, Calif. 94305
Dynamics of Tier Bullding (DYNATIER) [6]
Date: June 1970
Capability: Modes and frequencies, and rssponse of structure to plecewlsc
linear forcing for rectangular space frames
Methods: Elgensolvcr - Jacobl method; transient response - closed form solution of modal equations for plecewlse linear excitation; tier building
model.
Limitations and Restrictions: 21 stories, 63 d.o.f. per floor
Documentation: Author's thesis for Engineer degree available as a technical
report [6], Including brief susmary of theory, Input data formats. Hating,
and sample problem. Thesis Includes description of companion static
analysis program, STATIER.
Input: Fixed format; geometry end member propertlea related to stories and
bay a.
Output: Natural frequencies and mode shapes, displacement-time histories, member force-time histories, maximum member forces, static analysis. Plots
of mode shapes and displacement-time histories.
Language: FORTRAN IV (H)
Hardware: IBM 360/67, 330K bytes
Developer: Gregg Everett Brando«
Dept. of Civil Engineering
Stanford Univerlsty
(Prof. William W. Weaver, Jr. supervising professor)
Availability: $240, purchase from
William Weaver, Jr., Prof. Struct. Engr.
Dept. of Civil Engineering
Stanford University
Stanford, Calif. 9430S
Comments: Well documented. Tier building model msy reeult In a substantial
reduction of the number of degrees of freedom required in the elgensolution.
Three-Dlmenslonal Analysis of Building Systems (XTABS) [7]
Date: February 1974
Capability: Linear analysis of frame and ahear wall buildings subjected to
static and earthquake loadings; modes and frequenclea; nonsymmetrlc, nonrectangular buildings that have frames and shear walls located arbitrarily
in plan can be considered.
Methods; Structure idealiied as frames connected to floor diaphragms rigid in
their own planes; special elemente for shear panel and finite joint;
plecewlse linear forcing with closed form Integration of modal equations;
response spectrum analysis with r.m.s. modal combination or susnatlon of
absolute values of modal contributions.
Limitations and Restrictions: Dynamic atorage allocation for major arrays in
blank coMon. Documentation has formulas for computing required storage.
Documentation: Technical report describes building model and data imput
formats; listing; sample input and output.
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Input: Fixed format; »tory and fraaa data; frame, colur , and ahaar panal
data; loading data.
Output: For coaplata building - atory dlaplacaaanta (or varloua load casca.
■ode ahapea and natural parloda; for aach fraae - lataral frame displacements for aach load case, member forces, atory ahaar at aach laval of
fraaa for varloua load caaaa.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: CDC 6400, IBM 370, 5SK octal
Developer«: E. L, Wilson and H. H, Dovay
Earthquake Engineering Raaaarch Canter
University of California at Berkeley
Availability: $100 (aurface mall) $125 (air mall)
NISEE/ Computer Applications
Davis Hall
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94729
(make chacka payable to; The Regents of the Univaraity of
California)
ante: Daacription of data Input appears adequate. Discussion of special
building modal baaed on fraaa substructures is difficult to follow.
Authors coaaent that use of tha program la "questionable" unleas the
frames arc arranged in a "reaaonably rectangular fashion." Authora
provide some auggeationa for modeling practical structures.
Dynamic Analyaia of General Structures
(DAGS, DAGSIHE, DAGTRAH, DAGSMIC) [9]
Date: Jan. 1974 (DAGS), Fab. 1975 (DAGS Reaponse Programa).
Capability: Modes and frequenclea, tranalent reaponse, buckling, reaponae to
harmonic excitation, and response apectrum of general fraaa atructuree.
Methods: Eigcnaolver - determinant search with Sturm sequence chacka; transient reaponae - cloaed-form solution for harmonic or piacawiae linear
excitation.
Limitations and Restrictions: 300 d.o.f. and 100 joints, other reatrlctiona
apecifiad in documentation
Documentation: Users' Manuale briefly suaaarite theory, deacribe elenenta
and program optione, provide input data forma, and provide nuaaroua
exaaplea including problem aet-up. Input data, and output.
Input: Free-field; prograa may be run interactively or aa a batch job; Input
data ahect forma provided.
Output: Mode ahapaa and frequencies, displacement and moment time hiatorlea,
displacement and moment reeponec spectra; plota of deformed structure,
moment and ahaar plota by member.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: Honeywell 400, CDC 6000, XD8 Sigma 9
Developers: Structural Dynamic Reaaarch Corporation
Availabilityt Lease; use en national time share vendors; licenae (• purchase)
for DAGS Is $20,000. Other prices available from developer.
Structural Dynaalce Reeearch Corporation
5729 Dragon Way
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227
Comments: These appear to ba high quality programs (or production type uaage.
Documentetion and form of input ara eepeclally user oriented. SACS la
a companion ataüic analysis program.
A Computer Prograa (or Plane Praae Analysis (PFVIBAT) (101
Datai March 1974
Capability; Modes and frequenclea and responss to harmonic excitation (or
linearly elastic plan« ftaaas.
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Hethcdf: Elgcntolv«T - dateralnant ■•archLlaltatlona and Raatrlcttonai 100 Jolnta, 100 Mabara aa currently dlocnalonad,
DocuMntatlan: Tachnleal raport brlafly auMwrliaa thaory, daacrlbaa Input
foraata, and provldaa cxaaplaa. Raport alao daacrlbaa how tha elganaolutlon can ba uaad for tha aolutlon of harmonic loading, tranalant
loading! and random loading problaaa.
Input: Fraa-flald Input conalata of oparatlon carda and data earda.
Output: For aach nutural aoda of tha foread vibration aolutlon tha following
ara prlntad: dlaplacaaanta (aoda ahapa), aupport raactlona, scmbar end
dlaplacaaanta, and aaabar and forcaa. Modal aaaaaa ara glvan. Dlaplacaaanta and banding aomenta In foread and fraa vibration may ba plotted.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: IBM 360/fS 202K bytea
Davalopera: Bangt Akaaaon and Harold Tagnfora
Dlvlalon of Solid Mechanlca
Chalaere Unlveralty of Technology
Availability: $200 for punched-cerd copy of aourea prograa from
Dlvlalon of Solid Mechanlca
Chalaere Unlveralty of Technology
Fach, s-402 20
Göteborg, Sweden
Dynaslc Analyala of Linear Fraaea (DALF1) and
Dynaalc Analyala of Nonlinear Fraaae (DANFl) [11]
Date: Auguat 1971
Capability: atatlc reaponae; tranalant raaponaa of linear (DAU1) and geoaatrlcally nonlinear (DANFl) plane fraaaa.
Mathode: Conatant average acceleretlon; geoaetrlc nonllnearlty treated by
Increaental aolutlon ualng geoaetrlc atiffnaaa aatrls; force labalance
at end of each tlae atap due to nonllnearlty la applied (with alnua algn)
at beginning of aucccadlng atap.
Llaltatlona and Raatrlctlnna: 100 aaabara, 75 nodaa, 21 d.o.f. bandwidth
Docuaantatlon: Developer'a M.S. thaala contalna very thorough deacrlptlon
of theory underlying tha prograa and preaanta numerical raaulta for aavaral example probleaa. Data preparation guide available aeparataly.
Input: Joint coordlnatca, aaabar connectIvltlea, aeitber propertlea, aupport«
and cenatralnta and loada ara Input In fixed format. Generation optlona
available for apeclfylng dynaalc loading.
Output: Printer output of dlaplaceaant tlae haltory and moment time hlatory.
Plota of tlae hlatorlea of dlaplaceaant, velocity, and acceleration at
a apadfled degree of fraadoa aay be produced.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: CDC 6600
Developer: Larry M. Bryant,
Dapt. of Civil Engineering
The Unlveralty of Tosae at Auatin
(Dr. C. P. Johnaon, eupervlelng profaaaor)
Availability: $50 (DALFI) or $50 (DANFl) to purchase prograa from
Mr, Larry N. Bryant (or Dr. C. P. Johnaon)
Dapt. of Civil Engineering
The Unlveralty of Tesae at Auatin
Austin, Tasas 78712
Comaente: Theory of solving geoaetrlcally nonlinear problaaa wall prasaatad in
developer's thesis. Tha data preparation and problaa set-up Inforaatlon
la sketchy.
Results obtained ualng prograa, e.g., post-buckling behavior
of a cantilever, show good agreaaent with other solutions.
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Inelastic Dynamic Response of Plan* Structure» (DRAIN 2D) [12]
Data: April 1973
Capability: Dynamic response of Inelastic two-dimensional structures of arbitrary configuration resulting from earthquake type ground motions. Statte
loads may ba applied prior to dynamic loading, but behavior under static
loads may not be Inelastic.
Methods: Constant average acceleration stcp-by-stap numerical Integration.
Incremental solution with fores Imbalance corrections applied at succeeding time steps. Geometric stiffnees matrix using static gravity loads
approxlmatee "P-& effect."
Limitations snd Restrictions: Most large matrices are stored in blank COMMON.
User's Guide describes calculation of required storage and procedure for
allocating It. Data automatically transferred in blocks to scratch
storage If core storage is exceeded.
Documentation: Technical report contains thorough description of theory and
procedures Involved end contains a Dear's Guide which presents input data
formats with an example data set which is provided on the program tap*
when program la purchased. Several example problems are solved, and
input data listings for these problems are provided.
Input: Fixed format data including structure geometry, element data, nodal
loadings, snd earthquake time history.
Output: Static displacements; force and displacement time histories and envelope (maximum) valuee of nodal forces including accumulated plastic
strains and plaatic hinge rotations for each element.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: CDC 6400, 76K octal words.
Developers: Amin E. Kanaan and Graham H. Powell
Earthquake Engineering Research Center
The University of California at Berkeley
Availability: $150 (surface mall USA), $200 (air mail USA), $250 (surface
mall outside USA), $300 (air mall outside USA) from
NISEE
Davis Hall
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94729
(Hake check payable to: "The Regents of the University of California")
Comments: Theory is well presented. Section describing procedure for addition
of elements to program may be useful. Several instructive examples are
presented. User's Guide appaara to provide adequate information.
Dynamic Analysis of Inelastic Space Frames (DYNAMIC) [13]
Date: 1970
Capability; Analysis of dynamically loaded space frames with geometric and
material nonllnearlty.
Methods: Extension of concept of yield hinge to yield zone; ineramantal
solution with acceleration taken as constant initial acceleration to compute Incremental displacement, but constant average acceleration to compute incremental velocity.
Limitations and Restriction«: 100 members, 50 joints
Documentation: Ph.D. thesis by Fereydoon Farhoomand (Prof. R. K. Wen, supervising professor) contains theory, numerical results for three example
problem», and program listing with definition of program labels (arrays,
parameters, etc.); no Input data format was provided to authors, and
developer» do not indicate existence of any.
Input: Hot available to authore.
Output: Not available to authors.
Language; FORTRAN, except matrix Inversion routine In COMPASS.
Hardware; CDC 6500

.
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Developer«:

R. K. Wen and F. Farhoomand,
Dept. of Civil Engineering
Michigan State University
Availability: Available fron
Prof. R. K. Wen
Dept. of Civil Engineering
Michigan State University
East Lanalng, Mich. 4882A
Comment»: Lack of Input data fonata and sample problem* with Input lletlnge
leads the authora to conclude that the developer« have not previously
coneldeted transferring the program. Due to limited number of programa
available to treat Inelastic behavior of space frames, and due to the
developers' expressed willingness to transfer the program. It has been
Included In this review of available frame dynamics programa.
Frame (FRAME) [14]
Date: October 1973.
Capability: Static analysis, modes and frequencies, and transient displacement by mode superposition and direct Integration of linearly elastic
frames (beams, trusaes, grids, ate.)
Methode: Elgenaolver - power method and Jennings' method; transient responsemode superposition end Chan's method
Limitations and Restrictions: Not stated
Documentation: Data preparation manual, mathematical formulations, numerical
techniques, and sample problem solutions. (The developers did not supply
any of the documentation to the authors, so It Is not known how sstsnslvs
or helpful this documentation would be.)
Input: Mot available to authors at time of writing.
Output: Not available to authora at tlae of writing.
Language: FORTRAN for the most part.
Hardware: Unlvac HOC ear tea, 65 K words
Developers: Structural Analysis Group, R&D Division
Nippon Unlvac Co.
Tokyo, Japan
Availability: Computing service (charges not stated) provided by
Nippon Unlvac Co.
17-51, Akasaka 2-Chome, Mlnatoku
Tokyo 107 JAPAN
ante: The developers did not provide the authora with a sample of the
documentation. Apparently the program la available only on a computing
service baais.
STRU-PAK [IS] including
Two-Dlmenslonal Truss Modal Analysis Program (2DTMAP)
Two-Dimansional Frame Modal Analysis Program (2DFMAP)
Three-Blmenelonal Truss Modal Analysis Program (3DTMAP)
Three-Dimenslonal Frame Modal Analysis Program (3DFMAP)
Grid Medal Analysis Program (GRIDNAP)
Date: May 1970
Capability) Modes and frequencies of the reepectlve categories of frame-type
stcucturss.
Methods: Gaussian elimination of masslee» degrees of freedom followed by
Householder-Sturm solution for elgenvelues and inverse iteration for
eigenvectors.
Limitations and Rsstrictionsi 75 d.o.f., 100 «ambers, 50 joints, 20 mod«
ahapea (all programs)
Documentation: Users' Guide for each program containing brief review of
theory, input data formats, and sample problems including problem set-up.
input listing, and output listing.
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Inputs U»er creatti frcc-flild Input file and execute! program Interactively.
Output: Stlffnaai matrix (optional), natural fraquanclaf, node ahapaa,
dlaplacaaanc-aaaa producta, and orthogonality check ara printed.
Language! Not stated by developer; preauaably FORTRAN IV.
Hardware: CDC
Developers: TRW Systeas Group, Radondo Beach, Calif.
Availability! Local CDC Cybernet Center, or Applications Services
CONTROL DATA CORPORATION
P. 0. Bos 0 HQWOSC

Minneapolis, Minn. SS440
Cements: Very well documented programs.
execution are desirable features.

Free-field Input and interactive

Analysis of Plane Frames Subjected to Forced Vibrations (#233) [16]
Data: Not given.
Capability: Response of linearly-elastic plane frames to harmonic excitation.
Method: Basically a static analysis ualng (K - u2M)X • P with w specified.
Gaussian elimination and Choleaky equate root methods for equation aolvers.
Limitations and Restrictions! 600 members, 400 joints; maximum alae of
stiffness matrix la 30,000.
Documentation! User's Manual Including very brief description of solution
method, suamary of Input cards, computer print-out description, and
definitions of variables ueed In input data.
Input: Joint coordinates, member connectlvitica, member properties, supports
and constraints, and loada are Input In fixed format.
Output! Displacements and member forcee
Language: FORTRAN
Herdware: Unlvac 1108
Developer: Dr. S, S. Tescan, P. E., Electronic Calculus, Inc.
Availability: Elsctronic Calculua Inc.
468 Park Avenue South
New York. M. T. 10016
or University Computing Co. (UCC)
Utility Network Center
Comments: ECI has a large number of users of ite programs among atructural
conaultlng firm*.
Dynamic Modal Analysis of Large Space Bar Structures (#658C) [17]
Datei Not given.
Capability: Nodes and frequencies, trenelent response to specified timedependent leading or shock spectrum. 1940 El Centre (N-S component)
spectrum Incorporated Into program! but other spectra may be epeclf led.
Methode: Bigenaolver - Jacobl method determlnee all eigenvalues and vectors;
transient response - Duhamel Integral for undamped casa la cited, but
documentation doee not Indicate If or how thle la uaad for damped
atructure.
Limitations and Restrictions: Documentation states, "Ho strict limits exiot
for the maximum number of joints and membere In a bar structure which
may be analysed by thla program." On • Unlvac UM the maximum number
of joints Is 2500, the maximum number of d.o.f. Is 4000, and the maximum number of time points la 1000.
Documentation! User's Manual Including suamary of theory «mployed, aummary
of Input cards, computer print-out description, and definition of variables used In Input data.
Inputi Joint coordinates, member propertlee, member connectlvltlee, lumped
damping factora, forcing function ordlnates or reeponse apectrum.
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Output: Mod«! and frequencte*, tptctr«! dlsplacUMnt« for the «uppllad accalarograa or forcing tunctlona, modal and »axlmua probabla (RMS) Inertia
foreaa.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: Unlvac 1108
Developer: Dr. S. 8. Taican, F. E.
Electronic Calculua, Inc.
Availability: Electronic Calculua Inc.
468 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10016
or University Computing Co. (UCC) Utility Network Centera
Coananta; ECI haa a large number of uaera of Ita program* among atructural
consulting firms.
Frame Modal Analysia (FMA) (18]
Data: Nov. 1970
Capability: Modes and frequencies of apace frame
Methode; Jacobl
Limitations and Restrictions: 200 d.o.f. (elngle precision version), 140 d.o.f.
(double precision version)
Documentation: Technical report briefly describe« modeling procedures, lists
Input, describes output, and provides two sample problema, each with
problem aet-up, Input data Hating, output Hating, and summary of
resulta. There 1* alao program Hating.
Input: Data Input by NAMELIST, usual frame data except that some substructurtng la provided for.
Output; Input data, section (substructure) and system K end M matrices, dynamic matrix, orthogonality check, and frequencies and mods shapes.
Section K and N may be punched or saved on tape.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: IBM 360, 370K bytea
Developer: R. J, Guyan
Space Division Rockwell International
12214 Lakewood Blvd.
Downey, CA 90741
Availability: COSMIC
Barrow Ball, University of Georgle
Athene, Ca., 30601
Comnente: The developer states that FMA haa not been used at the Space Division in several years, but haa been replaced by more general program*
auch aa NASTRAH.

DDAM
Date: Developed September 18, 1969.
Capability; DDAM is a program for the dynamic deaign/analysls of structures
composed of beam* and/or spring*. DDAM can accoModat* up to 120 static
dagreaa of freedom (DOF) and up to 48 dynamic DOF. Input consists of
Joint coordinates, material propertlea, member cros*-**ctlonal propertle*.
and Joint connection data. The DDAM program analyse* a 2 or 3 dlmenelonal atructur* compoeed of bean* end/or springs to determine the structure's dynamic response to mechanical ahock loading.
Method; The program utllites the stiffneee matrix method, beam finite elements,
diacrete mass, and normal mode mathode in calculating natural frequenclea.
mode ahapes, tnertlal loads, deflectlone, and internal force* and momenta
for three-dimension frame beam atructurea.
Input: Coordinates are used to define the epetial location of the structure'•
Joints or nodes. The precise number of coordlnatee required to define
the location of a given Joint is dependent upon the number of static degrees of freedom per Joint chosen for ths problem. For tnstsnee, lie
analysis of a three-dimenelonal (rams would require that translatlonal
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DOF In the directions of the X, Y, Z axes be Included as well as the rotational DOF about these axes. (The shorter notation TX, TY, TZ, RX,
RY, RZ will be used to denote these DOF below.) Similarly, a two-dimensional truss would only require TX and TY. In all, five combinations
of the six DOF are possible: TX-TY, TX-TY-TZ, TX-TY-RZ, TZ-RX-RY, TXTY-TZ-RX-RY-RZ. The joints of the structure nay be Interconnected by
beams or springs. Each beam element may consist of any number of series
pieces or sub-sections. Each piece may have a unique orientation In
space and may possess geometric and material properties, unlike thoee
of the adjacent pieces. The final piece In a serlea may be pinned (released) to slide or rotate In any desired dlrectlon(s). Springs may be
either translatlonal or rotational. The dynamic properties of the structure may be defined In terms of weight or mass and may be associated with
any of the six possible DOF at a given joint. The input spectrum acceleration values must be provided for aach mode.
Output: Output consists of the overall structural stiffness matrix, dynamic
flexibility, natural frequencies, mode shapes, modal weights, joint
displacements and member forces, deflections, and stresses.
Language: FORTRAN IV.
Hardware: GE 635
Developer: Electric Boat Division
General Dynamics Corp.
Groton, Conn. 063<t0
Availability: Contact: Superintendent of Shipbuilding
Conversion and Repair
U.S.N.
3rd. Avenue and 29th Street
Brooklyn. N. Y. 11232
Attn: Larry Gordon (212) 965-5417
Gerald Grcenidge
Also: For commercial availability, contact G. E. Information
Services, or Computer Sciences Corporation INFONET
Qualified individuals only.

Computer Methods in Advanced Structural Analysis [19]
Date: 1973
Capabilities; This is a textbook which includes diecussion of the following
structural dynamics program* together with program listings:
Chapter 1: Free Vibrations of Structural Frames with Lumped Masses
Chapter 2: Free Vibrations of Continuous Reams and Rigid Frames with
Distributed Masses
Chapter 3: Undamped Forced Motion of Structural Frames with Lumped Maascs
Documentation: Textbook (19]
Language: FORTRAN IV
Developer: C. K. Wang
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin 53706
Comments: The above program* are Intended primarily for us* in conjunction with
a course based on the test. The style of the text would make the program*
difficult to uss as "stand alone" program*.
REFERENCES
1. Belytschko, T., "Tranelent Analysis," Structural Mechanics Computer
Program*, ad*. W. Pilkey, et •!., University Pre** of Virginia, Charlott**-

vllle. Ig., 1974. pp. 255-276.
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2. Becker, K. B., and Crnig, R. R., Jr., "SMIS74 - Structure* and Matrix
Interpretive System," TICOM Report 74-4, Texa* Institute for Cowputatlonal
Mechanics, College of Engineering, The University of Texas at Austin, July 1974.
3. Clough, R. W., and Penclen, J., Dynaalcs of Structures. McGraw-Hill,
New York. 1975.
4. Bockholt, J. L., "Inelastic Analysis of Tier Buildings," Tech. Rept.
No, 1S8, Dept. of Civil Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.,
May 1972.
5. Brandow, G. W., "Soll-Foundatlon-Structure Interaction During Earthquake Excitations," Tech. Rept. No. 145, Dept. of Civil Engineering, Stanford
University, Stanford, Calif., June 1971.
6. Brandow, G. E., "Coaputer Prograa* for Static* and Dynaalca of Tier
Buildings," Tech. Rept. Mo. 129, Dept. of Civil Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, Calif., June 1970.
7. Vllson, E. L., and Dovey, H. H., "Three Dlaanelonal Analysis of Building System* - TABS," Rept. No. EERC 72-8, Earthquake Engineering Research
Center, College of Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, Calif.,
Dec. 1972.
8. Frcenlcnleckl, J. 8., Theory of Matrix Structural Analy«ls. McGrawHill, New York, 1968.
"
^ ~ '
9. "SAGS," "DAGS," end "DAGS Response Prograas," Structural Dynamic* Research Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio, Jan. 1973, Jan. 1974, and Feb. 1975
respectively.
10. Akesson, B., and Tagnfor«, H., "PFVIBAT, A Coaputer Program for Plane
Frame Vibration Analysle," Fubl. No. 25, Division of Solid Mechanics, Chalmers
University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden, 1974.
11. bryant, L. M., "Static and Dynamic Response of Geometrically Nonlinear
Plane Frames," CESM Report Mo. 71-1, Dept. of Civil Engineering, The University
of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas, Aug. 1971.
12. Kanaan, A. E., and Powell, G. H., "DRA1M-2D. A General Purpose Computer Program for Dynamic Analysis of Inelastic Plane Structurea," (no Rapt.
Mo.), Earthquake Engineering Research Center, College of Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, Calif., Sept. 1973.
13. Ferhoomand, F., "Dynamic Analysis of Nonlinear Space Frame«," Ph.D.
Thesis, Michigan State University, 1970.
14. "FRAME," Nippon Unlvac Co., Tokyo, Japan, Oct. 1973.
15. "STRU-PAK," (2DTMAP, 3DTMAP, 2DFNAF, GRIDMAF). Control Data Corporation, Minneapolis, Minn., 1970.
16. "PROGRAM #253 Analysis of Plane Frames Subjected to Forced Vibrations," User's Manual of Electronic Calculus Programs Available on UCC Utility
Network, Electronic Cmlculue Inc., New York, pp. 253-1 through 253-14,
17. "PROGRAM #658C, Dynamic Nodal Analysis of Large Space Bar Structures
(Frames, Grids, Trusues)," Ueer'» Manual of Electronic Calculua Programa AvallableonUCC Utility Metworkt Electronic Calculus Inc.. Maw York, pp. 658C-1
through 6S8C-27.
18. Wang, C, K., Computer Methods In Advanced Structural Analysis. Intext
Educational Publ., Mew York, 1973.
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Nonlinear Transient Response of Solids
Walter Herrmann
Sandia Laborulorles

1NTRDDUCTI0N
In thli chapter we will consider computer programs capable of solving problems
Involving the transient mechanical response of solid bodies. A conspicuous
feature of such response is the propagation of stress waves. We will be particularly concerned with high stresses at which material response Is nonlinear.
Transient problems can be disconcertingly complicated, even for seemingly simple Initial and boundary conditions. A localized Impact or explosion
may Induce stress waves which reverberate throughout the body, perhaps to
cause failure at a location remote from the excitation. Computations with sufficient resolution to follow stress waves through several reverberations In
the body can be done by Intelligent use of the programs to be described here,
although they are often time consuming and expensive due to the detail which
may be required to ensure that the Important physical phenomena are retained.
Applications requiring «tress-wave analysis arose in the early 1940's in
connection with nuclear weapon design. By the 1950's finite difference methods were developed to handle these problems. Their growth in capability kept
pace with computer development, and to some extent influenced the development
of large scientific computers. With an initial emphasis on very high pressure
and temperature phenomena, shear strength wss neglected in early calculations,
snd solid materials ware modelled es compressible fluids. While elasticplastic and other material descriptions wsre eoon Introduced, a legacy of thie
esrly history Is en emphasis on complete thermodynamlc descriptions which correctly account for irreversible heating of materials during rapid dynamic deformations.
By the esrly I960'a. with the introduction of realistic models of material
strength, these methods found wide application to nucleat weapon effects, to
conventional ordnance problems such as interior and terminal ballistics and
fragmentation, and to a rapidly expanding range of non-military applications
ranging from explosive forming and processing, percussive rock breakage and
axplosive excavation to reactor accident analysis. While finite element methods have been subsequently extended to treat transient problems in solid bodlee,
this adapter will be limited to finite difference methods.
Bsfore discussing particular computer programs, eome ganerel material on
dlscontinultlss, program structuring, material constitutive aquations and failure will be presented to provide the reader with some guidance In the choice
of numerical method for hia problem. Various finite difference methods will
then be outlined, snd specific computer progrmas implementing theee methods
will bs mentioned.
DISCONTINUITIES
A salient feature of the propagation of high amplitude atress wavaa in solid
materiela la the presence of shock wavaa. Even if shock wavaa are not intro-
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duced by discontinuities In the initial/boundary data, they may arise spontaneously In the body by steepening of compressive waves due to nonlinear
response of the material. While, of course, shock waves cannot exist as
mathematical discontinuities in real materials when viewed on a molecular
scale, shock waves may nevertheless be very thin. For example. Barker [1]
and Schüler [2] have observed shock waves in metals and polymers with rise
times less than the resolution of current instrumentation (a few ns). Corresponding shock widths are less than 10"* m. Even in more dlssipative materials,
such as porous materials [3], shock wave thicknesses may be several orders
of magnitude smaller than body dimensions.
Another feature of stress wave propagation is the presence of acceleration waves; that is discontinuities in stress and strain gradients. While
again their description as discontinuities is an idealization, very thin acceleration waves have been observed in experiments [4].
The presence of shock and acceleration waves implies tnat itress wave
solutions possess a substantial very high frequency content. Any numerical
method which relies on a discretization of space will act aa a low pass filter,
removing components with a wavelength smaller than twice to four times the
spatial mesh size. It la almost always prohibitive, in engineering calculations, to provide a sufficiently fine numerical grid so that physically realistic shock and acceleration wave thicknesses are resolved. Consequently,
special provisions are necessary to accomodate shock and acceleration waves.
Shock Fitting
There are two methods of dealing with discontinuities. The first la called
the method of shock fitting. Shock waves are considered to be mathematical
discontinuities which are treated as Internal moving boundaries. Dlscretized
numerical methods are used in the continuous regions between shocks, and their
solutions are Joined acroas shocks by means of the shock jump relations. The
positions of shocks are not known a priori, they must be obtained aa part of
the aolution. Acceleration waves are usually ignored, and give rlae to some
numerical noise, although they may also be treated as further internal moving
boundarlea.
Shock fitting o'vloualy involves severe complications In logic to keep
track of numerous moving boundaries, particularly when shock waves can interact with each other, with material interfaces and with boundaries to give rise
to further shocks. While the method has been applied successfully In one
dimension [5, 6, 7] and to some extent in two dimensions [8], computer programs
are usually Halted to specific kinds of problems in which shock waves are
known to propagate in certain regions and in certain directions,
A variant of the shock fitting method utilltes a discrete mesh In characteristic dlrectiona, rather than along constant spec* and time directions.
Since acceleration waves and higher order discontinuities propagate in characteristic directions, these can also be treated aa discontinuities in such a
method. The positions of characteriatlcs arc not known a priori (except In
the linear caae) and the computational mesh itaelf la part of the aolution.
Nevertheless, the method has bean used quite successfully in on« dimension
[6, 9, 10, 11]. In particular, the SWAP code [9] utilizes the fact that the
ahock Jump relatlona reduce to the acoustic relations for infinitely weak
shocks, and hence can be used on characteriatlcs. Smooth motions «re, in
effect, represented as a aerlca of weak shocks. The logic of handling wave
interactions is thereby reduced to manageable aise, and the SWAP cod« can
handle a wide variety of problems. The RICSHAW code [11] also has a logic
structure which allows a wide variety of problems to b« handled. Techniques
of this kind are often extremely efficient in comparison with other methods
whan narrow stress pulses propagat« long distances through otherwise relatively quiescent regions. Two-dimensional methods using a bi-characterlstic computational grid have proved to be relatively difficult to implement due to the
greatly increased complexity of the logic, and have not been widely uacd. Due
to their specialised nature, ahock fitting codes are not included in what
followa.
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DlBBlpatlve Methods
A second method of dealing with shock waves Involves the use of dissipation
to limit the high frequency content of solutions. In effect, shock waves are
broadened so that they nay be represented as continuous profiles with a reasonable computational grid. The dissipation nay be Internal to the numerical
method, as for example in the Lax-Wendrof f technique [12], or it may be introduced as an artificial viscosity [13], added, in effect. In the material constitutive equstions. Artificial viscosity methods generally have some internal
dissipation [14], while techniques with high internal dissipation often require the use of an added artificial viscosity for at least some problems [12],
The magnitude of internal dissipation is normally a function of the spatial .nesh size. The same effect is schieved in artificial vlacosity schemes
by making the viscous coefficients a function of mesh size. Both methods
have essentially the sane effect. Shock waves are spread into steep but continuous waves whose width is a more or less fixed multiple of the spatial
mesh size.
If the scheme properly conserves energy, the dissipation converts the
energy in the excluded high frequency components into shock heating, and the
proper entropy change across the shock wave is obtained. If the shock Is not
spread over a sufficient number of meshes, however, components near the cut-off
frequency are amplified, and spurious numerical oscillations appear behind the
shock [IS], It is usually found for most methods that such noise is elininated
if shocks are spread over three to four mesh widths, although it is possible to
spread shocks over as little as two mesh widths with th» appearance of some
limited noise behind the shock. Dissipation slso serves to spread acceleration
waves, which otherwise also lead to numerical noise. Since artificial viscosity methods allow control of shock spreading through simple adjustment of the
viscous coefficients, they are often preferred to methods which rely on internal dissipation, in which the shock spreading is not adjustable.
Except in the linear elastic case, most methods are dissipative to some
extent, and may attenuate components with frequencies below the cut-off frequency. Some methods also show dispersion in that components of different
frequencies will propagate with different velocities. It is obviously desirable to use a scheme with little or no dispersion end with s very sharp frequency cut-off. Analysis is difficult because, of course, the problem la
nonlinear, and simple node superposition is not applicable. However, use of
an artificial viscosity which depends on the second or higher power of the
velocity gradient [13 ] represents an attempt to achieve a sharp frequency cutoff. Host programs to be described also use a linear viscosity [16] to damp
low level noise.
Some distortion of the solution by dispersion and attenuation may alwsys
be expected. Care is always necessary in the use of any numerical method for
nonlinear wave propagation problems to be sure that, on the one hand, adequate
high frequency content is retained and shocks are not spread to the point where
the aolution is meaningless, and on the other hand, spurious numerical noise
does not override the solution. Since these affects are mash size dependent,
comparison of computations with different mash sizes can reveal their presence.
It is always necessary to scrutinize extensive plotted output of several calculations with different mesh slses whenever a new type ot problem la initiated, to be sure that the solution is not affected to an unacceptable degree by
numerical artifacts.
NUMERICAL METHODS
There are basically three types of deacriptions of a notion, depending on the
choice of coordinate system. In the Eulerian description, the motion la referred to spatial coordinates, and the computational grid is fixed in apace
with material flowing through It. In the Lagrangian dascription, the notion
is referred to a material coordinate systen. The mapping of the computational grid In space appears to distort with the material, Finally, convacted
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coordinates may be used to describe the notion. In this ayatem, the conputatlonal grid moves through space, either with the material, or independently.
In addition, there are a number of hybrid description«.
Vor solid materials, the Lagranglan description is the most straightforward. Since the same material occupies a particular computational mesh
throughout the motion, it is a simple matter to keep track of the history
which that material has experienced. Consequently, it is relatively easy to
incorporate history dependent material descriptions, such as plasticity, vlscoelastlclty ur phase changes and chemical reactions. The Lagrangl-.n description is almost always used in one-dlmenslonal methods, and all of the onedlmenalonal programs cited below are of this type. In two or thvee dimensions,
the Lagranglan description Is also preferable as long as distortions do not
become so extreme that the map of the Lagranglan meshes in spact becomes disordered. This may happen In many problems, as for example In tie ejecta region of a crater due to a very high velocity Impact or explosicn, or in a
shaped charge jet.
Two techniques have been developed for alleviating problems of large distortion in Lagranglan methods. One is a racona technique, in which portions
of the solution which are becoming diaordered are periodically remapped onto a
new ordered computational grid. The new grid may be defined point by point by
hand, or automatic mesh generators may be used. Mesh quantises for the new
grid are Interpolated from those of the old grid. It should be noted that
Interpolation of quantities representing the history of the material is somewhat uncertain, and some loss of definition of history parameters is unavoidable when any type of rezoning is used.
The second technique for alleviating problems associated with large distortions In Lagranglan methods in multi-dimensions is the use of sliding interfaces. In interface regions between two materials which can be expected to
slide over one another, the computational grid is arranged so that sliding may
occur. In most schemes, the interface may have sero or finite friction, snd
may also separate and reclose. Sliding interfaces sre coanonly used between
explosive gassee and solid materials, for example, or between a ballistic projectile and target material. Sliding interfaces may also be used between
bodies which may collide during the calculation. They may be introduced cither
Initially or, in conjunction with rezoning, during the calculation in regions
undergoing either tensile fracture or adlabatlc sheer failure. They may also
be used, with sliding and separstion suppressed, to merely Introduce a change
in the computational grid siie.
For problems in which very large distortions predominate, the Eulerian
description may be necessary. TVo methods have been developed. In one, the
material transport terms are included in the difference algorithms for the
partial derivatives from the outsst. In the other, at each time step a Lagranglan calculation is performed, followed by a separate calculation of the convsctlve transport terms. Obviously, severe distortions or flows pose no difficulties for these methods. However, special provisions must be made for
locating material surfaces and interfaces, otherwise thee* will diffuse rapidly
through the computational grid. In one technique, care Is taken In the transport of materiel from one mesh to another to identify the material in the
acceptor mesh, and to transport oily that material until it is exhausted in the
donor mesh. Material surface« and interfaces are therefor« defined only to
within one mesh width, but they do not progressively diffuse. In snother technique, the actual positions of surfaces and interfaces 1« calculatsd, either by
a method analogous to shock fitting, or by introducing Lagranglan "tracer
partidss." It may b« noted that since the material residing in a given
Eulerian mesh at a given time may have resided in other meshes et earlier times.
It is difficult to define it« history, unlees Lagranglan tracer« are used to
label material particlea «a they move through the Eulerian grid. This 1« not
ususlly done, due to the extra computational complexity «ad expense, «o that
■oat Eulerian techniques are usually limited in their ability to handle hiatorydependant materiel deecrlptione.
Convected coordinate methods offer posslbilitiss of combining the beet
feetures of Lagrangien «ad Eulerian techniques, but have «o far received
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relatively !•■■ attention. Sine« the notion of the computational grid can be
specified Independently of that of the material, it la poaalble, In principle,
to have the grid follow the material In some portlona of the notion, while In
effect continuously reconlng other portions which night be undergoing severe
distortions. Obviously, the method auffers tha same problems in defining
material histories as Eulerian methods, unleas lagranglan tracers are used.
Several hybrid schemes hava bean developed. In the most obvious, the
early portion of a problem during which severe distortions are expected are
performed with an Eulerian method. After the motion subsides somewhat, tha
solution la mapped ontc a Lagranglan grid, and carried on with a lagranglan
method which is better able to describe complicated material behavior [17, 18].
Numerous problems of explosions and hyperveloclty impact hava been handled this
way.
Another hybrid technique uses a Lagranglan method in one portion of the
problem and an Evlerlan description in another, coupled across a suitable
interface [19], Such a deacriptlon la useful for problems involving two materials, one of which is easily deformable such as a fluid, and the other of
which is much less deformable such aa an elaatic-plastic solid. It has been
applied successfully to fluid flows through thick deformable pipes and to deformable projectiles moving through fluids.
More complicated hybrid schemes have also been devised. For example, one
method uees a Lagranglan description in one coordinate direction and an Eulerian description in another [20]. Computer programs based on hybrid methods
tend to be written for a specific application, and consequently are difficult
to adapt to other problems. With few exceptione, the user oriented programs
described below are baaed either on the Lagranglan or the Eulerian method.
No mention has been made of the specific numerical algorithms which have
been used. Virtually without exception, user-oriented multi-purpose computer
programs use explicit conditionally stable algorithms. This greatly facilitates data storage ana handling in the computer, which, for large multidimensional problems, bec^nee a limiting factor in machine efficiency. Each
computer program uses a somewhat different algorithm. Among the Lagranglan
programs, von Neunann-Richtmyer, Lax-Wendroff, and other methods are used,
which are second-order accurate for uniform mash spacing*, but which Involve
first-order errors when non-uniform meshes are used. Extensive one-dimensional testing has shown that while each method may ba "tuned" to give better results for eon« particular problem type, no one method seema to be distinctly
superior for a broad spectrum of problem«. Eulerian method* similarly are
mostly first-order accurate. Mo attempt he* been made to differentiate the
programs listed below on the basis of accuracy or efficiency, largely becauae
the comprehensive testing required to establleh relative efflcienclee on a
wide spectrum of problem* haa not been carried out. It ehould be mentioned
that the quality of the results for a given expenditure of computer time i*
perhaps more dependent on the choice of computational grid and material description thsn on the particular choice of numerical algorithm from among the
various eucceasful onee implemented in the program* daaerlbed here.
PROGRAM STRUCTURE

Finite difference method* ere beeed upon repreeentlng the partial differential
aquation* expressing conservation of maee, momentua and energy, the straindisplacement relation* and the con*titutive equation* by nwerieal algorithm*.
While the*« algorithm* may b« developed In a nuad>«r of different way«, moet can
be coneidered in tan« of the expeneion of partial derivatives in tha differential equation« in truncated Taylor «ertee. The method 1« very direct;
«•parate numerical algorithm* are obtained for «ach of tha basic governing
equation«. In moat explicit technique* u*ed la the program* daaerlbed here,
these equation« CM be solved explicitly in aequence at each aeah point In the
computational grid. While boundariaa «ad interfacaa may require «pedal treatment, data flew for interior meehpeint« can often ba «traightforward, allowing
simple ordered access to data «tend In peripheral memory devicee. Initiallsa-
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tlon can be handled In a separate part of the program, and may be reduced
to reading data prepared by a preprocessor. Similarly, output functions may
be segregated, and may be reduce! to writing data files for subsequent use by
postprocessors.
Since separate explicit algorithms are usually obtained for each of the
governing equations, it is often not too difficult to change one or more of
them without affecting the renalndei. of the prograa. This is particularly
true of the constitutive routines. In many (but not all) programs, the constitutive equations are coded in a segregated section of the program or In
subroutines. The sophisticated user nay remove or add a specific constitutive
equation or failure criterion without excessive difficulty. A number of users
have successfully transplanted coding of a constitutive equation or failure
criterion from one program to another. For this reason, constitutive equations
are described separately below. In some programs it is possible, but often
more difficult, to sdd different initialization routines, boundary conditions,
prescribed heat sources and body forces, and output and display routines.
Stress wave programs, irrespective of the numerical method uaed, are
generally large In terms of computer storage and running tine requirements,
particularly for multidimensional casea. Existing programs are frequently
tailored to a greater or lesser extent to particular computer hardware and
software configurations In an attempt to increase efficiency. Most also make
compromises In their structuring for the same reason, thus losing some of the
flexibility inherent in finite difference techniques. Programs are not always
easily transported fron one computer to another. Several of the programs described below have been converted to run on several different computers. Since
conversions are frequently done by sophisticated users, rather than by the
original developer, systematic listings of sources for different versions
usually do not exist. The original developer may be able to provide information on the various versions which exist, and where they nay be obtained.
CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS
Various material descriptions which have been used in stress wave programs are
discussed in this section. A number of these are Incorporated into several
programs, although they almost always differ in the precise forms of the material functions which they employ. Some of the material descriptions have been
incorporated into only one or two programs. Additional material descriptions
are constantly being developed. These are often accompanied by computer subroutines designed for one or another wave propagation program. The sophisticated user of a given program nay very well find it desirable to add material
descriptions as he tackles a variety of problems. As has been mentioned, this
can often be done without prohibitive effort. In view of this flexibility, it
haa been felt worthwhile to discuss some of the material descriptions separately from a discussion of the computer programs.
Hydrodynanic
Early prograne were baaed on the concept that material shear strength was negligible at very high pressures, and effectively treated solid materials as if
they were compressible fluids. This allowed description of stress and strain
by scalar quantities, that is, by pressure and density, rather than by tensor
quantities, with considerable reduction of complication and computer storage
requirements. It haa long been recognised that there are very few, if any,
situations in which the entire motion may be described in this way, and programs which are limited to scalar atreaa and strain measures are excluded from
consideration in this paper. Nevertheless, fluid equations of state are attll
useful to describe very high pressure and temperature statea of materials, and
they are often combined with devlater stress-strain relations for use at less
extreme conditions.
The most popular description of the equation of etate is based on the
Mie-Cruneiaen equation, which was first adapted to high pressure etatea of
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solid material! at Loa Alamos [21, 22, 23], Sever«! variations In functional
form« are In use. The PUFF [24] and TlUotson [2S] equations Include modifications which, In the high pressure limit, tend to a perfect gas description.
Some care is necessary in the use of the various forms, since the material
parameters corresponding to one cannot usually be converted directly to those
corresponding to another. Consequently, it it necessary to be sure that material property input parameters are compatible with the particular font implemented in the program.
High velocity Impacts, explosive loadinga, or pulsed radiation may cause
sufficient compression or heating to Induce polynorphlc, melting, or vaporization phase changes in solid materials. These effects are Ignored in the hydrodynamic equations described above, which merely provide a smooth approximation
to the equation of state surface. In many cases, it is necessary to provide a
realistic description of phase boundaries and mixed phase states. Several descriptions which assume that the phases are in local themodynsmic equilibrium
during homogeneous phase changes have been developed. Among those which have
been used in a number of codes are the ANEOS [26, 27] and the GRAY [28, 29]
descriptions. Both allow solid, liquid and vapor regions together with solidliquid and llquld-vapor mixed phase etatea. The former has a somewhat wider
range of applicability, and can handle certain solid-solid polymorphic phase
transitions as well.
Kinetic non-equillbrlum effects in phase changes have also been considered,
but to a lesser extent. Andrews [30] has developed a calculational procedure
in which the transformation rate in a binary mixture of phases Is a function of
the differercc in the Glbbs potentials of the two phases. A similar procedure
has been used for describing chemically reacting mixtures where the reaction
rate is governed by Arrhenius kinetics [311.
Detonation of explosives has been described by similar chemically reacting
Mixture routines, usually regarding the unreacted explosive and the reacted explosion products as components of a binary mixture. Often, simplified reaction
rate laws are used; for example, taking the mass fraction of explosion products
to vary linearly with specific volume of the mixture [31]. A simpler device,
implemanted in most programs, is to pre-calculate the detonation time for each
mesh in the computational grid containing explosive from the Chapman-Jouget
detonation velocity and the distance from the point of initiation. Prior to
this time, the explosive is taken to be rigid. After this time, the explosion
products are described by one of many gaseous equations of state, varying in
complexity from a perfect gas law to the BKW (Becker-Kiatiakowsky-Wilson)
theoreticsl equation of atate [32] and the empirical JWL (Jones-Wllkins-Lee)
equstion [33], Many combinations and variations of these burn laws and equations of state have been used.
Elaatlc-Plaatic
The most comon treatment of metal plasticity is that due to Wilklns [34 ]. The
stress and velocity strain (or stretching) are both decomposed Into spherical
and daviator parts. The spherical parts are, of course, related to the pressure and the rate of change of density. Since plasticity is assumed to be absent from volume changes, the pressure and density, together with thermodynamic
variables are assumed to be related by a hydrodynaaic equation of state in one
of the forma discussed above. For the devlator parts, the velocity strain is
divided into elastic and plastic parts. The elastic part ia related to a
suitably rotationally invariant (objective) stress rate via a shear modulus,
which Is usually taken to be a variable dependent en the compreasion and the
thermodynamic variables, Upon Integration over a time step, the stress is
limited by a yield critarion, which may also be a function of the thermodynamic state. Herrmann [35] has discussed the approxlaations Involved in
this type of description when the deformation la finite, and has shown that
thay are coapatlble with the aeeumptlon that the elastic portion of the devlator atraln la Infinitesimal, ea It la for moat ductile materials.
Host wave propagation programs incorporate a description of the above
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type, usually •■■umlng a von Mlses perfectly plastic yield criterion, and a
shear modulus obtained fron the bulk modulus (which Is implicit In the hydrodynamic equation of state) by means of a constant Folsson's ratio. The yield
stress is often taken to vary with ceroperature (or Internal energy) and to reduce to a negligible valua at the onset of melting. Consequently, it Is possible to use a hydrostatic equation of state with a multi-phase description,
combined with a plasticity description to span the entire range of stress and
temperature statea fron ambient to vaporlcatlon.
Various strain hsrdenlng laws have been incorporated into descriptions of
this type, including Isotropie [36, 37], kinematic [38], snd combined multielement hardening [39]. Stral i rate effects have also been Incorporated, based
on a Haxwelllan description [39, 40] and on a Voigt description [41]. Sometimes the description of both utraln hardening and strain rate effects has been
couched in terms of dislocation nobilities, but the equations sre formally
identical to those obtained In a continuum description.
Porous
There are a number of descriptions of porous materials. In the simplest, all
shear strength is neglected, that is, the material la treated as if It were s
fluid which can suffer irreversible volume collapse. At pressure levels where
the hydrodynamlc description given above Is valid, this Is a perfectly good
approach. The material is given. In the Input parameters, an initial density
which corresponds to that of the porous material. All other hydrodynamlc Material parameters ars taken to be those of the corresponding compacted solid
material. When a disturbance arrives, all voids collapse, whereafter the material acts as an ordinary hydrodynamlc fluid. However, numerical or artificial
dissipation serves to provide the correct entropy change, which Includes that
due to irreversible pore collapse, so that the Initially porous material has a
higher teaperature and volume when subjected to a given shock pressure than the
corresponding Initially non-porous material.
In a sense, the above approach assumes that pore collapse occurs st negligible pressures. To accommodate a finite crush strength into the theory,
Herrmann [42, 43, 44] developed the so-called p-a model. This Is essentially
a plasticity theory [45] in which no shear stresses can bs supported, but
plastic volume strain can occur. Strain hardening is Included to account for
the fact that an increasing pressure is needed to reduce porosity aa compaction
proceeds. Butcher [46] has incorporated • Haxwelllan strain rate effect into
euch a description.
Precisely the same results are obtained in a different way by Seaman
et al. [47, 48] in their rate independent description, which relies on the
definition of a ssrlss of squation of state sutc'sces to describe elastic volume changes, irreversible pore collspse, and compression of the fully compacted
solid.
Shear strength has been added to such hydrodynamlc porous descriptions by
simply adding an elastic-plastic routine for the deviator stressss. The equivalent yield aurface In stress space Is than s von Mis«« cylinder with a flat
end cap on the pressurs axis which may move to represent hardening due to pore
collapa«. The von Mlses cylinder may also be taken to strain harden. Mora
realistic descriptions of shear strength of porous materials ars discussed In
the next ssction, sines they were developed to deecrlbe earth materials, although they may be useful for other porous materials «a well.
Hoeka and Soils
There are several daacrlptlois of earth materlala which have bean implemented
In strees wave programs, only tvj of which will ba referred to here. In the
siaplsr of these, applicable to rocks, tha deviator stresses are assumed to ba
related to tha deviator strains up to (allure, daacribad either by a nonllneer
Mohr (allure criterion, or by a modified Drucker-Prager failure criterion.
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Upon raacliing the failure criterion, the material 1« considered to he broken,
and the devlator streaaes collapse to a lower Mohr or Drucker-Präger envelope
which has xero cohesive strength, appropriate to soil« [49, so], SolU, of
course, begin with the lower failure envelope.
k rather different approach, represented by the soil cap or rock cap descriptions [51, 52, 33], uses the modified Drucker-Prager failure envelope as
a yield aurfaca. Upon reaching this envelope, part of the strain ia Irrevtraible plaatic strain. Since the failure envelope in atresa apace ia not a
cylinder, uae of an aaaoeiated flow rule then implies that there ia Irreversible plaatic volume change whenever the failure envelope ia reached, that ia,
th« material la dilatant. In order to account for the tact that the material
may be initially porous, and compact Irreversibly under a hydroatatic pressure,
the failure envelope ia closed on the preaaure axis by a cap (usually an ellipsoid) which may move to account for strain hardening. The soil-cap and rockcap descriptiona have been implemented in several wave propagation programs.
They have also been extended to transversely Isotropie materials [54].
Variable Moduli
A description which has been used chiefly for earth materials is the so-called
variable moduli model [51, bi]. The material ia described by an incremental
Hooka's law; however, the bulk and shear moduli are a-lowed to be complicated
irreversible functions of various stress and strain measures. Hysteretic behavior in both volume change and shear can be allowed; however, volume and
shear behavior are alwaya uncoupled, and this description cannot accommodate
dilatancy. While auch a description is extremely flexible, it la difficult to
restrict the behavior to stsble and physically realistic responses,
Viscoelastie Materials
Computational techniques for aonlinesr viscoelastie materiala have been developed in two different forma. The first is that of s generalized Maxwell material which allows both a nonlinear atrain dapsndence and a nonlinear relaxation
function [56, 57]. The other involves the use of the theory of internal state
variables, which can accosoodate similar nonlinearitiee [58J.
Coapositss
There are several descriptions of composite materials at different levels of
complexity. The simplest involves representing the composite by a husDgen«oua
material with equivalent properties. Such an "equivalent modulus" or mixture
theory uses some weighted average of the properties cf th« components of the
composite to represent the properties of th« composite. Th« simplest such
approach Involves neglect of shear strength, and uses weighted averages of th«
«quations of stats of ths components [59, 60, 23]. Ones the averaged properties are obtained, th««« are used In • hydrodynamic subroutine without modifications of the routine being required.
Dispersion of stress waves has been accounted for, in th« simplest description, by means of a viscoelastie formulation. Barker [61] has provided
the rational for calculating th« relaxation tlM from th« geometry of the composite, «ad th« properties of ths components, at least for simple layered compoaitee. Nor« complex coapoaites, such aa fiber compositas, require an empirical determination of th« relaxation time. One« th« material peranatcrs are
determined, th««« ar« used In a viacoelaatic subroutine [56] without further
modificetion. An extension to include shear strength of the components haa
also been mad« [62].
Another approach to dispersion has b«en d«v«loped by Druah«ll«r [631. Th«
toapoeite Is modalled as a aeries of alternating layers with dlfferant properties. Using linear elastic theory, layer dimensions snd properties are chosen
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so that the dispersion and absorption spectra measured for the real composite to
be modelled are obtained. The layers of this "equivalent composite" are then
modelled In the calculation by assigning to adjacent columns of computational
meshes the properties of the layers. By using hydrodynamlc, elastic-plastic or
vlscoeliistlc descriptions for one or more of the layers, various kinds of nonllnenr behavior can be added to the geometric dispersion. Again, no special
material subroutines are required beyond those already deacrlbed previously.
Two descriptions of composites cannot be introduced easily into general
stress wavj programs; both have been implemented in special purpose codes,
•nie SPADES [6«1 program utilizes Bloch sinusoidal wave modes, which are found
using a single unit cell of the composite, and superposes them by Fourier
series in time to calculate the transient response of slabs to surface loads.
The TIHC [65, 66] program considers a mixture of interacting continue, in
which the geometrical arrangement of the various components is not explicitly
considered, but is implicit in the selection of the Interactions between the
constituents. These Interactions are modelled as body forces and energy transfer processes influencing the motion of constituents.
Material Failure
Failure descriptions have received relatively less attention, although a number have been Incorporated into various programs. There are some features
which must be provided in the programs from the outset to allow realistic opening and closing of voids resulting from fracture; these cannot be added later
with limited effort. Once these features have been provided, however, the
criteria for fracture may be easily changed.
In one-dimensional Lagranglan methods, several yrograns allow for separation of the material to form new free surfaces when a failure criterion is
satisfied. These surfaces may later collide and aeparate as demanded by the
dynamics. Such a feature Is referred to as a spall-and-Join routine. In multidimensional Lagranglan methods, the use of sliding Interfaces in conjunction
with resones may be used to provide free surfaces, with or without tangential
friction, when a failure criterion Is satisfied. In two or three dimensions,
of course, information as to the orientation of the fracture is required, so
that th« new free surfaces can be oriented correctly. This information may be
provided by the failure criterion. Alternatively, the problem may be run beyond the point at which the failure criterion is first exceeded, without providing free surfaces or stress relief. After several computational meshes
exceed the failure criterion, the problem is stopped and the operator makes a
decision as to where free surfaces are to be Introduced. A sliding interface
le than Introduced, and the problem is restarted fror an earlier problem time
prior to the failure criterion being exceeded. As the problem proceeds, the
fracture develops and may tend to extend. The problem may be stopped periodically, and the position of the unseparated portion of the sliding interface
may be adjusted toward the direction of mashes which are exceeding the failure
criterion, if the initial choice of location was incorrect. Obviously, the
provision of new free surfaces or eliding interfaces affscta the basic logic
of the computer program, and it is extremely difficult to provide this feature
if the originator has not provided it.
More •implified treatments have bean uaed In programs which do not allow
the actual opening of volde. The aimpleat merely limits the maximum hydrostatic tension which the material can sustain. Whenever the constitutive relation would indicate that the hydrostatic preaaurs should be laaa than the
limit (prsaaure positive in compression), the praaaure is sat to the limit,
taking car«, however, that energy is properly conserved. Those computational
meshes which reach this criterion then tend to expand. In a refinement of thie
method, the tensile strain Is monitored. Fracture is regarded to be complete
if a critical tensile strain Is exceeded. No free surfaess are Introduced, and
th« post-failure behavior may not be represented correctly, but this criterion
does provide a rough Indication of th« integrity of the material following the
aMtlon.
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A similar criterion Involves the use of the maximum tensile principal
stress. When this exceeds some fixed value, fracture Is considered to have
occurred. The maximum tensile principal stress nay then be United to a critical value, usually aero. While considerable computation la required to find
the principal stresses, and after fracture has occurred, to find the United
stress components in the computational coordinate system, such a procedure does
allow anisotropic modification of material strength upon fracture.
Alternatively, free surfaces can be introduced upon reaching the maximum
tenaile stress. Sometimes it is considered that the frscture will run normal
to the maximum principal stress direction to guide the location of the free surfaces. Variations of this type of criticsl fracture criterion involve the use
of a Mohr-Coulomb, or nonlinear Mohr failure criterion, the direction of the
fracture sometimes being taken to be given by the Coulomb fracture angle. Many
variation» of these criticsl stress criteria have been used.
Critical stress criteria, such as those above, do not reflect a time dependence of the fracture process. Cumulative damage criteria were developed by
Butcher and Tulcr [67], in which some function of the stress (in excess of a
tensile threshold stress) Is Integrated In time for each computational mesh.
When the integral reaches a critical value, fracture is considered to have
occurred. A more complicated theory, in which the rate of damage accumulation
at any given time is taken to be a function of the damage wMch has accumulated
up to that time has bam developed by Davlson and Stevens [68 ]• An even more
complicated theory in which the crack length and orientation distributions are
followed in time haa been developed by Seaman et al.[69]. Each of these failure criteria requires the provision of one or more Internal history variables
to describe the development of fracture. The last two approaches also provide
the framework for the progressive anisotropic modification of material strength
due to developing fracturea, prior to complete separation, aUhough they have
not been fully implemented in multl dimensional programs.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

A very large number of finite-difference computer programs, suited to the
analysis of transient shock problems, have been developed. Many of these were
developed In the nuclear weapons laboratories of the Atomic Energy Commission,
or th« Department of Defense laboratories and their contractors. Many of these
programs were Intended for the solution of vary specific problems; often useroriented documentation has been skimpy or absent. Although some of thsse programs have been, and continue to be, extended to other problems, they are difficult to transmit to and be used by others than their originators. However,
a few programs have been developed continuously for a long time, some of them
for well over a decade, and have acquired in thia time very flexible features
and reasonably good documentation so that they con be applied with little or no
modification to a broad spectrum of problems. In order to render this review
useful, a few of the most widely used of these programs have been selected for
inclusion here, principally on the basis of their generality and completeness
of documentation. Some other less widely used programs with similar features
are mentioned in passing. No attempt has been made et completeness; the selection given here Is bsssd on a subjective judgment.
It is quite possible that computer programs exist which will handle some
specialised problem* more effectively than the general purpose programs which
are In Appendix I. However, the general purpoaa programa are, by virtue
of constant use, relatively free of prograaaing errore, and In some eases results obtained by their use have bean compared very extenalvely with exact
analytical solutions and experimental data. The decision to search for a
special purpoae program, or to develop a new one, which la closely matched to
the particular problem which the user may have, must be baaed en economics.
The user must often complete debugging, documentation, and experimental validation of the program before he can use it with confidence, the cost of which
must be balanced against the poaalbl* coat of extra computing time, if any,
used in completing the project with a wall-developed general purpose program
■
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which, In son« Instances, may ba somewhat leas efficient. Obviously, no hard
and fast rules can be given; however, the potential user who has not previously
engaged extensively In the development of similar programs would perhaps be
well advised to gain experience with well-developed software before embarking
on an ambitious program modification or development effort.
Moat of the general purpose programs referred to below continue to be In
active development at the time of thla writing. In most Instances features
which are not deacribed in the documentation of the program have been added
by the originator. Thla la particularly true of material constitutive equations, Initialisation option», boundary condition routinea, prescribed radiative heat source or body force routines, output options, etc. New problems
sometimes require a alight modification of the program, particularly for multidimensional casea, and the program developer Is constantly making such modifications during the lifetime of the program. It la always advisable to consult
the originator if some feature la required which la not deacribed In the published documentation. If the originator has not already developed the deaired
feature, he may be able to add it with trivial or very modest effort.
Although the technical coasnmlty la quit« fluid, the praaent names and
addreaaea of individuals reeponsible for the programs are listed in Appendix
II. As wall, references to the program documentation are given. The author«,
or In their abeence, the orgenisatlone with whoa they war« affiliated, can be
contacted far further detail«. Sine« there have been eeverel Important changea
In program dlaaeminatlon channela and restrlctione recently, the availability
of «ach of theee progrema 1« aubjact to change. The diaeamlnation of certain
program« developed by or on contract to aom« govenaent agenclee are aubject to
certain re«trictionai «t leaat on« «et of progrema 1« proprietary and th«ir uae
i« merchandized. Again, the author« or their organisation« should be consultsd
in «ach case regarding currant procedure« affecting program dlaaeminatlon.
One-Dlmenaionel Lagranglan Methods
Aa has bct.h mentioned, moat one-dlmenalonal general purpoee progrema are based
on the Lagranglan description, utilizing dlasipetlon, either artificial or
numerical, to spread discontinuities into continuous profiles. In order to
follow transient shock problems, these method« require several time» 102 computational meah^a, irrespective of their nominal order of accuracy. Frequently,
up to 10* maahaa are uaed to provide aufflclent reaolution. Since most program« «tore between 10 and 20 variable« par meahpoint, computer atoraga requlreinenta are on the order of 10' to 10 worda, excluding inatructloa«. About a«
many time cycle« an required a« spatial maahaa in order to propagate a disturbance once acroaa the computational grid, irreepectlve of numerical method
if reaolution la to be maintained. Conaequantly, fro« 10* to 10 Ind'vidual
mesh point calculationa era required. Efficient algorithm« used on modern
large high apeed computer« (e.g., CDC 6600) «re capable of ««veral time« 10*
meah point calculationa par hour of C.P. time; running tin«« from several
minutes to several hour« are typical with «11 of the«« progrema, depending on
the complexity of the problem and the length of problem time during which the
motion le to be followed.
Progrema incorporating material etrength (i.e., teneor atre«« and strain
maaauree) graw from earlier hydrodynamic methoda. The earliest documentation
of theae appear« to be that of the KO program [34], in which an elastlcplaatic material deacription waa Introduced by 1960. While not Itaelf wall
documented, it Influenced many aubaequent progroma. One of the earliest of
thee« waa the WAVE program [70], which subsequently waa developed Into the
W0NOT series [71], Other« are the SCO coda [49, 72} and the PISCES 1DL coda
[73], the latter being available comerclally. A aomawhat atmllar program la
CHART-D [27] which alao Indudea thermal conduction and radiation diffualon
effecte. Each of these program« ha« capabilittee of treating a vary wide
variety of initial and boundary descriptions, can handle rectangular, cylindrical and spherical symmetrice, and hoa had a vary wide variety of matarlal do«
acriptiona Implemented.
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Another series of prograns which grew from earlier hydrodynamlc programs
la the PUFF series, which had elastic-plastic descriptions added In 1966 [74].
A large nuaber of PUFF programs, all derived from a common ancestor, flourished
at one time; fcoae of these remain In use. They were designed ptlmarlly for
solving problems of dynamic mechanical response excited by radiation or by
plate Impact; consequently, they are not capable of treating aa wide a variety
of Initial and boundary conditions as the programs referred to above. Independent developments motivated by the same class of problems led to the RIP code
[75], and the SRI PUFF code [76], which contain vlscoplastlc, porous and mixed
phaae material descriptions.
An Important development which offers significant computer time savings
for many problem* la resonlng. By rearranging the computational grid aa the
computation procecda, smaller meshes can be provided In propagating regions of
high gradient while larger meshes are used In relatively quiescent regions.
For some problems, computer times can be reduced by an order of magnitude without significantly degrading the accuracy of the solution. The WOMDY IV [77]
program Incorporate* a rezonlng routine based on subdividing or combining computational meshes which requires no knowledge of the direction in which waves are
propagating, and can handle any number of waves moving in both directions.
Somewhat more restricted rezonlng routines are available in the PISCES 1DL and
Puff programs.
Host of the remaining very large number of extant one-dlnenslonal Lagranglan programs are either poorly documented, are designed to ■olv* a very specific problem type, or both. The general purpose program* mentioned above can
solve almost all of the problems for which the special purpose programs were
developed, and consequently, extensive tebulation* of the latter will not be
made.
Two-Dlmenslonal Lagrangian Method*
Two-dimensional Lagrangian methods ere similar to one-dimensional method* in
resolution. In order to follow transients, they also require on the order of
10* computational meehe* in each direction, or on the order of 10* meshes total.
It is not unusual to run problems with 20,000 or more mesh**. With somewhat
more variables per meeh point, computer storage requirement* may be several
times 10* word*, excluding program instruction*. Coneequently, well developed
programs utilise peripheral storage devices, with ordered eccess to stored
variables and, if ncceeaary, buffering. Since -»lO* time cycle* are required to
propagate a pulse once across the computational grid, the number of individual
mesh point calculation* may be between 10 to 10'; computer running time*
(CDC 6600 class) of from 1 to 20 hours per problem are common.
Elastic-plaatlc two-dimensional Lagrangian program* were developed by the
early 1960'e, TENSOR [78] end HEMP [a, 79] being among the first. The latter
•trongly influenced the RAVE [80] code which subsequently developed Into the
TOODY [81, 82] seriee. TENSOR was developed originally for calculating ground
shock from large explosion* and emphasised earth material models. It is less
well doeuaented than soms others. HEMP and TOODY contain extremely flexible
Initial and boundary condition specification*, have fully developed (although
somewhat different) eliding interface and resene options ss wsll as intsractiva
and passive graphicel displays, and have had a wide variety of material models
implemented in them. Both handle rectangular and cylindrical symmetries, and
both are reaaonably wall doeumsnted and accessible. A nuaber of other program*
have been baaed upon the HEMP formulation. The best documented of these 1*
PISCES 2DL [S3], which 1* available comaareially, and which contain* most of
the Important feature* deecrlbed above.
Several other versions exist; SHIP Is ths version active at Shock Hydrodynamics Division, Whittaker Corp., Sherman Oaks, California, while earlier
versions tensed CRAM [84], TEDDY [85] end othsrs have existed elsewhere. Meet
of these are either poorly documented and relatively insccesslble, or are no
longer active. A quite separata development at Los Alamoa Scientific Laboratory led to the F. MACBB program, which acquired a material strength descrip-
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tlon In the lace 1960's; however, thla program la not documented. The programs
described In the prevloua paragraph are capable of handling virtually all of
the problem types which theae other codea address, and their superior documentation and availability makes them preferable for the potential user.
TWo-Dlmenalonal Eulerlan Methods
Two-dimensional Eulerlan methods are roughly similar to two-dimensional Lagranglan methods In their demands upon machine time and storage, since these demands are predicated on resolution in diacretited space and time to a greater
extent than on the particular numerical method being used. Eulerlan methoda do
tend to require more computational meahea than Lagranglan methods for a given
resolution, aince the computational grid must extend over all of the space into
which materials may move. The extra computational time required to handle the
greater number of meshes is usually more than offset by the lack of the necessity to resone due to mesh distortion, required by Lagranglan methods when
large distortiona occur.
Early Eulerlan programs treated materiala in the fluid approximation.
Apparently the firat to achieve a tenaorial representation of material strength
waa the OIL code [86] in versions named RPM [87] and DORF [88]. The appearance
of convactive terms In the time derivativea of the differential equations makes
the numerical algorithms of Eulerlan methoda more complicated than their Lagranglan counterpart». These codes employed a two-step procedure. The first corresponds to a Lagranglan calculation, while the second handlea convection across
Eulerlan mesh boundaries. Eulerlan meahea which straddle material Interfaces
are considered to contain mixtures of materiala, and mass averaging of component properties is used to describe the mixed cell quantities. A program derived from theae is the HELP code [89] in which maasless tracer particles are
used to define material surfaces and interfaces in order to define mass ratios
in mixed moehes. A somewhat similar but undocumented program is the SHEZAH
code in uae at Shock Hydrodynamics Division, Hhitcakar Corp., Sherman Oaks,
California. An independently developed Eulerlan program with extended capabilities ia the CSQ code, which has recently been fully documented [90]. In this
program, mixed meahea are treated by defining volumes of component materiala.
Meshes may be partially filled by defining void volumea, allowing treatment of
porous materiala, open interfaces, or crack formation which ia difficult or Impossible with other methods. The above programs all contain flexible initial
condition optlone, extensive plot and diaplay options, and have had aeveral
material modele Implemented in them.
A program in which the material convactive tens are handled with aecondorder accuracy is the SHITE code [91, 92}. Surface* and interfacea are treated
explicitly aa singular aurfacea moving through the Eulerlan computational grid.
Elaatic-plaatic and axploaive material models have been incorporated, although
very flexible initial conditions have not yet been fully implemented.

Other TWo-Dlmeneional Method*
Programs which utilise arbitrarily convected coordinate* are the AFTON **fiee;
AFTON 2A [93 ] i* a two-dimenaional cyllndrlcally aymnetric cod* including
elaatlc-plastic material description*, while AFTON 2P [94] treat* rectangular
ayometry. The** programa are similar to Eulerlan program* in that convactive
terma are Included, but the computational grid may move in any mann«) preacrlbed
by the ueer. A program in which conalstent nominally second-order accurate
algorithm* are applied directly to the convectlve term* i* the ADAM code [95].
While theee program*, in principle, provide the u*er great flexibility in optimising the u*e of th* computational grid during the calculation, algorithm* for
moving th* meah to utilise thla flexibility have not been forthcoming, and theae
program* have been predominantly used in the Lagranglan or Eulerlan modes.
Of verioue hybrid methods, the only ones which appear to be applicable to
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a variety of problem types are the so-called coupling codes which accept output
from one code, typically an Eulerian code, and transform the data to Input for
another type, typically a Lagranglan code. Several ot theaa exist; documented
versions are the SHAPE code [17] which transforma output from an Eulerian hydrodynamic code EPIC to input for the SHEP code mentioned above, and the TOTEN
code [18] which transforms output from the Eulerian hydrodynaalc OIL code to
Input to the TENSOR jode, both of which have been mentioned previously.
Threc-Dlnenslonal Methods
Several three-dimensional programs have been written. However, at this stage
of development of computer hardware, they are marginally useful for transient
■tress pulse problems. Irrespective of the numerical method used, the previous
arguments on discretization (without shock fitting) Imply that at least 101
computational meshes are required In each coordinate direction If any resolution Is to be retained. This would Imply use of -ID* total computational
meshes. Corresponding computer storage lequlrements would be several times 10'
words, while computer running times (CDC 6600 class) would be on the order of
100 hours. Understandably, three-dimensional codea have been applied chiefly
to quasi-static problems where solutions are very smooth and sharp pulses requiring high resolution do not occur, so that an order of magnitude less computational meshes could be used. Alternatively, three-dimensional codes have
been applied to vary simple Initial and boundary problems, with the expectation
that relatively crude results would bs obtained.
The Lagranglan HEMP code haa been extended to three dimensions In HEMP 3D
[96]• Similarly the Eulerian OIL code haa been extended tu three dimensions In
TRIOIL [97], although this code has not yet been extended to a full tensorlal
treatment of material strength. Several other three-dimensional codes have
been written for rather specific problems, slthough they are poorly documented.
If st all, and one or two efforts are currently underway to develop additional
three-dimensional programs, but these are not yet to the point of having produced user oriented softwsrs.
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APPENDIX I
FINITE DIFFERENCE CODES FOR THE TRANSIENT
RESPONSE OF SOLID MATERIALS
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Time Dependent Materials
Yoshiaka Yamad«
Umvtrsity of Tokyo

IHTSODUCTIOM
The class of time depandent material propertlea which la considered In thla
chapter Is the one represented by the Boltaaann superposition law or the
Duhamel Integral. Due to the hereditary Integral for» of the pertinent
constitutive equations, It la frequently conceived that the solution should
depend on all preceding time steps, thereby tracing out the entire past history of the deformation. Thla is the case when continuous relaxation and/or
creep function apectra are assuaed. By discretising the spectra, however,
an alternative analysis procedure is evolved which requires merely the infonaatlon of the state at the current time, i.e. iaaediataly before the computation of the succeeding step. The discretisation is equivalent to the
representation of the time dependant property by the Prony series or the use
of the generalised Maxwell end/or Voigt (Kelvin) mechanical modela.
Although almost all of the applications of the mechanical model» ao far
are confined to plaatics, recent experimental results suggest that they are
appropriate even for metals. In this chapter the mathematical atructure of
the theory of vlscoelssticity is initially reviewed in the diaeretlted form
for the uniaxial loading case. The conatitutive equation is then extended
to the ■ultiaxial atress field. Not only the transient phenomena, but alao
the harmonic responses are conaidered, and it is shown that the formulation
which assumes that the creep potential can be Included in the mechanical
modal theory is a special caaa.
Several computer programs have been developed specifically for performing viscoeleettc structursl snalyais and a survey of the« was prepared by
Gupta at al. in 1974 [1). As pointed out in the survey, some of the viscoelastic analysis capabilities ate "spin-offa" of larger general multipurpose
computer programs. As most of the nonlinear analysis programs sre still in
the development stage, this chapter is inclined to the theoretical sspset of
the topic.
NOMBHCLATUU
a
c
C
C(t)
C(ju)
(C(M))
D
(Dl

•

E

Superacript identifying apparent stress or related qusntltlea
Superscript for creep component
Compliance or reciprocal of Young's modulus
Creep compliance
Complex compliance
Viscous damping matrix

Stiffness
Strass-strsin or stiffness matrix
Superscript for elastic component
Young's modulus
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E(t)
E(Ja.)
g
G
1

ID
J
Ik]
K
[K]
IB

[mj

m

p
(?)
(?)
(u)

(U)
t.T
T

a
E,(E)

I
(el
n

C(t)
o,{o)
5
♦ (t)

[•]f
*(t)

Relaxation modulus
Complex modulus
Subscript identifying nodal constant for the simple Maxwell
element in generalized Voigt nodal
Modulus of rigidity, or aubecript for shearing component
Subscript Indicating generic component of mechanical model
Unit matrix
Imaginary unit
Element stiffnesa matrix
Bulk modulus, or subscript for volumetric component
Assenblad overall stiffness matrix
Superscript for volume tile component of «trass and strain
Element nass matrix
Aaaenbled overall mass matrix
Superscript for plastic component
Element nodal force
External load vector
Element nodal displacementOverall nodal dlsplacenent vector
Tin«
Relaxation or retardation tins, or tanperature
Superscript for daviatoric component of atreas and strain
Superscript indicating conplex atreas and strain amplitude
Delta function
Strain and strain vector
Equivalent strain
Strain vector;underlina indicating the shear components era
tensor quantities, not the ones of engineering definition
Coefficient of viscosity
Critical damping ratio
Reduced tine of themo-rheologlcally simple material
Stress and stress vector
Equivalent stress
Relaxation function
Shift function
Matrix composed of colunr. eigenvectors
Transpose of (♦!
Creep function
Circular frequency
THEORY OF VISCOEUSTICITY
Constitutive Equation In Integral Fons

The principle of Boltznann superposition or, equivalently, th« hereditary
Integral is expressed as follows (2-5]:

o(t) - T3!^ [«0 + n0«(t-T) + ♦(t-T)ldT

(1)

or

c(t) - j*^ [Cg+ Jp- + ♦(t-T))dt

(2)

«hen th« relaxation function #(t) Is approximated by the Prony series

■

".■■
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I7S

+ (t) - I E exp(-t/T.)
1
1 l

(3)

the following relation Is obtained for a unit step «train Input €(t) - l(t)

o(t) - E(t) " E0 + ri0«(t) + I Ej «xpC-t/Tj)

(4)

Alternatively, whan the retardation or creep function la approximated by
♦ (t) - I C.(l-exp(-t/T.)]
1 1

(5)

the Indlclal atraln response for a unit ttep atresa o(t) • l(t) la expressed
by
e(t) - C(t) - C +i + J C [l-exp(-t/T )]
8
g
1

(6)

E(t) of Eq.W) and C(t) of Eq.(6} are called the relaxation modulus and creep
compliance reapectlvely.
ID the mechanics of solids, the viscosity n0 in Eq.(4) which Is connected with the delta function £(t) Is disregarded, so that the relaxation
modulus reduce* to
E(t) - E + T E. exp(-t/T.)
0

j

X

1

(7)

or Eq.(7) Is regarded aa the degenerate caae of the relaxation modulus
E(t) - Bo*»p(-t/To) + T lt «JipM/Tj)

(8)

whan 1/T tends to sero. It can be verified that Eq.(8) repreaents the
stress relaxation characteristics of th* generalised Maxwell model of
Fig.1(a). Similarly Eq.(6) represents tha creep characteristics of the generallted Voigt model of Fig.1(b).
Differential Forma
Whan the relaxation and/or creep function
ential forma of th* constitutive equation
obtained conveniently by representing th*
Thua for the generalised Maxwell model of

apectr« are dlscretlzed, th* differfor the vlscoelestlc material can be
behavior with mechanic«! models.
Fig. 1(a)

°o-Bo«-0o/To'"l -«l* "V1!
Therefore, th* total strsin and stress rat* aquation 1*

.
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Similarly, for the generalized Voigt material

tg«cga +a/ng. •ct-<,/ni-cini
The total strain and stress rate equation Is
(10)
Solving for o

^T8

V

c
8

iV

(11)

c

g iTi

Equations (9) and (11) can be put together In the form of
_e.
.a
o - D e - o

o,e
0

o

(12)

Y v yv,
i tj-c^
a

"l

P ■r4

P

i

(a)

00
Fig. 1 Mechanical models of vlscoelastlc materials.
(a) Generallced Maxwell model; (b) Generalized Voigt or Kelvin model
D* represents the elastic constant and i' is the apparent stress term due to
the viscous component In the mechanical models. It should be noted that Eq.
(8) and Eq.(6) are the solutions of Eq.(9) and Eq.(10) rsspectivsly for the
strain and strsss input given by the step function
Harmonic Response
The response of the generalised Maxwell model to sinuaoidslly varying strain
input e ■ e* exp(ju)t), or the steady stste solution of Eq.(9) undsr forcsd oscillation, can be expressed by

»u«) ■ S ■ hwfy * \h T*^T * jfosir» * {«i i^)<»>
,

—

' ''•* :, **

■~~~

.

■
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E(Jui) la called the complex modulus. Similarly the coaplex compliance of
the generalized Voigt model can be obtained aa follow«!

:(]u)

-i '{\*\ 1^7)- it+T1 ^7)

(14)

Generalization to Miltl-Axlal Strata Field
The extension of the differential conatltutlva aquation Eq.(9) for the unlaxlal loading case of the generalized Maxwell material to a three-dimensional
stress field la

(o) - (IDO) + 1 [DJDü) - av^v + y iv'1^))

(»)

where I Tl'1 denoted by subacript o or 1, is given by

■ V2TK
VTK
(T)

1
3TCTK

Sym.

Wc
V2T

VTK
0

0

0

3T„

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3T.
0

3T.

[Tr^o)-^ {rf)+i-(o']
It la aasumed that the material la Isotropie. Similar extenalon of Eq.(U)
tor the generallxed Voigt material to three disMnaiona la

(o)
(U)

/
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where
1

+

-

4.

Sy.

2

1

t *

1

2

3c

o,

'v-L

1

-

2
^Gg

C

Kg

C

Kg

^Cg

1

1

C

Kg

*
^O.

0

0

0

1/C(

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Gg
i/c.Gg
1/C,Gg

The aaplltudc (°*} of stress response to sinusoidally varying strain Input {c*)esp(jut) la obtained from Eq.(lS) for tha generalized Maxwell model

(17)

{o*} " tD(Jw)He*)
where

Sy..

KCJu) + fHU)

(DCJu)]-

K(jj " 3G(JU)

KfJ,,) + ^(iu)

K(ju) - loCJu)

K^) - IcOu)

KCj«) + IcCjw)

0

0

0

G{ju)

0

0

0

0

G(JU)

0

0

0

0

0

GCju^

G(Ju) and K(Ju) are the ahearing «ud voiuaetrlc complex noduli which have the
identical form •• E(Ju) In Eq.(13). Similarly, the strain response amplitude
{e*} to stress Input (o*) expijut) is obtainable from Bq.(16) for tha generallied Voigt material aa
(e*) - [C(Jm)J{o*)

■. f *''tA^MAaaafi

'f'v'»'"'

(18)

■

■■

■

.
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Syo.

2CK(ju)+6CG(Jü.)
2CK(Ju)-3CG(jll,)

2CK(J(1,)+6CG(Jlll)

2CK(JU)-3CG(J|1))

2CK(.1w)-3CG(j11))

0

0

o iscgdu)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2CK(JU.)+6CG(Jü.)

[COu))-^

18CG(jui)
0 18CG(jo.)

Relation to Creep Potential Law
The constitutive equation (16) la solved for the attain rate to give
.1

(19)

(i) - [cgi{ö) + [ngr {o} + y uj' (o) - y [Tjf {tj)
The expraaaion for (Til-1 la aa given in Bq.(lS) and [nl"1, denoted with
subscript g or 1, is given by
2

4.

K

6

Sy«.

G

_2 _ _3 _!+ _«
nK nG HJ nG

Inl

-1

18 _2__3 _2__3 _i.

+

_i

0

0

0

18/ng

0

0

0

0

18/n18/

"G-l

The creep la« which assumes the creep potential [6,7l and enploys a
strain hardening rule ia aspreaaed by
(20)

{£C)-| ^^[O')

The type of creep rate of the attain hardening material given by Bq.(20) can
be conaidered ea a apacial caaa of the aacond ten in the right hand aide of
14.(19), when incompieaalbillty of the cteep attain ia aasuaed. In fact,
when nK-* "

K* 1

{o)

W

'i'

'

'.''

"

V
V

- %Cg

' ''<(/"

Trf

r"

(21)

i""
l2T«yl

i

"■teSfev- iii ■.•■-• >

uwa ■ '.:■■'■•,

■

.
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Eq.(21) ia identical to Eq.(20) If the tensor notation la adopted and
3c (a.c.T)
20

1

2n

üg

In the conventional equation-of-atate approach, Eq.(20) ia replaced by
the following relation when the tlae-hardening rule Is adopted

—

2

(22)

n

Primary and accondary creep rate* are incorporated in the function z(.o,t,X)
in this formulation. In contrast to the Mchanlcal nodal approach, the secondary creep ia deacrlbed by the term [n J'Mo) and the priaary creep can be
conveniently represented by the cooponents composed of tni)'1 and [Til-1.
Therefore, it is concluded that the mechanical model formulation is selfconsistent and more veraatile than the creep potential theory.
Temperature Effect: Thermo-Rheologically Simple Material
The viacoelastic material ia called thermo-rheologically simple, when the
temperature effect ia rcpreaented by

at)

r

*[T(t))dT

(23)

?(T) ia the ahift function and Eq.(23) postulates that the behavior of the
viscoelaatic material subjected to the temperature history T(t) is described
by the single parameter f,(t) which is termed the reduced time. The wellknown shift function is the Williams-Landal-Ferry(WLF) equation. When the
thermo-rheologically simple law ia adopted, all of the viscoelaatic equations
are written as functions of the reduced time C(t) in place of the natural
time t in the caae of problems with constsnt temperature.
SOLUTION PROCEDURES

Improved Time Integration Scheme

In the transient dynamic analysis, the differential conatitutlve equations for
the one-dimensional problem (Eqs. (9) and (10)) and for the three-dimensional
cssc (Eqs. (IS) and (16)) are replaced by the appropriate finite difference
relations. Then, from thete relations the relevant stiffness matrices and the
apparent stress vectors can be derived, The simplest time integration scheme
is to use the Gaussian forward difference equation, e.g. for Eqa. (9) and (11)
respectively.
40 - (Bo + I B1)Ac - (oo/To +

Ao

-t^i \i

I o1/T1)At

1
04t * ^

(24)

r cl
I ^r At
(25)

An improved time integration scheme can be devlaed by assuming a linearly
/■'

■,,>

■ji',,,.

v;

■■
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changing strain rat« during time Interval At In the case of Eqa.(9) and (IS)
for the generalized Maxwell material [8-10]. The resulting difference equation Is, for example, for Eq.(9)
2E T
T
io - I —jrhl-n-tvpi-^-^VU
- I [l-exp(- ^))o.(t)
At
T Ät
T
1
l
1
l
*
+ T E^-El+expC- |^)J + 2[l-exp(- |^) jf])*(t)

(26)

For simplicity, only the sum for the generic component (i) Is described In
Eq.(26). When the strain rate Is assumed constant during time Interval At,
Eq.(26) reduces to
40

Vi

" X AT ^-««Pf- T)]Ac ' I tl-exp(- f£)]o.(t)
T
1
'l
1
l
*

(27)

The corresponding improved time Integration 'icheme for the generalised
Voigt material Is written [ill
(28)
40

" C(ö4£ " cTt)A£

where

ttjix
CM " Cg + zf + J C1{X.[l-exp(- fp*)
4ea - §£ 0(t) + I [C.o(t)-e.(t)Ul-«P(- f-)]
In Eq.(28), a linear change of etress during time Interval At Is assumed.
When the stress Is taken to be constant In the Integrand, C(t) degenerates to
Cg[12] and it can be shown that the stability of computation often deteriorates. In the program suawriea below, the improved temporal integration
scheme implies that the program uses the finite difference relations such as
given by Eq.(26) and/or Bq.(28).
Response to Sinusoidal External Excitations
In the formulation which adopts the mechanical model or the complex stiffness
for time dependent materials, the equation describing the frequency dependence of the generic finite element is expressed by
VlmHu*} ♦ [k(j«)){u*) - (p*)

(29)

By dividing the nodal displacement and force amplitude (u*), (p*), and the
complex stiffness matrix k((Jw)] into real and imaginary parts

.

■

' V ■

.

■mm.
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{u*) - (ttl) + J{U2), (p*} - (Pi) + 1{U2}
and
[k(ju)] - (ki(U)] + JlkjO.))
the following equation 1« obtained fro« Eq.(29)
[--u2[«) + [ki]

-[k2l

"I ju!,

iPj.
(30)

The aaaemblage of Bq.(30) leads to :i « following overall stlffnaas aquation

r-ü.2rMj

I

+

.tlC2]

[Kl]

(Kzl

-.

„,

p,

(3i)

-a.2[M] + [Kl]JlU2'">P2'

Solution of Eq.(31) for a range of input fraqueneiea u givca the haraonlc
reaponsa of the relevant atructure. When the aiiee or degreea of freedom of
the component stiffneaa aatrices (K.) and [K2] are nxn, this requires the repeated solution of a 2nx2n simultaneous linear equation for each specified
value of u. An efficient method is applicable, however, if the element complex atiffnass matrix [K(Ju)] has a form such as
lK(ju)] - (DiM + JD2(w))[h]

(32)

and if the structure is composed of e single material throughout.
case, the total etiffness equation (31) is written as
r-u2[Ml + DidoHH]
L

-D2(u)(H]

"l , Un

In this

I Pn

2

D2(«)[H]

<33)

-i» [M) +D2(iü)(HlJ lü2'"lP2'

As pointed out by Yamada at al. [13], the eigensolutlon of the equation
-u2tM](ü) + [HKO) - 0

(34)

is used conveniently for the frequency reaponsa solution of Eq.(33).
Under the conventional assumption of viscous damping, the equation for
the frequency reaponse analysis of the structure is obtained aa follows iU\,

«IC]

-u2[M] + (KlJU2'" Ipjl

The eigenvector of the equation
-«*(K5{0} + fKlftl) - 0

(36)

la represented by 1*1 and sealed so that it Is [H]-orthogonal,i.a.

■;
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(♦1TIM][»] - [II. and [»^[KH»] - dlMCKi)

(37)

Further, modal damping la aaaunad auch Chat
[♦f[C)[») - dlag(2?1u1)

(38)

Than, from Eq.(3S)
rdUgC*^

-diag(B1)-.

LdiagCBJ

dlag^j)-!

VK

-QI.

V2

Q2

(39)

(Ul) - [♦]{V1}. {U2) - ;»]{v2)
where
(Qll - [♦lT«i). (Qz) - Itl'CPj)
and
A1 - -«,2 + Kt, tt - HjPi*
It can ba aaan from Eq.(39) that the harmonic raaponaa analyala of tha atructure with the uaual vlacoua damping can be executed by a simple algebraic
procedure.
PROGRAM SUMKARIES
In aplte of tha adequate formulation of finite element analyala procedurea
for time dependent material» exploited earlier by White [IS], Beer and Chen
[16], Malone at al. [8-10] and Taylor at al. [17,18] for tha generalised
Maxwell material and Zienktewlcc at al. [12] and Yamada at al. [11] for the
genarallied Voigt material, the available computer programs with • suitable
Incorporation of discrete mechanical models era rather IM, except THVISC
and VISCXL.
Thermovlacoelastic Stress Analysis (THVISC) [17,18]
Data: Program waa iaaued June 1968, revised April 1969.
Capability: Determines temperatures, deformations, and stresses in solids of
revolution loaded axlsymmatrlcally. Elaatic bulk modulus and vlscoelaatic shear modulus specify the properties of Isotropie linear vlscoelaatic materials.
Method: Step forward time integration aaeumlng linear change of strain during
each time interval. Variable time steps can be ussd.
Llaitationa and Rastrlctlona: »umber of nodal points (190 maximum). Dumber of
elements (ISO maximum). Number of materials (12 maximum).
Input: Material data for temperature distribution analysis, bulk and ahear
elaatic moduli, and relaxation time tor shear. The viscoelestlc ahear
property is represented by the generalised Maswall model with three tan
ttony Series.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC 6000
Usage: Dead by the Navy at China Lake, Calif., for solid propellent studies.
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Developer:

R. L. Taylor and G. L. Goudreau
University of California
Davis Hall
Berkeley, California 94720
Availability: For a cost of $100/deck la available fron the National Information
Service - Earthquake Engineering (NISEE)
University of California
Department of Civil Engineering
Berkeley, California 94720
Subjective Comments: This program Is an historical one and the original version
Is listed fully In [17]. K version for incompressible materials (THVINC)
Is available from the same source.
Vlscoelastlc Analysis Program (VISCEL) [1.19.20]

V

Data: Program was issued October 1972 as an updated and extended version of
its earlier form [21]
Capability: Solve equilibrium problems associated with one-, two-, or threedimensional linear therao-vlscoelastic structures. The generalized
Maxwell model is used and material properties may be temperature dependent in the thermo-rheologlcally simple sense.
Method: The step-by-step Incremental equation in a recursive form Is solved.
Program baaed on the hereditary Integral and recomputes the solution
results at each stage by going back to all past memories. A provision
is. however. Incorporated to cover a long time domain by keeping the
time Intervale conetant in the logarithmic scale.
Limitation and Restrictions: Requires up to 195K core memory In a 260K UNIVAC
1108/EXEC 8 machine.
Input: Refer to [19]
Output: Refer to [19]
Language: FORTRAN V
Hardware: UNIVAC 1108 under the EXEC 8 system
Usage: Originally developed in connection with the stress analyais of solldpropellant rocket motor, this program is consldsred the only existing
comprehensive vlscoelastlc analysis program opened to the public in the
U.S.
Developer: K, K, Gupta. F.. A. Akyuz. and E, Beer
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91103
Availability: Available from the Computer Software Management end Information
Center (COSMIC).
Subjective Coamenta: Future publication of a detailed and engineer oriented
user's manual la dcairable.
The creep analysis capabilities In almoet all of the generel purpose programs are "spin-offs" in the efforts to cater to the user by making the programs suitable for high tempereture deeign of nuclear reactor componente. An
extensive survey of programa In this area wee done by Nickell (22]. In conformity with the conetltuttve equationa recoasMnded by ORML [23], MARC-CDC
[24] and AHSTS [25] Incorporate the creep lew of the type given by Bqe.(20)
end (22). Various formulae ae determined by the exparimtmte are proposed to
represent the strain and time hardening creep behaviors, and it la particularly interesting that the following etaap law haa been auggeeted to apply (or
types 3M and 316 stainless ateel.
e (<i,t,I) - et(ö,TMl - e«p[-r(o,T)tl) + €„(0,1)1
Differentiation of Bq.(40) with respect to time yields
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ct(o,T) x r(o,T) expE-rCo.Dt) + h (a,T)

(41)

In the equation-of-state approach, the creap data of Eq.(40) la aaaoclated with tha time-hardening craep potential law of Eq.(22). It should ba
pointed out, however, that Eq.(40) has a form Identical with tha creap component In Eq.(6) for tha generalized Voigt model. In fact, in the mechanical
model approach, Eq.(40) la obtained aa a solution of Eq.(lO) or more generally of Eq.(19). These simllaritiea and the deairable properties of Che mechanical modal {ornulatlon have not bean fully recognised to data. The general purpoae program ASKA [261 adopts tha creep potential law, and CREEPPLAST 127) and EFACA 128] distributed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory to tha
public are naturally in conformity with their recosaendation of time-dependent law for inelastic design analysis [29]. VIS00-3D is the program developed for viacoelsstlcplsstlc analysis of three-dimensional solids. This program has features similar to CREEF-PLAST in many reapects and la sumnarised
aa follow».
Three Dimensional Viacoelastic (VISC0-3D) [30]
Date: Program completed June 1972
Capability: Viacoelastic plastic analysis of three-dimensional initially Isotropie solids. Plasticity with kinematic hardening for the von Miaea
Material. Memory theory of creep is adopted.
Method: Iterative method ualng linear-displacement tetrahedral elementa.
Limitation and Restrictions: 10,000 unknowns, 7S0 band width.
Input: Internal mesh generation. Input interfacing with plotting programa.
Output: Output interfacing with plotting programsLanguage: F0RT8AM IV
Hardware: UNIVAC-U08 (65K Cora)
Usage: Numerical result is in preparation, although tha program has been
fully checked out for two-dimensional solutions. Companion heat conduction program is not Incorporated.
Developer: Y. R. Rashid
Genersl Electric Company
Nuclear Energy Divlaion
17S Curtner Avenue M/C
San Joaa, California 9512S
Availability: Available from the developer.
Subjective Commenta: Iterative method of solution may Impede the extension of
the program to large deformation area or problems with geometric nonllnaarltles
SAFB-ClffiEF [311 , SAFE-MCREKF [32] and SAFK-CRAFIT (31) are viscoelaatic
analysis programs for plane and axiaymetric concrete and graphic« structures
which are the major componenta of HTCR (High Temperatur« Gas-Cooled Reactor)
designed by General Atomic Company. Theaa programs are bassd on Che hereditary integral theory which la suwarlcad in a recant report (34). On Che
other hand, TEFC-2P (35,36) developed by tha same company (or the thermal
elastlc-plastlc-creep analysis of two-dimensional solids is creap potential
oriented. Several SAFE program veralona are available from Argonne Cod«
Cancer. Information about the Argonne Cod« Center availability for theee
programa can be supplied upon requeet to
Or. Neil Prince
Gulf Computer Sciences, lac.
Pose Offics Box 608
San Diego, California 92112
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CARB (Predicting the Creep Behavior of Axleynmetrlc Bodies of
Revolution) and CRASH-1 (Creep Analyala) are the programs developed by TRW
Systems. TESS and PITT are developed for two-dimensional creep and plasticity
problems and Integrated In the system BERSAFE of Central Electricity
Generating Board (CEGB), Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories in the United Kingdom.
The PITT program, although useful in its own right, was used by CEGB to exploit the methods of creep and plasticity analyses which are not incorporated
in the TESS program for more general geometrlee.
Regarding the dynamic analyala for the structures of time dependent
materials, almost all of the general purpose computer programs, e.g. MARC-CDC
124), ANSYS (25) and SAP IV [37,38], adopt the viscous damping which is of
the type of Eq.(3S) and/or proportional damping, although a special purpose
program, e.g. VISCOSUPERB of SDRC (Structural Dynamics Research Corporation,
5729 Dragon Way, Cincinnati, Ohio 45227), incorporates the hysteretic damping (loss factor). These are the toplca of the chapter by Nelson and Greif
(39] on shock and vibration programs with damping in this book. The general
purpose programs usually hove capabilities for the transient response analysis by mode superposition as well as step-by-atep direct integration. As for
the harmonic response, ANSYS [25] features the complex elgensolution capability. Recent developments in the solution of eigenvalue problems Including complex vectors and modes are summarized by Gupta (401. The method introduced
in this review for harmonic analysis is an alternative one and has been used
conveniently to pbtaln dynamic response of bar and beam structures of timedependent materials [13].
CONCLUSION
As various finite element computer programs for nonlinear analyala are still
in the development stage, the discussions of the präsent chapter have bean
focuaad mainly on the basic formulation of tha solution procedure for problems connected with time-dependent material properties. The method which uses

discretised spectrum model is versatile and can be easily introduced into the
existing general purpose programs. Although the cxperimenta] determination
of the model constants or parameters is beyond the scope of tha present review, a variety of means are conceivable (41], with the aid of novel material
testing facilitias as wall as strain measurement Instruments being developed
recently.
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Prediction of Highway Noise
John K. Haviland
Vniveniiy of Viri/inla

INTRODUCTION
Noise pollution was recognized as an environmental problem on a national scale
when the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) formed the Office of Noise
Abatement and Control. Following this, In 1972, the Congress passed the Noise
Control Act.
To meec one of the requirements of this act, EPA has published "Information
on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect Public Health and Welfare
with an Adequate Margin of Safety"[l]. In a supporting document [2], EPA estimates that 78 million people live In residential areas where the outdoor day/
night exposure level, L. ' exceeds 60 decibels, which la 5 decibels above the
recommended level. Of these, 59 million are Impacted by urban traffic, and
3.1 million by freeways.
The Federal Highway Administration (FHUA) has recognised this problem for
some time, and has sought to limit the exposure of residential areas to noise
from federally funded highways by setting standards, the latest of which are included in the Federal Aid Highway Program Manual (3J, Because the determination
of the noise level near a highway must be made before it Is built they have also
approved two prediction methods. The first is described by the design guide
contained in the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report
No. 117 [4], with modifications according to NCHRP Report No. 144 (5). and is
used in the MICHIGAN/144 Traffic Noise Level Predictor Computer Program (6].
The second is the Transportation Systems Center (TSC) method by Wesler [7], for
which a computer program has also been written. Recently, a six volume report
on a 1974 study for NCHRP has been available on loan in which a new deaign guide
is proposed [8]. This contains a computer program listing which includes features of the earlier NCHRP and TSC methodologies, together with new ideas drawn
from an extensive study of the overall aubject. This new method has not yet
been approved by the FHWA. Although the first two methods have been approved by
FHWA, all variants of these methods, including computer programs must be submitted for approval also.
Because the MICHIGAN/144 program is written for use on a time-sharing terminal, a batch program referred to as MICNOISE 10 hss been prepared for the IBM
370 by the Data Processing Division of the Virginia Department of Highways and
Transportation. It only differs from the MICHIGAN/144 program in a minor way so
as to predict slightly higher vslues, snd is therefore also acceptable to the
FHWA. There is no available publication on MICNOISE 10, however, earlier and
similar variants have been evaluated by Haviland, Noble, and Colub [9, 10], and
these reports contain listings of MICNOISE 2 and 5, respectively. A summary of
the computer programs, their earlier variants, and some previous programs, will
be found in Table Al of the appendix.
In thia chapter, some of the descriptors for noise levels are defined, and
the nolae standarda set by FHWA are given, together with the EPA recommended
1

The derivation of L. la explained in a later aectlon of this paper,
an
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levels. It will be noted that FHWA standards are based on the one hour equivalent or 10X levels, whereas the EPA recommended levels are based on the day/night
or 24 hour equivalent levels, This difference is unfortunate, because It makes
direct comparison impossible. However, the current highway noise prediction
methodology is perfectly capable of producing 24 hour levels, should the FHWA
standards be changed. Also, there 1« a brief description of the three principal
methodologies for highway noise prediction. Essential details of four computer
programs are given.
DESCRIPTORS FOR RATING NOISE LEVELS
Environmental sound pressure levels are generally found initially in terms of
the A-weighted decibel level LA (alao referred to as the overall A-welghted
sound pressure level, or OASPL), or in terms of the one-octave or third-octave
band levels. The linear level (also referred to as the "overall sound pressure
level," or OSFL), or the B-, C-, and D- weighted levels are rarely used.
However, where long-term or daily fluctuations occur, an overall average of
the A-weighted level is generally obtained, while, for short-term fluctuations,
such as in transportation noise, a statistical value based on the distribution
of A-welghted levels is often given.
Average Levels
Equivalent Levels
The H-hr. equivalent level, L

, . Is the constant level which would have the

equivalent 'energy' to the actual time-varying level, thus

eq(H)

10 lo

'l0 ^AS

+

»*

dB

(1)

where p. is the A-welghted acoustical pressure, in N/n2, obtained by passing the
microphone signal through an appropriate filter and < > denotes averaging over
H hours.
When L .„. is to be obtained by measurement, several techniques are possible. The most common method is to use the averaging circuit of a sound level
meter to obtain the mean aquarc pressure p 2 where
PA2 (t) - lim) J*J)A2(t)sxp {(r-O/RC) dr

H2/«1»

(2)

Hi/m1»

(3)

and RC ia the equivalent averaging time, eo that
"^ (t) « (l/lO/'.gc PA2 (D dr
Then the A-welghted sound pressure level is
LA - OASPL • 10 logl0 TJ (t) + »* <»(" 2 * lO"5»/«2)

(4)

dB

The averaging time RC Is much leas than the overall averaging time H, so
that, to a very close approximation, Eqs. (1), and (3) combine to give

"•qOO

LA/W
10 log10 <pA2>H + 94-10 log10 <10"*'iu>1,

dB

(5)
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Note that, on changing the base of the logarithm
U/3.01^
eq(H) ■

L

3 01

-

l0

+ 94

«2 ***>*

3 01

"

-

dB

l0g <2

2

(6)

thus, when the average ens pressure doubles. Its logsrltha to base 2 Increases
by one, so that L ,„, Increases by 3. This Increase by 3 dB for a doubling of
the quantity involved Is referred to as the "3 dB law," and Is characteristic of
the so-called energy or power law.
Note that. In terns of LA, the A-welghted mean square pressure Is
LA-94

U-94
« 4.34 .

rr. 10 10

2

U-9A
3-01

N2/BU

(7)

however, the reference pressure Is arbitrary so that
LA-R
L

10 1O

.q(H) '

«10

<10

'* 'H

+ R

(8)

dB

where R can take any value.
Generally, H denotes a specific period of the day, so that
L

... • HNL - HOURLY NOISE LEVEL
eqd)
based on the peak hour of the day.
L

L

eq(15) "

d

based on daylight hours fro« 0700-2200
L

^q(i) '

n

baaed on the nighttime hours 2200-0700, while
•q(24)
is based on the whole 24 hours.
Composite Levels
A cooposlte average which penalises nighttime noise by a factor of 10 Is
I. • DAY-NIGHT LEVEL
an
15
- io iogin
10 m
24

. 10Ld/1,J

+

10 .

S IO1""10!

Tf

I

dB

(9)

Statistical Levels
These are generally b«Md on tha peak hours of the day, and ar« most common In
surface transportation applications.
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Excedence
The EX excedence level L

la

L_ - EX EXCEDENCE LEVEL
E
- Level exceeded EX of the time during
the period specified.
Commonly used values are L

, L

, and L...

Noise Pollution Level
The noise pollution level NPL, developed by Robinson [11], Is defined in terns
of L
and the standard deviation a. of L_ as
eq
L
E
NPL " Ljjp " NOISE POLLUTION LEVEL
- L

+ 2.56o,
L

eq

(10)

dB

Traffic Noise Index
The traffic noise index is defined in terns of three excedence levels as
TNI - LJJJ - TRAFFIC NOISE INDEX
A(L

10-L90)

"

+ L

90 "

dB

30

(U)

Normal Distribution
By assuming a normal distribution for L , the following approximations can be
B
made

dL,

Leq ^ 10 log10

I \\*

(So

*

10 lo

8l0

exp

\ 07+ 2 «,341

" ho + 0-115 V
The standard deviation o

L

dB

(12)

is readily obtained fron

1.28 oL - L10 - L50 - L50 - L90

dB

(13)

thus the noise pollution level NFL, le obtained by substituting (13) into (10),

"^ " SlF * L50

+ 2 56 0

-

L

+ 0 U5

-

V

dB

(14)

Some times this le written es

^ * So

■■

"|.1

■"."

+ a

io - So)

-^i«.;

io - So)/60

. ""
■:

T

+ a

,

M

(15)
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Also
TMI - 7{L10 - L50) + L50 - 30

(16)

dB

Other Methods
Many other methods of rating noise levels have been proposed, or are In use.
These mainly apply to noise In airport environs, and are not of particular
concern In highway noise work.
Subjective Response
The essential Intent behind all of the many proposed descriptors for rating
noise Is to find a measure of noise which correlates well with the responses
of those subjected to It. Serendipity Inc. [12], In a review of many such attempts, has pointed out that It Is almost Impossible to find statistically significant differences between the correlation of ratings based on A-weighting
and those based on more sophisticated approaches. The EPA has requested all
federal agencies to use L. as the standard designator for noise level, presumably L

,.,* could be used in its place for applications in which no resi-

dential areas are involved.

If L

were adopted universally as the standard

descriptor, there would be little if any, impact on the general public, but
there would be much less confusion and misunderstanding about the subject of
noise, and about what the ajsoclated numbers mean.
Table 1

Suaoary of Noise Levels Identified as Requisite to Protect Public
Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of Safety [1]

EFFECT
i Heating Loss
Outdoor activity
interference and
annoyance

Indoor activity
interference and
1 annoyance

NOTEi

WZO*

70

"

1

All areas

Ldni 55 dB

Outdoor« In residential areas and
fan» and other outdoor area«
where people spend widely varying
«aount« of time and other place«
In which quiet 1« • b««i« (or u«e

^m)* M "

Outdoor area« where people «pond
11*1 tad aaounts of time, such a«
school yard«, playground« etc. 1

L^i *5dB

Indoor recidential area«

^(24)* « d»

Othtr Indoor area« with huaan
•ctivltie« «uch •• «chool«, «tc. 1

IPA ha« determined that for purpose« of hearing con««rvatlon «Ion«, •
level which 1« protective of that «egment of th« population at or
balow th« 96th percentile will protect virtually th« entire population.
This l«v«l ha« bam calculated to b« an L.. of 70 dB over a 24-hour

day.

'

AREA

LEVEL

•<
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PUBLISHED STANDARDS
KPA Reconmended Levels
A sunoutry of the levels recomended by EPA Is given In Tsble 1. It will be noted that both L. and L ,,,, appear In this table, the latter applying to nonresident lal area«. The values given have no legal force, but act targets which
could possibly be incorporated into other standards in the future.
FHWA Standards
A summary of the levels required by FHWA [2] is given in Table 2. Compliance
with these standards must be demonstrated by using an approved method of calculation or an approved computer program before federal funds can be committed to
a highway project. It will be noted that either L
or L.. values can be used,
but that simultaneous compliance with both sets of standards la not required.
Either value can be baaed on the maximum traffic capacity of the highway or on
the average of the worst three hours, thus either L ... or L ... is appropriate for what is referred to in this paper as L

eq

METHODS OF PREDICTING HIGHWAY NOISE
Host methods of predicting highway noise that arc presently in use sre either
based on design guides in two reports by the Highway Research Board, NCHRP 117
[4] and 144 [S], or on a method by Wesler (7] of the Transportation Systems
Center, and referred to as the TSC method. Several versions of computer programs are available for the NCHRP 117/144 methods, and a program is available
for the TSC method. Recently, Kugler, et al. of Bolt, Beranek and Newman have
developed a new design guide [8], referred to here as the 1974 NCHRP method,
containing a computer program written in ANSI specification FORTRAN. The three
methods are reviewed briefly in the fallowing section, end are suamarlted in
the appendix.
The three methods of predicting highway noise essentially perform similar
tasks. Starting with a locality In which the Influences of several roads might
be felt, the user cither proceeds to make hand calculations, or prepares Input
to one of the computer programs, based on the following data.
1. The locations and heights above ground at which levels are to be calculated.
2. The roada which might Influence these levels. Curved roads ere divided
into equivalent straight segments.
3. The presence of barriers or other topographical features which might influence acoustical shielding, also trees, shrubs, or buildings.
4. Other miscellaneous effects, such as grade, road surface, roughness,
etc.
Si The density of traffic on the roads.

The NCHRP 117/144 Method
Theoretical Background
The thcorettcsl background of the NCHRP 117 (41 and 144 [51 method is as followa.
Ths squivalent lavel, L , can be given for a line of traffic at a perpendicular
distsnes D from ths obssrvsr, in terms of ths level LJU!p in A-weighted decibels
for one vehicle st s distance DREF, as

' - '*^^^HBBäHHB8K'!:
'•'«

J

■'

*.

.i^lirv-..

■■
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L

eq

" W -

20 lo8

10

D/D

RBF

+ 10 lo

8l0 "^ ,V

+ 10

^^O

ae/180

dB (17

>

where R Is the number of vehicles per hour, V 1« their speed In units consistent
vlth R and D, and AB la the subtended angle of the roadway element, In degrees,
as shown In Fig. 1, The value obtained for L fro« Eq. (17) does not depend In
any way on how the traffic Is spaced out, although It does assume that each vehicle Is equally nolay. To obtain the statistical level L-, the level exceeded
EZ of the tine, It Is also necessary to assume uniform spacing. This leads to
equation

L

50 ' Leq

+ 10 lo

«10 [co^uÜ^.'lo. trE/lOo}

«

(18>

Fig. 1 Traffic on an element of roadway

Application of the Methods
An average automobile passing 100 ft (30.48 ■) away at 60 mph (96.6 ka/hr) la
asauaed to aalt 64.6 dBA. The acoustical power is assuaed to originate at the
tires, and Is taken to depend on the cube of the speed, so that, for autoaoblles.
L^p -64.6+30 log10 S/60

dBA

(19)

where 8 Is the speed aph.
The engine of the average truck passing 100 ft (30.48 a) away la assuaed to
salt 77.2 dBA, regardlesa of «peed. Thua, for trucks

hat

* 77.2

dBA

(20)

Substituting Eqs, (19), (20) In turn Into Eq. (17), and asking appropriate edJustaents for the units used, one obtains, for autoaoblles at 100 ft (30.48 a)
1.0 dB
and, for trucks at 100 ft (30.48 a)

MJBKF"-^'! "^ .-J l'1 TT"'

- • -'

(21)
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L

(22)

- 10 log10 QT/ST + 65.0 dB

where subscripts A and T reter to automobiles and trucks, respectively, and
q is the peak hourly traffic rate.
Putting E equal to SOX in Eq. (18), and adjusting for units as before,
L50(100 ft) - L

(100 ft) + 10 log10

|tanh 0.119 Q/s}

dB

(23)

which applies to automobiles or trucks.
Distance Correction
The distance correction used In the MICHIGAN 144 and MICNDISE 10 programs is
DELI where
DELI - -15 log10 DE/100

(24)

dB

Note the IS decibel attenuation per tenfold increase In Eq. (24). However
NCHRP/144 suggests 10 dB Cor very flat terrain or for high receiving points.
In the above equation, D Is an effective dlatance, given by
E

h'tffr
In which D

and D

(25)

are distances ftosi the nearest and furthest lanes, respec-

tively. This correction does not give the sane value aa would be obtained on a
reavaluatlon of Eqs. (17) and (18). The correction for L
would be based on -10
eq
dB as opposed to -IS dB, and the correction for L.. would be considerably different .

ho V'luM
The difference between L.. and L.. is readily found from Eq. (18) to be

"lO

50

-10 log10 )l - 0.9Sl/cosh (0.00119 QDg/S)}

dB

(26)

However, this does not correlate wall with actual measurements for values of
QD-/S over 300 vehicle feet per mile (equivalent to 56.8 vehicle meters per km).
Therefore, the curve shown In Fig, 2 ha« been recoanended in the NCHRP 7 44 report, in which Eq. (26) Is faired into an empirical curve. The use of Eq. (26)
in conjunction with Eqs. (21) to (25) ia not consistent, and Bust be viewed aa
partly empirical. The MICHIGAN/144 and MICNDISE 10 programs actually obtain
the curve shown in Pig. 2 by interpolation of tables containing the points indicated in the figure.
Roadway Length Correction - DEL2
In accordance with Eq. (17). the correction for roadway length is based on Che
subtended angle aa

DEL2 - 10 log,0 (AS/180)

dB

(27)
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Fig. 2

Values of L.. - L,. vs. vehicle spacing used In NCHRP methods

Vertical and Barrier Corrections - DEL4, DEL6
When sound fron s pure tone point source inplnges on the edge of a seal-infinite
plane, it is diffracted, so that it «ay penetrate into the shadow sons. It is
possible to obtain exact theoretical solutions for esses in which ths geonetry
is very simple. However, the case of a line source of incoherent broad band
noise iaplnging on the top of a barrier, in the presence of ground effects, is
considerably more complex. The correction« recoaaended in the KCHRP 144 report
were based on original work by Maekawa [13], as developed by Kurse end Anderson
[14]. The method of applicstlxin of these corrections is shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
It will be aeen that the procedure is to find first the deficiency X + T - Z,
and then to read the curve to find the attenuation DBL4 for elevation effect»,
or DEL6 for barriers.

Observer
Truck

Auto

Fig. 3 Definition of deficiency used for
elevation corrections in NCHRP methods

■■-

.

■■^,
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In determining the deficiency, truck sources are assumed to be 8 ft (2.4 a)
above the road for MICHIGAN/144, as recommended in NCHRP 144, and 13.3 ft (4.1 n)
for HICNOISE 10. The curve in Fig. 4 is represented by Interpolation of a table
in the two programs. There is a further correction to DEL6 for barriers of finite length.

,

-15

.

,

.

.

^^

-10

DEL 4
or
DEL 6
(dB)

^^^^
- 5

1

■

0

.003

'

.01

J

i

_ i. _

1

J

.03

0.1

0.3

1.0

—J

H.O

Deficiency X ♦ Y - Z Ft.(0.305 m)
Fig. 4

Elevation corrections used in NCHRP methods

Other Corrections
Several corrections are made at the option of the user, they are:
Gradient Correction - DEL3: From 0 to 4 dB
Roadway Surface Correction - DELS: From -S to +5 dB
Structure Correction - DE17; From -10 to 0 dB for Intervening buildings,
trees, etc.
Combined Levels
First, the affect of automobile or truck traffic from each element of roadway la
determined as follows
L - L v(100 ft) + DELI + DEL2 + DEL3 + DEL4 + DELS + DEL6 + DEL7
eq
eq
Lj0 - t

+ 10 log10{tanh 0.119 Q/s|

L

+ a

10 "

where L,. - L.

L

50

i0 '

L

50)

dB

(28)

dB

(29)

dB

(30)

la obtained a« In Eq. (26).

Then levels du« to automobiles and trucks from the different roadway element« ara combined by tha power law, according to which
LJ/IO
I - 10 logl0 I(J) 10'

dB

where L. rcpreaents a typical contribution to tha total.

(31)
The operation describ-

ed in Eq. (31) le often referred to as 'dB-suaming.'
Output of MICHIGAH/144 and MICHOISE 10 Programs
The output of the MICHIGAN/144 end MIOWISB 10 programe Includea L._, L...

:.^_

_;_■__".
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L|n, L^ , and TNI at points designated by the user.

Also, distances from the

road to given I,., contours are found.

The TSC Model
The Transportation Systems Center midel by Wealer (7], often referred to as
the TSC model. Is based on a more rigorous approach to the statistical problem
of predicting L
levels than Is used in the NCHRP 117/144 method. In addition
to grouping vehicles by type (automobiles, trucks, and a third user supplied
vehicle) and to including the effects of different roadway elements, ths TSC
method provides for up to nine octave bands and for up to five speed groups.
Thus, the final sunnatlon is over all of these variables. At the option of
the user, the summation of octave levels can be omitted, and the overall levels
can be used in the calculations with SOOHi frequency assumed for acoustical
shielding calculations.
Average Vehicles
Whereas the NCHRP 117/144 method treats a line of vehicles as equally spaced
point sources, the TSC method treats it as an incoherent line source with a
normal distribution and specified standard deviation. Since the strength of
this source is directly proportional to the number of vehicles in a given distance, it is possible to state the reference A-weighted level per vehicle at a
given distance from the road. These levels are given in Table 3 for the nine
octave bands.
Table 3

Band

No.

Reference A-Welghted Octave Levels Used In TSC Method

Octsve Center
Frequency Hz

REFi
A-weighted level in dB at 50 ft (15.2 I
Autos at
30 mph
(48.3 kph)

18
21
24
27
30
33
36
39

63
125
2S0
500
1000
2000
4000
8000
0ASPL
Standard
Deviation o

Autos at
70 mph
(112.7 kph)

38
45
«7
55
58
54
49

48
57
62
66
70
72
63

42
61

%

Trucks at
all speeds

60
73
78
83
82
79
74

8?
.

2.5

2.5

3.5

Levels for automobiles at other speeds arc obtained by linear interpolation.
For comparison of these levels with those used in the NCHRP 117/144 method,
it should be noted that the levels in Table 3 are median values, whereau the
NCHRP levels are essentially peak values. Thus, for direct comparison,
0.115 o2 must be added to the values in Table 3 where o is the standard
deviation (this can be demonstrated by an analysis similar to the on« used in
the derivation of Bq. (12)). Using the 0ASPL value, making the correction for
the standard deviation, Interpolating for 60 mph, and correcting to 100 ft
(30.48 ■), the comparative values in Table 4 can be obtained.

nwiwiiwww
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Table A

Peak levels in dBA for vehicles at 60 mph (96.6 kph) at 100 ft (30.48 m)
TSC

197« »CHI»

64.6

66.2

77.2

82.4

63.3
75.3
79.9

NCHRP 117/144
Autos
Medium Trucks
Heavy Trucks
Calculation of L

eq

Using essentially the same notation as was used In describing the NCHRP method.

10 logio

502

E^.H.
£4 5280 S

ij&e

£ 5;

180'

m

hn0

(L
10

REFi

+

0.115o*)/10

vehicles
speeds
frequencies

road
segments

(32)

The calculations are carried out approximately as Indicated to avoid frequent
Inefficient "dB-sumnli:g." However the contribution of one term could be written as

"-eq '

L

REF1

+ 0 U5a2

-

+ DEL. - 18.3

"

l0 lo

«10

D /100 + )0 1OB

E

10

Q/S + 10 lo8

10

49/180

(33)

dB

It will be noted that the distance correction la baaed on the 10 dB law.
There is no correction for speed here because LREFi already includes a spaed
correction. Otherwise corrections for traffic flow and roadway length are
similar to those In the NCHRP method. Several other corrections are Included
in the term DEL., these are described in the next paragraphs.
Contribution of Atmospheric Attenuation
The contribution to DEL. from atmospheric attenuation la
1-15
DELj • -10"7 4
where 1 - IS, 21 .

3

dB

(34)

39 Is the octave band number

Contribution of Acoustical Shielding
The contribution of acoustical shielding due to barrlara and roadway elevation affects la based on the Fresnel angle N., where
14 - 2ti (X +Y - 2)/c

(35)

In which f j la the octave center frequency, c la tha apaad of sound, and
X + V - Z la tha deficiency, as shown In Fig. 3. In calculating these valuaa,
nolaa sources for automobllaa are placed on tha road surface, noise sourcee

'
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for trucks are placed 8 ft (2.A m) above the road, while the user can select
the height of the noise source for the third vehicle.
Then
for Nji -0.2

•JilN^
-20 log 10

"•>»• /u^rv

for -0.2 < Nj^ < 0

DEL1 /2« N,
-20 lO810

"»•> ^TiT

for 0 < ^ i 12.5

-2A

for Hj^ > 12.5

(36)

The above contribution Is first evaluated for the nearest point on the road, and
for points at the ends of the road següents. Whenever • difference of »ore than
1 dB la obtained, the roadway eleaent la halved, and the calculation Is repeated.
Contributions of Reflections off Barriers
The contributions of reflections are coablned with the acoustical shielding
effects by dB-suaailng.
Contribution of Ground Cover
Attenuations of up to 30 dB are calculated for the effects of ground cover,
including shrubbery, thick graaa. and trees.
Output of TSC Program
The TSC prograa coaputes L directly, and includes • procedure developed by
Kurte [14] for the deteralnatlon of the standard deviation of the sound level
o,. Then, «a in Eqs. (12. 13 and 14)

^o - V 0-u5 V

(37)

ho ■ So+ h* \

(38)
(39)

The 1974 HCHRF Method
The new design guide in the report by Kugler, et el. [81 waa developed for the
MCHRP in 1974. It contalna a short »ethod, using nontographa. and a computer
prograa, written in ANSI standard MVUIRt The prograa la in two parts, the
first will give Hated results, while the second will produce the input to a
CALC0HP plotter prograa.
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Theoretical Background
The new guide glvea a method leading directly to the calculation of L

, fron

which L.„ can be obtained. The calculation of L
it made a« follows (In moat
10
•<)
caaca, the terminology of the present report has bean used In place of that given
In (81):
I

eq

• (EL - 4) + 10 log,. Q/8D + 10 log

»10

+ DEL.

10 Äe/180 + (1.2 - 10 log

r 750)

+ 2

(40)

m

where r

Is the distance from the observer to the nearest pat" of the road elen
mant, DEL. Is the attenuation due to barrier or road elevation, and EL la the
B
emission level, the remaining symbols have the same meaning aa In Che section on
the NCHRP 117/144 method.
Application of the Method
Values for EL arc given aa follows
Automobiles:

ELl -22+30 log10 S

Medium trucks, a new dealgnatlon:

(41)

dB
EL. - 32 -f 30 log.

S

(42)

dB

thua the new medium truck is exactly 10 dB noisier than an automobile.
Heavy trucks. I.e., tractor trailers:

ELj - 90

(43)

dB

Comparison with NCHRP 117/144
To compare with the older dealgn guide or NCHRP 117/144 methodology, it is beat
first, to reevaluata Eqa. (21, 22) according to the values in the new guide.
These now appear as
Automobile» at 100 ft (30.48 ■);

L

,q "

10 lo

«io W " 0-3

dB

(44)

Medium trucks at 100 ft:

L^ - 10 log10 Q^S,2 + 9.7

dB

(45)

Heavy trucka at 100 ft:

L-q - 10 loil0 dj/, + 67.7

dB

<♦«)

Thus the new guide Increaaea the levela of automobiles by 0.7 dB and heavy
trucks by 2.7 dB; however, compared to the earlier guide, many trucka would be
taken out of the heavy truck category, and placed in the new medium truck category, ao that overall noiae level predlctlona may not increaae by •• much aa
2.7 dB. An alternative approach, which permlta coaparlaon of all three mechode,
is to cslculate the correepondlng dBA valuaa at 60 mph and 100 ft and to enter
the results into Tabla 4. It will now be seen that the new 1974 RCSRP method
gives values which ara intermediate between the othar two.
Diatance Correction
The diatance correction now becosMa

Km
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DELI - -10 log10 (Dg/100)

W)

5 log10 (rn/100)

This new correction ia the same as the old one of Eq. (24) If the roadway element
passes the observer, but Is different for a distant element.
Vertical and Barrier Corrections
The elevation and barrier corrections are essentially the sane aa In the TSC
method, but with a frequency of 500 Hz. However, a completely new nomograph
has been drawn for finite barriers, with corresponding tables stored In the
computer program.
L.. Values
Values of !..„ are obtained by adding the values In Table 5 to L

Table 5

.

Values of L1(j - L.« correction In new 1974 NCHRP design guide
Vehicle density parameter, QD/S

Correction

Vehicle ft/mlle

L

0
10
25
SO
200
3000
16000

Vehicle m/km

10-Leq

dB

0
1.894
4.74
9.47
37.88
568.2
3030.0

The values given in Table 5 are new, being based on a statistical analysis of
the overall problem. Values given for QD/S greater than 200 vehicle ft/mlle
(37.88 vehicle m/km) are stated to be within t 2 dB.
EVALUATION OF COMPUTER PR0CKAMS
Aa will be seen In Table Al of the appendix, there are four computer programs
which are of especial Interest. These are the MICHIGAN/144 and MICNOISK 10
programs baaed on the NCHRP 177/144 method, the TSC program, and the 1974 NCHRP
program. The firat three of thaaa are baaed on methods approved by the FHHA,
while the fourth la baaed on a method which will probably be approved shortly.
There are numerous Variante of these program«, and there have been a number of
other programs which do not, however, have FHWA approval.
Programs Baaed on NCHRP 117/144 Method
Havlland, Nobla and Golub (9, 10] have evaluated MICH0ISE 2. S, and SV which
are earlier variants of NICH0ISB 10. Except in the matter of output, MICM0ISE 5
la almoat Identical to MICHICAN/144, and MICNOISE SV to MICN0ISE 10. The only
difference between HICHICAM/144 and NICN0I8B 10 la in the height of noiae
sources of trucks above the ground. A auamary of the referenced evaluation Is
given in Pig. 5, which shows the 68Z confidence bands on arrora between calculated and experimental values of L.. for five test sitss. Detalla of the teat
sites at which comperative experimental readinga were obtained, and the number
of measurements made at each, are ahown In Table 6.
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Table 6

No.

4

Details of test sites used In evaluation of M1CN0ISK 2, 5 and 5V
computer programs
Route

Location

Geometry

Traffic
per hour

Number of 15 mln
readings

I-49S

Springfield. Va.

Depressed
Roadway

5,733

16

I-A95

Alexandria, Va.

Level

4,318

12

1-64

FlshervlUe, Va.

Elevated
Roadway

713

8

US 29

RuckersvlUe, Va.

Depressed
Roadway

436

7

1-95

Doswell, Va.

Elevated
Roadway

2,304

The 68X confidence band covers the mean range of values of error plus and
minus one standard deviation of error. Thus there Is a 16X chance that the error will fall below the lowest band. In which case the computer program will
underestimate the actual L.. level by more than one standard deviation.
It will be seen from Fig. 5 that the lower band Is at about -2 dB for
MICNOISE 2, that It drops to -3 dB for NICNOISE 5, due to Introduction of a new
acoustical shielding calculation, and that It Increases to -2 dB again for MICNOISE 5V, due to the greater height used for truck noise sources. However, the
probability of overestimatlon is greater for NICNOISE 5V than for the other
variants, as is indicated by the relatively higher upper limits.

Error on
"10
(dB)

= MICNOISE 2X

Fig. S

P

> MICNOISE S

MICNOISE 5V

68X confidence limits for errors on L.. for three MICNOISE variants
(MICNOISE S la equivalent to MICHIGAN/144 and MICH0I8E SV la äquivalent to MICH018B 10)
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FHWA does not require better than 50X chance of undarestiaation. however, according to thin study, It would be necessary to add 3 dB to MICHIGAN/144 and
2 dB to the HICN01SB 10 calculations, to reduce the chance of underestimation
to 16X.
Summarizing other conments In the above mentioned evaluation, and In the
report by Kugler , et al. [8] which contains the new 1974 NCHRP method, the following general observations can be made about the MICHIGAN/144 and MICNOISE 10
programs which are baaed on the NCHRP 117/144 method:
1. The method of "dB-aumaing" of I Q contrlbutiona fron different vehicles and road elementH la incorrect, and can be readily shown to lead to small
inconsistencies.
2. The method falls to recognise the random nature of individual vehicle
noise levels and of vehicle apacing along a road.
3. The method is partly baaed on empirical laws without physical justification. Examples are the IS dB distance correction and the effecta of distance on L,.n and L...
4. The nethod only recognizes an engine nolae source on trucks. Independent of speed, and a tire noise aourcc on automobiles, dependent on the cube of
the speed. More is known about the sources of m se than la Indicated by thla,
and could be readily Included In the method.
5. On many roada, the predominant truck la not the tractor trailer, for
which the program la designed, but rather it Is a medium type of truck, auch as
those used in truck farming, local delivery, etc. If these medium trucks are
counted in the NCHRP 117/144 method, they lead to overpredlctlon of noise levels.
Note that the program based on the 1974 NCHRP method Includes medium trucks.
The TSC Method
The TSC method has been used by a number of highway englneera and consultants.
As might be Inferred from Table 4, It predicts higher levels than do the other
methods. However, the methodology used appears to be more closely based on
physlcsl principles.
In comparison with the NCHRP 117/144 method, probably the most distinct
difference thst can be noted is that, whereas the T8C method is the more theoretlrally correct, the NCHRP method is baaed on many field meaaurements, and Is
therefore expected to be the more accurate, on an empirical basis.

Program Based on the 1974 NCHRP Method
In proposing this method, Kugler, at.al. [8] performed an exhaustive review of
the overall problem, conducted surveys of users of NCHRP 117/144 and TSC method-»,
and made many field measurements. Therefore, the program based on this method
can be expected to be aa good as any available. Examining Table 4, one sees
that enough conservatiam (an Increaae of 2.7 dB for trucks) ha« been added to
cover the 68X confidence band noted in the discussion of the NCHRP 117/144 methods. Also, the new medium truck category will avoid the problems of overpredlctlon under many conditions. Prom a cursory review of the method, the only
remaining criticisms concern tha continued dB-suaming of L.. levels, and the
treatment of vehicle noise sources. At the present time, unexpected delays in
the development of tha new guide are responsible for a delay in its approval and
distribution.
PROGRAM SUMMARIES
MICHIGAH/144 (6]
Capability:

Prediction of highway noise levels (l,^, L10, 1,^ , «PL, TNI) at

^
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location! ■pacified by uaer, or dlatance from neareat lane to a given !..„
contour.
Method: NCHRP 117 [4) and 144 |S)
Input: The Input in aupptled through a teletype keyboard to an Interactive prograa. Therefore aooe Irrelevant Input data la deleted through the ayatem
logic. All or part of the following data la required for each roadway element, but sone nay be deleted for a new observer location on a continuation
run. Number of lane groupa per element; vehicles per hour; percent trucks,
speeds of trucks and automobiles; road elevation; dlatance of obaerver from
near lane; number of lanca per lane group; grade, surface, and structure
attenuatlona; median width; roadway included angle; obaerver height; distance to roadway shoulder or cut; barrier height and included angle.
Output
L.. valuea for automobiles and trucks, separately and combined for each
lane group
Overall valuea for I.,„, L.., L , NPL, and TNI to neareat de50
10
eq
cibel. Alternatlvely, distance from nearest lane to a given L.. contour.
Language
FORTRAN IV
Hardware; Burroughs 5500 through time-sharing remote terminal.
Usage: Extensive
Developer: Mr. G. H. Grove, Electronic Engineer
Michigan Department of State Highways and Transportation
Research Laboratory Section
735 E. Ssginaw Street
Lansing, Michigan 48906
Availability: FORTRAN IV listing In manual (6]
Subjective Coaments: Baaed on method approved by FHWA.
MICNOISE 10
Capability: Same as tot MICHIGAN/144.
Method: Same as MICHIGAN/144.
Input: Same as MICHIGAN/144, but on carda In batch format.
Output: Summary of Input data, followed by same output as MICHIGAN/144,
Language: FORTRAN IV for IBM 370.
Hardware; IBM 370 through batch loading, HASP II system.
Usage: Extensive
Developer: Adapted for batch programaing from MICHIGAN/144 program by
Ron Helasler
Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation
1221 E. Broad Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230
Availability: Request listing and card deck from Helssler.
Subjective Cooments: The only change from MICHIGAN/144 is placement of truck
noise sources 13.5 ft above road. In place of 8 ft. Based on method approved by FHWA.
TSC
Capability;

Prediction of highway nolea levels (L

50

L

10' L90' V "PL)-

Method: TSC [7]
Input: Programmed for batch input using 5 card formate, as follows. Prograa
inttlalltatlon-recelvar height; frequency bands; standard deviations and
source heights for paaaengcr ears, trucks, and now (l.s. uaer designated)
vehicles; spectrum for new vehicles, load and vehicle data - traffic flows
by vehicle type and spasd group; road «lament coordinates. Barrier parameters - btrrlsr top coordinates; barrier typa. Ground cover parametere centerline coordinates; width; type. Receiver data - coordinates.
Ourp-Jt: Input suMwry; octave and A-wcighted values for L . Overall values
tor l50. Ll0, »PI.
*
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Unguage: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: Originally written for IBM 709A. Has been used on IBM and CDC computers.
Usage: Extensive
Developer: J. Wesler (presently at:)
Office of Noise Abatement
U.S. Departnent of Transportation
Washington, D. C, 20S90
Availability: FORTRAN IV program for IBM 7094 listing Is In (7). Contact
J. Wesler for help In locating program for a given computer.
Subjective Conraents: Based un metliud approved by FIIUA. There are problems with
program as listed In [7], and potential users should refer to J. Wesler
before use.
1974 NCHRP [8]
Capability: Prediction of highway noise levels, U or L , comparison with
design levels, contours of noise levels.
Method: 197A NCHRP [8].
Input: Input is by batch loading on four data card formats, with five control
card types. RDWY card-coordinates of roadways by element, with information
on surface texture and gradient of road. TPAR card-vehicle type, flow volume and speed. BARR card - top point coordinates of barriers, by element;
barrier designation as normal, single structure, or vegetation. RCVR cardreceiver coordinates. Control cards Include provisions for labelling and
for adding data for subsequent runs.
Output: The output consists of listings and magnetic tape. Listings include
the following: summary printout of Input data; L.. (or L
with a small
program change) to the nearest 0.5 dB, and amount by which design level is
exceeded; summary of points at which levels are exceeded and critical
roadway elements responsible. The magnetic tape contains instructions to
a CALCOHF plotter for a contour map of noise levels.
Language: FORTRAN IV (ANSI Standard X3.9-1966). Assumes at least 4 alphanumerics
to a computer word.
Hardware: Program has been run on a CDC-6400. CALCOHP 30 In. drum plotter required for optional contour plots.
Usage: Has only been used on a trial basis.
Developers: Nicolaus H. Reddlnglus and Noel Lockwood
Bolt, Beranck, and Newman, Inc.
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
Availability: FORTRAN IV listing in (8]. Available on loan from:
David K. Wltherford (Project Engineer)
National Cooperative Highway Research Program
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C., 20418
Subjective Conaents; The method Is presently being evaluated. Will probably
be the only method approved by FHWA eventually.

SUWURY
The methodologies approved by FHWA (or for which approval Is anticipated), the
four corresponding computer programs, their variants, and other computer programs
for highway noise, are summarized in Table Al. The information given In [IS] is
acknowledged, this includes several programs used in the UK, (ANGER, NOISE, MUAY
and CONTOUR) for which Inadequate references are available.
Basic information on the four computer programs Is summarized in Table A2
In the appendix.
Differences between the four programs are relatively minor, since all lean
heavily on empirical laws. The 1974 NCHRP method has been developed as a result
of an extensive evaluation of the other two methods, and of the overall problem
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of highway noise prediction, combined with a comprehennlve program of field measurcmnu . It la strongly oriented towards the problem of designing barriers In
an optimum manner. In the light of the current state of the art, It is difficult
to see how any prospective user can do better than to adopt and use the new 1974
NCHRP method, once it has been approved.
The problems encountered in coming up with really satisfactory methods of
predicting highway noise are typical of those encountered in any systematic approach to acouatical analysis. The form of the acoustical equation, and many of
the aolutlona for simple boundary condltlona have been known since the nineteenth
century. However, whereas new and powerful methods of analytical solutions have
been developed in such fields ss fluid dynamlrs and solid mechanics, the acoustical equation has defied the modern computer, so that methods of predicting attenuations In the presence of obstructions and rough ground are still quite unreliable. As was noted in [9, 10], typical prediction errors have standard deviations of 2 to 3 dB, representing factors of up to two on mean square pressures.
There are few fields in which one Is happy to come within a factor of two!
If one is to criticize the 1974 NCHRP method, it is In the lack of confidence
limits In the output. The whole subject of highway noise prediction Is full of
statistical varlatlona. To name a few: each vehicle has Its own noise level;
vehicle spacing is governed by traffic flow laws; actual traffic flows fluctuate
considerably; wind and atmosphere conditions vary from hour to hour; effects of
vegetation, little understood anyway, va. ■ with the seasons; and as already noted,
attenuation near the ground Is understood very Imperfectly. An attempt to cope
with some of these problems was evident In the TSC method, however, although the
derivation of the L.n - L
correction was based on statistical considerations In
10
eq
the 1974 NCHRP method, the result was almost a reversion to the NCHRP/117 approach.
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APPENDIX

Table Al

j
j
INCHRP

Sunmary of Methodologies for Highway Noise Prediction, and of the
Corresponding Computer Programs

Methodology
(PHWA approved)

Current Programs

117/144 [4,5)

Mlchlgan/144 [6]
MICNOISE [10]

Other Variante and
Previous Programs
Hlchlgan/177

j

MICNOISE 2, 5, 5V [9.10]
NOISE [15]

|

TSC

TSC [71
1974 NCHRP (81*

1974 NCHRP
Rhode Island 1-84 (15.16l|
NOISESIM [9]

|

* Approval by FHWA Is anticipated.
Table A2

Comparison of 4 Computer Programs for Highway Noise Prediction

Name of Program
1

Method
Computer

i

Language

MICHIGAN/144

MICNOISE 10

NCHRP 117/
144 [6.7]

NCHRP 117/
144 [6.7]

Burroughs
SSOO

IBM 370

FORTSAH IV

TSC

1974 NCHRP 1

TSC [7]

1974 NCHRP 1

[8]

\

1

-

FORTRAN IV

FORTRAN IV

FORTRAM IV

64.6

64.6

66.2

65.3

j

75.3

1

77.2

77.2

82.4

79.9

|

-IS dB

-IS dB

-10 dB

-13 dB

-IS dB

-IS dB

-24.5 dB

-20 dB

1 Max. dBA levels
at 100 ft
at 60 mph
Auto
Medium Truck
Truck
Diet. Corrections
for Tenfold
Increaee
1 Max. Barrier
1 Correction

■
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Liquid Propellant Dynamics Analysis
Frank M. Bugg
Marshall Space Ftighl Center

INTRODUCTION
Tht Saturn IB launch vehicle, aa uaed In the Apollo Soyut Teat Project! contatna approximately 1.1 million pounda of liquid propellant at lift-off. The
propellant la 871 of the vehicle weight, and thla percentage la typical of liquid fueled launch vehiclea. Early in thla country'a apace program it waa dtacovered thet avoidance of control ay at em/liquid rcaonance condltiona, provision
of adequate damping, and, therefore, knowledge of normal modea of liquid oscillation in propellant tanka are aaaential for aucceasful launch and boost flight
of large liquid fueled rockets.
The Apollo moon mtaaiona had aa part of their flight plena an orbital
coast of the Saturn S-IVB stage conteining 157,000 Itm of liquid oxygen and hydrogen In Its 22-foot-diameter tanks. During the coast period it was required
that pressure relief vents be kept free of liquid and that the engine fcedline
Inlets remain submerged in preparation for angina restart, while vehicle orientation was maintained by a system of reaction jets. Future space transportation systems (including Space Shuttle and Tug) will perform antcllite deployment, maintenance, and retrieval operationa which will Include rendesvous and
docking maneuvers with large quantities of liquid propellent onboard. Knowledge of liquid location in the tanks end llquld/tank/control system force interactions will ale« be important in these flights.
Many investigations, both theoretical and experimental, have been conducted in the peat 17 years to provide solution« to propellant dynamics problaas aa
typified in the above exunplss. A few of Che resulting computer programs will
be discussed in this chapter. The programs are available at no cost through
the author, Marshall Space Plight Center.
NCMEHCLATUHE

a •■ Acceleration tending to press liquid egelnst its container wall
B ■• Bond number, ISL.
n - Horitontal force exerted by a liquid on ita container
PZ » Vertical force exerted by
liquid on its container
g - Standard acceleration due to Earth's gravity, 9.80665 m/ssc2
R " Tank radius
X ■ An empirical coefficient
p ■ Liquid density
0 ■ Liquid surface tension
PROPELLAOT BEHAVIOR REGIMES
The Bond number, B, is a dimenslonless parameter which give« the ratio of ac-

celeration forces to surfsee tension forces en a liquid.
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wherei

pe "
R «
O-

liquid density
acceleretlon
tank radius
liquid surface tension

Bond number la generally used to categorise propellent behavior regimes. High
Bond number typically exlsta while engines are thrusting, and may also exist
for tanks with a large radius in low earth orbit coast. The low acceleration
environment of orbital or Interplanetary coast and small tank else result In
surfece tension dominated or low Bond number propellent dynamics.
Oscillatory liquid motion can occur at either high or low Bond number. Acceleration configures the equilibrium liquid free surface for B>1 and provides
the restoring force which sustslns osclllstlons about the equilibrium. For
B< 1, surface tension minimises the free surface area consistent with liquid/
tank wall contact angle and liquid volume. Oscillations occur about thla curved
(nearly spherical) equilibrium.
Transient liquid station is of concern during the docking of two spacecraft.
Propellent sested et one end of e.spacecraft's tank nay receive a sudden acceleration toward the opposite end as « result of thruster firings or docking Impact. Similar liquid motion, flow from one tank end to the other, can also
affect the reentry trajectory and debris impact area of spent stsges.
Computer programs for analysis of high Bond number oscillatory liquid
motion will be considered flrat.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
High Bond Number
Lomen Sloah

The equations of motion are linearised end salved for small amplitude oscillations of an ideal, Incoopresslble liquid in a tank described by the revolution
of an arbitrary curve about an axis of synmetry. The acceleration must be parallel to the axis. The tank shape generating curve is input es s series of
segments which csn be straight line, circular, elliptical, or parabolic. Up to
30 ring baffles, in planes perpendicular to the tank axis, can be Included. A
liquid level measured from the tank bottom defines each case.
The output givea eigenvalues and eigenvectors for up to five slosh modes.
The force distribution on the tank wall and the center of pressure are calculated. Instantaneous end average energy dissipation rates are conputed If there
are baffles in the tank.
Components of a spring-mass model of the oscillating liquid ere elso computed. In control and stability studies it is convenient to represent the
sloshing liquid as s mass attached to the tank wall by a spring snd a stationary mass near the tank bottom. The forces and moments exerted on the tank wall
and the frequency of the sloshing liquid are matched by the spring-mass model.
The moving mass is referred to as the slosh mass. The program computes and _
plots total liquid mass, slosh frequency for an acceleration of 9,80665 m/aec ,
slosh mass, and slosh mass location as s function of liquid level in the tank
for each mode. For a particular problem, the frequency calculated should be
multiplied by the square root of the applied acceleration in g's. A symmetric
half of the tank is also plotted. An example of those plots is shewn in Pig. 1
for the Space Shuttle liquid oxygen tank. The run time for the case plotted
wes S minutes en the UNIVAC 1108. This wss for calculation of the first mode
st 19 liquid levels.
The accuracy of the program results has been verified by laboratory and
flight data. The calculated frequency has been found to be within 0.5X of
measured values for most eases. Us« of the spring-mass analogy paramstets in
the Saturn program has proven successful for avoidance of slosh/control system
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Instability. The parameter! have been used to simulate high Bond number slosh
during Saturn boost flight (B - 107) and during low orbit coast (B - 102), The
frequency accuracy was not as high at B ■ 100 (0.0030 Hz measured and 0.0032 Hi
calculated) which la a possible Indication that some low Bond number effects
were Involved.
•
The program la written In NASTKAN for both the IBM 7094 and the UNIVAC
1108. Details of the equations solved, solution method, program Input, and program output are given In [1] and [2].
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Spring-mass analogy paramstars
SLOSU

This program uses • finite element approach to fluid sloshing and fluid/structure vibration analysis. Compressible tetrshedral, pentahedral, and haxahedral
• leasnts are formulated to represent Che liquid. Quadrilateral membrane and
plate bending structural alaaants are used to represent the container wall.
Kinetic and potential energy are expressed as (unctions of medal displacements,
making the formulation similar to that for atructural elements, except that the
fluid can possess gravitational potential and the fluid aquations contain no
ahaar coefficlente. The structural and fluid elements are designed to be used
Interchangeably in an efficient sparse matrix computer routine.
The currant program is temporary, pending incorporation of the fluid ale«
ments into an existing structural analysis program of greater speed, capacity,
and generality. Some features of the currant program arei
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1. Automatic network generator! for slnpllfled Input.
2. full matrix elgenaolver with automatic atrip width alia selection to
fit core allocation. The solution la by trldligonallsatlon and Householder
reduction.
3. Extensive output options, checks, and plotting capability. All modes
up to specified frequency are calculated, but solution data are printed and
plotted only for the frequency rang« aelectsd.
The program Input Is mainly element geometry, joint locations, Joint constraints, selection of frequency range, and option specification. The program
output Includes the assembled raaas and stlffneaa matrices for all elements, the
mode shapes, and the nodal frequencies. These are computed for liquid oscillating in tanka of arbitrary shape.
The accuracy of the slosh frequency calculation la a strong function of
the configuration of liquid elements in the tank. Quarter models of liquid in
a circular cylindrical tank are shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2a shows a computer
plot of the first lateral slosh mode. Using the element configuration shown in
Fig. 2b, a frequency 71 less than the closed form value waa calculated, while
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the liquid representation of Fig. 2c gava a frequency with only 1.57. error. All
of the significant liquid motion takes place within one tank radius of the free
surface for first lateral nod« liquid slosh in a circular cylinder) therefore,
greater accuracy was expected for the configuration In Fig. 2c with elements two
deep In this region. The configuration In Fig. 2c had 77 unrestrained degrees
of freedom and the modal solution required 1 minute and 21 seconds of UNIVAC
1108 cpu time.
Figures 2d, 2e, and 2f show three axlsynmetrlc modes of coupled liquid and
flexible cylinder motion. The frequency of the first of these modes was checked
and found to be within 1% of the closed form value.
Hydroelastlc Slosh
The purpose of this program Is to compute mode shapes and frequencies for
coupled liquid/tank modes In the Space Shuttle propellant tanks for the range of
tank tilt angles expected during Shuttle boost flight. The Initial program version Is specifically for modes in the Shuttle external liquid oxygen tank.
Finite element representation of liquid and tank is utilised. The basic
fluid element Is a tetrahedron] pentahedrons and hexahedrons are constructed
from these. A linear displacement field is used for the element. The mass and
stiffness matrices for the fluid elements are obtained from the kinetic and potential energies, respectively. The potential energy consists of dilational
strain energy (compressible liquid) snd gravitational potential energy. Quadrilateral plate elements are used to represent the tank.
Two eigensolution methods are used. A Jacobi routine computes modes for
systems with 115 or fewer degrees of freedom and an iterative Raylsigh-Rits
method la employed for larger problems. With the Raylelgh-Ritz procedure a frequency of interist is specified and only modes near this frequency are computed
(if the significant slosh mode« are to be calculated, this procedure is efficient since conpu.atlon of many extraneous circulation modes la avoided! but for
structural analysis where all structural modes up to some frequency must be
found, overlapping frequency ranges and the large number of runs required decrease the efficiency>.
Automatic generat'on of finite element data la provided and only basic Information such as fluid level, tilt angle, number of vertical tank divisions,
wall thickness, snd material properties are required as input. An extension of
this program to Include automatlr data generation for uaer specified tank shape
is planned.
Figure 3 shows computer plots of the Shuttle oxygen tank for two fill
levels. Figure 3a is the first lateral slosh mode for a liquid level 467 Inches
above the tank bottom. The frequency, 0.515 Hi, Is within 6% of the frequency
by the Lomen program shown in Fig. 1c. It is likely that modeling with more
fluid elements near the surface (as demonstrated above for SLOSH5) would increase accuracy for the frequency calculation. Figures 3b and 3c shew a front
and side view of the element arrangement for liquid at the 317 inch level in a
tank tilted 13°.
The program Is written in FORTRAN for the UNIVAC 1108 computer. Program
details are described In [5].
Low Bend Number
The first two programs discussed for low Bend number solve eigenvalue problems
and, thus, give Intormatlon on oscillatory liquid notion. The remaining three
programs ware developed primarily for transient response studies but will give a
first lateral made frequency for cases which produce oscillatory motion. The
transient motion programs can be applied In either high or low Bend regimes but
are more accurate for the slow, orderly (mininum surface splashing or rippling)
liquid motion which often characterises large amplitude low Bend flow.
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Finite element Space Shuttle oxygen tank modele
LOBOND

A combInetIon of two progrens cooputet the equilibrium free surface shape and
the lateral vibration node shapes end frequencies for liquid in s container of
arbitrary exisynnetrlc shape with surface tension forces the same order of magnitude es acceleration forces (Bond number ~1). A force bslance is the basis
for the equilibrium free surface shape equations. The input Is difficult since
it requires coefficients which are related to the free surface defining varleblvs (fill percentage, contact angle, tank shape, surface tension, acceleration), rather than the variables directly. An Iterative procedure is used and
convergence depends on proper choice of input coefficients. Using this program,
overhanging (double valued) surface shapes can bo determined.
Mass and stiffness matrices are calculated for the vibration analysis using
a finite element approach. The continuous liquid Is assumed to be composed of
simple elements, such ss tetrahedrons, pentahedrons, and hexahedrons for the
volumetric fluid eleaMints, and triangles and quadrilaterals for the surface elements (both gravitational and surfsce tension). The derivation to obtain the
finite element ones and stiffness matrices is based on kinetic energy end strsln
energy principles, respectively.
An iterative Rayleigb-Klts routine (described in [5]) Is used to compute
■odes and frequencies. Three basic mode types were founds internal circulation
modes (no surface movement), compression modes, end slosh modes. The compression mode frequencies are high compared to the others, but it wss difficult to
distinguish between circulation and slosh modes. For s particular test csse, a
second run waa made with acceleration and surface tension Increased by two
ordara of magnitude. The results showed proportional changes in frequency
squared for the slosh modes and little affect en the circulation modes) and in
this way the two types were identified. Ho eomperlsons with experimental results have yet been made.
LOBOND Is written In FORTRAN for the UN1VAC 1108 computer. Details of the
program and results for slosh st s Bond number equal to one In a particular tank
shape are given in [6].
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Hercury Slosh
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A tpacacraft concept callad Solar Electric Propultlon Stag« (SEPS) has bean
studied and considered for transportation of payloads between low Berth orbit
and geosynchronous orbits. A reusable vehicle was envisioned, propelled by
accelerated mercury lona. A candidate mercury storage system consisted of
spherical tanks with a hemispherical naoprsna bladder separating the mercury
from Its pressurising gas. A* the mercury Is depleted, the bladder slowly Inverts, assuming shapes determined by the mercury volume, bladder stiffness, and
acceleration environment. A conputer program has been developed to compute
equilibrium shapes of the mercury and bladder for various tank fill percentages,
and to compute vibration mode shapea and frequencies at these equilibriums.
The program consists of the two parts, as with LOBOMD dlscuaaed above; the
equilibrium shape is computed and used In a vibration analysis. An energy minimisation procedure Is used to determine equilibrium shape. Important differences
between factora determining the equilibrium surface formed by the bladder and
those for a free liquid surface at low Bond number are the bladder banding at Iffneaa and constant surface area. Some of the Inputs to the static surface shape
program are bladder thickness. Young's modulus for the bladder material, fluid
density, tank acceleration, ullage pressure, tank radius, and ullage volume.
The bladder Is represented by triangular membrane and banding elements, and
the mercury is In the form of tetrahadrona, pentahedrons, and hexahedrons for
formation of mats and atlffness matrices. Again the Raylelgh-Rltz technique of
[S] is used to compute mode shapea and frequencies.
Equilibrium shapes computed by the program are shown in Pig. 4, along with
two computer generated node shape plots. The equilibrium ahapes are for a tank
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The calculations are for
acceleration of 10"' g, whereas the mode* are at 1 g
a bladder 0.06 Inch thick tn a 16 Inch diameter tank.
The program 1» In FORTRAN for the UNIVAC 1108 computer and details are
given In [7].
LAMPS
LAMPS Is a program to simulate the large amplitude slosh of propellent In a low
gravity environment. The simulation Is two-dimensional and constrains the fluid
to move as a point mass on a surface generated by slowly rotating the tank (analytically) In high gravity and tracing the path the center of mass prescribes.
In the simulation this surface is represented by piece-wise continuous elliptical segments. Updating of these segments is performed to insure that the center
of mass does not deviate substantially from the constraint surface.
The input Includes parameters for definition of tank geometry for a tank
with a circular cylindrical middle section and ellipsoidal domed ends. The tank
fill percentage, liquid properties, Initial liquid location, and acceleration
applied to the tank as a function of time are also Input. Output Includes fluid
center of mass location, velocity, and acceleration. The forces and moments
exerted on the tank by the liquid are also presented.
Drop tower experiments ware conducted in conjunction with development of
LAMPS. A tank partially filled with liquid was dropped from various initial
orientations. Sraall horizontal and vertical accelerations were applied to the
tank during the fall, and forces and moments exerted by the liquid were measured.
The liquid motion was flow up one side of the tank, around the upper dome, and
down the other side.
Cötitlätl^as bciween IAMPR and experimental results showed similar trends
of force versus time, but the calculated forces were generally too large, figure S shows force results for 10% and 25% fills. FY Is horizontal and FZ is
vertical.
The analytical results were adjustable by the parameter g which controls
the dlsslpatlva force contribution. The time match Is best with X" 0, and the
forces arc closer with "near 0.01. Improved correlation is probably possible
with further study of disslpaclva force behavior and with fluid center of mass
trajectory modification (bulging of the liquid surface was observed in some
tests end this Is equivalent to movement of the point mass away from the constraint surface).
LAMPS Is in FORTRAN for the UNIVAC 1108 computer. Details of the program
and the supporting drop tower experiments are In [8].
Sticky Rubber Ball Analogy
This program was written specifically to investigate the effects of residual
propellent on the reentry dynamics of the Space Shuttle external tank. The tank
is e 75,000 Ibre structure which will contain from 0 to 80,000 Ibm of •nusad liquid oxygen and hydrogen when It separates from the Shuttle orblter auo reenters.
The program solves the equations of motion for a sphere rolling or sliding on a
curved surface. Propellent damping is introduced by rolling and eliding friction of the sphere on the surface. The curved surface shape Is related to propellent oscillation frequency and possible center of mass locations. The sphere
is given a degree of freedom normal to the slosh surface controlled by a spring,
damper, and deflection limit, such that movement of the sphere toward the tank
center greater than the limit allow« the sphere to break «way from the surface.
Program results have not bean checked by experiment.
The program It operational at NASA/MSFC, but no documentation la available
for a bibliography. The language ueed Is FORTRAN and the computer is a
UNIVAC 1108.
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Correlation with liquid forces during drop teit
LHMAC2

UOMC2 It a modification of an «xlitlng marker and call (MAC) program. It was
developed to describe large amplitude notion (either transient or periodic) of
liquid In a tank. Motion In two-dlmentlonal or axisysnatrlc tank« Is analysed.
Modifications to the original MAC program Include arbitrary curved flow surfaces, surface tenalon affects« and computation of forces and raontents.
Rectangular meahes fixed relative Co the tank are «nployad in writing the
finite difference equations of tha formulated problem. The velocity components
of a fluid are specified at tha boundaries «f a cell. Tha pressure and all
other quantltisa rcpreasntlng fluid are specified at the center of a call. A
set of marker particles la assigned for tracking the flow field, and these par»
ticlaa are displaced in accordance with the local velocities after completion
of each confuting cycle.
A specific problem analysed with UMAC2 waa tha determination of participation in separation dynamics by residual propellant. A change in the number of
aaparatlon rockets used to separata the depleted S-IC stage from the remainder
of the Saturn vehicle was accompanied by a detailed investigation of separation
distance versus time. Deceleration of the dry S-IC is eaaily computed, but deceleration of the residual propellent takes place ever an extended period of
time, aa the residuale flow from one end of the tank to tha ether. Marker particle plots of liquid oxygen moving toward the forward dome of the S-IC oxygen
tank are shewn in Fig. 6 for various times after separation and ignition of the
separation retro-rockuta. Also shown ie a plot of force exerted by the oxygen
tending to pull the tank bottom upward.
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Fig. 6 Pfnamlci of residual propelUnt
No cooparlaon between experimental and computed forces has bean made. Comparisons of qualitative reaults, such as flew patterns and wave front shapes, have
been made using f lima from drop tower tests and the results appear reasonable.
Instabilities occurred for low klnaowtic viscosity and for altustlons where
a thin film of liquid was left at a tank wall. Conparlaon with test results
would be required to determine which Instabilities are real physical phenomena
and which are characteristics of the computing scbame. Plow of a hypothetical,
extremely high viscosity liquid from one «nd of Its curved wall container to the
other, Including geyser formation at the latter tank end, was successfully stnulated without instabllltle«.
The progrsa la written In PCRTBAN for the UMIVAC 1108 computer. Details of
LMMC2 and • limited three-dimensional version, LHMAC3, ere given In [9] and
[10].
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Optimum Design of Dynamic Mechanical Systems
A. Seireg
Universlly of Wisconsin

IimiODUCTICN
The analyali of dynaalc mechanical ayatcaa haa long bean an Important pact of
the aatheaatlcal, phyaleal, and englnearlnft dlaclpllnea. The equatlona deacrlbIng the behavior of auch syatena are usually coop lex in nature and the Influence
of the different paraaateca on the ayatea reaponae la not generally expreaslble
In an explicit aannar. Accordingly« dealgnera of auch aystema usually rely on
Intuitive or eaplrlcal guldea for the aelectlon of the main parameter a. The ayatea behavior la then checked, and appropriate modifications are Introduced whenever neceaaary to Insure the feasibility and safety of the design.
The development of high speed computers and related mathastatlcal sciences
opened new horlions for the designers of mechanical aystsas. In many cases coaputer-elded design la Halted to analytically evaluating, coaparlng, and modifying different solutions which are obtained from experience and Intuitive conception. Recent trends in computer utilisation are moving toward completely automating the design process. The designer is expected to develop the procedure by
which an optlaal system is autoaatlcally determined. The control over the design process is exercised by the designer through the establishment of the governing criteria. Many of the judgment aspects of the design can be quantified
so that they can be handled by coaputets. Thus the utilisation of the coaputer
can be extended beyond the aare analytical function of predicting the behavior
of trial designs. Procedures are devlaed to allow the coaputer to continually
modify a trial design until the optlaua solution Is found.
The tBtacust In optlaua design is as old as design Itself. "Best" answers
to many design problems were frequently sought after by exhaustive trials and
teats. Orderly and efficient optlalxatioo gained a significant boost with the
development of differential calculus, which provided an elegant tool for the determining the naslaa and minlae of differentials relationships without the need
for successive trials. Mathematical optlalsatum procedures continued to develop. Varlatlonal techniques progressed from the classical work of Bernoulli [11,
■uler [2], Ugrange [3], etc. to the more recent work of Pontryagln [4]. The
gradient search algorltba was proposed by Cauchy [5] in 18*7.
Recent advances in nuaerlcel aethode gave else to iwaerous useful algorittau. «aong thsa are llneer programming [6], dynamic progrsMlng (7], geoaetric prograaaing [8], plecewlee linear programming [9], direct search (10], gradient projection [11], and many othera. Appllcatlona of prograaalng and varlatlonal techniques in dynamic systeas have bean aalnly in the area of optimal
control, and aany cootrlbutiona can be found In the literature and in the ouaeroua books on the subjects. ([12] to (18] for exaaple.)
By contrast, relatively few appllcatlona to the optimum design of dynamic
aechanlcal systeas era available.
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In Datheoatical termg and developing the logic and decision steps necessary to
facilitate the search for optlaua solutions. It Is difficult In many case* to
express mathematically a general merit function by which a single optlaua solution with the highest possible aarlt value can be attained. Mechanical systems
In genersl are poorly structured since the search may not necessarily produce
one optlaua solution but several good solutions.
A design strategy for such systsas can be briefly described In the following stsps;
a. Defining the independent parameters of the problem.
b. Mathematically defining the constraints which era the limits imposed
on each of the system parameters or any particular conbination of
them.
c. Stating the functional constraints which ara the physical laws governing the behavior of the ays tea under consideration.
d. Developing a suitable criterion for decision which mathenatically expresses the objective of the designer. It is, therefore, possible
that this criterion varies according to the goal set by the individual designer or his judgment.
e. Developing effective search techniques for systsaatlc Investigation
of feasible solutions for the design with the highest possible merit
vslue.
The first three steps deal with the description of ths design doaain which
includes sll fsasible solutions. The boundaries of this doaain are defined by
the constraints. The last two steps define the objective and the search strategy to attain this objective.
This can be formulated as a classical problsa In constrained maxima and
minima as follows.
« ■ («I.«»....xn)

Find

which asxlaises or nlnlaizes
f(x)

subject to the constraints:
«jOO - 0

«*«>

< 0

J - 1 * a
k - (a«.) ♦ r

where si(l>ll...n) are the design variables and U Is the objective function.
The functions gi are «quality constraint« and gfc are Inequality constraint«.
A necessary condition for the existence of a design problea 1«
n > a
Accordingly, «any alternative solutions are theoretically possible by assigning arbitrary value« to any (n-a) of the variables and solving the a equality conditioos for the raaaining (n-a) variable«. A solution 1« feaaible if it
satisfies all inequality constraint«. The design with the highaat aerit accordlag to the statsd objective is the optlaal solution. The ultiaate objective
aay Include «any factor«, sons of which aay not be easily dsfinsd, and the designer «sy have to reeort to Halted objactlves la order to obtain • practical
•olutlon. It is often deeirable to transfora the constrsined ainialsation Into
an unconstrained problea by Including th« constraints in the objective function.
Unconstrained optlaisation problsa« are uaually aor« convenient to «olve.
PEOCRAMS FOR 0PTDU2ATI0H OF VIBRATOR SYSTB1S
Several cxaaples of coaputer prograas illustrating th« expanding interest In developing Strategie« for optiaiiing th« deelgn of vibratory systsas are Hated
in th« following. Sine« the aajority at th« activities in thi« field are
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r«l«tlv«ly racant, tin listed programs Illustrate mathoda of attack for «pacific
systems and are, for the most part, not coapletaly developed In a form aultable
for general application. A brief deacrlptlon of each program la given with the
appropriate references for detailed Information. The Hat la by no means complete but nonetheless It Identifies some of the published developments In this field.
For example, several programa of Intareat are described In Reference [19] but are
not yet available for distribution. A number of papera describing programa of
intareat are aleo given In the bibliography.
General Cptlmlsatlon Program for Inequality Constrained Probleme

comn
Date: January, 1972
Capability: Ganaral optimisation program for Inequality constrained problema;
tlmeehare Interactive; designer oriented.
Method: The aequence of unconstrained mlnlmltetloua technique with special
featuree for finite differencing of derlvatlvee and extrapolation for efficiency. Aitomatlcally determlnea a feeslble deelgn and then optimizes.
Llmltatlonei 20 design varlablee, 100 Inequality constraints of arbitrary form.
Input: Self explanatory Inter-active timeahare mode. Formulas for objective
function and constrsints must be supplied. Theee can be In the form of a
final expreaslon computatlonelly eupported by coding of any degree of complexity.
Output: Cb-line progress reports during computation at user's option in real
time and final design optimum including any level of detail specified by
the ueer,
Unguege: FORTRAN
Hardware I Timeahare
Ueaga: The program has been applied succaaafully by e number of Industrial
users. There is s user's manual available.
Developere: P. Cinadr and R. Pox, Case Heetern Kaaarve Onlversity, Cleveland,
Ohio. The program was developed privately by the authors.
Availability: The program la available for uaa through the CHI Corporation
1000 Cedar Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44106 on a royalty charge basis. The
coat ia baaed on a parcentege of computer time uaed.
A Program for the inalysis and Optimal Deeign of Mschanlcal Systeme
ADAMS (Automatic Dynamic Analysla of Mechanical Systems)
Dste: November, 1973
Capability: The program givee descriptions of mechanical components. Specifically, it givee deacriptiona of: llnkagea-from the masses, Inertial momenta,
and a guess of ths initial genarallaed coordinates; Joints-by their type
and linkage adjacendea; aprings and daahpota-by their force coefficients
end their attachment pointa relative to the links; and force and displacement inputs. There is a three-dimeneional design capability taking into
account static analysis, large displacement (nonlinear) tranaiant saalyaia,
email displacement (linearised) anelyels around a static solution or at any
aolution point in time. Theae enelyaes include vlbrational analyaia, model
analyaie, model sensitivity, and modal optimisation.
Method: The slgorlthms used include modal formulation, a aparte matrix compiler
for static and tranaiant analyaia and a spars« matrix interpreter for vlbrational and modal analyaia, gear implicit integretion for tranaiant aolution,
and Mullet'e method for modal analyaia.
Dsage: Typical applications of ths program are for suspension nystsm design of
automotive, aircraft, and other transportation vehicles, three-dimensional
dynamic analysis of vehicular motion, analysis of biomechanical Systeme
(e. g., collision analyaia), and high cpeed mechanical device deaign (e. g..
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fast printers, textile machines).
Language: FORTRAN IV, IBM 360/370 assembly; major revision required to run on
a non-IBM machine.
Storage: Phase I- 400,000 bytes. Phase II- 350,000 bytes
Operating system requirements: ADAMS runs on Michigan Terminal System in batch
and Interactive modes.
Other requirements: Uses sparse matrix programs available separately (see report AFOSR-TR-72-1973).
Developers: N. Orlandea and D. A. Calahan Systems, Eng. Lab. Univ. of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, 48104. Available from developers.
General Nonlinear C^tlaliatlon Programs
POWELL, FLETCH and BOOK
Capability; These programs can be used to minimize an objective function of n
variables subject to Inequality and equality constraints. The number of
variables and constraints can be specified by the user.
Method: These programs use Flacco-McCormlck's penalty function, Including both
Inequality and equality constraints, and Powell's, Davidon-FletcherPomll's, and Hook and Jeevea' methods to minimize the unconstrained function, to obtain the optimal solution.
Input; The Input requires defining the objective function and constraints within the program and inputting a starting point that satisfies the inequality
constraints.
Output; The output includes the valuea of the objective function, constraints,
and varlablt . at each iteration.
language; FORTRAh IV
Hardware; IBM 361 with at least 128K bytes of core.
Usage; The programs have received e limited amount of in house uaage. No uaers
manuals are available.
Developer; K. D. Willmert, Clarkeon College, Potsdam, H. Y. 13676, unsponsored.
AvrallabUlty: Available for the coet of reproduction from the developer.
Other Comments) Type of Progress These are three general nonlinear optimisation programs using an interior penalty function and Powells', DavldonFletcher-Powell'e, and Hook and Jeevea methods to minimise the resulting
unconstrained function.
A Computer Augmented Design Engineering Technique
IOWA CADET
Date; Developed, 1968; has been continuously refined and augmented.
Capability; A battery of more than 150 subprograms that perform mechanical
analysis, mathematical and statistical tasks upon which can be superposed
optimisation stratagems such that optimal design configuration may be determined. Many of the subprograms Implement procedures such as sre found
in Mschsnicql Eaiineering Deslm. J. Shigley, MeOrsw Hill, second edition.
The documentation scheme is designed to encourage multiple contribution to
sä«-, package in order that the capability grow in precisely the direction
which Improves Its usefulness. The error mesnaging procedure la structured to discover logic errore in user's executive progrsnsdng in order to
facilitate use.
Input/output: Subprograms ere called, and contain argumant Hats described in
the documentation. Some subprograms are really an aggregate which appear
to the user to be e single subprogram. The explicit form of the input
and the output ie under the user's control for greater flexibility. Convergence monitors end useful tabulations may be suppressed et the user's optl
Language: FORTIIAN IV
Hardware i UK 360
Developer; Charles ft. Nlschke, Alcoa Foundation Professor of Mechanical
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Engineering, lev« Statt University, Aus, Iowa, 50010.
Availability t Individual subprogram can ba obtained for approximately $50 per
program, Including FORTRAN deck, teat deck, Hating of teat run and documentation, large subprograms are proportionately more expensive.
Optimum Design of Special Purpose Dynamic Absorber
Datei 1968
Capabilityt Many applications require the design of an absorber to perform optimally at a particular excitation frequency or within a narrow band of
excitation frequencies. A program la developed for the selection of the
optimal absorber spring and damper for any given operating frequencies
and constraints on the amplitude of vibration of the absorber.
Language t FORTRAM
Developers t B. Hamad and A. Saireg
Availability: Program listing is available from A. Seireg, Mech. Eag. Dept.,
Onlv. of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.
Optimum Design of a Three-Rotor Torsional System
Subjected to an Impulse
Detei 1966
Capability i The objective of this program is to design the shafting connecting
a prime mover (with moment of inertia Ii) to a machine (with moment of inertia Ii) through a coupling (with moment of inertia Ii). The machine in
this ease is subjected to an Impulse causing a sudden change in velocity
tii). It is required to select the diameter of the two connecting shafts so
tMt the total shaft volume is minimum. The allowable torsional atressss
for the shafts are given ea Si and S2 pal reapactively. Inertias may bs
added to the coupling (within a maximum value of It(mex)) lf a reduction
in shaft alia can be expected.
Inputs: I|, It, Ijain, limax« L>> L>> s'» s*' *"
Outputs: di, dj, Ii
Language t FORTRAH
Developere: B. Hamad and A. Selreg
Availability: Program listing is available from A. Selreg, Dept. of Mech. Eng.
Univ. of Wise., Madiaon at reproduction coat.
Optimum Design of a Thrsa-Sotor Torsional System
Subjected to Step Load on One Rotor
Date: 1966
Capability: The objective of this program is to design ths shafting connecting
a prime mover (with aoment of inertia I|) to a machine (with moment of inertia Ii) through a coupling (with moment of inertia It). The machine in
this caae is subjected to a step load T acting on Is. It la required to
aelact the diameter of the two connecting ahafts so that the total shaft
volume is minimum. The allowable toralooal atraaaca for the ahatta are
given aa Si and Si pal reapactively. Inertias may be added to the coupling
(within a maximum value of It (max)) U • reduction in shaft else can ba expected.
Inputs: It, It, Iimin» ^max» L»» I'*> 8>> 8** T
Outpute: di, dt. It

Language: FORTSAH
Developera: >. Hamad and A. Selreg
Availability 1 Program Hating la available from A. Selreg, Dapt. of Mach. Hngr.,
Univ. of Via., Madiaon at reproduction coat.
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Optloum Daslgn of a Thrca-Rotor Syataa Subjactad
to A Sinusoidal Input on Ctaa of tha Rotora
Datai

1966

Capability: Tha objectlva of thla program la to daalgn tha ahaftlng connactlng
a prime mover (with aoaent of Inertia 1\) to a machine (with aaaant of Inertia lj) through a coupling (with aoaent of Inertia Ij). The machine In
this case Is subjected to an Impulse causing a sudden change In velocity
tu. It la required to select the diameter of tha two connactlng ahafta ao
that the total shaft volume la minimal. Tha allowable toralonal atreaaaa
for tha ahafta are given as Si and St pal reapectlvely. Inertias may be
added to tha coupling (within a mstl— value of Ij (mas)) 1* * reduction In
shaft else can be expected.
Inputs! I|, I|, IjBln, Iiaftx. Lit Ut Si, Sa, T and u
Outputs:

di, di, It

language t FORTRAN
Developere: B. Hamad and A, Selreg
Availability: Program Hating la available from A. Selreg, Dept. of Mach, bg.,
Univ. of Wls,, Madlaon *: reproduction coat.
Cptlmum Design of a Three-Rotor Syatea with Raylalgh
Damping Subjected to Slnuaoldal Excitation on
One of the Rotors
Date: 1966
Capability: Tha objective of this program is to design tha ahaftlng connactlng
a prime mover (with moment of inertia Ii) to a machine (with moment of inertia It) through a coupling (with mo—at of inertia U), The machine in
thla caae ia subjected to a sinusoidal excitation T slnut. It is required
to select the diameter of the two connecting ahafta so that tha total shaft
volume ia minimum. Tha allowable torsiwal atreaaaa for tha ahafta are
given aa Si and St pal reapectlvely. Inerwiaa may be added to tha coupling
(within a maximum value of It (max))!' a reduce ion ia shaft else can be expected. Por convenience, the damping is assumed to be of the Rsylelgb type
(£l . Cj. . Cj.
l
I»
It
Ii

Inputsi

Outputa:

It, I|, Itmin» 1>max*
di, dj, It

L>
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•
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Language: FORTRAN
Developere: B. Hamad and A, Seirag
Availability: Program listing is available from A. Selreg, Dept. of Nach. Kng.,
Univ. of Wls., Ntdlson at reproduction cost.
cptlmum Deelgn of a TWo-Hsss Utaral Vibration System
Datei 196S
Capability I Tha pcogras deals with the deaign of a two mass flexible rotor aupportad on two bearings which undergoae lateral vibrations becauae of the
eccentricity of one of the masses. Tha deelgn objective is to select tha
ahaft diameters which minimise the «might of the shaft for a given allowable streas.
language! PORTRAM
Developer: B. Hamad and A. Selreg
Availability: Program listing is available from A. Selreg, Dept, of Mach, tog.,
Univ. of His., Madiaon.
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Computer Program» for AutoMtad Hlnlinum Weight Structural Design
Capabilityi Tha objective of the computer prograo» la the autoaatlc determination of the least weight of a given atructural configuration under the action of a Miltlplldty of external loading configuration* under the action
of a multiplicity of external loading and thermal conditions, and subjected
to limitations on the stresses and deflections of tha structure. The possibility of considering overall Instability as a criterion la alao provided
for one class of structures. The renne of structures which may be optimised using these program» la only limited by the extent to which a given
structure may be satisfactorily ideallied using the atructural elements
available: axial force member, triangular plate In-plane stress, axial
force-twist-flexural msmber, axial force twlet-flexural member with inatabillty, rectangular shear panel, rectangular plate in bending in two
dimension», axial force-twist flexural member in two dimenaions.
AFFDL-TR-66-180 documents tha development of new computer programs for
the automated minimum weight design of aerospace structures. Two program»
are discussed in detail, an intermediate capacity linear merit function
program awl a large scale nonlinear progrsm. The intermediate capacity
program can be used for tha optlmiration of major structural componsnt»
of up to appruxlaately 170 degrees of freedom with fixed configuration.
The Urge acale program is capable of handling structures with up to 450
degrees of freedom and Includes geometric veriables. Detailed descriptions
on the preparation of Input data are included. Kxample» are given of the
application* of the program» to a wide variety of »tructure» including major airframc components, indicating the weight aaving» poealble through application of the optlmiiation technique».
Unguage: FORTHAH IV
Availability: FDL-TDR-64-W1 (AD 611 310) AFrDL-TR-66-180 (AD 804 602), WrightPetteraoo AFB, Ohio.
Deelgn of Prismatic Bar with Variable
Crosa Section for Force Amplification
or Attenuation in longitudinal Impact
Capabilityt Tha program automatically selects the configuration of atepped
prismatic bars placed between a hammer and an anvil to produce maximum
force amplification or attenuation. Tha progrem incorporates a relatively
inexpenelve computer schsme and a special search procedure to develop the
optimum design of auch bare. The program includes provisions for changing
segment impedance through material »election.
language< FORTRAN
Developer: D. Mallece and A. Selreg
Availability: From A. Selreg, Dept. of Mach. Inc., Univ. of «Is., Madison at
reproduction coat.
Structural Optimisation for Aeroelaetic laqulrsmente
SOAR
Pete: 1972
Capability < This program will automatically alte atructural mambars of a finite
element generated lifting surface design to echlerve minimum weight without
violation of • fixed flutter speed constraint. Zoutendijk'e method of
feaalble directiona 1» utilised to determine real tins etepo. Since this
method vmvitrea gradient Information, a method due to Van de Vooren waa
Implmaentad to par fan this calculation.
Umitationst Can be uaed in preliminary design.
Unguage s roRXBAM
Hardwarei CDC 6600
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Developer: L. B. Gwln and S. C. Mclntosh, Jr., Stanford University
Availability: R. F. Taylor, Capt. S. H. Batlll, and R. A. Andrlea, Air Force
Flight Dynamics Laboratory (FYS), Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio, 4543}
UIDOWAC - Wing Design Optimization with Aeroelastlc Constraints
Date: 1974
Capability: A pilot computer program developed for the design of mlnlmlm mass
structures under flutter, strength, and minimum gauge constraints. The
wing structure Is Idealized by finite elements, flutter conditions may be
both subsonic and supersonic and mathematical programming methods are used
for the optimization.
Limitations: Syrametrlc wing airfoils, small (^300 degrees of freedom) finite
element models.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC 6600, IBM 370/168
Developer: R. T. Haftka
Documentation: NASA TM X - 3071 (184 pages)
Availability: Dr. J. H. Stames, Jr., NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton,
Virginia, 23665.
Optimization of Structures with Constraints on Dynamic
and Frequency Characteristics
Capability: The program deals with minimum weight elastic structure designs under dynamic loads with certain constraints Imposed on stress, displacement
and natural oscillation frequencies. A random search is used. The procedure la applied to the synthesis of a perlaeter-hlnged, three-layer plate.
Developer: Yu. M. Pochtman
Availability: NASA-TT-F-14540 (Sept 1972).
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Mechanical and Thermal Shock Analysis
Philip Underwood
Lockheed Palo Alia Research Laboratory

INTRODUCTION
This chaptar dtala with th« nut« and bolta of ■achaalcal and tharaal ahock analyala prograaa; tha luapad paramatar prograaa and ahock apaccra prograaa. Th««
analyala tachniquaa vara «aployad by vibration« anglnaar« «any yaara bafora
tha cooputar had any lapact on vibration raaponaa analyala and thay attll form
tha baale daalgn analyala tool« for «heck «nvlronaanta. For thl« reaaon, aany
of tha concapta dlacuaaad ara «all foundad and avallabla la atandard «nglncarIng text«, hanca tha dlaeuaalon «action« ara quit« brlaf and contain only an
ovarvlaw of tha thaory. Of eouraa tha aora aodarn davalopaaata In tlaa intagratora for nonllnaar ayataaa ara praaantad, aa th««« naw aathoda ara finding
their way Into tha «all aalntalnad coaputar prograaa. Tha aactlona on coaputar prograaa Include only thoaa prograaa that ara readily available for a noainal coat (laaa than $300 with a couple of exception«). Hopefully, currently
uaed prograaa ara Included and there ara not too aany eld and out of data prograaa. In general, thee« prograaa are «aall or aodarata alead and provide efficient coaputatlona for good quick deelgn «tudlee.
LUMPED PARAMETER STRUCTURAL DYNAHIC ANALYSIS
Luaped paraaetar (or luapad aaae) «tructural dynaalc coaputar prograaa ara
uaed by dynaalc analyala anglneere who view tha world aa coapoeed of aaaaaa
connected by walghtlaaa aprlnga and daapare. Tha «tructure'e aaae la divided
Into dlacrata luape, aaeh of which le coupled to othera by tha aprlnga and
daapare to produce a dynaalc aedal of the etructure. Tha raaultlng equation«
of aotloa can be written aa
[Ml (X) + tC] (i) ♦ (Kl (X) - {F(t))
where X le tha eyeteat dleplacaaent, dote repreeent tlae derlvatlvee; H, C, K
ara tha aaae, daaplng, and atlffnaaa aatrleaa, raepectlvely, and F(t) la the
tranalant forcing function. The derivation of thla equation la Included la
any vibration reference book that eovare aultl-degrea of freedoa etructural
or aechanlcal ayataaa, (1, 2, 3], for exaaple.
The aaln uaaa for theea luapad paraaeter prograaa ara for tha tranalant
or ateady atate «olution of etructure« that can be aedalad by elaple toralon,
banding or «tratchtng aleaent«. Thla aneoapaaeee a large range of etiucturea,
end the coaplexlt/ of the aodal la only Halted by the engineer'a ability.
One advantage of theea prograaa la that nonproportional daaplng la quite eaay
to Include. Many of the prograaa alee Include nonlinear atlffnaaa aleaenta.
The prograaa aay require a fair aaouot of thought and tlaa to prepare tha Input, aa a vary general aodal of a etructure aay Involve aoaa vary coaplex coupling of tha aaae eleaanta. Soae of the prograaa do provide aleaent llbrarlaa
for beaaa, «helle, and aollde that aaae tha aodellng conaldarably.
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The art or science of properly modeling a structure or mechanical syatem
for a lumped parameter dynamic analysis la usually learned by trial and error,
but there arc some baalc guidelines that may get one started along the correct
path. For modeling • continuum atructura (beam, shall) the maaa and atlffnaaa
elements ahould generally be uniform to properly charactarlta wave propagation
In the structure. The flneneas or coaraanaas of the discretization la of
courae a function of the frequencies one wishes to reproduce. A good example
of discrete modeling techniques for an array of linear oscillators Is given
by Morse and Ingard [4]. For mechanical systems (packaging, machinery) the
main Idea la to try to build the model of components of relatively similar
fraquenclea. This is not always possible, and reality should always be considered before some fancy modeling is tried, aa you don't want to eliminate a
possible significant response from your model. But if the modal ia composed
mostly of low frequency elements with one or two high frequency elements, many
of the programs will become expenaive to run, aa the time integrator will take
small steps to reproduce the high frequency reaponae. If all the forcing
functions are applied to the low frequency portion of the aystcm, the high
frequency modeling ia not necessary; it ahould be treated aa rigid.
The lumped parameter structural dynamic computer program ia the baaic
dealgn analysis tool of the structural dynamic engineer. During design the
engineer can check auapacted critical areas on a vary quick computer run. The
spring or damper elements are eaaily changed for parametric studies. Indeed,
for many structures and moat mechanical systems the lumped parameter transient
reaponae computer program ia all tha analyst needs for a complete dynamic
design analysis. If not, they will usually provide an indication of critical
areaa that can be studied in more detail with special purpoae programa.
FORCING FUNCTIONS

The kind of a forcing function that la called a ahock ia not explicitly defined;
but in general, any forcing function that produces a transient response that
Is significant in magnitude compared with the ateady state response can be
called a ahock loading. For atructural dynamic analysis theee «hock loadinga
arc characterised by sudden changes in surface, displacement, or thermal loads.
The first two loads are easily dascribad; for example, surface loada may
be due to e blaat wave or a aonic boom disturbance; diaplacement loads may be
due to bumps in a road or earthquakes. All lumped parameter programs can
eaaily handle these mechanical loada. Thermal loada ara alao eaaily described
as they ara due to sudden changes in tempersture that force a atructura to
find a new equilibrium position; but Implementation of thermal loads la ecldom
included in the computer programs. Dynamic thermal loada ara becoming more
important in aeroapace and nuclear power application«, so more programs ahould
have provisions for thermal loada in the future. At preeent there are only a
few ehell and general structures programa that have thermal forcing function
capabilitiaa. There ia alao a method for using tha lumped parameter programa
for transient thermal analysis by computing tha thermal loada «ad using them
as applied forcea. This technique is deacribed below.
Figure 1 illustrates a typical section of a simple lumped parameter modal

Fig. 1 Typical lumped parameter model
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with tranalatlonal and rotational dagraaa of fraadoa.
due to a thanul tranalant can ba axpraaaad aa
T

rt(t)

V( O

The tranalatlonal force

- ^y

where a la tha themal expanalon coafflciant, T0 tha rafarance tcnparature,
T(t) tha taaparatura at time t and t la tha length of tha dlscretlzed eleaent
of tha structure. Slallarly, an applied Bonent can be calculated aa

M(t) -

S

I /h(To

" T^)1

dl

where h la tha thlckoeaa and t the thlcknaaa coordinate. Thla la admittedly
a crude technique and a brief diacuaalon, but you can make »ome aurprialngly
accurate catlaatlone of thermal reaponae ualng thla technique. Remember the
actual forcaa In the apringa become tha forcaa due to klnematlca of tha structure (computed by the program) plua tha thermal forces which muat be superImposed on tha forcaa due to kinematics. Aa an Illustration of the reality
of thermal load as applied to atructural dynamics, Fig. 2 Illustrate« the computed and measured tip deflection for a cantilever beam subjected to a sudden
Increaae In temperature «long Ita length, and varying exponentially through
the thlckneaa [5].

EXPERIMENTAL DATA
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TIME (SECONDS)
Mg. 2 Tip reaponae of • suddenly heated cantilever beam
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SHOCK SPECTRA
The concept of a «hock apectrua It a widely viiad design and taat analytical
tool tor the engineer. Tha flrat uaar of tht »hock apectrua concept appear«
to have been Blot [61 • «ho felt the effect of the Input tranalant force waa
a nore Important engineering criteria than the actual shape of the Input force
Itaelf, The ahock spectrum of a given forcing function la a plot of aoaa response quantity, displacement, velocity, and/or acceleration, that rapreaenta
the effect of the forcing function on a single degree of freedom undamped oscillator versus the dimensional or nondimensional frequency or period of the
oscillator. Whan the input force haa a definable time characteristic, the
nondimensional form is usually uaad. The ahock apectrua ia broken into two
regiona, primary and residual response. The primary response applies to the
response quantity obtained while the forcing function ia acting, and the
residual response ia the response quantity obtained after the forcing function
has ceaaed, the "ringing" portion of the reaponaa, A third response often
plotted is the maximal reaponaa which ia the envelope of the maximum of the
primary and residual reaponaa. Two reference books [7, 8] that provide aany
more details of ahock apectrua will provide the Interested reader with more
insight than possible in this brief diacuasion; reference 17] has aany good
additional references pertaining to applications. References [7] and [8] also
conaider shock apectrua for daaped oscillators and nonlinear sprinte. In addition, Hiabar at al. [9] provide a currant review of ahock response apectrua.
The two uses of shock spectrum are in design and teat applications. In
design, the shock response spectrum provides a quick method of determining
the maximum dynamic loada in a structure. In teating applications, one can
test equipment with easily produced pulsca by using an equivalent ahock response spectrum produced by an actual input transient and/or determine tha
shock spectrum for various critical components by recording base accelerations.
Computer prograaa to dcteraine the ahock response spectrum of a given
input transient basically use two different methods. One is direct numerical
integration (aee the section on time integratora) of the reaponaa of an array
of discrate frequency oscillators to tha forcing function. Techniques uaad
in writing efficient shock spectrum prograaa can be found in referencea [10, 11,
12]. The second method used for generating ahock spectrum is the fast Fourier
transform (FIT) (13, 14], Tha FFT can alao be used to synthesize the response
apectrua to reproduce the input tranalant, eo one can work back and forth in
the frequency and time domain if deairad. And although they are not digital
computer programs (a deck of carda), digital and analog coaputar hardware
can be obtained to provide ahock reaponaa apectrua of teat data; see any issue
of Sound and Vibration.
TIME INTEGRATORS
In general, tranalant reaponse of structures relies on the direct nuaerlcal
time-wise integration of the equatlona of motion. In lumped parameter and
ahock apeetra models, character let ic frequencies can eneoapaas a large range
and elements can ba nonlinear, requiring a aophlatieated and economical
integration technique. Some of the most Intensive Investigation into the
characteristics of time integration acheaes ia currently in progreaa mainly
due to the surging intereat In nonlinear structural reaponaa and the unpredictable behavior of linear aystem aethoda when applied to nonlinear systems. A
brief review of the more popular aethoda and tha current research fellows;
hopefully this will enable a user to wisely eelect a coaputar progrem to match
hie requiraaanta.
Basically, all the time-Integration techniques fall into the category of
linear multlstep aethoda that have tha following form
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l.a. tha
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hand aide) alao appaara lapllcltly on tha right hand alda of tha aquation.
Otherwise the method la explicit. Equation (1) repraaenta the stiffly stable
methods of time Integration, aaa Gear [IS], Janaen [16], and Park [17]. Equation (2) repraaenta tha classical multlstep methods, aaa Newmark [18], Houbolt
[12], and Wilson [20].
Whether to use an explicit or Implicit method Is a difficult quaatlon,
but there are some guidelines aa long aa they are not taken too seriously.
Tha explicit methods are aaalar to Implement and usually require leaa storage.
The biggest saving In Implementation Is that no matrix Inversion or decompoaltlon la required for an explicit technique. Hence you can dlacratlae your
structure anyway you wish and not worry about band width and connectivity of
the stiffness matrix. Tha major dlaadvantage la that tha time atap for atabla
computations Is Inversely proportional to the hlghaat frequency of the system
and this can result In a vary email time atap. This may ba uneconomical for
caaea In which the reaponae mode of Interest la of a much lower frequency.
For thia reason the Implicit proceduree are many times favored, l.a. they can
ba constructed to attenuate high frequencies while retaining low frequency
accuracy and using a larger time atep. Theae methods require matrix decompoeltion and the solution of a aystem of coupled aquations at every time atep,
hence the number of computations per time etep can become quite large. If one
needs the high frequency reaponae to be well defined an explicit method la
probably batter, but if one neede the lower frequency reaponae with all the
high frequency reaponae the implicit methode are better.
For linear systems the central difference operator [21] ia the moet popular explicit method and the trapesoidal method ia probably tha moat accurate
end beat of the Implicit methode. For nonlinear systems the iaauea become
somewhat clouded. The central difference method ie atill the moet popular
explicit method, but the controversy over the beet or even a good implicit
method ie etill raging. The majority of tha reeearch on time integration
methode for nonlinear structural reaponae has been done by the numerical experiment method, (22, 23, 24, 25]. These studies have not produced unanimous
results; but the Houbolt method aeems to be highly favored. Recently, Park
[17, 26, 27] has done some very fundamental reeearch on the characteristics
of time integratora aa applied to nonlinear atructural reaponae. This work,
has reeulted in a new stiffly etsbls time integrator [17] that shows much promise, end probably even more Important, a method for evaluating the integrators
for nonlinear reaponae has been developed. This work [26, 27] has demonstrated
the importance of hlatorical derlvatlvea that has heretofore been neglected by
previous studies.
Though this section has been sketchy, hopefully the flavor of selecting
a time Integrator has been presented. For more detailed information the
chapter in thie book by E. Stein should be consulted plus the more recent
review type pepers [22, 23, 26, 25, 27). Also Dehlqulst and BJBrek [28] and
Gear [15] provide a goodly amount of background material.

LUMPED PAMMRn COMPUTE« PMOCIUMS
The Hat of lumped parameter computer programs In Tsbls 1 la by no mesas complete; they represent progrsms that an available and/or ununual. It ia unfortunate that some vary good lumped parameter codes are not generally available, uaually for proprietary reaeona or the programs ars too inhouee oriented
for general usage. Most of tha generally available lumped parameter codas,
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especially thoi« with nonllnaar «Itmants, could be upgraded by tha Inclualc
of a better time Integration technique. Now that tha author ha« alienated all
the coaputer program developers, It should ba atated that these codea are atlll
very versatile and uaabla and for tha aaall number of dagreaa of freedom thay
usually have, are very efficient. A vail modeled lumped parameter analysis
can usually provide a wealth of analysis for a mare fraction of the coat of a
huge general purpose program.
Although the author la not thoroughly familiar with all the prugrama listed, SHOCK, SHS, and TABS (XTABS) are probably the moat modern. In addition
NISEE (National Information Service - Earthquake Engineering), see (h) below,
providea many computer programs of applicability to earthquake motion. A
Hating of the programs along with tha developers and/or availability la given
below:
a) INT-DDAM
(An Interactive Time-Sharing Compu'er Program for the
Dynamic Deaign Analyala Method)
Developer: Richard G. Cauthiar
Electric Boat Dlvlalon
General Dynamica Corp.
Groton, Connecticut
Available from developer or
1) Supahipa 3, USN, Brooklyn, New York 11251
2) GE - Timesharing System, Teaneck, New Jersey 07666
(System of Shock laolation Frograma)
b) 1SIP
Developer: Ralph M. Persona Co.
Loa Angelea, California
Available: U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
Huntsville Dlvlalon
P. 0. Bos 1600 Heat Station
Huntsville, Alabama 35805
Attn: R. Bradahew
c) M0266 and N0678 (FUGIT1)
Developer: C. H. Friedrich (FUGIT1)
Battle Atomic Power Laboratory
Wcstinghouec
Available: Argonne Cod« Canter
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Caaa Avenue
Argonne, Illlnoia 60439
d) 0PSHK
Developer; Dr. David Platua/Mr. Raymond Curtia
Mechanics Rcaearch Incorporated
Loa Angelea, California
Available: Air Fere« Weapons Laboratory
(DEV-S)
Ktrtland AFB, Haw Mexico 87117
(Shell-Shock)
•) SHS
Developer: Jo« E. Grant
Applied Mechanic« Division 8113
Sandia LaboVatoriea
Livermore, California 9A550
Available: Developer
Argonne Cod« Center
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Caaa Avanu«
Argonne, Illlnoia 60439
f) SHOCK
Developer: V. K. Gabrlelson/C. 8, Hoyla/R. T. Reese
Sandia Laboratoriee
Livermore, California 94550
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Avallabl«:

g)

h)

D«v«lop«ra
Argonne Cod* Center
Argonn« National Laboratory
9700 South Caia Avnnua
Argonna, Illlnola 60439

TDYHE
Developer;

R. P. Kennedy
Holaea and Server. Inc.
400 Orangethorpe Avanuu
Anehel«, CallfornU 92801
Available; Oavalopar
XTABS (TABS) Three-dlmenelonel «nalyala of building ayataaa
Developer: (TABS)
E. L. Wllaon and H. B. Dovey
Unlvaralty of California
Berkeley. California 94720

Available)

(XTABS modified verelon of TABS)
Sexton, Fltigerald & Kaplan, Engineer*
San Francleco, California
NISBE/Coaputer Appllcatione
Davia Hall
Unlvereity of California
Berkeley, California 94720
SHOCK SPECTRUM COMPUTER PROGRAMS

The conputer prograaa liated in thli aactton are not the only ehock apectrua
computer prograaa available. The list la to provide a eanpllng of relatively
eaay to obtain prograaa and/or prograaa with unueual feature« that aay aake
the effort to obtein the« worthvhllc. No atteapt haa been aade to evaluate
theee prograaa aa to run tiae, coat, accuracy, etc., except that theee are
prograaa that are in uaa. Table 2 liata the prograaa and their baaic faeturea.
Aa you can aae, wave ayntheaia prograaa have alao been included, aa aany tiae*
they go hand-in-hand with t ahock apectra aaalyala. Soae of the «ore veraatlle
prograaa include featurea auch aa aulti-d.o.f .a and nonlinear atlffneaa character lacic*.
In addition to the table the developer and/or availability of the varioua
coaputer prograaa are givca below.
e)

NPO-10S2B
Developer:
Available;

b)

PS2QCN
Developer
Available)

c)

SHOCK 3
Developer:

Available;

(Shock Spectrum Aaalyala Program)
Jet Propulaion Laboratory
COSMIC
112 Barrow Hall
Unlvaralty of Georgia
Athene, Georgia 30601
(Artificial Generation of larthquaka Aceelerograaa)
Patriclo Rult 4 Joeeph Penclen
Unlveralty of California
Berkeley, California
NISBE/Conputer Appllcatione
Davia Hall
Unlvereity of California
Berkeley, California 94720
(Shock Speetrua Aaalyala Prograa)
Jack D. McBryde
Lockheed Electronice Co.
16811 Bl Camino leal
Bouaton, Ten* 770S8
NASA - Johnaon Space Center
Houaton, Texaa
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SMOCK

d)

SHOCSPEC

a)

Davalopar:
&
Available:
SPECAHAL
Davalopars
&
Available:

f)

SPECTR
Developer:
Available:

ANti vmHATMN

COMHITEH

noaMM

(Shock Spactra Analysla of a Single Da|taa of Fraadoa
Syataa)
TRW Syataata Group
On« Space Tark
Redondo Beach, California 90Z78
R. P. Kennedy
Holmca & Narvcr, Inc.
400 E. Orangethorpe Avenue
Anaheim, California 92801
(Spectra Raaponae Analyaia)
Daaea and Moore
San Franclaco, California
NISEE/Coaputar Appllcatlona
Davla Hall

Unlvaralty of California
Berkeley. California 94720
8)

STEP
Developer:

Dr. Howard F. Koroan
TRW Syatam« Group
Available: One Space Park
Redondo Beach, California 90278
SPECEQ/SPECUQ
Developer: N. C. Nlgaa & P. C. Jannlnga
California Inaeltuta of Technology
Paaadena, California
Available: NISEE/Coaputer Appllcatlona
Davla Hall
Unlvaralty of California
Berkeley, California 94720
VIBAHA
Available: COSMIC
112 Barrow Hall
Unlvaralty of Georgia
Athena, Georgia 30601

&

h)

1)

j)

WAVSYH/MWAVSYH
Davaloperat R. M. Paraona Co.

Loa Angelea, California

Available)

Sparry Space Support Dlviaion
Sparry Rand Corporation
Huntaville, AUbaM 33BOS
U. 8. Amy Corp« of Engineer a
Huntaville Olvlalon
Huntaville, Alabaaa 33805
ACnKMLEOGNEMT

Portion« of thia chapter ware prepared under the Lockheed Nlaallea 4 Space Co.,
Inc. Independent Raaaareh Prograa.
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Random Vibration of Structures
C. SonJarunuui
The Lummus Company Canada Umiled

INTRODUCTION
Probabilistic dynanlce, or random vibration, has become a distinct and weilestabllahed branch of structural dynanlce. The main lopetus for the application of the random vibration theory to practical structural dynamics
problems arose first in the aerospace Industry, because many aerospsce
structures are subjected to severe nondetermlnlstlc (stochastic) loads such
as forces due to turbulent boundary layers. Jet exhausts, etc. Today, many
structures in the areas of nuclear power generation and offshors oil exploration and production are also designed on the basis of random vibration analysis, because of the stringent safsty requirements and severe dynamic loading
conditions. Structures such sa suspension bridges, suspended roofs snd tall
buildings are alao analysed for wind and earthquake loadings by probabilistic
methods.
Because of the else and complexities of modern structures, it is not
possible to obtain exact, or simple approximate solutions in most cases. The
high-speed digitsl computer, which haa proven to be a powerful tool in the
static and deterministic dynamic analysis of structures, has been employed
for random vibration analysis also.
PROGRAM SUMMARIES
A brief summary of fifteen programs available from private and public
institutions Is given in this section. The suamarlea are based on the information obtained from the developers and users.
NA8TRAH [1, 2]
Capabilityi Random response analysis of linearly elastic atructures subjected
to stationary random loads. There is no restriction on the type of ths
structure.
Method: Finite element method, and generalised harmonic analysis.
Language; FORTRAN IV
Hardwares UN 7044, 7094, 360, 370, CDC 6000 ssries, 7600 and UHIVAC 1100
seriea. A mlnlmw core of 30,000 single precision word« Is required.
CoMeni.ai NASTRAN is probably the largest general purpose structural analysis
program today. It can perform a variety of etatic, stability, dynamic
and hydroelsstlc analysis, including the random vibration analysis.
Developers: The program «as dsvalopad for NASA by the Computer Selene»
Corporation, with MscNeal-Schwcndler Corporation, Martin Baltimore,
and Bell Aerospace Company as subcontractors.
Availabilityi NASTRAN can be used Item tba CDC and other data centers throughout the U.S.A. and Canada by paying a certain percentege of the computer
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chargea as royalty. The prograa can also be leased, and Installed In the
user's computer system. It la available fron
1) COSMIC
112 Barrows Hall
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia
30601
2) Naval Ship Research and Development Center
Bethesda, Maryland 20034
3) MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation
7422 N. Flgueroa Street
Los Angeles, California
90041
4) McDonnell Douglas Automation Company
P. 0. Box 516
St. Louis, Missouri
Cost: $750.00 per month (lease) from McNeal-Schwendler Corpomtion.
STARDYNE [3, 4]
Capability: Random response analysis of any linearly elastic structure subjected to stationary random forces.
Method: Finite element method, and the method of normal modes.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware; CDC 6600, 7600
Comments: STARDYNE Is a general purpose structural analysis program with
static, stability, and dynamic analysis capabilities.
Developer:
Mechanics Research Incorporated
9841 Airport Boulevard
Los Angeles, California
90045
Availability: STARDYNE can be used from the CDC and other data centers on a
royalty basis.
BUS (5]
Capability: Random response analysis of Initially stressed, linearly elastic
structures subjected to random excitations.
Method; Finite element method.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Comments: ELAS 75 Is a general purpose program for the static analysis of
structures. A few new subroutines have been added to It, to handle random
vibration problems.
Availability: Listing or deck can be obtelnad from Ite developer
Professor S. Utku
Department of Civil Engineering
Duke University
Durham, North Carolina
27708
Cost: $1000.00.
PURDUE PROGRAM [6, 7]
Capability: Estimation of the mean square response of linearly elastic Systeme
subjected to weakly stationary random forcsa. This program is suitable
for medium sised structures, of about 500 degrees of freedom.
Method: An approximate method developed by Kayser and Bogdanoff [6, 7]. It Is
based on the relaxation technique, and the accuracy of the solution can
be Improved with euccessive Iterations.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: Large as well ae minicomputers. A minicomputer with a 16K memory
will solve a system of about 500 degree« of freedom.
Comments; The mess, damping, and stiffness ■•trices «re to be calculated outeide the prograa, end input into it.
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Availability: Listing or deck la available from its developer
Profeeaor J. L. Bogdanoff
School of Aeronautics, Astronautlr« and Engineering Sciences
Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana
47907
RANVIB
Capability: Random response analysis of structures, such as aircraft fuselage
walls, due to attached turbulent boundary layers.
Method: Finite element method. A variety of beam and plate elements are
used.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC 6600
Comments: The program Is claimed to be efficient and economical for mediuatto-small structures. For a CDC 6600 computer, the else of the stiffness/
mass matrix is limited to 300th order.
Availability: The program is available from its developer
Dr. F. L. Gloyna
Boeing Conwrclal Airplane Company
P. 0. Box 3707
Seattle, Washington
98124
RSPC

Capability: Random response analysis of structures subjected to multiple random loadings. The major options for structural representations are
conical sections, general shells and wing buffet.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC 6600. A 56100 (octal) memory is necessary.
Comments: The mode shapes, natural frequencies, generalized forces, masses
and dampings are to be fed In. These may be generated by a user-written
preprocessoi.
Availability; Cards can be obtained from
AFFDL Computer Program Library
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Dayton, Ohio
45433
MSF 371770 (DARC)
Capability; Random response analysis of truncated conical shells subjected
to random pressure excitations Induced by aerodynamic turbulence.
Method: A normal mod« approach, with each mod« represented by a second order,
linear oscillator is employed. Either theoretical or experimental vibration modal data may ba used.
Language; FORTRAN IV
Hardware; IBM 7094
Availability: The program is available from
Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsvllle, Alabama
35812
RANDOM [8-10]
Capabilityt Random response analysis of curved shell panels, reinforced with
stiffeners, under the excitation of acoustic pressure environments. The
applicable boundary condition« are (1) four aide« simply supported,
(11) four sldee damped, (ill) two opposite sides simply supported and
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the other two clamped, and (Iv) four «Ides «laatlcally supported.
Method: Method of normal model.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: IBM 7094. A 32K oemory la required.
Developera:
Dr. T. N. Lee and Dr. W. L. Swanaon
Engineering Mechanics Department
Chrysler Corporation
HuntavlUe, Alabama
35805
Availability: Deck, tape or Hating can be obtained from Ita developera or
COSMIC
112 Barrows Hall
University of Georgia
Athena, Georgia
30601
Coat: $400.00 for deck or tape; $100.00 for Hating.
CYLRES.PLRSEF,PLGRF
Capability: CVLRES.PLRSEP and PLGRP are part of a series of pcograma used to
calculate the structural responae, noise transmission losses, and interior
noise levels of an aircraft fuselage excited by random pressure fields.
These three programs are used to calculate the structural responae of an
aircraft fuselage;CYLRES for the low frequency, complete fuaelage caae;
PLRSEP for the high frequency, single panel caae; and PLGRP for the
intermediate frequency, panel group caae.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC 6600
Availability: Cards are available from
AFFDL Computer Program Library
Wright-Patterson Air Force Baae
Dayton, Ohio
45433
NASA-AMES PROGRAM
Capability: Random reaponse analyais of rectangular panels under the excitation
of an attached boundary layer in subsonic flow or an attached or separated
boundary layer In auperaonic flow.
Hathod: Method of normal modes.
Language: PORTRAM
Hardware: IBM 360/370
Commenta: Empirical fonmlaa for the excitation praasure baaed on the extensive teats conducted at the NASA-AMES center are Incorporated in the
program.
Availability! The program can be obtained from
NASA-AMES Reacarch Canter
Moffctt Field, California
94035
BOXVIB

Capability! Random response analyaia of the skin, rib and frame of a nine-cell
box atructure aubjactcd to random acoustic loading.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware! CDC 6600. A 17700 (octal) core is required.
Availability: Cards are available from
AFFDL Computer Program Library
Wrlght-Patteraon Air Force Base
Dayton, Ohio 45433
WDGVIB
Capability! Random responae analyaia of a three-cell wedge atructure eubjected
to random acouatic loading.
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Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC 6600
Availability: Carda are available from
AFFDL Computer Program Library
Wrlght-Patteraon Air Force Baa«
Dayton, Ohio
45433
MSF 362870
Capability: Randoa reaponae analyala of rectangular, simply supported honeycomb plates aubjected to tloe-randoo concentrated force or uniform
preaaure that ha* a uniform power spectral density.
Language: FORTRAN 11
Hardware: IBM 7094
Availability: The program can be obtained from
Marshall Specs Flight Canter
Huntsville, Alabama
35812
DISCUSSION
The first four programs, namely, NASTRAN, STARDYNE, ELAS and the PURDUE
program, differ from the others, in that they are more general, and can be
used to analyse any type of linearly elastic structure. NASTRAH, STARDYNE and
BLAS uss the finite element method, and these programs can analyse large,
complex structures. Though user's manuals are available, data preparation ia
usually time-consuming and involved. All the three programs have a high confidence level. NASTRAN and STARDYME are available at the CDC and other
computer data centers on a royalty basis. These programs are updated and maintained by the developers. Local data canter analyst's aaslstsnce is available
to the users. NASTRAN and STARDYNE can also be leaaed and installed in the
user's computer system. BLAS can be purchased and Installed in the user's
coaputer, but the maintenance is mainly the user's responsibility.
The PURDUE program Is suitable for medium sised structures of up to 500
degrees-of-freadom. In contrast to NASTRAN, STARDYNE and BLAS, this program
rsqulrss the mass, damping, and stiffnass matrice« to be calculated outside the
program, and fad in. The advantage of the PURDUE program over the others is
that it can be run on minicomputers with about 16K memory.
The remaining eleven programs are developed for apeciflc problems in the
aerospace industry. These programs can be obtained a* listings, decks or tapes.
RANVIB, RSPC, DARC, RANDOM, CYLRES, PLRSEP, and PLGRP are applicable to shell«
and curved panels subjected to random excitations like aerodynamic forces,
fluctuating preaaure fields, etc. The NASA-AMES program ia uaed for the reaponee
analysis of flat, rectangular plates subjected to boundary layer excitation*,
BOXVIB and WDCVIB analyses box-like structur**, and MSF36287 computes the
response of simply supported, rectangular honeycomb platss.
In gsneral, these programs developed t?t spsciflc problems are more
efficient than the "general-purpose" programs Ilk« NASTRAN, STARDYME and BLAS.
However, their applicability ia limited, and codifying them for related
problems may be much Involved.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A brief aunaary of fifteen coHaarcially or pxblicly available computer programs
for the random vibration analysis of structures is preeented. The relative
merits of the programs from ths user's point of viaw and a general guideline
on the choice of programs are dlacueeed. Structural analysts and designers in
search of random vibration computer software may use this chapter aa a starting
point, and obtain additional information about the programa of interest from
ths sourcae listed In the PROGRAM 8UNIAUE8 section.
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Beams
Andrew Jay
Prall and WUlney A in ruf I

IHTROOUCTIOM
Ml dlaclpllnci of engineering have becoae Increaelngly coaputer otlentad In
Che laat eeveral yeara. Accoapanylng thia Increase has been a need to have
acceaa to the proper software for a specific task. Hence the engineering
eaphasla has shifted ttem being purely technical to slightly «ore adalnlstretlve. The engineer of today is faced with a problea to be solved and tust
determine if the toola (software> etc.) exlat to solve the problem econoalcelly. Large general purpose progress developed In the last several yeara often
provide the tools, but are not always the economical solution to the problem.
These programs are not economically feasible for the analysis of a single
beam element. An engineer must frequently rely on either a quick "ball park"
hand calculation or the use of a so-called "apaeial purpose" program. A review of available software capabilities tor beams is presented to aid the
engineer in selecting the moet economical for hie purposes.
NOKENCUTUUI
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Cress-sectional area
A/k* equivalent ahear area
Moment inteneity (force-length/length)
Young's modulus
Shear modulua (force/length2)
Moment of inertia about the y axis
Modulus of elastic displacement (Winkler) foundation (force/length)
Modulus of elastic rotary foundation (force-length/length)
Bending moment
Axial load
Transveree loading
ladius of gyration of cross-sectional area
Time
Shear force

Transverse dieplecements
Axial coordinate
Coordinate in transveree direction (length)
Cospenent in downward direction for horitontal beem, the third
component of the right-handed x.y.s coordinate system
Maas par unit length
Rotation (radians)
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EQUATIONS OP MOTION
Thli sactlon prtienti th« «title aquations of Motion due to aachanlcal or
thtroal loadings according to banding thaory wharaln croaa aactlona are
aaauaad to rcaaln plana, atrasa la proportional to itraln, and alopaa due
to banding are small.
Thaaa equation! ara given In lat ordar form by aqulllbrlua and forcadaforaatlon ralatlonahlpa.
3w

ST"

(i)

-6 + V/GA.

ll-M/EI

(2)

|| - v + (kj + N)e + pt* Y& - c(«tt)

(3)

(A)
Thaaa aquatlona reprcaant the Ttaoahanko baa». By aattlng l/GA, - 0 thaaa
equations represent the Raylelgh baaa. If pr^ a26/9t2 ■ 0 thay rapraaent
the shear baaa, and by aattlng both of thaaa aquations equal to taro the
Euler-Bernoulll baa« la derived.
Nuaarlcal Hathods
The aoat cowm nuaarlcal techniques usad for baaa analysis ara analytical
nuaarleal Integration, the finita alcaant method, the tranafar aatrlx nethod,
and the finite difference aathod. On th* baala of available prograaa it
would appear that the finita alaaant aathod and the tranafar aatrlx aathod
land thaaaalvas «ore aaaily than the other aethods to the solution of baaaa
with coaplas geoaetrlea and loading«. (Saa Pig. 1 for exaaple.)

mumumi

Qf
pi«, i

A large nuabar of the prograas in the following section, including the
general baaa analysis prograas, ara tranafar aatrlx aathod type prograaa.
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PROGRAM SUMMARIES
To ■olicit Inforaatlon from prograa davclopcn, a qucif.lonntlr* «•■ itnt out.
Rasponaes to thl* qucstlonnalr«, plua Inforaatlon gathered fron othar aourcaa,
provided the Inforaatlon nacaaaary to coaplle thaaa auaawrlat. Some prograaa
have bean omitted bacauae thay «are vary poorly docuaantad; and large general
purpose prograaa with baaa eleaanta have alao been oalttad. All prograaa
mentioned have been conflraad to be available for purchaae or uae, by a qualified Individual. Often an Inaufflclant aaount of Inforaatlon waa available
regarding a specific prograa'a Input, output, or uaage and then thaaa Itaaa
were oaltted.
8PIU

Date: Developed November 1970.
Capability: This program calculates the critical speede of rotating ahafta
and the natural frequanclaa In banding of aultlapan beaaa of arbitrary
croaa aactlons. In addition It calculates the response due to slnuaoldally applle'' forcaa. The deflect lone, banding aoaanta, ahaar forcaa,
and atraaaas created by atatlc forcaa can alao be found by forcing the
ehaft at aero apaad. SPIN uaee a distributed aaaa method for dynaalc
analysis, but additional aaaa and rotary Inertia can be lumped at polnta
for proper aodallng of gear a, dlaka, etc. External springs to ground,
both linear and rotary, can be Included In the analysis to rapraaant supports or baarlnga. Two aagaanta of the beaa or shaft can alao be joined
with linear and rotary aprlnga to repraaant a flexible coupling, gear
aeah, or hinge. A forced response can be found due to concentrated
forcea and aoaanta, distributed loading, rotating unbalance loada, weight
loading, or any coablnatlon of the above. Both forced static deflections
and dynaalc frequency reaponaa curves aay ba generated.
Method: Tranafer aatrlcas are uaed for the analyale.
Llaltatlona: Lack of Inapan aupport condltlona available. Unstable for higher frequanclaa.
Input: Span length, aupport condltlona, applied loada, aaterlal conatants,
cross-sectional propertiea, and analyale type are required. The prograa haa a batch veralon only, but It la executed on a tlaa-aharlng
ayatea.
Output: Olaplaeeaenta, forcaa, and atraaaea are output, aa wall aa natural
fraquanclea.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: Honeywell 400 and «00, XDS Sigma 9, and CDC 6000 series.
Uaagei Uaar'a Manual available (1), technical aanual alao available.
Developer: Structural Dynaaica Reeearch Corp. (SDRC)
S729 Dragon Way
Cincinnati, Ohio «5227
(513) 272-1100
Availability: Uae baala froa SDRC, contact Edward Carl at the above address,
alao available en the Acta, Coa-Share, Matridata, G.E., and U.S. Steal
Syataaa.
Coaaanta: A problem la encountered with aodellng ln-apen supports aa aprlnga.
Muaerlcal problaaa can occur if the spring conataot Is not properly
choaan. Input data la in free foraat fora. The prograa aay alao be
purchased froa the developer (or a negotiable price.
BEAM RESPONSE
Datat Developed 1974.
Capability: This la a general beaa analyale prograa. Static, stability, and
dynaalc analyaea can ba perforaed for baaa* of unlfon ot variable croaa
eaction with arbitrary aachanlcal or therael loading. The beaaa aay ba
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ordinary Euler-Bernoulll beam*, or th« effect« of axial forces, shear
defonutlon, rotary Inertia, and gyroscopic ■oaents can be Included.
The bean can lie on Winkler elastic or higher-order foundations. Any
number of in-apan supports are acceptable. Including extension springs,
rotary springs, rigid supports, guides, shear releases, and aoannt releases.
Method; This Is a transfer natrix prograa taken tram 12], Thla reference
contains the theory and «any exaaple probleu.
Input: Length of aeaber, support conditions, applied loads, aatsrlal constants, foundations, cross-aactlon properties and analysis type are required Input. An Interactive proaptlng-type preprocessor is available.
Output: Deflection, slope, bending moment, and «hear force are output for
atatlc and steady-state analyses, the critical load and mode shape for
etablllty, the natural frequencies and mode shapes for transverse
vibration. Line printer plot of aode shapes is available.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: CDC 6000 Seriea, UNIVAC 1108, IBM 370, PDF 10, Data General,
Honeywell.
Usage: Technical manual is avullaul«.
Developers: P. Y, Chang
H. D. Pilkey
Dept. of Engr. Sei. & Syatems
University of Virginia
Thornton Hall
Charlottesvllie, Virginia 22901
(804) 924-3291
Availability: Purchase for $150 ttoms
Structural Members Ussre Group, Ltd.
P.O. Box 3958
University of Virginia Station
CharlottesvlUe, Virginia 22903
Also, this Is available on cnmmerclal networks. Contact the Structural
Member« Users Group for deteile.
Conaects: Every effort has been made to make the documentation as selfcontained aa poasible. Prograa la very easy to use in a tlas-aharlng
format, but a bit awkward to us* In a batch mode.
Non-Uniform Beam With Attached Maaaas(NUBHAM) [3,4]
Data: Hay 1972.
Capability! Thla program computes upper and lower bounds to banding frequencies and estimates mode shapes of non-unifone beans with alastictlly
attached aaascs. The Raylelgh-Rits procedure la used to obtain the
upper bounds and the mode ehapee; the lower bounda are obtained using
the method of Intermediate probleme. Upper and lower bounds that bracket the true frequencies are found, whereas other methods give estimatee
of the frequencies but do not give error bounds.
Method: Raylelgh-Rltt method, and the method of intermediete problems.
Input: Free-field Input le ueed.
Output: Natural frequencies and mode ehapee.
Language: PL/1
Rerdwara: IBM 360/91 - 250K Storage'
Developer: H. Rubinstein or J. T. Städter
APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
Johns Hopkins University
8621 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
Availability! Available for no coat from developer, Juat eend tape for exchange.
Co—entai The computer program la printed in [3] and (4]. It eonaiata of
roughly 2000 aourca atatemente.

...
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GBRF
Date: June 1965
Capability: This program performs the free vibration, steady state dynamic
and transient response of straight beams, systems of straight beams
elastlcally connected, and systems of beams with attached sprung masses.
The cross section may be plecewlse constant. Inspan supports may be
prescribed. The material must be linear elastic with viscous and structural damping. Loading may be general periodic. For dynamic response
the beams are modeled with lumped masses. Concentrated rotary inertia
and gyroscopic effects may be Included.
Method: The transient dynamics are performed with Fourier analysis. Undamped natural frequencies are found via iterative search. Finite differences are used to generate coefficients for the matrix equations. While
in some cases, such as masses connected by springs, the coefficient matrix generated by GBRF does reduce to the sum of mass, damping, and
stiffness matrices, this is not always true. For example, in the case
of bending vibrations the unknown variable bending moment appears in a
vector on the left side of the matrix equation rather than in the force
vector on the right side. This results from the form of the difference
equationa which are derived in the analysis.
Limitations; The total number of beam masses (or section, since masses are
concentrated at the centers of respective sections) is •srtually limited
only by available computer core. The degrees of freedom *t each mass
are deflection, bending moment, and angle of twist about the beam axis
depending upon the application. For example the degree at freedom for
purely longitudinal or torsional vibration is deflecting; for bonding
or whirling vibrations, the degrees of freedom are (inflection and bending moment; for bending coupled with torsion the degrees of freedom sre
deflection, bending moment and twisting angle. The total degrees of
freedom are tharofor equal to tha number of masses times an appropriate
multiplier aa determined per application.
Input: The input consists of the mass-elastic parameters for the beams subdivided into intervals for finite differencing of tha differential
equations - i.e., masses of beam sections, bending rigidities (ix/El),
shear rigidities (As/KAG), rotatory inertias (Tut Ax), etc.
Output: Output consists of the response vectors for farced frequency vibration« or critical whirling fraquencies, or natural (undamped) frequencies.
The response vector consists of the deflection (longitudinal or pure
torsional vibrations), or deflection and bending moment (banding vibrations), or deflection, bending moment and angla of twist (couplad banding and torsion), or deflection and moment in the two perpendicular
planes of vibrations into which whirling vibration is resolved. See (S,
6,7,8,9,101.
A complete description of the input and output is covered in the
documentation in addition to that already noted under that heading
"Consent«."
Note that CHRP la a unified version of General Banding Reeponse Codas
-1, -2, -3 with the added capability for general periodic forced response.
Language; Primarily FORTRAK with some COMPASS in the CDC version.
Hardware: Older versions of the modules of CBRP (CBRC 1,-2, -3) are available on IBM and UNIVAC machines. The current version is available only
on CDC machines st NSROC at the present.
Usege: Program is oparational.
Developer! Dr. Elisabeth Cuthlll & Mr. Francis Henderson
Navel Ship Research & Development Center
Bethesda, Maryland 20034
Availability! Available from developer to all but foreign commercial firms.
Comments: Plotting capability is available for on SC 4020. Documentation
la in the form of NSROC Reports (8, 9, 10].

;
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0B8V [11, 12. 13]
Date: December 1974.
Capability: Thl» program la daalgnad for the optlmlcatlon of baaaa for atablllty and vibration. Tha baaa may have an alaatlc foundation. In-apan
support* ara permitted and tha beam muat be straight. Croaa aactlona
can be plecewlaa constant. Natural frequencies ara computed by Iterative
eaarch.
Method: Tha finite element displacement method la used for tha analysis.
Limitations. Unstable for higher frequencies. A maximum nf 128 degreea of
freedom are permitted.
Input: The beam croae aection and other geometry must be input. Type of
analysis and support condition muat also be apacified.
Output: Buckling load or natural fraquanciea.
Language: IBM 370/166, UNIVAC 1108.
Usage: In use at two institutions.
Developer: Mancher P. Kämet
230 Horria Hall, VPI & SU
Blackaburg, Va. 24061
Availability: Available from developer for $250. A revised version became
available September 1973.
Comments: The program also determines:
1. The distribution of material of a given volume ao as to maximise the
buckling load or tha fundamental frequency of vibration aubject to an
inequality conatraint A(x) 2 Amin2. Frequency eloaaat in abaolute modulua to any input frequency.
3. A large number of croaa-aectional shapee can be described by relationa
of the form I(x) • p[A(x)ln «hare n la any real positive number.
DAJJAXX4 [14]
Date: Developed March 1968.
Capability: This program calculataathe time history of the reeponee of a beam
to applied force pulaae and applied torque puleea. Tha beam la represented by a lumped parameter system which ie eaaentlally equivalent to a
finite difference epproximation of the governing equationa. In addition
to aolving the general caae of coupled banding and torsion, tha program
can be used for uncoupled banding and toraion, for torsion alone, or for
banding alone. Bilinear external aprlnga may be inserted between the benm
and ground. The program allow* any combination of hinged, clamped, free
or guided flexural boundary condltlona. The applied forces and torquae
are functions of time. The program provides for Inelastic behavior by
aesumlng that both the moment curvature and Che torque angle of twist relationa are of tha bilinear type with hyateretic recovery. Shear and rotary
inertia are neglected, and no damping la Included. The reaponae is dater»
mined by a step-by-step integration of the equations of motion using the
linear acceleration method.
Method) Pinita dlffereneea with numerical integretlon using tha linear acceleration method.
Input) Beam element bilinear moment-curvature and torqua-twiat relationa plus
the element length, maas and radlua of gyration normal to the beam axla.
Applied forcaa and torque» ara defined aa trillneat pulaae at each node.
Baaa initial condlton*, boundary condltlona and Integration time conatanta
are alao required.
Output; Time history of the reaponae.
Language: TORTRAH IV.
Hardware; CDC 6600
Developer; T. ft. Jackaon, Manager
Computer Laboratory
Soutfawaat Rcaeerch Inatltute
8500 Culebra Road
F. 0. Drawn 28510
San Antonio, Texaa 78284

■
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Availability;

For aala fro« davalopar for a nominal handling charga.
DAMAXXO [14]

Data; Davalopad March 1968,
Capability; Tha program ealculatas tha fraquanclaa and alganvactora of a beam
with luapad aaaaaa. Rotary Inertia «ay ba Included. Tha prograa nay alao
be uaad to calculate the reaponee due to atatlc loada. The bean la aubdlvlded Into aegnenta, within each aagwint tha banding atiffneaa El la
conatant. The prograa allowa the uaar to include effacta of both linear
and rotational external elaatle aprlnga at one or aore jolnti.
Method; The prograa uaaa a atiffneaa aatrlx aethod of analyala.
Input; Elaaant Identification, bending atiffneaa and Inertlaa plus atatlc loada
and external aprlng atiffneaa.
Output; Frequanclea and aode ahapea.
Language; FORTRAN IV
Hardware; CDC 6600
Developer; T. R. Jackaon, Manager
Coaputer Laboratory
Southwest Reaearch Inatltute
8500 Culabra Road
F. 0. Drawer 28S10
San Antonio, Texas 78284
Availability: For aala froa developer for a noalnal handling charge.

MM»
Date; Unknown.
Capability: Thle prograa dateralnee the dynaalc reaponee of a aultl-degree of
freedon ayatea.
Method: The neraal aode aethod of analyala la uaad to determine the reaponee
of a beaa aodaled aa a ayatea of lumped massea connected by linear flexible alaaanta.
Input; Either tha flexibility aatrlx or the equivalent alaple beaa geometry
aay be epcclfled. The excitation function can be In the form of conatant
atartlng velocity, velocity or acceleration epectrua.
Output: The model frequanclea and associated aode ehapec arc output. Forces
and deflectlona of each aaaa point and tha forcaa on the connecting eleaent are alao printed.
Unguage: FORTRAN IV.
Developer: Westlnghouae Electric Corporation
Advanced Systems Technology
700 Braddock Avenue
PHtaburgh, Penna. 15112
Availability: Contact developer regarding availability.
TIM0SH
Data; Davalopad 1974.
Capability; Thia prograa perform« the stability, free vibration, and ataadyatate dynaalc analyala of a Tiaoshanko beam. Tha beaa creaa section auat
be piecewiaa conatant. Any type of boundary condltlona are permitted.
Rigid inapan supports aay ba Included.
Method: The finite aleaent displacaaent aethod with contlnuoualy distributed
aaaa la uaad.
Limltatlona: Unknown.
Input; Beaa geometrical and phyaical propertlea auat ba input.
Output: Node ahapea, critical loada, natural fraquanclaa and nodal forcaa
and dlaplacaaanta are output.
Unguage: FORTRAN IV.
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Hardware: IBM and CDC aachlnea.
Developer: Di. Franklin T. Chang
Civil Engineering Dapt.
University of Mlaaourl - Rolla
Rolla, Mlaaourl 65401
Availability; Prograa available froa developer.
FAMSUB [15]
Data: March IS, 1971.
Capability: Thla prograa dataralnaa the tranavaraa natural frequencies and
mode ahapaa of uniform baau aubjacted to any of tha following boundary
conditions: simply supported, cantilever, simply aupported-frec, simply
aupportad-damped, free-free, and claapad-claapad. Frequencies and mode
shapes of thaaa beams ara obtained by finding tha roota of tha frequency
function for any of tha above boundary condltlona, putting tha valuaa
of tha fraquanclea Into tha corraapondlng modal equation, and calculating the relative dlaplacaaanta of evenly placed points along
the axle of tha beam. Tha frequency functlona and modal equations ara
derived from the Tlaoahanko theory of the tranavaraa vibrations of uniform baaaa. Tha Tlaoahanko theory accounta for tha affacts due to bending, rotary Inertia, and ahear flexibility. Provlelons ara made for
delating certain terms from the frequency and modal equations ao that
other caaea accounting for banding only, bending and rotary inertia,
or banding and shear flexibility cen alao be conaldered.
Method: Roota of frequency function.
Limitations: No Inspan supports are allowed.
Input; Type of beam, aatarlel iropertles, croaa-aactlonal properties are
Input.
Output: Frequencies and mode shapes ara output.
Langurge: FORTRAN IV.
Hardware; IBM 7094/7044
Developer: NASA, Goddard
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Availability: Batch program la available for $275 fro« COSMIC, Prog. «G8C-X)429.
Barrow Ball
University of Georgia
Athena, Georgia 30(01
Coaaents: Appears to be a fairly speclallced alaple prograa.
Critical Spaed and Natural Frequenclea
Data: Developed February 4, 1965.
Capability: Tha purpose of this prograa la to coapute tha critical frequency
of a rotating shaft with rotary Inertia and ahear effect and tha lateral
frequency of a beam vibrating in plan« aotlon. Tha analysis is Identical
in both caaaa. The shaft or beam ia divided into aa arbitrary number of
aectlona. Each section la selected so that there ia a linear relation
between tha paraaetera (deflection, elope, aoaant, shear) at the two ends
of each section. The paraaetera of two adjacent aectlona are also connected by a linear relation. This leads to a reduced transfer aatrlx
froa which the critical apasd or lateral frequencies srs obtained.
Method: Tranafar aatricaa.
Input: Geoaetrlcal and mechanical properties of the «haft must be provided.
Output: Nstural frequency end determinate are printed.
Language: FORTRAN IV.
Hardware: IBM 7094.
Developer: Aerojet-General Corp.
P. 0. Box 15S47
Sacramento, California
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Availability: Batch prograa la avallabla for $275 from:
COSMIC, Prog. INUC-10090
Barrow Hall
Unlvaralty of Caorgla
Athens, Caorgla 30601
Conaenta: This appaara to ba a fairly apaclalltad slnpla prograa.
Critical Spaada
Data: Developed Daceaber 1965.
Capability: The purpoaa of thla prograa la to datamlna the critical apaada
or tha lataral vlbratlona of unlfora or nonunlfora contlnuoua ahafta
with any nuaber of aupporta. Tha baaa la rapraaantad by a ayataa of
luapad parameters In aatrls fora using tha tranafar aatrlx aathod. Tha
condltlona at one and of tha baaa ara ralatad to thoaa at tha other and.
Tha aaaa of aach ahaft la aaauaad to ba concantratad at tha alddle with
or without a aprlng aupport. Tha deflection, alope, aoaant, and ahaar
of tha laft and ara expreaaed In taraa of thoaa at tha right and In
aatrlx fora. Basad on static and dynaale cqulllbrlua condition^ slallar
aatrlcaa can ba put together according to the structural ayataa and
ara reduced one by one to a single four-by-four aatrlx. Equating tha
detaralnant to saro yields the desired lataral fraquanclaa or critical
speed of tha ayataa.
Method: Tranafar aatrlcaa.
Input: Ccoawtry and phyalcal properties of baaa, boundary condition, and
Initial frequency gueaa ara Input.
Output: Natural fraquanclaa and aode ahapaa.
Unguaga: FORTRAN IV.
Hardware: IBM 7094.
Developer: Aotojat-Ganaral Corp.
P. 0. Box 1S847
Sacraaanto, California
Availability: Batch prograa la avallabla for $275 froa:
COSMIC, Prog. »NUC-10091
Barrow Hall
Unlvaralty of Caorgla
Athena. Georgia 30601
DEPR0SS1 [16]
Data: Developed August 1965.
Capabilityi Thla prograa calculates tha dynaale elajtlc-plaatlc response of
beaaa that are aubjactad to an Initial liipulslve loading. Baaaa ara
rapraaantad aa discrete aaaa asseablages, and they can ba alaply supported or claaped. Beaa eroaa sections auat be rectangular and unlfora.
Method: Finite differences ara used for tha analyale.
Llaltatlona: Mo Inapan aupporta. Cross sactlona auat be rectangular.
Input; Unknown.
Output: Unknown.
Unguaga i FORTRAN IV
Hardware: IBM Machines.
Developer: Hans A. Balaar
Dapt. of Aeronautics asd Aatronautlca
M. I. T.
Caabrldge, Mass. 02139
Availability; For sale for noalnal charge froa:
T. R. Jackaon, Manager
Coaputar Laboratory
Southwaet Reeearch Inat.
8500 Culelra load
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P. 0. Drawer 28510
San Antonio, Tex«

78284

Response of a Simply Supported Baa» (GOtDl)
Data: Unknown.
Capability; An approach la presented by which the dlsplacenant, velocity!
and acceleration history at points along a nonunlfom slorply aupportad
baaa with tlae dependent boundary conditions aay be detcmlned. Excitation of the atructura Is In the fom of velocity histories at the
two supports. Theee velocity histories at the two supports ate not
required to be Identical.
Method: The stiffness nethod Is used to fonulate the finite element problem.
Output: Displacements, velocity, and accelerations are output.
Language: FORTRAN IV.
Bardware: IBM 1130 - 5K of storage.
Developert Jackie Potts
Naval Ship Research and Development Canter
Bethesda, Maryland
Availability: Available only to qualified Individuals.
Tranaverse Modal Data of Nonunlform Beama [17]
Date: Developed September 1967,
Capability: Thla program calculates the transverse natural frequencies of
free-free discontinuous nonunlform beamlike atructures including the
secondary effecte of rotary Inertia and shear deformation. In addition,
mode shapes, cross-sectional rotations, momenta, ahear and their first
derivativen can be calculated. Total mass, canter of gravity, moments
of Inertia about the center of gravity and about the end of the beam,
and generalised mass may also be calculated. A method la alao presented for using this program for boundary conditions other than freefree, and the elimination of secondary Influencea from the solutions.
Method; Recurrence solution.
Output: Natural frsquencies and mode shapes are output. Alao mass quantities
and cross-sectional properties are output.
Language; FORTRAN IV.
Hardwarei IBM 7094.
Developer; NASA, Goddard
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt. Maryland 20771
Availability; Program may be obtained from developer (program no. G G8F 800018)
or from COSMIC.
Cosmente: Program ia discussed in [17]. The source deck consists of 2260
cards.
Dynamic Reaponse
Data; Developed 1971.
Capability; The program performs the analysis of skewed girder highway brldgea
under static and dynamic leadings.
Method: Both finite element method and finite difference techniques are uaed
for problem aolutlon.
Limitatlone: Specleliied tor bridge structures.
Input; Geometry and physical propertlee are input.
Output: Deflectlone are output.
Leoguage: POMHA« IV.
Hardware; CDC end IBM equipment.
Developer; U. J. 0. ike
McGill University
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Availability:
Conacnta:

Ordar thaala fron:

National Library of Canada
Ottawa, Canada
Author'a Ph.D. Thaala, McClll Unlvaralty, 1971
0HEGA2

Capability: Thla prograa calculataa tha critical apaada and natural baa«
■ode fraquanclaa of variable circular (hollow or aolld) croaa aactlon
ahafta without daaplng. Mode ahapaa are calculated for each frequency.
The prograa aecounta for ahear deflection and rotary Inertia affecta,
the elaatldty of ahaft, and local "hinge" effecta auch aa flexible
(In bending) ahaft couplings or flanged joints, and any number of supports of finite radial and banding (slope) stiffness.
Method: Finite element method.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: Originally written for a Burroughs B-6700 aystea.
Developer; Dr. M. Nolle
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Honaah Unlvaralty
Clayton, Victoria 3168
Auatralla
Availability: Tha program la available eoamerclally, contact the developer.
ISO-DAMAGE
Date: Developed December 1971.
Capability: The programa determines tha lao-damaga curvee for clastic, perfectly plastic alaply aupported baama which are loaded with blast wavea.
Method: A blaat wave la modeled aa a simple exponentially decaying forcing
function. Tha baa* la aaeumed to respond in Its normal modes of vibration during tha elastic phase of the response, and aa a mechanism after
the elastic limit la reached.
Developer: School of Engineering
Air Porca Inatitute of Technology
Wright-Pattareon AFB, Ohio
Availability; Contact developer.
Coaments: Reference report la AD-737 362.
AX BEAM

Data: Developed May 1970.
Capability; There are two programa for the calculation of atatic and dynamic
characteriatica of axial atructures (such as baama). Static deflection
as wall aa natural frequenciea and mode ahapaa are determined. Demping
la alao Included.
Input; Phyalcal and material properties must be Input.
Outvut; Natural fraquanclaa, mode shapes, and atatic deflectiona are output.
Developer; L. Vandan Noortgate
Louvain Unlvaralty
Belgium
Availability: Contact developer for details.
OTNLA» (18)
Date; Developed 1971
Capability: Thla program calculates the large flexural vibratory planar rasponss of thin elastic or viaoaleetic baama. Nonlinear geometric affecta
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■re Included to account for arbitrarily large, contrasted with moderately large, deflections. Presently, the program Is geared to the free vibratory response of cantilever and slmply-tupported beams, however, It
may be conveniently adapted to Include other boundary. Initial and loading conditions.
Method: The analytical basis for the program is the generation of a system
of n nonlinear equations of motion for a lumped parameter beam model in
which elasticity is concentrated at discrete points while mass remains
distributed. Numerical integration is accomplished using the 4th order
Runga-Kutta technique.
Limitations: None.
Input: Beam geometric and material properties, boundary conditions (simply
supported or damped), the number of degrees of freedom desired, the
initial condition» (initial displacement rni velocity values for n elements), the time step size and number of time steps to be executed.
Output: Displacement and velocity of the beam elements as a function of time.
Language: FORTRAN IV - 143 cards.
Hardware WATFOR - 30K
Developer Dr. Milton 0. Crltchfield
Dr. Jack C. Wiley
John Deere & Company
Code 1735
Naval Ship Research and Dev. Center
Technical Center
Betheada, Maryland 20084
3300 River Drive
Molina, Illinois 61265
Availability: Contact developer. The program is available at no cost.
Coanente: Running time is approximately 10 minutes on the above mentioned
hardware for one response cycle of s beam model with 20 degrees of freedom. Developed as Crltchfield'a Ph.D. thesis [18].
A-1437
Date: Developed July 1968.
Capability; This program calculates the natural uncoupled modal data of a nonuniform branched beam in transverse, longitudinal or torsionsl vibration.
The beam may be constrained by an elastic foundation. Secondary effects
of rotary inertia and shear deformation may also be Included.
.lethod: The four first order beam equations are Integrated for transverse
vibrations. The two first order beam equations are Integrated for longitudinal or torslonal vibrations.
Limitations: Each and of the beam or branch may be free, fixed or partially
constrained with respect to the ground or to the main member.
Input: Input conalata of necesaary physical characteristics of the atructure
and definition of boundary constraints.
Output: Natural frequencies, mode shapes, mode slopes, modal forces and
momenta, and generalised mass.
Unguage: FORTRAN IV.
Hardware: CDC 6000 aarlaa equipment.
Usaget Used primarily to calculate the modal characteristics of missiles and
launch vehicles.
Developer: H. A. S. A.

Langley Reeearch Center
Hampton, Va. 23665
Availability: Contact Robert B. Davis at N. A. 8. A. Langley (Mall Stop 317)
regarding availability.
Natural Frequencies
Date: Developed 1972.
Capability; Given information about beam loading, moment of Inertia, and
modulus of elaaticity, the program calculates the eimple beam deflection
for each individual load and determines the natural beam frequency from
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thai« dcfltctlom. Bean« of any typ« material aay ba analyzad by tha
Input of propar material propertlea, Thla program will calculate t.ie
natural bean fraquancy for alopla beau only. Input load* are Halted
to dead loads attarhad to the bean.
Method: See coaacnts lialo«.
Input: Loading, moaent of Inertia, and aodulua of elasticity are Input.
Output: Natural frcquenclea and deflections.
Language: FORTKAM IV-G compiler.
Hardware: IBM 360 OS.
Developer: Bill Fraiura (713) 623-3011
Do« Engineering Co.
3636 Richmond Avenue
Houeton, Texas 77027
Availability: Batch program la available for $350 from developer.
Conaenta: Method of analysis la baaed on "Vibration Analyala for Structural
Floor Systeas," by Lawrence R. Burkhardt, ASCE, October, 1961.
Rotating, Twisted Baaa
Date: Developed 1972.
Capability: Thla program determines tha natural frequencies and normal modes
of a lumped parameter model of a rotating, twiated beam, with nonunlform
mass and elastic propertlea. The end of the beam near the center of rotation aay have one of four typee of boundary conditions which are common
to helicopter rotor ay stems; tha outboard and has aero foreea and momenta,
i.e., free boundary conditions. Sis typaa of motion coupling aay be modeled: fully coupled torstonal-flatwiae-adgewisa motion; partially coupled
toraional-flatwiaa Motion or flatwlsc-edgewlse motion; and uncoupled torsional motion, flatwise motion, or adgawiaa motion. Three frequency
search aethods have been Implemented including an automated search technique which allowa tha program to find up to fifteen lowcat natural frequencies without the necessity for Input estimates of these frequencies
by the user.
Method: A modified transfer matrix technique Is applied to a lumped parameter
modal and iterativ« procedures utilized to obtain the roots of the final
governing matrix representing tha system.
Input! Unknown.
Output! Natural frequencies and normal modes, also the modee shapea corresponding to a generallxed mass of unity for uae in a blada loaa type of
analyala.
Language: FORTRAN IV.
Hardware! CDC 6000 series.
Developer: Rochester Applied Science Assoc, Inc.
140 Allans Creek U.
Rochester, Raw Tork 14616
Availability! Batch program la available for $350 from
COSMIC: Program #LAI-11461
Barrow Hall
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30601
Coamantst Input doea not require a fraquancy estimate for natural frequencies.
Sac NASA-CR-U2071 for program daacriptlon.
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CONCLUSION
Table 1 contains summaries of the capabilities of several beam programs. It
should provide a quick reference and comparison of program capabilities. Several programs included in the program description section were not included in
the table because too little Information was available regarding their capabilities.
Many of the programs mentioned are very poorly documented for easy usage.
The single most Important feature that should be considered in software selection, other than technical capability, should be the ease of use of the
software. If the input is ambiguous or difficult to prepare, many valuable
engineer man-hours are wasted. Programs of this type have a questionable usefulness to a practicing engineer.
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Piping Systems
C. Visser and A. J. Moinar
WtttinghouMt Research Laboralories

INTRODUCTION
The demand for dynamic analysis of piping systems Is Increasing, especially
in the nuclear power Industry where great emphasis Is placed on safety. Both
government and private agencies are generating specifications for the testing
and structural analysis of components and structures. Seismic disturbances
and hypothetical accidents such as Instantaneous pipe breaks are a few of the
conditions which must be dynamically analyzed. These types of analyses
Involve strong ground motions for seismic analysis and large transient
forces and displacements in the case of pipe breaks. As a result demands
for the more difficult large deformation, large strain, elastic-plastic and
fluid-structure interaction analyses are becoming more common.
The assumptions used in the analysis of piping involve the deformations
and strain distributions in pipes, bends (elbows), and tees. These components
can also have flanges and reinforcements which will affect the deformations
and strain distributions. The assumptions commonly used for straight pipes
are those used in the various beam theories. A rigorous analysis of bends
and tees can only be obtained using shell or three-dimensional theory.
With the present state of the art a dynamic analysis of shell or three
dimensional structural models is very costly. Additional assumptions are,
therefore, used for bends and tees in order to reduce the three-dimensional
problem to a reasonable sise.
Ir. is the purpose of this chapter to present a survey of the uooiputer
prograna which are applicable for the shock and vibration analysis of piping
systems. Efforts are made to identify the methods on which the majority of
computer programs for piping analysis are based. Including elastic-plastic
behavior and large deformations and strains. The discussion of these methods
is limited to finite element techniques and the finite elements used for
piping analysis are briefly described. The desirable features for efficient
and economical analysis of piping systems arc briefly reviewed followed by a
description of computer programs currently available for piping analysis.
Information about the computer programs was obtained from the authors' own
knowledge of some of the prograaa and from responses to detailed questionnaires by users and developers. Only the more important aspects of widely
available programs will be sunnarlzed to avoid the uae of large detailed
tables. Available addresses and phone numbers for both proprietary and nonproprietary dynamic piping program developers who responded are also given.
NOMENCLATURE

V'2
[C]

[51
tcc)

Scalars multiplying mass and stiffness matrices respectively
for defining proportional damping matrix
Viscous damping matrix
Uncoupled modal damping matrix
Condensed damping matrix
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Id)
[Eel
(Epl
(fc)
{£•1)
(f(t)}
[K]

[Kcl
kl

IM1
[Mel

mi
H
[PI
(q)

s.
Sd
(u)
{a.)

(in)

tttn)

{ut}
(ui)
{u2)
8
(AE)

(iE.)
(Ätp)
(Afp.)
At
Ao

e

H.Ml2
Ci

{♦1
Ul)

Cenerallicd modal draping coefficient for 1th
mode
Nodal earthquake direction vector
Array of elastic coefficienta relating incremental
elaatlc »trains and stresses
Array of coefficients relating Incremental plastic
■train« and stresses
Condensed nodal force vector
Element forces of 1th element
Applied nodal force vector
System stiffness matrix
Condensed stlffnsss matrix
Generalized stiffness for the 1th mode
System mass matrix
Condensed mass matrix
Generalized mass of the 1th mode
Total number of degrees of freedom In the system
Plastic matrix for defining incremental pseudoforces from Incremental plastic strains
Vector of normal coordinates
Normal coordinate of the ith mods
Spectral value of acceleration or pseudo acceleration
Spectral value of displacement or pseudo displacement
Spectral value of velocity or pseudo velocity
Transfer matrix
Nodal dlsplacsnent vector of the total system
Nodal accalerctlon vector with respect to a fixed
coordinate system
Nodal acceleration vector of ground or baas
Earthquake ground acceleration
Displacement vector at n&t
Velocity vector at nAt
Acceleration vector at nAt
Relative acceleration vector
Vactor of retained nodal displacements
Vector of eliminated nodal displacements
Constant used in Newmark's 8-method
Vector of Incremental strains
Vector of incremental elaatlc strains
Vector of Incremental plastic strains
Incremental pseudo-force vector calculated from the
incremental plestic strains
Intetvel of time integretion
Incremental stress vector
Conatant used in Wilson's e-msthod
Eigenvalue or square of the natural frequency
Modal damping ratio of the ith mode
Modal matrix
Eigenvector or ith mode ehepe
Natural frequency of the ith mode
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Host of the computer programs for the dynamic analysis of piping systems ars
based on the finite element method. The following brief discussion of the
theory used in the development of dynamic piping programs is, therefore,
restricted to finite element formulation«.
The governing equations of motion for a finite element model can be
expressed in matrix form [1] by
[M] (U) + 1C] {&) + (Kl (u) - {f(t))

(1)
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where [M] la the neat matrix, [C] la the vlacoua damping matrix, (K) is the
atlffneaa matrix, (u) la the nodal dlaplaccment vector, and (f(t)) is the
applied nodal force vector.
In many finite element prograaa two typea of mass matrices, limped and
conslatent, are available. Lumped mass matrices are based on the assumption
that the mass of the structure is concentrated at those nodal points at which
the tranalatlonal degrees of freedom are defined. The lumped mass matrix is
diagonal and the mass corresponding to a rotational degree of freedom is zero.
Consistent mass matrices [2] are evaluated by a procedure which is similar to
that used in the formulation of the stiffness matrix. The consistent mass
matrix is symmetrical but non-diagonal and has non-zero terms associated with
the rotational degrees of freedom.
The damping characteristics of a atructure are generally more difficult
to determine than Ita mass or stiffness. In most practical dynamic analyses
damping la assumed to be viscous as In Eq. (1) since this leads to the most
convenient mathematical form of the equations of notion.
The stiffness matrix [K] can have different forms depending on the type
of analysis to be performed. For elastic analysis [K] is symmetric and
generally aparse, additional tan» occur If the atructure la prestressed and
the Initial streaaaa must be taken into account. Depending on the method
uaed in elastic-plastic analyais the atlffneaa matrix can have additional
terme due to plasticity, thla will be discussed below. Large deformations
and strains also require modifications in the stiffness matrix.
Linear Analysis
In the email deformation analysis of elestlc atructures, the [M], [C],
and [K] matrices of Eq. (1) are symmetric and generally sparse. These properties can be uaed to advantage in computer prograaa to reduce storage requirements. For large atructures, however, long computing times are required for
solving dynamic problems. This has led to the development of condensation
methods to reduce the dynamic degreea of freedom of a model. Two condensation
methods are used. 1) Static condensation eliminates from the stiffness matrix
the unwanted dagraaa of freedom aasoclated with aero mess. The method assumes
that no damping la aaaociated with those degreea of freedom which have zero
mass. 2) Guyan reduction [3] Is a more general method of condensation and
will be discussed below in somewhat greater detail. The equation of motion
(1) can be written in partitioned form

^11^12

MTM"

c ^c

(2)

*12|*22 .

where (ui) repraeents the vector of nodal displacements which are to be
retained and {^ la the corresponding vector of displacements which are to be
eliminated from the ayetem of aquatlona. The auparacript T danotea the transpose of a vector or matrix. Guyan reduction assumes that Eq. (2) is to be
solved subject to the constraint

tua) - -Uj,]'1 IK121T (uj) - IH121 {u^

(3>

where the aupersctipt -1 denotes the Inverse of a square matrix.
in the following reduced aet of equations
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tMc] (ttj) + [Ccl {<xx) + [Kc] C^) - {£c}

(4)

T T
T
[Mcl - [M11 + M12 H12 + H12 M12 + H12 M22 H12]

where

^c1 •

lC

ll

+ C

IKC1 - tKu +

12 ht

Kx2

+ H

U C12

+

«XZ C22 "W*

H12]

{£c} - (f^t)) + [H12]T {£2(t)}
Condeneation method» generally work wall for practical problam* provided
the larger maasea are Included In the reduced model and the retained degrees
of freedom are uniformly distributed.
Two methods are used In the transient analysis of structural systems,
namely, 1) direct integration and, 2) mode superposition. Condensation of the
dynamic degrees of freedom csn be used with both methods.
Direct Integration Methods
Direct integrstion method» are based on etep-by-step integration of the
coupled equations of motion represented by Eqs. (1) or (4). These methods
generally use difference formulas relating the nodal displacements, velocities,
and accelerations. Two methods are in uee for time integration of dynamic
equations: Implicit Integration end explicit integration. The following
discussion will be restricted to finite element programs, which most commonly
use Implicit integration. Several time integration frrnulas [4] sre available, such a« Hewmark's B-method [5], Wilson's e-method [61, and Houbolt's
msthod [7].
Hewmark's B-method is used in several large general purpose computer
codes and will be briefly discussed below.
The application of the Newmark B-method in finite element programs usually
takes the form dascribsd by Chan, et al. [8]. In Hewmark's method the velocity
and displacement vectors st time t.n+x •re axpressad by

W ■ t4>B + f <V+ f{vi>

{

(5)
{u

}

n+l " W*

+ At {i }

n *

a 8)

"

^ ^n*

+ B

{

}

"* Vl

where (un). ("n). and (UQ) ere respectively the nodal displacement, velocity,
and acceleration vectors st the end of the nth time interval, At Is the time
interval, and B Is s psrsmater. The value of B csn vary and affects the stability of the stap-by-etep integration.
Combining Eq. (1) at times tn-1 ■ (n-1) At, tn - n At, and t,^ » (iri-1) At
with Eq. (5) the following equation is derived [8]
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1

(6)

] Vx

Equation (6) is a set of simultaneous equations that la equivalent to the
simultaneous differential aquations of motion represented by Eq. (1). Once
the displacement vectors are known the velocity and acceleration vectors can
be obtained from Eqs. (S). The direct method Is particularly useful when nonlinear material behavior and large deformations and strains must be taken Into
account.
Node Superposition
In mode superposition the physical dccrtaB of freedom of the structural model
are replaced by Its normal coordinates. In order to accomplish this the
natural frequencies and mod« shapes of the undamped model are first determined.
The eigenvalues Xj. of the equation
(K - XM]

(u) - (0)

(7)

are the squares of the natural frequencies and the corresponding et^eivectors
(*i) represent the mode shapes. Several methods «re used to compui« the
eigenvalues of structural systems, such as Householder's, Glven's, Jseobl's,
Inverse power with shift, etc. [9]. Several of these methods such «s Householder's, Glven's, and Jacobl's will obtain «11 the eigenvalues of the system
and are often used in combination with « condensetion procedure, while other
methods such «s Inverse power with shifts «re suitable to obtain a limited
number of eigenvalues and are.usually employed for problems with a large number of degrees of freedom or where accurate higher frequencies are required.
Another procedure coranonly used to determine the natural frequencies and
mode shapes of so called "chain structures" is the transfer matrix technique
[10] which evolved from methods described by H. Holier and later by M. 0.
Nyklestad. For a pip« element the transfer matrix [Tjj between nodes 1 and j
relates the displacements and forces «t node J to those of node 1

{4M4

(8)

where (uj,) and (uj) are th« generalized nodal displacement vectors for nodes 1
end j respectively «nd {f«l) and (f«j) «re the nodal force vectors of node« 1
and J respectively. Successive multiplication of the transfer matrix for each
element until «11 elements «re Included yield«, for th« entire structure.

[«^■«.'-"."'.'jji-]
where the subscript o denote« th« first nod«, and m denotes th« l««t nod«

(9)
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of the System.
Appilcetlon of the boundary conditions to Eq. (9) leads to u polynonlel
or transcendental expression from which the natural frequencies, u., can be
obtained. Repeated application of Eq. (9) 1 ■ 1, 2... etc. with u • u^ yields
the mode shapes and nodal forces for m nodes.
Transfer matrix techniques are beat suited to "chain structures" with «
limited number of branches,thus they are generally applicable to piping system
analysis.
Once the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system are known the equation» of motion can be uncoupled. For this purpose the mode shape matrix

!♦] -

(10)

»♦j) {♦2)---{»B})

Is formed, where the Ui), 1 ■ 1, 2, -- a, a^-e the eigenvectors corresponding
to the eigenvalues Aj.
In many casea the number of modes m retained in Eq. (10) la considerably
smaller than ths number of degrees of freedom N In the system. The matrix
[♦J Is generally an Nxo matrix with m £ N. In mode superposition the following transformation Is introduced
(u) ■ [♦] {q}

(U)

where {q} Is a vector of m generalised displacements called the normal
coordinates. When Eq. (11) Is substituted Into Eqs. (1) or (4) the following
equations are obtained

[fl] (IJ) ♦ 12] {\) + IR] (q) - (I(t)}

(12)

ISJ- W1 IM1 [♦]

where

15] - I.]1 IC] [♦1
1
IK]- m (KJ {♦I
(Kt) i - I*JT
Due to the orthogonality of
diagonal. In practical problem*
an assumption which can be shown
to the mass and/or the stiffness

(13)

[f(t))

the eigenvector« the matrices [M] and [Z] ars
It Is usually assumed that [C] Is also diagonal,
to hold If tba damping matrix la proportional
matrix1, that Is,

IC] - a^Mj * a2IK]

(1*)

In this case, Eq. (12) may be written as m uncoupled equations

'More general combination«.' of (M) and IK] exist which will yield a
diagonal matrix [CJ.
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«i ■ T^
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"

1,2,

' "

(15)

Is the damping ratio

la the natural frequency

and

The solution of Eq. (IS) will yield the normal coordinates and the
physical displacements {u), velocities (ü)» and accelerations (U) can be found
using the transformation of Eq, (11).
In cases where the dynamic response can be represented by a limited number of nodes, the mode auperposlton method Is clearly economical. This depends
on the frequency content of the loading and the dynamic characteristics of the
structure. In general the largest computational effort is required to determine the eigenvalues of the system.
Nonlinear Analysis
There are several nonlinear types of analysis In use for piping systems, such
as nonlinear material behavior, large deformations and strains, and contact
problems involving saps (bumpers) and friction. Two methods are used to deal
with nonlinearities; the variable stiffness method In which the stiffness of the
the structural model Is continually modified to take the nonlinear effects
into account, and the pseudo-force or constant stiffness method in which the
nonlinear effects are treated as pseudo-forces.
Nonlinear dynamic analysts Is usually based on the direct integration
method. The mode superposition method is, to our knowledge, only used in contact problems by treating the nonlinear contact and friction farces as pseudoforces .
To explain the two methods, consider a contact problem that often occurs
In piping systems, namely when bumpers are used. In such problems, the computer
program will monitor the displacements of the nodal points st the bumper. When
the displacements indicate that the initial gap between the nodal points at the
bumper has disappeared, a fictitious stiff spring is Inserted between the nodes.
In the pseudo-force method, the overlap of the nodes at the bumper is used to
compute the pseudo-force required to decrease the overlap. In the variable
stiffness method, ths spring stiffness Is added to the total stiffness matrix
of the structural model, and the computations are continued with the new stiffness matrix. When ths displacements of ths nodes at the bumper indicate that
the gap is opening up, the spring stiffness Is set to sero. In the pseudoforce method, this will remove the pseudo-force from the right hsnd side of the
equations, while in the variable stiffness method, the spring stiffness is
removed from the total stiffness matrix. Friction Is usually treated by means
of the pseudo-force method. The pseudo-t'orce method allows the use of modal
superposition sines with this method the nonllnearittes appear on the right
aide of the equations of motion.
Elastic-plastic procedures in finlts element computer programs are based
on a yield condition, a flow rule, and a hardening rule. The most commonly
used procedures Include the yield condition of Von Hises snd the assoclatad
flow rule, the Prandtl-Reuss equations. Several hardening rulea have been
developed [11], however, Isotropie hardening and kinematic hardening are the
rules used most in finite element progrsms. For dynamic analysis the deformation theory of plasticity is not applicable and the Incremental theory must
be used. In this theory the Increments of strain are separated into elastic
snd plastic parts
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(Ae) - {äC^) + (Ac )
where

(Ac)
(Aee)
lAcp)

(16)

Is the vector of Incremental atrelns,
is the vector of the eleetlc part of {AE}, and
1« the vector of the plaatlc part of {Ac).

For conatant temperatures the Prandtl-Reuaa equations (or other suitable
flow n'le) combined with the hardening rule will yield an expression between
the incremental plastic strain and incremental stress
(Ac ) - IEJ (Ao)
P
P

(17)

where [Ep] is the material matrix which is baaed on the current atate of stress
and hardening of the material.
For Isothermal conditions, generalized Hooke's Law gives a relationship
between the incremental elastic strains and atresaes
(Ac } - [E ] (Ao)
a
a

(18)

where [Ee] is an array of the elastic coefficients.
Combining Eqa. (17) and (18) with Eq. (16) gives a relation between the
Increments of etress and atrain.
(Ac)

[E# + E ) (Ao) - (E

] (Ao)

(19)

In the variable stiffness method (in elastic-plastic analysis also
referred to aa the tangent modulus method), the element stiffness matrices are
formed using [Eep]"l for each new increment of loading, and thus depend on the
state of stress and hardening at the beginning of each increment.
In the pseudo-force method the elastic stiffness matrices are formed
using Eq. (18). The pseudo-force vectors can be obtained by two methods:
the initial attain method [12] which uses the known incremental plaatlc
atralna at the end of the previous Increment, and the initial streaa method
[13] which uaea the known Incremental stresses at the end of the previous
Increment.
For a constant strain element the Incremental peeudo-force vector baaed
on the Initial strains la given by

tA

V

(PI {Acp)

(20)

where the plaatlc matrix [F] is formed using the Incremental stress-plastic
strain relation of Eq. (17), and (Acp) is the vector of known plaatlc strains'.
If the atralna are varying on the element, the element pseudo-force vector is
obtained by numerical Integration.
By combining Eq. (20) with Eq. (17) the element pseudo-force vector is
obtained In terms of the known Initial streaaes
Uf

ps

} - [PI [El (Ao)
p

(21)

The total pseudo-force vector is obtained by adding the contributions of
all elements. The paeudo-foree method has the advantage that the stiffness

i'ifiMi srsrem
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matrix «Cays constant. However, the pseudo-force method can lead to considerable deviation or drift from the straas-atratn curve. This can be Improved by
taking small Increments or by Iteration during an Increment to Improve the
pseudo-force vector. The Influence of temperature on the material properties,
such as the modulus of elasticity and yield stress, can also be taken Into
account In elastic-plastic analysis and has been Incorporated Into several
computer codes. For dynamic analysis the strain rate effects may Influence
the results both In elastic and elastic-plastic analysis. These effects have
not been Incorporated In most computer programs.
The dynamic analysis of piping systems with large deformations and strains
is feasible with a number of currently available computer programs. As In
elastic-plastic analysis, the equations are linearized and the solution la
obtained by an Incremental procedure [14], which can be conveniently combined
with the step-by-atep time Integration for dynamic analyals.
Two methods are In use for Incremental large deformation and strain
analysis; the reference configuration is the undeformed configuration of
the structure (Lagrangian formulation), and the deformed configuration at
the end of .he previous Increment is the reference configuration (Eulerian
formulation) [IS]. In the flnl.e element method both methods lead to additional
terms in the stiffness matrix. For example, in the Lagrangian formulation
[16,17] at leaat two additional stiffness matrices must be formed and added to
the usual stiffness matrix used in small deformation analysis: 1) the initial
stress stiffneas matrix which takes the effect of the initial atreeaes at the
beginning of the increment Into account, 2) the initial displacement matrix
which represents the Influence on the stiffness of the displacements at the
end of the previous Increment, and 3) the loading matrix la added to the stiffneas matrix if the loading depends on the deformations of the structure. The
load vectors are also changed in these procedures to take the effects of large
deformations Into account.
Considerable experience la required to carry out a dynamic analysis with
plasticity and large deformations. The choice of the time step At in the
direct time integration must be governed not only by the dynamic characteristics of the structure and frequency content of the loed but alao by the magnitude of the Incremental loads,deformations, and the elastic and plastic
strains which will result.
Seismic Analysis
Seismic analysis of structures is concerned with the dynamic response of
structures due to strong ground motions caused by aarthquakee. In finite
element analysis the nodal accelerations are usually expressed aa follows:
(22)

{U ) - (U } + (U >
arg

where ((1«) is the nodal acceleration vector with respect to a fixed coordinate
systea,
(Ug) is the nodal earthquake ground acceleration vector, and
(Ur) is the relative nodal acceleration vector.
Combining Eq. (22) with Eq. (1) gives
[M] {Ur} + [C] {4r} + [K] (ur)

-[M) (in

(23)

The vector on the right hand aide of Eq. (23) represents the known forces
cauaed by the ground motion.
The above formulation has the disadvantage that only one known acceleration, (Ug), can be applied to the structure. In the analysis of piping systems
It is «onetimes desirable to apply two or more known accelerationa to the sys-
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tern. For example, where a piping system Is attached to different points of one
or more structures which are subjected to an earthquake ground acceleration,
the points of attachment will generally have different accelerations. For
those cases, the equations of motions can be expressed In terms of the absolute
displacements, which yields
[M] {ü^) + [C] {u,} + [K] {u^}

[C] {ig} + It] (ug)

(24)

Host of the available computer codes are baaed on the formulation of
Eq. (23). The reaaon for thla la that Eq. (23) Is suitable for moat structures, such as buildings, and la simpler to program then Eq. (2A). In addition, the earthquake motions generally are represented In terms of the ground
accelerations.
In seismic analysis of piping systems two methods are used;
1. transient response, which will obtain the time history of the structural response. This type of analysis can be made by modal superposition or
dlrsct time integration.
2. the response spectrum method which uses the normal modes of the structural model and is, therefore, restricted to linearly elastic behavior.
The first method as it generally applies to transient response analysis
has bean described above.
In the response spectrum method the natural frequenclea and mod« ahapes
of the structural model are flrat determined. Using the mode shapes, the
equations of motions (Eq. (2)) are uncoupled, resulting in m uncoupled equations similar to Eq. (15).
«1
where

+ 2 C

i

u

i *i

+ u

1 ''i

i- (♦.}T [M] (d) Ü

s

(25)

natural
(♦ ) la the eigenvector (mode shape) corresponding to the 1
frequency uj., (iig) - (d) Ug,
(d) is the nodal earthquake direction vector, the components of
which are numbers ranging from sero to one, and
iig
la the earthquake ground acceleration.
The solution of Eq. (25) can be written in terms of the Luhamel Integral

(♦.)T(MHd} f
(T)

exp [-^(t-r)] sin ^(t-r) dt

(26)

~0

where the undamped frequency has been used instead of the damped value [18].
Equation (26) ahows that the response of the i^h normal mode depends on the
natural frequency ui, the damping ratio C^, and the ground acceleration Ug,
The spectral value of the velocity relative to ground la defined by the maximum value of the Integral of Eq. (26), that 1«,

ii (t) exp (-«^(t-x)] sin «^(t-t) dt

(27)
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Th« pieudo valuas of the dliplacamant and acceleration relative to ground
ara daflntd by
S. - — S
d1
v1
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(28)
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A plot of the naxlmum raaponaa (dlaplacanent, velocity! or acceleration) for a
given earthquake ground motion üg and a given damping ratio againat the natural
frequency of vibration tu, la called a raaponaa apectma. k typical example
la shown in Fig. 1.
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The maximum normal coordinate displacement of the l^h mode Is according
to Eqa. (26) and (27) given by

(O [M] (d)
u.1mi

v1

(29)

The maximum values of the physical nodal displacements corresponding to qjl
are obtained from
'

MA

- lh) qj

(30)

An estimate of the maximum response of the structure can be computed by
three methods:
1. The maximum response Is computed as the sum of the absolute values
for all modes of Eq. (30)

(u}|

L l,",'l

(31)

This value Is conservative since the maximum values usually do not occur at
the same time.
2. A better estimate of the maximum response Is given by a root mean
square (RMS) approximation, that Is, the values of the components of (uM,,.are given by

I <-">2

r-1,—.8

(32)

where N Is the number of degrees of freedom In the system. The stresses and
other response values are also obtained by Che RMS approximation procedure.
3. Another method for estimating the maximum response Is called the NRL
sum which was developed by the Haval Reeearch Laboratories. The peak response
at node r la defined by

"rl

(33)

where urjaax.aox l* ^ —«Imum oi the uttaox *o4*l contributions at r and urj
Is excluded fro» the sunmatlon. Ths NRL sum gives results which are less
than the absolute sur of Eq. (31) and greater than the RMS values from
Eq. (32).
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FINITE ELEMENTS FOR FIFING ANALYSIS
The dynamic analyils of piping systems with the finite element method requires
a library of finite elements. The extent of a library varies with the program
but the following elements are conaon to most programs:
1. Straight pipe elements with constant thin walled circular cross
section. The formulation of thess elements is based on beam theory and usually
takes shear deformations into account.
2. Straight tapered pipe elements. These elements have a straight centerline but the radius of the cross-section varies linearly along its length.
The formulation of the stiffness and load vectors are based on beam theory.
3. Beam elements. These elements are usually straight and can have
cross-sections other than those of pipes.
4. Elbow elements. This type of element is essential in most piping
analyses. Host elbow elements available are based on smooth elbows. The
theory for this clement is more difficult than for the other elements. This
is due to the fact that the cross-section of thin walled pipes will deform
due to bending. This makes an elbow more flexible than predicted by beam
theory [19] end also causes ths stresses to be higher than computed by beam
theory. The ANSI Standard Code for Frassure Piping2 gives flexibility and
stress intensification (concentration) factors for smooth and mltered bends.
The flexibility factor is defined as the ratio of angular displacement of a
pipe bend and that of a straight pipe subjected to the same end moment. The
stress intensification factor is dsfinsd as the ratio of maximum stress in a
bend and that in a straight pipe under the same load. The flexibility factor
can be taken into account in the atiffness matrix of the elbow [20]. The
flexibility and stress intensification factors when taken into account in a
piping analysis program give reaaonable results for most linearly elastic
problems. However, the method is unsatisfactory for elastic-plastic and large
deformation analysis. Marcal developed a method based on axisymmetric shell
elements with additional bending and stretching added [21,22]. A good list of
references and several papers dealing with pipe elbows may be found in [23].
5. Tee-elements. Tees with or without reinforcing are used in piping
systems. The ANSI piping code provides flexibility and stress Intensification
factors for sevsral types of tees. Very few computer i -ogroms have suitsbls
elements to handle tees, in most programs they can only ba modeled aa intersecting beams ignoring the added flexibility inherent in a piping tee.
6. Spring elements. These elements are required to model hangers, cable
supports, etc. In the case where no coapressive forces can be eupported by
the structural member a nonlinear spring is required. The analysis will then
also be nonlinear.
7. Gap and friction elements. These elements are needed at locations
where small initial gaps must be modeled for thermal growth and friction where
sliding between the pipe elements and the support structure can occur. Both
contact and friction require nonlinear analysts techniques.
8. Mass elements. These elements are needed to model large masses which
must be taken into account in the analysis.
9. Shell and three-dimensional elements. With the present state of the
art detailed stresses in elbows and tses can only be obtained by carrying out
a ccmplate shell or three-dimensional analysis. Thla Is particularly trus if
elastic-plastic behavior must bs taken into account. This typa of analysis is
usually carried out Independently of the piping analysis.
PIPING ANALYSIS COMPUTER PROGRAMS
A considarable number of computer programs have been developed for piping
analysis. There are essentially two types of programs available, (1) special
z
Tha analysis at nuclear piping system* is governed by the ASME Boiler
end Pressurs Vsssel Code, Section III, Nuclear Power Plant Components.
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program« for piping analysl», and (2) general purpoa« program« that can handle
the analysl» of many different typ«« of structure» Including piping system».
In an evaluation of computer codes for piping system» there are a number
of feature« which are desirable for efficient and economical analysis:
1. Restart capability, A restart capability i« desirable for dynamic,
elastic-plastic, and large deformation analysis. In modal analysis the eigenvalues and eigenvector« are usually examined before the transient response or
response spectrum analysl« 1« carried out. If the examination show« that more
eigenvalue« are required a restart capability allow« these to be computed without recalculating those already obtained. In any Incremental analysis it is
Important to be able to examine the result« at certain time Interval«. With
a restart capability the analysis can then be continued If the intermediate
results are considered correct.
2. User oriented input and output. The ease with which the user can
apply a computer program to his analysl« problem is an important consideration
in the «election of a program. Special purpose program« are usually easier to
use than the general purpose programs since the user does not have to consider
the many different capabilities available to him in the latter programs. The
ueer documentation 1* very Important a« far as the ease of use of a program la
concerned.
3. Documentation. The documentation 1« a weak point with most computer
program«. Ideally the documentation should consist of: (a) User Manual with
examples illustrating the use of the manual, (b) Theoretical Manual Including
derivation of matrices and vectors. The limitations of the assumptions made
In the theory should be pointed out, (o) Verification Manual. Verification
of the capabilities of a computer program 1« eesential to assure correct
results. Verification should consist of comparing the program result« with
thos« obtained with exact «olutions, experimental result«, other numerical
procedures (such as finite differences), and other finite element computer
programs. In the author^ opinion, many of the available computer programs
have not been adequately verified, (d) Programmera Manual. For those programs
in the public domain a manual which describes the organization of the program
and ita overlays, subroutine«, and function« 1« very desirable.
4. Pre- and postprocessor«. Preprocessors «re computer programs that can
be used to generate the finite element input for two- and three-dimensional
problem«, Po«tproce««or« ate computer programs that can be uced to organise
the output In such a form that the user can easily digest the data generated
by the computer.
Efficient pre- and postprocessor« usually have extensiv« plotting capabilities to graphically display tha Input and output.
Interactive graphic« hardware now exist which permit the interaction
between user and computer In real time for the generation of input data and the
checking of output re'sults.
5. Code requirements. An Important factor in tha choice of a piping
analysis program 1« whether the program capabilities satisfy tha requirements
of the piping code« with regard to the treatment of elbow« and tees. The
«tree« output should preferably be in tha manner specified by the co4e, this
can to a larga extant be accomplished by a postprocessor program.
6. Condensation and aubatructures. For elastic problem« a capability to
reduce the dynamic degree« of freedom by condensstion la vary desirable for
reaaona of economy.
For very larga problem« a substructuring capability can result in a considerable reduction In tha coat of tha analysis. For modal analysis tha
ability to combine condensation with substructuring la desirable, that is, the
dynamic dagrees of freedom for each substructure ar« raducad bafora tha eigenvalues of the total structure ara determined. The ability to handle repeated
■ubatructures is also a desirable feature. Composite mode synthesis ha« not
been used extensively for larga structural problems.
Tha following descriptions ar« of programs that ara widely available.
Proprietary programe that ar« only used In the developers organixatlon have
not been Included. Some of the programs lleted ara In the public domain,
other« muet be purchased or ar« available (or use on « royalty basis. Tha
main features of these programs are shown in Tablaa 1, 2, and 3.
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ADLPIPE
ADLPIPE !■ a «pedal purpose program for the static and dynamic analysis of
complex piping systems.
It la basically an elastic analysis program which uses the method of
transfer matrices In Its formulation. It has capabilities for modeling
straight pipes, aprlnga, elbows (flexibility and Intensity factors), linear
constraints and also has a general atlffnsss matrix Input capability.
A static condensation schäme la available and eigenvalues and eigenvectors for shock response spectra analysis can be obtained by the Jacobi,
Given«, or Householder methyls.
Stresses can be computed in accordance with a number of piping codes.
Plots of both Input geometry and deformed output geometry can be obtained.
User manuals and some verification problems are also available.
Developer: Arthur D. Little Inc.
Acorn Park
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140
Phone (614) 864-5770
Available from: 1. Developer
2. McDonnell Douglas Automation Co.
Box 516
St Louis, Missouri
63166
3. Wcstingbouse Electric Corporation
Power System« Co.
Advanced Systems Technology
Building 7L45
700 Braddock Avenue
East Pittaburgh, PA 15112
Phone (412) 256-2853
Computers: CDC 7600 and 6000 series
Cost; User basis, purchase
Program Language; FORTRAN
ANSYS

AMSYS ia a general purpose structural finite element program and is used
extensively in induatvy for the linear and nonlinear analysis of structures,
including piping system«. It is based on the displacement method of analysis
and its dynamic capabilities include Guyan reduction, eigenvalue extraction
(Jacobi), frequency response, modal and direct (Houbolt) transient response,
seismic time history, and response spectrum analysts. A restart option is
available. The elastic-plastic analysis capability te based on the constant
stiffness (initial strain) method.
ANSYS ha« several elaaents for piping analysis such aa straight pipes
and beams, elbows (flexibility and stress intensification factors), linear
and nonlinear springs, gap and friction «lements. The program has a
capability for large deformation analysis. A .piping network generator,
geometry plotting and a piping postprocsssor for ASME code evaluation« are
available.
The documentation conelet« of a user's manual and an examples manual.
Ussr response Indicates that the program is user oriented.
Developer; Swanson Analysts Systems, Inc.
870 Pine View Drive
Elisabeth, FA 15037
Phone (412) 751-1940
Available from; 1. Swanson Analysts Systems, Inc.
2. Control Data Corporation
Service Bureaus (Cyber network)
Compute» i CDC 6400, 6600, 7600
IBM 370
Univac 1106, 1108
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Cost; Us* bails
Program Language:

FORTRAN
MARC

The MARC program Is a general purpose finite element program for the
analysis of structure«. The program has capabilities for linear static and
dynamic analysis but was primarily designed for nonlinear analysis,
plasticity, creep, and large deformations.
For dynamic analysis It has capabilities for eigenvalue-eigenvector
extraction (Inverse power), modal and direct (Nawmark Beta, Houbolt, and
Central difference operator) transient response analysis. Dynamic nonlinear snalyses with elastic-plastic material behavior and large deformations
can be obtained with the direct integration procedure.
The elastic-plastic analysis is baaed on the variable (tangent modulus)
stiffness method and the large deformation analysis capability is based on the
Lagranglan formulation. A restart option is available.
For piping analysis MARC has straight pipe elements, linear and nonlinear spring elements, gap and friction elements. A special element
auitable for elastic-plastic and large deformation analysis of elbows is
available. This element allows for deformation of the elbow crosa-section.
MARC does not have a tea element. The geometry input can be obtained with a
special pipe line mesh generator. Flota of the undeformed geometry and the
deformed geometry can be obtained. The present version of the program does not
have a capability for seismic analysis.
The documentation of «ARC consists of three volumes, namely, a user information manual, a program input manual, and a demonstration problems manual.
Users report that the program Is not easy to use, however, significant improvamants have been made in recent versions.
Developer: MARC Analysis Corporation
105 Midway Street
Providence. Rhode Island
02960
Phone (401) 751-9120
Available from; Control Data Corporation
Service Bureaus (Cybernet Service)
Computers: CDC 6600
Cost: Use basis
Program Language t FORTRAN
NASTRAN
NASTRAN is a large general purpose finite element program that was developed
for the National Asronautlca and Space Administration. The program was
originally developed to meet the needa for atructural analyala at the NASA
raaaarch cantera. The program is baaed on the displscement method and has
capabilities for Guyan reduction, eigenvalue •«traction (determinant, inverae
power, Glvens), frequency response, modal and direct (Nawmark Bate) transient
reaponae analyala. A restart capability ia available. Since 1970 NASTRAN
haa been uaed extenalvaly by industry and government agencies, and haa been
verified by many users. NASA maintains the program through ita NASTRAN
Systeme Management Office, which ia also raaponaibla for continuing development. For a large general purpon program NASTRAN is eaay to uae, however,
ainca it haa vary extenaive capabilitlee it takes considerable time to
become acquainted with all Its option*. The documentation of NASTRAN la
extenaive and consists of user, theoretical, demonstration, and programmers
manuala.
NASTRAN can perform eleatie. static, and dynamic analyaea of piping modele
eonaiating of straight pipe, lineer and nonlinear spring, gap, and friction
elements with a variety of aupporta. boundary condltiona. and loadinga. The
program doa# not have elbow and tee alementa or other capabilitlee designed
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especially for piping analysis.
The tine history due to ground motion can be obtained with NASTRAN using
special techniques but the program has no capabilities for response spectrum
analysis.
No capabilities exist for large deformation analysis and its
capabilities for elastic-plastic analysis are limited. Substructurlng can
be accomplished via the DMAP (Direct Matrix Abstraction Program) capabilities
of NASTRAN, The program can produce plots of the undeformed and deformed
gaonetry.
Developer; NASA, Washington, D.C.
Available from: COSMIC
Barrows Hall, University of Georgia
Athens, GA
36061
Computers: CDC 6600, IBM 370, Univac 1108
Cost: Nominal fas
Program Language: FORTRAN (some machine language routines)
A proprietary enhanced version of NASTRAN is also available.
Available from: The MacNeal-Schwendlcr Corp.
11*1*2 Figueroa Street
Los Angelas, CA 90041
Phona (213) 254-3456
Also available at: Control Data Corporation
Service Bureaus (Cybernet Service)
Computers: CDC 6600, IBM 370
Cost: Use basis
NUPIPE
NUFIPE is a special purpose program for tha analysis of linearly elastic
piping systems. It Is based on the finite element method and is capable
of transient and response spectrum analysts using normal mode theory.
The program can handle a variety of loading conditions and time
dependent forces. In addition, ground motion for seismic analysis can be
specified aa well as several displacement boundary conditions including
general linear constraints.
Lumped msss matrices are used, and static condensation la available to
reduce the dynamic degrees of freedom of piping systems.
Ths element library Includes straight pipes with constant cross-sections,
beams (with shear deformations), elbows (flexibility factor), tees (based on
beam Intersections), hangars, and concentrated mass elements.
Plots can be obtained of tha deformed and undeformed geometry. No
information was received on the ease of use of the program.
Developer: Nuclear Services Corporation
1700 Dill Avenue
Campball, CA
9500S
Available from: Developer
Computers: IBM 360, 370
CDC 6000, 7000 aeries
Cost; Use basis
Program Language: FORTRAN
PIPDYN
P1PDYN is a finite element piping program based on the displacement method.
It has a capability for linearly elastic analysis with temperature
dependant material properties and proportional viscous damping. It can
handle concentrated, pressure, gravity, stationary and transient thermal
and sinusoidal types of loading. It is also capable of handling preacrlbed
and time dependent displacement boundary conditions as well as velocity
and acceleration inputs. The program has a capability for condensation
of tha dynamic degrees of freedom.
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Using a modal formulation response spectra, harmonic response, transient
and reduced modal transient analyses can be obtained. The eigenvalue
routines are based on the Glvens and Householder QR methods.
A direct transient analysis capability using explicit time Integration
la also available.
It has straight pipe, elbows (curved beam theory), tees (modified
beam Intersection), end 6x6 general stiffness matrix Input aa modeling
elements.
It can plot deformed and undeformed geometries. A theoretical manual
and guides are available fron the developer.
Developer: Franklin Institute Research Laboratories
20th Street and Franklin Partway
Philadelphia, FA
19103
Phone (215) 648-1595
Available from; 1. Developer
2. Utility Network of America
7540 LBJ Freeway, Suite 830
Dallas, TX
75240
3. Uestlnghouse Electric Corporation
Power Systems Co.
Advanced Systems Technology
Building 71.45
700 Braddock A"enue
East Pittsburgh, PA
15112
Phone (412) 256-2853
Computers: IBM 360, 370, CDC 6500, 6600, 7600 UNIVAC 1108
Cost: Purchase, uaa basis
Program Language: FORTRAN
PIPERUP
This is a special purpose program for the analysis of piping systrms. The
program Is based on the finite element method and has been written by the
developers of NUPIPE. PIPERUP hes, therefore, many features in conmon with
NUPIPB.
The finite element library of PIPERUP consists of straight pipes, beams
(with shear deformations), elbows (flexibility factor), tees (baaed on intersecting beams), hangars, concentrated mass, and spring-dampsra.
The program can handle tine dependent loadings and has special capabilities for the analysis of pipe whip.
The differential citations of motion are solved by direct methods based
on explicit time inte^at.'on.
Lumped mass matrices are used and damping la proportional to the mass and
stiffness. The program has a capability for elastic-plastic analysis using
Isotropie hardening. Although the program claim« a capability for pipe whip
it is based on small deformations and strains.
Time history plots of forces and dleplacanents can be obtained with
PIPERUP.
A user manual which includes a number of verification problems is
available.
Developer: . Nuclear Service Corporation
1700 Dell Avenue
Campbell, CA
95008
Available from; Developer
Computera: CDC 6000, 7000 series
Cost: Use basis
Program Language: FORTRAN
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PIFESD
PIPESD !■ a Unit« «IMWIIC program for calculating tha dynamic response of
piping aystams using nodal raaponaa apaetra. A diagonal mass matrix la usad
and atatlc condanaatlon of tha stiffness matrix la available. Natural
frequanclaa and modes are calculated using Householder techniques.
Finite elements which are avallabl« are straight plpea, elbows (flexibility factor par ASME), tea elements (flexibility factor per ASNE), hangers,
and spring-dampers to ground.
Othar capabilities Include general linear constraints, plotting of
deformed and undaformad geometry, raatart calculation of ASME class 1 and
claaa 2 atraaaaa, output of complete claaa 1 fatigue atraaa raporta. and
performance of B31.1 power piping atraaa analyses.
Developer! URS/John A. Blume & Aaaoclatea, Englneara
130 Jessie Street
San Francisco, CA
94303
Phone (415) 397-2525 (x34)
Available from; Control Data Corporation
Service Bureaus (Cybernet Service)
Computer: CDC 6600/7600
Coat: Use basis
Program Language; FORTRAN
SAGS/DAGS
The SACS/DAGS programs are beam-truss type structural analysis programa which
can be used for the dynamic analysis of linearly elastic piping systems
through tha use of s'.raight, tapered, and curved beam elements.
Elgenvaluaa and eigenvectora are obtained by determinant or Sturm
aaquencea technlquea for tha dynamic modal analysis. Damping can be Incorporated baaed on proportional vlscoua, structural, hystaraala, or modal
damping. Tranaiant, harmonic, and ahock reapo^se type analyses are available
uatng modal superposition.
A variety of atatlc and time dependent loadings and boundary conditions
can be handled including aeiamic ground m tlona. A capability axlats for
plotting varloua vlawa of deformed and unteformad geometry.
User manuals are available from the divelopar.
Developer: Structural Uynamlca Research Corp.
5729 Dragon Hay
Cincinnati, OH 45227
Phone (513) 272-1100
Available from: Developer
Computers: CDC 6000 series, UNI 'AC 1108, CE 6080 and Xerox 19
Coat: Uaa baala
Program Language: PORTRAM
SAP IV
Tha SAP IV program la a general purpose finite element program for the linearly
alaatic analyais of atructural ayatema.
Tha program has capabllltlea for statte, eigenvalue-eigenvector
extraction (determinant method, aub-apace Iteration method), dynamic modal
and direct (Wilson Theta) tranaiant raaponaa analyais. In addition, seismic
raaponaa spectrum and time historlaa baaed on relative displacementa can be
obtained with tha program. A raatart option la available to tha uaer. Tha
program la uaad axtenalvely by industry, univeraitics, and conaulting firma
and haa bean verified by many uaera. Uaera report that tha program la uaer
oriented and can be aaaily modified to auit the needs of a particular
organisation.
SAP IV can perform the elastic atatlc and dynamic analysis of piping
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systems consisting of straight pipe, elbow, spring, and beam elements. The
program doaa not have a tee element. A variety of loadings and boundary
condition» can be applied including ground accelerations.
The program manual giving user information. Input data Instructions,
and sample problem* la available. The program lacks plotting and mesh
generating routines and dose not have a condensation or substructuring
capability. However, it is not proprietary and can be used as a starting
point in the development of a more comprehensive piping system program.
Developer: E, L. Wilson
College of Engineering
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
Phone (415) 642-3743
Available from: Earthquake Engineering Research Center
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
Computers: CDC 6400, 6000, 7600
IBM 370, Unlvac 1106, 1108
Cost: Nominal fee
Program Language: FORTRAN
STARDYNE
STARDYNE le a general purpose finite element program for the static and
dynamic analysis of elastic structures. It is based on the displacement
method of analysis. STARDYNE Is used extensively In industry for the
analysis of elastic structures. It has capabilities for Guyan reduction,
eigenvalue extraction (inverse power, Givens, and Householder), model and
direct (Newmark Beta and Wilson Theta) transient response, frequency
response, seismic time history (using relative displacements), end response
spectra analysis. The program has a restart capability and permits the use
of substructures. User response Indicates that the program Is essy to use.
STARDYNE has several elements for piping analysis such as straight pipes,
beams, hangers, linear and nonlinear springs, elbows and tees (using
flexibility factors), and gap elements. The program has no capabilities
for large deformations or elastic-plastic analysis, nor does it have a
special capability for mesh generation of piping systems and stress
computations in the manner prescribed by the piping code*. The documentation
consists of s user information manual. Plots for the deformed end undefomed
geometry can be produced.
Developer; Mechanics Reseerch Inc.
9841 Airport Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90043
Phone (213) 670-4650
Available from; Control Data Corporation
Service Bureaus (Cybernet Service)
Computers; CDC 6600
Cost: Use basis
Program Language: FORTRAN
WECAN
The WBCAM program is a large general purpose finite element program for linear
and nonlinear etructural analysis. The program wae developed for the
analysis of structure* used In the nuclear and power generation industry.

It Is based on the displacement method of analyst«. Its dynamic capabilities
include Cuyen reduction, several routines for eigenvalue extraction (inverse
power, Jacobi, Houeeholder QR), frequency response, direct (Houbolt Newmark
Bate) tranalent response, seismic time history and response spectrum
analysis.
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WECAN can perform elastic and elastlc-plaatlc-creep analysis. Piping
systems can be modeled with straight pipe and beam elements, elbows
(flexibility and streaa Intensification factors), linear and nonlinear
springs, hangers, spring-damper«, gap and friction elements. A vsrlety of
boundary and Initial conditions can be used with these piping models. The
program has a restart capability for linear and nonlinear dynamic analysis.
The elastic-plastic analysis capability la based on the constant stiffness (initial atraln) method and can be used in dynamic analysis. The
documentation consists of a user's manual, a demonstration manual, a preand postprocessor manual and a verification manual. A theoretical manual
la under development. User response Indicates that the program is user
oriented. An extensive plotting capability la a/ailabln for the generation
of the deformed and undeformed geometry.
Developer: Westinghouse Electric Corporation
1310 Beulah Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15235
Available from: Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Power Systems Co.
Advanced Systems Technology
700 Braddock Avanua
Eaat Pittsburgh, PA 15112
Phone (A12) 256-2853
Computer: CDC 7600
Coat: Use basla
Program Language: FORTRAN
The descriptions of programs haa been limited to those programs where
enough information was available for the authors to give a general idea of
the dynamic capability for analysis of piping systems. In addition, the
program summaries are limited to programs which are currently available
e nher through the developer or through servic bureaus outalde of the
developers organisation. For the sake of completeness the following list
of progrsms is given which relate to either proprietary programs or to
programs of which the detailed capabilities for the dynamic analysis of
piping systems were not known t" the authors. These additional programs
are:
1. DRIPS (Dynamic Response in Piping Systems)
Developer's Name: A. P. Celman
Affiliation: Rockwell International
Atomics Intamatlon Dlv.
8900 DaSoto Street
Canoga Park, CA
91304
Phone (213) 341-1000
2. FESAP
Developer's Name: D. B. VanFossen
Affiliation: Babcok and Wllcox R&D
P. 0, Box 835
Alliance, OH
44601
Phone (216) 821-9110, ext. 544
3. MAGIC
Affiliation: Air Force Plight Dynamica Laboratory
Structure« Division
Wright-Patteraon AFB, OH
45433
or

4.

Bell Aerospace Compeny
Structural System« Department
Post Office Box One
Buffalo, NY
14240
Attn: MAGIC Syatem Office
Piping System« Analysis
Developer's Name: G, Belonogoff
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Affiliation:

Bechtel Corporation
350 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
Phon« (415) 764-6324
5. SAP4GE (Adaptation of SAP IV)
Developer's Name: C. S. Parker
Affiliation: General Electric Corporation
175 Curtner Avenue
San Joss, CA 95114
Phone (408) 297-3000
6. ICES STRUDL II
Developer's Name: M.I.T. Civil Engineering Systems Laboratory
Affiliation: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, HA
02139
Further Investigation int the availability, cost, and the present or
future capabilities of these programs is suggested before choosing a
particular program for a dynamic piping tnalysis.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The present state of the art computer programs for piping analysis have
several weaknesses.
The available elbow and tee elements should be improved for clastlcplaati'- and large deformation and »train analysis. At the present time
the complete state of the stress in an elbow or tea can only be obtained
with a aball or three-dimensional analysis. This typ« of analysis Is
very costly since the number of degrees of freedom will be large. Such
improved elements should also account for the Influerce of flanges and

reinforcement.
The computer programs described above are structural analysis programs,
sll ignore the effects of fluid flow. Future developments should take fluidstructure interaction into account. Such a capability should eventually be
able to account for large deformations and strains, plasticity, water hammer,
slugging, pipe whip, etc.
Nonlinear (elastic-plastic, large deformations) dynamic analysis with
state of the art computer programs Is vary coatly. Mora efficient
gorlthms
are needed to reduce the long computer running time«. The us« of explicit
integration schemes for finite element analysir should be explored.
The preparation of th« input data of th« finite element mesh of ■ piping
system Is generally very time consuming. Additional work should be don« in
developing an intaractive graphics capability for the generation of finite
element meshes of piping systems.
Most computer programs lack th« capability to output th« stress«« and
stral* ■ In a form suitable for use in evaluations of piping system« in
«ccorbonc« with ANSI and ASME piping codas.
The verification of many computer programs leaves mich to be desired.
This is particularly true of th« nonlinear capabilities. .Th« development
and publication of a set of piping problems for which experimental and
theoretical results are available would b« very useful for purposes of
verification.
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Dynamic Buckling of Structures
Roben E Ball
Naval Postgraduate School

INTRODUCTION
Thl« chapter presents Infonatlon Intended to assist an analyst In the selection and use of a coaputer prograa for the dynamic buckling of bean, plate and
shall type structures due to datenlnlstlc forces that are functions of tine.
Dynaaic buckling is soaetlaes considered to be a subset of the «ore general
subject of dynaalc stability, which also includes oscillatory instabilities
and aeroelaatic or flutter problau. Several exaaplos of soae dynaalc stability probleas in actual aerospace structures were presented by Hedgepeth in [1]
and are given in Tables 1, 2 and 3.1 Dynaalc buckling has alao been ussd to
denote an oscillatory instability or paraaetric resonance (5]. In this contest, the problaai of dynaalc buckling is obtained aiaply by replacing a static
load with one that varies haraonlcally in clae. Hoff has suggeeted that
psrhape the teras "ayapathetlc excitation" or "ayapathetlc resonance" would be
aore descriptive and acceptable than dynaalc buckling or paraaetric resonance [6].
The aore general concept of dynaalc buckling ie taken in the following discussion.
In theory, any coaputer prograa that eoaputae the geoaetrically nonlinear,
transient response of a atvueture can be used to predict dynaalc buckling.^
However, selection of the proper software and a correct interpretation of the
rasulta require both an understanding of the nature of the reaponse of the
structure to the load and a criterion for the inadaiaalble response or design
failure. For an illustration of the physical aspects of the respoose that auet
be considered, consider the problea of the dynaalc buckling of a shallow
spherical cap subjected to a unlfora stsp prsseute load. Hill the shell buckle
axik.-amtrlcally (snap-buckling) or auet asyaaetrlc (orthogonal) action be
considered? What about lapcrf act ions in the initial shape of the shell; aust
they be considered? Hill the shell buckle clastlcally, or auet inelastic
asterial effects also be considered? Should dsaping be considered? Is the
shell orthotropic; does it have discrete rings? Additionally, we aust decide
what constitutes buckling or failure; the aamltia stress or the largest
deflection? Ie the alniaua buckling load of intereet, or is the structure only
required to withstand a particular load? Is the poet-buckling response of
intereet? These questions aust be answered before a prograa can be selected
because very few prograas have awe than a few of theee features.

For aa introduction to the stability problaaa aasociated with the control
and propulsion of launch vehicles refer to (2] and [3] respectively. For a
review of coaputer prograaa for aeroelaatic stability calculations sea [4].
2
A review of soae of the prograaa for the nonlinear, transient response of
structures ie given by lelytechko la this voluae and in 17].
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Table 1

Tran»l«nt or Shock Loading [1]

Dynamic stresdng
X-1S landing
Mlnutenan launch
Apollo Impact
Sprint launch
Warhead blast

Dynamic buckling
Titan II ataglng
Subroc water Impact
Explosive forming
Enargy absorption

Other
Echo I deployment
Pyrotechnic shock

Table 2

Oscillatory Instability [1]

Control aystem coupling
Vanguard
X-1S
Redstone
Atlas
Scout
Saturn I

Propulalva ayatem coupling
Thor
Kiwi
Titan

Other
Saturn I slosh
Pilot coupling

Table 3

Flutter [1]

Control surfaces
KC-135 fin. rudder & tab
Boaarc vanes
FJ4 atablllier
P6M T-tall
F3H rudder
XP5T stabiliser

Panel
V-2 ogive
X-1S fairing
A3J fuselage
F4H wing

Other
Blectra propeller-whirl

To add to the analyst's problems la the fact that many computer programs
for nonlinear dynamic response are more difficult to use than their linear
counterparts. Have enough elaments or nodes been ueed to asaura spatial
convergence of the solution? Are they distributed properly? Is the time step
saull enough to give a converged solution; is it small enough to aaaure numerical atablllty? la the time step too small, so that too much computer run time
la used? Have enough time atepa bean taken to aaeure that buckling will not
occur? la it neceeaary to itatata at each time atep, and if so, how many
iterations ahould be taken? la it neceeaary to refactor the governing matrices
during the reapoosa computation, and if so. how often? Will the method of
solution give a solution up to buckling, and into the poat-buckllng region?
Will an Iterative procedure fail to converge prior to buckling, or does the
failure of an iterative procedure to converge mean buckling has taken place?
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How much confidence can be placed In the results; I.e. how well do results from
one program agree with those fron another program and how well do the solutions
agree with experimental results? And last, but certainly not least, Is the fact
that determining the dynamic buckling load of s structure can be very expensive
relative to the cost of obtaining linear dynamic response solutions, which are
thsnsslves expensive to obtain.
As a consequence of these difficulties, snd the peculiarities of esch
particular problem, progress In this area has been slow. Most of the computer
studies on dynamic buckling thst have appeared In the open literature use
programs that ware written specifically for the problem considered. The
developers usually had no intention of making their program available to
others. This la understandable since preparing s fool-proof program for
dissemination requires a considerable a^ju-it of work. Nevertheless, there are
a number of general purpose and special purpose programs readily available that
can be used to determine the dynamic buckling of structures.
NOMENCLATURE
E
1
L
m

Young's modulus
Moment of Inertia
Column length
Mass per unit length
Euler buckling load
Axial load
p
l- Harmonic part of axial load
%
" Generalized coordinate
t ■ Time
w

■

Lateral displacement

Kl m" Initial imperfection

*n Scries coefficient of initial imperfection
x " Axial coordinate
R - Frequency of oscillation of axial load
V - Nondlmanaional volume of deformation
P - Nondlaensional load factor
X - Shallowneas parameter for spherical shells
EXAMPLES OP DYNAMIC BUCKLING
Dynamic buckling means different things to different people. Consequently,
brief description of several kinds of dynamic buckling is presented here to
assist the analyst in his search for the proper computer program and to
Illustrate some of the featurea he must consider.
Symmetric (Snap) Buckling
Two exsaples of dynamic symmetric or snap buckling arc the simply supported
shallow arch [8] and ths clamped shallow spherical cap (9] subjected to a
symmetric external load.3 Dynamic snap buckling is usually characterized by a
rapid and significant geometrically nonlinear growth in some response parameter
such as the average displacement or the volume of deformation. Asymmetric
motion is excluded from consideration in a symmetric buckling analysis. For
certain arch and shall geometries pure symmetric buckling occurs naturally and
the exclusion of «Symmetrie motion is Inconsequential. If the anal yet is
3
8yaaetric refers hare to an axis or plane of symmatry. A cylindrical
ahell subjected to a preesure that la symmetric about a principal plane containing the axis la aald to buckle syamctrieally if antieymmetrlc motion about that
plane does not Influence the buckling.
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IntereBted only In whether or not ■ structure can withstand a «pacific load
then ha la required only to make a single gacnatrlcally nonlinear run to
coapute Che response (deflectlone, stresses, ate.) of the structure to that
load,1* An exaoinatlon of the solution will reveal whether or not the response
of the structure la within allowable bounds. On the other hand, If he la
intereated In the oinlBun dynamic buckling load than aavaral runs must be Bade
with different nagnltudes of tha load. For example, Fig. 1, taken fro« [10],
shows a conputed time hlatory of the nondiacnslonal volume of deformation V of
a damped shallow spherical cap for two values of • nondiaensional uniform^
pressure load P. Note the slgnlflcant_dlfference in the maximum value of V
for the two loads. A typical plot of V^, versus P is ahown in Fig. 2,
where V-a, ia the IKI—I value of V over the reeponse hlatory. For a certain
range of P, where the nonlinear it lea are amall, the relationship between Vaas
and P ia approximately linear. There may exist, however, a certain value of P
at which a very amall incraaaa in P producea a very large increaaa in V«.«. aa
Illustrated in Fig. 2.s This load has been defined aa the critical load for
syametric buckling [12].

Fig. 1

Time history of V for two values
of P, [10]

'lg. 2

Typical plot of VB
veraua P

When computing the response of the structure to the load, the computations
must be carried out for a aufflciently long period of time to assure that buckling does, or does not, take place aince aynmetric buckling doea not alwaya occur
as early ae that shown in Fig. 1. A plot taken from [10] of the «ritioal uniform atep pressure of clamped shallow spherical sheila Perit, computed uaing
several computer programs, versus X, a ahallowneee parameter, la given in Fig. 3
to llluatrate the degree of agreement between currant progrsma for dynamic snap
buckling.
,
a
■
*

crit

Fig. 3

SATANS
Huang
Stephens and Fulton
DYHASOR

Critical axiaysaMtric atap-pressure load vereue X, [10]

''Most geometrically nonlinear thaoriee are baeed upon amall etraina and
moderately amall rotations.
'Vary shallow damped apharical caps subjected to uniform step praaeure
loads and clashed archae subjected to impulsive loads do net exhibit s sharp
change In V«»» versus tha magnitude of the load and tha impulse (10, 11], In
these probleme there le no well-defined syamstric buckling load.

■
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Agynoetrlc Buckling
Asymetrlc buckling In loosely definad here to be buckling that take* place due
to notion in an asymmetric node or a mode orthogonal to the loaded modes. A
simple example of asymmetric buckling le the axlally loaded, Initially Imperfect column. Consider the simply supported, prismatic column with an Initial
imperfection w. expressed In the series form

nil

n

(1)

L

where L Is the length of the column and x Is the axial coordinate. When the
column Is subjected Co an axial dynamic load, the displacement of the column will
consist of an axial component u, corresponding to symmetric motion, and a lateral
component w corresponding to asymmetric or orthogonal motion. If the axial
motion Is approximated by a uniform load over the length of the column, small
lateral motion la governed by the linear equation
El w'

+ P0(t)(w•

(2)

+ w.") + mw

where E Is Young's modulus, I is the moment of Inertia, m la t\\m mass per unit
length, and primea and dote denote partial differentiation with respect to x
and time t respectively. The solution to Eq. (2) can be taken In the form

lyt) .i-sp

(3)

Substituting Eqa. (1) and (3) Into Eq. (2) leads to the equationa of motion in the
generalised coordinate* q

P0(t)

"n*"»

2 V« -

n - 1, 2

(4)

2

n F.

where

'. - t '■

■iPT ■
The equations of motion in the generellsed coordinates are uncoupled because the
static buckling modes are identical to the free vibration modes. Whan P0 la
larger than n2P-, the Euler buckling load, the solution to Eq. (4) la hyperbolic
in nature, i.e. the dieplacement w «111 grow exponentially In time. Mien P0 la
less than n2P» the solution will oscillate. For example, if P0 la a atap
function in time

cosh
n"l 1-n

.-,* *,.;., .-

cos V1

.map

(5)

!■
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where

"n " " 'E^O

Mn.«nl (nn-l)/nnr
The oah is used when % <1 and the cos If used when in*!. Thus, when nn>l. the
computed response will be bounded, but when nn<l those modes whose static
buckling load Is less than P0 will grow exponentially In time. This simplified
linear theory Is valid when the rise time of the end load is relatively short
compared to the natural frequencies of the lateral modes and relatively long
compared to the time required for an elastic wave to traverse the length of the
column. The situation where elastic and plastic dynamic buckling due to a
suddenly applied thrust at one end occurs In times so short that an elastic
compression wave has traversed only one or two column lengths has been examined
In 113).
The cylindrical shell subjected to a dynamic axial load will respond with
both axlsynnetrlc motion and asymetric motion. If the internal comprassion
load in the shell is not assumed Co be effected by the deflections, then linear
equations of motion similar to Eq. (4) arias in which the generalized coordinates
are the axiaymmetric and asymmetric modes. However, when consideration is
given to the nonlinear effects in the compatibility equations or strain-displacement relations, i.e. when the internal compression load becomes a function
of the displacements, the equations of motion become nonlinear. The nonlinear
equations are normally solved by assuming a displacement function with several
arbitrary parameters Chat are functions of time and employing a Galerkin type
procedure. This leads to a set of coupled ordinary differential equations in
time which ara usually solved using a Runge-Kutta procedure [14].
Both the uniform step-pressure loaded, simply supported, shallow arch [S] and
clamped shallow spherical cap [10] have been found to buckle (at certain
geometries) at a load below the critical load for symmetric buckling when
asymmetric motion is considered. Motion of the asymmetric modes can be
initiated by introducing a vary small asymmetric load or imperfection or by
numerical roundoff errora. It has been found that this asymmetric notion can
grow large and can significantly influanea the symmetric response.
Several definitions of asymmetric dynamic buckling have been proposed. In
one [8], the buckling load is defined as the minimum load for which a small
change in the load produces a relatively large change in the asymmetric
response, which is the same criterion as that for symmetric buckling except that
it la applied to the aaymmtric response. This may be a conservative criterion
since the aaynswtric motion at the critical load may ba relatively small.
Another suggaatlon is chat tha criterion for aymmatrie buckling also ba used
for asyomctric buckling [10]. This criterion is baaed upon the argument that
tha symmetric deformation is tha only true measure of buckling. Tha structure
can suffer large asymmetric displacementa, but these displacements In themeelves
do not represent s catastrophic buckling failure. This criterion Is unconeervetiv
If the syaMtrlc response Is not significantly Influenced by tha aeymmetric
motion, the buckling has been referred to aa direct snapping. If the aaymaatric
motion reduces tha critical load for eymmetrlc buckling, the buckling has been
called indirect snapping [14]. Another eritarion for aayametrlc buckling
has been proposed in which tha critical load is a bifurcation load. It la determined by examining tha ayametric response st each step In time to see If static
bifurcation from the sysssetric path can take place [16].
Parametric (Sympathetic) Resonance
Parametric i-esonanca refers to on Instability that arlsaa as the result of an
harmonically oscillating forcing function. The forcing function can ba on
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external load or it can be due to motion of the structure Itself, An example
of the former la the Initially straight, simply supported prismatic column
subjected to a uniform compresslve axial load p " P + Pj ain tit. The equation of disturbed lateral motion of the column can be given in the form
EIw*

(Po

+ P

l

lin (It)*'' + mtt - 0

(6)

The essential feature of parametric resonance is the presence of the harmonic
coefficient of w'" in Eq. (6). The solution to Eq. (6) can be taken in the
form given by Eq. (3), which laada to

^

+

K - 6/ »In nt)qn

1, 2.

O)

where

"n2 " \\f^
Equation (7) is the linear Mathleu differential equation. There are two possible aolutiona to Eq. (7) depending upon the values of u and 6n. Both of them
are oscillatory, but one grows unbounded with increasing time. The distinction
between a bounded response and an unbounded one is given by the Mathleu stability chart.
In the above example, the mode for static buckling is identical to the mode
for free vibration. This fact led to uncoupled equations of motion. In problems where the static buckling modes are not identical to the free vibration
modes it haa been the cuatc. to use either the nodes of free vibration or the
atatic buckling modes as the generalised coordinates in a Galerkin procedure.
Thia leads to coupled ser.ond order ordinary differential equations of the
Mathleu type. Usually only a few modes are used, with the potential consequence
that any unatable behavior may not be adequately described by the limited basis.
This feature haa been considered in [17] where the finite element method Is used
to Investigate the dynamic stability of rectangular plates subjected to harmonically oscillating edge loada. Use of the finite element method eliminates the
necessity of selecting generalised coordinates, but it does not eliminate the
potential problem of inadequately describing the unstable behavior since the
dlscretiied model may be too coarse or the elements may be poorly slsed.
An example of parametric resonance due to the motion of the structure
itself is ths dynamic response of a complete sphere subjected to a nearly uniform radial Impulse [18]. Under the impulsive load the initial growth of the
•symmetric modes Is governed by the Mbthleu equation. The harmonic coefficient
in the Mathieu aquation Is due to the harmonic free vibration of the uniform
radial mode. However, due to nonlinear coupling between the modes, the modes
undergo beat-like oscillations accompanied by a cyclic exchange of energy.
The linear Nathleu equation, which considers only the nonlinear coupling from
the symmetric rncde to the asynaetric modes and neglects the effects of the
asymmetric modes upon sach other and upon the syauetric mode, does not account
for the energy exchange and predicts Instability when in fact there Is no
instability. In this instance a stress or deflection criterion must be used to
define a safe design.
Combined Buckling
For an example of dynamic buckling In which there la both asysmetric buckling
and parametric resonance, consider ths problem of a simply supported, nearlycircular cylindrical shell eubjectad to an exponentially decaying uniform radial
pressure first considered in (191• In [19] radial motion was assumed to consist
of a uniform radial displacement plus aayametric modes that satisfy simply
supported boundary conditlona. The influence of the axisymmstric mode on the
asymmstrlc modes was the only coupling retained; no coupling waa retained which
might extract energy from the axisyamctric mode, nor was any coupling between
aayametric nodes retelned. The oscillation of the aslsynmstrie mode was
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neglected. Kane« tha aquation of motion In each «symmetric mode was of the
same form aa Eq. (4). Tha tuxlmum dlaplacesient of several «aymnetrlc modes was
found by numerical Integration, and dynamic buckling was aaaumed to have
occurrad whenever tha maximum dlaplacanant of any mode axcaadad 1,000 tlmea tha
assumed Initial Imperfection In that mode. Actually, tha aaymatrlc raaponaa
of tha cylinder la essentially compoaed of two types of mode»; modes whoae
atatlc buckling praaaura la laaa than tha applied praasura 'hyperbolic modes),
and modes that ara axcitad by tha harmonic oaclllation of the axiaynmatric mode
(Mathlau modes). Modes In tha flrat category grow In time In an exponential
manner, while modea In tha aacond catagory grow In time In an oscillatory
manner, aa governed by the claaalcal Mathlau aquation. Only the former modea
were conaldared In [19]. The wrltera reasoned that tha paramatrlcally excited
modes would dissipate energy locally by plastic flow and, therefore, would
eventually decay before causing deflectiona large enough to buckle the shell.
In order to examine the validity of the neglect of the Mathleu modes, a computer
program waa used In [20] to compute the total nonlinear response of the ahell
to the uniform, exponentially decaying, radial pressure. These reaulta for a
cylinder with an Initial imperfection of IxlO-3 tlmea the thickness In each
mode ahowed that at the lower peak preasurea and total impulses the Mathleu
modea dominate the reaponae. Aa the peak presaure and total Impulse are
Increased, the hyperbolic modea become more rcaponslve. Near the dynamic
buckling threahold, the hyperbolic modea completely dominate the Mathlau modea.
The critical dynamic buckling loada computed ualng the fully coupled nonlinear
analysis agree very well with thoae of [19]. However, at peak pressures and
total Impulses well below the dynamic buckling threahold, stresses In excess
of the yield stress ware found In Che ahell due to the combined reaponae of the
Mathlau and hyperbolic modea.
METHODS OF SOLUTION
In order to determine whether or not a structure has buckled dynamically, the
equations of motion of tha structure. Including geometrically nonlinear effects,
must be solved for a aufflciently long period of time. The discrete forma of the
equations of motion In most computer programa are obtained In one of tha following
general waya: (1) by approximating the apatlal partial derivatives in either
the differential form of tha equations of motion or the energy integral with
finite differencea (the finite difference method), (2) by assembling a number of
finite elements to represent the atructure (the finite elmient method), (3) by
representing tha solution aa a scrlea of preaelected modes in conjunction with
a trial solution method such aa Galerkin (the modal method) or (4) by some
combination of the above three techniques, auch aa representing the solution aa
a aerlea of harmonic modea in on« coordinate and using finite differences or
finite elements for the other coordinate, aa has been done for the shell of revolu
tion. A more detailed preaentatlon of these methods for shell analysis Is
given In [21].
The timewiee Integration of the nonlinear equations of motion is usually
accomplished using either explicit or implicit integration methods or RungeKutta type methoda. A general discussion of the first two methods, with their
advantages and dlaadvsntagss In nonlinear applications, la given in [7]. The
lunge-Kutta methods are usually used in conjunction with the modal method when
only a few modea are conaldared. In general, implicit methods require tha
solution of s system of simultaneous nonlinear algebraic equations at each time
step, explicit methods do not. Implicit methods ars mors numerically stable
than explicit methods for linear problems, and hence larger time ateps can be
used. However, for nonlinear problems the use of large time steps in the
implicit methods may degrade tha nonlinear solution, dus to ths presence of
inelastic sffecte and high frequency modes from ths geometrically nonlinear
coupling. Furthermore, the numerical stability limits of implicit methods for
nonlinear problems «re unknown «t the present time. Hence the time step used
In Implicit msthods for nonlineer problems Is usually of the same sise aa the
time etep for explicit msthods. The importance of choosing ths most efficient
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method of Integration Is mad* vivid In [7] where It la ahovn that a nonlinear
analysis of a 31x62 node plan« mesh by an Implicit method requlr-i 150 times
aa many computation* par time step a* the explicit method, whereas It requlrea
leas then twlc* a* many computation* par time step aa th* explicit method for
the axlayanetrlc nonlinear analyale of a 100 nod* cylindrical shell.
The modal superposition method coaoonly used In linear problem« haa
recently been proposed aa an alternate method of solution to nonlinear problem*
[22]. Th* mode* and frequencies of th* structure would b* recomputed at
several points In time over th* reeponse history. The assumption Is mad* that
the response Is linear over each time interval between these points. This
gives a kind of piece-wise linear transient responss. Th* method appears to be
moat applicable to thoaa problem* in which only a few mode* are Important.
A finite element program for shall* and bodies of revolution that use*
convected cuotdlnate* ha* recently been developed In an attempt to reduce th*
excessive computation time required for a nonlinear transient analysis [23].
Each element 1* associated with a coordinate system that rotataa, but do** not
deform, with th* element. Th* aquation* of each element are geometrically
linear. The nonlinearltiaa that arise from large rotation* ar* accounted for
entirely by transformations between th* global and th* convected coordinate*,
and th* omission of th* rigid body motion in th* •train-displacement relation*.
Th* resulting finite element equation* ar* considerably simplified.
MODELING GUIDELINES
Correct numarical modeling of a structure for a dynamic buckling analysis 1*
more difficult than for a correepondlng linaar analyais. This ia due to th*
fact that th* critical mod* (or mod**) of behavior 1* usually not known prior
to th* analysis. Th* dynamic buckling of th* pressure loaded cylinder
deacrlbed above is an example of thi*. When using computer program* that
employ the superposition of modes technique, care must be taken to assure that
no important mode 1* omitted. Spatial convergence of the aolution must be
verified. At the present time there are very few guldellnee to assist th* user
in hi* selection of mode* to include. Use of a program that employs finite
differences or finite elements for th* apatial discretization doe* not avoid
thia problem because it is possible that an insufficient number of nodes or
elements might be u*ed or th* elements may not be properly sized to adequately
repreeent the buckling behavior. If only a few mod** ar* important then th«
use of a finite difference or finite «lament program may be extremely expensive compared to a modal program. A claaeical example of thi« i* th* static
asymmetric buckling of an axlaymsMtrically loaded perfect shall of revolution.
Only two mode* are important her«, th« oxiaymmetrlc mod« and th* critical
aaymmatric mod«. For very thin ehell* th« asymmetric mode haa many wave*
around th* circumference, and h«nc« • flnit« difference or finite element program would require many more degr«ee of freedom to adequately modal th«
asymmetric mode.
Vary little printed information concerning th« UM of public and commarclally available computer program« for dynamic buckling haa appeared in th«
literature. Parhapa th* moat r«v«aling atudy to data la th« compariaon of
raault* for th« linaar and gaomotrically nonlinaar reapona« of an impulalvaly
loaded truncated con« praaanted In [24]. Th« cod«* DYNAPLAS, SATANS, SMERSH,
SHORE, and UPSIL uaed either 30 «lament« or 31 flnit« difference atationa
•long the meridian and either 4 harmonic« or 19 atationa «round half of th«
circumference. All program« ueed a 2 yaac tlm« «tap. Th« flv« program« gave
eesentlally identical linear raault« for all raaponaa quantltlee except th«
meridional «train at th« outer «urface. Figur« A«, taken from [24], illuetratee the agreement between th« r««ult« from th« flv« cod«« for th« linear
analysis. In th« nonlinear analyais th« impulse «a* increased by « factor of
25. Thar« is fair agraament b«tw««n th« nonlln«ar reaults for th« first
730 UMC, aa illustrated in Fig. 4b, taken from [24]. How«v«r, for later
time« th« solutions, «xcept for DYNAPLAS and SATANS, can b« aeen to
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progressively diverge.6 Preliminary studies indicate that the spatial discretization is inadequate for the nonlinear analysis. This is a clear illustration
of the necessity for including all of the important nodes. It also points out
that although programs are available to compute dynamic buckling the results
must be verified. Much work needs to be done to develop a greater understanding
of the important aspects of nonlinear analyses. The run times for 750 steps
for the linear analysis varied from 11 to 26 minutes on CDC 6600 and UNIVAC 1106
computers for codes that used a two-dimensional discretization, and between 2.5
to 5 minutes on IBM 360/6S computers for the codes that used a one-dimensional
discretization. The large differences in run times between the one-dimensional
codes and the two-dimensional codes is due in large pert to the fact that only
four hamonlcs were used as opposed to 18 circumferential increments. The run
times increased to 26-41,S minutes and 7.8-9.5 minutes respectively for the
nonlinear analysis.

Pig. 4a Normal diaplacenent,
s - 6.5 in., e - 0°, linear analysis, [24]

Fig. 4b Normal displacement,
s ■ 6.5 in., 0 • 0°, nonlinear
analysis, [24]

INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS
Many static buckling studies have shown that initial Imperfections in the shape
of the etructure have a significant effect upon the buckling load. This Is
especially true for shell buckling problems Ilk« the axially loaded cylindrical
shell and the pressure loaded spherical cap. In contrast, only a few studies
of the effect of impertections upon the dynaaic buckling of structures have
been made [14, 25, 26], Ncverthelcee, Imperfection sensitivity can be expected
to be as significant In dynamic buckling at it Is In static buckling [27].
Thus, any program that is to be used for s potentially imperfection-sensitive
buckling problam should have a capability for Including arbitrary imperfect lone
in the shape of the structure, either as a perturbation from a standard shape
Ilka a cylinder or sphere or as an arbitrary three-dimensional definition of
nodal apace coordinates. The difficulty with imperfection studies is the fact

^tasults from an updated version of SHORE are different than those shown
in Fl,v 4b. The latast results ate In agreement with the other results up to
600 iinec.
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that the actual Imperfections In tha real structure are usually not known at
the time of the analysis. Thus, most studies have concentrated upon the effect
of sone arbitrary Imperfection, usually In the critical buckling mode. However,
there often Is a construction specification, such aa the maximum out-of-roundness a shell can have, and this can be used to define an Initial Imperfection in
shape. Much work needs to be done in this area.
A method for determining the dynamic buckling loads of imperfectionsensitive structures that avolda the computation of the nonlinear transient
response has been presented in [28], where It Is assumed that the perfect structure has a classical static bifurcation buckling load *(;. Due to very small
geometrical Imperfections, the Imperfect structure buckles at X a load less than
the bifurcation load. The sssumptlon Is made that the dynamic fesponss can be
described adequately In terms of the deformation pattern that occurs when the
structure buckles statically. Also, prebuckllng inertia is neglected and the
degrees of nonlinearlty higher than the lowest are disregarded. Thus, parametric resonance is not considered. The results of the method provide an
estimate for the ratio of the dynamic buckling load \ t0 ^S •■ * function of
only the ratio xcßc- Although Che reliability of these results has not been
tested as yet, the available evidence appears to support the conjecture '.hat
structures that are imperfect ion-sens icive under static load will display the
same property under dynamic load [14, 25, 26].
AVAILABLE SOFTWARE
In general, programs that compute the geometrically nonlinear, transient
response of structures can be used to predict dynamic buckling. Some of Che
public and coamercially available programs are ANSYS [29], DYNAPLAS/DYNASOR
(30], JET3 [32], MARC [33], NONLIN2 [34], PETROS3 [35], REPSIL [36], SABOR/
DRASTIC6 [37], SATANS [38], SHORE [39], SMERSH [40], STAGS [41], TROCS [42],
UNIVALVE [43] and WHAM [23].7 Information about these programs can be found
scattered throughout [46]. The source« for these programs are given in
Appendix II.
The above programs are usually classified as either general purpose
programs or special purpose programs, depending upon the number of different
structures they can treat. The general purpose codes for dynamic buckling
are ANSYS and MARC. The special purpose programs are listed in Table 2
according to Che kind of structure or elamcnc Chey consider.
A comparison of the capabilities of ANSYS, MARC, N0NLIN2, PETR0S3, REPSIL,
STACSA1, STAGSB, DYHAPLAS II, DYNASOR II, SABOR/DRASTIC6, SATANS, SHORE, and
TROCS is given is Appendix II. The Information presenteil was obtained from the
CÜMSTAIRS Systems, Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, California
[47].

7
The nonlinear dynamic response program« for two-dimensional solid« .ind
three-dlmenalonsl bodies of revolution, such •■ APTON, DYN8, HONDO, NONSAV,
PISCES and TOODY will not be discussed here. The«« cod«« do not have place or
«hall elcmenta; hence, any place or «hall «cructure require« several elements
through Che thickness [44]. Description« of these elements src in [4S].
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T«ble 2 Special Purpo» ProgrMM

IQI^J oj

Bam

Ring

Plate

Shell

AxUy.

NONLIN2
UNIVALVE
VTHAH

JETS
N0NLIN2
UNIVALVE

WHAM

IMAN
WHAM
PETROS3
REPSIL
STAGS
(«BAM)

Ravolutlon
Arblttery
DYNAPLAS/
DYNASOR
SABOR/
DRASTIC6
SATANS
SMERSH
SHORE
TROCS

A brief description of the codes not contained In Appendix B follows:
DUN: Finite «lenent (curved quadrilateral «hell elasient), RungeKutta Integration, elastic, FORTRAN V, UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 8, 1800 cards,
available fro« COSMIC.
JET3; Finite eleacnt (structural ring, complete or partial, arbitrarily
curved with variable thickness), explicit or Houbolt Implicit Integration,
elastic-plastic.
SMERSH: Finite difference, two bonded concentric shells of revolution
to arbitrary impulse and Internal stress loading, explicit Integration,
clastic-plastic, FORTRAN IV, Halted distribution.
UNIVALVE: Finite difference (beans and rings, arbitrary loads), explicit
Integration, elastic-plastic, available fron COSMIC.
•WHAM: Finite element (beam -2D and 3D, flat triangular plate -2D and 3D,
axlsymmetrlc shell and body of revolution), explicit Integration, elasticplastic.
SUMMARY

This chapter considers computer programs for the dynamic buckling of beat,
plate and shell type structures due to deterministic forces. The material
presented is Intended to assist the analyst in hla aslaction of the proper
software and in the development of a meaningful numerical model for dynamic
buckling. Several examples of dynamic buckling are daacribed to ülustrate the
the various aspects that must be considered such aa snap buckling, asymmetric
buckling and parametric resonance. The moat conmon methods of solution are
briefly discussed and some modeling guidelines are given. Results from
several programs are presented for two examples to indicate the degree of
agreement that can be expected from current programs. The effects of initial
imperfections are briefly eonaldered. Most of the public and commercially
available programs for the geometrically nonlinear, dynamic analysis of thin
beam, plate and shall structures are describsd in considerable detail using
information from tha C0NSTAIR8 Systems. User evaluations of many of the programa are Hated, and the aourcea for, and references to, the programs are
provided.
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APPENDIX I
SOURCES FOR THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS

ANSYS

Swanton Analyals, Inc., 870 Pin« Vlaw Drive, Elizabeth,
PA 15037

DTMAFUS/
DYNASOR/
SAMMSOR

Prof. W. Halaler, Dept. of Aaroapaca Eng., Taxaa MM
Univ., College Station, TX 77843 (COSMIC)
K. K. Gupta, Jat Propulalon Lab., Paaadana, CA (COSMIC)

JKT3

Prof. E. Witaar, Dept. of Aaronautlca and Aatronautica,
MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139

MARC

Dr. P. Marcal, MARC Analyaia Corp., 105 Madway St.,
Providence. RI 02906 (CDC-CYBERMET)

NONLIN2

J. Anderaon, Sargent & Lundy, 1405, Dearborn, Chicago,
IL 60603

PETR083

Dr. N. J. Huffington, Jr., U. S. Any Balllatic Raaearch
Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 2100S
(Covemnent uaera)

REPS1L

See PBTR0S3

SABOR/DRAST1C6

Dr. 8. Klein, Ohio Ford Corp., Ford Rd., Hewport Beach,
CA 92663

SATANS

Prof. R. Ball, Coda 57Bp, Naval Poatgraduata School,
Monterey, CA 93940 (COSMIC, Ref. LAR-11109)

SHORE

P. Underwood, Lockheed Palo Alto Raaearch Lab., 2351
Hanover St., Palo Alto, CA 94304
Dr. P. Wie«el»ann, Kasan Sclencea Corp., P. 0. Box
7463, Colorado Springe, CO 80933

.

STAGS

B. Alaroth, Lockheed Palo Alto Reaearch Lab., 3251
Hanover St., Palo Alto, CA 94304

UNIVALVE

R. Kreig, Analytical Davalopaant Div., Sandia Lab.,
Albuquerque, DM 87115

«HAM

Prof. T. Belytachko, Dept. of Material« Engineering,
Univ. of Illinoie. Chicago Circle, IL 60680
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APPENDIX II
COMPARISONS OP AN8Y8, MARC, NONLIN2, PETR0S3, REPSIL, STAGSA1, STAGSB,
DYNAPLAS II. DYNASOR II, SABOR/DRA8TIC6, SATANS, SHORE, AMD TROCS PROM THE
COMSTAIRS SYSTEMS

Thif appendix contain* a computer printout Hating the propertlaa of the programa. The key to reading the column* follow«:
program described

column

ANSYS
MARC
NONLIN2
STAGSA1
STAGSB
PETROS3
DYNAPUS II
DYNASOR II
REPSIL
SABOR/DRASTIC6
SATANS
SHORE
TROCS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
U
12
13

Geometry and Boundary Condition*

mi
01
01
01
OH
05
06
07

SENtftM. «TRUCTURE
SOLID Or RCVOUIT10M
fifNITRU WCIA.....,.,.
.«.«.•«..t
MRT 0V SHfU. Of REVOLUTION I L.T. HO r>r«.
SHELL Or REVOLUTION «SjO or«,)
,,,,,
RRISM'TIC STRllfTdRE
,
SESMENTE0 (IN SERIES)
,

0» R««MCHE0
OS SMELL WfTH CUTOUTS
10 THICK SHELL

,

,

11 rR»M»WORtf-SHELL COMBINATIONS

II
IS
Hi
15
16
IT
II
If
tO
21
»2
21
2M
2S
2«
2T
21

ELgT RLlTr Or crNENBL SHARE
OTHER «EOHETRV—SEE SECT.«« I.IS
*X|SVHMETR|C IMRENEECTIONS
GENERAL INREREECTIONS
.,
«XlSVMHETRIC SIIRRORT CONOITIONS............
GENERAL SUERORT CONDITIONS
SHRRORTS AT ROIINOARIES ONLY
S"RRORTS AT INTERNAI RO|NTS
............
ELASTIC EOONIMTION
STlEEENERS
CONTACT.....
ERICTIAN

lt9«S6789fl83
XX
XX
»X.XXX.."....
XX.XXKX.V..X«
XX.XXKXXXXXK«
XXXVX........
XX.XX....x...
XX..X....X..,
XX.XX
XX...........
XX.XX........
XX.XXX..X....
XX..........X
XX.XX....X...
XX.XX....X...
Hff.Hn.HA.HM..
KÄ...a..A.ARÄ

xxxxx.xx.x.x.
XXX
x.xx
XX.XX....X...
xx...........
XXX.,.,.,,,,,
XX,XK,
,
SlIOINC WITHOUT MfCTION
OTHE« OTEORMATVON DEEEMOFNT SltRRORT-«SEE SE ,x
x,
JUNCTURE COHRATIRILITY
..,.,.,.., xx,,x,.......
•X,,,.XX.,,,,
$tN«ULARlTV COMWTIOMS
«ENERAI. LINEAR CONSTRAINT COND. 11(11« TU(Nt XX

.y ■
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llll
ia34S«?890l23
?q
10
11
12
11

r,FNr»»L NOMLIMrAl» cnN5TI»«tNT CONOtTTON«
HUNSlTtON "OM l-D TO ?«0 »F6!nN
TBAMStTJON r»OM ?-r) TO l-n »P6ION
OTHfH fftN«TI»»l»|T CONIMTIONS—$ff SCCT.^t I
LÄG»»NfiF MIIITtPUl!« MfTHOp II5F0

Xt
tt
tt

,,
,.,,.
XX
XX

Wall Construction and Material Properties

01
02
01
OH
05
06
07
01
0^
10
II
I?
11
m
15
16
17
IR
19
20
2|
22

llll
183456789«183
>•«•••##»••• XX.XX,XX.XXX.
NONOCOftnr W«M CON5T»tlCTl'>N
XX,XXX
XX
l.«vri»PO WM I fON5T«llieT!ON,.,,
XX,..
X,,
SANOWICM W*LI. CON5T«HCTinN
XX,XX,.
COM»05!Tr M»TFm»L
XX,XX
Mfl»1010N»L «TlFffNfUS Tl»e»TFO »< 0l5c»rT|r
xx.xx.x..x.,.
CI"CIIM. STTFFFNF»? TttATEO »5 OtSCf^TF
XX.,x
«FNCtiL «TIPFFnr»« TBEÄTfp »« 0t«5C»'?TE
XX,XX
STIFFFNr»« T»F»Tro *S SMEABFO
6CNF»Ät. 0»»EN-SFrT|ON TMFOHV FOR 5T!FFENF»5 XX XX X
C6f SHfA» CfTFl» OF STIFFFNF" HI)«T cOtNCt^r XX,XX,,,
,x,xxx...,,,,
OTHM WAtL CONSTI»"CTlOM»-SfF SECT.St ?,ll
xx,xxxxxxxxxx
ISOTBOPfC MATFUIAL fl»0*e«T!FS
,
A»M50TIWIC MATMlAl WO»F«TIFS
.,,... XX.XX....X,XX
xx.xxx.xxxxxx
LtNFA" FLASTtf MATF»IA( »HOfFBTIFS

21«
2S
26
2T
28

NONLIwe«» FLASTTC MATRHIAL »»OPFWTIFS,,,,,,
TrMFe»»Tim?»OFPFMnFNT MATFRtAL F»OPF*TIF5
Hlr,tf>-PF«»FFfTLY PLASTlr «4Tt«Itt
...,.,
EL»STfC-»C«FECTLV Pl»«TtC HATEB^I
...,•.
ELA5TIC-IINFAO STRAIN HAKpfNING MATFMIAL
STHES5-STHA1N fMUVE OF MINV LIME SEGMENTS
RANBE*6-0S600ft STKESS-ST»AlN LAW
ISOTROPIC STRAIN HAROENIN«
•••«*••••«•*
K'NENATIC STRATI« HARDENING
HHITE-RESSELINS HARPENINS LAW
»»....
OTHER ROST-VIFl.h l.AM»SFE SECT,it 2,2S
RRIHARV CREER...
SECONOARV CREER
.*........
..••
VISCOELASTIC MATFRIAL

2S

STHAIN.RäTE

21

EFFFCTS

IHCLUOEO

10

NO SRATIAI. VARIATION OF RRORERTIES
,,,,,,
II AXISVHM'TRIC V»Rl»TlON 0' MORERTIE» OKtV
12 ARRITRARV VARIATION OR RRORERTIES
»••**•
11 FOHRLINC OF STRAINS ANO RMRVATIIRE CHANGES
IN COURLIN« OF NOWAL ANO IN-RLAME SHEAR......

X
XX.XXX
V

VV

X

X,
V

XXXXXX..XX.X.
XXX......X.XX
.X
XV« «•X««Vt**«

•••""•*•••«••

XX,t,
XX

,,,,,

xxttx

•••

• •*••*'•*••••
xÄ.x..Äx
t • t•*•^x,»xa«
xx#xx t ••«■'•,«
.«,K«X,,X.,XX
.x.xx........

Loading

01 UN1F0||N DIjTRlRHTlON W LOAD» .••...
02 AXISVMWETRIC VARIATION OF LOADS ONLV

01
OH
0>
06
07

GENERAL VARIATION OR LOADS
STATIC OR «MUSI-STATIC L«I0 VARIATION
GENERAL TRANSIENT VARIATION OF LOADS
RERlOBlC (DYNAMICI VAR^ON «R LO»BS
IMPULSIVE Lo»OS
.••.••tt..t

llll
IS3«8«78«fl83
... X..XX....X*..
»•. x............
'!!!!!!!!lX,n,"I!!I8X
""ÜSSü!!:;
XK.KXXXXXXKXX
SS^&i^fii^
XXXXXKXXXXXXX
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0«
0»
to

M
i?
11
lb
15
16
17
I«
19
20
?l
?2
21
i\t
24
2«
27
2f
2«
10

ii
12
11
Il,

Uli
1834367891183
LO«0? V»(»VINf. »»NDOMLV IN TIMf
, XXX,
OTHM TFMPO»aL V»»I»T|ON OF LrtADS—5EF 5FCT .*
LO«f)S v»»v!»(f, pi»n»oi»Tio»i»iiv oimiM« e»5if
xxxxx,xx,,x,,
SOM* LO^nS V»RVt SOME fON<T«NT 011»^« C««tF XX.XX....X...
oiFre«FNT LO*M n»vc n?rrr»FNT TIMF HTSTO»? xx,,,,,,.x,xx
«((««l-SUTIC Ifl«»)« V«»VINö CVCLtCir OimjNO XX
OTMFI» MJNNFI» OF IOAO VAMäTTON DIWTN6 Cä^P- .«
(.{VE (Fp|LnWiNfil Ln«D«
XX.X
GVHOSCOFIC LO«()5
...,.,...,.., ,x
INF»TI»l LO»r»<
,,
,
,
XXX
X..
eiFCTWUCNFTTf LOADS
FLIlIO-STRUfTIWE INTFUÄCTION
«COUSTIC LOA0IN6
.,,,,
5nil-5TIHICTIJ«»F IMTM4CTION
, XX.
HI6I0 SOLIO-STUMCTIIRF INTEl»«CTION
.x.
OTMF» OFFOHfUTfON.OFFFNOFNT TVPF OF lOAOTNfi
FOINT lO»OSf MOMFNTS
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Walter D. Pilkey
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INTRODUCTION
Two nethoda to atudy the optimal dynamic response of a atructure are the direct ayntheaia acthod and the llaltlng perforoance method. Both approachea
can be uaed to seek to ainlmlie (or Mxlalie) aoac aeaaure of the ayatca motion
reapomae that reaulta from external ayatam excltationa.
Several inveatlgatore (1 - 6] have developed software for the direct syntheele method. The response of the structure la to be optimized by Judicious
selection of system parameters which are typically aprlng constants and damping
coefficients. Constraints are usually imposed on the values of these parameters. By repetitively integrating the system equatlona of motion, one of the
gradient following search' routines is used to find the optimizing set of system parametera.
An alternative approach to dynamic response optimisation is to seek the
limiting performance of the system. The structural elements which are to optimise the system response are replaced with generic control forces. The
equations of motion are expreaaed in terma of theae control forces and solved.
In this faahion, the performance index and constrelnts on various raaponse
quantltlea can be expressed aa linear comblnationa of the diaeretised control
forces. The control forcea can be nonlinear, although the rest of the system
must be linear. A linear programming algorithm is then used to solve for the
set of dlscrctlzed control forces which both optimitee the system response
and aatiafiae the constrainta impoaed. The proceaa ia analogous to control
system optimisation without state feedback. The resulting system response
is the beet possible, or limiting performance of the eystsm. The time history
of each generic controller, along with the relative motion time hietory across
the controller can be translated into terma of spring constants and damping
coefficients by use of an identification technique such us least square« curve
fitting.
SOFTWARE FOR LIMITING PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Three codea are available for limiting performance analysis. Theae are COSI
(Configuration-free Optimum Shock Isolation), PERFORM (Performance Optimising
Computer Program), and SYSLIPEC (Steady-state Limiting Performance Code). All
three of theae codes are pre- and postproceaaors for use with the Control Data
Corporation OPTIMA linear programming package. In addition, PERFORM has been
modified to operate with the CDC APEX linear programning package, and SYSLIPEC
has bean modified to run with a amall lineer programing code from IBM called
RSN8UB.
COSI optimises the response of the system shown in Fig. 1. Diacretlted
time hlatories of the control forces (Uj, 1 ■ 1, 4) are determined such that

:
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the objective function
J • max (nax ajiiil, max aaj^l, max |e|}
la mlnlmliad.

(1)

Constraint» arc imposed such that
|xi ♦ «Al « «1
|xi - a«| < ei

(2)
|x2 - bB| < tz
|x2 + de| s C2
Output consists of tabularized values of (u1, 1 « 1, 4) at each time step.
The user supplies subroutines to generate horizontal and vertical acceleration»
of the base of the system.

Fig. 1

System optimised by COS!

PERFORM, like C08I, consists of a preproceasor and a postprocessor for
the OPTIMA linear prograaalng package. UnXlk« the fixed system configuration
of C08I, PERFORM will optlmlia any dynamic eystem of first or second order for
which the equations of motion ar« linear In tha state, control, and input func' The dynamic system can be described and Input to PERFORI" using vne flrat
or second order equations
a - A* ■•■ BÜ -t- Df k
Mq + Cq + Kq + 0Ü - F?k
In which u is a vector of time varying functlona, called control or leolator
forcee, that have replaced portions of^the dynamic system. A, B, D, M, C^, K,
U. F are coefficient matrices, s and q are vectore of resporee variables, e.g.,
dlsplacsments, stresses, accalaratloi». Ik la a forcing function vector where

yn
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the subscript k designates the kth set of forcing or loading functions. This
allows the systea to encounter alternative sets of dlsturbancaa which might
occur with equal probability.
The acceptable equations of notion appear to be linear. In fact, how-_
ever, they are "quasilinear" since those portione of the system replaced by ü
can be linear, nonlinear, active, or paaalve. The reaalnder of the system
must be linear as must the overall kinematics.
The user must place his equations in one of the forma of the above equations. The nonzero elements of the matrices A, B,, D or M, C, K, U, F are then
are than entered as Inputs. This Is accomplished by Identifying The-matrix,
e.g., M MATRIX, and then specifying an element and Ita value, e.g., 1, j,
and Mi 4. Elements not entered are aaaumad to be tero.
PERFORM finds the characteristics. Including 0 and tradeoffs between
optimal response variables, of the dynamic system such that bounds on some of
the reaponsa variables i or Q or control forcaa ü are not violated, while the
maximum (or minimum) in time of other «laments of s or q are minimized (or
maximised).
Regardless of the form (first or second order) uaed to deacrlbc the equatlona of motion, the formats for the objective function and constralnta are
the sane. In the caaa of the aecond order equations, a stake variable vector
s is established as

L'J
Any linear combination tt state varlablee, dertvatlvea of »-ate variables, or
control foreee can be ..aed as an objective function. In the case of the system described by second order equations, theee become linear comblnatlone of
accelerations, velocities, displscemants, and control forcaa. The objective
function is Input to PERFORM in the form
PXls ♦ PX2.1 + PX3f.
where PZ1. PX2 and PX3 are coefficient matrices. If more than one row of the
matrices of thie equation contains nonzero elements, then the peak values In
time of the vectors resulting from tha meaningful rowa are to be compared.
PERFORM minimises (maximizes) the maximum (minimum) of the peak values.
Constralnta may be placed on state variables, derivatives of state varlablee, and control forces. The general form, which Is again linear, is
Yl < Tls *■ Y2Ü + Y3f k < TO
where Yl, T2, Y3 are coefficient matrlcee and TL, W are lower and upper bound
vectors. Constralnta can be imposed at every time of tha response or at
apacific '.jes.
For prescribed Initial condition«, PERFORM computes the 5 vector such
that tha max |PXli + PX2Ü + PX3M 1« minimized (or mln | | is maximized)
while the above constralnta are satisfied. Any linear combination of >, 3,
and Ifc can be tabulated or plotted vereue time. A tradeoff curve between the
maximum objective function and any particular constraint can ba generated by
varying the bounds on that constraint.
smiPEC computes the limitlag p«rformance of the steady-state response
of a structural systsm. Tha system aquation« of motion, the objective function,
and the constraint relationships are of the «ame form a« in PERFORM. Because
the steady-state reeponse la of intereat, motion responses, excitation force«,
and control force« are expressed as phaeore in a complex plan« which rotates
at the circular frequency of the excitation function. Instead of discretlsing
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ootloni and forcti In tÜM, u In COS I ind PERFORM, dlicratltctlon 1«
don« In ut over thi Interval 0 s wt < ?». The solution of 8YSLIPEC Includes
raal and Imaginary parts of tha coaplas aaplltudas of the response aotlons
and the control forces. Tha ratio of tha coaplax control force and tha complex relative dlsplscsaent acroaa tha controller gives the complex impedance
required to optimise the reeponse of the system. Since there is no way to
impose linear constraints on the phase angles ecross the controllers, the optimum impedances identified may not be realisable aa passive mechanical networks.
AN EXAMPLE LIMITING PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In [10], Pilkey end Wang have inveatigated the limiting performance of
ahock abaorbere in freight car couplings. As shown in Fig. 2, the system
consists of e freight car modeled aa a mass Me which contains a load modeled
as a damped oscillator N^, c, and k. The laden car reata freely on a horlsontal track and la struck by a second car modeled aa a mass M(. The ehock absorber coupling is modeled as a tiaa varying force u. The limiting performance problem is to minimise the peak force transmitted through the apring and
daahpot to tha load H^ while tha relative displacement of the shock absorber
coupling ie constrained to lie between sero and a given upper bound. For
each of five striking velocltlee. Fig. 3 shows typical results of the limiting
performance analysis. The tradeoff between the force transmitted to the load
and the deflection of the coupling le clearly shown. These curves provide
the designer with information about tha best poeeible ahock absorber performance agalnat which he can measure the performance of his candidate abaorber
deaigna.

5E_
.
Fig. 2

Limiting Performance Model
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Typical Halting parfenwnc« curvai
OPERATING DETAILS OP THE CODES
COST (5, 6]

Capability: Optlaltaa tranalmt caaponaa of baaa-axcltad, thraa dagraa of
fraadoa ayataa ahovn In Pig. 1,
Languaga: FORTRAK IV contalnad on approxlaataly 900 earda.
Additional Software Raquirad: CDC OPTIMA llnaar prograaalng package plua uaar
auppllad aubroutlnaa for horltontal and vertical baaa accalaratlona.
Hardware: CDC 6600, CDC 6400
Davalopara: G. H. Klein, E. I. Axalband, I. E. Parker
Mechanic! Raaaareh Incorporated
Loa Angelea, California
Sponaorad by the Defenae Atomic Support Agency, Haahlngton, D. C.
Availability; Aeroapaca Structure! Infonution «ad Aaalyaia Center (ASIAT.)
APm-PBR
Wright-Pattaraon APB, Ohio 45433
PERPORM 17. S]

Capability) Optlaliea tranaiant reaponee of any flrat or aacond order dynaalc
ayataa for which the aquatlona of motion are linear in the Motion, control,
and excitation function.
Language: PORTIAI IV contained on approximately 3300 earda.
Additional Software Required t CDC OPTIMA or CDC APEX linear prograaalng
package.
Hardware: CDC 6600, CDC 6400
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Developer«:

U. D. PUkey and B. P. Wang
University of Virginia
Charlottaavlll«, Virginia 22901
Sponsored by NASA Langlay Research Canter, Haapton, Virginia
Availability! Coaputar Software Management and Intonation Center (COSMIC)
Barrow Hall
University of Georgia
Athena, Georgia 30601
SYSLIPEC (9]
Capability: Optlnlzes ataady-atata response of any first or aacond order aystern for which the equations of aotlon ar* linear In the notion, control,
and excitation functions.
Language: FORTRAN IV contained on approximately 550 carda.
Additional Software Required: CDC OPTIMA or IBM RSMSUB linear prograaalng package.
Hardware: CDC 6600, CDC 6400
Developer: B. P. Wang
University of Virginia
Charlottesvllle, Virginia 22901
Sponsored by NASA Langley Research Canter, Haapton, Virginia
Availability: COSMIC
Barrow Hall
University of Georgia
Athena, Georgia 30601
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Grillages
Thein Wih
Texas A Al University

INTRODUCTION
The term grillage is usually understood to mean • network of beans rigidly
connected at their intersections. In actual practice such a network usually
forms the supporting framework for a plate or envelope which tranaalts the
superimposed load to the grillage. In many structures the grillage forms the
primary load carrying component, and the safety of the structure is dependent
ou its satisfactory performance.
Despite the customary use of the term grillage to mean a plane structure
of orthogonally Intersecting beams, such a restricted meaning is unwarranted.
Grillages may be of any shape, curved or flat, and the network of beams may
intersect at any angle. The beams composing the grillage need not be uniform,
their variation being dictated by the particular structural application. Ship
bottoms and bridge decks are among the most commonly encountered structural
configurations that are classified as grillages. But a supporting network for
a cylindrical shell may be classified as a grillage provided it is the primary
load carrying framework.
For the purposes of this article, it has not been possible to construe the
term grillage quite so broadly, if only because this would make the chapter too
volumnious. In particular, only the dynamic characteristics of grillages are
covered here, the static response having been adequately treated elsewhere [1].
BASIC THEORY
The theory of grillages Is usually based on the Bernoulli-Euler theory of elastic beau. At the intersection between two beams compatibility of deflection,
slope, and rotation must be ensured. Finally, the solution must satisfy the
boundary conditions at the supports. The loads applied to the grillage may be
either at the beam inteticctions or on a beam between two consecutive intersections .
The difficulties in the analysis are usually in incorporating the torsional
stiffness of the beams and the distributed mass characteristics. Some formulations omit the torsional stiffness of the beams not only for mathematical simplicity but because in many applications the torsional stiffness of the beams
(such «s I beams) is indeed small. Another common simplification is to assume
that the masses of the beams are lumped at the intersections of the beams.
Apart from the foregoing, many idealisations are possible for the mathematical model. One of long standing is orthotropic or anisotrophic plate theory,
which replaces the discretiied actual structure by a continuum, thereby bringing
it within the scope of a differential equation [2].
A uniform grillage is understood to mean that each set of intersecting
beams is idanticsl and equally spaced. Such grillages, provided the boundary
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conditions are not too complicated, may be treated exactly by difference
equations (3].
Since the grillage la assumed to be the primary load carrying component,
the effect of plating la approximated by Incorporating It In some manner Into
the properties of the beams.
FREE VIBRATION AND DYNAMIC RESPONSE
There are two distinct problems in grillage dynamics, namely, the determination of the natural frequencies of the system and the determination of the
response to given external forces. The former Is, generally speaking, simpler
analytically. Computer programs can be developed for either problem.
Considering the Importance of grillages In structural applications. It
Is surprising that more computer programs are not generally available that
are aimed specifically at grillage dynamics. The truth probably is that such
programs are available within particular Industries, but are not diaseminated
widely nor published in the open literature.
Because of time limitations It has not been possible to seek out software
which may be known to, or used only by, limited groups within industries or
enterprises. We have confined ourselves therefore to the more readily avallalbe programs.
As Implied in the previous section, ce.'.aln mathematical models of the
structure are sufficiently simple to permit exact solutions of the problem
under certain boundary conditions.
For such cases. It seems appropriate here to present some of the explicit
formulas In the hope that, even without related software, computer programs
could be written by the user without undue effort.
The simplest formulation for grillages la the anisotropic plate; and once
the parameters are determined or approximated in some manner, one could apply
classical plate theory.
Rectangular grillage vibration may be represented by the following differential equation
D
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and p is the mass of the plate per unit are«.
The quantifies on the right hand side* of Eqs. (2) are defined as follows:
a,b
»jtb.

■
•

Bj.B.
Cj.c-

•

dimensions of grid in the x and y direction*, respectiv^'v
distance between beams In the x and y directions, assumed
small in comparison with a and b
flexural rigidities of beams in the x and y directions
torslonal rigidities of beams in the x and y directions

Eq. (1) is not restricted to uniform grids «■ Bqs. (2) imply. It may
be used even if the grillage is not uniform and some "smearing out" process
is used Co approximate the grillage as a plat*.
The square of the natural frequency obtained fro« Eq. (1) is given by
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The coefficient» A, B, ani. C are given In Table 1 [4].
Table 1
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An exact aolution aay be obtained for a alnply supported grldwork provided It Is unlforn. Two foraulatlona are possible, one taking into account
the distributed msas of the beams, and the other asaualng that the nass of
the beans is concentrated at their Intersections. The latter, while an approxiaation, gives an explicit expreeaion for the frequencies
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2-3

12EI
number of beams In the x and y directions

R, S
X

TaVü3

V

v
EI, El
GJ, GJ
P

ra, n
a, a

G3a/2Elä
Gjä/2Ela
flexural rigidity of beams In
toralonal rigidity of bars in
nass concentrated at the beam
Integers
spacing of beans in the x and

the x and y directions
the x and y directions
intersections
y directions

The distributed mass solution is considerably more complicated and
■lues not give an explicit formula. With p now as the mass density, the
frequency equation assumes the form

^iPf-O

,+ 20. - 20, cos ^

2C, + C, cos ^ - Vv / C0 C0
cos {r- - C

( 8

" f - S)

2
f-0
+._..
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+>4°2C
C cosf--v(c co.f .C j
1 +
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8

7

5
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cos £=■
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in which
Ci
Cj
0^
Cs

c.
c,
0.
u
v
T

(cosh u sin u - slnh u cos u)/4T
u{sinh u - sin u)/2T
u2(coah u - cos u)/6T
u3(cosh u sin u + slnh u cos u)/12T
u3(8ln u + alnh u)/12T
v cot V
v cosec v
.
lü.2Apa,,/EI),/',i
lu^Ql /Cj)»/2
1 - co8Pu cosh u

a and v are defined by Interchanging the barred quantities for those without bars and vice versa. 0, . . . Cg are similar functions of u and v. A.
Ä are the cross-sectional areas of the beams in the x and y directions and
I Is the polar moment of inertia. Other quantities arc as defined under
Efj. (4) Equation (5) is readily programmed for the determination of the
natural frequencies u for chosen vsluea of m and n.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
GUDSAP

Capability: Solve« foe the natural frequencies and associated mode shapes
of a rigidly jointed, two-dimensional lumped-mass grid. Stiffness
matrix alterations can ba used to add complex structural elements which
cannot ba represented by members. The output gives atlffneas matrix,
natural frequencies, up to 20 mode shapaa.
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.anguage: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC, Honeywell
Availability: STRUPAK
TRW Systems
Redondo Beach, Calif.
Available on CDC conmerclal network«
Dynamic Analysis of Elaatoplastlc Beam-Girder Systems (RES1)
Data: 1970.
Capability: Calculates the dynamic response of elaatoplastlc besm-glrder
systems subjected to a uniformly distributed arbitrary forcing function.
The ends of the beams may be either simply supported or claapad. Each
member is assumed to possess s bilinesr elastoplastic resistance function. The beams are equally spaced and have identical properties.
Output: The center deflections of the girder end beam relative to the girder,
and the dynamic reactions of ths beans and the girder, are printed out.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: IBM 7090
Developer: S. L. Wang and H. f. Gray
Naval Ship Research and Development Center
Washington, D. C. 20034
Availability: An international Journal, Computers and Structures. Vol. 2,
(1 and 2), Pergamon Press, Feb. 1972, pp. 223-251 presents a listing
of the program RESI.
Impulsive Response of a Stiffened Plate Mass Loaded Around the Edges
Capability: This program gives the approximate solution of a cross-stiffened
plate with mass loadings around the edgaa treated as an orthotropic plate.
The solution is made of modal expansions. The modes of tha plate are
approximated by the modes of a beam.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: Will run on any time-sharing system
Developer: J. E. Greenspon
J. G. Engineering Research Associates
3831 Menlo Drive
Baltimore, Maryland 21215
Availability; The program Is available, «long with two example solutions in
tha report: Impulsiv« Response of s Stiffened Plat« Ma»« Loaded Around
the Edge«, Joshua Greenspon, NSRDC - Underwater Explosion« Research
Division, Contract NOO167-71-C-0024, Final Report Jan 1972.
Dynamic Modal Analysis of Large Bar Stru.turea
Having up to 4000 Dynamic Degree« of Freedom
Capability: Determination of eigenvelue«, period« and eigenvector« a« wall
a« dynamic modal analysia leading to the determination of modal participation factor«, «pectral dUplacementa and maximum probable Inertia
force«. The etructure may have up to 2500 Joint«, 4,000 member«, 4,000
lumped ma««a« and 4,000 dynamic degrees of freedom. The structured
members may be circularly curved in spec« with a conatant ««ction or
straight with a conatant a» well a« a variable section and they may
also be of different material«. Members' bending, axlel «lid «haar
deformation are taken into account. The structurs may be subjected to
4,000 simultaneous different dynamic forcing function« arbitrarily varying with time and acting at any number of Jointa. Damping factors and
elastic support« are alee con«idered. Flx«d input form. Operatee in
and out of computer cor«.
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Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: UNIVAC 1108, but may be adapted to any computer.
Availability: M. G. Koetro, Preeldent
Electronic Calculua, Inc.
468 Park Avenue, South
New York, New York 10019
Alao commercially available on UCC coaputer network.
UDGVIB
Capability: Program coaputei the natural frequenclea and modal amplltudee
for the rlba and akin of a three-cell wedge atructure.
Language: FORTRAN
Memory Required: 17,500 octal
Hardware: CDC 6600
Source: Program available on carda to Department of Defenee Agenclea or their
contractora. Contact D, L. Smith
R. C. W, Vender Heyde
Aero-Acouatlc« Branch
APFDL/FYA
Wrlght-Patteraon Air Force Baee
Ohio 45433
Telephone: 513-25-54279
PANAL
Capability: Program computaa th« natural frequenclea, normal mode ahapea,
modal ehear diatribution along the center line of e one-dlmenelonel
panel erray undergoing cylindrical bending.
Language: FORTRAN, program available on carda
Memory Required: 34,600 octal
Hardwere: CDC 6600
Source: D. L. Smith
R. C. W. Vender Heyde
Aero-Acouetiea Branch
AFFDL/FYA
Wrlght-Patteraon Air Force Baae
Ohio 45433
PLTVBB
Capability: Program computaa the natural frequenclea and normal mode ehapea
of a nine-bay orthogonally atlffencd panel. The atructure ie aaaumed to
have clamped edgee and four orthogonal ttlffenera dividing the uniform
cover aheet into nine baya. The atiffeuere are modeled with a finite
element repreeentation of a thin walled open-aection beam. The rectangular plate bending element ueed la baaed upon a alxteen degree of
freedom element made in the form of a clampcd-clamped beam fundamental
mode.
Language: FORTRAN, program available on card«
Memory Required: 67,200 octal
Hardwaret CDC 6600
Sourcei D. L. Smith
R. C. H. Vender Heyde
Aaro-Acouetice Branch
Wright-Pattereon Air Force Baae
Ohio 45433
Telephonei 313-25-54279

/

.135
Nuaarlcal Study of Fre« Vibration of Crtllagcs
Capability: Calculation of natural frequencies of grids using either the distributed maas or the lumped mass approximation. Solutions for both
simple supports on all sides and with elastic supports on 2 parallel
aides are possible, Toralonal atlffnesa may be taken Into account.
Developer; Fu-Shan Chan
Hota V. S. Ganga Rao
Department of Civil Engineering
Waat Virginia University
Morgantown, Weat Virginia
Availability: The program la printed out and discussed with example problems
In Report No. 2021, Civil Engineering Studies, West Virginia Univeralty.
BEAMRESPONSE (Computer Programa for Grillage Analysis)
Date: Completed 1974.
Capability: Calculates natural frequencies of grillages aasumlng mass of
tranaverse members Is lumped at the Intersections and these members act
as elastic springs. Longitudinal members are identical while the tranaverse members may have differing propertlea. Longitudinal members'
shear deformation and rotary inertia may be taken into account. Girders
may be either simply supported and fixed-ended.
Method: Trenafar matrix method
Input: Batch or prompting interactive
Output: For the interactive version, user csn modify the input on-line as the
output appears.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware; CDC, IBM, UN1VAC, Honeywell. Data General, PDF.
Uaaga: In use in Industry and several universities
Developer: Walter D. Pllkey
Pin Yu Chang
Dapt. of Engineering Science and Systems
University of Virginia
Charlottesvilie, Virginia 22901
Availability; Can be purchaacd or used on national networks. Contact:
Structural Members Users Group
P. 0. Box 39S8, Univaraity of Virginia Station
Cbarlottaavllla, Va. 22903
Telephone: (804) 296-4906
ItECTANCULARPLATE
Date: Complete 1974.
Capability: Calculates natural frequenciea and steady state response for Isotropie and orthotropic plates. Gives mode shapes of frse vibration, and
deflection, slope, banding momenta, twisting moments end shears for ateady
state loads. Two opposite edges (y-0, Ly) must be simply supported, but
there may be Intermediate supports between x-0 and x-L up to a total
of 10. The aupports may be rigid, moment rcleaae, guided, or ehear release type. The support« at x-0 and L may be fixed, simple, free or
guided. There may be any number of concentrated parameter« (e.g. lumped
masses, concentrated forces, line spring«) In the s direction. The plate
can be formed of uniform panel« in th« x direction. The thickness,
modulus of elasticity, modulus of alaatle foundation, Poisson's ratio,
thermal aspanalon coefficient, and density can be varied from panel to
panel. Stiffened plates with large «tlffeners In both x and y direction«
can be analysed
Method; Tranafer matrix
Llmitatlona and Restriction« I Us«« classlcsl plat« theory
Input; Batch or prompting Interactive.
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Output: For the Interactive verelon, user can modify the input on-line ■■
the output appear«.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware! CDC, IBM, UNIVAC, Honeywell, Data General, PDF
Usage: In use In Induatry and at «everal unlveraltlea
Developer: Halter D. Pllkcy
Fin Yu Chang
Department of Engineering Science and Systems
University of Virginia
Charlotteaville, Virginia 22901
Availability: Can be purchased or used on national networks. Contact:
Structural Members Usera Group, Ltd.
P. 0. Box 3958, University of Virginia Station
Charlotteaville, Va. 22P01
Telephone: (804) 296-4906
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Kinematic and Dynamic Design of Mechanism
Roger E. Kaufmann
Mas.Miihiisrils In.Miluie of Technology

INTRODUCTION
Kinematics Is a science with root* In antiquity. Under the constant
pressure of exigency, engineers have developed innuaerable clever mechanisms
to generate notions in space. At the same tine, theoreticians interested in
the more fundamental properties of time-varying geometric relationships have
developed an extensive body of analytical procedures for studying or designing such devices. During the last century, the algebraic theories for mechanisms were developed to a point which surpassed the ability of the typical
unaided engineer to manipulate or interpret the mathematics. As a result, a
gulf developed between the theory and the practice of mechanism design.
Digital computers have empowered engineers and given them the ability
to quickly and easily process vast amounts of data. Further, sophisticated
mathematical theories can be embedded in a user-oriented "packaged" program,
so that the designer himself can treat the computer as a skilled specialist,
or mechanisms consultant. He need only understand how to comunicate hia
problem to the machine and how to interpret the results. He need not have s
detailed understanding of the theory embodied in the program or of the intricacies of computer science. As a result, there has been a reawakening of interest in the sophisticated, though heretofore "useless" theories of eminent
mathematicians and klneaatlclans. The theoretical contributions of men such
as Sylvester, Lagrange, Buraester. and Chabyshav, though dormant for close to
a century, are now being Implemented in user-oriented computer programs which
hold the promise for revolutionising the practice of mechanism design in the
near future.
Kinematics, as originally defined by Ampere, is the science "in which
movements are consldsred in themselves" (Independent of the forces which produce them). Generally, the subject is subdivided into two major areaa, analysis and synthesis. Analysis deals with the study of the behavior of an existing mechanism or mechanism design. Synthesis is the inverse process of designing a mechanism so ss to obtain a praconcslvsd kinematic behavior. The task
of synthesis may be further subdivided into type synthesis and dimension synthesis. In type synthesis, one is concerned with determining the topologies
of mechanisms which would be capable of theoretically providing the kind of
performance required. That is, one is concerned with such overall questions
as "how many links and hinges must a mechanism possess so ss to generate an
eighth degree coupler curve", or "what kinds of mechanisms can Invert a body
and than dwell for sn Instant?" Dimension synthesis, on the other hand, is
concerned with establishing specific slses or proportions for s device of
known topology which must satisfy a specified time sequence of positions.
Programs for ths klnemstic analysis and synthesis of mechanisms are surveyed In this chapter. Coverage has been extended to include programs dealing
with nonklnematlc properties such as static forces, joint friction, and mechanism dynamics.
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Insofar as possible, piograaa have been »elected for their generality and
their designer-engineer user orientation. An effort has been made to weed out
ptograms of United general Interest and those which appear to be of purely
academic concern. Poorly documented programs and thoae which require detailed
supplementary training to understand their application have also been eliminated.
However, since the author has not had first-hand experience with many of the
availible programs, the choice as to which to include has been somewhat arbitrary, with more concern for including programs of potential interest and
utility than for eliminating marginal programs. Inevitably, some programs
which should have been scratched have slipped through. In advance, the author
would like to apologize to his friends whose programs were eliminsted, either
by design or by chance.

ANALYMK

Developers: Kaufman, Barnett, Archie, Uouck
Affiliation: Department of Mechanical Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass. 02139
Application: Animation and display of most pin or slider-Jointed planar mechanisms. Closed-form animation procedures automatically generated where
theoretically possible.
Graphics: Yes. Interactive program. Storage tube or plotter output. Graphical data tablet input currently being Incorporated.
Hardware: Storage tuba; minicomputer oriented but convertible for time sharing. FORTRAN IV
Availability; From developer
Coaments: Being Incorporated into KINSYN II. Useful ss standalone animation
package.
CAMPAC
Developers:

Matbews, Teaar

Affiliation:

University of Florida
Gsinsville, Fla. 32601
Application: Synthesis, analysis, and design of cams Polynomial and trapesoidal curves of second, third, and fourth order Parametric error «nalysis. One and two degree of freedom models.
Graphics; Calcomp plotter.
Availability: From developer.
Coamsnts: Generallced cam deelgn program covering everything but harncnic
analysts.
COHKEND I
Developers! Knappe, Kies
Affiliation: IBM Syetems Development Division
Development Laboratory
Rochester, Minn.
Application; An ambitioua, caneralised mechanical design eysten incorporating
linkage, cam, gsar, spring, shaft, and timing-bait design programs,
together with related routines for N/C machining, etc. Analysis and
synthesis of general planar serial mechanisms. Analysis of threedimensional mechanisms. Planar mschsnism synthesis by Freudenetein's
equations or by numerical methods where closed-form techniques ware
not applicable. Dynamic analysis of mechanical systems.
Hardware: lafileaented In 360 FORTRAN IV, PL-1, PLAN/360 and PLAN 1130 versions.
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Graphics: 22SO option, pluUar.
Availability: COMMEND I la Internally available within IBM. Limited subaeta
of COMMEND have been released to the public as IBM program products.
Mechanism Design Syatem-Klnematlcs and Mechanism Design System-Gears and
Springs are available and run under PLAN.
Coments: Unfortunately, only limited portion« of COMMEND are available to
the public. NDS-Kinematics package is available only for two dimension
and three dimension motion analysis. None of the kinematic synthesis
systems was released. The version available as a program product provides displacements, together with higher derivatives and plotter output.
Apparently, IBM has essentia.'ly abandoned the mechanical projects associated with COMMEND I.
DKINAL (formerly DYMAC)
Developer: Paul, Hud
Affiliation! Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19174
Application; Dynamic analysis of machinery. User provides all geometric end
inertlal properties of mechanisms, together with initial velocities and
applied forces. User specifies which members ar« included In each userspecified independent loop. Program generates aad aolvea the equations
of motion and print* out positions, velocities, accelerations, and
forces.
Availability: Prom developer.
Comments: User manual available from B. Paul, Department of Mechanical
Engineering and Applied Mechanics, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pa., 19174.
DRAM

Developera: Chace, Smith, Rubens, Angell
Affiliation: University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104
Application: Interactive simulation of two-dimensional dynamic mechanical
systems. Open or closed loop, single or multi-degree of freedom system*.
Continuous motions or Impact*. Lumped parameter systems only. Allow*
specification of torque-apeed characteristics. Provides display of
selected position*, velocities, acceleration*, or reaction force*.
Hardware: Tlme-aharlng or batch versions. Tektronix 4010 display.
Graphics: Tektronix 4010 storage tube for presentation of result*.
Availability: Available through DECAL, 1210 E. Engineering, Unlvar*ity of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich., 48104, tal. 313-763-0651
Commercially available through Com Share Tlme-ehariog system. Contact! Structural Dynamic* Research Corporation, 3729 Dragon Way,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45277
Comments: Users Lagranglan multiplier approach with all joint variables as
indspendent variable*, fore* constraints hold joints together. Large
system of differential equation*. System maintained for commercial use.
DRPL
Developers:

Affiliation:

Carson, Trummel

University of Iowa
low* City. Iowa 52242
Application: Three-dimensional dynamic rsaponse of mechanism*. HartenbergDenavit transformation matrix notation with least-squares loop closure.
Lagrange equation* than determined and »olved by Runge-Kutta method.
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Availability: Fron developer.
Language: FORTRAN II
Coonentsi Early system with capabilities similar to those of IMP.
nalntalned.

No longer

DYAD
Developers: Pollack, Teaar
Affiliation: University of Florida
Galnsvllle, Fla. 32601
Application: Dynamic analysis of planar mechanisms composed of Interconnected
two-link Assur groups. Force analysis and dynamic analysis to second
order. Pin or slider joints. Closed-form analysis.
Availability: From developer.
Coments: Handles most common linkages lound In Industrial applications.
DYSIN
Developers: Muklebust, Tesar
Affiliation: University of Florida
Galnsvllle, Fla. 32601
Application; Group of Burmester theory based synthesis programs for A-bars,
6-bars and geared 5-bar linkages. Synthesis for finite or infinitesimal
motion properties.
Availability: From developer.
Coments: Effective use of these programs probably requires a fair amount
of sophistication on the part of the user to properly interpret and
utilise the output. A manual is being prepared to describe the technical details of their operation.
FIVEPOS
Developers: Sandor, et al.
Affiliation: Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, New York 12181
Application: Five position Burmester Theory. Synthesis of function, path,
and motion generating four-bar linkages.
Hardware; Time-sharing with T4002 Tekronlx terminal.
Graphics: Limited, with T4002 storage tube.
Availability; From developer.
Cossaents: As with Dysln, effective use of this program requires considerable
sophistication on part of user. Basic theory has wide application when
cleverly employed.
PORCB

Developer; Peterson
Affiliation; General Dynamics, Convalr Division
San Diego, Cal.
Application; Two-dimensional kinematic analysis of mcchsnisma including
effects of Joint friction. Employs friction circle concept.
Hardware: CDC 6400, FORTRAN extended compiler
Graphicsi Yes, with Control Data Cyber display system, CDC 274.
Availabilityt From developer.
Commentsi Control Data system is Incompatible with most IBM hardware.
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GEAR
Developeri Kerstan
Affiliations University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska 68S08
Application: Package of small programs for cam, gears, and four-bar linkage
coupler curves. Primarily Intended for student use,
Graphics: CAI.-COMP
Availability: Fron developer.
Coments: Many researchers have similar such programs available. These seem
fairly elementary but useful for teaching purposes in undergraduate
design courses. Permit visualization of gear tooth undercutting, etc.
■

IMP, IMP-73
Developer: Dicker
Affiliation; University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin 53706
Application: Analysis of two- or three-dimensional closed-loop rigid link
mechanisms. All types of joints, linear springs, viscous dampers, mass,
and gravity effects may be included. Driving forces or notions nay be
specified as functions of time. Kinematic, static and tine response
■odes of operation. Matrix based system formulates and solves ss many
differential equations as system has degrees of freedom. Provides positions, velocities, accelerations, static, and dynamic constraint forces,
damping ratios, and natural frequencies.
Hardware: Time-sharing or batch. Two machine dependent routines. System
runs on most large-scale computers.
Graphics: None at present.
Availability: From developer. About 80 systems now distributed.
Connents: IMP-73 1« latest release of IMP and supersedes earlier versions. Hew
releasss are planned as developments wsrrant. System Is well documented
and supported. Seversl time-sharing services offer IMP.
IMP-IIH
Developer: Sheth
Affiliation: University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
Application: Essentially Identical to IMP, but with different Integration
technique. (Predictor corrector method). Provides additional small oscillation mode of analysis yielding frequency domain and transfer function
data. Also handles impscts.
Hardware: Time-sharing or batch.
Graphics: Storage Tube.
Availability: Available through DBCAL, 1210 E. Engineering, University of
Michigan, Aim Arbor. Mich. 48104.
Commercially available: Structural Dynamics Research Corp.,
5729 Dragon Way, Cincinnati, Ohio, 4S227.
Comments: IMP-UH is currently well supported but may deteriorate since Sheth
is leaving Michigan.
KIDTAH

Developer: Brat
Affiliation: Ciceh Technical University
Prague 2, USSR
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Appllcatlont Provides kinematic and dynaalc analyala of general planar mechaanlra. Alao provides phase plane analysis, Analysis technique based
on Assur groups.
Hardware) Written in StANG language for the MINSK 22 computer.
Availability; Perhaps, In Vladivostok.
Conaents: Great, If you own a MINSK 22 computer.
KINAL
Developer! Peul
Affiliation: Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia. Pa, 19174
Application: Kinematic analysis of planar, multi-loop single degree of freedom mechanisms. User provides starting estimate of ell secondary
position variables, together with a small subroutine given the driving
variable. Its velocity and acceleration, as a function of time.
Availability: Prom developer.
Comments: User manual Is being developed.
KINE
Developers: Gupta, Banerjee, Pox
Affiliation: Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland. Ohio 44106
Application: General program for position, velocity and acceleration analysis
of planar machanlsms with revoluta and prismatic Joints, gears, and
cams. Systems of multi-degree of freedom. Provides spline fit to csm
or curved slide track contour. Dees s modified Newton Raphson scheme.
Hardware: UNIVAC 1108. FORTRAN V
Comments; System Is noninteractlve. but appears easy to use and versatile.
Capability of easily Incorporating came and curved sliders is useful
feature.
KIMENAT
Developer! Dratch
Affiliation; Stevens Institute of Technology
Hoboken. N. J.
Application) Planar analysis of mechaniame for positions, velocities, and
accelerations. Program baaed on line geometry, uses forward Integration
schsms.
Hardware: Requires both SHOBOL and FORTRAN IV compilers.
Availability: Rot available.
Comments: System Is interesting bscauae it ia the only one baaed on lim«
geometry. Also, it uses SHOBOL to derive and formulate the system of
analysis equations, Chen uses FORTRAN as a postprocessor to carry out
the numerical solution.
KIH8TN
Developers: R. Kaufman, Maurer
Affiliation: Department of Hech inlcal Engineering
Massachuactts Inst tute of Technology
Cambridge, Mas*. 02139
Application) Synthesis and analysis of pin or slider-Jointed planar linkages,
particularly four-bars and slldsr-crank mechanisms. Burmeeter-baaed
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exact synthesis for four or five positions In notion generation, function generation, or path generation. Yields all theoretically available
designs with given constraints. Closed-form, Provides Interactive feedback, graphical Input and animation. Designer oriented system.
Hardware: Original version 8K IBM 1130, Tektronix 611, storage tube display,
"bowling ball" graphical input device,
Graphics; Yes, interactive graphics through use of non-store node on atorage
tube,
Coments: System capabilities similar to those of SYNTH, but on a much smaller
computer. Unusual for interactive synthesis orientation and for ease of
use by non-apecialiats.
KINSYN II
Developers; Kaufman, Ruegaegger, Rubel, Parsons, Hare, Knutson
Affiliation; Department of Mechanical Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge. Mass. 02139
Application; KINSYN II enables a designer to synthesize for two, three, four,
or five positions of pin or slider jointed mechanisms without losing any
of the design freedom Inherent In the problem. Numerical techniques
allow for synthesis of mechanisms of arbitrary topology and for arbitrary
performance requirements. Interactive, dynamic syr.tem. Synthesized
mechanisms can be analysed, with full display of part ahapea and clearance.
Hardware; Imlac display, Shintron data tablet, Interdata Model 80 minicomputer,
Graphics. Yea, dynamic Interactive display, with data tablet.
Comments: Dynamic graphics in a user-oriented, interactive system makes
system ideal for use by designers with limited experience with computers
or with theoretical kinematics. System is self-explanatory using a natural, graphical language.
WD
Developer; Uncertain.
Affiliation; Boeing Computer Services
Seattle, Washington
Application; Kinematic analysis aa apeclal case of large acale atructural
deformation. Three-dimensional. Analysis by kinetic and potential
energy.
Availability: Commercially available from Boeing Computer Services.
Comments: Program was not primarily developed for kinematics.
KAXIOIS
Developer; Markus
Affiliation; Inatttute of Machine Mechanics
Slovak Academy of Sciencea
Bratlalava, Czechoalavakla
Applicationt Kinematic analysis of planar «achanlama with lower pairs. Interactive solution procedure yields positions, velocltlea, sad accelerations.
Input consists of matrices giving the mechanism topology and proportions.
Hardware; Algol 60 required,
Avallablltly; Mot certain.
Comments: System uses numerical approach to solving automatically generated
closure equations.
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MECHSYN
Developer; Garret, Reed
AifIllation: Purdue University
Lafayette, Ind,
Application:
Interactive construction, modification, and animation of pin
and allder-jolnted mechanlans. Coupler curves, velocity, and acceleration holographs.
Hardware: IMLAC PDS-1 tied to CDC 6500.
Graphics: Interactive dynamic graphics using light pen.
Availability: From developer.
Comments: System is extremely hardware dependent so that conversion to

another Installation would be very difficult.
MECH 3D
Developer: Peterson
Affiliation; General Dynamics, Convair Divlaion
San Diego, Cal.
Application; Computer graphics front-end for IMP-73, Permits interactive
construction of three-dimensional linkages, performs topological dissection of the mechanism and massages the results Into form for processing by IMP.
Hardware: CYBER display. Control Data 6400,
Graphics: Yes, with dynamic display and light pen Interaction.
Availability: Not at this time.
Comments: MECH 3D hasn't been finished, due to the difficulties of reworking
IMF's data management system for use on the CDC 6A00.
MEDES
Developer: Bona, Galletti, Lucifredl
Affiliation: Olivetti, Ivrca, Italy, and University of Genoa, Italy
Application; Planar mechanisms analysis and synthesis. Five-position synthesis and numerical optimization, analysis of general mechanisms. Cam and
gear design. Stress analysis and tolerance analysis.
Hardware: IBM 1130, 2250.
Graphics: Yes, dynamic light pen Interaction with 2250 display.
Availability; Internal to Olivetti.
Comments: Part of ambitious mechanical design system similar to COMMEND I.
System Interfaces to drawing management system and N/C machining capabilities.
MEDUSA
Developer: Dlx
Affiliation; Illinois Institute of Technology
Chicago, 111. 60616
Application; Dynamic simulation. Formulates aquations of motion (newton)
and integratea. User codes on« subroutine consisting of • series of
subroutine call«. This sequence describes the particular mechanisms
Joints to the system.
Availability; From developer. Manual available.
Coassents: System is much slower running than Lagranga-based systems.
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RAP
Developeri Rappaport
Affiliation! United Aircraft Research Laboratories
E. Hartford, Conn.
Applications Position analysis of three-dimensional nechanisma. Provides
for all conventional Joint types, together with gears, racks, and cams
acting on cans.
Hardware: IBM/360 with IBM 22S0.
Graphics; Yes. Dynamic interaction with 22SO light pen display.
Availability; Internal to United Aircraft,
Comments: Allows display of three-dimensional linkages during animation, by
showing two orthogonal views on split screen.
SKETCHPAD, SKETCHPAD-II1
Developers: Sutherland, Johnson
Affiliation; Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T.
Lexington, Mass. 02139
Application; One of ne first CAD systems. Sketchpad was capable of animating linkages by satisfying the graphical constraint that the lines not
separate. Sketchpad III could do the sane In three dimensions. Neither
system was intended specifically for kinematics.
Hardware; Original system used Lincoln's TX-2 computer. Sketchpad-like
capabilities have since been implemented on other systems using AED
Compiler.
Graphics: Yes. Dynamic Interaction with light pen on a special display
scope.
Availability; From developer.
Comnents: Sketchpad is mentioned mainly for historical perspective, not as
a practical kinematic analysis tool.
SYMTH

Developer: Peterson
Affiliation: General Dynamics, Convalr Division
San Diego, Cal.
Application: Synthesis of four-bar linkages using Burmester curves. Allows
synthesis of motion generating mechanisms with lour precision positions.
Also allows synthesis of toggle mechanisms having specified dsad cent«
positions. Uses dynamic Interaction via light pen. Animation allows
judgment of clearances, etc.
Hardware: CDC 6400, CDC 274.
Graphics! Yes. CDC 274 display provides dynamic interaction for both input
and display.
Availability: From developer.
Conoents: A powerful design capability. Many features similar to KINSYN.
TOAD
Developer: Sturges
Affiliation; Charles Stark Draper Laboratories, Inc.
Cambridge, Mass,
Application: Teleoperator arm design program. Symbolically derivss the
exact differential aquations for open-loop manipulators. Includes
Internal, centripetal, Corlolls, and gravitational effects. Computationally optlmisas the aquations by factoring and by application of
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trigonometric Identities, etc.
Hardware! Requlrea Pl,/1-FORMAC Interpreter,
Availability! Fron developer.
Comments! Output of TOAD conslats of the differential equations, In ■ynbollc
foim, not the manipulator'■ behavior. Typically these equations are
highly complex and could not be obtained by hand.
VECNET
Developer: Andrews
Affiliation: University of Waterloo,
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
Application: Rigid body dynamic analysis of three-dimensional masa-aprlngdashpot systems. Not specifically applicable to mechanisms at present,
though joint constraints are being Incorporated In the system. Based
on graph theory, program develops Its own analysis equations using trees
and cut sets starting with a node-node Incidence matrix description of
the mechanical system.
Avallablltly: From developer, though no manual currently exists.
Comments: At present, system Is not designer oriented and is limited in its
ability to handle three-dimensional mechanisms. System is being expanded
to handle a wider class of problems.
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Seismic Analyses
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ORMDOOnON
Lateral load« raaultlng fro* a aalmlc disturbance are an Important conaldaratlon In the design of structures In many parts of the world. Unlike aoet other loads acting on the structure, the dyuaalc affecte associated with seismic
loads are significant. The energy contained In a seismic disturbance Is concentrated In the 1 through 10 cps frequency band ao that response aapllflcatlons due to the Interaction of the disturbance with the primary vlbratlonal
modes of the structure are to be expected. Thle auggasta that dynamic analyses arc required. Because of the complexities, however, of performing such
analyses It has been standard practice [1] to represent seismic loads with
"equivalent" static loads. Selemlc loads may then be handled In the same
manner aa any other static loading. Computer software available to treat the
static problem la discussed elsewhere (21, and la therefore not considered
further In this chapter.
The eevarlty of seismic loadings have required that engineers make some
reasonable trad« off between eafety and economics during the design process.
To alleviate this difficulty recent trends In building codas have bean in the
direction of requiring that a dynamic analysis be performed for seismic loading. Vor example, all primary components of nuclear power plante constructed
In tba United States must be the subject of a dynamic analysis to evaluate
seismic effects. This is even required for plants which are to be constructed
In selemlcally Inactive areas. The objective of this chapter Is to discuss computer software that is available to treat the seismic response problem whan
dynamic effects are included.
The subject area Is divided into the following areas of intereatt
e free-field
e atructure/medla interaction
e structural response
In each of the araaa the alternative approaches which can be used in generating solutions are first discussed followed by e presentation of computer
software which Is available. So that each of the above areas may ba put into
proper perspective an overview of the seismic design problem ie first given.
DESIGN OP SnUCTDUU F0» SEISMIC EFFECTS
An overview of tba problems involved in the deelgn of facilities (or selemlc
effects is given in Pig. 1. An earthquake originates at the epicenter by a
"sudden" fraetura of the bedrock. The swain energy stored in the reek la released to the surrounding rock mees la the (en of kinetic energy. This energy then radlatae out to the location of intereet.
The magnitude and shape of the disturbance that finally reachee the alte
depends of courss en the intensity of the energy releaeed et the sourc% but
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also depends on the geology between the source and site. Because of tha relative stiffness of the bedrock to that of the overlying soil most of the energy
la transmitted through the bedrock. As the disturbance propagates through the
bedrock In the vicinity of the facility, energy propagates through the soil
overburden to the facility. The disturbance reaching the facility then depends
on:
s the characteristics of tha faulting at tha epicenter
e the geometry, maas, and stiffness properties of the bedrock between the
• epicenter and the site
• the properties of the soil overburden in the area of the facility
The facility Itself tends to move with the soil overburden, thereby introducing seismic inertial loadings on the structure. Because of differences in
mass and stiffness of the facility from that of the soil it displaces the motion of the facility varies from the motion of tha aurrounding soil. This effect is termed soil/structure interaction. If tha structure is massive then
the free-field motion is also altered at considerable dlatancea from tha
structure as a result of this interaction. This may require that the effects
of one structure on a nearby structure must be considered.
Once the motion, or equivalently forces, acting on the structure have
been determined its response may be evaluated by standard methods of structural dynamics. It is usual practice to uncouple tha equipment from the main
structure when this dynamic analysis la performed. This la done to accomodate
the usual design process with different engineering groups having responsibility for the structure and equipment. Seismic response of tha primary structure is evaluated considering the mass of all equipment to be rigidly attached
to the atructura. Motion histories at equipment aupport pointa are then used
as the basis for detailed deeign of tha equipment.
SHOCK SPECTRA
In many parts of the dealgn process outlined above a detailed treatment of the
seismic disturbance in terms of a motion time history la unwarranted In view
of the uncertainties which exist. A leas detailad repreaentatlon of any disturbance la tha shock spectra of tha disturbance. The shock spectra represents the peak response of a linear oscillator to tha dlaturbance, thereby
characterizing a disturbanca by tha peak reaponse It cauaaa. Software available for generating spectra from motion hlatorles and notion histories to fit
s given spectra are discussed.
Shock Spectra for a Wave Form
Tha problem la to calculate the peak response of a damped linear oscillator
shown in Pig. 2a to tha given dlaturbance for a range of oscillator frequencies. The governing equation i*
•-

e *

2

U)

where Z • relative displacement of linear oscillator base to maas
c ■ damping
y • disturbanca
u • circular frequency
The usual method of aolution la to obtain an analytic solution baaad upon a
plecewiae linear daacriptlon of tha disturbanca. Tha ■a»tw raaponaa la than
aought by saarching throughout tha total duration of tha puls«. A plot of
tbla peak raaponaa as ahown on Fig. 2b la tha shock apactra of y(t). Spaclal
provision must be made for extending tha pulaa so that tha final valoclty la
xaro if maximum reaponses occurring after tha pulaa duration ara to ba
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considered. Warnings should be Included In the computer code «attlng frequency Units for the valMlty of the results. The mexlmum valid frequency for
the epsctra is deterainad by the spacing of data points (At) in the disturbance while the nlnlnun valid frequency is set by the duration of the pule«
(t
). Reasonable ranges are

JOS

10

At

(2)

• 0.10

where T

T

are maximum and minlaua periods of shock spectra.

Many of the dynamic response computer software packages have ahock apectra routlnea built into the code; these will be discussed in conjunction with
the reeponse codes. Specific packages available to generate shock spectra are
8PECEQ/8PBCUQ (D1 and SPECTR (2).
Wave Form to Fit a Spectra
The inverse problem of generating a wave form that fite a given spectrum is
eleo of intereet. There is no unique solution to this problem however so that
some additional criteria are needed to select the wave form beat suited to the
problem. The usual criteria employed in selecting a wave form to fit a given
spectra la that given in Eq. (2) defining the frequency range over which one
can expect the wave form to fit the spectra plue a criteria that the acceleration record contain a relatively uniform frequency content (ao that all possible modes in the frequency range of Interest may be excited).
Wave forma are selected in the form,
y (t) - I"

CB Sin X|l(t-tll)

(3)
X

tt "

where C

2n/t

«

are the magnitudee of the modal componenta of the pulse and t

are

the modal time phasing componenta. The range In X
«ist encompees the frequency ranje of the apactra ever which the fit le dleired. The nquired
may be eveluated from
M -

TST

Vx

znt

10

(A)
^^n

number after Computer Cod« Acronym« refer« to a bibliographic listlog of codee In Table 2.'
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SIMEAR (3) is ■ computer code available through National Information Service
Earthquake t.'.glneerlng (NISEE) which generataa the parameters (C ) based upon
a random selection of modal time phasing components (t ).
n
FREE FIELD
The seismic analysis of structures is performed with consldcratlnn given to
the area immediately surrounding the facility. Any effects that the geologic
formations located between the site and epicenter may have on the transmission
of the diaturbance to the site are not considered in detail. The free field
could be modeled with finite elements as indicated in Fig. 3a, a dynamic diaturbance Input at the fault, and the equations of motion integrated to obtrln
the resultant seismic diaturbance at various distance« from the source. Mi ny
finite element codes (e.g. ANSYS (7), SUM (6))could be used to perform this
calculation.
Several factors mitigate against such computations however. First, the
sites of Interest are located far from the source so that the required size of
a finite element mesh would lead to computationally intractable problems.
Since cylindrical dispersion of the energy ia an important consideration, the
problem will be three dimensional unless an axisymetric model is used. But
this places unreasonable restriction on the geologic variations used to model
the region. This difficulty makes the problem site still further beyond the
reach of current codee and computer capabilitiea, Second, the wave propagation calculation requires detailed material property data for the entire region of interest (i.e. from epicenter to aite). Aa a minimum the elastic end
damping properties of the bedrock are needed if any uaeful data were to be obtained. This data is usually not available and would be costly to obtain.
This is an area where one would expect further development. Probably the
initial direction* will be to apply existing software to problem« aasociated
with umuual geologic formations in the inmediate vicinity of the site as indicated in Fig. 3b (e.g. vertically stratified bedrock, dome« in the bedrock).
There are aeverel code« available to treat such problem«; current seismic
deeign practice however doe« not require that the«« analyse« be performed.
There ere code« «uch a« QUAD -4 (S) and SLAM (6) which have been developed for
the specific purpose of analysing th« propagation of disturbance« through «oil/
rock media. Both of thee« cod«« are based upon a finite element representation of the media and have the capability of Incorporating nonlinear media
propertie«. Th« former code can Include material damping. Material («oil)
damping 1« an important factor in as«e«alng the extent to which the Input diaturbance 1« amplified by the frequencle« of th« «oll «y«t«m, SLAM code contain« "non-reflecting" boundarlM (boundarie« of th« finite element meah
which abaorb the diaturbance aa if tha meeh were extended beyond th* boundary).
Thi« feature allow« relatively «mail meshes to b* used. Th* large general
purpo«« code« «uch «« ANSYS (7) and NASTKAH (8) can alno be used. However the
special purpose programa are more useful than the general purpo** program* in
that they contain feature* deeigned to meet th* «pacific need« of the special
problem*.
Th* difficulties dl*cu***d above are circumvented in practical deeign
problem* by «pecifylng a criterion seismic disturbance at the alte of interest.
Actual earthquake record* may b* obtained from California Institute of
Technology (4), rh.'a «pacification 1* usually in tha form of a ehock spectre
describing the expecteo «elsmic motion at th* surfae«. Th* aagnitud* of «pectra 1« deduced from a consideration of: th* aeiamological history of th* area;
potentially active fault*; th* local geology; and th* «oil ovarburden.
For many analy*** th* apectrel tovm of th* diaturbance 1* Inadäquat* «nd
mu«t be converted to « time hietory. Thi* may be accompliahad aa diacuaaed
above. Th* «urfec« time hietory of ton muot b* expanded to include time hl*t or lea at vatloua levele in th* eoil ovorburden.
Thi* may b* don* baeed upon the «hoar b*«m mod*! of th* eoil a* ahown ia
Fig. 3e. Thi« modal 1* baaed upon th* aaauaption« that adjacent column* of
•oil undergo th* «aae dlaplacement •* th* en* under conaideration, «ad that
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the deformations of Interest are associated with shear strains of the column.
The required column properties are the shear modulus (0 ) and the soil damping
(D ). These properties may be varied from layer to layer. While the aoll
properties usually vary with strain level, moat of the analyses are performed
assuming constant properties vlth the actual strains used to select the appropriate property value. This often requires that trial runs be made to assess
the strain magnitude.
Two methods of analysis are available, one using a vertical finite element technique and the other making use of the continuous solution technique
for one dimensional ahear waves travelling vertically upwards through continuous layers.
With the properties of the soil known, the continuous method of analysis
follows in a straightforward manner. If, for example, the bedrock motion
history (at a particular frequency) la defined in complex form by

VO

Ube lut

(5)

a simple matrix equation of the form
[C] (U) - (P>

(6)

can be generated to determine the corresponding coefficients at each soil layer
Interface. In Eq. (6), the vector (F) la a known vector in terns of the specified input coefficient, U. , and (U) is the vector of corresponding interface
coefficients; that is, at the 1th interface
u^t) - üj e iHt

(7)

The matrix C it determined by satlafying the «oil Interface continuity conditions. All terms In Eq. (6) are of course complex so that for M soil layers,
Eq. (6) la equivalent to solving a 2H system of linear equations at every frequency of Interest, a straightforward task.
If the lumped mass method of analysis la uaed, the first step in the
analysis requires that all the corresponding natural frequencies of the column
be generated. Once this le available, the steady state solution Is easily obtained. However, for long soil coltnma or for cases requiring high frequency
response, a fine finite element mi»h 1« required leading to a large number of
degrees of freedom. Generation of the modes of this system then leads to
lengthy cosputer running times. SHAKE (9) and SLABS (10) are codea available
to perfoi« thla analysis. Both are baaed upon the continuum model of the eotl
coluan.
STRUCTURE/MEDIA UTERACTION
The procesa of converting the free-field aelemic disturbance to forces acting
on the structure is termed structure/media interaction. Thla aepect of the
overall computation is usually handled «a a part of the reeponae calculation
ao that there la no computer eoftware devoted solely to the interection problem. Rather various modele of the interaction process are embodied within the
response codes to be dlacuaeed In the next eectlon of the paper. The various
approaches to the problem are dlacuaeed her«.
Conalder the general problem, shown in Fig. 4, of computing Interaction
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forces acting on the embedded structure given the bedrock seismic disturbance.
There are two general approaches used to attack this problem (excluding «holly
analytic solutions as untenable for configurations of Interest), The first Is
a finite element model of the entire problem and the second la based upon an
approximate Interaction law which decouples the structure fron the free field.
Finite Element Model
A finite element model of the problem it shown on Fig. 5 wherein finite elements are used to model the free field. The propagation of the disturbance
from bedrock to the surface is computed by numerical integration of the equations of motion developed for the mesh. To treat the interaction of the freefield eoil/rock with the structure, the finite element mesh can be continued
through the structure wall. Thus, no other considerations need be made in the
developed code (save for possible separation and sliding effects). However,
this approach haa serious drawbacks. Many more elements would be required to
trest the structure in this manner, increasing computer running times. Of more
Importance, however, is the following fact. The stiffsst material encountered
in a typical problem Is usually the structural material. In addition, the
smallest sized elements in the problem occur through the thin wall of the
structure. This combination leads to extremely high frequencies in the mesh,
in turn leading to extremely small time steps in the required numerical integration procedure. In fact, this occurs because the mesh in the structural
wall is able to transmit the high frequet.'y through-the-thlckness wavca which
would develop.
This refinement in the solution is generally unwarranted. In fact, the
usual structural representation lu a seil-atrucr.ure Interaction analysis consists of the rigid body modes of the structurs together with its lower freefree elastic modes of vibration.
In the finite element approach to tha dynamic soil-structure interaction
problem, the following aspects are usually included.
a) The free-field is represented by a finite element maah and treata the
wave propagation problem through a layered soil/rock site, each material in the free-field being allowed to have Its own nonlinear constitutive relationship.
b) The structurs is rcprceented by its rigid body modes together with
its lower free-free elastic modes.
c) Potential separation and sliding between the structurs and the freefield can be treated by means of a special element (of aero thickness)
placed between the structure and the soil.
Approximate Interaction Law
Interaction forces may be computed with an approximate law, the essential feature of which is decoupling of the structure fro« the free field, The obvious
advantage of this approach ia that the free field motion time history in the
vicinity of the structure may be ueed aa the forcing disturbance of the structure, thereby eliminating the requirement to simultaneously model the free
field and structure.
In determining the proper soil-structure model, two aspectt of tha interaction process may be considered, namely) equivalent stiffness and damping of
the soil below the base of the etructure; and effecta of depth of burial on the
Interaction.
The determination of the base interaction parameters it made by comparison
with aualytic solutions obtained for the steady state response of a uniform
elastic half-spaca. Thaae solutions were originally obtained by »ycroft (4]
for circular foundations on the surface of the half-space. From these analyses a sarias of studies was conducted from which equivalent base interaction
apringa and dampart ware determined [5 - 11]. In all eaaat, it waa
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found that the bate Intaractlon constants ware • function of the Input steady
atata frequency. For a typical seismic Input, however, the free-field notion
consists of energy over a band of frequencies. This Implies that the Interaction parameters ahould than be a function of frequency of the input motion.
Fortunately, for most of the parameters, thla frequency dependence is not severe ao that constant spring and dashpot parametere can be used,
Reprecentatlva parameters are listed below, and shown on Fig. 6,
Horiaontal spring constant:

%-^>f^-^
Horiaontal dashpot constant:

<=x-^fH^v2

(8)

Rocking spring constantt
K, ■ (0.8) Ttf-^PV2..3
Rocking daahpot constant:

e ■ (0-ls> lö^rrv

c

In Eq. (8), V, la the ahear wave velocity (■•o/p), G la the shear modulus
of the aoil, p is the aoll mass density, a is the base radlue, and u la
Polsson's ratio.
In addition to the base stiffness affeeta Hated above, the effects of
depth of burial on the interaction parameters mat be accounted for. To use
the same philosophy as the previous analyela, that la, to represent the interaction procees through a series of springs and dashpote, a different formulation technique must be used. In 1121, a detailed discussion of auch an
Interaction model la presented. The loading applied to the structure la written aa

kfo

V + ««"o

V

(9)

where
or
w

•

radial stress applied to the atructura
free field radial displacement of the soil
radial displacement of the structure
corresponding radial velocltlee
w
foundation interaction »pring
k
foundation Interaction damper
B
This type of Interaction law has baan used previously for both static and
dynamic problems (protective construction problems, culvert design), and waa
developed on the basla of both analytical and eaperlmentel studies on burled
o
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3V.

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF
STRUCTURE

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF FREE FIELD

"DISTURBANCE
Flg. S Finite element model of structure/media Interaction
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► Y(t)
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■s/W»'

Ke - .213Vip«ä/(l - u)
C9 - .400Vipa'»/(l - u)
K • 27.8Vjp«(l - w)/(7 - a«)
Cs- «.ZV^a - \i)/(7 - 811)
or • k(4w) «^ »(Aw)
Fig, 6 Approxiwite interaction «odel
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cylindrical structures. A conprehenslve list of these reference» la presented
In [12]. From [12], the parameter» k and a can be determined fron th« »oil
properties through
k - E /2a
c
(10)
a - n P v.

where Ec la the conatrained modulus of the soll, p la tha aoll naas, and Vc is
the dllatatlonal wave speed of the soll. The parameter n Is a damping (actor
which on tha baala of tha experimental rasulta of [121 la choaan aa 0.5.
For an elastic material the constrained modulus la simply
2G(l-li)/(l-2w)

what« C la th« »hear modulus and v la Folason'a ratio.
speed la
'c--^

(U)

Tha dllatatlonal wave

(12)

Beredugo and Novak [13] have recently obtained analytic aolutions for
this protdem of the aame form aa Bycroft [4] did for the foundation. The
"conatanta" of th« interaction law are again found to be functlona of frequency
but for practical problema the aeleetion of these parameter« as conatanta la
reaaonable.
STRUCTURAL RESPONSE
The problem of primary interest to the engineer ie aaaeaalng tha magnitude of
the atrcaaea in th« «tructur* and the motion of equipment «upport point« aa a
reault of th« «elamlc disturbance. For a typical «tructur« auch •« shown in
Fig. 7 th« governing aquations arei
Mx + a + Kx-F + P.

«here
N

(13)

mass matrix of atructur«
damping matrix of «tructur«
stiffness matrix of «tructur«
K
interaction fore««
P
correction force« to account tor nonlinear affects
'c
displacement vector
X
Selection of the method of solution «ad th« form in which the parameter«
of Eq. (13) are apacifled depend« to e large extent upon the degree of predalon
daaired. Computor aoftwar« is available to treat «oat atructural repraaentatlonaj the only real limitation 1« tha coat of computer time to implement the
more aophlatlcated aolutlona.
Tha following three aathoda may be uaed to aolvo Eq. (13):
1.
Direct Integration - A numerical integration achema
C

T

■■■„*

m
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MX + CT + KX-F + P
M
C
K
X
F
P

■
■
■

c

Mass Matrix
Daaplng Matrix
Stiffness Matrix
Displacement Vector
Interaction Forces
- Corrsctlon Forces
Accounting for NonLlnsar Structural
Behavior

gOT^wppffWRTOBTWR?

INTERACTION FORCES
Fig. 7

Structural response problem

(e.g. Runge-Kutta) Is used to directly integrate the equations of aotlon.
This has the advantage of allovlng for the Inclusion of nonlinear effects (Pe)
and any form of the daaplng oatrlx (C). The disadvantage Is the long running tlaes required foe problems of typical slse.
2. Direct Integration of nodal equations - The nodes of vibration are
determined and used to recast Eq. (13) Into modal aquations. The principal
advantage of thla method le that the modal equations are uncoupled from each
other so that only the modes of Interest need to be Integrated, thereby
greatly reducing the order of the system. The disadvantage of this approach
la the restriction placed on the description of the structure. The daaplng
matrix muat be of a particular form so that the modal aquation« are uncoupled
and nonlinear effeete In the structure cannot be Included.
3. Shock spectrum - The modes of vibration of the structure ere determined, The peek response In each of the modes is evaluated from the shock
spectrum of the free field motion. The total reeponee «ay than be determined by auamlng the modal responses. Sine« all eepects of phasing srs lost
in this method, only an upper bound to the peak response is found.
For each of these methods there era several options for describing the
structure and the structure/media interaction procasa. The mass and stiffnsss of the atructura may be modeled la detail, resulting in a large number
of degreee of freedom, or may be modeled with an equivalent system having
a reduced number of degreee of freedom. A detailed model may be required
to obtain reliable stress setlmates, while a less detailed model would suffice to compute the motion of equipment support points. Nonlinear structural affects normally are not included ia the analysis. The increased model
complexity and reaultant longer computer running times required to include
nonlinear effects are unwarranted in view of the uncertainties which still
exist in the description of the free-field eelsalc dleturbance.
The interaction process may be modeled a« diseusaed above. Again« the
more sophisticated model of the Interact Ion procasa is often unwarranted. A
euaaary of the types of codes available Co treat these reeponee problems is
given in Table 1. Each of the structural modal typee shown in the Table is
discussed.
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Table 1

^^STHTEHACTIOH
STRUCTURE

^^V^^

Structural Analysis Softwara

"EXA(T"

i
NONE

APPROXIMATE
WELDED

SLIP

NO DEPTH OF 1 DEPTH OF
BURIAL
BURIAL

3D FRAME/PLATE

I

NOT
FEASIBLE

HOT
FEASIBLE

I

I

|

2D FRAME/PLATE

I

I

HOT
PRACTICAL

I

I

1

SHELLS

II

NOT
PRACTICAL

I

I

|

I

HOT OF
INTEREST

III

111

\
EQUIVALENT BEAMS

III

NOT
PRACTICAL

FOCUS ON INTERACTION
PROBLEM - F.E. SOIL
MODAL REPRESENTATION
OF STRUCTURES (2D)

NOT OF
INTEREST

IV

IV

NOT OF INTEREST

FOCUS ON INTERACTION
(3D)

NOT OF
INTEREST

V

V

HOT OF ITTEREST |

I

ANSTS, NASTRAN. STARDYNE, ICES/DTHAL

II

KSHEL, SABOR

III

SIM

IV

SLAM

V

FARSS

J

1. 3D Frama/Plata - Whan thraa-dlaaMlonal aapecta of tha structura ara
to ba Includad, (anaral purpoae codaa auch •• AHST8 (7), NASTRAN (8), STARDYNE (II), ICES/DTNAL (12), or SAP IV (13) ahould ba uaad. Bacausa of bandwidth llaltatlona It la not faaalbla to Includa an exact aodallns of tha
Intaraetlon proeoaa la than« problau.
2. 2D Fraaa/Plata - Tha aaaa ganaral purpose codaa are uaad for twodlaanelonal problaaw. It la faaalbla to extend theaa atructural aodale Into
the free-flald ao that tha axact-waldad Intaraetlon boundary !• Includad. Tha
aoll la modeled with finite alaaMnta and aoil nodaa connected to tha atructural
nodes at tha Interface. Tha slip boundary would permit relative notion of
the aoll and atructural nodaa located along tha interface. Bacauae of craputatlenal difficulties It le not practical to incorporate thia alip boundary
with a detailed modal of tha structure.
3. Sheila - KSHEL (14) and SABOR (IS) ara two codaa which may ba uaad
to handle ahall typ« structures. These codaa Integrete elaaaical ahall equations along a meridian with all quantltiaa expanded In a Fourier aarlaa in tha
circumferential direction. Structure/madia interaction cannot ba Includad.
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If inttraetlon tffccts arc to be Included, thtn th« (cneral purpoa* codai
aantlonad In 1. watt b« used with flat plata flnltt alaaanti uaad to «odal
the »hell.
4, Equivalent baaaa - For «any probleaa a detailed aodel of the atructurc «ay be too aophlatlcated. An equivalent ayatea with a reduced nuaber of
degree» of freedoa ia conetructed. Maaaea are luaped at floora or at other
pointa «here heavy equipMnt ia located, end eleaente having etlffneaaea equivalent to that of the actual atructure are uaad to connect the aaaaea. SIN (16)
ia a code which eaploya bee» eleaenta to connect th« aaaaea and incorporatee
the approxiaate interaction law.
5. Structure/Media Interaction - The laat two rowa of Table 1 r«pr«eent
applicationa focuaad on the interaction problea. Since the atructure ie
uaually auch «ore rigid than the eoil, it would be deairabla to concentrate
the degreee of freedoa, ueed to deecribe the problea, in the eoil rather than
the atructure. SUM (6) allow» for a finite aleaent repreaentation of the
eoil coupled with a modal repreaentation of the atructure. Thia cod« ia
reatricted to two-dlaenalonal probleaa. FAISS (17) allow« for • Fourier
aariea repreaentation of paraaetera in the circuafer«ntial direction «o that
thraa-dlaenaional effect« could be approximated.
SÜM1ARY

A review of coaputer aof tware available to treat the aaiaaic reapona« of atructure» haa bean given. Th« following reaulta were givent
1. Little conaidaration ia given to the effect of the geologic condition» between e fault and the aite in parforaing aeiaaic analyale. K qualitative aaeeaaaant of the aeiaaic rlak leada to the apacification« of a free
field apectra at the eurfaca of the aite. Coaputer codea are available to
fit aotion hlatortea to thia apectra and to compute conaiataat tlae hletorlea
at other deptha.
2. Structure/aedia interaction effeeta aay be included In an analyal»
through an "exact treatment of the boundary condltlooa at the interface between the atructure and «oil or through an approximate interaction law which
uncouple» the free field from the atructure. It ia uaually not peaalble, becauae of coaputer hardware Hattet Ion», to uaa the "exact" interaction aodel
with • detailed aodel of th« atructure. The aaae liaitationa have reetrieted
the "exact" interaction aodel to be applied to two-diaanaional probleaa.
3. A large variety of computer cod«« are available to treat th« «tructural raaponae problea.
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Simulation of Human Body Response to Crash Loads
D. H. Robbins
Hinhway Sitfely Research Inslilule

IMTHODUCTIOH
During the put fifteen years, mathematical simulation* of gross human
body notions have been developed as research and development aids for
studying human response to a dynamic impact environment. The major Impetus for this work was the highway safety and automobile occupant protection movement which began in the nld-19i0's. Hare recently, these simula-

tions have been adapted to the study of aircraft occupants, pedestrians,
and cyclists. In general, they are applicable to any situation where a
huBian may be subjected to Impact. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram showing
the occupant linkage, vehicle contacts, and belt restraint system for one
such model.
The bulk of this chapter is Included in Tables 1 through S
compare the features of ten models which are available and adaptable to
most large digital computers. Table 1 is a general comparison giving
sources of documentation, information, and contact» for obtaining the
program*. Table 2 compares the parameters defining the crash victim,
while Table 3 gives the means by which forces are transmitted to the
victim. Table 4 define* the acceleration or other kinematic Inputs
which force a dynamic Interaction between the environment and the victim.
Table S provides a suaaary of computer program information.
HUMAN GROSS MOTION SIMULATIONS
Table 1 identifies Can computer program*. In some cases, two programs are lumped together with either an earlier version or a subset of
the most widely used version shown in parantheaas. Pour of theaa predict
craah victim motion* and Impact force* in a plane, while the other aix arc
three-dimensional. All model» except CAL3D have specified nvmbers of
rigid oasses connected In a linkage. The number of ma**** uaed In CAL3D
1* variable and c«ii be used to model aeveral occupant* in the *aae
exercise. The degrees of freedom in the model* at* associated with victim
motions in most cases, but PROMETHEUS and SOM-LA have additional degree*
of freedom associated with finlt* element defoniabl* seat structures.
The developing organicatlons include four unlversitie* (University
of Michigan - HSRI, Wayne State University, Texas A and M Univ»r*lty TTI, University of Cincinnati) and four corporation* (General Motors
Corporation, Boeing Computer Service», Inc., Ultraayatema, Inc., Calspsn
Corporation). The key to the initiale of each organisation 1* given a*
Table 6. The name of an Individual In the organisation who la moat likely
to have direct knowledge 1* usually given. Reference* are Included for
each of the modal* Including both detailed and summary presentatlona.
In moat casas, the model* at* available from more than on* source. The
preferred source, usually the developer, 1* given first. Documentation
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and Information is available on all the model». For some of the modele,
major user» are Included In the list. Where report» have been submitted
to NT1S, this fact la noted.
OCCUPANT DESCRIPTION
The propertlea of the occupant» which are given in Table 2 include
the distribution of mesa, the joint characteriatica, the means of defining
body exterior geometry, and the types of external force» which can be
applied to the victim. All madels conalat of a chain of rigid body
masses with the center of mas» on a line connecting the joint center
with the exception of PROMETHEUS, CAL3D, and UCIN. PROMETHEUS uses point
masses at the joint centers, while CAL3D and UCIN uae more general representations. In moat cases, the joints contain range of motion limits
and some means for resisting relative motions between adjacent body Segmente. The moat advanced joint models are included in CAL3D end MVMA2D,
both of which can make uae of considerable biomechanical input for simulating human dynamics as well as the more simple case of crash test dummies.
All models include eoae body exterior geometry to sense force Interaction with a dynamic environment. With the exception of the simple
springs of UCIN and the body offsets of PROMETHEUS, these consist of circles, ellipses, spheres, ellipsoids, and/or cylinder». The position of
these victim-mounted geometric descriptors is monitored during execution

Pig. 1.

Schematic for U8RI2D crash victim simulation
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of the program to sense when Impingement on an environmental contact
surface occurs. A resulting force must then be applied to the victim.
In addition to contact forces, the victim may be subjected to external
forces of restraint belts, airbags, steering colums, and/or tine-dependent forces directly applied to the body.
CONTACT SURFACES
Table 3 aumaarizea the vehicle or environmental contact forces which
act on the victim. In all cases except the curved airbags of MVMA2D,
MODROS, WSU3D and CAL3D, these surfaces are straight lines or sections
of planes. In three of the HSRI models, the planes can be specified to
move Independently to realistically model vehicle-pedestrian and the
ensuing pedestrian-ground impact. Force-deformation curves take many
forms, ranging from the complex force loading and unloading tables of
HSRI3DE, WflA2U, MODROS, and CAL3D to the linear springs of UCIN. In
seven of the models, lateral frictional forces are generated In the
presence of normal forces. The most general set of frictional forces
in a restraint belt model la the MVMA2D three-point continuous loop
harness. Only three of the models allow shared deflection, that is, deformation of the victim In the presence of deformation of a contact surface. These are HSRI3DE, MVMA2D, and CAL3D.
FORCE INPUT TO MODEL
With the exception of TTI, the models are forced by tabular accelerating-time histories as Indicated in Table 5. In TTI, vehicle position
is specified as a function of time. Direct time dependent forces can be
applied to the body only for the MVMA2D. In the MVMA2D, HSRI3D, HSRI3DE,
and CAL3D, surfaces can be specified to move Into contact with the victim.
COMPUTER PROGRAM INFORMATION
A summary of computer program information is given in Table 5. All
programs are in Fortran IV with the exception of some output sections of
MODROS which are in PL1. Most programs have been Installed on IBM oqulp-

nent but all appear to be convertible to other systems, sons with rery
minimal effort. Program sizes ranges from 34K to U3K words. In addition to the usual tabular output In the form of neatly titled tables, most
are provided with exportable plot packages, both for printer plots and
for solid line plots. These computer programs are large, and the need
for program debug information In the case of unsuccessful exercise*
Is obvious. Detailed debugging is possible only with the various HSU
models and the CAL3D which follows the HSRI pattern.
The size of the program It related to the coaplexlty of logic primarily In the generation of contact fotcaa. The largest model Is MVMA2D.
Maximum core is 104 K words for the execution load module. The Input load
module is relatively small while the output/graphics module la almost
aa large aa the execution load module. PROMETHEUS and UCIN are relatively snail. UCIN is analytically the simplest of the models. PROMETHEUS
seems to include a goodly variety of useful options In a relatively
small package.
The models all require sophisticated engineering data a* input and
must be claased as difficult to use. The task is aaaad somewhat for
SOM-LA which baaaa moat occupant parameters on standard anthropometric
data which are used and manipulated within the program. Auxiliary programa ate available for use with CAL3D in preparing occupant input data.
In cases where detailed farce-deflection curves are possible (e.g.,
MVMA2D and CA) 3D) the input package can bs formidable.
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Execution times for the models are difficult to estimate. Comparisons have not been made between models on a standard baseline test
exercise. However, the general rule can be stated that the user should
choose as few contact Interactions as are practlble to minimize cost.
The parallel rule Is that the simplest model containing the required interactions should be used. The two-dimensional models are generally
Inexpensive and can be considered for parameter and design studies where
In excess of 100 exercises may be required. In this regard, caution
must be used with the MVMA2Ü because of the wide range of options. It
can be inexpensive or expensive depending on which options are specified.
Of the thrje-dlmensional models, only USRI3D, UCIN, and possibly the
HSR13DE should be considered for large parameter studies. The others
(CAL3D, TTI, SOM-LA) are reputed to be expensive to run because of all
their options. Their use should be restricted to those specific cases
which require the great generality which they possess.
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Table 6

Source« for Programs, Information
and/or Doeiuwntatlon

SOURCE

INITIALS

BCS

Mr. Richard N. Kam«»

Boeing Coaputer Services, Inc.
P. 0. Box 24346
Seattle, Washington
9812A
Calapan

Mr. R. McHenry
Transportation Research Department
Calspan Corporation
Buffalo, Haw York
14221

FAA

U.S. Department of Transportation
Federal Aviation Administration
Systems Research and Development Service
800 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, D.C.
20590

FHUA

U.S. Department of Transportation
Federal Highway Admlnlstrstion
Massif Building
Seventh and D Streeta, S.W.
Washington, D.C.
20S90

CMC

Mr. John P. Danforth
Blomedlcal balances
Research Laboratories
General Motors Corporation
Warren, Michigan 48090

HSRI

Dr. D. H. Bobbins
Highway Safety Research Institute
The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105

MVMA

Mr. John C. Scowcroft
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association
320 Hew Canter Building
Detroit, Michigan 48202

NHTSA

The following individuals have bean involvad with
one or more of the listed programs;
Dr. t. Ovenshlrc
Nr. J. Hofferbarth
Mr. C. Strother
Mr. 8. Backaltle
Dr. R. Eppingcr
Their general address is;
U.S. Department of Transportation
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Hasolf Building
Seventh and E Straets, 8.W.
Washington. D.C. 20590

NHTSA

(cont.)

0HR

Dr. K. Sacsalskl
Navy Department, Structural Mschanica Program
Coda 439 - 800 H. Qulncy Straat
Arlington. Virginia 22217
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Table 6

Sources for Programs, Information
and/or Documentation (continued)

SOURCE

INITIALS

m

Dr. H. K,

KOBS

Texas Transportation Institute
Texas A and M University
College Station, Texas 77849

■'

Ultrasystems

Hr. R. Carr
Ultrasystens, Inc., Dynamic Sciences Division
1850 W. Pinnacle Peak Rd.
Phoenix, Arizona 85027

U. Cincinnati

Dr. R. L. Huston
Engineering Analysis Department
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

wsu

Dr. Albert I. King
Bioengineering Center
Wayne State University
Detroit, Michigan 48202

Test Data Reduction and Processing
Loren D. Enochson
TimelDala Carporallon

INTRODUCTION
This chapter contains a review of computer software and hardware systems
employed in shock and vibration test data analysis. Software packages are

generally available for large-scale computers and are often written In a high
level language (e.g. FORTRAN) making them generally available for a wide class
of medium to large scale machines. There is also available a broad class of
special purpose hardware systems essentially based on digital circuitry implementations of the fast Fourier transform. A closely related group of systems
are minicomputer based, with custom software for the particular minicomputer
involved. They tend to appear functionally much the same as the true hardware
devices but are fundamentally distinct. All theae systems are in dally use in
shock and vibration data analysis. Hence, we have Included descriptions of all
three types of systems, even though they are not all, strictly speaking, software
packagea.
Closely related applications are discussed in other chapters in this book
and will not be covered here. This Includes modal testing, in particular, which
generally Is based on test data results. In this chapter we shall restrict ourselves to what might be termed basic time •arias data analysis methods Including
the following:
Amplitude Domain
Mean, variance and rma
Probability Density 'Ustogram
Time Domain
Auto and cross covarlance (correlation) functions
Convolution
Recursive Digital Filters
Frequency Domain
Fourier Transforms
Power (auto) and crass spectra
Frequency Response Functions
Coherence Functions
Miscellaneous
Digital Filters
The systems which will be described are sutnarlzed in Table 1. Generally
we have tried to Include all softwsre and hardware packagea which Incorporate
most of the above described functions and which are in wide use. Undoubtedly
we have neglected some due to a lack of knowledge of their existence. This Is
particularly trua with respect to the software packages for the large computers.
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We have only been able to Include those whose documentation has been brought to
our attention, Some packages used primarily In other fields, such as seismic
dsta analysis, have been omitted even though in principle they incorporate all
the computations of concern. Acoustical excitations are often Involved In
vibration analysis and we have Included descriptions of systems that are
slanted toward acoustical data analysis. Certain hardware systems have been
omitted purposely since they typically comprise only one element in an overall
system rather than the complete package.
We believe the systems described represent a fair cross section of available systems. It has been difficult to isolate a common set of specifications
or stsndards by which the systsms csn be directly compared. The potential user
will have to conduct an evaluation baaed on his unique requirements. Questions
to be answered include: Do I need on line real time results? Do I have a large
computer readily available already? Is batch proceasing adequate? Is the precision of a larga computer important? Hill I be building up a large data base
of results to be stored? Is very high speed and vary high frequency analysis
Important? These and other considerations will direct the user to one of the
described systems.
Table 1
Medium to Large Scale Computer Software Systems
MAC/RAN"1 III, University Softwsre Systems
DYVAN, NASA Goddard SFC
RAVAN, NASA Marshall SFC
BMD, UCLA
MR WISARD, NOL
Minicomputer Based Software/Hardware Systems
TIME/DATA
HEWLETT-PACKARD
CSPI
Special Purpoae Digital Hardware Systems
NICOLET SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION
SPECTRAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
HONEYWELL/SAICOR

NOMENCLATURE

x(l)
X(k)
Sx(k)
SjnrCk)

t£(k)

•S(«
s (l)
xy

cx,{i)

»»„id)
P(x)
S
F
T
T

1
k
n

-;

''■'■:».

-^

Discrete time history
Discrete Fourier transfer« of x(i)
Power spectral density of s(l)
Cross spectral density of x(i) and y(l)
Frequency response function of x(i) and y(l)
Coherence function between x(i) and y(i)
Auto covarlancc (correlation) function of x(l)
Cross covarlance (correlation) function of x(l) and y(i)
Convolution of x(l) and y(l)
Impulse response function of x(l) and y(l)
probability density of x(l)
Sampling rate
Folding (Nyquiat) frequency
Sampling Interval
Time delay
Time index
Frequency Index
Number of degrees of freedom

■::-'5';fK;^

■

■ir^:*^-'^''

' ■ ■"

'

'

■

■■

m

ritir IM IM
d.f. • Degrees of freedom
«>xy(k) - Phate between x(l) and y(l)
f • Ccndnuous frequency In H(
ID ■ Continuous frequency In radians/sec
t • Continuous tine
Re • Real part
la • Imaginary part
CXy(k) ■ Co-epectrum
Qxy(k) ■ Quadrature-spectrum
J - Imaginary unit i^T
TIME SERIES ANALYSIS FUNCTIONS

We shall briefly define the major functions computed by most of the
systems. For a detailed discussion of the concepts and computational methods
Involved aee [ l]. We assume we have one or two histories denoted by
«!• yii 1 - 0,1,2,....N-l
where.

xi s «(IT)
T ■ sampling Interval (seconds)
S ■ 1/T - sampling rate (samples per second)

(1)

P • NT • period or record length (seconds)
Fourier Transform
X(k)

N-l
T I «(l)exp[-J2ir(lk/N)]
1-0

k » 0,1,2,...,N/2

(2)

for N even

k - 0.1,2,....(M-l)/2 for N odd
X(k) = X(kb)
b • 1/NT elementary resolution bandwidth
Subsequent frequency Indices will always run over the limits in Eq. (2)
unlees specified otherwise.
The time history is often modified by multiplying it by a data window (or
applying a convolution to the Fourier transform). This enhances the leakage
characteristics of the transform (suppressss side lobes of ths spectral window).
However the statistical variability of resulting spectral functions will be
Increesed due to an induced loas in degress of freedom. See [l] for a discussion of this.
Power and Cross Spsctral Density Functions
8J|,(k) -a/NT)|x(k)|«

(3)

8Ey(k) -a/NT)X(k)«Y(k)

(4)
k

- |8_(k)|s^«y( >
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|sxy(k)| ■ absolute value
♦Xy(IO ■ phase
The statistical degrees of freedom associated with the above spectra Is

- 2bNT - 2

(6)

Statistical stability Is obtained by either ensemble averaging or frequency
band averaging or a combination of the two.
Ensemble Averaging
Assume several spectra, Sxi(fc), 1 • 1,2,...,M, are available, usually from
consecutive segments of a long time history. The average of several such
spectra to obtain higher d.f. has become known as the "ensemble averaging"
method. In equation form:
, M .

S_(k) - 1 I

S Ak)

(7)

M t-|
If PB is the segment length then
Be - 1/PB

(8)

is the effective resolution bandwidth and the d.f. are
n - 2M

(9)

The equation for cross spectra would be identical in form:

Sxy(k) - * I S^W

(10)

1"1
Frequency Band Averaging
Assume we have a single 2 d.f. spectrum computed from N data values denoted by
Sx(k). We can obtain high d.f. by averaging together several neighboring frequency points of the spectral function. In equation form

.(k)

1
2MH

I

SAk + i)

(11)

1—M

Wc Bust interpret the index module N in order to avoid problems at the end
points. The resulting spectral estimates will have resolution
(2M+1)/P
and d.f.
n - 2(2M + 1)

(12)

Again, the formula for cross spectra is identical. Since Be is now much larger
than 1/P, the averaged PSD points will bs highly correlated and redundant to a
large extent. Hence, it often makes sense to decimate Sx(k) by a factor up to
2M + 1. If decimated by 2M + 1, then the resulting estimates will overlap at
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roughly the half-power points of their effective Inherent filter shape and will
be approximately uncorrelated.
Frequency Response and Coherence
We assume we have PSD and CSD estimates of n d.f. and Be resolution obtained by
either ensemble averaging, frequency band averaging or a combination of the
two. We then compute the frequency response function estimate from the formula
Hxy(10

(13)

8,00

In terms of absolute value (gain) and argument (phase) we have

H^OO - iHxyOOleJ'I'xyOO

(U)

We note that phase of the frequency response function Is the same as the phase
of the cross spectrum.
The coherence function is defined by the relation

Y

<k)

Sy

lVk)l2

(15)

■ sx&sy(k>

and it is easily shown that
(16)

OS^ydO < 1

We remark that coherence may be interpreted as the frequency domain counterpart
of the square of the correlation coefficient of basic statistics. The frequency
response function Is analogous to a regression coefficient.
Multiple Frequency Response and Coherence Functlona
We can generalize to the multiple input single output linear system by computing
all possible combinations of power and cross spectra. If we have p inputs, we
define a p « p spectral matrix, a p x 1 cross spectrum vector and a p * 1 frequency response function vector as follows (omitting the frequency index to
simplify notation):
•

S

U

S

S

12

s 21 s 22
S

pl

S

p2

"1

»p

8ly

2P

b

»y

(17)
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In Che above
S
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5

H»J

ij

(19)
s

ly

B

ly

s

^y

5

"xt

We then have the matrix equation
"xy

s

(20)

x*Ky

whoae solution Is
H
- S 'S
xy
xx xy

(21)

The multiple coherence Is given by

1.x * 1 " "V"
5,y

where S

(22)

Is given by
syy - [S,
yy

VxW

(23)

Partial coherence functions can be defined by similar formulas which we omit
In the Interest of brevity here. Please consult [l]. Chap. 9 for s complete
description.
Confidence limit computations for the frequency response and coherence
functions are quite complicated and will be omitted here. Again the reader
may consult [l] for full explanations.
Covarlance (Correlation) Functions
The statistical term for the average cross product of two sets of data which
have their mean values removed is covarlance. The word correlation la
reserved for a normalized version of this quantity so that It rangss between
plus and minus one. The term correlation function is often applied to any
average cross product in time aeries analysis. We shall employ the statistical
terminology hare but the reader should understand that many uses of the term
correlation may coincide with our use of covarlance. The covarlance (also
called the cross correlstlon) function is defined as
(2A)
1 - -«,-(»-1)

-1,0,1

m-l.m

where m is termed the maximum lag value. If x(i) ■ y(i) then axx(l) is tensed
the auto-covarlance (auto-correlation) function. In this case
•xx«« " «xxf-«
so that we only need to compute ssx(l) for positive lag values.

(25)
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Digital Filters

Digital filtering can be acconpllahad In two different ways,
1. Implementation of a discrete convolution either directly or via
feat Fourier transforms by use of the convolution theorem. This
hss now become known as finite Impulse response (FIR) filtering.
2. Implementation of difference equations which are recursive digital
filtere which are known as infinite Impulse response (IIR) filter.
The discussion of the design of these filters Is-beyond the scope of this
book. See Chap. 3 of [l] for a discussion of recursive filters of the Butterworth type. See [2] for s discussion of convolutlonal filter design. Generally, the IIR filters simulate analog filters and possess a non-zero phase shift
characteristic. The phase shift can often be controlled to be suitably linear
across the paaa band ao that only a simple tine delay of the data results.
These filtere are usually the most efficient from s computational stsndpolnt.
Convolution (FIR) filters sre usually designed with sero phase ahift since
one only needs to make this impulse response symmetric to accomplish this.
Hence, even though they are usually less efficient, the advantage of zero phase
shift sometimes makes them very useful for many applications.
Probability Histograms
The determination of a histogram to describe the average amplitude characteristics of a process is more related to basic statistics than time series analysis,
as are most of the other methods employed in shock and vibration data reduction.
However, the histogram is no less important and provides important amplitude
information.
The amplitude range is subdivided into k Intervals termed "class intervals".
x

min " '0,al, "2

*k '

(26)

Usually the quantity
Ax - a(i + 1) - a(i)
is a constant but not necessarily so.
the class Interval limits. If

Data values, x(i), are then compared to

a(i - 1) < x(i) < a(i)

(27)

then a count is entered into the "pocket" defined by the dees interval
[a(i - 1), a(l)J. He end up with a set of counts
(28)

1 • 2,'
When normalized to become probability estimates they represent

(29)

p(x1)4x - -jjwhere x

is the midpoint of the 1th interval.

Then the probability density

function estiaate is
p{«l)

-iJL
N Ax
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SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE SYSTEM SUMMARIES
The preceding functions constitute the major basic class of computations
desirable for shock and vibration data reduction. We shall now summarize
systems with the capability to accomplish some or all of these.
In various
Instances, other capabilities are included which will be mentioned but not
defined in detail. We shall refer the reader to other texts or papers when

such a case arises.
Part I:

Medium to Large Scale Computer Software Systems
MAC/RANtm III [3],[4]

Date: Original version first operational July 1967.
Capability: General purpose time series analysis software system. Consists of
an Executive and several data analysis processors which are:
Calibration
Data Preparation, including filter design, trend removal, wild point
editing and decimation
Amplitude Statistics
Time and Frequency Analysis, computes correlation functions and
spectra by Fourier transforms of correlation.
Linear Systems Analysis, including multi-channel f-equency response
and coherence functions
Fast Fourier Transform
Fast Fourier Spectra, including cross spectra, coherence and
frequency response
Convolution and Correlation
Print and Plot
Plugboard Simulation, which allows a wide variety of miscellaneous
arithmetic and functional operations on time histories and frequency functions
Optional Add-On Processors
1/3 Octave Analysis
Tracking Filter
Shock Spectrum
Ensemble Averaging
Method: The computations implemented are essentially all of those reviewed in
this chapter and In more detail in [l].
Input Data: All data processed by MAC/RAH must ba supplied in a Standard Intermediate Data Tape Format, described In the MAC/RAH Program Reference Manual.
This format is used for all data, either read or recorded by the various
modules. Finally, the Executive maintains a directory of all data being
processed which Is produced on punched carda at the end of each computer
run. The directory contains relevant atatlatical and locatlonal information for each channel of data, providing tha user with a quick check on
the ststua of analyses being performed and tha data being retained. It is
possible to enter data in punched carda in various formats. This generally
is inefficient for large amounts of data howaver. All control parameters
are supplied on fixed field punched carda In order to minimise setup
errors. Parameters supplied to the Executive define the Job data flow
both as to the data to be processed and the peripheral units to ba uaad.
Processor parameters are used in controlling the calculations to ba performed. Control Input is kept to a minimum by pre-settlng aa many parameter» as possible with standard values. The ussr must than supply only
those parameters which cannot be preset and replacements for sny standard
valuas to ba overridden. Standard parameters can be preset during installation of tha MAC/RAN System to conform to normal user requests.
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Output: End user output Is both graphical plots and printed results corresponding to the plotted data. In addition, all processors can generate their
results on external system I/O units in standard format. Comprehensive
plotting capability utilizing manufacturer-supplied plotting software Is
available with the Executive. By means of this approach, a change in
digital plotters requires only that the new manufacturer-supplied software be Inserted to replace the existing software. Mo changes in the
processor modules are required. All output is controllable by the user
and hence the amount varies according to the job.
Language: The MAC/RAN System is written entirely in a version of ANS FORTRAN IV
which is compatible with the major FORTRAN dialects. Care has been exercised to eliminate the use of operations peculiar to any one dialect or
computer. This limitation has been Imposed with minimal loss in program
efficiency.
Hardware: The MAC/RAN System is usable on any medium to large scale digital
computer having an appropriate PORTRAM compiler and sufficient memory
and peripheral units available.
Word size requirements is to a large extent dependent on the FORTRAN
compiler used. Since a majority of the computations are performed in
single precision with real variables, the word length used by the compiler must be able to maintain at least 20 binary digits significance.
A less stringent requirement imposed by MAC/RAN is that the computer word
be of sufficient size to contain a minimum of four characters.
Internal memory requirements will vary with both the FORTRAN compiler and operating system used. A minimum requirement of 32,768 words
of memory is a reasonable expectation.
Peripheral units are required to maintain both the data being processed and the MAC/RAN System itself. At least the following units must
be available in addition to any units used by the operating system:
e One system overlay unit.
e One unit for maintaining a data directory.
e Two or more data Input/output units.
• One plotting output unit (if off-line plotting is used).
These units may be tape drives, dlsUs, or drums, provided the operating
system has the capability of using these various units interchangeably.
Additional units may be employed if available.
Typical computers acceptable for the MAC/RAN System are:
s IBM 360-40 and above, 370-135 and above.
e CDC 3600, 3800, 6400, 6600, 7600.
• UNIVAC 1107. 1108.
• XEROX SIGMA S, SIGMA 7.
• HONEYWELL/GE 625, 635, 645, 6000 Series.
• SYSTEMS ENGINEERING LAB, SYSTEMS 85, 86.
Usage: About 30 installations of MAC/RAN exist throughout the U.S., Canada,
and Europe. Hence it is a well tested system and has been applied to
automotive crash teat and emissions data, nuclear reactor noise, vibration and acoustics, aircraft flight test data and a wide variety of
other areas.
Developer: Originally MAC/RAN was developed at Measurement Analysis Corporation with the latest version done at the University Software Systems of
Agbabian Associates primarily by R.K. Otnes and L. Enochson.
Availability; The MAC/RAN System, Including computer installation, on-slte
Instruction and reference manuals, is available to lessees either on a
monthly rental plan, or on a single payment plan. The lease benefits
the lessee by keeping him Informed about system changea and additions.
The lessee is granted unlimited use of the MAC/RAN System for one specific computer at the Installation Identified on the laase contract. A
separata or supplemental leasing agreement must be arranged with University Software Systems for use of ths system on any additional computer
at the some site or at another location.
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The one-time license fee at the time of writing was $23,900 with
options at $2,900 each. The monthly rental varies from $800 to $1000
per month.
For further information regarding the MAC/RAN System contact:
University Software Systems, a subsidiary of Agbablan Associates, 250 North
Nash Street, El Segundo, California 90045, (213) 640-0576.
Comments: The MAC/RAN System saeas to be the only commercially available software system for medium to large scale Computers. It undoubtedly has the
widest use in terms of different computer systems and different end users.
Hence It is probably the most thoroughly tested, It Is also quit* well
documented.
Its virtues are probably also its fallings, It It quit« flexible end
quite user oriented. It perhaps has incorporated the widest variety of
features for time series analysis, either hardware or software. Its flexibility also contributes to certain inefficiencies however. The desire to
maintain its availability for a wide variety of computer systems prohibits
customizing it for a specific system.
It does not have the advantage of the minicomputer systems in being
able to be utilized In an on line real-time mode. It does not incorporste
analog to digital conversion hardware and hence this operation oust be
separately accomplished and the data reformatted Into the MAC/KAN standard
format for analysis. Other fallings by contemporary standards are that it
does not have a completely automated data file cataloging and retrieving
capability nor is there an Interactive version available.
However, In its Version III form, MAC/RAN Is probably the most
thoroughly tested system in existence and Is quite flexible and uaer
oriented.
MR WISARD [5]
Date Issued: January 1969
Capability: MR WISARD (Multi-Record Wave Investigator for £lne and Random Data)
utilizes FFT techniques to compute Fourier transform«, power spectra functions on single data records, and cross spectra and correlation functions
on multiple records. The program also computes amplitude and peak distribution functions and teats for goodncss-of-flt with theoretical functions.
In addition to the analysis capability, the program includes procedures for
the manipulation and preparation of data for analysis such as; filtering
with both analog-simulated recursive filters and with digital filters that
have no analog equivalent, and editing and modifying the data In order to
remove trends, offsets, and Invalid data.
Method: The computations Implemented are essentially all of those reviewed In
this chapter and In more detail In [l].
Input: Raw data can be entered into the program In three ways. The most common
method of entry la from the ADC tape. The data, as they are read from the
ADC tape, are In a fixed-point coded form. A floating-point form la required by the MR WISARD routines. In some esses It Is the combined (packed)
data samples from seversl channels which ware multiplexed (scanned) by the
ADC system. Routines which decode and unpack the data, as they coma from
the tape, are available.
Raw data c«n alao be entered from cards using the CARD option. This
technique Is ussful for the antry of data available in pictorial font, such
as might be taken from an oscilloscope and punched onto cards manually.
Other uses of this option might include entry of data from an ADC system
which uses cards for output.
The third method for raw data sntry concerns data which are stored on
tape but do not have an acceptable format for MR WISARD. In this caae the
uaar must write a FUNCTION routine which reada the data from the EXTRA tape
with the required format.
Identification numbers, units, calibration Information, and alphanumeric Identification Information for the data can be entered from carda.
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Output; The output from MR WISARD consists of comprehensive printouts and plots
generated under user control. In general, almost all output Is under control of the user. The plot routines ars those for a Calcoop digital Incremental plotter.
Language: MR VISARD la written alnost entirely In FORTRAN IV language. (Four
exceptions ara noted below.) The program Is presently in operation on an
IBM 7090 Computer with an IBSYS operating system and FORTRAN IV language.
■"■"•e exceptions to FORTRAN are as follows:
a. The Calcomp plotting package.
b. The routine for reading variable-length binary records from the
ADC tape.
c. A routine which unpacks a standard 36-bit word.
d. A routine which aide in the detection of numbers and words for
the free-mode input.
Hardware: MR WISARD is written for the IBM 7094 Computer with 32,768 worda of
core memory plus about six tape units depending on the user.
Usage: The MR WISARD Program was prepared to fulfill a requirement in the shock
and vibration groups at HOL for a comprahenalve data manipulation and analysis capability. However It is coded mainly In FORTRAN and hence in principle could be adapted for use on other machines at other locations.
Developer: The majority of the programming for MR WISARD was done by R.S. Reed,
the author of the cited report. Some of the routines were taken from the
NOL library and SHARE.
Availability: In principle, MR WISARD would be available at very low cost to
other government installatlona. The organization involved would have to
« prepared to solve the attendant problems inherent in FORTRAN compiler
and operating system incompatibilities. For further Information contact
R. S. Reed, Environment Simulation Division, U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Maryland.
Comments: The MR WISARD System la a comprehensive system for time series data
analysis and la comparable with the MAC/RAN System In overall capability.
It does not possess some of the special add-ons nor the multi-Input linear
system analysis capability of MAC/RAN; however, it does poaaess additional
flexibility In probability density functions.
The author has no hands on uaaga of the MR WISARD System and cinnot
vouch for Its eaae of use. However, its design, and control statements
certainly seem well thought out. It should be reasonably efficient since
it undoubtedly has been somewhat customised for the IBM 7094. On tbe
other hand, its potential usefulness to other organizations may be
limited since it has only been used and tested at NOL.
DYVAN [6]
Date lasued: July 1971
Capability: The DYVAN program is intended to analyse sinusoidal sweep, shock,
single and two channel random data. This includes auto r.od cross correlations, power and cross spectral density function, coherence and probability
histograms.
Method: The computational methods are baaed on the pre-FFT algorithms of
Blackman and Tukey [7] but laplemant most functions discussed here and

in [I].
Input Data: The system accepts magnetic tapes produced by a digitiser which
outputs a standard IBM-compatible half-inch 7-track tape, recorded in
odd parity. The packing density varies from 200 to 800 bits par Inch,
depending on the sample tat«.
The Input to control the analysis Is on punched cards In a fixed
field format much like the MAC/RAN and MR WISARD Systems.
Output: End uaer output Is graphical plots and printed results. Plotted
output can be produced on either a CRT type plotter (SO 4020 and SO 4060)
or a digital Incremental plotter (CALCOMP 563). The uaer can exerclee
some control over the deletion of plots and the selection of certain scale
options.
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Language: The program Is 951 coded In ANS FORTRAN IV and Js "almost machlneIndependen:."
Hardware: The program Is operational under release 18 of the IBM Bystem/360/91
Operating System and version 2.0 of the CDC 3000L Real-Tlme SCOPE computer
system, It Is not known how many tape and/or disk drive« and other peripheral devices are required for system operation. However, It is guessed
that a typical large scale computer complement of peripheral equipment Is
necessary.
Usage: DYVAN Is used at Goddard SFC for various types of shock and vibration
analysis. Discussions with two users have Indicated general satisfaction
with Its characteristics and capability.
Developer: The DYVAN system, developed under research and technology operating
plan (RTOP) 124-08-U, High Frequency Launch Dynamics, as part of GSFC
lead center responsibility In random data analysis and applications, represents the combined effort of several people in the Test and Evaluation
Division. Reginald S. Mitchell of the Electronics Test Branch (ETB)
designed, assembled, and Implemented the DYVAN computer programs; Anthony
Vlllasenor of ETB contributed the sinusoidal analysis capability; Roy
Morgan of ETB designed and Implemented the analog-to-digltal conversion,
formatting, and recording equipment; and Robert Dorian of the Structural
Dynamics Branch provided operational liaison between the users and the
computers and aided In program checkout and documentation.
Availability: The DYVAN system is highly customized for use by GSFC In their
special requirements. Although the system could undoubtedly be made
available to other government organizations by GSFC, It is unlikely that
It would be useful without a substantial investment in manpower to adapt
it to the particular computer and A/D conversion system Involved. For
further information, contact E. J. Kirchinan, Code 321, Structural
Dynamics Test Brsnch, Test and Evaluation Division, Systems Reliability
Directorate, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 20770.
Comments: The DYVAN system does not have the general broad capability of the
MAC/RAN and MR WISARD systems. However, considerable effort seems to
have been expended in adapting to the capability of the A/D conversion
system which plays an Integral part In its overall use. It appears to be
a well thought out system from that standpoint. Also limited conversations with users indicates a general satisfaction with its capability.
It is unlikely that DYVAN is a very "portable" system In Its entirety
due to its customized interface with the digitization system. However,
portions of it may be, since it is at least operational on two distinct
computer systems.
RAVAN [8]
Date Issued: November 17, 1965
Capability: The RAVAN program performs various statistical, spectral, and correlation analyses for vibration, acoustics, and related data.
Method: The computational methods are based on the pre-FFT algorithms of
Blackman and Tukey [7] but Implement many of the functions discussed here
and In [l].
Input Data; The input to the program is normally an 800 blt-per-inch floating
binary magnetic tape. It Is also possible to input data via punched cards,
but this Is relatively inefficient. Control parameters for the processing
are input via punched cards. Special formatting programs allow substantial
flexibility to the input data format.
Output: The primary output from RAVAN is plots generated on the SC 4020 CRT
digital plotter. All functions computed are plotted with substantial annotation. Either linear or logarithmic scales ore generally available.
Language: The program la written in SHARE Compiler-Assembler-Translator (SCAT)
and is designed to operate on the IBM 7094 computer with an IBM 1401 offline printer and Stromberg-Carlson 4020 plotter as outputs. If a plotter
is not available, the program contains a print-plot option. The program
is operated under the special operating system, "SPOOK."
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Hardware: RAVAN Is written for the IBM 7094.
Usage: RAVAN was written to analyze vibration, acoustic, and related data from
various missile and apace vehicle vibration tests. It and related programs were probably used more, or at leaar as much. In terns of computer
time usage as any other program. In Its exact form. It was employed only
at Marshall Space Flight Center, but It was the model for other related
program packages at other NASA Installations.
Developer: The major part of the development of this program package was by
Mr. Murl Newberry at MSFC.
Availability: The RAVAN package would only be operable on an IBM 7094. Hence
It Is not widely available. However, Its description Is Included since
It formed the basis for several other NASA vibration and acoustic data
reduction systems. For further Information, contact: Hurl H. Newberry,
Compulation Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA, Huntsvllle,
Alabama 35812.
Comments: The RAVAN system was one of the earliest developed computer program
packages for vibration and acoustic data. Considerable effort was spent
In Its development. The computations Include probability density and
distribution histogram, Gaussian and Raylelgh distribution calculations,
X? goodness of fit test, statlonarlty test, peak analysis, correlation
functions, power and cross spectra, frequency response and coherence.
The package lacks some of the more recently developed digital filtering and multi-spectral analysis capability. In later versions, undoubtedly many of these capabilities are Included.
Due to the very restrictive nature of the language In which It was
coded, It Is not really available for widespread use. However, as mentioned before, RAVAN has formed the basis for other packages adapted to
other systems.
bMD [9]
Date Issued; The BMD system is continually changing. The time series capability was Issued in about 1964 and updated In about 1968.
Capability: The time series section of BMD Includes an original correlation
and spectrum computation section based on the Blackman-Tukey method and
a later extension (X series) to "FT based tpectra including detrendlng,
filtering and multichannel spectral analysis. Hence the BMD package can
Implement most of the techniques discussed here and In [l].
Method: The computational methods include the Blackman-Tukey methods for correlation and spectra, amplitude and phase estimates via digital filters,
and the later versions (X series) are based on the FFT. The spectral
computations are generally limited to a core full of data, which may be
a severe limitation.
Associated with the BMD package Is a complete set of allied programs
for data screening, editing, transformation, and a wide variety of statistical computations.
Input Data: The system accepts FORTRAN compatible input data files, from tape
and/or disk and cards depending on the computer system. Usually the data
would have been processed by the data screening routines prior to input
to the tine scries analysis routines. Generally, if one is dealing with
the output of an analog-to-dlgltal converter, a reformatting step would
be necessary, similar to the MAC/RAN system. The control of the operation of the programs is via control cards and all input parameters are
entered into the program via cards.
Output: Output is generally in the form of printed listings and printer plots.
Recent versions of the programs also Include a digital incremental plot
capability.
Language: The program is almost entirely coded in ANS FORTRAN IV and is nearly machine independent.
Hardware: Most of the BMD modules wars coded to operate on the IBM 360/91
under various releases of OS. In principle, the package may be transferred to any system that supports FORTRAN IV. In practics the transfer is
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non-trivial, but has been accomplished for almost every large scale computer In existence.
Usage: The HMD package la intended to be a generally available program package. Its emphasis Is in basic statistics and it is a well exercised
package for those modules. The tine series analysis modules may not be
as extensively used, but have definitely seen utilization throughout •
wide number of organizations in the U.S., Canada, and Europe.
Developer: The BMD package has had many contributors over th3 years. The
main developer of the Blackman-Tukey routines was Mr. '.ynn Hayward, and
the main developer of the later FFT and multichannel routines was Mr.
Robert Generich. Prof. W. J. Dlxon of the UCLA Biostatlstlcs Department
has maintained cognizance over the ongoing project.
Availability: The BMD package Is one of the most v'dely available packages
In existence. Most universities and most computer service bureaus have
an operational version of the basic system. In some instances the latest X-serles may not be available. The system is also available from
the UCLA Health Sciences Computing Facility. The potential user who Intends to adapt It to his system must be cautioned that the BMD package
is a large system and substantial effort Is required to adapt It to a
given computer system. For further Information, contact: Prof. W. J.
Dlxon, Health Sciences Computing Facility, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90025.
Comments: Overall, the BMD package Is a very complete, very large program
package. However, Itf emphasis Is baste statistics and not time series
analysis. If there Is a major criticism to the package, it Is that it
has grown like "Topsy" and hence, not all modules are as well Integrated
into the system as they might otherwise be.
The capability of the newest modules for multichannel spectral analysis is considerable. However, its flexibility has been restricted by
the fact that the computational algorithms depend on all data being
available in high speed storage. Hence the resolution and degrees of
freedom of the spectral analysis can encounter serious limitations.
However, recent modifications have corrected these limitations although
the author has no experience with the upgraded version. Also, digital
Incremental plotting capability has been added to correct the printer
plot limitations of the earlier version.
The BMD package is well documented with a manual available for
sale by the UCLA bookstore. In general, it is a continually growing anJ.
developing package and improvements are announced regularly.
Part II:

Minicomputer Based Software/Hardware Systems

Time Data Corporation Systems [10, 11, 12]
Date Issued: Original System 1966, Minicomputer System 1970.
Capability: Tine Series Analysis systems are based on DEC PDP-11 minicomputer.
They include both data analysis systems and vibration test control systems.
All systems are FFT software based with a microcoded FFT processor available for higher speeds. All basic functions are Implemented:
Direct/Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
Auto/cross spectrum
Transfer/coherence function
Impulse response
Auto/cross correlation
Amplitude histogram
Characteristic functions
Additional functions are available In a special software package called
tm
TSL
(Time Series Language).
The vibration test control systems constitute a special subset of
processors which perform more or less standard tine series data reduction
methods, but are dedicated to the specific application of vibration
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testing. These break down further Into random vibration, sinusoidal
vibration, and shock control systems.
All systems have direct two-channel analog data Input capability
with real time data acquisition and analysis bandwidths up to 4 kHz.
Two channels of data can be handled simultaneously with up to 32 optional.
Certain nodal analysis capabilities are also available and are discussed In another chapter of thla monograph.
Method: The computations implemented are essentially those reviewed in this
chapter and in [l] with the exception of the multi-spectral analysis.
The FFT computations are performed in 16-blt block floating arithmetic.
Subsequent computations are usually performed in 32-bit floating point.
The vibration control algorithms ate patented methods bat-.cJ on
random number generation and spectrum shaping and estimating via FFTs.
Input Data: Standard input is analog signals routed directly into 12-blt
A/D converters which are a standard part of the system. Disk and tape
drlvea are also available as options for the system so It 1« possible
to input properly formatted data from these devices. Sampling rate
capability ranges up to 200,000 spa which outstrips the transfer rate
capability of the peripheral devices.
Inputa to set parameters and control the processing sequence come
from one of three sources:
1. A panel with various knobs and switches
2. A Teletype or similar typewriter style keyboard
3. A CRT display with Teletype style keyboard.
Output: Data la displayed on a standard 4" x S" storage CRT. The display
is fully calibrated with alphanumeric indications of vertical and horizontal scales, and of the value of the left edge in Hz or seconds as
appropriate. Sampled Inputa and processed functions are displayed with
linear or logarithmic scales in cither axis. Coordinate systems are
selectable for complex data displays: real. Imaginary, Nyqulst (phase
plane), magnitude, and phase. Data Is displayed in points, bars, or
continuous trace - and any portion of the display may be expanded to
fill the full display. Duplicate displays may be obtained with an optional X-Y plotter.
Larger displays are available on an optional Tektronix CRT with an
8" x 10" screen. Additional flexibility in display scaling and format
may be obtained via the TSL software system.
Data may be output to disk or tape assuming these 1/0 units are on
the system.
Language: Almost all software In a T/D system is proprietary and written
In assembly language for the PDP-11. Certain special modules are programmed in the proprietary Tin« Serie* Language (TSLCa). The system
user also has TSL available to him with which to code special application solutions.
Usage: Time/Data systems are In widespread use throughout the U.S., Canada,
Europe, Japan and Australia. Approximately 200 systems are In regular
use.
Developer: The Tine/Data system Is a company product developed by the Time/
Data staff.
Availability; Since Time/Data systems are commercial products they are immediately available. Typical prices are about $50,000 up for delivered, warranted, cheeked out aystems. For further information on
availability contact Time/Data Corporation, 1050 E. Meadow Circle,
Palo Alto, CA 94303, (415) 494-7000.
Comments: The Time/Data systems era good, fast, well tested, and flexible
machine*. A* is the case with similar product* of Hewlett-Packard,
CSPI, and other«, they offer certain advantage* aver large acale computer system« since they are cost effective In an on-line laboratory
situation. Since A/D conversion i* a built in hardware/software feature, on« ha* immediate reault« a« contrasted to the minutes to hour«
to day* typically encountered in large-scale systems.
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The disadvantage of the minicomputer baaed systems Is that they
have a limited word length (16 bits), sometimes creating problems with
numerical precision, and generally do not have the complement of peripheral storage devices. The advent of less expensive peripheral devices
auch as flexible (floppy) disks and caasette tapes Is rapidly reducing
the gap In this area.
A special feature of Tine/Data is the Time Series Language. This
allows the relatively novice user to program special application solution with a minimum of training. Special display routines make it quite
easy to work in an interactive manner.
Hewlett-Packard Fourier Analyzer System [U, 15, 16, 17]

Date Issued: Approximately 1969.
Capability: Time series analysis system based on a HP 2100S minicomputer.
Includes both basic data analysis systems, vibration test control system,
and special software for rotating machinery analysis. All systems are
KFT software-based with a hardware FFT processor as an option for higher
speeü
All basic time series analysis functions are available:
Direct/inverse FFT
Power/cross spectrum
Transfer function/coherence function
Auto/cross correlation
Convolution
Histogram
In addition, the HP system incorporates a programmable pushbutton
keyboard which allows the computation of other related functions. Also,
differentiation, integration and complex arithmetic are available.
The vibration test control system is a specialized Fourier Analyzer
System with a special control panel which augments the keyboard. This
system is a dedicated random vibration control system.
All systems have two channel analog input capability with four channel options. Real time data acquisition and analysis bandwidth up to 4-5
kHz is a standard capability. Other options allow up to 32 channels of
Input data.
Method: The basic computations Implemented are essentially those reviewed In
this chapter and In [l] with the exception of the multi-spectral analysis.
The HP 2100S is mlcroprogramroable and much of the HP standard software
is accomplished this way. The basic FFT Is done In 16 bit fixed point
arithmetic with block floating scaling. Spectrum computations are optionally done in single or double precision.
The Fourier Analysis keyboard controls the software and is Itself
programmable. Also, user routines may be called from the keyboard.
Input Data: Standard Input is analog signals routed directly into 10 bit A/D
converters with 12 bit resolution optional. Sampling rate capability Is
up to 100,000 sps. Disk drives and tape drives are optional features so
that properly formatted data may be Input from these devices.
Inputs to set analysis parameters and control the processing sequence
come from the Fourier Analyzer keyboard. This keyboard controls all system operations with additional input data control being set by switches at
the A/D converter. The HP keyboard is also programmable to • limited extent, allowing considerable flexibility in control from the keyboard.
Output: The results of all computations are observed using the 5A60A Display
unit and 180 Oscilloscope. The refresh rate provides a stable display on
the oscilloscope even at the largest blockslzes, eliminating In most
cases the need for a storage oscilloscope. A calibrated scale factor for
the vertical axis is shown on the display unit digital readout. Also
shown are whether the display Is in time or frequency domain and log,
polar, or rectangular coordlnatea. The uaer can select real/Imaginary,
magnitude/phase, or complex (Myquiat) displays of the data. Larger CRT
display devices are optional from Tektronix.
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Also, data may be output to dlak or tape asaumlng thea* units are
available with the syRtem,
Language; The HP Fourier Analyzer software Is written primarily In HP 2100S
assembly language. This minicomputer Is mlcroprogrammable so that some
of the software Is done at that level.
The Fourier Analyze' keyboard la programmable so the on-line system
user essentially operates the system by programming the keyboard. Userwritten software routines may be added to the system to perform specialized tasks. These procrams may be written in Assembly or FORTRAN
languages and additionally may be microcoded for fast operation. Each
program Is given a numerical name and is called from the Fourier keyboard
by meana of the USER PROGRAM key. Any number of user programs may be included in a system, limited by the amount of memory available.
Usage: HP systems are In widespread use thrjughout the U.S., Canada, and
Europe, The author guesses that about 200 systems are operational.
Developer: The Hewlett-Packard Fourier Analyzer System is a company product
developed by the HP staff.
Availability: Since HP systems are commercial products, they are immediately
and widely available. Typical prices are about $30,000 and up for a delivered, warranted, checked-out system. For further information, contact
Hewlett-Packard, 5301 Stevens Creek Blvd., Santa Clara, Calif. 9S0S0.
Comments: The HP Fourier Analyzer systems are good, fast, well tested, and
flexible machines. As Is the case with Time/Data, CSP1, and others they
offer certain advantages over large scale computer systems since they are
cost effective in an on-line laboratory situation. Since A/D conversion
Is a built in hardware/software feature, one has Immediate results as
contrasted to the minutes to hours to days typically encountered in large
scale systems.
The disadvantage of the minicomputer based systems is that they have
a limited word length (16 bits) sometimes creating problems with numerical precision and generally do not have the complement of peripheral
storage devices. The advent of less expensive peripheral devices such as
flexible (floppy) disks and cassette tapes Is rapidly reducing the gap in
this area.
A major feature of the HP system is the keyboard which implements
most standard tine series analysis functions In addition to 1/0 control,
complex arithmetic, and various data manipulation keys. This keyboard is
in many respects similar to the Time Series Language of the Time/Data
systems. TSL probably has more flexibility but the keyboard has more accessibility. A potential user would have to evaluate the relative merits.
Major defects of this type of minicomputer system relate to the display capability. Even though hard copy displays are available, they do
not yet natch up with the quality and flexibility of large computer systems.

CSPI [18]
Date Issued: Approximately 1970.
Capability: CSPI produces a high-speed minicomputer baaed Digital Signal Processor, The system is software based and does not necessarily control
analog Input or displays as standard, but all these are optional features.
An array processor is available as an option to provide higher speed processing. The basic signal processing library contains the following:
Radix-« FFT
Radix-3 FFT
IUdlx-2 FFT
FFT related functions—auto/cross spectrum,
convolution/correlation, cepstrum
Zoom FFT
Complex multiply
Complex magnitude squared
Complex magnitude
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Cosine/sine table Interpolation
Log ft the complex magnitude
Base-2 Log (2 approximation«)
Complex exponential generator
Recursive filter
Integrate and dump filter
Histogram
Direct correlation
Direct convolution
Manning weighting
Predictive coding
1/3 octave filtering
Method: The computational methods are all FFT based and essentially Implement the basic functions discussed In this chapter and In [l] with the
exception of the multichannel spectral analysis. The software Is written
In assembly language for the CSP-30 system. The usual arithmetic Is 16
bit fixed point.
Input Data: The basic CSPI systems have no standard data Input device. However 2 channel analog Input Into 8 to IS bit A/D converters are standard
options. Sampling rate capability is advertised as ranging up to 1 million sps. Also, disk and tape decks are standard options so that properly formatted digital data along with appropriate software allows data to
be Input from these devices.
The CSPI system standard Input device Is a Teletype. The parameters
and signal processing function control must be accomplished by writing
programs to make use of appropriate system subroutines. There Is no system input analogous to the panels of Time/Data or keyboard of HewlettPackard.
Output: There is no standard display or data output device on CSPI systems
other than the Teletype. However, line printers, digital plotters, CRT
displays, and related devices are all advertised as options. Similarly,
disk and tape drives, if available on a given system, could be utilized
for output of processed data.
Language: All standard signal processing software is coded in assembly language for the CSP-30. Cross-assemblers that allow assembly language
programs to be coded and checked out for the CSP-30 on a large computer
are advertised as available.
Usage: The CSPI machines have seen more limited usage than systems such as
are available from Time/Data and HP. Most of the usage known to the
author is associated with speech processing and sonar data processing
where high speed is of paramount Importance. In at least one case, the
author is familiar with the use of an earlier version in a special purpose analog-to-dlgital conversion system where the main type of data was
vibration.
In general, the CSPI «yaterns are not in at widespread usage as other
similar systems. However, It la a commercially available product and la
successfully used by many organiratlons.
Developer: The CSPI systems are company products developed by company staff.
Availability: Since CSPI systems are commercial products, they are immediately
available. Typical prices atart about $30,000 but go up as optional components are added. For further information contact: CSPI, 209 Middlesex
Turnpike, Burlington, Maas. 01803.
Comments: CSPI systems tend to emphasize speed of processing rather than ease
of operation. Alao, they do not offer a well tested standard system consisting of I/O gear and an operator panel, keyboard, or the equivalent.
However, their procesalng spaed tends to be faster than Time/Data or HP.
Some of the advertlaed software capability Mist be taken with a
grain of salt. For example, when one speaks of a digital filter capability In the MAC/RAN package, this includes filter dealgn from user
specified bandwldths and elopes, plus the implementation of the filtering
operation. When CSPI speaks of a digital filtering capability, they mean
high speed aubroutlnes to implement the user supplied filter design.
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The most recent emphasis at CSPI Is on their array processor (MAP).
This Is .1 high FFT box with additional multIply-add capability, It can be
added onto many computers to provide the basis for a high speed digital
time aeries analysis capability. Hence CSPI seems to be continuing the
emphaals of high speed as opposed to an Integrated complete system capability.
Part Itll

Special Purpose Digital Hardware Systems

Nlcolet Scientific Corporation [19, 20, 2l]
Date:

tm

Ublqultoua
system originally developed In middle 1960s. Omnlferous""
FFT analyzer Initially announced In 1973.
Capability: The newer Omnlferous Analyzer will be emphasized due to its greater capability. This is essentially a hardwired digital computer. It Is
capable of inputting two channels of analog data. A system including
"typical" options will compute the following:
Fast Fourier Transform
Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
Power Spectrum
Cross-Spectrum
Transfer Function
Coherence Function
Auto-correlation
Cross-correlation
Ensemble Averaging for Any of the Above
Signal Enhancement or Time-Function Averaging for
Two Channels
With the addition of the mini-computer, system operation can be expanded
to include octave-band analysis, one-third-octave analysis, frequency
equalization, probability density, probability distribution, automatic
spectrum peak detection (special calculations optional), and spectrum
signature recognition.
Thus the OmniferouB Analyzer essentially can compute the functions
discussed in this chapter and [l] except for the multichannel spectral
computations.
The maximum real time processing bandwidth is 10 kHz for two channels of data.
Method: The Onniferoua Analyzer is based on a digital FFT. Instead of pure
software, however, it is a hardwired program. The arithmetic is apparently
a combination of 16 bit fixed point and 12 bit mantissa, 4 bit characteristic floating point. The basic system calculates an FFT and PSD only.
An optional add-on processor is required for the cross-spectrum, etc. A
further add-on of a minicomputer brings in more capability.
Input Data: A signal conditioner input unit provide* amplitude scaling, filtering, and digitizing of two analog input signals. Sixteen standard
analysis ranges, from 1 Hz to 100 kHz, are selectable. Built-in dual
sets of phase-matched anti-aliasing filters cover the frequency ranges
from 10 Hz to 100 kHz. The maximum sampling frequency for each of the
two input channels is 260 kHz. Sampling is controlled cither internally
(by Che setting of Che range switch) or externally (to normalize Che
coverage to some external parameter, such a* rpm). Actuating the manual
or automatic "HOLD" retain* a transient (in digital form) in the memory.
Output: A single-display unit la available which is a 5 Inch X-Y oscilloscope
(rack mounted) which provide* fully calibrated display* of all output
function*. The unic is a Tekcronix Type 502, slightly modified and fully
integrated with the x, y, end s outputs derived from the Analyzer. Permanent record* of ehe display are available by using Che Tektronix C-30A
camera with adapter (noC supplied a* part of the standard system). Also
available 1* a dual display unit which consists of two i Inch oscilloscope display units mounted side by side In a rack adapcer. The
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analyzer provides separate vertical display selection and scaling
controls for each oscilloscope.
Language: The concept of computer program language does not apply to this
analyzer since the program Is essentially hardwired.
Usage: The Ubiquitous analyzer has much larger usage throughout th» world,
especially In Navy applications. The newer Omnlferous analyzer Is not
yet In such widespread use; however, many of these units do exist and
apparently are In regular use.
Availability: This analyzer and the others are commercial products and immediately available. Typical prices for the Omnlferous are in the
$60,000 range. The lesser capability Ubiquitous is in the $10,000 and
up category, For further Information contact; Nlcolet Scientific Corp.,
245 Livingston Street, Northvale, New Jersey 07647.
Comments: Nlcolet emphasizes hands-on, easy to use, high speed laboratory
type devices. The penalty paid Is In expandability and flexibility.
Fron the standpoint of high speed two channel time series analysis capability, the Nlcolet system Is very powerful. The displays are not necessarily as well formatted as are available In the minicomputer based
systems, but they are adequate for many uses and extremely good for some
aspects of real time data analysis displays.
The system can be augmented with a minicomputer to provide additional flexibility but the author Is not familiar with this configuration.
The hardwired approach to a system such as this has virtues and
faults which must be evaluated by the potential user. One essentially
pays the penalty of lack of flexibility In exchange for high speed and
laboratory Instrument type knobs, dials and switches and their attendant
convenience.
Spectral Dynamics Corp. SD360 [22], [23]
Date Issued: Late 1973.
Capability: The all-digital SD360 Digital Signal Processor - the "DSP" - Is a
stand-alone, hardwired FFT Analyzer that combines capabilities of two
Real Time Analyzers, a transfer function analyzer, analog signal conditioners and a computer. It provides a complete signal analysis capability from 0.01 Hz to 130,000 Hz.
The DSP looks and operates like an Instrument, not a computer. It
performs a dozen different data analysis functions, Including:
Signal Averaging
Single or Dual Channel FFT
Cross-Spectrum Analysis
Inverse Transforms
Autocorrelation
Cross-Correlation
Convolution
Transfer Function Analysis
Coherent Output Power
Probability Density Histograms
Probability Distribution
Hence the SD360 essentially implements all of the procedures reviewed in
this chapter and [l] with the exception of the multichannel spectral
analysis. The maximum real time bandwidth for two channel spectral analysis Is approximately 30 kHz.
Spectral Dynamics also produces a vibration test control system
based on the SD360. In addition options are available for tracking filter and shock spectrum analysis. The system can be interfaced to a PDP11 minicomputer to provide additional I/O flexibility.
Method: The SD360 is a digital hardwired system based on the FFT. The computations are apparently performed In 16 bit block flostlng point, a 16
bit mantissa, 7 bit characteristic floating point, and a 7 bit character-
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Istlc, «-btt mantissa floating point. Presumably the FFT Is done In
block floating point with subsequent spectrum averaging, etc., done In
floating point.
Input Data: Standard Input Is two channels of analog data routed through
anti-aliasing filters and 12 bit A/D converters. The maximum sampling
rate capability is 307,200 sps.
Control parameters for the system are entered via switches, knobs
and pushbuttons.
This Includes I/O control and processing function control.
The SD360 also has a digital signal input capability so that It Is
possible to connect appropriate digital device« to the system.
Output: The only standard output is to LED digital numerical displays. However, in typical systems optional x,y oscilloscopes are provided. Another option is a 3D display control to provide plots of time varlng
spectra. Also hard copy x,y plotters may be attached to a system. A
digital output channel exists so that the capability would be available
to drive digital devices.
If the system was interfaced with the PDP-U minicomputer, then additional output to tape and disk would be possible.
The standard LED numerical display is controlled by a joystick. Under Joystick control, the intensity marker (cursor) follows the processed
data on the scope to any selected location. Digital values of that specific location are then displayed on the 6 digit LED panel:
frequency
(in Hz); time (in milliseconds); amplitude (in dB or normalized level);
or phase (in degrees). A panel immediately adjacent to the LED's automatically defines the units being displayed and whether they are lineal
or log values.
The 0 dB reference for the LED readout can be set at any convenient
data level, or at the full scale voltage level. For log readouts, the
level is displayed as j\lB from this reference level.
The x address of the memory corresponding to the cursor location can
also be displayed on the LED's.
Language: The concept of computer program language does not apply to
this analyzer since the program is essentially hardwired.
Usage: The SD360 DSP is a relatively new addition to the Spectral Dynamics
equipment line.
S-D tracking filters, mechanical Impedance analyzers,
and related analog equipment have been in widespread use for many years
however. Therefore, It is assumed that the SD360 Is in fairly wide use
in vibration data analysis throughout the U.S.
Availability: This analyzer Is a commercial product and hence Immediately
available. Typical minimum prices for a system Including displays would
be in the $60,000 range. For further information contact: Spectral
Dynamics Corporation, P.O. Box 671, San Diego, Ca. 92112.
Commentii: Spectral Dynamics, as does Nicolet, emphasizes hands-on, easy to
use, high speed laboratory type devices. The penalty paid is In expandability and flexibility. From the standpoint of high speed two channel
time series analysis capability, the Spectral Dynamics system is very
powerful. Their standard display, the numerical LED, has interesting
features with its joystick control, but is very limited.
It is unlikely
that anyone in the shock and vibration data reduction business would
aver be satisfied with just this. When the optional oscilloscope displays are obtained, sonc very useful optional display features arc
available. In particular, the tine varying spectral display is useful.
However, in any case, the displayn would not be as well formatted as is
possible from the general purpose computer baaed system.
The system can be augmented with a minicomputer to provide additional flexibility but the author la not familiar with this configuration.
The hardwired approach to a system such as this has virtues and
faults which must be evaluated by the potential user. One essentially
pays the penalty of lack of flexibility In exchange for high speed and
laboratory inatrument type knoba, dials and switches and their attendant
convenience.
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Honeywell/SAICOR [2A, 25]

Date Issued: Approximately 1973.
Capability: We are describing the combined capability of a digital correlation (SAI 43A) and digital Fourier transform analyzer (SAI 470). SAICOR
has produced various types of analog and hybrid signal processing gear
for several years but we restrict our discussion to this particular gear.
The SAI-43A Correlation and Probability Analyzer Is an all digital
high speed processing Instrument which provides an on-line, real time
computation In three primary operating modes - Correlation (auto and
cross), Enhancement (or signal recovery) and Probability (density and
distribution). A 400 point analysis is accomplished In all modes. The
SAI-43A provides a minimum At of .2 M>*C or a 5 MHz sampling rate. Also standard are 800 points of prscomputation delay, exponential (RC)
averaging, and binary digital outputs.
The SAI-A70 Fourier Transform Analyzer (FTA) is a fully digital instrument which performs a Fourier analysis of any function computed by
either the SAI-42 or SAI-43 100 and AGO point Correlation and Probability
Analyzers. (External digital inpu'. data can also be applied to the FTA
for transformation.) The combination of these two devices gives:
Auto/cross correlation function
Power/cross spectral density function
Probability density
Probability distribution
Signal averaging
Hence, these instruments implement a subset of the functions described
in this chapter and in [l].
Method: The correlation and probability functions are computed directly; the
correlation from a sum of products. This data is then input to the
Fourier transform analyzer which computes the transform via a "alow"
algorithm. The computations are performed rapidly due to the digital
circuitry implementation, not the computational algorithm. The combination of these two devices essentially Implements the Blackman-Tukcy
method [?] for digital spectral computations.
Input Data: The input is 'wo channels of analog data to the correlator.
This date is digitized at a 5,000,000 ape rate. The output of the correlator is a 400 point digital correlation function which becomes the input to the FTA.
Input data control and processing controls are set by pushbuttons
and knobs on both the correlator and spectrum analyzer.
Output: The Instruments themselves contain no displays. However scopes and
strip chart recorder may be attached to either instrument. Also x,y
plotters are optional. The correlator sis'} outputs the correlation function in a format suitable for the FTA. The correlstion function or other
Input data to the FTA may be displayed on optional scopes.
The output of the FTA is a 1000 point transform. This function can
be in terms of absolute value and phase or real and imaginary parts with
log or linear scales. The display scop« Is an optional Item.
Language: The concept of computer program language does not apply to this
analycer.
Usage: The author is not as specifically familiar with users of the SAICOR
gear as compared to the others. However SAICOR has been producing this
and other data processing equipment for some tine and presumably the
correlator and FTA are in regular use.
Availability: The SAICOR Correlator and Fourier Transform Analycer are commercial products and hence immediately available. Prices begin about
$20,000 for a minimum system consisting of both components and peripherals.
For further information contacts Honeywell, Signal Analysis Operation
(SAICOR). 59S Old Wlllets Path, Hauppage. N.Y. 11787, (S16) 234-5700.
Comments: The SAICOR gear strikes the author as not taking advantage of contemporary computational techniques. The FTA ie definitely an add-on
afterthought type of approach. However, In spite of this, fast computa-
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iloiuil times are attained with highly par»] lei digital circuitry. There
Is a definite lack of flexibility in data analyalB parameters relative
to other systems. For example, 400 lags and 1000 frequency points are
more or less fixed. However, the price is relatively low and hence if
the parameters available are adequate then the low price can make thia
equipment attractive. These two basic analyzers must be augmented with
display equipment in order to make them really suitable In a vibration
Jala analysis job.
EXPECTED FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
A substantial evolution In shock and vibration test data analysis has occurred over the past IS years. Prior to I960, probably 99Z of euch analysis was
performed in laboratories with analog data analysis equipment such as strip
chart recorders, voltmeters, wave analyzers, and analog PSD analyzera. As of
1975 probably 85X of such analysis is accomplished digitally, cither on a
large scale general purpoae computer or on a dedicated minicomputer or hardwired digital system.
The combination of the FFT algorithm, first widely noticed In 1965, and
the continuing advancement of digital computer technology has been responsible.
In the past few ycara It has become possible to cloak a digital computer with
knobs, switches, A/D converters, scope displays and the like to make It appear
like the analog lab devicea of the past.
The cost of digital computing continues to plummet. The peripheral mass
storage devicea such as tapes and disks are now beginning to follow ault,
along with more flexible and less expensive displays. Hence, It should be
possible to further specialize and dedicate digital devices to special applications such as shock and vibration test data analysis. The advantage of the
large scale computer In terms of speed and extensive complements of peripheral devices should diminish «ubstantially.
It seems unlikely that dramatic changes in software and computational algorithms will occur In the near future. Thus the changes will be In
hardware more so than software. Since the software la a major part of the
coat of all computer systems, the total cost of data analysis systems will
drop but not as much aa pure hardware components.
More and more applications, involving multiple channels of high frequency
data will become tractable to analysis because of increases In speed and capability of the hardware.
The shock and vibration data analysis system of the near future will
probably be baaed on a small size digital computer, but very fast and with
very large atorage — hundreds of thoussnds of words rather than thousands.
It will undoubtedly have multichannel analog or digital Input capability (allowing for the forthcoming digital transducers) and have wiltl-kllohertz A/D
conversion and real tine analysis bandwidth capability. It should have large
screen CRT plot/print displays with hard copy attachments. Much more flexible
interactive software for display control will be available. Undoubtedly, this
system will have several Inexpensive mass storage peripherals such as floppy
disks or cassette type tape*.
Since the computer will be large enough to support higher level lenguage
compilers such as FORTRAN IV, It is expected that most new software will be
coded in FORTRAN. This should somewhat reduce the cost of the analysis software. The computer will undoubtedly have a mlcroprograomabl« store so that
certain key algorithma can be implemented in high speed microcode. This will
further speed and simplify certain types of programing.
In general, it is expected that the trend will be away from the large
scale, general purpoae, multi-program computer to the smaller dedicated system. This has the tremendous advantage of doing away with the tremendous
system software overhead encountered in present day large scale systems.
Probably the advances will not be as great as might otherwise be expected due to the limitations and cost of software development. There exist
no forseeable major breakthroughs In this aspect of the overall system.
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Fluid Structure Interaction
A. J. Kolinowski

Naval Vmttrwaltt Systems Cvnler

INTRODUCTION
The general topic of fluid structure interaction is indeed a particularly broad
subject in that it simultaneously brings together all the aspects associated
with both solid mechanics and with fluid mechanics. Each of these two areaa
are complex by themselves; however, when considered together, the coupling (or
Interaction) between the fluid and solid response compounds the solution methodology. For an in vacuo structure, the surface loading is typically in the form
of some known applied force. However, for a structure submerged in a fluid,
the surface loading is not known a priori but depends on the surface motion of
the structure. The structure's surface motion is in turn viewed as a motion
type loading to the fluid field equations, wherein the pressure in the fluid
field, including the interface boundary, are unknown functions of space and
tine that are to be determined. The Interaction process can be viewed as a
feedback loop (1] as illustrated in the diagram of Fig. 1. The feedback loop
shown in Fig. 1 is a general one in that no assumptions are made regarding the
type of fluid employed or type of structure being analyzed.
A vast amount of theoretical work at all levels of complexity is in the
open literature in both the area of fluid flow theory and structural mechanics
(e.g. nonlinear and linear theories alike). A good deal of this work (both
linear and nonlinear) haa been implemented in the form of computer programs,
particularly In ffcfe area of structural mechanics. Computerization of the
combined problem of fluid structure interaction has not received nearly as much
attention as either problem taken separately. Many computer programs exist for
solving Interaction problems; unfortunately however, more of them are research
oriented, lichtly documented programs (refer to here as HOP) rather than user
oriented, heavily documented programs (refer to here aa UOP). Consequently,
more consideration is given here to the ROP type than might normally be considered in a survey on a more popular area like structural analysis programs.
It is the opinion of this author that a well documented UOP that is capable of
solving a particular class problem Is worth more to a person with a specific
problem to solve than a more efficient ROP that can solve the same problem.
This opinion Is arrived at from the following considerations: 1. the man hours
of labor (and hence cost) required to learn ho« to use (and Install on a particular computer system) a ROP Is usually an order of magnitude greater than
performing the same task with a UOP. Therefore, from a cost point of view, it
is likely that the savings In expected computer time usage of ROP can be greatly
exceeded by the man hour cost of implementation. 2. Although a ROP might give
a more accurate answer than the UOP for the same discretization (or mesh size),
the UOP can often be run at a finer discretization and still arrive at a sufficiently accurate result. 3. Often minor or major changes can be made in the
UOP coding to accommodate some special purposs (such as a change In input/output
format, or the introduction of sane new structural element), whereas doing the
same thing to a ROP could involve going as far as engaging the program author
under contract to accompllah a modification. 4. The closer the ROP is to being
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a "black box" In terras of understanding the inner workings of the program, the
less confidence one tends to have In Its results.

Terminology
The types of fluid structure Interaction programs considered In this survey
(e.g. Fig. 2) can be subdivided Into four basic categories; namely, 1. physical
phenomenon, 2. time variation, 3. structure type, 4. fluid region type. These
four categories are further subdivided and explained in the following more
detailed description below. The formation of these categories will further
serve to set up the terminology used in defining the capabilities of the various
programs reviewed In this survey.

Physical Phenomena
Under this category three types of problems are considered; namely,those of
scattering, radiation and forced vibration.

Scattering. A structure submerged In a fluid media is subject to an incident
pressure disturbance (e.g. Fig. 3a).

Radiation. A structure submerged In a fluid is acted upon by some forcing
functions applied directly to the structure (e.g. Fig. 3b).

Forced vibration. All other types of fluid structure Interaction problems not
fitting the above scattering or radiation description will be lumped Into this
more general category. In a broad sense even the radiation and scattering
definitions can be called "forced vibration" problems, however, the radiation
and scattering problems ars encountered so often in this field that they
deserve special treatment.
One example of a forced vibration problem not fitting the radiation or
scattering category would be a flexible tank containing fluid with a free aurface. The base of the structure la excited by some known base acceleration (e.g.
Fig. 3b) that could, for example, simulate an earthquake Input.

Time Variation
Here the time variation of the Input Is cutegorited as either transient or
harmonic.

Transient. The governing field equations are treated aa Initial value problems
and are driven by known time history forcing functions In the form of applied
force, pressure or motion (or any combination thereof) transients.

Harmonic. The governing field equations are driven by known harmonic forcing
functions aa in the above case,except here the driving functions are proportional to e1"*. Further, the usual ateady atate assumption is made; namely,
that the Input has bean on for -^t<+".

Structure Type
Two types of stiffness characteristics are considered for the structure
representation; namely, flexible structures and ideal structures.
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Flexible. The structure has a finite amount of atiffness. Here the full fluid
structure interaction loop illustrated in Fig. 1 is in effect.
Ideal. In this situation the stiffness of the structure is so large, relative
to the fluid stiffness, that the structure can be viewed aa being perfectly
rigid (undefomable). This shall be referred to as a "hard" structure. The
hard structure can be "fixed In apace" in which case the fluid structure Interaction response depends only on the surface shape of the structure (we refer to
this aa a hard immovable structure). Alternatively, the structure can be hard,
but not fixed in space (we refer to this as a hard movable structure), wherein
the solution response depends on both the surface shape and total mass of the
structure.
Finally, one more ideal structure is one for which the weight and stiffness are so small that the structure can be viewed as a weightless void (or
pocket) in the fluid (we refer to this as a soft structure).
Fluid Region Type
The boundedness of the fluid domain in contact with the structure has a direct
bearing on aolution methodology; consequently, the categories of unbounded,
bounded,and partially bounded are established.
Unbounded. In this case, the extent of the fluid around the structure is so vast
that for all practical purposes it can be considered to be Infinite In extent.
This type of fluid region la usually used In conjunction with radiation or
scattering problems (e.g. Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b).
Bounded.

Here the fluid has finite boundaries in all directions (e.g. Fig. 3c).

Partially Bounded. This Is a combination of the two above cases wherein part
of the fluid Is Infinite In extent in one direction but bounded In another, A
mathematical model of a dam would be an example In this case. The water depth
is finite but the fluid Is assumed to extend to Infinity parallel to the lake
bottom.
Scope of Survey
The scope of this survey on fluid structure interaction Is governed more by what
is actually available than by any planned selection procedure. By far, the
majority of the computer programs that exist in this field have been sponsored
either partially or totally by the United States government and. In particular,
are aimed at naval applications. Consequently, practically all of the computer
codes employ an acoustical representation for the fluid field governed by the
wave equation [3].

'2P

1

3«

?»t

(X)

where p denotes the fluid pressure, t time and c the speed of sound in the
fluid medium. The only programs considered that employ a more general fluid
constitutive equation are the finite difference type programs usually designed
for solving "shock wave propagation in solids" type problems [2], [4]. Although
theoretical work exists for nonlinear fluids (e.g. allowing for cavitation 1561,
It has not found its way into any UOP). These programs are primarily designed
to solve stress Waves through solids problem«, however, their constitutive laws
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■re UK.ially written In ■ general enough form BO that the fluid equations of
notion In contact with some structural component can reduce down to Eq. (1),
or for that matter> a more general form of Eq. (1), say the full Navler
Stokes equations.
The majority of the programs considered In this survey sre for structures
that csn be represented In a continuum by ■ set of linear partial differential
field equations of the form
D(u)

FjCt. xB. Ü") + FA(t, x)

(2)

or in the finite element form by the matrix relations
tM]{U) + (CHU) + [K]{U) - -{Fj} + {FA)

(3)

where D Is a linear differential operator, u Is the displacement field In the
structure, Fj represents the fluid Interaction forces applied to the structure,
FA represents all other explicitly known driving forces acting on the structure
(Including Incident wave loading If It Is present), [M] la the mass matrix of
the finite element model, [C] the damping matrix, [K] the stiffness matrix, (U)
the displacement matrix, (Fj) the column vector of Interaction forcea,and {FA1
the column vector of known applied forces. The only attention given here to
nonlinear structures (say for nonlinear operators 0) la first through the
application of the finite difference shock wave In solids programs (e.g. HEMP,
PISCES) referred to earlier [2], [4] (i.e. by altering the media constitutive
equation to reduce to a fluid, and by using the appropriate nonlinear constitutive equation for the structure), and second, through the application of
"mock" fluid finite elements which are adaptable to most any existing nonlinear
dynamic structures code. It is emphasized that the term nonlinear dynamic
structures code refers to a computer program with no explicit fluid structure
intersction rigid format.
The finite difference class of programs referred to above can solve all
of the four solution categories given In Fig. 2 except for the harmonic steady
state option. As a group, the chief disadvantage of this class program is that
they are not readily adaptable to solving fluid structure interaction problems
involving shell-like structures. Another disadvantage Is Chat the entire fluid
media must bn modeled as part of the system finite difference network; this la
in contrast to many of the finite element orisntatad prograsw which treat the
fluid media as a continuum and need only model the structure (snd Interfacing
fluid boundary) discretely. Another disadvantag* of these finite difference
formulations is that they are geared towards solving highly nonlinear problems
(In both the kinematics and constitutive laws). Consequently, whan employing
them to solve completely linear fluid structure interaction problems, it appears
that ths scheme of the solution technique is performing a good deal of unnecessary computations to allow for nonllnearlties that are not even present. The
severity of this last disadvantage Is not clear. This author la not aware of
any benchmark studies which make a careful comparison of running times In
comparing finite difference codes of the typs referred to In [2], {4], with
finite element orientated fluid structure interaction programa.
The details of the finite difference programs have bean covered elsewhere
in this book [4], consequently, they will not be repeated hare. With one
exception, the remaining portion of this survey will be entirely devoted to
computer programa employing fluid structure interaction solution techniques
other than by the finite difference method.
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Material constant array
Force vector
Stiffness matrix
Hass matrix
Pressure
Time
Continuous displacement component
Column vector of discrste dieplaceneiits
Continuous velocity components
Column vector of discrete velocity components
Cartesian coordinates
Decsy constant
Strslns
Lamfe constant
Lami constant
Mass density/unit volume
Stress or source strength distribution
Stsady stste driving frequency
Partial derivative on time
Laplacian operator
Column vector
Matrix

1 - ^T
SOLUTION METHODOLOGY

Many different numerical solution techniques arc ueed to solve the vsrlous
problem types illustrated In Fig. 2. The intent of the survey article is aimed
more at presenting «hat is available in tens of existing computer programs
than covering the finer details of solution methodology. Nevertheless, It is
felt that aome brief outline of the basic solution techniques is still necessary for the sake of completenees. Several programs may employ the same
solution method, thus explanations of methodology, program-by-program would
involve considerable duplication. Instead, only the more Important solution
techniques are briefly explained here, and cross references to thsss techniques
srs made in the detsiled progrea discussions thst sppcsr Istsr in this chapter.
Finite Element Structure-Continuum Fluid
In thia category, the fluid field equations are represented by Eq. (1) and the
structure response field equations by Eq. (3). The method employed for solving
this system of equstions simultaneously differa substantially depending on
whether one la solving a transient or a harmonic (steady stste) type problem.
Transient Methodology (Time Integration)
In this approach, ths governing aquations of motion are Integrated In time.
The most often ueed approach appears to bs one which gives sn approximate
relation between the interaction force (Fi) and the fluid Interface motions

(V; I.e.
iavm}, (Fj)) - 0
(♦)

•""A
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where D Is some linear differential operator. Now, the new system of equations
to be solved simultaneously la Eqs. (3) and (4). Next, consider the construction of the system of alaultaneous Eqs. (3) and (A) In more detail.
Surface Fluid Structure Interaction Approximations. The earliest and simplest
form of Eq, (4) Is the plane wave approximation [7]. Here the Interaction
approximation takes the form

'».>

(5)

(Al{Ws}

where {fA Is the^, Interact Ion force vector normalized1 to pc^a , the velocity
vector (Wg) • lOg}, Is normalized to the wave speed c, and the diagonal finite
element area matrix [A] Is normalized to a2, where p Is the fluid mass density,
and a Is some characteristic length factor. The continuous counterpart of
Eq. (5) Is simply that the fluid pressure, p, at the Interface Is related to
the normal velocity by p * ''cwn- '^,e starred superscripts denote nondlmensional
variables. It is to be noted that Eq. (5) applies to finite elements of the
structure that interact with the fluid. Eq. (5) is accurate only <iuring the
early time high frequency response. An approximation that is valid at the
other end of the transient, i.e. the latter times wh'ch are characterized by
low frequency free vibration response, is given by t e so-cr.iled virtual mass
approximation [8, 6]

<v

[MyKWg)

(6)

where the nondiagonal virtual mass matrix [My] is normalized to pa3, and may
be determined through an analysis of incompressible fluid motion approximate to
a distribution of elemental sources on the surface of the structure (9, 10].
The significance of the [A] matrix being diagonal and the [My] matrix
nondiagonal is that In Eq. (5) the force at a node 1 depends only on the motion
at the same node 1; however. In the case of Eq. (6), the force at node 1
depends on the motion of other structure surface nodes as well.
Reference [6] extended the cylindrical wave approximation of [11] into a
three-dimensional form known commonly today as the doubly asymptotic approximation and Is given by the relation

(W*) » [Al'^F*) +

iHvr1,f5}

(7)

where the [ ] notation denotes a matrix inverse.
This approximation is accurate at the early time (high frequency) content
response (first term in Eq. (7)) and for the slowly varying (low frequency)
response (second tern in Eq. (7)). Transient fluid structure problems (particularly of the shock input type) are usually characterized by a rapidly applied
loading followed by mostly low frequency free vibration response; consequently,
Eq. (7) provides an interaction law which has both the ingredients of the early
and late time approximations denoted by Eqs. (5) and (6). Although other forma
of Eq. (4) exist today in the open literature [12, 13], it appears that Eq. (7)
la finding its way into many of the transient computer codea employing approximations of the type defined by Eq. (4).
'The normalization of variables process used here is to keep the writeup eonalatant with the major source reference [6].
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Governing Equations of Syaten. At this point, one might say that upon slmultaneouuly solving Eqs. (3) and (4), the problem Is viewed as completely defined
ahort of Integrating the equations of motion by some numerical scheme. However,
there are still some additional details to be explained before this statement
can comfortably be made. It still remains to reduce the equations to a
tractable form for extracting the solution numerically. The following development closely follows (6).
For simplicity, the damping matrix [Cl will be omitted in the following
development. The equations of notion for a scattering type problem result in
the following nondlmensional form of Eq. (3)
[M](U) + (K){U)

'V

,1,,

(8)

where (U ) « (wi + ifg) for surface elements only and the applied force is
given by (FJ) - [rt] - {Fj}.
In the Eqs. (8), the nondlmensional diaplacement^vector j^U) is normalized
to a, the structural mass and the stiffness matrices [M^ and [K] are normalized
3
to pa and pc2a respectively. The net applied force (FA} Is composed of the
incident wave force vector (F*);and the externally applied driving forces
applied directly to the structure (should any be present in addition to the
incident wave loading) and are denoted by <F|). The external force vector
(FE) is normalized by pc2a. The incident wave velocity, {UjJ, denotes the
prescribed fluid particle velocity taken normal to the structures' surface, and
is normalized to c. Here the surface displacement is taken as positive going
Into the fluid. The incident wave force vector, (F*}, is given by the relation

UH^)

,»,,

(9)

where (P^) la the pressure of the fluid action on the structure surface and is
normalized to pc2.
The next step Is to partition the N equations of motion into two sets;
the first set, J equations, pertaining to the structural elements in contact
with the fluid, and K equations (K ■ N-J) for the remaining elements not in
contact with the fluid.
Thus we have

WjJ'tHljK

[MJUJ

, [MJUJ,

n
N

itijj ; itj JN »^j)
*

>

*

IVJ) ('VJJ
(10)

Kl

{

( VKI I'VKI

for the partitioned equations of motion which leads to

(11)
[Ml,

tmmmmmmmmmiimt
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In which the force vectors are Jxl and the rectangular natrlcet (H)j and [K)j
denoted by the braces above) are of size JxN. Combining Eqs. (10), (7), and
the second of Eqs. (8) leada to the third order differential equation.

(Mljdl *) + (IA1J + [AHMyl'MfijjW}

+ [Klj (Ü*) + fAlt^J^tljjCfi) =

+ (AHV'1 (('A}J

+

[A1(

"l,)

where [A]j Is a JxN matrix formed by adding K columns of zeros to the JxJ [A]
matrix, I.e.
_
_

Ulj - [(A] | [0)1
JxN

JxJ

JxK

Equation (12) represents J equations with N unknowns (I.e. the unknown
structure displacements, (U)). The remaining set of K equations can be obtained
from the lower partition of matrix Eq. (10) resulting In the relation

The nonlnteractlng elem|nts have no forces other than the Kxl vector, (Fg),
wherein the If^L and (Fil,, terms are zero.
Equatione (12) and (13) constitute a set of N coypled linear ordinary
differential equations with N unknowns (ths variable (0)). These equations
can be Integrated numerically by existing step by step Integration schemes.
The problem formulation leading up to Eqs. (12) and (13) considers a
general scattering type problem where simultaneously one could have the structure being loaded Internally (I.e. the (Fg) term) as well as loaded by an
Incident wave (the {FjKterm). A purely scattering problem is one for which
(gg) is zero and only {{i) acts; a purely radiation problem is one for which
(Fj) is zero and only (Fgt is present.
The procedure used to reduce system Eqs. (3) anj (7) down to the final
set of simultaneous equations in the unknown vector {U; (Eqs. (12) and (13))
can be followed in a similar manner should some other form of the surface fluid
structure interaction (i.e. Eq. (4)) be used in place of Eq. (7). In general,
the higher the order of the operator, D, in EqA (4), the higher the order of
the final governing equations in the unknown (UK
Up to now, the solution technique described has been based on a direct
approach to the solution of the field equations. An alternative method of
solution is the modal approach wherein the structure response, (U), is expanded
in terms of the structure free vibration modes (In vacua), thus
H

(U) - E «L(t)*BW)
m-1
where * (x) are the in vacuo, undamped

(1*)

mode shspes of the structure, and 0

:, ..■ ■/-.^:.;.,;;,;:/: ^V'^.-;W^'.:-^
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are the unknown functions of tine (generalized displacement) that must be
determined for each of the M modes. Consideration of Eq. (14) In conjunction
with Eqs. (3) and (4) results In a system of differential equations for the
unknown tine variation Qm(t). In problems for which there is no fluid Interaction, i.e. {Fjl • 0 in Eq. (3), the modal approach is straightforward, in
that solutions can be obtained In terns of a set of M uncoupled ordinary differential equations for the variables Qn(t). The introduction of the (Fj)
term, which is itself a function of the unknown structure displacements, complicates the problem, In that for a general structure, the governing equations
for the unknowns, Qm(t), are mode coupled simultaneous differential equations.
Although the modal approach has the advantage that the number of degrees
of freedom involved in the solution technique are substantially smaller than
the direct approach, the direct approach has the advantage that 1. the extension of the solution technique to situations where the structure has certain
nonllnearities is substantially easier for the direct approach (the dependence
of the modal approach on linear superposition nust be overcome), 2) in order
to keep the modal solution scheme computationally tractable, a modal selection
(omission) process must be made which is often tin» consuming and dependent on
a good deal of physical intuition regarding the particular problem at hand.
If one can afford the computer tine, and the matrix size can be handled by the
computer, one can Include all the nodes in the analysis without any omissions.
Transient Methodology (Frequency Integration)
The time integration approach to solving transient problems has the feature
that it is readily adaptable to nonlinear problems. For the class of problems
where the system field equations (e.g. Eqs. (1) and (3)) are linear, the
transient solution can be constructed iron the system transfer function (steady
state solution to harmonic inputs).
Let {U(f)}* be the structural steady state response (say, displacement)2
to a harmonic forcing function of the form given later by Eq. (19). Then the
general tine response in Duhamel Integral form can be expressed

(U(t))

■/:

P1(t-T){U(T)}dT

(15)

where (U(T)) is the impulse response of the system and is related to the steady
ntate response by the expression

{U(T))

'f (U(f))o e2mlftdf

where f is related to u in Eq. (19) by f - u/2w. Mote that the standard
Fourier transform pair of a general aperiodic function Is given by
Irensforn:

B'«) -

/

B(t)e'2wiftdt

mm

Inverse:

B(t) • /

(16)
B,(f)e2l,lftdf

2
The desired response does not necessarily have to be displacenent, rather
it could be velocity, stress in the structure or pressure in the fluid.
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It can be shewn formally that upon taking the transform of Eq. (IS), and
employing the transform pair, Eq«. (16); that

(17)

(lUf))* - pe1(f){Ü(f)}°

where the variables with frequency agruments denote the transformed variables
(superscript o). The corresponding tine synthesis of Eq. (17) can be constructed for {U(t))l namely

{U(t))

2 rift

/>: (f){Ü(f))'e

'

df

(18)

The calculation of the steady state response lU(f))° la covered In detail
In the next subsection. For simple analytic Input wave forms, p\{i) can easily
be determined analytically through application of the first of Eqs. (16). For
input waves that are not simple analytical forms (e.g. an earthquake record)
then pj(f) must be determined numerically.
One approach to evaluating the improper integral defined by Eq. (18), is
to employ some direct quadature evaluation, say, Simpson's rule. This, however, could be costly computationally since the complete Integral must be
evaluated repeatedly for each time sampling of the desired response and for
each desired component of the response vector.
A far more efficient procedure for evaluating Eq. (18) is by the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) technique [22). The FFT is in principal equivalent to
the finite Fourier transform,and computationally speaking,la simply a more
efficient algorlthymn for evaluating the finite Fourier transform. Reference
[23] has adopted the FFT approach to evaluate convolution integrals of the form
of Eq. (IS) through the inversion of a harmonic synthesized Integral like
Eq. (18). Applications of the FFT are primarily used In the area of signal
processing, however. It is steadily being employed in the area of shock and
vibration. For example, [24] has employed the method for the solving of
integral equations In the reverse direction (I.e. being given the output wave
form, {U(t)), the input wave form, P|(t), Is to be determined) and [21] has
applied the FFT in the forward direction (i.e. given p^U), compute (U(t))).
As an illustration of the technique, consider the fluid structure Interaction
problem of finding the pressure time response in the center of a fluid filled
spherical cavity Imbedded in an infinite elastic medluw subject to a plane
dilatational step wsve Input. The exact elasticity pressure transient response
solution has been presented in [24] where it la compared to the solution to
the same problem which uses FFT techniques to convert the exact steady state
solution into the corresponding time history solution (I.e. the forward solution
of Eq. (IS)) with pressure rather than displacement as the response quantity
being monitored. The comparison of solutions is shown in Fig. (4) where the
pressure has been normalised to the static solution, Ag, the time variable
TAU la time normalized to a cavity radius transit time (A is the cavity
radius and CD1 the dilatational wave speed In the solid elastic «.jdium, T is
tin*). The problem parameters ara listed on the graph where p • solid-tofluid mass density ratio, c • solld-to-fluid dilatational wave speed ratio,
vj - Polsaon's ratio of the solid, N • number FFT sampling points, F • FFT
frequency sampling range normalized to A/CD1. The computational time for the
FFT solution in Pig. 4 was on the order of one minute for execution on an 1108
computer. The exact solution is the result of truncating an analytical series
solution after the first 20 terms. The comparison between the exact and FFT
solution Is very good. As can be seen, the FFT solution forms a very aharp
step wave front with very little overshoot. Similarly, good resulta were
obtained using substantially fewer frequency sampling points. This Is
Important when one realizes that if the steady state solution is being gener-
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ated numerically by the techniques discussed In the next section, the solution
process must be repeated for each frequency argument In the numerical evaluation Eq. (18). When employing the FFT technique In evaluating Eq. (18), care
must be taken not to blindly apply the FFT Inversion algorlthmn. There are
certain pitfalls Involved with employing the method such as the periodic "wrap
around" errors Introduced through the finite Fourier transform replacing the
Infinite Fourier transform, "aliasing errors" Introduced by sampling the steady
state solution at too coarse a frequency Interval and finally, "leakage errors"
Introduced by the truncation of the time history. A detailed discussion of
these pitfalls and how they may be overcome is given in [25]. These errors
are not Introduced by the mechanics of the FFT algorlthmn but are an outgrowth
of applying finite Fourier transforms to problems that, strictly speaking,
demand the use of infinite Fourier transforms for a periodic time function.
As a final note regarding this method, it is pointed out that the flexibility of the structure appreciably influences the form of the steady state
response, (U(f))*, for driving frequencies up to some limiting frequency fD.
For f {„,, the response of the structure behaves, foir all practical purposes,
the same as a rigid movable_structure. Thus, the (U(f)) need only be computed
for values of flf-, since (U(f)) ■ o for f>fm. In cases where the variable
(U(f)) denotes, say, pressure in the fluid rather than structural displacement
as explained above, then (U(f)l° will approach a high frequency limit which is
predictable from a simple model that considers the structure to be perfectly
rigid.
Steady State Methodology (Unbounded Fluid Region)
In this class of problem one considers a structure which is totally submerged
and surrounded by an infinite fluid domain. The fact that the fluid domain
is unbounded allows one to take advantage of certain integral theorems In
acoustic theory which relate the notion (normal velocity) at the fluid structure
interface to the interface pressure.
For harmonic steady state problems, the problem loading (or driving term),
(FA), in Eq. (3) is of the form

{

V

(

+iut

V

(19)

Accordingly, the complex frequency response time variation will also be proportional to e u , thus
(U) - {U)-.+iut. {Fj} - {Fj)'.*1"*

(20)

where u is the driving frequency, ('A'** the wplltude of the applied driving
forces and (U)* the amplitude of the displacement response and (FT)* is the
amplitude of the interaction force. Generally, (U)* Is complex and is a function of u. Some authors prefer to drive the system with a -iut exponent on e
in Eq. (19). Regardless of which choice Is made, one can always convert one
solution to another by replacing u with -u.
As In the case of the transient problem, here, too, all the methods share
the requirement that a relation between the interaction fore« amplitude (Fj}*,
and fluid intarfaca motions (U8)* is required in order to tie together the
solution of the structure's field squatlons (3) to the solution of the wave
equation (1). Such a relation is denoted by the functional form

FaUj)'. (Fj)*) - 0

■:

'•

(21)

•
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where here F 1* a function operator denoting a relationship which relatea the
two arguments. This la in contrast to the transient approach where the counterpart of Eq. (21) (I.e. Eq. (4)) had a linear differential operator In place of
F.
Fluid Structure Interaction Approxlnatlona (Helaholti Method). In the solution
techniques to be discussed In this subsection, the only approximations used
are thoae Involved with c nvertlng the continuous pressure distribution
existing at the fluid structure Interface Into a set of discrete nodal forces,
(Fj)°, applied to the structure surface nodal points.
The most popular way to arrive at Eq. (21) appears to be derived fron the
Helmholtz Integral equation [IS] where for any point, x, on the closed surface,
S, which Interface* with the fluid, the total pressure p(x) on the surface Is
related to the normal velocity, w, on the surface by the Integral relation

pto - p1^) - 2 / p(y) aa^? *s(y) * n^f *<y)o<5.y>08(y)

(22)

where y Is a dummy variable for any position Y e S, p the naae density of the
fluid and G Is the free apace Green's function given by

G(x,y)

exo(-U.i;-yl/c)

(23)

kt\*4\

The development to follow in this subsection on harmonic analysis follows
reference [17] (modified for Incident pressure by the method given In [16]) for
the first part of this subsection on a direct solution to the problem and
follows reference [14] for the nodal solution to the problem.
The partial derivative of G with respect to n(y) denotes the rate_of
change of G In the direction normal to the surface at point y, and |x-y| denotes
the distance between the x and y points.
The next step 1« to obtain a discrete version of Eq. (22) which 1* accomplished by representing the surface pressure and normal velocity In terms of
a linear combination of scalar basis functions Vi^ defined In [17].

P(X)

"?-l Pn*n(:>
(24)

w(x) -j; w * (iö
n-l Bn

where H denotea the number of surface grid points In contact with the fluid.
For example, [14] baa used a cubic apaeial distribution consistent with the
finite clement displacement fields for the neighboring structural elements.
This is in contrast to [18] which employs a plecewiae constant dlatribution
of preaaurc over the interface zones of the structure. Employing a higher
order basis function has the advantage that the same solution accuracy can be
achieved with a eoaraar Interface mesh. This fact ultimately results in a
computer program that should run more efficiently «hen employing the higher
order dlatribution baals function*.

%.
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Upon substituting Eq». (24) Into Eq. (22) and evaluating Eq. (22) over
a discrete set of points (XJ , j ■ 1, 2, J) corresponding to the fluid structure
Interface node points, one obtains
[LHP) - [RHW1) + (P1)

(25)

where [L] and [R] are JxJ matrices and IP1} Is a known JxJ_ column vector,
and (P) Is a column vector of discrete pressure values p(x); these matrices
result from the evaluation of Eq. (22).
Assuming for the moment that the driving frequency, u, Is not at (or very
near) certain characteristic wave numbers of the fluid field enclosing the
structure, Eq. (25) can be aolved for (P), thus

{P} - [ZWIW + tLl'1^)

(26)

where [Z(u)J i [tl"1!»].
where
Reference [19] has presented a method for arriving at Eq. (26) even in
situations where u is at or near one of the characteristic cavity resonance
frequencies3. Briefly stated, the Improved method consists of determining the
unique surface pressure, p(x), that simultaneously satisfied the surface
Helmholtz integral Eq. (22) and the interior Helmholtz integral [201. The
interior Helmholtz integral is a relation similar to the form of Eq. (22)
except, it relates the fsc*. that the fluid pressure for all points In the
region of space occupied by the structure is zero. Enforcing this interior
Helmholtz Integral over a judiciously selected set of M interior points leads
to a matrix analogous to Eq. (25) in the form
[L')(P) - [R'lW

(27)

Thus, Eqs. (25) and (27) reault in s set of (J+M) equations for the J unknowns
(P). Solving the overdeterrained set of equations specified by Eqs. (25) and
(27) in a least square sense leads to an equation in the same form as Eq. (26)
except that Z(u) is determined in a more Involved manner.
Next by employing the principal of virtual work, the total surface
pressures can be related to a set of consistent interaction nodal forces, (F),
thus
icl]{?}

{F}

(28)

For harmonic steady state problems, the continuous velocity and displacement
amplitudes are related by w(t) - iuu(t). Making use of this relation in conjunction with the surface geometry relating normal components of motion into
the Cartesian components employed in Eq. (3) results in the expression
(W) ■ iufSHu)

Thij is sometimes referred to as the cavity resonance problem.

:

4M
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Thus combining Eqs. (28), (26) and '29) lead* to

(F) - ITHU) + (C^ILI^CPJ)

(30)

where (T] 1 lu[C l(Zl(S) la tyflcally a fully populated matrix that relatea
the Interaction forcea to the boundary displacement field.
For steady state harmonic notion, all response qualities are proportional
to exp(-t-iut). The corresponding equation of notion for the structure (Eq. (3))
becomes

(VIM] + Md * W)W ' -{r)'

+ {

V'

(31)

«here e
ha* been canceled out on both sides of the equation and the forcing
terns have been regrouped as (F) - (Fj) + (F^) «here (Fg) denotes all driving
terns on the structure (except for the incident fluid pressure term). Thus,
substituting Eq. (30) into Eq. (31) results in the relation

{

IVHU)*

V*

(32)

where [V] 5 -M2[m + 1*)(C] + (K) + (T] and {FA}* - ,/g)* - [Cl](L]-1{P1)
It is to be noted that Eq. (31) contains matrices that are the slse of
the entire structure whereas the matrix slse in Eq. (30) is only a else corresponding to the nodes in contact with the fluid. Thus, «hen substituting
Eq. (30) into Eq. (31), allowances must be nade in filling out the [T] and
product matrix (CMC-)"1 with zeros in the appropriate place to account for
tt-a matrix size mismatch.
Formally one may now state the solution to the intersction problem as
finding the Inverse of the highly populated [V] matrix. Thus,
(V]"1(FA)'

(U)'

(33)

Ones (U)* is determined all other response quantities can be routinely computed.
Substituting the solution (Ul* into Eq. (24) and Eq. (29) and than Eq. (29)
into Eq. (26) provides the total pressure, (P), at the interface. Then substituting the surface preasurr and surface velocity Into the exterior form of
the Heimholt« Integral, (16], the praasurs in any far field point in the media
can easily be cumputed. Prcmultiplying the surface motion, (U)*, by the
individual (unassembled) stiffness matrix for each eleaMnt produces the Individual structural nodal forces which in I urn can be converted to element
strssses.
For large sits problems, the nonsysmetry and highly populated form of the
complex [V] matrix makes Its Inversion somewhat of a problem whan [V] is large.
In some situations, [V] ta ill-conditioned for certain frequency ranges due to
the presence of Urge sis« [K] term* in the (V] expression in comparison to
the rest of the terms comprising (V). To gst around these pvoblems, an alternate modal analysis approach la aometlmes taken [14, 21].
For the modal approach, let [f ] be the NxM matrix of M undamped. In vacuo
modes of the structural vibration* having H degrees of freedom, thus

m-fv ^•••%j

(34)
t
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where (^(x)) Is the mth mode column vector which 1» nomallzed to th
Identity matrix [I] such thst
[♦1 (Ml(*l - [I]

HxM unit

(35)

The modes [♦) have the property that
[♦) [KI(*1 • [XJ

(37)

where [AJ Is a MxM diagonal eigenvalue matrix whose non-zero elements are the
squares of the natural frequencies (rad/sec) of the structure. The displacement field can be expressed In terms of the modes by the relation
(U)» - {♦HQ}*

(38)

which la simply Eq. (14) In matrix form with e
factored out. Next, uoon
substituting Eq. (38) Into Eq. (32) snd preaul tip lying the result by [♦]' one
obtalna

(♦)T[vl[♦){(})• - wV}'

(39)

which can be rewritten In short notstlon as
[VIW ■ ^P0),

(*0)

where
(VJ 5 -«2[IJ + (XJ + mT(lu[Cl + [Tl) [*)

V « uny

(41)

(42)

Generally the MxM (V] matrix Is complex, noneymmetrlc and only under special
situations (1] la the (VI matrix fully diagonal (note only th« first two contributions to Eq. (41) arm diagonal). Whan (V) la fully diagonal, lea inversion is trivial, however, th« general caaa must usually be conaldered where
one 1« faced with th« Inveraion of the (V) matrix in order to aolv« the
system of equatlona defined by Eq. (40). Formally than, th« «olutlon to th«
fluid «tructur« interaction problem can be written aa
(Q)» - I?)"

^v*

(43)

where we have traded having to invert a HxH [V] matrix in th« diract approach
for having to Invert a MxM (V) matrix in the modal approach. Strictly apaaking,
there ia one mode ahape for «ach degree of freedom, coneequcntly if M la aat
equal to M, one 1« right back «hare one atartad ia being faced with the in-
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version of a NxN complex matrix. However, one can usually judiciously relate
the important modes of vibrations based on certain synoetries of loading or
based on the customary omission of the higher modes of vibration. After the
selection process, one is usually left with a [V] matrix that is substantially
smaller In sice than the original [V] matrix encountered in the direct approach.
Fluid structure intersction approxiaations (source method). So fsr, the
development of steady state methodology of unbounded fluid regions has been
based on the Helmholtz Integral equation. Another approach that is often used
is the simple source formulation [28-32]. For simplicity, we consider a
radiation problem only; the reader Is referred to [29] for an extension of the
source method to include scattering. The starting point of this method Is to
represent the pressure in the fluid region surrounding the structure by the
expression

PÜ)

's

o(y)G(x,y)d8(y)

xc»

(44)

where o(y)_ls the source density function and G(x,y) is given by Eife. (23).
The term |x-y| is the distance between a point in the fluid media, xcR, and a
point on the fluid structure Interface ycS. Properly employing the boundary
condition that the nonul gradient of pressure is equal to -imp times the
nonul_velocity at any point yeS leads to the following Integral equation for
point xeS

w(;) - 210(5) - f

o(5)

a

°^y> dS(5)

MS

(45)

Note thst_here the gradient on G is with respect to the normal with a live
variable x as opposed to the Helmholtz surface Integral, Eq. (22), where the
gradient Is on the normal with dumy Index y. The surface integral la Eq. (45)
is improper and is evaluated as

11»
AS •*« S-As

ISlLiL
9n(X)

d8(x)

where As surrounds the point xeS.
An approximate representation of Eq. (45) Is often obtained by subdividing
the surface Into N subdivisions over each of which the source density is
assumed £o be constant. By allowing x in Eq. (4$) to take an «.different
values, xeS, (each of which Is a reference point on one of the H subdivisions)
Eq. (45) can be written In matrix for« by the following «et of linear algebraic
equatlona

lAHo) - {«}

(46)

where [Ä] is a known Sxd matrix resulting from the evaluation of Eq. (45),
(o)is an Öxl column vector of unknown constant source values, and (W) Is a
Sxl column vector of normal surface velocities. Solving Eq. (46) for (a)

-mmtm
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(o) - tÄl'^W)

(47)

and substituting Eq. (47) Into a dlscretlzed version of Eq. (A4) evaluated
for x e S leads to the result
•P) - [Z(u)llW)

(48)

where (P) Is a column vector of dlscretlzed pressures, and [2(u)] la a known
matrix resulting from the discrete evaluation of Eq. (44). For scattering
problems the development is very similar except that a known additional term
(resulting from the Incident pressure) Is added to the right of Eq. (48). In
comparing Eq. (26) to Eq. (48), one notes that fromthls point on, the procedure
required to convert the surface pressure-surfsce velocity relationship given
by Eq. (48) into the final matrix equation relating surface displacements to
surface nodal forces (Eq. (33) or Eq. (43)) would follow in a similar manner,
hence, it will not be repeated here. As pointed out in (191 and [24], the
source method falls to have a solution (except for certain special velocity
distributions) when the driving frequency u is at or near one of the characteristic wave numbers of the fluid region alone. One might be fortunate in that
the driving frequencies of interest lie in between the forbidden frequencies,
however, the likelihood of being near one of the characteristic values gets
greater with higher driving frequencies where the spacing between forbidden
frequencies becomes very tight. The advantage of using the Heimholte integral
formulation over the source method lies in the fact that at leaat for the
former method, a procedure exists, as discussed in the previous section, for
eliminating the problem.

■ ^

Steady State Methodology (Partially Bounded Region)
When the structure is completely surrounded by an unbounded fluid in all directions, the application of either the Helmholtz Integral method or the source
distribution method covered in the previous section can be used to solve the
fluid structure interaction problem without having to model the fluid region
with finite elements. When only part of the region is unbounded, an alternate
approach must be taken, A good example of encountering this situation is the
problem of finding the fluid structure Interaction at a dam interface during
an earthquake situation. The fluid region can be considered, for all practical
purposes, as being infinite in the horiiontal direction but finite in the vertical direction.
The method starts with the baaic structural equation (31) in steady state
form, however, a different means must be applied for relating the total interaction nodal forces (F)° with the nodal displacement, i.e. the counterpart of
Eq. (30) in the earlier bounded region development must be found. For illustrative purposes, consider the Interaction problem involved in a dam problem where
the part of the dam is excited with a unit horizontal acceleration of the form
le"". The following development is taken from [21]. Employing a modal
solution of the type considered in the previous section allows one to express,
with the aid of Eq. (38), the absolute horiiontal acceleration of the upstream
dam face (the fluid-solid Interface) in the form

{U(t)} - (1) + UHQDe iut

(49)

where we are using the same notation aa described in the previous modal
analysis aectloa. For the purpose of obtaining an analytical solution for the

'
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field equations, one temporarily rewrites Eq. (49) In Its continuous counterpart! namely

u(o,y,t) - a +i;*m(y>{'(J1l)e

lut

(50)

where the continuous arguments of the horizontal fluid field displacement are
u(x,y,t) where x and y denote a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system
centered at the base upstream corner of the dam (all the fluid is located to
the left of the vertical y axis). For a dam (with a straight fluid structure
Interface), the boundary conditions for the Eq. (1) (in 2D) art

-|*- (x,o,t) - 0
p(x,H,l) - 0
_2JL_
Up

(51)

(O.y.t) - -M(l +J> (yMQna lut
B«l

where M ii the mass of the dam, and H Is the height of the dam. The first
boundary condition states that the vertical fluid motion at the Interface is
zero, the second states that the surface fluid pressure is zero and the third
that the horizontal notion of the dam la equal Co the horizontal motion of Che
fluid. The solution to this problem has been obtained exacdy which we denoce
as p(x,y,u). Next, by evaluating p(x,y,(>)) ac x ■ 0, and converting It into
equivalent nodal forcea (analogous Co Eq. (28)) one arrives at the relation

IF) - (ITHQ)' + {B})e

lut

(52)

where Che [T] and (B) matrices are known arrays. Finally, substituting Che
coefficient of elwt In Eq. (52) Into ehe expression for (F) In Eq. (31),
substituting Eq. (38) into Eq. (31) and multiplying the resulting equation
by (+l'r resales in an expression for Che unknown (Q)° of Che form

mw - (V*

(53)

T

where [V] - VlH + [\] + [«] (ti«(C] + [Tl) and {Fj* - [♦^({F,,}' - (B))
Upon Inverting the [4] matrix in Eq. (53) Co find ehe generalized displacement (Q)*, one can consider the problem as being solved.
The procedure described above depended upon solving Che field equations
for Che fluid exacdy. In situations where Che fluid-solid Incerfaca does
not have nice mathematically convenient geometries (e.g. planes, cylinders,
spheres) one may not be able Co obtain an exacc solution. IC appears that one
should be able Co solve the fluid field equations by a numerical technique to
obtain the surface pressure response in Cems of Che surface motion. Upon
doing this, one would proceed in a similar manner as described above and
active Co obtain a relation like Eq. (52). Development of the final matrix
simultaneous equations for the unknown (Q)* would follow in exactly the
manner once Eq. (52) Is defined.

■
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Finite Element Structure-Finite Element Fluid
With this method, both the fluid and the structure are represented with finite
elements. The general area Is broken up Into two types of solutions, the first
of which employs displacements In the structure and pressure In the fluid as
the set of unknowns In the problem formulation. The second solution technique
employs displacements in both the structure and fluid as the unknowns in the
problem formulation. The finite element structure-finite element fluid
approach to solving problems Is readily adaptable to both steady state or translent type problems. For problems having finite fluid boundaries (e.g. Fig. 3c),
application of the proper boundary conditions at the finite fluid boundaries
is straightforward. However, for problems Involving unbounded fluid domains,
one Is faced with having to make a mathematical cut in the fluid domain at
some finite diatance surrounding the structure since, of course, one cannot
handle an infinite number of fluid elements. By enforcing the appropriate
boundary condition at the mathematical cut, the infinite domain can usually be
handled. This point is covered in detail later in thla section.
Pressure Finite Elements
The finite element description of the structure is again provided by Eq. (3)
where the unknown boundary interaction force, (Fj), is to be determined. The
next major task Is to obtain another set of equatlona involving (Fj) such that
when they are considered in conjunction with Eq. (3), a balanced set of simultaneous differential equations can be developed.
Tranaient methodology. The missing equation needed to complement Eq. (3) can
be derived from the wave equation (1). Upon subdividing the fluid region Into
a set of finite element regions and applying the standard methodology for
reducing a continuous partial differential equation into discrete finite
element form (e.g. see [34, 35]), one easily arrives at the discrete form of
Eq. (1), namely

[H*]{P) + [G*1(P) + (f) - 0

(54)

where [H*] and [G*] are matrices resulting from applying the usual finite
element procedure (they are functions of th« fluid topology and the fluid
dilatational wave speed c) and the forcing function vector (f) does not contain any contribution fron volume Integrals (as in the detem. .latlon of (H*)
and [G*]) but Is entirely determined from the fluid boundaries, i.e. boundaries
formed by the fluid-solid Interface and any mathematical cuts In the fluid
field. On the fluid boundaries either p Is specified or the boundaries are
solid and subject to the applied motion

_9|j_
3n

92

IP

l

V

(55)

where n is a unit normal to the surface and (Untis th« corresponding normal
displacement.
The fluid structure interface motion Is prescribed by th« movement of
the structure, consequently on« con express th« normal fluid motion In term«
of the structural nodal displacement, (U), through th« relation
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where [N] Is determined from the appropriate ahepe functions. The forcing
function (f) can be related to the structure surface notion using Eqa. (55)
and (56) to obtain
(57)

{f) - IS]{U)

■'

where IF] - [NlTp[Nldf and (P) • (N](p} where tN] is defined as the relationship
between the continuous pressure field within the element and the discrete
value of p at the nodal points. Finally, th« fluid interface pressure (P) can
be related to the equivalent interaction nodal force values, (F^), by the principal of virtual work, this leads to the expreasion

iV

/.

[NlTPdS - -ISl'lP)
P

(58)

Finally, considering Eqs. (3), (54), (57) and (58) simultaneously result in
the partitioned matrix equation

r*

i

[M] | 14

i

-IS] | [0*1

L

i
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1
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— .+
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1 [ol
1
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1
1

1i

(u)

"
w*1 HP)

(

V

(59)

{o}

J

Once the equation is written In the above form, from a mathematical point of
view it is possible to view the partitioned unknown vector comprised of (U)
and (Pias a single unknown vector, say, IU). Thus, Eq. (59) can be rewritten

IMHÜ) + ICHO) + (Kl(fl)

«v

(60)

where tu) - ((Ul.iP)]1' and the [H]. [C], [K] arrays are the coefficients of
(U), (ÖT and (U) In the above Eq. (59) respectively. Unfortunately, the
solution to Eq. (59) is not as convenient as the usual structures type problem
because in the case of Eq. (60), the coefficient matrices of Eq. (60) are not
symeietrlc and banded. Consequently, any canned solution techniques that depend
on these properties cannot be used directly in Eq. (60) unless some sort of
transformation can be made to recover these desired matrix properties.
Typically, equations Ilka those in Eq. (60) arc integrsted by, say, the
Newaark-B method [36] (or by similar methods, e.g. see chapter on transient
solutions in (2]). Unfortunately, Impleoentatlon of these techniques result
in spurious oscillations of the solution. Methods employing some form of
damping have been used to eliminate these oscillations, howevsr, the artificial
introduction of damping results In unnatural dissipation of energy end depends
heavily en an experience factor when Judging the eaount of damping to introduce.
Reference [37] has applied digital filter techniques In solving second order
simultaneous differential equations of the Eq. (60) type and has obtained
results which substantially reduce the spurious oscillations. Using the method
requires some a priori knowledge regarding the frequency content of the spurious oscillations. In other words, on« does not want to aceldsntly filter out
some real response oscillation.
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There are existing computer prograns (to be discussed later) that are
set up directly to solve the formulation represented by the solution to Eq.
(60). Should these prograns be either unavailable, undesirable, or unlnstallable on the user's existing computer facility, there is still a method that
can be used to Implement the approach implied by Eqs. (60). The approach is
presented in detail in [38] and will only be briefly discussed here. The
philosophy of the method is to dummy the construction of the stiffness and mass
matrices of conventional displacement type finite elements so that only one
displacement component Is active (the remaining ones are leco) and further,
the remaining nonzero component plays the role of pressure. This Is accomplished by setting

u. - p

(61)

u2, u3 • 0

and Em - E16 - EM6 ■ 0; En - Ei,., - E66 - pc2

(62)

where (uj, U2, U3) are the three displacement components of a node and the
Ejj values are components of a 6x6 elasticity matrix defined by

(0) - lEHe)

(63)

where (a) and (e) are the corresponding stress and strain vectors. The other
15 E^i constants, not defined by Eqs. (62) can be arbitrarily chosen; however,
it is convenient to select them so that [E] is invariant under a coordinate
system rotation thus making [E] an Isotropie matrix. A necessary and sufficient condition for [E] to be Isotropie is that it has the general form
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where A and M are the Lami constants,
both Eq. (64) and Eq. (62) are

-Pc*

0

(6«)

The only values of X and u satisfying

■ pc2

(65)

Employing an Isotropie [E] frees one from worrying about using finite elements
whose material matrix is baaed on some local element coordinate system. Thus,
for ordinary structures programs (not necessarily having any explicit fluid
elements) one can construct the diagonal aatrlccs of Eq. (59) directly; the
structural matrices (M), [K] and (C] are formed the usual way and [G*], (H*l
are formed aa though they ware solid elements having a material constant
matrix [E] and all uj, Uj displacement components constrained out. The non-
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zero off diagonal matrices ot Eq. (59) (i.e. -IS], and ^-[S]'1') have to b«
Introduced by hand (I.e. most programs, NASTRAN for one, have the generality
to Introduce additions to the matrices that have been automatically built by
the program). The construction of these diagonal matrices come through the
enforcement of the fluid structure Interface boundary condition denoted by
Eq. (55). A discrete evaluation of the continuous expression given by Eq. (55)
leads to the evaluation of the off diagonal matrices. The reader Is referred
to [38] for details; briefly, the -[S) matrix is constructed by inserting
-(pc)?A* In the row corresponding to each interface (P) variable and the
column corresponding to the associated structural normal displacement, where
A* Is an area correapondlng to the conversion of the 1 direction surface
traction Into an equivalent lumped force In the 1 direction. Further, the
|S]T/p matrix can be constructed by inserting a +A* in the row corresponding
to each surface normal displacement and the column corresponding to the associated (P). For a problem of any substantial size, one should write a small
preprocessing program to automatically generate the input data cards required
to install the off diagonal matrices.
Steady State Methodology
Extension of the solution to Eq. (60) for steady state problems Is handled in
a straightforward manner. All response quantities (U) and (F^} are assumed
to vary timewise as

m - (U) e lut and {

V

(FA}e lut

Substituting the above expression into Eq. (60) leads to

(67)

mm - {FA)
where

lv] - -(Mlu2 + iuilC) + [K]
o

the solution to Eq. (67) Is therefore

(U)

-lo
- IV) {FA}

where the complex, nonsynnetric matrix, [VJ, must be inverted to obtain the
final result.
Displacement Finite Elements
All the methods considered up to this point have always worked with ths
governing equations of motion of the form given by Eq. (3) where the interaction force, (Fj), is treated as an unknown force that somehow must eventually
be related to the structural rasponsa motlor (U(t)}. In this approach, the
fluid region surrounding the structure is actually considered to be part of
the structure in the aense that whan the stifiness matrix is assembled for the
entire system (structure and surrounding fluid) no special diatinction is made
between solid or fluid elements other than the fact that the material Constanta used to define the element fluid stiffness are selected in a particular
manner. Thus, the (Fj) term does not appear explicitly in Eq. (3) but rather
appears implicitly within the (K](U) expression. For the general 3-D type
problem, there are three degrees of freedom per node (3 displacement components)
as opposed to the pressure type finite elements considered in the prior section
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which had only one unknown per element, namely the pressure at the node. It
appears that Miller, Constantino and Fey, all formerly of the IIT Research
Institute, were the first to employ this approach to solving fluid Interaction
problems In 1965. Later, applications employing this approach were made In
[S, 40, 44] on shock loading problems.
The development of these type elements Is straightforward. One starts
by recognizing the fact that the dynamic elasticity field equations [42] will
reduce to a displacement form of the wave equation If one lets the shear modulus
(or equlvalently the Lamt constant p) go to zero. That Is the solid elasticity
field equations reduce to

V c

c2v2u

(68)

A/p

and the pressure Is related to the displacement vector by

-XV
where X Is the Lam£ constant and u

(69)

Is the displacement vector.

Note that operating on Eq. (68) with the divergence ?.( ) operator and employing Eq. (69) reduces Eq. (68) to the standard pressure wave equation
c272p • p
Actually the displacement elements are uaed In conjunction with Eq. (68).
The relationship Eq. (68) will be enforced provided that in the general stressstrain law, Eq. (64) one lets M -H) and A-*p c2 where p is the fluid density,
and c is the fluid wave speed.
The reduction of Eq. (64) described above is equivalent to the approach
taken In [5]. We point out that the parallel development In [5] has several
sign errors, namely on page 74 of [5], replace -k with +k on the third line
from the bottom, replace k with -k in Eq. (3) and finally replace -k with -He
at the bottom of page 75. The variable k In [5] la equivalent to the Lami
constant \ here.
Thus, the local element stiffness and mass matrices for each fluid element can be created from ordinary solid (either one, two or three dimensional)
linear elastic elements by applying the above limiting value of w. Elements
created in this sort of artificial manner have been referred to in [5] as
"mock" fluid finite elements. The stiffnesu of the remaining structural
elements ere created In the usual way. Finally, the total stiffness and mass
matrices of the entire system of elements «re assembled in the usual manner
dictated by the finite element method.
With all the fluid structure Interaction methods discussed until now,
a boundary condition at the fluid structure Interface that is used required
that the normal motion of the structure equals the normal motion of the fluid.
To achieve this affect with the mock elements, a double set of nodes must be
applied at the fluid structure Interface. One set of nodes belongs to the
fluid and the other to the solid. The motion of the two sets of nodes arc
assumed to be Independent of each other In the direction tangental to the
surface (I.e. slip Is allowed in the tangental direction) but are forced equal
In Che normal direction. Many existing general prupoae programs have multipoint constraint capablHtlea which easily permit the enforcement of this
condition. For those programs that do not have multipoint constraints all one
can do (without program modification) Is to employ a common set of nodes at
the Interface (which automatically implies both the tangental and normal
motions at the fluid solid Interface are eat equal). Since the fluid elements
cannot sustain a shear stress (by virtue of setting u • 0) It appears that the
tangental motions would not endure sny additional tansental forces on the
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fluid elements; thus, not strictly enforcing the slip condition may not
seriously affect the solution. This author has made trial runs with and
without enforcing the slip condition and found only small differences in the
results for a limited number of numerical experiments: the generality of this
Is uncertain.
Transient methodology. Upon forming the stiffness and mass matrices for the
structure and mock fluid elements by the procedure described above, one arrives
at Eq. (3) (with the omission of the (Fjl term) for the equations of motion of
the fluid structure system. The equations of motion can be integrated by
standard numerical Integration techniques [36, 37, 45]. Application of mock
elements is straightforward for scattering or radiation problems with finite
boundaries. With infinite boundaries, special considerations must be made
and are treated la a separate section later.
Steady state methodology. The solution for steady state problems Is handled
in the usual manner. Substitution of all response and driving quantities
proportional to exp(luit) leads to the form of equations like Eq. (67) except
that the lower bars on the variable are omitted (because here pressures are
not explicitly part of the unknown solution vector (U)*). The problem solution
involves Inverting a banded, symmetric, complex [V] matrix.
Comparison of Pressure and Hock Elements
The greatest advantage of applying the mock fljid elements Is that they can
be employed to instantaneously convert an ordinary dynamic structures code
(one not necessarily having any direct fluid structure Interaction capability
but presumably one having ordinary linear elastic solid elements, 2-D or 3-D,
as part of the admissible set of finite elements available to the user) into
a fluid structure Interaction computer program with absolutely no computer
program rewriting! In contrast, to implement the pressure element approach,
one would have to do one of the following: 1) have an existing program with
this capability already programmed; 2) reprogram an existing structures code;
3) employ the dunmy displacement vector method of reference [38]. Even if one
employs option 3 above, one is still faced with requiring the program to
operate on nonsymetrlc matrices whereas most structure codes (NASTRAN excluded)
have their equation solving tools geared only toward synmetric matrices.
The disadvantage of employing mock elements is that there arc i unknowns
per node (1 • number of displacement degrees of freedom; ■ 1, 2, or 3) as
opposed to 1 in the pressure element method. This disadvantage may not be as
negative as It appears when one remembers that when employing mock elements
the matrix operations are more efficient for banded symmetric matrices than
for highly populated unsymutric ones. Thus, although there are more unknowns
In the method employing mock elements, the final solution running time may be
comparable. This writer is not aware of any published work comparing running
times of the same problem solved by both approaches.
Finally, one additional advantage of employing the mock fluid elements is
that a dynamic nonlinear structures program (e.g. one that considers plasticity
in the structure) can easily be adapted to solve fluid structure Interaction
problems with no program rewriting.
Infinite Region Fluid Boundaries
Special considerations must be taken for problems Involving infinite fluid
boundaries. The manner in which the infinite boundary is handled depends
upon the type of problem being solved.
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Temporal truncation. This Is the most straightforward approach and Is readily
adaptable to both the pressure or mock element type transient solutions. In
construction of the finite element mesh, one models the fluid surrounding the
solid cutout to, say, 2 structure lengths. For scattering or radiation type
problems, one can take advantage of the fact that the continuous equations are
hyperbolic In nature. Thus for, say, a radiation problem, the solution will
be such that the response In front of a radiating wave Is zero, thus the
problem does not know a boundary to the mesh even exists until the radiating
wave actually gets there (due to the discretization of the problem, the governing equations do not exactly behave like hyperbolic equations, but the Idea
of traveling waves are still roughly approximated by the governing dlscretlzed differential equations). Thus, the solution to the problem can be
obtained in the same manner as a finite boundary case, except that the solution
response must be truncated at the time when the radiated wave reaches the mesh
boundary.
Scattering problems can be treated In a similar manner. The free-field
Incident wave solution starts the problem. I.e. the Initial conditions for the
problem solution are obtained by setting the response field, behind the Incident wave, equal to the free-field solution. The equations of motion are
integrated in time in the usual manner but must be truncated when scattered
waves off the structure reach the finite fluid mesh boundary.
Absorbing boundary. Another approach to handling the infinite boundary problem
Is through the Introduction of wave absorbing boundaries. This alternate
procedure is especially important for steady state problems which do not have
the alternative of truncating the time response solution. The Idea behind this
method is to again model the fluid field out to a certain number of structure
lengths (as in the temporal truncation approach), however, in this approach a
special boundary condition is applied which relates the problem response
variables it the mathematical cut in the fluid field. The exact manner in which
this is implemented is different for the pressure and mock element, and thus
far must be treated separately.
Pressure Elements (Sadiation Problems)
For radiation problems, [35], applies a boundary condition at the mathematical
cut given by the relation

i2. _il£
Bn

c 3t

(70)

and is strictly valid for plane waves. If the boundary is placed "far enough"
away, radiated components will appear to be plane (from an impedance point of
view) thus the Eq. (70) can be applied in those situations as well. According
to the original source reference, [35], "In the real situation, a test must
be made to determine if the infinite boundary has been placed far enough. This
is the case If the portion of the boundary is far enough not to affect the
results at the focus of interest and, generally, two or more trial solutions
should be attempted." Omitting the development detail*, the enforcement of
Eq. (70) in discrete form results in the addition of a tern. 1D*](F) in Eq. (54),
where [D*] is assembled from
(D*) - *
c

2/ IN) [N]dS

The final equations of motion are the same as Eq. (59) except that the lower
left partition of the (U) vector has [D*l In place of [0].
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Employing this approach to transient problena allows one to continue
the radiation solution beyond the point where the radiation waves Interact
with the boundary. Employing It to steady state problems automatically gives
the proper (within the accuracy of the boundary plane wave approximation)
boundary forces simulating the steady state forces that would have been there
had the fluid media been extended to Infinity.
Hock Elements Radiation Problems)
The Information discussed In the next two sections on mock elements Is based
on work done by the author at NUSC.
A relationship consistent with Eq. (70) can be written for the boundary
mock elements existing at the mathematical cut In the fluid media, namely that
the radiated boundary pressure, p. Is related to the normal velocity by the
relation

Pew

(71)

which Is exactly true for plane waves and asymftomatlcally true for cylindrical
and spherical waves. For convenience, the following discussion on wave absorbing boundaries for mock elements will assume that the fluid outer boundaries
are straight and parallel with the global Cartesian coordinate system of the
problem. Thus, one can drop the normality subscript in Eq. (71) when referring
to the outer boundary. The equations of motion for the problem are still
given by Eq. (3) with Fx taken to be zero (since the fluid structure interaction is implicitly taken into account in the assembled stiffness) and with

{F

il

-{Fv) + (F )
D

where (Fj,) are the outer mesh boundary forces applied at the outer nodal points
(due to the pressure existing at the mathematical cut in the fluid) and (Fa)
are the known applied driving forces acting directly on the structure. The
(Ffe) term has a meaning similar to (Fj) except that these forces exist at the
mathematical cut in the fluid, not at the fluid structure Interface. Upon
rewriting Eq. (71) in discrete form, a relationship for relating to the fluid
velocity field can be obtained, namely
(

V " lCbI{U)

(72)

where (C),] is a diagonal matrix with tero diagonal values for non-outer
boundary nodal point« and value of ccAA^ for normal outer boundary nodal d.o.f,
where AAi la the pres«ure-to-force conversion term and corresponds to a segment
of surface area at boundary node i. Reference [43] has applied a similar
approach to soil structure Interaction problems wherein damping coefficients
similar to (Cul were ussd to absorb radiated dllatatlonal waves in the soil;
also, the (C^j damping matrix employed in [43] considered shear wave absorbing
daahpots which have no counterpart for acouatic orientated fluid problems.
In summary, the equations of motion of the system are given by Eq. (3)
with the fol'owlng modificationsi 1) sattlng (Ft) ■ 0; 2) replacing (F.) with
(Fahand, 3) replacing [C] with It] ♦ (Cbl.
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Mock Element« (Scattering Problems)
Scattering problems are handled like radiation problem« except that special
attention must be given to the Incident wave pressure which eventually ilnds
Itself as an applied force on tie outer fluid mesh boundary. In the equation«
of motion (3), let {Fj} - 0 and the applied force vector {FA) is given by

f

V

-{F^

-

(F^

+ {rji)

(73)

where iF8) Is the component of the mesh boundary force due to the scattered
component of pressure, pa; (Fa) Is any driving force applied directly on the
structure (It Is usually taro In most scstterlng problems) and (F^) la the
component of the mesh boundary fourcc due to the Incident pressure pi (the
total mesh boundary force being t'F,} + {Fj}). In view of Eq. (72), Che
scattered force can be related to the scattered velocity h; the relation

{

V

(Cbl(0

[Cb]({Ö'-{Vn)

}

(74)

where,(Ui) la the Incident velocity normal to the mesh boundary surface node
and (U) Is the total velocity (Incident plus scattered component). Substituting
Eq. (74) into Eq. (73) one obtains
(F.) - (-IC.HOJ + (F }) + {+(C.]{Ü1)
A

■

o

D

i n

- {P.})
i

(75)

Finally, substituting Eq. (73) Into Eq. (3) (with {F^} • 0) the following
result is obt.iined

mm + (tCl + [(^IHü) + [KKU)

{F ) + (F.)
a
d

(76)

where

{

V

(77)

tCbl(ül}n - (F^

The value of (Fj) on the fluid mesh boundary is psihaps best Illustrated
with a apeciflc example. The specific example not only helps demonstrate the
explicit calculation of the (Fj) term, but further serves to Illustrate the
accuracy of the solution against some known reference solution. Consider
the two-dimensional problem of sn infinitely long cylindrical void existing in
a fluid medium, subject to a plane harmonic input wave. The problem is to
compute the total pressure amplitude, pc, at five angular positions (all
positions are at 2.125 cavity radii from the cavity center) for a driving frequency of ka • 2.122 where a • radlua of the cavity and k ■ u/e. The formula
for an incident wave is given by [3]

"i' V

I(ut-kx)

(78)

where -t-x is the coordinate of the direction of wave propagation. The force
vector (Fj) can be related to pj via the area of the fluid mesh surface. For
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Fig. 6 Total (Incident and acattered) steady «täte pressure response of
cylindrical void In water (Intemedlate distance froa cylinder)

Fig. 7 Coaparison of exact «ad finite element solution without absorbing
boundary dashpote (cylindrical void in water)
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a unit depth modal, the (Fj) value can be computed by multiplying pj times the
area, ALxl, of the raesh where AL la the mesh spacing (AL/2 la used for the end
nodes). This relationship can be used to compute (Fj) on all four faces
(numbered 1 through 4) of Fig. 5a. Next, It Is best to partition Eq. (77)
Into four segments, one for each of the four fa^es on the model (do this for
six faces for 3D problems), thus, noting that (Uj) • 0 for the component of
free-field displacement normal to face 3 and 4, Eq. (77) can be written as

^d1

V
V
V

<Ö

l'n

{

^ {Vn

V
{())

V

{0}

But on face 1
thus Eq. (79) becomes

j*d"Vn

1
ATj

(79)

1-2
and on face 2, iCjHU^ - +{Fi}

«;>

<v - -

(0)
(80)

'-V

■v
Upon substituting Eq. (80) Into Eq. (77) with (Fa) • 0 (since there la no load
applied other than the Incident wave), the governing equations of the ayatem
are obtained. Solving the steady state version of Eq. (76) by the steady state
methodology described earlier leads to the solution (U)*. Converting (ü)* into
pressure with the unassembled element stiffness matrices provldea the solution
shown in Fig. 6. The numerical solution Is shown in comparison to the exact
solution to the wave equation (1). Next consider what happens if the absorbing
boundary is omitted and the problem Is driven directly with the free field on
all four faces. One can obtain completely enormous results aa indicated by
the solution shown In Fig. 7.
For plane waves, the incident pressure Is constant along faces 1 and 2,
however it varies specially in the direction of propagation. An alternate to
computing (F^) on face 3 and 4 by simply setting the preaaure at a node equal
to a constant value over 1/2 the element eurfaes neighboring the node is to
convert the actual spacial pressure variation into an equivalent eat of
"consistent" driving forces by the principal of virtual work. This is a
standard technique and can be found in any modern test on finite elements [34].
Still another way la to run the free-field Incident pressure through a meeh
(with the etructure region temporerlly filled with fluid) and applying a tare
normal dleplecemcnt condition en faces 3 and 4. The resulting reaction forcea
at the nod« will give the proper (Fj) value to use when solving the scattering
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Fig. 6 Total (incident and »ottered) steady atate presaure response of
cylindrical void In water (internedlate distance fron cylinder)
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Fig. 7 Coaparlson of exact and finite elaaent solution without abaorblng
boundary daahpots (cylindrical void In water)
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problems. This latter approach also has the advantage of checking out any
potential oeuh ringing by comparing the reaponse with the exact solution for
a plane wave.
Placaaent of Outer Fluid Boundary (Steady State Probleme)
A rough guideline Is needed for deteralnlng how far the fluid boundary ahould
be placed In order for the plane wave approximation, Eq. (71), to be valid.
A steady state solution can be constructed from some distribution of point
sources around the structure fluid boundary. For a 3-D problem, a single
source will approach (within 98.6Z) a plane wave pressure velocity relationship
(like Eq. (71)) after moving one wave length away from the source. The percentage quoted refere to the fact that complex Impedance (t ' p/w) la .986PC.
Moving away 1*1 wave lengths, this percentage becomes 99.AT. Thus, we are
suggesting that the single source decay information can be ueed to Judge the
distance to place the absorbing boundary. For 20 problems, a line eource
emitting cylindrical waves will approach a plane wave boundary condition to
within 99.25; for one wave length away and to within 99.7Z for IH wave ^
lengths away. Thus, It Is suggested to place the boundary a dletance D away
from the structure where
D - aX

(81)

and a Is a proportionality constant (e.g. 1.5 for a 99.4X correct plane wave
assumption) related to the degree of the plane wave boundary condition assumption, and T is the wave length of the steady state driving frequency in water
(i.e. T » 2wc/u).
Next one must consider the site elements to uss so that tha elements of
the mesh do not artificially "ring" at their natural frequencies. To avoid
ringing, thare esiata a minimum element length, AL, that ia related to some
fraction, 8, of the wave length of the driving frequency in the fluid, thus
AL - 8X

(82)

The value of 8 will depend on the type of elements being used. For example,
if one employs CQDMEH elements of the NASTRAN program, 8: 1/6 to avoid meah
ringing. Modeling the region from the fluid structure Interface out to the
mathematical cut in the fluid boundary would result in n elements of length
AL, thus
D_
AL

(83)

Substituting Eqs. (81) and (82) into Eq. (83) results in tha expreaeion

"■!

which is independent of the driving frequency u. Thus, employing typical
values of a ■ 1.5 and 8 ■ 1/6 into Eq. (83) ehowe, for example, that regardleas
of the driving frequency magnitude, it is possible to model the fluid field
with as few as 9 elements in the direction normal to the surface. In ceees
where the surface structure elements «re coarse, more elsmente would be needed
to blend in the fine surface elements into the coarser field elemente.
In closing this section on infinite fluid boundaries, the method employed
by (16, SO, 51] ie another way to handle the Infinite boundary problem for
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computational methodology that considers both the structure and fluid to be
comprised of finite elements. In this approach, the mathematical cut in the
fluid medium is in the form of a sphere «hose diameter, 2R0, is slightly larger
than the largest length dimension of the structure. Pressure type fluid finite
elements fill the region between the structure and the outer boundary of the
sphere. With the possible exception of ultra-high driving frequencies, the
fluid mesh outer boundary is too close to the structure to be able to use any
of the wave absorbing techniques discussed earlier. The next key step in the
procedure is to represent the remaining fluid beyond the spherical collection
of fluid finite elements (i.e. from the sphere radius R,, out to infinity)
with the continuous wave equation (1). The Helmholtz surface Integral, Eq. (22),
is then employed in a similar manner as discussed in the methodology section,
except that in this cssc, advantage is taken if the fact that an analytical
expression for the solution to Helmholtz's surface integral is known which relates the radiated pressure at the radius RQ of the sphere to the normal
velocity at the sphere. As one Increasasthe radius larger end larger, the
relationship eventually reduces to Eq. (71) in the limit of increasing R0.
Upon setting up the final equations of notion for the system, one eventually
arrives at a act of equations that look very similar to Eq. (59).
Continuum Structure-Continuum Fluid
Unlike the prior sections, here both the structure and the fluid are treated
as continuums wherein primarily analytical solutions are employed extensively.
Strictly speaking, a shell structure is not a continuum in the pure elasticity
sense, however, here plates and shell-like structures treated from a continuous
partial differential equation point of view are viewed as continuum structures.
Reference (33] is a good example of problems treated from this point of view
wherein mainly claasical methods of solution involving separation of variables,
Laplace transforms, Fourier series expansions, etc. are employed to obtain
solution. This review article is orientated more towards computational techniques, therefore a detailed survey of these methods la beyond the scope of
this article (see refereneee [66, 67) for a eurvey of analytical methods).
However, later in the computer program aurvay section exiatlng computer programs that solve fluid structure interaction problems by simply programming
existing analytical solutions will be presented in situations where the program
acope has enough generality to be of general uae to the engineering community.
Finite Difference Structure-Finite Difference Fluid
The methodology In this area is net as commonly employed as the prior section
on finite element structure-continuum fluid, particularly when one is interested in an approach that has applicability to a wide class of structures
(broaded than just shells) of arbitrary shape. The solution technique presented
by [27] considers a prolate spherical shell submerged in an acoustic medium
subject to an arbitrary loading in terms of time and space. Briefly, the procedure starts with expressing the acoustic field equations (1) in spheroidal
coordinates while suppressing the circumferential coordinates through a Fourier
series expansion. The radial coordinate transformation maps the external
infinite fluid region into a finite rectangular domein in which the fluid potential la regular. Central differences applied to the special variables and
backward differences to the time variable provide an unconditionally stable
finite difference approximation. The shell analysis Is based on a finite difference solution of sheila of revolution. The unknown interaction praaaure at
the shell-fluid Interface la expressed In terms of the velocity potential and
subsequently Introduced into the normal eurface loading tern of the finite
difference expreeeion of the governing systsm of second order partial differential equationa for the shell. At a given time step the normal deflection of
the shell la expressible aa the sum of a %iven aurface loading Induced known
part and (an acoustic pressure loading Induced unknown part. Finally, the
equations reeulting from aetching the nornal ehell velocity to the nornat
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fluid velocity «t the fluid-shell interface are conaldered alaultaneouely
with the finite difference equations over the acoustic fluid field to provide
e sufficient eet of equations for the dateninatlon of tha unknown velocity
potential on the fluid-solid interface and within the sapped fluid field. The
resulting systea of equations are banded and solved by the method of successive
overrelaxation. Once having solved for tha fluid potential, the surface pressure can be determined which in turn can be used to determine any ahell response
quantity of interaat.
This approach ha» an advantage of not having to employ an approximate
interaction law (vis. [6]) to uncouple the fluid field equationa, however, one
pays the price of having an rxr grid work (and its associatad unknown velocity potential) representing the fluid field. This is in contrast to [6]
which needs only the surface pressure unknown in the problem formulation. Whai
using thla approach care must be taken to aelect r large enough to obtain a
sufficiently sccurate solution. Tha ease of adaptability of tha procedure
to a more general type structure with an arbitrary shape is not clear. A more
general finite difference scheme for the strucf.urs and a more general mapping
transformation relating the arbitrary shape to a rectangular region must be
employed to extend the procedure.
AVAILABLE COMPUTER PROGRAMS
The previous section on solution methodology gives the reader a broad overview
of the solution techniques currently being used in the engineering community
to solve fluid-structure interaction problems. In this section a list of currently available computer programs Is presented (user oriented programs, UOP,
and reaearch oriented programs, ROP) whoaa category descriptions are defined
in the introduction to this survey. Many of these programa, (particularly the
ROP type) are in a rather rapid state of change, consequently, it is not practical to give finer detaila of the program's capability such as the maximum
number of nodes and elements the program in question can handle. In most cases
it is a good idea to contact the program author to be eure one obtaina the most
up to date documentation that exist*.
The computer program summaries will be broken down into the sane categories used to describe the solution methodology. In most caaee tha solution
methodology used in the programs to be reviewed herein has been touched on in
the previous section on methodology. In the process of describing tha solution technique for each of the computer programs below, reference is made to
the methodology moat closely fitting the one used in the actual program. Any
differences in methodology between what waa presented earlier and what is
actually dona in tha program should only be minor. The reader Interested In
all the finer detaila should refer to tha original aourca material.
Finite Element Structure-Continuum Fluid Program*
1.

HAaa STRuctural AHalyeis (NA8TRAS)

Appllcation-1 (46]

Capability) For transient problem*, tha program has tha ability to accept the
application of tha doubly aaymptotic approach for general structure*.
Implementation of thla method does not exist a* a fixed format in the program; however. (38, 48] ha* ahem how to duamy the fixed format Input to
apply this approach. Tha final equationa to be solved In applying tha
method praacrlbad by (38] at* In a different form than thoae given by
Eqa. (12) and (13). Using the method of (38] in conjunction with NASTRAN
Is awkward, eapacially if one does not write a preprocessing program to
prepare some of the off diagonal ma** and stiff nee» matrices.
Availability i NASTRAN 1* currently being managed by tha NASTRAN Systerna Management Office at NASA Ungley Reaearch Canter, and tha latest official
version, Laval 1S.S, la available from COSMIC. A level 16.0 1* going to
be available In the vary near future, although ita initial diatribution
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will be on a «elected user basil. As of this writing no new fluid structure Interaction capabilities arc planned to be Included In level 16,0.
Subjective Coancnta: Although the docuoentation of the NASTRAN computer progtan Is complete, employing the program to aolve fluid structure Interaction problems by ths procedure outlined In [38] should be left only to
an experienced NASTRAN user «1th a good background In structural dynamics
snd scoustlcs. NASTRAN Is certainly a UOP, however, when used for the
sbove application It should be viewed aa a ROP,

2.

Earthquake Analysis of gravity Dams In doing Hydrodynamlc Interaction
(EADHI) [47]

Capability: The program la written specifically for the solution to earthquake oriented problems. The dam can be modeled fro« a set of 2D quadrilateral element« and the fluid Is represented as s continuum (I.e., via
the solution to Eq. (1)). The solution technique Is like that discussed
In the methodology section on partially bounded fluid regions. The dam
la loaded by vertical and horlsontal earthquake motions. The progrsm
haa the ability to solve the steady state response directly end the
transient response Indirectly by the method of Fast Fourier Transform«
(the FFT approach Is also discussed In the solution methodology section).
Availability: Information regarding the acquisition of the program can be
achieved by contacting co-author A. K. Chopra at the College of Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, California.
Subjective ConBent«: The user's manual [47] la well written and appeara to be
a UOP. Although a Hating of the program, along with sample Probleme,
are Included In the manual, no details of the inner workings, flow charts,
etc., arc presented. The program is relatively new, therefore, It has
not had much of a chance to be widely used.
3,

Earthquake Analysis of nlsyanctric Tower structure Surrounded by Water
(BATSH) [49]

Capability: The tranaient response to submerged solid axlsymmatric towers
excited at their baac by prescribed earthquake motions is determined.
The structure 1« built up from solids of revolution elements having an
arbitrary quadrilateral cross section. The fluid is modeled as a continuum, however, compressibility of the fluid is omitted (i.e., the bulk
modulus, X * », which implied the wave speed, e ♦•). Thus ths wave
equation (1) reducea to Laplace's equation wherein the time dependent
variable does not explicitly appear in the equation of motion for the
fluid. In the eaae where the tower la a straight cylinder, the finite
element representation of the structure is coupled to a continuum representation for the fluid by applying exact solutions for the fluid field
equations analogous to what was discussed in the methodology section on
partially bounded media. When tha shape of the structure Is not a right
circular cylinder, the fluid field Is mad« up of pressure fluid elements
derived from aa Integral functional equivalent to the boundary value
problem associated with Laplace's equation.
Availabilityi Sea program no. 2.
Subjective Comments: Same as program no. 2 except reference [49] la ths user'e
manual.
4.

Underwater Structures Analysis (U8A-2)

Capability: All the progrema Hated in the aurvey are currently operational
with tha exception of the program deecrlbed herein. The proposed program
will have the capability of treating a submerged shell-structure of virtually unrestricted geometry and having an off-center internal structure.
The system is subject to transient loadings fro« any direction. The aolu-
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technique employ« tha doubly asymptotic fluid »tructure Interaction approximation discussed In the methodology section.
Availability: The program Is not yet operational; Information on the program
can be obtained by contacting the Structural Mechanics Program at the
Office of Navy Research. Use of the program will be limited to users
within or sssoclated with the United States government.
Subjective Comments: The program will be a UOF version of the original ROP
called USA-1. The validity of the approach to be uaed in USA-2 has been
checked out in detail employing both USA-1 and another ROP called USSOR.
S.

ARRAY ANALYSIS (not known by e formal acronym) [53]

Capability: The program solves for the three-dimensional steady-state radiation reeponse emitting from either cylindrical shaped or box shaped structures. Problems with prescribed acoustic velocity, force, or mixed conditions across discrete finite elements over the structure eurfsce ere
treeted. The solution technique follows the solution technique resulting in final equations almllat to Eq. (31) except that the source method
(resulting in Eq. (48)) is used In piece of the Helmolts surf see integrel
method (Eq. (26)) for relating the Intcrfece pressure and velocity.
Fourier expansions of the response (in the circumferential direction)
are applied to the cylindrical shaped structures when applicable. This
reduces the core storage requirements. The authora have a provlaion for
handling the cavity resonance problem.
Availability: Same as Program no. 18.
Subjective Comments; From outward appearaacee, the documentation for tha program (S3] looka like there le enough information available to uae it;
however, contact with individuals who have tried using the code had difficulty exerclaing it. Part of the problem evolvaa from the feet that
the program is oriented towarda employing SANIS (541. Although the SAMIS
program is s good program from a theoretical end general purpose point
of view, it is, in this author's opinion, a rather cumbersome program
to use, which requires tha user to write a aet of "Pseudo-Instructions"
comparable to NASTRAN'a OMAP operations each and «very time one solves
a problem.
Conversstlons with the suthors indicate that with minor modifications,
ths fluid structure Interaction program (53] could be reprograamed to be
free of SAMIS and perhaps tie in with a more commonly used structure
code such as NASTRAN. At this point In time, this program is not being
ussd heavily. The program Is viewed as a HOP.
6.

Fluids Interacting with STructures (FIST) (14]

Capability: The program treats the steady state response of arbitrary ahape
structures of revolution subject to both radiation and/or incident (scattering) type loadings. The ability to solve rib-stiffened sheila is
automatically included In part of the program scope. The program formulation employs the Helmholti surface Integral in conjunction with necessary alterations for dealing with tha cavity rceonanc« problem. The
atructure charaeteriatlcs are accepted In the form of direct stiffness
end mass matrix inputs when employing the direct solution option (i.e.
solution to Eq. (33)) or in the form of Eigenvalue and mode ahapes when
using the model solution option (I.e., solution to Eq, (43)).
Availability: Inquiries regarding this program should be sddressed to
A, Carlaon, Naval Underwater Systems Canter, Maw London, Conn., 06320.
Subjective Comments: With the possible exception of the form of tha Input
data (or reading In the structural data, the program can be viewed as a
UOP. Currently, the program la constructed to read this structural data
directly from en output tape generated by tha 1108 version of the NASTRAN
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program. Due to a defect In the 1108 version NASTRAN, the nodal data
cannot be conveniently written on tape without allghtly altering the
programing logic of NASTRAN and adding eome additional DEMAP Inatructlona. The NUSC veralon of NASTRAN has been properly altered. By making a minor connection In the read Input prograaalng of FIST, It can
easily be rcprograaaed to handle mode shape data generated by any other
general purpose structures program.
Another unique feature of the program la that It Is able to employ
a rather crude spacing of the surface dlscretatlon points by allowing
the pressure and velocity to vary as a cubic polynomial variation in
the surface coordinates. This is in contrast to all other programs
(e.g.. Program no. S which is of the type that employs the Heimholte
or source method); all these other codes assume a plecewiss constant
representation (somstlmes known as ths piston approach) for the element
by element aurface distribution. The program is currsntly an "incore
size" code; however, a much larger else problem could be solved by
employing "out of core" matrix operations which are not currently part
of the program.
7,

NAss STRuctural ANalysle (NASTRAN); Application-2 (39]

Capability: Unlike the transient NASTRAN Application-1 discussed earlier,
this approach addresses steady state solutions to radiation programs.
The solution technique involves the Joining of the NASTRAN program [46]
and ths XHAVE program [39]. Normally, the XWAVE program, described later
as program no. 17 is for solving purely steady state radiation problems
(i.e., working only with Eq, (1)) by the Heimholte Integral approach
(i.e., the solution to Eq. (26) with no Incident wave term). Inatead of
Ineertfag Eq. (26) into the equations of motion for the structurs aa done
in the development leading up to governing Eq. (25) to eccount for the
dynamic effect of fluid preesure on the etructure (surfece mobility).
The modification term to the (L) matrix can be achieved through NASTRAN'e
rigid formats 8 and 11 for dynamic frequency response.
Availability: See availability for NASTRAN (Program no. l)and XWAVE (program
no. 17) separately.
Subjective Comaents: Assuming one la able to extract the proper information
from NASTRAN that is necessary for the operation of XWAVE, one is still
faced with essentially the same degree problem of being able to properly
execute the XWAVE code. Since XWAVE la a ROF, the joining of NASTRAN
and XWAVE la also to bs viewed as a ROP process. The same subjective
comments used to describe XWAVE alone apply here aa well. Correcting
for eome elight differencea in reading input data. It appears a small
amount of reprograauing would be Involved to accept the surface mobility
matrix fro« other general purpose structure programs, thus freeing the
user fro« a etrlct dependence on NASTRAN.
8.

Fluid Structure Interaction of Plates (SI34)

Capabilityt The transient response of plates In fluid Is treated. The plate
is represented by its fixed-base normal modes in vacuo. Fluid interactions are accounted for by the Improved doubly-esymtotic approximation
[6]. Inputs consist of a specified motion of the supports for the plate
and a Shockwave which ie normally Incident on one side of the unbaf f led
plats. Responsss of ths modes are supsrpossd to find tlms-hlstory dsflections, slopss, curvatures, strains, or strsssss. A fourth-order
digital filter is ussd to generate samples from ths solution to ths
fourth-order differential equations repreeenting structural and fluid
effects for each mode.
Since ths program accapts ths In vscuo modss as basic input, thsss
modes could have been gensratsd from any finite element structutss
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program or for that natter, be Inserted fron analytical formulae.
Availability: Robert Borts,
Code 8444
Navy Research Lab
Washington, D. C. 20375
Subjective Comments: The computer code la a UOF; although no formal written
documentation exists, the program la "self-documenting" on a tine-shared
terminal. An unusual feeture of the progran la that It Is the only fluid
structure Interaction code that employe a recurelve digital filter to
solve the transient equation» of motion. An undesirable feature Is that
the coupling of modes through the fluid la Ignored. The Impact of the
uncoupling on the solution accuracy la not clear.
A Computer Program for Predicting Acoustic Radiation of Finite
Elastic Shells with Internal Structure [57]
Capability: The steady state radiation from general elastic bodies of revolution are treated. Off axle of revolution atructuree attached to the
Inside of the structure ere handled. The solution technique Is similar
to the approach that reaulta In a system of equations whose governing
equations are of the form of Eq, (43), where Che source method (Eq. (42))
is used to relate tha aurface preaaure and velocity.
Availability: Sea Program no. 4.
Subjective Consente: The code can be considered a HOP, hoever, due to Ita
generality, its operation can by no means ba considered aa "push button"
aa far aa exercising it is concerned. Using the program requires a six
stap process wherein three major sub-programs (BOSOR4, ARAB, and SNAAP)
are required to aolve a complete problem. Documentation la provided.
10.

Acoustic RAdlatlon from finite elaatic Bodiee (ARAB) [58]

Capability: The capabilitiee are essentially the ease as Program 9 except that
the methodology for treeting internal atructuree la not covered.
Availability: Sea Program no, 4.
Subjective Connents: The code is a UOF. Documentation progran listing and
sample problems are provided.
Finite Element Structure-Finite Element Fluid Programs
11.

NAsa STRuctural AMslysls (NASTRAK); Application-3 [46]

Capability; The program has built-in pressure type elements (railed CIIUIDi
elemente) and ara described through RINGFL, PRESPT end FREEPT type fluid
nodes. The elements are designed to operate in contained tanks that may
have either rigid or elastic «alls. These special elements have the following restrictions:
1. Tha user may not apply loads, constraints, sequencing or omitted
coordinate directly on the fluid nodes involved. Instead, the user supplies Information related to the boundaries and NASTRAN internally generates the correct constraints, sequencing and matrix terms.
2. The input data to NASTRAN may include all of the existing operations except the axis symswtric structural element data (e.g., axisymmatric ahell elements cannot be used).
3. Tha fluid must lie within the walla of an open or closed tank.
4. The first 6 rigid formats of NASTRAN may not be used in conjunction with these elements. NASTRAN assumes tha walla of the container take
rigid for these first 6 rigid formats but allowa elasticity for the
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remaining 6 (fortunately direct frequency and direct transient response
are Included in the remaining 6),
5, No means are provided for the direct input of applied loads on
the fluid. Loading must come through the motion of the walla.
Availability: Sec Program no, 1.
Subjective Comments: The list of constraints that are placed on the usage of
these elements rather aeverely limits the range of application, particularly in the caae where unbounded fluid regions are of interest. Even
within theae conatralnta, [59] however, some rather interesting applications to acoustic noiac problems aasoclated with automobiles have been
found.
Another unique feature that the NASTRAN program has is the ability
to treat the free surface problem and Include gravity terras into the
fluid equations of motion.
Using NASTRAN in the context of the application described under Prograia no. 11 puts it in the UOP class.
12.

HAKTSAM IV [60]

Capability: The MARTSAM computer code la a general purpose code capable of
solving a wide variety of atructurea problems. One option in the program ia the ability to aolve fluid structure Iteration problems for
general structures surrounded by pressure-type fluid elements. Provisions
are included to handle the wave absorbing boundary problem for unbounded
fluid regions.
Availability: Information regarding the •cqulsition of the program should be
addressed to NAVSHIPS, Coda PHS 3-2-421. United States Navy.
Subjective Comments: It appeara that no rigid format exiats for employing the
fluid atructure interaction option in the program. A good deal of prior
experience with the program la needed before one can execute this option.
A eat of matrix operation controls, (comparable to the DHAF operations
in NASTRAN or the Pseudo-Instructions of SAMIS) must be written by the
user. For a person not familiar with MARTSAM, it could take weeks before
one la able to interpret the manuals and solve a complete fluid structure
Interaction problem.
13.

NAaa STRuctural ANalysls (NASTRAN); Application-4 [46]

Capability: The fluid structure capability referred to here ia discussed In
the methodology section on mock fluid elements.
Availability: See Program no. 1.
Subjective Comment«: HASTRAN ahould be viewed as a RAP for the purpoae of applying the mock fluid element approach. Actually, many dynamic structures
programs can be converted to employ mock elementa so long aa they have the
alipping boundary option, the ability to accept an arbitrary stress strain
matrix, and have one, two, or three-diaeneional solid elements.
14.

Finite Element Analysis of Cylinder Transducers [50]

Capability: The radiation steady state reaponse to submerged, finite length
cylinders is treated by the application of a aeries of three auxiliary
programs called DATFFC, MRTFFC, and FRQFFC. The finite element representetlon of these cylinders can be composed of arbitrary solid of revolution
elementa having an optional piezoelectric term In the conatitutive equations if needed. The methodology employ* finite elements for both the
structure and part of the fluid (out to a epherlcal region, of radius R.,
which surrounds the structure). The boundary condition at the radius of
the sphere is handled by consideration of the exact solution to the
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Helmholtz surface Integral. Theae details are dlacusaed In the methodology section under placement of the outer fluid boundary.
Availability: Further Information on the program can be obtained by contacting Robert Smith at the Naval Underaea Canter, San Diego, Calif., 92132.
Subjective Comments: To date [50] la the only written documentation on the
computer program. This rafereice was never meant to serve as the user's
manual, however, It doea give an overall Idea of how to atrlng the necessary aub-programa together for solving a particular problem. This program la unquestionably a ROP type, however, the availability contact cited
above expressed an Intereat In assisting persona wanting to uae the code.
The approach has been checked out against theory and experiment (16, 51]
and It appeara to give excellent results.
The advantage of ualng the Intermediate pressure fluid finite elements out to radlua R0 over the approach of rcpreaentlns the entire fluid
field with the continuum approach appeara to be • question of computer
running time. Both personal contact with the author and statements In
(50] Imply that the main advantage la avoiding having to "numerically
eveluatc numerous and expensive Integrale" which la the reaaon the approach rune faater.
The fact that the number of unknowns In the aolutlon la larger for
the approach considering Intermediate finite elements than the approach
repreaentlng the entire fluid as a continuum appeara to weaken the aavlnga
one makes by avoiding having to numerically evaluate the Helmholts surface Integral. The authora did not give any specific numbers on running
time ssvlngs.
IDEAL STRUCTURE-CONTINUUM FLUID PROGRAMS
This claas of programs deala atrlctly with the wave equation (1) to obtain
problem solutions. The structure Is Ideal In the sense that It la rcpreaented
by some simple boundary condition on the wave equation (e.g., a rigid surface).
Program numbers 5, 6, and 10 already have thla capability aa an option in the
program, therefore will not be dlacusaed in this subsection. Finally, most
of the progrsms dlacusaed under the above heading can be uaad to obtain the
aurface pressure velocity relation (e.g., Eq. (26) or Eq. (48)) for uae in
conatructlng one's own fluid atructure interaction coda.
15.

CHIEF (61]

Capability: Thla program computes the pressure field radiated from bodies of
arbitrary shape, given the normal velocity distribution on the aurface
of the body. The method employs the aurface Helmholts integral technique
in conjunction with the proper correctlone for the cavity resonance problem. The program employs a plecewlee constant pressure distribution over
the Helmholts integrsl discretisation.
Availability: See Program no. 14,
Subjective Coaaenta: The lack of formal documentation on this code has to
clsssify it aa a ROP. Upon examining (61] t it appeara that it would be
difficult to run the program with this document slone. This is unfortunate sine« the technical quality of the code la very good.
16.

Acoustic Analysis for Large Cylindrical Arrays (52]

Capability: The program is primarily deelgned to aolva the steady atate radiation field emitting from a rigid surface having a preecrlbed velocity
field. The program uses the Helmholts aurface integral approach, described in the solution methodology, resulting in Eq. (26) (with the incident wave term sat equal to sero). Mo provision la mad« to handle the
cavity reeonance problem (I.e., the enforcement of a relation like Eq. (27)
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Is not built Into the fomilatlon), Alto, a pleccwlae comtant distribution of prcaaure and normal velocity Is taken over the surface of the
atructure.
Availability: Information on obtaining the program can be obtained from
J. P. D. Wilkinson, General Electric Corporate Research & Development,
Schenectady, New York, 12305.
Subjective Comments; Although the program is meant to be a UOP, the amount
of control cards (64 in all) needed to handle all out of core tape and
disk operstions Implies that one is going to have to work closely with
a computer systems-type person in order to install the program. The
program does not appear to be actively in uee at thia time. Reference
[52] serves aa the user's manual which Includes ssmple problems and
proper listings.
17.

XWAVE [39]

Capability: Same as Program no. 15, except cevlty resonance proMem not
treated.
Availability; For program acquisition, contact F. M. Henderson, Computation
and Mathematics Department, Naval Ship Research and Development Center,
Betheada, Maryland 20034.
Subjective Comments: No formal documentation extata for the ROP other than
[39], consequently information regarding exerclaing the program must
be obtained directly from the author. The program requires the mobility
matrix (i.e., the expression for V in Eq. (31)) with the T and C matrices
omitted. The user has the burden of generating the inverse of this matrix, which may become a problem for large else structures. No parallel
modal analysis Is given. The program la not heavily used aa of this
writing.
18.

Computer Program for Solving rwo-Dlmensional Radiation Problems
(GERAD2) [62]

Capability: The eourca atrength method is uaed to solve two-dimensional
radiation and scattering problems involving bodies of arbitrary shape
with known boundary conditions. The progrsm employs a plscewlsc constant source distribution in evaluating the source Integrals. A meana
for handling the cavity resonance problem la not explldtely included.
Availability: Inquiries regarding this progrsm should be addrsssed to
R. P. Radlinakl, Naval Underwater Systems Center, Hew London, Conn., 06320.
Subjective Consents: The documentation of this UOP exists and la included aa
part of [62]. The program receives moderate usage, mainly at NUSC.
19.

Numerical Calculation of Acoustic Normal Modes Programs (63]

Capabilities: A serlea of three related computer program* are available, each
of which can find the elgneveluas end elgenfunctions of acouatic normal
modes in the ocean baaed on solutions to the wave equation (1). The programs are beaed on an iterative finite difference scheme and a method
based on the Wentiel-Kremers-Brlllouin («KB) approximation of quantum
mechanics. Free surface and flexible bottom boundary conditions are
treated wherein the fluid sound wave can vary with depth.
Availability: The program llatlngs ars not very long and are given in the back
of (63]. The author waa net reached for comments.
Subjective Comments: The finite difference and WKB approaches give comparable
accurate results, however, the WKB baaed program run* faster.
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20.

Hclmholtz Acoustic Wave Program (32Q) [64]

Capabilities: The program employs the source distribution method described In
the methodology section, for determining the pressure response to a surface vibrating in a known manner (radiation) or the scattering of an
Incident acoustic wave by a aurface with known values of impedance. The
program has the capability of simultaneous calculafion of solutions for
several different boundary conditions for the same body shape and driving
frequency.
Availability: Contact the author or the Naval Ship Systeme Command General
Hydromechanics Rese/.rch Program of the Naval Ship Research and Development Center, Bethesda, Maryland.
Sub1«ctlve Comaenta: The formal documentation of this UOP [64] is perhapa the
moat clear and complete of all the programs in this class. The cavity
resonance problem is not treated. A piecewlse constant pressure distribution of sources is assumed for the surface integral evaluations, thus
requiring a fine distribution of surface zones.
21.

Calculation of Sound Radiation From A Vibrating Surface of Revolution [65]

Capabilities: The capabilities of this program are like those of Program no.
17, however, this code is specialized to an arbitrary surface of revolution rather than a general three-dimensional solid.
Availability: An eight page listing of the program is located in the back of
(65).
Subjective Comments: The documentation for this UOP can be found In [65],
Si-rface integrals are evaluated by piecewlse constant representations
lor pressure and velocity. No provialons are made to handle the cavity
resonance problem.
22.

NAsa STRuctural ANalysis (NASTFAN); AppUcatlon-5 [46]

Capability: The cavity vibration modes of compressible fluids (represented by
the wave equation (1) existing in rotatlonally synuetrlcal cavitiss
(that optionally could have had sharp corner slots) are trsated. This
capability was originally implemented to handle solid rocket motor fuel,
hence the emphasis on the slots. The shape of the cavity may consist
of a circular canter volume surrounded by squally spaced narrow radial
slots. The width and depth of the slots niid the diameter of the center
volume may vary along the axis of the cavity. A finite element model is
defined, using pressurc-typs elements, by a aet of two-dlmansloual elements lying on the center plane of one slot and on the corresponding
cross section of the center volume. NASTRAN Rigid Format 3 Is employed
to exercise this capability.
Availability: Same as Program no. 1.
Subjective Conments: NASTRAN is to be viewed as a UOP for this particular
application. Reference (591 has employed some interesting applications
of the option for automobile noise problcme.
COMTINUUM STRUCTURE-CONTINUUM FLUID PROGRAMS
Many POP's exist that treat special fluid structure Interaction problems whose
physical description Is slmpls enough to permit an analytical solution spproach.
Since these programs have a less general range of applicability than the previous computational oriented programs, only a brief deecription of the program
will be given.
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Thar« art aavaral aubmargad rib attffanad cylinder HOP typa prograoa that
compute tha tranalant raaponaa to shock typa Inputs. The following la a Hat
of prograoa addreaalng thla claaa problem.
Availability
Program
Infonuttloo
Number
MA8D

23

A. Hararl (NUSC)
M. L. Baron

Saa Program no. 4

(P. Weldlinger Aaaoc.)
24

STOCY

A. Hararl (NUSC)
M. L. Baron
(P. Weldllngar Aaaoc.)

25

FLSSI

R. J. Scavutio
Dapt. of Mechanical Eng.
Univ. of Akron
Akron, Ohio 44325

26

FLUSH

A. Hararl (NUSC)
E. Sandman (NUSC)

HTOHIP3

M. Carrallc
Cambridge Acouatlcal

27

See Program no.

Contact program
author

Program Authors at
Naval Underwater
Syatems Canter
(NUSC)
Haw London, Conn.
06320
Sec Progra« no. .4

AaaocUte
1033 Maaaachuaatte Ave.
Cambridge, Maas. 02138
USSOK

28

To« Oaar«
Lockheed

See Program no. 4

Palo Alto Raaaarch Ub
3251 Hannover St.
Palo Alto, Calif. 94302

Thla traata tha ahell aa a beam In beading.
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INTRODUCTION
A rotating machine 1B a systen of coaponenta and the vibration characteristics of the rotor are a function of many of these components. If one attempts
to establish the response or stability of a high speed macMne, on fluid-film
bearings, and does not accurately represent the bearings, results will probably be grossly In error. The bearings Introduce cross-coupled stiffness and
damping, can produce whirl instability, and shift critical speeds significantly from where they might be predicted if the bearings are oversimplified.
Similarly, floating ring seals, flexible foundations, aerodynamic and hydraulic excltationa, etc., are all part of the rotor system. No matter which
computer codea are available, if the system is not properly represented vlbrational performance cannot be accurately produced. This chapter deacribes the
important considerations of the separate components, and the system, and
dlscuaaes available computer codes.
NOMENCLATURE
(a)
C

IC1
Di

Ä

DELI
ifj
FX

n

(G)
h
H • h/c
It

wL
(Ml
MI
m
M'
II
P - p/Pr

IV)
ft
8

Amplitude vector
Radial clearance, in.
Damping matrix
Damping in 1 direction due to velocity in j direction
Shaft diameter, in.
Pitch of «hoe I, red.
Incremental force in 1 direction, lbs
Force on shaft in X direction, lbs
Pore« on «haft in Y direction, lb«
Unbalance force vector
Local film thicknea«, in.
Non-dlaenslonal film thickness
Polar moment of inertia
Transveme moment of inertia
Stiffness in i direction due to displacement in j direction
Spring «tiffn««« matrix
Bearing length, in.
Ma«« matrix
Moment on «ho« I, in-lb«
Journal ma««
,
Shaft «peed in rev/«ec
Shaft speed, rpm
Non-dimenelonel pre««ure
External load vector
Bearing radlua, in.
,
Sommerfeld «umber - (uN'LD/w) (K/C)'
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• V\I21
t
U
(U)
U]
v
W
(W)
X,Y

•
•
>
■
■
■

x •
X ■ X/L y ■
Y • y/L •
a •
B A
u
p
u

•
•

Non-dimensional tine
Time, sec
Surface tangential velocity, in./sec
Displacement vector
Reference velocity. In./sec
Surface speed. In./sec
Bearing load, lbs
Gravity load vector
X,Y displacement and velocities (Table 1) of journal in stiffness
and damping matrices respectively
Surface coordinate in direction or tangential velocity in Reynolds
equation; shaft displacement In x direction
Non-dimensional coordinate
Surface coordinate in direction normal to tangential velocity;
shaft displacement in Y direction
Non-dlmenaional coordinate
Real part of eigenvalue, 8
Complex eigenvalue (real part is growth factor, imaginary part is
frequency)
epUiT./PjC2 - Speed parameter
Absolute viscosity, lb-aec/in2
Fluid density, Ib-aec2/^14
Imaginary part of eigenvalue
FLEXIBLE ROTOR DYNAMICS ANALYSIS

There are a variety of computer codes available for determining performance
of a flexible rotor. A flexible rotor may be modeled as a series of disc
elements connected by beam elements (see fig. 1).
The rotor is supported by bearings which can also be resiliently mounted.
In general, the theoretical development atarts by examination of a free body
that Includes a disc element and shaft elements on either side. The moment
and shear from adjacent beam elements are usually determined from beam theory
equations. In all programs there are rertaln general assumption« such as:
1. lateral excursions of the shaft are small in magnitude
2. the rotating assembly it axiaymawtrlc
In some programs the shaft elements are luaped at the discrete nodal
points selected to represent the shaft system. The rotor is subdivided into
finite elements. The mass of each element is divided into two parts and
placed ot the nodes of the element. Discs such as turbine wheels and impellers that are mounted on the shaft are made to coincide with nodal points,
and they arc treated as rigid bodies with associated mass and Inertias. Thus,
the mathematical model constructed Co represent Che rotating assembly Is composed of s series of lumped masses and rigid discs connected by weightless,
flexible beams. Inasmuch as the actual rotor is a continuous system with an
infinite nmber of degrees of freedom, the replacement of this system by s
model hsving s finite number of degrees of freedom clearly requires engineering Judgement. In general, accuracy of the computed result depends to a
large extent on the model chosen to represent the system. However, in practice, a reasonable number of masses will yield accurate results.
Generally, with the lumped mass approach the transverse and polar moments of inertia of the «haft are neglected. A shaft element Is thus limited
to two degrees of freedom, which are X and Y translations. Disc elements
have four degrees of freedom, X and t translations and rotations about orthogonal axa«. Although it Is possible to include the angular degrees of freedom for shaft elements, it has generally been found that the additional degrees
of freedom do not provide a commensurate increase in the accuracy of the
results, and is not worth the increased computlonal time involved.
When the entire system is considered, a matrix of dynamic equations results, and there are as many equations aa there are degrees of freedom in the
rotor representation.
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The equations can take on a variety of forms depending upon the approach
used in their generation. In some programs a straightforward Newtonian
approach Is employed where beam theory equations are applied to ibtaln moments
and shears. In more sophisticated programs the complete rotor bearing system
Is set up Into stiffness and damping matrices Including the bearing representations. In so doing, many of the principles of the theory of elasticity are
used for deriving stiffness and damping matrices. A typical set of equations
can be written as follows:
(Ml {U) + [C) (U) + [K] {U} - (P) + (W) + (0)

(1)

where {11} Is a column vector containing all the system degrees of freedom,
(0) and (U) the time derivatives of (U). [H] is a diagonal mass matrix corresponding to the degrees of freedom in (U), Since rotating inertia properties of the shaft are neglected, components of (Hi corresponding to those
degrees of freedom will be zero except at stations with discs. [C] contains
the damping matrix of the bearings and the gyroscopic coefficients of the
discs. (Kj is an assembly of the stiffness matrices of all shaft elements and
those of the bearings. The column vector fG} contains the unbalance forces.
(P) and (W) are the external and gravitational load vectors respectively.
Two studies are often conducted. These are labeled stability and response. For stability, the rotor is considered operating quiescently. A
small disturbance is applied, and it is then determined whether the response
to this disturbance will grow or decay in time. If the response grows then
self excited instabilities are present. It should be noted that self excited
instabilities are usually cauced by cross-coupling Influences. This means
that a force applied in one direction la not only resisted by a colinear force,
but also produces a force orthogonal to the applied force. Thus, there is
some motion orthogonal to ehe direction of the applied force and whirling of
the rotor occurs. Prime sources of whirl are fluid-film bearings and aerodynamic forces.
For stability calculations, there are no external forces and moments
acting on the system. Equation (1) becomes
(MJ {U) + (C) {U) + (K] fU) - 0

(2)

Here, the displacements and rotations are taken to be small excursions from
a known equilibrium configuration. Assuming the solution to be of the form
(U) ~ {a) •

ßt

where B is a complex quantity Eq. (2) becomes:
(M B2 + C8 + K] (a) =< 0

(3)

Equation (3) is a set of linear algebraic equations describing an eigenvalue
problem. The determinant of the coefficient matrix must vanish. Expansion of
the determinant yields a characteristic polynomial whose order Is 2", where
N equals the number of degrees of freedom or the number of equations. A
simplified explanation of the stability theory Is discussed In the section
dealing with bearing stability.
The polynomial Is then solved for the roots of S. The rsal part of B is
the growth or attenuation factor. A positiv« number Implies an Instability.
The more negative the real part la, tha more damped la that particular mode
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of vibration. The Imaginary part of the root provides the frequency of vibration of any particular node. After the natural frequencies and growth factors
are determined, the roots of 6 can be substituted back into Eq. (2) and relative amplitudes (a) determined. This will produce the mode shape or deflected shape of the rotor for that particular mode. Thus the information obtainable from the stability analysis is quite considerable. It Includes:
1. Information as to whether the system Is stable or not, and to what
degree (growth factors).
2. The natural frequencies of vibration. This Information also provides critical speeds, because if a natural frequency coincides with an
operating speed, then a critical speed exists.
3. The stability analysis also provides the shape of the deflected rotor
for each mode of vibration.
Figure 2 shows results of a stability analysis and how they are Interpreted.
Two modes of vibration are traced over a speed range. Both the growth factor
and response frequency of each mode are indicated. Mode 1 becomes unstable at
about 16,000 rpm, since at this point it begins to go positive. At the
threshold of instability the frequency of mode 1 is about 8,000 rpm. Thus,
the unstable frequency is about half the operating speed Indicative of some
half-frequency whirl condition. If the mode shape was a characteristic first
bending mode, then that would be the shape of the deflected rotor, as it
orbited at approximately half frequencyl Mode 2 does not become unstable.
However, intersection of the modal frequency with the line in which the operating speed equals the response frequency (45° straight line) is a critical
speed. For node 2 this occurs at a point where the growth factor is not
highly negative. Thus a potential unbalance response problem may occur at
this point, and the system should be examined to determine the absolute amplitude of unbalance response.
Figure 3 shows a critical speed map for a multi-disc machine, supported
by bearings at either end. The rotor will pass through a large variety of
different modes.
In BOM rotors, such as this, horizontal and vertical modes separate very
distinctively; on other machines there Is only one distinguishable first bending mode. The parenthetic nomenclature on Fig. 3 indicates the primary plane
of vibration and where the maximum amplitude occurs. The conical mode is a
rigid body type. Two mode shapes are indicated on Figs. 4 and 5. The letter
B indicates a bearing location and the reference line Is the undeflected rotor.
If a mode occurs at a bearing, as shown on Fig. 4, then a bearing change would
not be helpful in attenuating this node. If the node however. Is deflected as
shown in Flg. S, there are large displacements at the bearing locations. In
this situation a bearing change could be helpful. In general, there would be
two curves for each node; one in the horizontal plane, and one in the vertical
plane. For clarity, only single curves are shown on Figs. 4 and 5.
The second significant type of coaputation Is called a response analysis.
Here actual anplitude response is determined as a function of unbalance or
other specified external excitations. In other words, a complete solution to
Eq. (1) is accomplished. Very often a tins-transient scheme Is employed in
which tine Is discretired into finite Increments. At each tine step new displacements are computed using information fron the previous tine step. A tine
history of the notions of the rotor at each shaft location Is thus produced.
There are various methods of describing the mathematical procedures [1, 2].
A typical response plot Is shown on Fig. 6. Theoretically, the information
obtained from a response case Is «hat could be seen by orthogonal displacement
probee that monitor the motions of the rotor at a particular location.
BEARING REPRESENTATION
It is essential that bearings be appropriately represented. This is especially true If fluid-film bearings are used. The cross-coupled spring snd
dsnplng characteristics of bsarlngs can Influence non-synchronous response and
critical speeds.
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The cross-coupled coefficients arc generally obtained from separate
bearing computer codes (see section on fluid-film bearing programs). It Is
generally necessary to determine the steady-state operating position of the
journal In the bearing and accomplish displacement and velocity pertubatlons
about that position to produce spring and damping coefficients. The spring
and damping coefficients are probably the most popular representation in
rotor-dynamic analysis. The coefficients apply only to small bearing motions
that are still In linear range. They are absolutely accurate for stability
analyses. However, if a response analysis orbit indicates large bearing
motions, then amplitudes are probably incorrect since excursions have gone
beyond the linear range of the coefficients. If bearing excursions are large
however, it is not a healthy situation, and modifications to the bearings,
rotor or excitation are probably necessary. Some rotor-dynamics computer
codes will permit inputlng the complete tilting-pad motions. Including the
cross-coupling between the shoes and rotor (see section on bearings), so that
pad motions are included. This is very helpful, since incorrect results are
sometimes obtained when the complete matrices are reduced to standard 2x2
matrices to accommodate the particular rotor-dynamics program in which they
are utilized.
The program ROTDYN has a unique feature, whereby, at a bearing station
an arbitrary number of degrees of freedom can be specified, and identified by
the terms in the stiffness, damping and mass matrices that are inputted at a
bearing station. This permits applying resilient mounted bearings such as
shown on Fig. 7, and accepting the complete tilting pad cross-coupled matrices
and pad inertias to permit the determination of pad motions.
Incidentally, squeeze film characteristics for damping devices thst surround a bearing shell can be obtained from fluid-film bearing computer programs. Floating ring seal characteristics are also obtainable from these
programs.
Effects of Gear Mesh
A gear mesh In a rotor can significantly reduce the tendency for the rotor to
whirl. Thus, the effects of the gear should be included in a stability and
response analysis. One way to accomplish this is to simulate the gear as a
flexible foundation at the nodal point where the mesh occurs. The tooth
stiffness is considered ss a spring, the opposing gear as a mass, and the
opposing gear bearings as lumped cross-coupled spring and damping coefficients.
Computer Program Selection
There are a number of factors to be considered when selecting a rotor-dynamics
computer code. These include:
1. Mon-Synchronous Capability - A major limitation of many programs has
been their Inability to predict non-synchronous frequencies and response. For
many years the primary consideration haa been evaluating response to unbalance.
Since unbalance Is a synchronous excitation, it was natural to limit response
to a synchronous phenomenon. The true situation today however, is that subsynchronous frequencies are prevalent and often the most troublesome. This is
especially true when fluid-film bearings are employed. Therefore, it is desirable that the program have a non-synchronous capability.
2. Bearing Bepreaentation - Accurate bearing representstion is a vital
element to any rotor response program. If rolling element bearings are used,
then cross-coupled capabilities «re probably not necessary. If fluid-film
bearings are uaed, it la absolutely essential that the bearing cross-coupling
influences are properly represented. It is also important to be able to treat
resilient and damper bearing housings, and to consider the vibrations of the
damped housings as «ell as the rotor. For tilting-pad bearings, consideration
of the pad motions is desirable.
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3. Shear Factors - Most programs will consider shear and moments from
bending. For thick rotors It Is Important to also consider shear deformations.
4. Number of Stations - To accurately represent a long rotor It Is
essential that the program have the capability to handle a reasonably large
number of mass stations. A program should be able to handle at least 15
stations.
5. Gyroscopic Influences - Gyroscopic forces emanating from disc rotation and radial motions should be Included. They are especially significant
for overhung rotors with large discs attached.
6. Loading - The program should consider unbalance and gravity loading
as a minimum. It Is desirable If other arbitrary excitation could be applied.
7. Damping - Provisions for damping should be Included especially if
fluid-film bearings are used. Damping can shift critical speeds, stabilize
a system, and reduce orbital amplitudes.
Presented below are those programs that can satisfy the primary criteria.
Mention is also made of other programs that would have application to more restricted problems.
COMPUTER PROGRAM SUMMARIES

Non-Synchronous, Flexible Rotor Dynamics Program (ROTDYN)

Purpose: To determine stability and orbit response of flexible rotor bearing
systems. The response computed in this program is the true theoretical
response Inasmuch as the artificial distinction between synchronous and
non-synchronous response made In several other analyses is not made.
The response computation yields the time history for each degree of freedom of the assembly. In addition, several quantities of Interest such
as stresses, forces and momenta at bearings, are generated for userspecified locations. For each shaft speed the stability analysis yields
the rigid body and bending critlcals, and their growth or damping factors: and for each of the critlcals, the displacement and velocity mode
shapes. These results may be put in the form of a stability chart. This
analysis is also computationally quite economical.
Applications; General rotating machinery.
Capabilities: Shaft is represented by finite elements based on beam theory
with shear factors. Sectional and inertial properties are Internally
generated for axisynmetric, hollow, or solid elements of revolution.
Axial taper of the shaft within each element is also taken into account.
Bearings are represented by stiffness and damping coefficients. Founlations are represented by stiffness and damping coefficients. Foundation
Inertial properties are also Included in the analysis. Arbitrary number
of degrees of freedom can be handled at a bearing station. Thus, pad
motions of tllting-pad bearings are included, and gear mesh can be computed. Also squeeze film damping and reslllant mounting is permitted.
Material damping in the shaft and foundations is also considered. External loads and body forces are included. Force or displacement type
excitations may be applied to the foundation. The stability option permits 100 degrees of freedom. The response option permits 400 degrees of
freedom.
Method: The mathematical model utilized in the program consists of a rotating,
non-uniform, axisynmetric shaft supportad by flexible bearings. The
bearings are assumed to be supportad by flexible or rigid foundationa
with mass distributed throughout. The shaft, assumed to be rotating at
constant speed, la taken as being flexible with distributed mass and with
several rigid, axisynmetric discs. Assuming small axcuraions from an
equilibrium configuration, llnaav dynamical equations for the system are
devised. The elastic continuum *n. the shaft and tba foundation is reduced to discrete degrees of freedom by the finite element method. For
the shaft, beam theory with shear factors Is used; wheraaa for the foundation, appropriate one-, two- or three-dimensional elasticity theory
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may be used depending on the foundation configuration. (The routines
for finite element representation of general foundations are external
to the ROTDYN program. The program accepts stiffness matrices for the
foundation elements.) Bearings are represented by stiffness and damping
coefficients with arbitrary number of degrees of freedom to account for
arbitrary bearing geometries, (Routine for generating these coefficients
are also external to the program.) Material damping la assumed to be
proportional to the Internal elastic forces In the continuum. (1 roportlonallty factor is an input to the program.) Response of the rotorfoundation system Is computed by forward Integration In tine. An unconditionally stable algorithm due to Newmark is used for this purpose.
With this technique, history for five shaft revolutions for eighty-four
degrees of freedom requires about twenty-two seconds of Unlvac 1108
(EXEC 8) time. For stability analysis, the dynamical equations are converted to an eigenvalue problem by assuming small excursions from the
equilibrium configuration. In this process, noninertlal degrees of freedom are eliminated from the system by a theoretically consistent procedure. The eigenvalue problem Is then solved for complex roots by the
QR-2 algorithm. For each root of interest, the mode shape is computed by
solving the resulting matrix equation by Gaussian elimination.
Input: Number of stations, shaft elements, discs, bearings, shaft materials
and time steps. Material properties of shaft elements (moduli of elasticity and shear and weight density). Shaft element geometry (solid,
hollow, rectangular, tapered, length, diameters). Disc locationJ and
inertia properties. Unbalance locations, magnitudes and phase angles.
External force, locations and time varying magnitudes. Bearing stiffness
and damping matrices. Bearing pad and resilient mount mass Inertia
matrix—size equal to number of degrees of freedom at each bearing.
Output: Stability analysis (for each speed). Critical frequencies. Growth
or damping factors. Displacement mode shapes. Velocity mode shapes.
Stability and critical speed diagram. Orbit analysis. Orbital amplitudes at each mass station. Transmitted bearing force. Shaft moments
and stresses.
Language: Fortran IV
Hardware: Unlvac 1108, CDC 6600
Usage: Extensive; over past three years have analyzed approximately 75 rotors.
Developer: Dr. M. M. Redd!
The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
Availability: For sale
Contact: Mr. W. Shapiro
Manager of Mechanical Engineering Laboratory
Franklin Institute Research Laboratories
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
Subjective Gonents: This program Is very comprehensive. It treats both
stability and response and satisfies the necessary and desirable criteria
mentioned above.
Dynamic Stability of a Flexible Rotor (CADENSE - 25)
General Description: This program computes the damped natural frequencies of
a rotor bearing system. For each natural frequency the magnitude and
sign of ths effective system damping Is calculated. Based on this result
the dynamic stability of rotor-bearing system may be assessed. The rotor
is described in terms of lengths and radii of discrete sections. Concentrated inertias may be placed on the rotor and described by their mass
and moments of inertia. Fluid film besrlngs are described by linear
stiffness and damping values.
Analysis! An extension of the Prohl critical speed method is employed to determine the complex eigenvalues of the system dynamic matrix. The imaginary part is the natural frequency and the real part la the amplitude
growth exponent. Passive aerodynamic excitation may be accounted for
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and It is represented by linearized coefficients based on the torque per
stage, vane efficiency, and the wheel to stator clearance-to-vane
height ratio. Internal material damping, and damping In shrink fits
and friction Joints may also be accounted for and are specified In terms
of an associated logarithmic decrement. The program uses very efficient
root searching techniques based on a generalized Newton-Raphson method,
Features: Rotor of arbitrarily varying cross section. Arbitrary location of
bearings, seals, and concentrated Inertias. Arbitrarily located sources
of aerodynamic excitation. Convenient Input of bearing data via nondlmenslonal tables, which are manipulated by the program to minimize the
Input preparation effort. This program allows for convenient Investigation of system sensitivity to variations in bearing and rotor characteristics. This program computes nonsynchronous stability parameters,
and appears to be similar to the stability option of ROTDYN. It does not
produce nonsynchronous response.
Input: Rotor dimensions. Material properties. Concentrated inertia values.
Frequency ranges of Interest. Table of nondimensional bearing stiffness
and damping coefficients. Bearing dimensions. Operating speedCs) of
interest.
Output: All input data. Damped natural frequencies. Logarithmic decrement
(indicator of system damping) for each mode. Rotor major and minor mode
shapes at frequency. Phase angle of rotor amplitude.
Running time: 1-2 seconds CDC 6600 per damped natural frequency (for a 40
station rotor).
Language: Fortran IV
Availability: Mechanical Technology Incorporated
968 Albany Shaker Road
Latham, New York 12110
Unbalance Response of a Flexible Rotor (CADENSE - 21)
General Description; This program computes the elliptical whirl response of
a flexible, elastlcally mounted rotor to a given unbalance excitation.
It incrementally scans a specified speed range and computes the absolute
amplitude of vibration (unbalance response) for each rotor station at
each speed increment. The rotor mountings are considered as elastic
bearings described by their stiffness and damping coefficients. Bearing
pedestals may be treated as rigid or elastic. The rotor is described in
terms of lengths and radii of discrete sections. Concentrated inertias
may be placed on the rotor and described by their mass and moments of
Inertia. For the case of a rigid pedestal, the program output includes
the force transmitted to the bearing housing. For a flexible pedestal,
the program provides the pedestal motion and the force transmitted to
the foundation. The pedestal Is represented by a model having two translatlonal degrees of freedom. An option is available to generate a plot
tape to depict amplitude versus speed for selected rotor stations. The
program employs an extension of the Prohl critical speed method described by Lund and Orcutt. Frohl's method is modified to account for
elastic rotor mountings and for the Influence of distributed shaft mass.
Prohl's method is described in "A General Method for Calculating
Critical Speeds of Flexible Rotors," Journal of Applied Mechanics. Volume
12, Trans. ASME, Vol. 67, 1945, pp. 142-148. Lund and Orcutt's modlficatlon is described in "Calculations and Experiments on the Unbalance
Response of a Flexible Rotor," ASME Paper 67-Vlbr-27.
Features; The program allows the designer of rotating machinery to calculate
the magnitude of vibration of a rotor with anisotropic, damped bearings
and to establish safe tolerances for residual unbalance. It is a valuable complement to the lateral critical speed program, and the two programa have compatible Input requirements.
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Input: Rotor dimensions. Material properties. Concentrated Inertia values.
Speed ranges of Interest. Bearing stiffness and damping coefficients at
each speed Increment. Unbalance values.
Output: All Input data. Major and minor axes of rotor orbit at each station.
Phase angle of rotor amplitude. Forces transmitted to bearings and
pedestals. Plots of amplitude versus speed at selected stations.
Printed summary output option for selected stations.
Memory Requirement: 111,000 words
Running Time: 2 to 4 response speeds per CDC 6600 second
Language: Fortran IV
Usage: Used extensively
Availability: Mechanical Technology Incorporated
968 Albany Shaker Road
Latham, New York 12110
Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Dayton, Ohio 45433
Subjective Coments: This unbalance response program produces synchronous
response only. It is very useful, if it has been previously determined
(by a stability analysis for example) that the primary modes of vibration
will be near synchronous.
Reference material la contained In Wright-Patterson AFB Technical
Report AFAPL-TR-65-A5 or X6S-2087S. At Lewis Research Center, contact
Delmar Drier of Engineering Design Division for IBM 7094, IBM 360, or
Unlvac 1106 versions. The Univac 1106 version requires 3SK of memory and
typical running time is 4 seconds.
Time Transient Nonsynchronous Rotor Response
Date: 1971
Capability: This program determines the stability of a rotor with film
bearings, seals, and pedestal supports. The full nonlinear and crosscoupling characteristics of the film bearings are included. The program
may be used to calculate synchronous response. Features which are included in the program are
Unbalance
Gravity
Misalignment of bearings
Rotor bow
Fluid dynamical destabilising forces
Several bearing models:
Circular bore
Fired arc (elliptical, axial groove, tilting pad - geometry of
each arc is specified independently so that nonsynmetric geometry may be examined)
Pedestal film dampers
Flexible stator
Film includes tha effect* of turbulence and variable viscosity
locally through the film
Floating ring seal*
Time varying tilting pads
Hydrostatic pockets in bearings
Short, long, or finite bearing solutions
Method: The equations of motion are Integrated step by step through time Including all nonlinearltiea of fluid film.
Limitations and Reatrictiona: 40 mass stations, 8 bearings, 6 tilting pads or
arcs per bearing
Input: Rotor, bearing, pedestal, seal geometry, and operating conditions.
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Uutput: Plots of mass station trajectories from which stability characteristics are derived. Response of rotor, bearings, and stator versus time.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: UNIVAC, CDC
Usage: Well tested.
Developer: Dr. Melbourne F. Giberion
Turbo Research Inc.
1440 PhoenixvlUe Pike
West Chester, Pennsylvania 19380
Availability: This program is for rent. Contact the developer.
Comments: This is a very complete program.
Synchronous Vibratory Response
Date: 1963
Capability: This is a steady state response program which includes the
following effects:
Nonlinear film bearings
Bearing cross-coupling
Pedestal squeeze-film damping
Floating ring seals
Flexible bearing pedestal
Random or prescribed mass unbalance distribution
This program may be uaed to analyze compressors, pumps, or any type of
rotating machinery where the rotating forces are large compared to the
rotor weight.
Method: An iterative technique (because of nonlinearitles) is incorporated
with the Prohl-Myklestad method [3]. The results of this analysis give
circular orbits about the bearing center line.
Limitations and Restrictions: 300 shaft steps, 60 elastic sections, 18
bearing locations, 10 bearing types, 200 speed points, 10 trials of mass
distribution.
Input: Rotor, bearing, pedestal, and seal geometry and operating conditions.
Output: Calcomp plot of each bearing force over the speed range. The resultant radial deflection of the shaft and bearing forces are printed for
each speed.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: UNIVAC, IBM, CDC
Usage: Well tested.
Developer; Dr. P. R. Trumpler
Turbo Research Inc.
1440 PhoenixvlUe Pike
West Chester, Pennsylvania 19380
Availability: This program may be rented. Contact Dr. Melbourne F. Glberson
of Turbo Research Inc. for details.
Damped Critical Speeds (DAHPEDROTOR)
Date: 197S
Capability: This program determines the complex eigenvalue and eigenvector
of a damped rotating shaft. The complex eigenvalue gives the stability
of the rotor-besring system and the damped natural frequency. A special
feature of this program allows adjacent rotor sections to be connected
by a rotary spring and/or a linear spring.
Method; The rotor is modeled as a series of lumped masses with gyroscopic
moments and massless beam elements. The program uses a new method of
analyais called the Riccatl Transfer Matrix Method. A Newton-Raphson
iteration is used In determining the complex eigenvalue.
Limitations and Restrictions: This program uses linear theory and Isotropie
besrlngs.
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Input: Rotor geometry and bearing coefficients.
Output: Damped natural frequency, the "Q" or quality factor, and the damped
mode shape. Mode shape plotting Is Included.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC, IBM
Usage: Limited usage
Developer: Walter D. Pllkey
Department of Engineering Science and Systems
University of Virginia
Charlottesvllle, Virginia 22901
Availability: Deck and user's manual with example problems are available from
W. D. Pllkey at a nominal cost.
Comment: This is the only program which will determine an unlimited number
of complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Due to the Riccati transformation analysis, no numerical difficulties are encountered in computing
the eigenvalues.
Computerized Mechanical Design Analysis (BEST I)
Date: 1970
Capability: The steady state response, critical speeds and corresponding
mode shapes of a rotor are determined. The rotor may have asynchronous
motion where the whirl and spin frequencies are different. Foundations
or bearings are represented by Isotropie springs.
Method: The rotor is represented as a lumped mass system and the effects of
shear and gyroscopic moments are included. The transfer matrix method
is used for the analysis.
Limitations and Restrictions: A rotor may be represented by no more than 20
spans and 25 lumped masses per span. No damping may be input, so that
the critical speeds are for an undamped rotor, "earlngs must be modeled
as a simple linear spring.
Input: Span properties, spring values, frenuency interval for critical speed
search, and loading are required input. No preprocessor is available.
Output: Boundary condition equations, critical speed malysis and mode
shapes, kinetic and potential energy of each span, and mode shape plots
are output.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: Remote Batch
Developer: Structural Dynamics Research Corp.
5729 Dragon Way
Cincinnati. Ohio 45227
Availability: Through developer or several commercial systems.
Coonents: The Input instructions seen to be too complicated for most design
engineers in turbomachlnery. For instance, the program requires that
moments of Inertia be input rather than having an input based upon rotor
geometry and letting the program calculate the momeuts. On the other
hand, the form of the Input allows designers to account for the flexibility of disks.
Damped Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes
of Multi-Mass Rotor Systems and the
Investigation of Rotor Stability (MFINA)
Date: 1974
Capability: This program calculates the damped natural frequency of a rotorbearing system. The stability of the system is checked by calculating
the exponential growth.
Method: This is a finite element program. The equations of motion are
written for each rotor element. The resulting matrix equation Is
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transformed Into an eigenvalue problem and Is solved by the Q-R
algorithm for complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
Limitations and Restrictions: The rotor may be represented by a maximum of
12 elements.
Input: Rotor geometry and bearing coefficients.
Output: The complex eigenvalue and the complex mode shape.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC
Usage: Limited usage.
Developer: Dr. E. J. Gunter
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Virginia
Charlottesvllle, Virginia 22901
Availability: Contact E. J. Gunter for details.
Conment: This program has some novel features which should give insight for
solving complex eigenvalue problems.
Lateral Vibration (LAVIB)
Capability: The steady state response and natural frequencies of a general
shafting system modeled as a series of stations are calculated. A
shafting station consists of a massless beam, a lumped mass, springs to
ground, and a forcing function.
Method: The Holzer-Myklestad-Prohl method Is used to calculate natural
frequencies, and modal analysis is used to calculate the lateral vibration response of the shafting system to synchronous and nonsynchronous
shaft speed forcing phenomena. Modal damping is used to model dissipative forces.
Hardware: UNIVAC 1108
Developer: Dr. Ronald L. Eshleman
Availability: Cost $500. Includes deck. Instruction manual, and examples.
Contact: The Vibration Institute
5401 Katrine
Downers Grove, Illinois 60515
Attn: Dr. Ronald. L. Eshleman, Director
Critical Speeds ot a Rptor-Bearlng System (CRITSPD)
Date: Program prepared in July 1974
Capability: CRITSPD is a computer program which calculates the undamped
critical speeds of a flexible rotor. It gives the amplification factor
and the mode shape of the rotor at the critical speed. The stability of
the rotor is determined using the modal mass, modal damping and amplification factor. Bearing stiffness and damping coefficients may be speed
Independent and/or «peed dependent.
Method: The transfer matrix method la used to analyse a rotor modeled as
lumped masses/discs and/or distributed mass.
Limitatlona and Reatrlctions: Maximum number of 150 mass stations, 50 bearing
stations. With plot output, maximum number of mass stations is 70.
Input: Rotor geometry, bearing coefflcienta, and speed range.
Output: Critical speed, «ode shape, modal weight, modal damping, and amplification factor. Optional plots of the rotor geometry and mode shapes.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC
Usage: Well tested.
Developer: Dr. E. J. Gunter
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Virginia
Charlottesvllle, Virginia 22901
Availability; Contact E. J. Gunter for details.
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Unbalanced Response and Critical Speeds (SHAFT)
Date: 1971
Capability: The program SHAFT calculates the unbalanced response and critical
speeds of a shaft with no cross-coupling coefficients In the bearings.
The critical speeds are found for a rotor with no damping In the bearings. For unbalanced response, the deflection, shape, bending moment,
and shear force are calculated with damping in the bearings. The shaft
can be formed of lumped or continuous mass segments with foundations,
any boundary conditions, and any distribution of unbalanced masses. The
user can Include any or all of bending, shear deformation, and rotary
Inertia effects.
Bearing systems can include springs, dampers, and a pedestal mass.
Method: This program uses the transfer matrix method of solution.
Limitations snd Restrictions: No bearing cross-coupling coefficients.
Input: The bearing coefficients and rotor properties for each stgnent are
input. An interaction preprocessor is available.
Output: For unbalanced response, the deflection, slope, bending moment, and
shear force are printed at each station and each speed. The critical
speeds are printed with the corresponding mode shapes.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: IBM, CDC, UNIVAC, HONEYWELL, FDP
Usage: Well tested.
Developer: The Structural Members Users Group
Department of Engineering Science and Systems
University of Virginia
Charlottesville. Virginia 22901
Attn: Walter D. Pllkey
Availability: Deck and documentation are available at a nominal cost. Contact W. D. Pllkey. Also available on comnerclal computers.
Comments: This program has many features which allow any combinations of
shaft geometry, boundary conditions, and in-span conditions to be
analyzed.
Transient Response of a Rotating Shaft (TRANS 1ENTSHAFT)
Date: 1975
Capability: TRANSIENTSHAFT la a program for determining the transient response of a rotating shaft. The bearings are Isotropie and may Include
damping.
Method: The method of solution for the transient response is the modal superposition analysis. The complex mode shapes are calculated by the program DAMPEDROTOR.
Input: The input data consists of a description of the rotor, the mode shapes
and damped critical speeds, and the loading as a function of time. The
type of loadinga that are admissible are:
1. Motion of the base of any of the bearings.
2. Applied bending moment on the rotor,
3. Applied shear force on the rotor.
The input requires that the user define the position at wh.'':h the forcing
function is to act, the type of function, and the actual data describing
the force. Initial displacements and velocities of points along the
shaft may be prescribed.
Output; The deflection, slope, moment, and shear at each station is printed.
This is repeated for increments in time.
Language I FORTRAN
Hardware: IBM, CDC
Usage: This Is a new program with limited usage.
Developer: Walter D. Pllkey
Department of Engineering Science and Systems
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901
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Availability: Deck and documentation available at a nominal coat. Contact
W. D. Pilkey.
Comments: This program should be useful for studying the time-history of a
rotor subjected to a wide variety of excitations. It appears to be one
of the few programs that will handle arbitrary ground motion fed into a
bearing system.
Other useful programs and their sources are briefly described below:
CADENSE: Program No. 26 - Lateral Critical speeds of multi-level rotors.
Produces critical speeds of vibration. Bearings arc represented
by non-cross coupled springs. Damping does not appear to be included.
CADENSE: Program No. 27 - Unbalance Response of a Multi-Level rotor can
handle up to three Interconnected rotors. Produces circular orbits only.
Bearings are represented by direct translatlonal and angular stiffness
and damping values. Cross-coupling Is not Included.
CADENSE: Program No. 20 - Lateral Critical Speeds of Flexible Rotors.
Computes lateral critical speeds of single or coupled rotors with flexible bearing supports. Isotropie, linear bearing characteristics are
assumed. Damping not Included.
Source: Mechanical Technology Incorporated, MTI, Latham, New York 12110
Contact: Mr. Paul Babson
CSPRJT: Fortran IV Computer Program for Calculating Critical Speeds of Rotating
Shafts, Roger J. Trivlsonno
This program calculates the critical speeds of rotating shafts. The
shaft may Include bearings, couplings, extra masses (nonshaft mess), and
discs for the gyroscopic effect. Shear deflection Is also taken into
account, and provision is made In the program for sections of the shaft
that are tapered. The boundary conditions at the ends of the shaft can
be fixed (deflection and slope equals to zero) or free (shear and moment
equal to zero). The fixed end condition enables the program to calculate
the natural frequencies of cantilever beams. Instead of using the lumpedparameter method, the program uses continuour integration of the differential equations of beam flexure across different shaft sections. The
advantages of this method over the usual lumped-parameter method are less
data preparation and better approximation of the distribution of the mass
of the shaft. A main feature of the program is the nature of the output.
The Calcomp plotter is used to produce a drawing of the shaft with superimposed deflection curves at the critical speeds, together with all pertinent information related to the shaft. NASA TN D738S (with the same
title) is a complete report of the program and its use.
Source: Cosmic, Information Services, 112 Barrow Hall, University of Georgia,
Athens, Georgia 30602, Reference; LEW-11910.
CRITSPEED: Tl
;<irforms a critical speeds analysis of rotating shafts. The
shaft can nave circular or square, solid or hollow segments, each having
different material properties. The program will handle concentrated
weights, non-aligned shaft segments, and fixed or pinned shaft supports.
Lateral and toralonal spring constants may be used to approximate
arbitrary stiffnesses st a support point. The shaft critical speeds
are found by calculating the lateral natural frequencies of a lumpedmass shaft model. The number of critical speeds to be computed Is
sslected by the user. Data can be supplied interactively or from a
data file. The program can be recycled to specify new shaft geometry and
materials, or new support conditions, or new concentrated weights.
Output: Mass model printout, mass rodel acceptability check ratio, critical
speeds.
Inputi 15 shaft segments, 15 support stations, 25 concentrated weight, 75
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unconstrained degrees of freedom.
Source: Control Data Corporation, CDC KRONOS Time-Sharing System
SPIN:

Static and dynamic In-plane bending analysis of beans and rotating
shafts on elastic foundations yielding deflection, slope, bending moment,
shear, and bending stress. Finds response to static or harmonic loads.
Calculates natural frequencies and mode shapes Including critical speeds
of rotating shafts. Whirling effects included. Plotted results of
deflection, slope, moment, shear, and stress for static or dynamic loads
can be generated on incremental plotters or storage tube terminals.
Source: Structural Dynamics Research Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio
T0RS10NAL VIBRATIONS
Torslonal vlbratlonal analysis generally follows the philosophies expounded
for lateral vibrations of shafts. Some of the key items are discussed below:
1. Critical Speeds: A significant item to be determined In any torslonal system are critical speeds. It Is quite difficult to apply torslonal damping and operation near torslonal criticals should probably be avoided.
2. Mode Shapes: The critical speed analysis will generally produce mode
shapes which are helpful in determining where the maximum amplitudes in a
system are.
3. Response: It is desirable to know what the amplitudes of torslonal
vibration are as a function of a vibrating applied torque. Response routines
are available to accomplish this. The program should be capable of including
damping in the aystem.
4. Branched Systems: A torslonal program should be capable of handling
multiple branched geared system.
Some examples of computerised torslonal vlbratlonal analysis follow.
Figure 8 shows a system with a single branch. Results are indicated for
both a critical speed and response analysis. Figure 8 indicates the natural
frequencies obtainable from the critical speed analysis. Figure 9 indicates
the mode shapes obtainable from thia analysis. For the response analysis, the
system was excited with a harmonic torque acting at disc #1. The exciting
frequency was chosen as a nonresonant one. The results obtained from the
computer run are summarized in Fig. 10.
Figure 11 shows a two-branch system. In the computer run, the damping of
the system, i.e., damping of the generator, was specified. For response analysis, the system was excited with a harmonic torque acting at the generator.
The computer runs covered a number of exciting frequencies including the first
and the second natural frequencies of the system. The results are summarized
in Figs. 12, 13, and 14. The plots in Fig. 13 show the vibratory amplitudes
at the generator when the system is excited with the first natural frequency.
Maximum vibratory amplitude vs. exciting frequency are shown in Fig. 14.
Available torslonal 'jmputer program* follow:
Torslonal Critical Speeds of a Geared System (CADEHSE-22)
General Description; This program calculate* the critical frequsncles of a
torslonal system. The system may include branches, gears, epleyclic
gears, and elastic torslonal connection to ground. At each critical
frequency, the program evaluate* the normalised mode shape and corresponding torque distribution.
Analysis: The program employ* the Hölzer method extended to account more accurately for continuously distributed shaft Motion*. Effective root
method* ere employed to calculate all critical frequencies within specified range*.
Feature*: The ability to handle epleyclic gear train*. Rapid execution time.
Input: Rotor geometry. Rotor material proper tie*. Additional concentrated
inertia*. Single reduction gear dimensions. Epleyclic gear train dimensions. Frequency rsnges to be searched.
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Output: Torque as ■ function of frequency. Critical frequencies.
Mode shape at each critical. Torque distribution at each critical.
Memory Requirement: 20,000 words.
Running Time: Typically IS seconds for CDC 6600
Language: Fortran IV
Availability; Mechanical Technology Incorporated
968 Albany Shaker Road
Latham, Haw York 12110
Coment: This program is quite typical of a torslonal critical speed program.
Damped Torslonal Response of a Geared System (CADENSE-23)
General Description: This program computes the damped torslonal response of
a system to excitation In the form either of torques, or angular displacements (gear errors). The system may Include branches, single reduction
gears, and constralnta to ground with both stiffness and damping. The
gears may be rigidly or elasticslly mounted. The system amplitudes,
torque distribution, and gear tooth meshing forces are calculated by the
program, and for elastlcally mounted gears the transmitted forcca and
gear tooth displacements are evaluated.
Analysis: A Holter-type method la used, extended to account more accurately
for continuously distributed shaft sections.
Features: The ability to handle epicydic gear trains. The ability to accept
excitation In the form of gear manufacturing errors. An option is
available to Include gear noise prediction on a long-term leaae only
baala.
Input: Rotor geometry. Rotor material properties. Additional concentrated
inertias. Single reduction gear dimensions. Epicydic gear train dimensions. Frequency values of Interest. Gear error amplitudes. Exciting
torque amplitudes.
Output: Rotor station amplitudes at each frequency. System torque distribution. Gear tooth forces. Gear shaft bearing forces (for elastlcally
mounted gears). Axial and lateral tooth forces and displacements (for
elastlcally mounted gears).
Memory Requirements: 40,000 words.
Running Time: Typically 5 seconds CPU for CDC 6600
Language: Fortran IV
Availability: Mechanical Technology, Inc.
968 Albany Shaker Road
Latham, New York 12110
Coiment: This is Indeed a unique and useful program, since It has tha capability
to simulate start-up and shut down conditions and backlash in geara.
Torslonal Vlbr&tion Analysis (T0RVIB)
Purpose: To determine natural frequencies and transient response of undamped
and damped systems.
Applications: Determination of natural frequencies, vibratory amplitudes, snd
dynamic stresses for systems such as (1) power transmission system, i.e.,
combination of internal combustion englnea, turbines, pumps and compressor
(11) power generating system, i.e. combination of electric generator, turbine, etc.
Capabilities: Computea critical speeds and mode shapes, and response to torslonal excitations, if desired. Bach shaft may have a number of masses.
Multi-shaft (shafts connaetsd by gears, coupling, etc.) The system may
contain up to fifteen branches and there la no restriction on the number
of branches at one Junction. Couplings; flexible, hydraulic Hooke's
coupling. Flexible aupport; torslonal spring, etc. Duping; material,
system damping and external damping. System excitation; excitation
torque may be an arbitrary function of time, i.e. harmonic, step and
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ramp type. System may be excited at a number of locations either with
the same or different type of exciting function. The exciting functions
may be In phase or out of phase with each other. Dynamic stresses.
Gear tooth flexibility.
Method: The method treats the system as a series of masses connected by
shafts. For a multi-shaft system, the actual system Is replaced by a
dynamically equivalent system In which all shafts and masses rotate with
the same angular velocity. Using D'Alembert's principle, the equilibrium
equations are written for each station of the system. The number of
equations Is equal to the number of degrees of freedom In the entire
rotating assembly. For stability calculations, the set of equations Is
transformed Into standard form of eigenvalue problem. The problem Is
then solved by the QR-2 algorithm. The solution yields the natural frequencies and the node shapes of the system. Response of the system Is
carried out by the method of modal analysis. The solution to the governing equations la written in terms of the convolution Integral which Is
then Integrated numerically.
Input: Geometry and Inertia properties of rotating system. Rotating speeds
of multi-shaft system. Damping; material, system-damping and external.
Flexible supports. Data for response: excitation torques, frequencies,
phase angles and locations
Output: Natural frequencies. Growth factors. Node shapes. Vibratory amplitudes at transient and steady state. Dynamic stresses.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Memory: 65,000 words
Typical Running Time: 30 seconds CPU or UNIVAC 1108
Availability: Mr. W. Shapiro
The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories
Philadelphia, Pa.
Torsional Analysis of Shaft Systems (TASS)
Introduction: The TASS computer program calculates the torsional critical
frequencies and the forced dynamic response in torsion of undamped
shaft systems. The static deflection pattern can also be found by
forcing the shaft at 0.0 rpm. This program uses a distributed mass
approach. TASS can analyze any single branched gear train system with
any number of gear trains. Each gear train is specified by giving the
torsional stiffness of the gears and the gear ratio. External forces,
lumped inertias and torsional springs to ground can also be Included in
the analysis.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Availability: Structural Dynamics Research Corporation
Cincinnati, Ohio
Torsional and Longitudinal Natural Frequencies (TORLONG)
Capabilityt The torsional and longitudinal natural frequencies of a general
branched shafting system modeled as a series of atatlona are calculated.
A shafting station consists of a section of distributed paraaeter
modeled shaft, a lumped inertia, and aprings to ground.
Method: The Holzer-Myklestad-Prohl aethod la used to calculate natural frequencies.
Hardward: UNIVAC 1108
Developer: Dr. Ronald L. Eshleman
Availability: Cost $500.00. Includes deck. Instruction manual, and exanples.
Contact: The Vibration Institute
5401 Katrine
Downers Grove, 111. 60515
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Attn;

Dr. Ronald L. Eahleman, Director
Torslonal System (TWIST)

Capability: For static and steady state torslonal loads It calculates the
angle of twist and the twisting moment of a shaft. It also computes
the natural frequencies and node shapes of torslonal vibration. The
torsion system can be a bar formed of uniform segments with any loading,
gears, branches, foundations, and boundary conditions.
Method; Transfer matrix method.
Input: Batch or timesharing. An interactive preprocessor Is available.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: IBM, CDC, UNI VAC, HONEYWELL, FDP
Usage: Well tested
Developed: The Structural Members Users Group
Dept. of Engineering Science and Systems
University of Virginia
CharlottesvlUe. Va. 22901
Attn: W. D. Pllkey
Availability: Deck and documentation are available at a nominal cost from
developer. Also available on commercial systems.
FLUID-FILM BEARINGS
Computer codes are available to treat practically any type of fluid film
bearing configuration. Figures IS and 16 scheaatically indicate some common
bearing types. In some diagrams a fluid resistance is coupled to a recess
incorporated into the bearing area. These represent external pressurizatton
that is supplied to the bearing clearance to augment hydrodynamlc pressure
capacity. The varying configurations are not as difficult to model as they
appear to be. It is sometimes sufficient to simply «ary a clearance formation
routine to change the bearing type and this may only involve several punched
cards. For Raylelgh - Step bearings additional measures must be taken to insure pressure and flow continuity at the step Junction. Although this chapter Is not intended to prescribe what bearings should or should not be used,
abbreviated comments are discussed below.
360* Cylindrical (Plain)
•simple construction
•high load capacity
•whirl prone
•high heat generation
•can be contamination sensitive
•comments - should be used if possible, but should be carefully
checked for problem areas. Generally used {or medium speed,
medium to heavy load applications.
360* Cylindrical with Axial Slot»
•a little less simple, and a little less load capacity than the full
360* bearing.
•a better cooling available (oil feed) through slots and less contamination sensitive
•coMwnts - should be considered as an alternative to a 360*
plain journal If it can correct a reason for elimination of a
plain bearing.
Elliptical and Lobe Bearing»
•good whirl resistance
•reasonably good load capacity
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a) 360* Hydrodynamic
Sl»»¥t Bearing

i) Partial Are
Hydrodyname Soaring

C) JSO' Multir»C0SS Hydrostatic
or Hybrid Btaring

d) Partial Are Hydrostatic
or Hybrid Soaring

•) MO* Haiti • Pad Hydrostatic
or Hybrid Btarmg

H Partial Are Multi- Pad
Hydrostatic or Hybrid Soaring

Fig. IS

Staple Journal bearing type«
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g) khilli or Smgl» Pod Rofltigh
St»p Hydrodynomic Btanng

h) Uulti-Lob»
Hyärodynamie Btoring

ij Multi or Smgl* Pod Rayhigh
Slop Hydrosiohc or Hybrid Boonng

j) Combmaiion Lob* and ßayloigb
Slop Hydrodynamie Soaring

b) Combmaiion Lob* and Pay High
Slop Mydro$loiic or Hybrid Btanng

I) Tilting Pad in
all Combinations

Fig. 16 SOM coaplM journal btarlng typat
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•complicated to manufacture (except for elliptical)
«clearance and tolerance sensitive
»comments - elliptical bearings have poor horizontal stiffness
canted lobes (complete converging film) are better than symmetrical
lobe configurations
General use is for high speed, and for low load applications
where whirl is a problem.
Rayleigh Stap Bearings
•excellent load and whirl free characteristics
•expensive to manufacture and tolerance sensitive
•conoents - only used in special applications because of difficulty
to manufacture.
Tilting Pad Bearings
•most whirl free
•not as clearance sensitive as most bearings
•generally provide less damping
•expensive
•fretting corrosion of pivots for high speed applications
•comments - because of whirl free characteristics these bearings
are used extensively. Generally to facilitate manufacture they
are designed and made with insufficient pre-load and excessive
clearance
Externally Pressurited or Hybrid
•very high load capacity
•extreme stiffness capability
• flow through clearance region can have a cooling effect
•clearance and tolerance generally more liberal than hydrodynamic
bearings
•requires external fluid supply system
•consients - applied when there is insufficient hydrodynamic generating speed, or where very high load capacity and stiffness are
required. Sometimes applied to prevent whirl, but they are not aa
whirl-free as one might intuitively think. Rotational speed can
offset recess pressures In a way to promote whirl.
The basic governing equation for fluid-film bearings is Reynold's Lubrication Equation

i_ /hill \ + i_ /]iiiZ\

6U||+I2f

(A)

Variation in equations occur, under conditions of turbulence but can be accounted for. Turbulence occurs whan local Reynolds Ho, Re > 1000

R. - M
M
A non-dlMnsional form of Reynolds equation applicable to both laminar and
turbulent lubrication Is as follows:

ixMg*feh-j«]-4iiJr+s]

(5)

Gx snd Cy ate local plain eddy viscosity »efficients which arc used for
turbulence corrections. They are dependent upon a local Reynolds number. If
the Reynolds' nuober Indicates a laminar flow, than the G's are given the
appropriate laminar coefficient values [4].
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Solution Method!
There are a number of solution techniques. The first and nost common
employs the formation of the differential equations Into finite difference
equations. Within this category lie many numerical variations from the forward and direct explicit formulations to the more sophisticated Implicit
schemes [i,6]. Reference [7] Is an excellent compilation of many common types
of finite difference techniques Indicating advantages and preferences.
Another basic formulation stems from a varlatlonal Integral approach and
Is termed the finite-element method. This technique has s long history In the
field of elasticity, but has general applicability to a variety of disciplines.
Reddl has applied this method to both compressible and Incompressible lubrication problems [8, 9].
A typical grid network for a finite difference scheme Is shown In Fig. 17.
Alongside the grid network Is shown the pad bearing representation. It consists
of a pad with two recesses per pad. Each grid point la given a code number
that clues the computer. For Instance, a 0 means that the pressure Is specified at that particular point with xero gege pressure (Incompressible bearing)
at the boundary points. The 11 and 12 indicate the positions of the recess and
the computer la notified that the recess pressures are to be determined there
In conjunction with the feed circuitry and reatrlctor compensating types. The
index 8 means it Is a point where the pressure is to be computed from Reynolds'
equation. The code representation offers great flexibility because recesses,
grooves, etc. can be arbitrarily located in a simple fashion. Other code numbers exist for positions of Rayleigh stsps, lines of symmetry and Joined boundaries.
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Fig. 17 Grid network finite difference scheme
Figure 18 shows a typical bearing reprtaentatlon of a hydrostatic pad for
a finite element analysis. Either quadrilateral or triangular elements of arbitrary else and orientation can be used to represent the bearing land area.
The blank spaces are recesses. There are no restrictions with regard to coordinate reference frames, such ss the case for finite-difference, end fillets,
radii tapers, etc. present no special difficulty. Although not shown on Fig.
18, it is necessary to number each element and identify each nodal point. The
greater flexibility of finite element schemes is somewhat counter-balanced by
more difficult input preparation.
Typical program output includes:
•pressure distribution throughout grid network
•load capacity
•side leakage and carryover flows
•viscous power losses
•righting momsnte due to misalignments
•attitude angles
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•cross-coupled spring and damping coefficients due to displacement
and velocity perturbations of the Journal center. (These coefficients are necesaary for rotor dynamic analyses).
Experimental Verification
Validation of codas has bean accomplished by comparison with experimental
data and information In the literature, Harry Rippel of the Franklin Institute
conducted controlled teats on hybrid o'.l bearings with the express purpose of
validating computer predictions. He tested a four recess hybrid bearing in
which the receasee were symmetrically spaced. Results are shown in Fig. 19 and
20. These figures ahow dlmenslonlesa load capacity and attitude angle vs.
eccentricity ratio for a pure hydroatatlc bearing In which rotation wns
included. Through the uee of dlmcnslonleea quantities, results are independent
of supply pressure. The results Indicate extremely good correlation.
Load Direction
Recent additions to computer codea permit application of arbitrary load
direction. The program will reposition the journal until applied and resisting
loads are collnear.
Tilting-Pad Bearings
To obtain steady etate data for tilting-pad bearings, the pads are pivoted
until momenta due to fluid film preeaurea arc nulled. Then the pad la in the
proper position. It has been found to be advantageous to determine characteristics as a function of pivot-film thlcknese for a single pad. Then, for multiple pad bearings it ia only neceaaary to interpolate single pad data points
to eatabliah Individual pad contributions to ateady-atate performance. Total
bearing performance ia obtained by accumulating the individual pad reaulta.
Dynamic Characteristics
Crose-Coupled Spring and Damping Coefficients - Obtained from Computer Analysis
Cross-coupled spring and damping coefficient* are prominently employed in
rotor dynamica analyais and In bearing stability analysis. The general method
ia aa follows:
1. Obtain equilibrium operating position by steady-state analysis.
2. Perturb Z and Y displacements Independently.
3. Compute K^ ■ 'Px/A»
*
" AF /4x
4. Return to equilibrium and apply velocity perturbations, x and t
5. Compute D^ - «,/*! 0,^ " AFX/J. •"•
These are a total of eight coefficients, four spring and four damping, for moat
fixed bearing configurations. (Sea Fig. 21)
Tilt-pad bearings are special. There is cross-coupling between pitch modes
of shoe and displacements of Journal. For a S-shoe bearing there are 7 degreee
of freedom and thus the spring and damping matrices are each 7x7,
Bearing Stability Analyais
Croas-couplad coefflclenta are uaed in establishing whether a bearing ia prone
to aelf-excltcd instabilitiee. Consider a journal of mass m operating In a
bearing. The journal can be considered to have two degreea of freedom, x and y.
The governing equationa are
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mx + k

xx

x + k

y + d x + d y-0
xy'
xx
xy'
(6)

my + k x + k 7y + d x + d y-0
yx
yy
yx
yy'
Aisuoe a small disturbance
(7)

where 6 is a complex variable.
produces the following
(mB2 + D
(ßd

$ + K

)

Substituting Into the equations of motions
(d

xy

B + K )
xy

+ k ) (m62 + fld + k )
yx
yx'
yy
yy'

(0)

(8)

The determinant of the coefficient matrix must vanish. Expansion produces a polynomial In B that can be solved for the roots of 6. The
real parts arc growth or attenuation factors, and the Imaginary parts are the
frequencies. A positive real part Implies an Instability (see Fig. 22), A
typical stability map is shown on Pig. 23. It shows a critical mass parameter as a function of Soanerfeld Number for a four sectored axial-grooved
journal bearings.
The following are the more significant and useful programs.
Bearing and Seal System (INCYL)
Purpose: To determine steady-state performance, spring and damping coefficients and stability of cylindrical bearings in laminar regime.
Applications; General determination of journal bearing performance.
Capabilities: Bearing configurations include cylindrical, grooved, synmetrlcal and canted lobes (up to six lobes), Raylelgh step, pressure dam.
Hydrodynamic, hydrostatic or hybrid bearing configurations. Cavltatlon.
Syaaetry boundary conditions to Improve accuracy or speed of computation.
As msny as ten recesses, each with arbitrary specified capillary, orifice
or flow control valve compensation. Recess pressures specified or computed in conjunction with feed circuit problem. Arbitrary placement of
grooving and three other known pressurs conditions. Production of
dynamic spring and damping constants due to normal relative velocity of
opposed surfaces. Nondlmsnslonal or dimensional input/output. Determination of stability where the shaft journal la considered aa a point
mass.
Method: The bearing area is subdivided into a grid pattern and the pressure
at each point is determined by numerical solution of the Reynold's lubrication equation. For externally pressuriisd systems, continuity of flow
through the supply circuit and bearing film Is also satisfied. The
Reynolds' aquation la solved by the Impllcity, noD-iteratlqp matrix
column inversion method (5]. Advantage la taken of the linearity of the
equation by employing component solutions (Influence coefficients) to
solve the feed circuit problem [5].
Input: Geometry and orientation. Hisa.'lgnment, eccentricity. Specified film
thickness, optional. Location of origin tor momenta and tilts. Rotative speed. Normal velocity. Restrlctor coefficient and sise. Cavltatlon vapor pressure. Supply circuit pressure« (or flows). Supply systsm
feed circuitry. Perturbation for spring «nd damping coefficients.
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BEARING CENTER
JOURNAL
CENTER

Fig. 21 Cron coupled spring and damping coefficient!

INTERPRETATION OF X ■

XQ«

^

WHERE
£«a+jw

X-X0ea,eiw,-Xoea'(co8«t +1 sin «t)

TIME

REAL PART a - GROWTH FACTOR
IMAGINARY PART « - FREQUENCY
Fig. 22

Interpretation of atabiUty paroMters
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Dlnenslonal data for computation of atablltty,
Output: Pressure distribution. Load capacity. F)ow (individual recess and
total). Recess pressures. Viscous power loss. Center of pressure.
Righting oonents about orlhcgonal axes through origin. Minimum film
thickness. Component solutions for Individual recesses and velocities.
Side leakage. Supply circuit flows (or pressures). Attitude angles.
Cross-coupled spring and damping coefficients. Stability parameters.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Memory: 65,000 words
Running time: 10-20 seconds per case UNIVAC 1108
Author: U. Shapiro
Availability: The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories
Philadelphia, Pa. 19103
Attn: Mr. W. Shapiro, Manager of the Mechanical Engineering
Laboratory
Tilting Pad Journal Bearing Performance (TPJB)
Purpose: To determine steady state and dynamic characteristics of tilting
pad Journal bearlnga.
Applications: Design of tilting pad journal bearings incompressible laminar
and turbulent regime.
Capabilities: Option for non-dimensional or dimensional input. Computation
of steady state performance of multi-pad bearings. The pivot position
is pre-specified. Option for computation of cross-coupled spring and
damping coefficients of multi-pad bearing. Complete cross-coupled spring
and damping matrices are produced in a square matrix. The size of the
matrix is equivalent to the number of degrees of freedom.
For example, for pads that pitch only, the number of degrees of freedom
is equivalent to the number of pads plus 2, which are the Journal displacements. In addition to the stiffness snd damping matrices, equivalent spring and damping coefficients are determined for use in synchronous unbalance response studies. The equivalent matrix is the 4x4
matrix reduc d from the complete matrix and is a function of the complete
matrix coeffu lents, the shoe inertia properties, and the v^rational
frequency which la assumed synchronous. Option for Computing whirl and
flutter stability. The stability Information is produced aa responses
to small disturbances In terms of growth factors and frequency. A
positive growth factor implies a growing response or Instability. The
reaulting frequencies are useful because they represent natural frequencies of the system. Option for completing a heat balance. The heat
balance produces inlet side leakage and carry-over temperatures as well
as the average teapercture for viscosity determinations and «ready state
performance. Options for conducting a time transient or nonlinear orbit
analysis. The shoes are permitted degress of freedom in pitch snd
rsdial translations while the Journsl Is permitted X and Y translations.
Option for producing either dimensional or nondimenslonal output.
Method: Stesdy-Ststs Psrformsnce - steady state performance of each of the
individual shoes is obtained by an iterative scheme whereby the shoes are
pitched until moments about the pivot position are nulled. Bearing performance Is accomplished by accumulating the individual pad data.
Spring snd Dsmpln« Coefficients - these «re obtsined by perturbing the
Journal In X and Y displacements and velocities while holding the pads in
their equilibrium positions. The pads are then given pitch displacements
and velocities while the shaft is held in Its equilibrium position.
Equivalent spring and damping coefficients are a function of the stiffMas and damping matrices plus the frequency of vibration. Synchronous
frequency is sssumsd.
Stability - utilizing spring snd damping coefficient matrices, whirl
stability of tha Journsl and flutter stability of ths Individual pads are
established by analyzing the complete coupled system of pada and Journal.
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The stability Information Is produced as responses to small disturbances
in terns of a growth factor and frequency.
Heat Transfer - specified inlet flow is mixed with the carry-over flow
from the preceding pads to produce an Inlet temperature at the leading
edge. Viscous heat generation is then added to the fluid flowing through
the pads which permits computation of a side leakage and exit flow teooeratures. All heat transfer Is between fluids.
Time Transient Analysis - at each Interval of time, Reynolds' equation Is
solved throughout the grid network representing the pads. Fluid film
forces are added to external forces and the dynamics equations establish
accelerations, velocities and displacements for the next time Interval.
The displacements produce a new clearance distribution In the bearing
which requires solution of Reynolds* equation an-' the process continues.
Input! Initial pitch displacement«, shaft displacements, pitch velocities and
shaft velocities. Geometry of the bearing system. Pivot locations,
pivot film thickness. Operating speeds and external forces, Various
indicators for options.
Output: Individual pad forces and accumulated forces. Individual pitch positions of the pads. Individual flows and accumulated flows. Individual
friction viscous drags and accumulated viscous friction. Pressure distribution In all pads. Stiffness and damping matrices. Stability data.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Memory Requirements: 65,000 words
Receiving time: 10-20 seconds per case on UNIVAC 1108
Availability! The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories
Philadelphia, Pa. 19103
Attention: Mr. W. Shapiro - Manager of the Mechanical
Engineering Laboratory.
Turbulent-Laminar Hybrid, Cylindrical Bearings (ITURB)
Purpose: To determine steady-state performance characteristics of hybrid
besrlngs operating with cavltated regions in the laminar or turbulent,
incompressible flow regime.
Application: Primarily applicable to hydrodynamlc, hydrostatic, and hybrid
bearings which operate with turbulence, either pressure Induced or
rotation Induced.
Capabilities: Variable grid. Eccentricity, misalignment, and deformation to
specify arbitrary clearance distributions. Cavltatlon for hydrodynamlc
and hybrid modes. 360 degrees or partial arc cylindrical bearings.
Symmetry boundary conditions on edges to improve accuracy or speed of
computation. Maxirum of twenty recesses per bearing with capillary
compensation fed ft am a constant pressure supply or constant flow to each
recess. Recess pressures specified or computed in conjunction with feed
circuit problems. Arbitrary placement of grooving and three other known
pressure conditions. Consideration of inertia effect« at recess and
groove boundaries. Dynamic spring and damping constants due to normal
relative velocity of opposed surfaces. Dlmensi mless parameters for
increased generality.
Method: The bearing area is subdivided Into a rectangular grid pattern and
the pressure at each grid point determined by simultaneous numerical
solution of modified turbulence mars flow and momentum from that point.
Turbulence effects on the fluid flow a-e considered for each grid domain.
The fluid film flow results are coupled to the external supply by flow
continuity to solve for recess pressures and flew requirementa [6]. An
Iterative scheme Is employed to solve the problem for unknown recess
pressures 16).
Input/Output! Geometry and orientation. Misalignment, eccentricity, structural deformation. Specified film thickness. Lubricant propartias.
Location of origin for moments and tilta. Rotative apead. Axial flow
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preasure gradient parameter. Normal velocity. Reatrlctor coefficient
and size. Cavltatlon vapor pressure. Supply circuit pressures (or
flow).
Output: Pressure distribution. Load capacity and attitude angle. Flow (Individual receas and total). Receaa pressures. Viscous power loss-.
Center of pressure. Righting moments about orthogonal axes through
origin. Minimum film thickness. Side leakage. Supply circuit flows (or
pressures).
Language: FORTRAN IV
Memory Requirements: 65! 000 words
Running time: 10-20 seconds a case on UNIVAC 1108
Availability: Franklin Institute Research Laboratoriea
Philadelphia, Pa. 19103
Attention: Mr. W. Shapiro, Manager of the Mechanical
Engineering Laboratory.
Performance of Liquid Lubricated Journal Bearings (CADENSE-30)
General Description: This program computes th« normalized film forces, flow
rates, friction factor, and stiffness and damping coefflcienta for multiple pad (with or without preloading) and single arc liquid lubricated
Journal bearing«. The single arc data is suitable for assembly into
tilting pad bearing data. The program accounts for cavltatlon of the
lubricant, and Is applicable to both laminar and turbulent lubricant
regimes. The program allows specification of Journal location relative
to the pads, or is capable of Iteracively determining the correct
Journal attitude angle for a specified load direction. The critical mass
for bearing stability is also calculated.
Analysis: A finite difference solution of ths two-dimensional incompressible
lubrlcution equation is used to calculate the bearing pressure distribution for a particular Journal location. If ths load direction la specified relative to th« bearing pads, the program initially assumes a
Journal location and Integrates the corresponding preasure distribution
to yield bearing film fotce components and the direction of their resultant. Th« Journal location i« then iteratlvely adjusted until the bearing force« act vertically within a specified convergence limit, at
which stage the atiffness and damping coefficients are calculated by
dynamic perturbation of the pressure«.
Feature«; Provide« data In dlmenslonless form, applicable to a wid« range of
operating condition«.
Input: Bearing L/D ratio. Reynolds number (If turbulent). Bearing pad
geometry.
Output: Bearing film force«. Bearing eccentricity ratio. Friction. Flow
rat«. Attitude angle. Stiffness coefficients. Damping coefficient«.
Critical Journal ma«« coefflcienta.
Memory Requlresment: 32,000 words
Running Tim«: Typically «is seconds CPU for CDC 6600/Bearlng eccentricity.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Availability: Mechanical Technology, Inc.
968 Albany Shaker Rd.
Uthaa. N.Y. 12110
Oeaign of Liquid Lubricated Axial Groove Journal Bearing« (CA0EM8C-31)
General Description: This program calculate« dimenalonal static and dynamic
performance data for liquid lubricated axial groove Journal bearing. It
will, at the u«er'« option, parform a heat balance upon the power loss,
lubricant flow, and lubricant characteriatice to yield an affective, mean
operating vi«coaity, and corresponding performance data. Th« program
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operates on basic dlmenslonless data to generate dimensional bearing
data. Dlmenalonleaa data are obtained from Cadense Program CAD-30. Sets
of CAD-30 output data may be purchased individually. One set is initially provided wUli CAD No. 31.
Analysis: The basic data consists of diaensionless performance parameter
valuea at a series of discrete values of Journal eccentricity ratio.
Dimensional design and performance data are calculated by the program for
specified bearing size operating speed, applied load, and lubricant
properties, using Interpolation to establish continuously varying performance quantitiea in terms of the discrete basic data points.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Availability: Mechanical Technology, Inc.
968 Albany Shaker Rd.
Latham. N.Y. 12110
Design of Liquid Lubricated Tilting Fad Journal Bearlnga (CADEMSE-32)
General Description: This program calculates dimensional static and dynamic
performance data for liquid lubricated tilting pad journal bearings. It
performs a heat balance based upon power loss, lubricant flew and lubricant characteristics to yield an effective mean operating viscosity and
corresponding performance data.
Analysis: The program operates on basic diaensionless pad data to generate
dimensional bearing data. Dlmenslonless data are obtained from Cadense
Frogram No. CAD-30, Seta of data may be purchaaed individually (see
price list). One is initially provided with CAD-32. The basic pad data
consists of dlmenslonless performance parameter valuea for a aingle
bearing pad at a series of discrete values of Journal eccentricity ratio.
The program initially assembles the single pad data to yield dlmenslonless performance parameters for a Journal bearing with a apeclfied number
of pads, which may be preloaded or nominally concentric with the Journal.
The assembled bearing data ia calculated and atored by the program for a
range of discrete bearing eccentricity ratios. Dimensional performance
data ia then calculated by the program for specified bearing size, operating speed, applied load, and lubricant propartlas, using interpolation
to establish continuously varying performance quantitiea in terms of the
discrete assembled data points. The heat balance la performed assuming
all heat is carried away by the lubricant (a conservative assumption).
The user Is fr> e to specify the fraction of overall temperature rise to
be applied in determining the affective mean operating viscosity.
Input: Bearing geometry. Lubricant characteristics. Speeds of interest.
Applied loads of Interest. Dlmenslonless bearing data.
Output: Bearing eccentricity ratio. Lubricant flow. Power loss. Stiffness
and damping values. Bearing temperature rise.
Memory Requirement: 20,000 words.
Running time: Typically 3 seconds CPU for CDC 6600
Language: FORTRAN IV
Availability: Mechanical Technology, Inc.
968 Albany Shaker Rd.
Latham, N.Y. 12110
Performance of Pressure Dam Journal Bearings (CAOENSE-36)
General Description: This program computes the pressure distribution, normalized film forces, flow rate, friction factor, and stiffness and damping
coefficients for the pressure dam Journal bearing. The program account*
for csvltatlon of the lubricant, and is applicable to both laminar and
turbulent lubrication regimes. The program allows specification of
Journal arcs, or is capable of iteratlvely determining the correct
Journal attitude angle for a apeclfied load direction. The critical mass
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for bearing stability im also calculated.
Analysis: A finite difference solution of the two-dimensional Inconpreaslble
lubrication equation Is used to calculate the complete bearing pressure
distribution for a particular journal location. The solution method
accounts for surface discontinuities in the upper pad. If the load
direction is specified relative to the bearing arc, the program initially
assumes a Journal location and integrates the corresponding piesaure
distribution to yield bearing film force components and the direction of
their resultant. The Journal location la then iteratively adjusted until
the bearing forces act vertically within a specified convergence limit,
at which stage the stiffness and damping coefficients are calculated by
dynamic perturbation of the pressures.
Features: Provides data in dlmenslonless form, applicable to a wide range of
operating conditions.
Input: Upper arc L/D ratio. Lower arc L/D ratio. Reynolds No. (if turbulent). Angular extent of upper and lower arcs. Location of arcs relative to load direction. Upper arc pocket width, length, d<>pth ratios.
Output: All input. Load capacity. Friction. Flow rate. Attitude angle.
Stiffness coefficients. Damping coefficients. Critical Journal mass
parameter.
Memory Requirement: 64,000 words (can be tailored to fit smaller capacities).
Running time: Typically 10 seconds CPU for CDC 6600/Bearlng eccentricity
ratio.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Availability: Mechanical Technology, Inc.
968 Albany Shaker Rd.
Latham, N.Y. 12110

Performance of Deep Pocket Hydrostatic Journal Bearings (CADENSE-38)
General Description: This program computes the pressure distribution, film
forces, flow rates, and stiffness and damping coefficients for the multiple pocketed hydrostatic Journal bearing, with or without axial drain
grooves. The program accounts for independent orifice restriction to
each pocket. The program la applicable both to turbulent or laminar
operation.
Analysis: A finite difference solution of the two-dimensional incompressible,
ieoviscoua, lubrication equation Is used to calculate the bearing pressure distribution. The nonlinear "Ng-Elrod" theory of Polseullle flow
Induced turbulence is employed. A simple "Bernoulli" pressure drop at
exit from the pockets is imposed - baaed on the mean film velocity. The
combined nonllnaarity of turbulence, Bernoulli pressure drop and orifice
flaw balance are handled by a generalized Newton-Raphson iterative algorithm.
Features: Dlmenslonless or dimensional usage. Point by point and tabular
aummary output. Orifice else may be specified directly, or obtained from
calculation by specifying a particular pocket pressure ratio under zero
eccentricity conditions.
Input: Bearing geometry. Pocket geometry. Orifice geometry. Lubricant
density and viscosity, or Polseullle flow Reynolds No.
Output: All input. Bearing load. Bearing flow. Bearing atlffneas and
damping. Pad pressures and forces.
Memory Requirements: 64,000 words
Running time: Typically 20 seconds par pad per eccentricity ratio
Language: FORTRAN IV
Availability: Mechanical Technology, Inc.
968 Albany Shaker Rd.
Latham, N.Y. 12110
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Journal Bearing Design Program
Capability: This program la the same as the Tine Transient Nonaynchronous
Rotor Response Program without the rotor. Stiffness and damping properties are calculated by this program.
Availability: This program la for rent:
Dr. M. F. Glberaon
forbo Research Inc.
1440 fliucnixvllle Pike
Weat Cheater, Pa.
should be contacted for details.
Calculation of Bearing Coefficients and Stability
of Short Journal Bearing, L/D<1 (JBRGCOF)
Date: 1974
Capability: The stiffness and damping coefficients for a pressurized plain
Journal bearing are calculated. The eccentricity and attitude angle at
operating speed are given and the stability of the bearing system is
checked. Handles horizontal and vertical rotor bearings.
Method: The Reynolds equation fur a short bearing la Integrated to give the
fluid film pressure. Cavltatlon is considered by setting negative pressure equal to zero. Bearing stiffness and damping coefficients are
determined from the numerical integration of the preasure.
Limitations and Restrictions: This program applies to plain Journal bearing
with a length to diameter ratio lese than one. The fluid film is
assumed Incompressible and Isothermal.
Input: Requlrea bearing geometry and fluid film propertiea. No preprocessor.
Output: Gives stiffness and damping coefficients and the stability of the
syatem.
Language: FORT'-JVN IV
Hardware: CDC 6400 with a 25 k words core
Usage: This program has had extensive usage. A technical manual is
available [11].
Developer: E. J. Gunter
Dept. of M, lanlcal Engineering
University of Virginia
Chariotteavllle. Va. 22901
Availability: Deck and documentation available from developer. Price on
requeat.
Subjective Comments: The documentation la brief but adequate. The coat per
run is approximately $1.20.

Calculation of Bearing Coefficient* and Equilibrium
Position of a Long Journal Bearing (LJBFEM)
Date: 1974
Capability) The atlffnesa and damping coefficienta of a long Journal bearing
are calculated for horizontal or vsrtlcal rotor bearings. Used as input
to MFIN4 and CR1TSPD.
Method: The fluid film la modeled by finite elements and the preasure and
film thickness ara approximated by the Reynolda equation. Cavltatlon ia
conaldersd by setting negative pressures equal to zero. A leakage
correction la also used.
Limitations and Restrictions: Applies to plain Journal bearings with a length
to diameter ratio graater than one. The fluid film is assumed to be
Incompressible and Isothermal
Input: Bearing geometry and fluid film properties. No preprocrjsor.
Output; At th* equilibrium position, the fluid film thickness and pressure
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are given. Intermediate Iteration result! and final bearing coefficients,
forces, equilibrium position, eccentricity, attitude angle, and Somerfeld
number are printed.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: CDC 6400 with 25 k core
Usage: This program has had extensive usage.
Developer: Dr. G. J. Gunter
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering
University of Virginia
ChariottesvlUe, Va. 22901
Availability: Deck and documentation available from developer. Price on request .
Subjective Coaments: The documentation la brief and some input was not fully
described. Cost is approximately $1.20 per run.
Finite Journal Bearings and Centrally Loaded
Partial Arc Bearings (PJBFEM1) [12]
Date: 1975
Capability: This program determines the direct and cross-coupling coefficients of finite length journal and partial arc bearings with an Incompressible fluid film. The pressure profile, load carrying capacity, and
friction loss for a horizontal or vertical bearing is also determined.
Cavitation and variable viscosity Is considered.
Method: Solves the equation* of motion using a finite element technique.
Limitation and Restrictions: Journal bearings must have a length to diameter
ratio of less than 1 and the partial arc bearing must have a length to
diameter ratio less than 1/2.
Input: Bearing geometry, fluid properties, and operating conditions.
Output: Equilibrium position, bearing coefficients, load carrying capacity,
friction loss, attitude angle, and eccentricity ratio.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: CDC
Usage: Limited usage.
Developer: Dr. E. J. Gunter
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Virginia
CharlottesviUe, Virginia 22901
Availability: Contact E. J. Gunter for details.
Subjective Comments: Well documented program with validation and example
problems.
Multilobed Bearing Program (BRGCML 2) [13]
Date: 1975
Capability: This program dete.^:.i.- the direct and cross-coupling stiffness
and damping coefficients of muTtllobed, axial groove, and partial arc
bearings with an incompressible fluid film. The stability of the bearing
is determined. Vertical or horiiontal bearings may be analysed.
Method: Integrates the equations of motion and uss a Newton-Raphson iteration
to search for the equilibrium position.
Limitations and Rrstrictions: Constant loading and finite length.
Input: Bearing geometry, fluid propartiee and operating conditions.
Output; Equilibrium position, bearing coefficients, and stability of the
bearing.
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware; CDC
Usage: Well tested.
Developer: Dr. S. J. Gunter
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering
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University of Virginia
Iharlotteivllte, V«. 7.2901
Availability: Contact Dr. E. J./cunter for datall.
Subjective Coimentst Well docutintfid program with validation and example
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Calculation of bearing Coefficient» and Stability
of Multi-Lobe Axial Groove Bearings (STABIL)
Date: Program prepared In July 1974.
Capability: Same as BRGCML 2
Method: Same as BRGCML 2
Limitations and Rentrlctlona; Same as BRGCML 2 except It applies to
increaalr.g vertical loading of horizontal bearings.
All remaining comments are the sane as BRGCML 2.
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Aircraft Noise Prediction
Jimmy Cawlhom and Ronnie Gillian
\/4SA iMngley Reseurch Center

INTRODUCTION
Computer programa for the purpose of predicting aircraft noise represent
a new technology area which la currently undergoing Improvement and new
development. NASA's activities associated with this Improvement and development are discussed In [1], The requirement for this predictive ability stems
from the need to assess the benefits of new aircraft/engine dealgns or
proposed modifications to existing aircraft. These benefits can be assessed
In terms of the noise signature of a single engine or aircraft. Or, the
assessment can be made In WS of sensitivity studies of airport community
Impact due to changes In aircraft/airport operations procedures, types of
aircraft, and fleet mixes.
The types of computer programa needed to satisfy these requirements are
source noise modeling programs for the single aircraft signature snd community
exposure modeling programs for the sensitivity studies. The source noise
modeling programs are typically used by engineering and research specialists
In aircraft noise, while the community exposure programs are typically used
by noise control engineers, civil engineers, or community planners.
The programs which are currently available for the prediction of aircraft
noise are principally empirical and largely data base dependent. The programs
operate at different functional levels of computational sophistication with
the source noise programs being higher In level of sophistication (treatment
of acoustical detail) than the community exposure programs. There is a desire
to improve the analytical modeling capability and thus decrease the dependency
on data bases or empiricisms, particularly for the higher level programs.
The source noise modeling programs are used to predict the noise generated
by a single aircraft event, and the computational results are typically given In
scales of A-level or Effective Perceived Noise Level in units of dB(A) and
EPNdB, respectively. The community exposure programs are used to predict
noise from multiple aircraft events snd the most comnonly used indices are
Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF) in dB-llke units and Day-Night Level (L. ) In
0
units of dB.
The purpose of this paper is to describe some aircraft noise prediction
programs which are generally available and which have been Incorporated into
an interim system at the Langley Research Center. A background discussion
including levels of acoustical sophistication and units of measure Is also
presented as an aid to understanding the reouirements of an aircraft noise
prediction system.
SYMBOLS
Symbol

Unit

EPNL

EPNdB
dB(A)

Effective Perceived Noise Level
A-welghted sound pressure level
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"dn
NEF
PNL
PNLT

dB(D)

D-welght«d ammd premurp level

dB

Day-Night Level

dB like
Noise Expoaure Level
PNdB
Perceived Noise Level
PNdB
Tone Corrected Perceived Noise Level
(For detailed definitions see [2])
BACKGROUND
Levels of Predictive Capability and Their Users

As an aid in understanding the present state of the art and future
requirements of aircraft noise prediction, the following concept of levels
of sophistication is presented. There is envisioned a hierarchy of four
functional levels of computational sophistication required to satisfy the
needs of various user groups as is shown In Fig, 1 which la taken from
[1]. Level I represents the simplest conceptual mode of computational
capability. This level would produce measures of community noise environment
by the use of time-Integrated flyover (Noise, Thrust, Altitude) data or from
an integration of the overall noise level of Level II.

AF-BBN
DOT-WYLE

AMES-BOEING

IV
NOISE
SPECTRUM
S(R,T,f)

1/3 OCTAVE
BAND LEVELS

MR.T)
EFF. \
LEVEL 1
DATA 7
NOISE

ENVIRONMENT
E(R)

OVERALL
NOISE LEVEL
L(R,T)

XE>

<1D

<EJ

Fig. 1 Aircraft noise prediction functional levels
Laval II should produce an overall (type) noise level, as a function of
distance and time, based on the use of Input parameters and computed or
measured values of noise levels such aa PNdB and dB(A) which vary during the
aircraft flyover. The reaults produced by this level could also be obtained
from a suasiation of the one-third octave band levels of Laval III.
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Level III should be used to predict the time and distance dependent
one-third octave band noise spectrum from an analysis of the aircraft
component noise sources end an analysis of the aircraft fllghtpath. This
prediction could also be obtained from an Integration of the spectrum of
Level IV as a function of frequency. Level III is conceived to be based
primarily on empirical formulas for the noise of different aircraft source
components and would be suitable for making detailed systems studies of
aircraft/engine configurations.
At the highest level, (IV), analytical modeling techniques are
utilized to compute a continuous noise spectrum as a function of distance,
time, and frequency from inputs of engine performance and aircraft operating
parameters. Level IV should be the repository for the moat advanced acoustical technology and should be used in an experimental sense for technology
validation and improvement or for detailed designs of advanced low-noise
components for aircraft.
Levels III and IV, since they represent higher levels of sophistication,
are intended to be used by engineering and research specialists in aircraft
noise. Level II is intended to serve aeronautical engineers in making systems
studies Involving general aircraft types as well as the noise control engineer
who requires greater knowledge of the community aircraft noise exposure than
the time-integrated estimates provide. And, Level I is intended to serve
civil engineers and community planners who have minimal knowledge of the
complex technology of aircraft noise prediction.

Scales and Indices
There are two types of calculated quantities available form computer
programs which are used for the prediction of aircraft noise - single-event
scales of Individual loudness and annoyance ratings and multiple-event indices
of conmninity response ratings.
At the present time, there sre no universally accepted scales and indices
for use as ratings of aircraft noiae; however, there are a number which are
in contention for adoption as standards by various Government agencies and
other organizations. Some of the leading contenders which are currently in
the forefront of usage or which have been recomeended •■ standards are
A-weighted Sound Pressure Level (!•.)• D-weighted Sound Pressure Level (U.),
and Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) which contains Perceived Noise
Level (FNL) and Tone Corrected Perceived Noiae Level (PNLT). One multipleevent index which is based on L. Is Day-Night Level (L. ) which can also be
computed using L. as the base scale.

Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF) Is bssed

on EPNL. These scales and indices are shown in Flg. 2, which also depicts
their interrelation with each other. The arrows Indicate the computational
flow of calculating a coiaunity response index from a measured one-third
octave band time history. (For example, one-third octave band spectra are
used to compute PNL, which is used to compute PNLT, which is used to compute
EPNL, which is the base for computing NEF.) A detailed description of each of
the acales and indices is contained In (2].
From the previous section, the multiple-event indices (NEF and L. ) are
the product of Level I, while Level II will produce overall type scales such
as LA and L,,
Levels III and IV will produce any of the single-event scalea
EPNL, or the one-third octave band spectra from which these scslss
are derived
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Fig. 2

Some examples of direct measures and calculated quantities
used for the quantification of community exposure to aircraft
noise

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE PROGRAMS

Source Noise Program (Ames/Boeing)
The Boeing Company developed an aircraft source noise modeling program
under contract to the NASA Ames Research Center [3, 4]. This Is an
empirically based program which oparatea at Level III described In the

preceding section. As is illustrated in Fig. 3, the noise from each of the
following appropriate components is computed separately: primary Jet. primary
and secondary Jet, core and turbine, compressor and inlet fan, exit fan,
augmentor wing, blown flaps, lift fan, ejector-suppressor, propeller, helicopter,
"•■«asured data input. The individual component noises are then sunned to produce
the total predicted aircraft noise. Corrections era then added as indicated
in the figure.
The Inputs to the program are in a NAMELIST format and consist of
engine performance data and aircraft flight performance data. A variety
of outputs are available and include the following:
1. Component and total noise directivity patterns in terms of one-third
octeve band spectra and PNL as a function of directivity angle {lO» - 170*)
2.

Peak PNL and PNLT

3.

EFNL valuea at a given location

4.

EPNL contours

5. Plot of EPNL at a given sideline distance slong flight track
The program, which runs at the Ames Research Canter on an IBM 360 with a
standard IBM random access capability, has also been installed at the Langley
Reaearch Center on a CDC 6600 with a atandard CDC random access capability.
Thia program is available through COSMIC, 112 Barrow Hall, University of
Georgls. Athene. Georgis 30601. Reference: ARC-10880.
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Fig. 3

Coaponents of source noise program developed by the Boeing
Company for Ames Research Center

Community Exposure Programs
There are several programs currently In existence for the purpose of
performing analyses of comnunlty exposure to aircraft noise. The moat
prominent are the Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF) programs which Bolt. Baranek,
and Newman (BBN) developed for the U.S. Air Force [5, 6, 7, 8], and which Wyle
Laboratories developed for the Department of Transportation.
Thi BBN and Wyle programs are very similar in nature in that they both
require the same type of inputs and produce the same type of output. A sample
output in the form of NEF contours is Illustrated In Fig. 4. Some of the
computational details differ, but for a given input both programs produce
similar results. Both programs are data base dependent - with the BBN
program the data base Is user supplied while the Wyle program has the data
base built in. In both cases, the data base consists of noise versus distance
data (in the form of EPNL - Slant Range curves) for specific aircraft types.
The inputs required are:
1. Types of aircraft
2. Numbers of takeoff and landing operations for each aircraft type
on a dally baals
3. Alrcrsft performance data - fllghtpath and flight track information
4. Airport description - runway orientation and utilization
The BBN program is relatively easy to input since thsre is only one data
format for the entire program. However, the Wyle program is more difficult
since there are many different data formats - each input parameter requires
a different format.
The BBN program is insrsllsd st two locations - Langley Research Center
and CDC Cybernet in Los Angeles (sccess controlled by BBN). The program is
written In FORTRAN IV for a CDC 6600. For each aircraft flyover the program
computes NEF values for a 100 x 100 grid. For largs airports with many
flights to compute this procedure requires large amounts cf CPU time.
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NEF contours; sample output of community exposure programs

The Wyle program Is operational at Langley and Wyle Laboratories at
El Segundo, California. The Langley version has been converted to operate on
the Langley CDC 6600 while the Wyle version operates on a Unlvac 1108. The
Wyle program computes the noise at finite points along the aircraft flight
track and, thus, requires less CPU time than the grid point computation
technique of the BBN program.
Two outputs are available from each of the above programs: an NEF
contour plot and a noise grid (NEF) printout.
Data Base Programs
The Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) contracted with each of the three major
commercial airplane manufacturers in the United Stataa (Boeing, McDonnell
Douglas, and Lockheed) to produce computer programs documenting the noise and
performance characteristics of the airplanes of their own manufacture. These
programs are described In [9, 10, 11]. Thus, the complete commercial airplane
data base Is comprised of three separate program«. The three programs are
similar in nature and each produces the same type of output with the
general inputs.
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Nolae versus distance functions; sample output of FAA sponsored
data baas programs
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The Inputs to the programs consist of such Information as aircraft type
and weight and parameters associated with the airport such as altitude,
temperature, and wind conditions. The programs consist of two parts: a
performance routine which computes an altitude distance proflli for takeoff
or landing and a noise routine which computes noise under the t^ightpath In
units of dB(A) or EPNI,. A typical output of the programs Is Illustrated In
Fig. 5 which plots noise level (dB(A) or EPNL) as a function of distance and
and aircraft thrust (Fn).
The aircraft contained In the data base programs are given In the
following table:
Table 1
Data Base Program
Boeing

Aircraft

707
720
727
737
747

McDonnell-Douglas
DC-8
DC-9
DC-10

Lockheed
L-10U

The Boeing program (written In Fortran IV) Is currently Installed at
two locations, the Boeing Computer Services on an IBM 360 and at NASA Langley
on the CDC 6600.
The McDonnell-Douglas program la Installed only at McDonnell-Douglas,
Long Beach, California, and the Lockheed program Is Installed only at
Lockheed, Burbank, California; both operate on IBM 360 computers.
NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER INTERIM PROGRAM
The Aircraft Noise Prediction Office (AN0PO) at NASA Langley has developed
an Interim aircraft noise prediction program through the acquisition. Installation, and modification of several of the Independently developed programs
described In the previous section. This Interim system Is depicted schematically
In Fig. 6. The separate parts of the system are:
1. The Ames/Boeing source noise modeling program
2 . USAF/BBN NEF contour program
3 . The DOT/Wyle NEF contour program
4 . The Boeing Company portion of the FAA data base
Some modifications have been made by AN0P0 to these programs as follows:
1. The Ames/Boeing program was originally written Co accept measured data
Inputs In the format of a directivity pattern at a reference distance of
1 meter. This program has been modified to accept measured data as a
directivity pattern at any specified radial distance, a« sideline measurements
as a function of angle, or flyover measurements wherein the time history has
been translated Into an angular directivity pattern.
2, The DOD/BBN program has been overlain to reduce the core requirement
and the program has been interfaced with an existing Langley contour program.
These programs have been Installed and are operational at Langley on the
CDC 6600 In Fortran IV. They comprise a relatively comprehensive aircraft
noise prediction Interim system; however, this system was intended to serve
as a research tool. It is, therefore, not available for distribution. Since
the system is a research tool, the programs have not bean completely Interf; .;ed the stick figures in Fig. 6 represent manual interface requirements.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The state of the art of aircraCt noise prediction is in Its infancy, but
Is currently undergoing extensive development and la changing rapidly. A
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number of special purpose programs consisting of aircraft source noise modeling
programs, community noise exposure modeling programs, and aircraft fleet noise
data base programs have been developed for use by snd are available from the
USAF, DOT, and NASA Ames.
These programs, as modified and configured for the Langley Research Center
computer complex, comprise a relatively comprehensive Interim aircraft noise
prediction system for use as a research tool and are, therefore, not available
for general distribution.
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INTRODUCTION
This chapter la concerned with both the theoretical background of «hell dynamic
response and the description and characteristics of the more widely-used structural software packages for shell dynamic computation. In the first part of
the chapter, the dynamic response problem Is defined In terms of the spatial
distribution of the loading and the frequency representation of particular
shell theories. Also, the solution procedures for transient analysis arc discussed. The second part of the chapter deals directly with structural software
for the dynamic response problem, discussing the various shell theories that
have been implemented computationally and the characteristics and special
features of current programs.
THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE PROBLEM
An overview of shell dynamic response problems revcala different methods of
analysis for different time distributions of loading. In order to simplify the
discussion, these loading distributions will be assumed to be of the form
p(x,t) • P(x)f(t), where P(x) describes the apace and f(t) the time distribution. Ttie classification of time distributions iai 1. periodic; 2. long
duration, such that a steady-state response is sought; and 3. pulse-shaped, for
which a transient response is sought.
The simplest response problems arise for finite shells when the time distribution of the loads is periodic and the steady-stats response is desired.
This means that the loads are assumed to have been acting for a long time, many
reflections have occurred, and any transient motions that ware produced by the
starting of the excitation (progressing wave fronts) have died out. The space
distribution of the loada la arbitrary. The solutions to such problems are
obtained by firat representing the periodic tine distributions by Fourier aeries
and then obtaining the response to each harmonic Fourier component aeparately.
For finite systems, such problems are solved with the same methods as those used
for static loada. The only difference ia that the Inertia terms with harmonic
time variations ate added. Becauae the mathematical problem is the same as that
in the static case, most of the automated computer programs that are available
for static shell analyais can also be uaed to calculate the harmonic response.
The response problems to periodic load« can be extended further to those
cases when the loada are applied on a email portion of the ahall aurfaca, or on
one edge, and when other edges are sufficiently far away. Then, before any
reflectlone have occurred, the motion of the shell resembles continuous wave
motion, with ths nodal lines moving away fro« the location where the loada are
again represented by their Fourier series, and the solution is obtained flrat
for each harmonic, and then the harmonic wavea are sunned. The interesting
feature of these problems ia that at a given frequency only definite types of
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waves can be propagated; and, depending on the apace distribution of the loads,
It la possible that In some low-frequency Interval no wave motion at all can
be propagated. These problems are usually formulated for systems that can be
Imagined to have Infinite extent, such as beams, plates, and shells of revolution. Solutions of these problems are valid at times well after the Initial
wave front has passed and the transients caused by the starting of the
excitation have died out. Examples of these types of problems have been worked
out for beams, infinite plates, unlimited shallow spherical shells (which are
represented mathematically by unlimited parabolic shells of revolution), and
for cylindrical shells, as shown in the following two papers.
In [1, 2], D. C. Gaels considers continuous, harmonic waves in an Infinite
cylindrical shell that are propagated in the axial direction. The waves can be
imagined as being generated by sources that are diatributed in one section of
the shell (say, z • 0), and they impart some disturbance to the shell that is
harmonic in time, with a frequency u. Such excitation produces continuous,
harmonic waves that travel along the infinite shell in both directions from
z - 0. They are superpositions of spherical waves which emanate from the
points within the section z ■ 0, where the sources sre applied, and then reflect
from the two cylindrical bounding surfaces of the shell. In Rumination, they
establlah standing waves, with fixed nodes in the radial and circumferential
directions, but produce wave motions in the axial direction.
The object of Gazis' papers is to predict the axial wavelengths and velocities (phase velocities) and the radial and circumferential standing-wave
patterns that can be propagated from given sources at z a 0. Such information
la revealed by the dispersion curves shown in Figs. 3 - 10 of [2]. For example,
referring to Fig. 8, no waves with a circumferential wave number n - 2 can be
propagated at a frequency u ■ us/2. What happens is that at that frequency the
harmonlc-in-time notion has an axial distribution that decays exponentially
when going away from z - 0. (This motion is sometimes called an "evanescent
wave".) At u ■ 2ug, three types of wavea can be propagated. Their wavelengths
can be read off Fig. 8, and their radial standing-wave patterns are described
by the code numbers 1, 2, and 3, attached to the curves, and are given by the
r-dependent functions of the solution. It must be emphasized that only these
waves can be propagated at each of the given frequencies, regardless of the
radial distribution of the sources. For a general radial distribution of the
sources, the other expected components are simply nonpropagatlng (evanescent).
Gazis' results are baaed on the three-dimensional theory of elasticity,
and they Include an infinite number of radial standing-wave patterns. At a
given frequency, the patterns having up to a number of cylindrical nodal surfaces ere propagating and the higher patterns are not. These conclusions
provide a logical basis for a mathematical model of a "shell" theory, which
would be applicable only for frequencies that are below a limiting frequency.
This means that only standing-wave patterns with a low number of radial nodes
would be propagated. Therefore, if Che limitation to low frequencies is
acceptable, It would make sense to limit the theory at the outset to those
radial standing-wave patterns that are propagated and leave out all the nonpropagatlng patterns with higher number of radial nodea. The usual mathematical
models for shells assume displacement components with at moat one node across
the thickness of the shell. Then, for a thin shall, at most six modes can be
propagated. Starting from such a shall modal, further approximations can be
made. If the normal displacement Is restricted to zsro radial nodea, which
eliminates the lowest thickness-stretch mode, then at moat fiva modes are propagated. If the modal is simplified further by assuming that the transverse
shear strains arc zero (classical shell theory), which ellminatea the lowest
thickness-shear modes, than at moat three modes can be propagated. This information can be obtained from a number of papers that consider the same problem
as Gazis, except that thay uaa a mathematical model of ahall theory (for
references, see those listed in Gaels' papers). Such results aa those in Fig. 6
of Gazis' papsr can ba used to estimate the ranges of valid frequencies for each
of the shell models.
Once it is recognized that the mathematical models of beam, plate, and
shall theories ara valid only within a certain low-frequency Interval, than an
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Important concluBlon can be made with regard to the class of time distributions
that can be modeled meaningfully by these models. The conclusion Is that, as
far as the predictions of the behavior of the physical systems are concerned,
differences In the responses have no meaning when they are produced by two time
distributions of loads that differ only In those Fourier components that have
frequencies outside the low-frequency interval of validity.
It should be remembered that Gazls* results apply only after the Initial
wave front has passed and a steady-state motion is reached. When reading Gazls'
paper, it is Important to distinguish between the constant wave velocity with
which the spherical waves emanate from the source points into a threedimensional medium and the phase velocity of the summed disturbance , consisting
of the reflections from the cylindrical surfaces, that is described by Gazls.
As seen from Fig. 11, the phase velocity can range from infinity to zero, while
the velocity of spherical waves has a fixed value. Excellent discussions of
the meaning of phase velocity are given in [3, 4]. In order to give a physical
interpretation of phase velocity, [3] draws the analogy of a continuous
harmonic wave in water, striking a wall at an angle. The point of intersection
of one crest of the wave with the wall travels along the wall at the phase
velocity which is different from that at which the straight crests of the waves
themselves propagate. The water wave is analogous to the spherical wave produced by a source point and the wall ia analogous to the two cylindrical
surfaces.
It is clear from the analogy that the phase velocity can approach infinity
when the wave approaches normal incidence with respect to the wall. Also, the
energy of a single harmonic wave is propagated with the so-called group velocity (see [4], p. 211) which is zero when the phase velocity is infinite. So,
an infinite phase velocity does not imply any physical contradiction.
When the time distribution of the loads is not periodic, the Fourier
series representation must be replaced by the Fourier integral (see [4], p. 39).
Then the harmonic solutions can be regarded as solutions in the Fourier transform plane, and the response can be obtained by using them in the integral of
the inverse Fourier transform, in the evaluation of this integral, it must be
again remembered that in the high frequency range the predictions of the mathematical model are unreliable.
SOLUTION METHODS
The very process of inverting the Fourier transform can be a formidable task
and not well suited for problems for which the tine distribution of the loads
is zero before, say, t ■ 0, at which point the excitation begins. Thar« are
four alternate methods that arc conaonly used for such cases: 1. modal method,
2. numerical integration in time, 3. Laplace transform in time, and 4. the
method of characteristics. It should be understood thst all four methods can
be said to apply to all time-dependent problems; and, theoretically, they all
will give identical results. However, in order to achieve that, one would
have to use an infinite number of node« and an infinitesimal time stsp, invert
the Laplace transform exactly, and trace and sum all Individual reflecting
waves. Because of such practical limitations, «ach of the methods is batter
suited for certain classes of problems. In general, it can be said that the
first two methods are applicable to finite systcmn only. The Laplace transform
method is intended for semi-infinite or Infinite systems, and the method of
characteristics is intended for the study of an individual wave front as it
enters a region of quiet.
Modal Method
In order to discuss the limitations of the modal method, its main features, whan
applied to a shall, will b« indicated hare. As before, the loads will b«
assumed In the form p(x,t) - P(x)f(t), where p(x,t) and P(x) can be regarded as
vectors. In the modal method, P(x) is repteaanted by the series
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(1)

where
c1 ■ /P(X) • u1(x) ds/f phu^x) • u^x) dS

(2)

and U|(x) is the displacement vector of the 1th mode of free vibration, x
stands for any number of space coordinates, S is the reference surface of the
shell, p is mass density, and h is thickness of shell wall. The solution is
given by
V(x.t) - £ V1(x)c1D1(t)

(3)

where V(x,t) is any variable in the solution, Vj/x) is its value In the solution of the ith mode of free vibration, and, in the absence of damping and
with zero Initial conditions.
D <t)

i

' Z~ J

E(t)«lM>1(t-t) dt

(4)

where IDJ is the natural frequency of free vibration In the 1th node.
In the modal method, each tern in the load series (Eq. (1)) gives the
corresponding term in the solution series (Eq. (3)) as an exact solution of
thi. governing equations. The only error, then, comes from having an inexact
space distribution of the loud. The difficulty of representing the load distribution by the nodal series is the sane as that in any other Fourier series.
It is clear that sharp, localised load distributions, which are zero over a
part of the shell surface, will be modeled particularly Inaccurately; and the
zero values of the loads will never be achieved. Therefore, whatever the
actual load distribution, the modal method will model it as it it were covering
the whole shell surface. For the sane reason, the solution will also be unable
to predict accurately any discontinuities or regions of quiet.
It can be seen fron this discussion that the modal method is best suited
for space distributions of the loads which are smooth and cover the whole of
the shell surface. When sharp variations in*the space distributions occur, the
number of «odes required for the series will increase drastically; and, if a
smaller number is used, the sharp variations will'be »Imply modeled inaccurately.
It must be pointed out hare, however, that this fflMiaMi of the nodal
aethod refers to the solution of the mathematical model. Si\Ze inttftff purpose
of the mathematical model is to represent the behavior of a physlcaj. .yst^n,
such inaccuracies nust be viewed within the scope of the limitations of the
model itself. It makes no sense to strive toward additional accuracy in solutions in which the node! Is unable to transfer to the physical system.
Fortunately, this argument removes much of the significance of the inability of
the nodal method to represent sharp space variations of the loads, because a
shell nodel cannot recognize any statically equivalent redistributions of loads
over areas that can be enclosed within circles with niuinum radii that are
comparable to, or lesa than, the thickness. This aaans that a sinusoidal «pace
distribution of a load, with wavelength comparable to thickness, or analler, can
be replaced by a zero load without affecting meaningfully the prediction of the
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behavior of the shell. Since the wavelengths of the displacement distributions,
ujtx), In the modal series become shorter as 1 increases. It Is clear that a
shell theory can digest beneficially only a finite number of terms of the modal
series and, consequently, that it is worth including only such load distributions that can be made up of this finite number of terms. Addition of further
terms simply does not filter through the model to the system.
A good example of this argument is provided by a point load or a shell.
First of all, the shell model will be Incapable of predicting the difference
of the behavior of the shell when subjected to a point load or a statically
equivalent load that is distributed over an area with the diameter of the order
of the magnitude of the thickness, or less. When such a distributed load is
represented by the nodal series, it will not be meaningful to differentiate
between a series that is truncated up to the terms which have wavelengths of
the order of the thickness, or a series that is truncated to higher order
terms. Clearly, such s truncated series will no longer give an exact "region
of quiet" at the moment when the load is applied; but, as argued in the foregoing, the differences in the predictions between short-wavelength and zeroload distributions are physically meaningless.
It should be added that it is impossible to say how many terms In the
modal series are relevant for a given shell theory. It can only be said that
theoretical predictions for load distributions that can be represented by
terms with longer wavelengths will agree better with the behavior of the physical system and that the classical shell theory will be limited to fewer terms
than the higher order shell theories which account for transverse shear and
normal strains.
Another comment is in order here. From Fig. 1 of [3], the node count
(represented by n in the Legendre function and related to wavelength) for each
of the three infinite sequences of modes (bending, stretching, and shearing)
begins with zero. This shows that the modal series should be written separately
for the bending, stretching, and shearing modes of a shell, because the limitation of their ability to represent loads Is applied to each of the mode types
separately. Whether or not the sequence of a mode type is relevant in an
application will depend on the character of the load, which is revealed by the
numerator of ci in Eq. (2). For axlsymmetric deformation of a spherical shell,
the integrand of the numerator is given by

p"+ p^% + v*
where p, w and p^,, u^ are the normal and meridional (tangential) surface loads
and displacement components, respectively; au Is a distributed surface couple
and P^ is the rotation of the normal in the meridional direction. In general,
it can be said that w determines the wavelengths in bending modes, u* in
stretching modes, and 8^ in shearing modes. It follows, then, that in the
presence of normal surface loads (e.g., pressure) the bending mode sequence is
most relevant; for tangential loads, the stretching modes are most relevant;
and for surface couples, the shear modes are most relevant. The last situation
is Very seldom encountered in applications, which explains the reason why the
classical shell theory, which is incapable of predicting the shearing modes, is
sufficient in most applications.
As far as th« decision on which relevant terms are to be included In the
modal series is concerned, it should b« viewed at first as a matter of the load
repreaentatlon in space, as given by the series of Eq. (1). It is important to
realize that the best load repreaentatlon may not be achieved by summing blindly
consecutive modes of the series, starting from the lowest, because of certain
properties of the load distribution. For example, the loads may have certain
symmetries that rule out some modes; and, for a thin shell, normal surface loads
will rule out most of the stretching modes and all shearing modes. After a
selected list of modes for the load distribution has been arrived at, the
decision on the number of modes from this list that Is actually used must be
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made on the decreasing magnitudes of the terms In the solution series, as
given by Eq. (3). Once the point has been reached where the change In the
solution by the addition of a further term Is within an scceptsble error,
then the series can be declared converged.
Examination of the solution scries reveals that Its convergency may
differ from that of the load series because of the additional factor D^Ct),
which means that the time distribution of the loads and the natural frequencies of the system will play their parts in the decision on the number of
modes to be Included. In order to see their role, It Is useful to consider
the Integral DjU) for some time Inputs f(t). Expressions of this Integral
for various f(t) can be found In [6].
For example, when f(t) la a single rectangular pulse with height Q snd
width tj^ then
D^t) - -T- (1 - coau.t) for 0 £ t s t.

(5)

"l

and
Di(t) ■ A 8lnüi1(t - —) for tj < t

(6)

with the amplitude
(7)
1

"l
and
2l

where T^ Is the natural period of free vibration.
It can be seen that, for a given t, the nodal series converges In general
as (l/u^)2 but that the convergence can be affected also by the duration of the
pulse t.. Equation (7) shows that for a pulse that is much shorter than the
lowest natural period, the amplitude of Di(t) may not have the largest value
in the first term of the modal expansion. Depending on the increasing values
of the natural frequencies, the amplitude may not reach a maximum until a
number of modes have been added to the response. This illustration provldea
the reason why for some time distributions the convergence can be slower than
for others, even though the space distributions of the loads remain the same.
When using the modal method, it is important to recognize the two properties of the loads which affect the convergence of the modal series. The space
distribution affects the decay of the numerator of ci in Eq. (2) and the time
distribution affects the decay of Di(t). The fastest convergence will occur
whan the space distribution of tha load resembles that of the lowest mode, the
natural frequencies are widely spaced, and tha duration of pulses is sbout onehalf of the lowest period. The slowest convergence will occur for a point
load, when the natural frequencies are closely spaced and whan the time Input
la that of an impulse. As long as tha sources of convergence of the modal
series are understood, ths ussr of this method should be able to make sound
decisions with regsrd to the terms that must bs considered.
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Numerical Integration
The numerical Integration method In time replaces the time derivatives In the
Inertlal terms by finite differences and expresses the governing equations at
discrete points In time. The problem at each time step la solved In the same
way as In the static case.
The numerical Integration method shifts the difficulty of load representation to the static solution at each time step. Since a atatlc solution Is
felt Instantaneously everywhere In the shell, the method Is Incapable of
predicting discontinuities at wave fronts and tones of quiet. For this rearon,
it is suited best for load distributions that are smooth and cover the whole
shell. Just like the modal method. Its main difficulty lies in selecting the
time steps thst give an acceptable solution and knowing when the solution is
acceptable. This difficulty corresponds to that in the modal method in deciding where to truncate the modal series. However, in the modal method a
definite criterion is found in the comparison of each successive term with the
sum of the preceding terms, while the only accuracy assessment in the numerical
integration method is provided by the repetition of the integrstion with a
smaller time step. The nodal method requires some Judgement on the part of
the analyst in examining the loads and the mode shapes and in deciding what
types of modes to Include in the series. The bulk of its computational vork
lies in the determination of the modal solutions throughout the system.
Usually, it is a simple natter to calculate the coefficients cj,, as given by
Eq. (2), together with the modal solutions. Once that is done, it only remains
to evaluate the Integral for D^(t) for a given time input, as required by
Eq. (3). Each of the terms can be subjected to close scrutiny and its
relevancy t" the solution sscertained. The modal method possesses the exciting
possibility that for some special space and tine distributions of the loads the
analyst can construct an acceptable solution with only a few terms, or even one
terra, of the series.
The nuner-i"«! luLtgtatlon method bypasses all that and relies o.i the computer to produce answers. While having acquired more automation in its
execution, it has obscured the makeup of the solution from which its accuracy
could be assessed. It has also given up the possibility of producing simpler
solutions to special problems becsuse it obtains all solutions in the same way,
by stepping away in time. Since the errors at progressive time steps are
accumulative, the numerical integration method is most effective in obtaining
a short-time response. Also, the numerical Integration method can be readily
extended to nonlinear problems, while this is not the case with the model
method.
Application of the Methods
Reference [7] uses the straightforward modal approach applied to shells. They
do not stsrt with Eq. (1) but arrive at its equivalent by their Eq. (6).
Starting with the modal expansion of the load, Eq. (1) brings out more clearly
the fact that ench load term gives the corresponding solution term as an exact
aolution. This is obscured in the procedure used in [7].
In [8], a variant of the modal method is described which makes use of a
known static solution to an analogous problem obtained by omitting the time
variation from all the load terms that are applied either on the shell surface
or on the edges. (Instead of F(x)f(t), the static solution is obtained by
using only P(x).) This variant is often called Williams' method, Wilkinson
calls it the "aodi< acceleration" method because in its corresponding Duhamel
integral (Eq. (4)) the second derivative of f (t) (acceleration) appears. However, after deriving the integral, Wilkinson has integrated it by parts twice
and obtained his Eq. (13).
The idea in Williams' method is that the modal expansion is added to the
static solution. As shown by W. Ramberg [9], for some problems it can lead to
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faster convergence than the ordinary modal method. J. Sheng [10] claims that
Williams' method will converge faster during the time when the loads are
applied. A great advantage of Williams' method is that it can be applied to
find the response to tine-dependent edge loads while the usual modal method
cannot. For general shells, such edge loads were considered by Kalnlns [11).
A disadvantage is that a static solution must also be calculated, which is
not needed in the ordinary modal method.
A very good presentation of the numeri v.!. integration method can be found
in [12]. The application was to a cylindrical shell and was motivated by the
many new applications arising in the U.S. space program in the early '960's.
It provided the groundwork for many further papers on this topic. An excellent
comparison of the available computer programs for shells of revolution that
use the numerical integration method in time is Included In [13]. Unfortunately,
the analysis for the same problem by the modal method was not included in this
paper. The inclusion of the corresponding modal analysis would have provided a
very valuable comparison. Perhaps someone will carry that out In the future.
Laplace Transform and Method of Characteristics
The remaining two methods for obtaining a dynamic response of a shell, those
of Laplace transform and characteristics, have not yet reached the state of
automation that has been enjoyed by the modal and numerical integration methods
for some time. Nevertheless, they offer powerful techniques for the extraction
of specific information of the reaponse.
COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
The concepts discussed in the first two sections of this chapter have applications to both analytical and numerical solutions. For example, the user of an
elastodynamlc computer program can, and often does, treat the program as a
"black-box", assuming that reasonable output Implies a correct solution. A
better approach is to apply the principles discussed in the previous sections
to both the numerical model (input) and the output. Some of these principles
are more readily adapted to the computer than others. For instance, long wavelength calculations are more easily obtained from the majority of shell
programs than are calculations where thickness effects are deemed to be important. More than I'.kely, different computer programs would be used in separate
spatial and temporal regimes for the sane problem.
It seems efficient to briefly discuss the relevant features of that which
would normally determine the choice of a particular program separate and prior
to the computer codes themselves. The topics to be discussed which are important to some, if not all, dynamic shell problems are: shell theories, shell
description, methods of spatial discretization, eigenvalue analysis, methods
of time integration, and special features (including geometric nonlinearltles,
vlscoelasticity and plasMclty). The inclusion and/or manner of including the
above features lenders an individual shell computer code distinctive from others.
A basic understanding of the approaches available in the development of a
dynamic shell code should aid the potential user in the selection of the appropriate computer program.
Shell Theories
It should be recognized that most specialized shell codes employ theories which
claim to be derived from the Love-Kirchhoff (or equivalent) assumptions. Essentially these assumptions ar«:
1. h/L << 1 where h is the shell thickness and L is any characteristic
length of the shell.
2. Strains and displacements are small everywhere although Kolter [14]
shows that large deflections may be permitted.
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3. Transverse normal stress Is small and hence Is neglected with respect
to the other normal stresses.
A. Straight lines Initially perpendicular to the middle surface remain
straight and perpendicular to that surface during deformation and remain
unstretched.
Shell theories conforming to these assumptions are commonly called "firstorder" in that the state of the shell following deformation can be completely
characterized by the deformation of the middle surface. However, there exist
about as many first-order shell theories as there are competent researchers in
the field of elastic shells. Following the adoption of the Love-Klrchhoff
assumptions, each theoretician would embark on dissimilar courses of derivation,
making var.uu' approximations and arriving at different strain-displacement and
stress-resultant-strain relations. Even though there may be little difference
in the analysis of thin shells, if one were to compare the results of a sample
problem using different first-order theories, the problem remains in which is
the "best". The terminology "best" can probably be defined in that the theory
can be expressed in general tensor notation and the theory is consistent with
the order of the Love-Klrchhoff assumptions, i.e., no additioral approximations
are made which are of the same order of magnitude as the original assumptions.
These concepts of "best" and consistent were pursued by Kolter [14], Sanders
[IS], and Budiansky and Sanders [16] arriving at what are now commonly denoted
as the Sanders or Koiter-Sanders shell equations. The features of this shell
theory are contained In Budiansky end Sanders [16] and are summarized below:
1. General tensor form
2. State of deformed shell is represented by six stresses which satisfy
the equilibrium equations and six strains, three of which are the conventional
membrane strains; the others are composed of the geometrical curvature-change
tensor and terms which are bilinear in components of the curvature and membrane
strain tensors.
3. A principle of virtual work is exact for displacements obeying the
Kirchhoff hypothesis.
A. An exact static-geometric analogy.
5. Stresses and strains reduce to generally-used measures when applied
to symmetrical bending of shells of revolution.
6. Stresses and strains obey uncoupled Love constitutive relations.
No other "first-order" shell theory can satisfy 1 through 6. This does
not Imply that other "first-order" theories should be considered Insufficient
for shell analysis. Moat analysts are bound to use certain theories since
they are more comfortable with them. This may be due to educational background
or the experience gained by colleagues. Two excellent surveys of other "firstorder" theories can be found in the text by Kraus [17] and the monograph by
Lelssa [18].
The effects of large deflections on the resultant deformation state are
quite more dependent on exactly which shell theory It is based upon. Three of
the most popular nonlinear shell theories are due to Relssner [19], Naghdi and
Nordgren (20), and Sanders [21], the latter two being the more general. The
theory due to Sanders is an extension of the linear theory detailed previously.
Additional information on the nonlinear response of structures can be found
elsewhere in this monograph by Belytschko.
Higher order shell theories in computer codes have mainly been Included
through the uae of the isoparametric element or one of Its forms. This element
haa been used by several researchers to analyze problems which vary in scope
from thin shells through thick shells to continue [22]. A problem inherent to
the more general Isoparametric elements Is that excessive shear-strain energy
can be retained unless properly accounted for. Also, If applied to thin shells,
numerical problems may arise from ill-conditioned equations. This is due to
high stiffnesses in the thickness direction as opposed to the low stiffnesses in
directions orthogonal to the thickness. This problem can be avoided In thinner
shells by using the degenerate super-parametric element. Hare straight lines
initially perpendicular to the middle surface remain straight after deformation
but are only approximately normal to the middle. Also, strain energy associated
with stresses perpendicular to the middle surface Is neglected. This Is
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comparable to what shell theoretician« call a "second-order" or shear deformation theory. This element can be simplified further to produce the dlscretlzed
Kirchhoff element [23]. In this element the rotations are forced to produce
zero transverse shear strains at the nodal points and the remaining transverse
shear strain energy between the points is neglected. This is comparable to
"first-order" theories previously discussed. Another disadvantage of the Isoparametric element (other than the super-parametric) is the fact that the
purist find» it hard to state exactly which higher-order theory he Is using.
An excellent source which discusses thick shell representation in computer
codes Is the chapter by Bathe and Wilson [24].
Shell Description
Shells can be broadly placed in one of two categories: arbitrary shells or
rotatlonally symmetric shells. The computational analysis of arbitrary shells
is necessarily more complex. It taV«s up more computer core, runs longer
resulting in fewer codes that can perform calculations on this class of shells.
Most of the codes that can do general shell problems are the large generalpurpose codes. In fact, there are only a few special-purpose codes that can
do the arbitrary shell. One example la SIADE-D [23] and that is limited to
shells for which the reference surface is a portion of a surface of revolution.
The simplification to a shell of revolution leads to a much more tractable
analysts. If finite elements are used, then the element will be "onedimensional". Often, it Is advantageous to the user to reformulate a general
shell problem as one where he can use the results of a shell of revolution
code.
Another type of shell which can fall into both the above categories is a
stiffened shell. If the shell stlffeners are relatively close together and
information on the general shell response is desired, the stlffeners can be
"smeared out". "Smearing" should not be done if the analyst wishes information on responses which have a wavelength similar to or less than the
stlffener spacing. If the stlffener is treated as a dlacrete structure, it
is usually allowed to rotate and translate as the shell does to which it is
attached. If a general-purpose code is to be used, it is important that the
user verify that beams and other structures or masses can be attached. If so,
many practical problems Involving combinations of shells or shells with other
structures nay be amenable to analysis.
Another subset of shells is that Which is referred to as shallow shells.
Shallow shells are defined by the shallowness parameter (maximum height of
the middle surface above base plane/base plane diameter) being less than
approximately 1/5 to 1/10. This simplification from the full shell theory can
make computations more trsctable. For instance, a shallow spherical shell
has an identical mathematical behavior to that of a circular plate on an el«»tic foundation.
Methods of Spatial Discretization
The three principal methods of discretizing shells in general-purpose codes or
special-purpose shell codes are: finite differences, forward integration, and
finite elements. The finite element method was the latest of the three to
mature, but the greet majority of the present codes which treat shells use this
method.
The finite difference method can be further subdivided into what might be
called the conventional finite difference method and the finite difference
energy method. In the conventional method, the differential aquations of motion
are converted to algebraic equations through finite difference discretization of
the differential operators [25]. Principal difficulties of this method Include
difficulties with general boundary condition« and numerical problems associated
with the lack of positive deflnltenes« of the system. In the finite difference
energy method, the strains in the expression for total energy era represented
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by their appropriate finite difference formulas [26], The expression for
energy la now obtained through a numerical integration over the shell. This
Is then minimized with reapect to the displacement componente. The algebraic
forma for the energy are easily programmable, the difference expressions are
of a lower degree than the conventional method, and boundary conditions are
easier to aatlafy. However, even with the development of the energy method,
present finite difference codea cannot aolve the more general structural problems handled by tho finite element methods.
In the forward Integration method, the shell la firat divided into segments
In the meridional direction after removing the circumferential coordinate by a
Fourier decomposition. The equations are integrated over each segment starting
from one of the boundaries. The solution procedure la similar to that of a two
point boundary value problem. There are only a few special-purpose shell codea
which employ this method, but they arc widely used.
Use of the finite element method ia initiated by subdividing the shell
structure into a finite number of aubregiona or elements. The dlaplacamenta
within the element are then expressed in terms of the generalised coordinates
of the element by polynomial functions. If interpolation functions are used,
the method works with nodal displacements and not generalized dlsplscements.
Using one of these fomulatlons, the element's atralna and ■tresses are now
written. The element stiffness matrix and load vector can now be derived by
the direct or varlatlonal method. If one-dlmenslonal elements are used, the
approach is probably equivalent, but for general structures, the varlatlonal
formulation ia superior. In the varlatlonal approach, the potential energy ia
formed and then minimized to yield the element characteristics. The procedure
is now straightforward to determine element displacements now that the stiffness matrix and load vector are known. Excellent references on the finite
element method can be found in the boc »n by Zienkiewlcz [22] and Desai and
Abel [27].
Eigenvalue Analysis
The eigenvalues or natural frequencies are important to the shell analyst for
subsequent use In a transient response calculation by mode superposition.
They are also important so that the shell is designed in a manner such that
its natural frequencies are removed from possible excitation frequencies.
A difficult situation for eigenvalue extraction codes when applied to
shells is that eigenvalues associated with predominantly membrane and bending
behavior are far removed fron each other and often cluster within small intervals. If all of these eigenvalues are important, the eigenvalue routine must
be able to separate and extract most of the eigenvalues. Also, In mode superposition transient shell response problems, many frequencies may be excited
end hence must be obtained.
Eigenvalue extraction routines may be broadly categorized to be one of
two types: those which calculate all the system elgenvaluee and thoee which
only determine a »aall pereentaga. The direct methods such aa those of
Houeeholdcr or Ja^obl will obtain all of the elgenvaluee with a lower portion
of them being accurate. One dlaadvantage la that only relatively low degree
of freedom ahell systems can be analyzed (300-400 degrees of freedom on moat
computers) because the matrix Is full and is stored in core. Computation
times may be restrictive s^roe they grow with the cube of the matrix order
being analyzed.
If the analyst is Interested in only a relatively small portion of the
shall elgenvaluee, inverse power iteration is the most widely used technique.
Eigenvalues of systems at leaat an order of magnitude greater in size can be
analyzed. The methoii takes advantage of the sparseness of the stiffness. A
trial eigenvector is assumed and the system of resultant inhomogenaous aquations is itsratad upon until thara is satisfactory convergence. If higher
eigenvalues are dealred, a new trial eigenvector is assumed orthogonal to all
previously calculated eigenvectors. A spectral shift ia parfanted and a new
eigenvalue is obtained nearest the shift. Disadvantages include the low
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number of eigenvalues easily obtained, the possibilities f missing eigenvalues, and problems with clustered eigenvalues. A similar technique known as
subspace Iteration usis a set of orthogonal trial eigenvectors Instead of one
eigenvector In the procedure Just described. A chapter on eigenvalue extraction by Stricklln and W.Ukle la in this volume.
Method of Time Integration
Of the four methods described in the first part of this chapter which treat the
time variable, only the first two are widely employed In shell codes. These
are the mode superposition and direct (numerical) Integration techniques.
Mode superposition techniques are efficient for relatively simple shells
with few modes. However, If both bending and membrane responses are Important,
many modes are needed, as pointed out previously. The modes which significantly
add to the response are not always those associated with the lowest eigenvalues
In ascending order. For Instance, the lowest bending and membrane modes are
the most salient modes In the response. However, some of the eigenvalues associated with higher bending modes are less than the first membrane eigenvalue.
A good analyst computing the transient response should recognize this and
eliminate those modes from the calculation.
There are two types of schemes used In the direct integration approach in
dynamic shell codes. These are the Implicit and explicit integration procedures.
Usually one of these methods should be used if the analyst contemplates tha.. a
large number of modes will be excited. The solution of the eigenvalue problem
la not needed in the use of this method.
In the Implicit method, the solution everywhere in the shell proceeds forward in time simultaneously. At each time Increment, a set of algebraic
equations must be solved. In the case of nonlinear transient problems, these
are necessarily nonlinear. The implicit approach can be either conditionally
or unconditionally stable. The latter schemes include the Newmark ß (B ^ 1/4),
Houbolt, and Wilson 6 methods. The only sources of error in these schemes are
truncation and round-off errors. These errors are inherent in all direct
integration methods.
The iaportant feature of the explicit methods is that the solutions advance
in time at each nodal point independent of the other nodal points. Systems of
equations are not solved at each time step. If nonlinearlties are present, this
Is an advantage over the implicit schemes since solutions of nonlinear equations
are expensive and time consuming to solve. The principal disadvantage of the
explicit approach is that all the operators are conditionally stable. The time
step must always be less than a certain Halt which is Inversely proportional to
the highest frequency present, In linear problems, this can be quite time consuming when compared to the unconditionally stable Implicit methods which can
use larger time steps.
The convergence of the implicit and explicit methods is influenced by the
form of the mass matrix. Krieg and Key [28] show that for best convergence the
■ass matrix should be diagonal for explicit schemes and consistent for the
implicit methods.
Special Features
The discussion to this point has emphasized the computer analysis of Isotropie,
homogeneous, linear elastic shell structures with small deflections. Nonlinearlties due to large deflections have been briefly discussed in the sections on
shell theories and time integration.
Codes that treat composite (layered, filamentary, or sandwich) shell structures may Include more complex shell theories that include shear deformation.
This mandates higher-order finite elements which will increase computer time.
The inclusions of plasticity and viscoelasticlty into shell codes should
be handled with great care. This is due to the fact that these features are
extremely Material dependent. The ideal code should provide a wide variety of
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the plasticity or vlscoelaatlclty models that engineering materials can follow.
Otherwise, the code might be unduly restrictive.
COMPUTER CODES
The purpose of this section Is to enumerate and briefly describe the dynamic
shell codes which are widely employed or show potential for extensive usage.
If shell code development continues at the same pace In the future as It has
In the paat five years, some of the codes listed may be obsolete or may not be
maintained. However, the Information contained here will be useful in selecting the appropriate new or Improved computer code.
Selection of a code is heavily a function of the user's particular situation. There is an advantage to the uier in chooalng a general-purpose code,
such as NASTRAN. In these types of codes there is usually more than one shell
element in addition to other types of elements, e.g., continuum and beam. The
acquisition of such a code could be quite cost effective if the user's facility
has a continued use for Che variety or problems that can be aolved. However,
these programs often require much time to learn how to use and may need a person
devoting most of hit time to maintain.
For the individual in a small facility, the answer is probably in the use
of one of the more specialized shell codes, such as SATANS or the SCR family.
ANSYS
AHSYS is a general-purpose finite element code with an extensive element library
(about 70). The structural element library includes pipe, solid, beam, flat
plate, and axisymmetric shell elements. Triangular or quadrilateral elements
may be used as general shell elements. There are alao axlsyametrlc shell elements. The shell elements use a thin shell theory. Eigenvalues are extracted
via the Jacobi method. Large displacement and large rotation capabilities exist
within the code. A number of the elements include geometric stiffening as an
option. Transient response calculations are accomplished through an implicit
method. Stiffeners can be Included in a discrete or smeared sens«. Branched
shells can be trested. There is a plasticity capability. Material behavior is
characterized in one of several ways. These are: virgin stress-strain curve,
kinematic hardening, Isotropie hardening, and 10th cycle empirical hardening.
Viscoelastic equations are of the power type for creep stralna in metals. Both
primary and secondary creep equations are available. Shells can be layered and
the material orthotroplc.
Address of Availability: Swanson Analysis Systems
870 Pine View Drive
Elizabeth, Pennsylvania 15037
ASTRA

ASTRA is a general-purr-se finite element code. Elements Include a beam, spar,
rod, and flat-plate element. Membrane and bending are combined In this flatplate element forming a general quadrilateral element. Axisymoetrlc solid,
conical shell, and cylindrical shell elements «re also included. The eigenvalue
extraction scheme uses a Householder decomposition scheme. There is no capability for time integration. It can treat general shells with discrete stlffeners
and branches. The shells can be of an orthotroplc material.
Address of availability: Boeing Computer Services, Inc.
P. 0. Box 24346
Seattle, Washington
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B0S0R 4

BOSOR 4 Is baled on the finite difference energy oethod. For dynamic probleae
It can only treat an eigenvalue analysis of axlsyaoetrlc shells. The eigenvalue method of extraction uaed la Inverse power Iteration with spectral shifts
and deflation. The shell theory used Is that attributable to Sanders. It ;an
solve problems with prestress Including large deformation. Stlffenera can be
treated either as discrete or smeared. Since this code is restricted to shells
of revolution, meridional etlffeners must be smeared. The coda will treat
layered and orthotroplc shells. It will also analyze branched sheila.
Address of Availability: Dr. David Buahnell
Lockheed Mlaailea and Space Company
3251 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, California 94304
ICES STRUDL
ICES STRUDL is a general-purpoae finite element code whose element librery
includes many plane stress-plane strain, plate bending, shallow shell, and solid
elements. It slso has a banding-membrane flat-plate element. Eigenvalue extraction can be performed by Houaeholder trldlagonalizatlon or Inverse Iteration.
Time integration is accomplished via the Newmark 6 implicit method. The code
can analyse a general ahell geometry with discrete stiffenera and branches.
There is no plastic or viacoelaatic capability. No geometric nonlinearitles
are allowed in the dynamic veraion. The ahell material may be orthotroplc. A
layered shsll is analysed by laying elements on top of one another.
Address of Availability: ICES Users Group
P. 0. Box 8243
Cranston, Rhode Island 02920
KSHBL
■s
V,

KSHEL is a forward integration code which can treat branched shells of revolution.
The ahell theory employed ia that of Love-Retesner. Eigenvalues can be extracted
by either inverse iteration with shifts or determinant plotting. Transient
reaponae ia performed with the mode superposition method. Ring stiffeners ere
simulated by short cylindrical shells. The shall may bs layered and orthotroplc.
At present there is no plastic or viacoelaatic capability.
Address of Availability: Dr. Arturs Kalnlna
Lehigh University
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Mechanics
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18015
HARC
MARC Is a general-purpose finite element cod« which contalna • wide variety of
10, 20, and 3D solid element*. These include several beam elements and axisymmatrlc and doubly-curved shell elements. The ahell elementa us« the KolterSanders shell theory. Eigenvalues are extracted using Invars« power iteration.
There are severel type« of time integration Included. There are both mode
superpoaltion and direct integration capabilities. The direct methods are
Implicit Newmark S and Houbolt techniques and the central difference explicit
technique. Recently included is an "exact" explicit operator attributable to
R. Meloah. Geometric nonlinearitles are included in the sense of the full
Kolter-Sanders theory. There are ssveral ways of including plaetlcity (perfectly plastic, iaotropic hardening, kinematic hardening). There ia a
viacoelaatic capability through the use of nonlinear Kelvin and Maxwell modele.
These can be used in series. The code has general shell and ahell of revolution
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elements and can treat stiffened and branched shells. It has an orthotroplc
capability and a thick shell element.
Address of Availability: MARC Analysis Corporation
105 Medway Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02906
MINIEUS
HTNIEIAS Is a general purpose finite element code which can treat general shells
through a variety of beam and surface (flat-plate, shell) elements. There Is
no solid element at the present tine. Its dynamic shell capability extends only
as far as eigenvalue extraction and random excitation. Eigenvalues are extracted
using inverse iterations with shifts. Only saall defonations are allowed.
Address of Availability: Dr. S. Utku
Duke University
School of Engineering
Durham, North Carolina 27706
PASTRAH (MSC)
NASTRAM is a general-purpose finite eleaent code. The element library Includes
besa, plate, and shell elements. Moat shell analysis is perforaed with the
flat-plate eleaent. It also has an eleaent that accounts for transverse shear
deforaation. Eigenvalue analysis is accoapllshed by one of three aethods:
inverse iteration, Given's aethod, determinant aearch. Time integration is perforaed via the Newaark 6 Implicit integration scheme. In general, there is no
plasticity or viscoelasticity capability. Large deflections can be handled as
long as you can use geometric stiffness. General shells with branches and
discrete stiffeners can be handled. The aaterlal can be orthotroplc and the
shell of layered construction.
Address of Availability: The MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation
7442 N. Flgueroa Street
Los Angeles, California 90041
N0HSAF
N0NSAP is a general-purpose finite eleaent which uses one, two, and threedimensional isoparaaetrlc eleaents. These are variable nuaber node elements.
Eigenvalue extraction Is perforaed via determinant search. Transient response
is obtained through the lapllclt Newaark ß or Wilson 6 techniques. There exist
a large diaplaceaent and rotation capability in the one and two-diaenslonal
eleaenta. The code will handle general shell geoaetry with stiffeners and
branches. Plasticity can be Included in ths two-dimensional eleaent. This can
be von Mlses Isotropie hardening or elastlc-perfectly plastic. There la no
viscoelsstlc capability. An extension of this code, ADINA, Is being developed
by Klaus Bathe at MIT.
Address of Availability: Dr. Edward L. Wilson
Departaent of Civil Engineering
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
REFSIL
REPSIL la a general-shell code which uses the conventional finite difference
method. The code uses a thin shall theory. There la no eigenvalue analysis
capability. Tlac Integration In transient response probleaa la handled by an
explicit central difference scheae. Plasticity can be handled In the following
waya. The aaterlal can be elaetic-perfectly plastic or elaatic with strain
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hardening. The actual stress-strain curve can be Input In straight line segments.
A mechanical sublayer model la used. A power law strain-rate material constitutive model capability exlats. The code treats orthotroplc shells; however, It
may have problems when plasticity Is Included with such shells. There Is no
vlscoelastlc capability and It cannot treat layered shells or shells with stlffeners or branches. An energy check Is made during the calculations which can
be used to verify the calculations.
Address of Availability: N. J. Hufflngton, Jr.
U.S. Army BRL
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005
SATANS
SATANS employs conventional finite differences after a Fourier decomposition In
the circumferential direction. Eigenvalue analysis Is not included In the version that Is presently disseminated; however, there la on-going work In this
area. The shell theory employed la that due .to Sanders with small atrains and
moderate rotations. The shells must be axlsynaetrlc. Time Integration is
handled by the Implicit Houbolt method. It can handle layered shells, though
each layer must be Isotropie. No orthotroplc materials can be handled. The
shell may not have stlffeners or branches and there Is no plasticity or viscoelaatlclty capability.
Address of Availability: t. E. Ball
Code 57Bp
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940
SHORE
SHORE la a conventional finite difference code In which the equilibrium equations are written in terms of the stress resultants. Time Integration la
handled by explicit central differences. There la no eigenvalue extraction
capability. Large deflections and moderate rotatlona are allowed. The middle
surface of the shell must be axlsyanetrlc, though thickness and material properties can change arbitrarily. The material can have the option of being
elaatic-perfectly plastic or elastic with linear strain hardening. Springe can
be attached at any point in the three coordinate directions. Also, masses can
be attached to these nodal polnta. There is a layered and orthotroplc shell
capability. The code contains no viscoelaatic nor branched shell capability.
Address of Availability: Philip Underwood
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company
3251 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, California 9430A
SLADE D
SLADE D ia a finite element code which treats shells whose reference aurface Is
a portion of an axisymmetrlc surface. The aurface can include cutouts and it
could be incomplete. There is no eigenvalue extraction capability. The shell
theory is a Kirchhoff-type thin shell theory. The time integration la performed
by an explicit central difference scheme. However, unlike many other codes, the
time step is computed internally. The ahell may contain stlffeners and branches
auch that the reference surface remains a portion of an axlaymmetric aurface.
No geometric nonlinearitlea. plasticity, or viscoelastlclty are allowed. It can
handle orthotroplc ahells. Layered shells are treated through an equivalent
modulus method.
Address of Availability; Dr. Samuel W. Key
Sandia Laboratories
Division 1141
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115
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SOR FAMILY
The SOR family of codes la a aeries of finite eleaent codea which treat shells
of revolution. These currently are SAMMSOR IV which evaluates the stiffness
matrix, SNASOR II which does static problema, FANSOR which extracts eigenvalues,
and DYNAPLAS II which performs the tranaitnt raaponac. Eigenvalues are
extracted by Inverse Iteration with shifts and deflation. Tine integration is
either by the implicit Houbolt or explicit central difference method. The code
can handle geometric nonlinearItlea, orthotroplc materials, and beam-type ring
stiffeners. If plasticity is included, the material should be Isotropie.
Material hardening is either laotropic or mechanical sublayer. It can handle
strain-rate affecta. No viacoelaaticity la included and it will not treat
branched »hell». DYNAPLAS III (soon to be released) will handle layered shells,
thermal loading, and temperature dependent materials.
Address of Availability: Dr. Walter E. Haisler
Department of Aeroapace Engineering
Tesaa A4M University
College Station, Texaa 77843
STAGS
STAGS ia baaed on the finite difference energy method. The present version of
the code can do both an eigenvalue and transient response analysis. There are
two eigenvalue extraction schemes. The user can employ either single vector
inveree iteration or subspace iteration. The user has the choice of explicit
central difference or implicit time integrators. The shell theory used is
attributable to FlUgge-Marlowe. Thia is similar to the nonlinear Sandere theory
except for aome curvature terms. The code tresta general branched shells with
stiffeners. The stiffeners can be either discrete or smeared. Large deflection
effects can be included. Plasticity capability exista using a mechanical sublayer model. The code can treat orthotroplc shells. No viscoelastic capability
exiata generally, though some versions floating around have it.
Addrcea of Availability: Dr. B. Almroth
Lockheed Mlaailee and Space Company
3231 Hanover Street
Palo Alto. California 94304
STARDYNE
STARDYNE ia a general-purpose finite element code whoaa element library includes
beams, plates, and ahella. Eigenvalue analysis la accomplished by either single
vector Inverse iteration or Householder trldiagonalisation followed by QR transformation. Time integration can be achieved by either mode auperpoeition or
implicit (Hewmark S or Wilson 6) integration. Ths code can handle general
ahella with dlacrete stiffeners and branches. It has an orthotroplc material
capability and can analyse layered shells.
Addreaa of Availability: Dr. Richard Roaen
Hechanica Reaearch Inc.
9841 Airport Boulevard
Los Angeles. California 90045
STARS
STARS is a forward (multi-segment forward) integration code. It cm extract
eigenvalues via either a determinant search or a Houssholder-Givene technique.
Time Integration is accomplished with an implicit Houbolt technique. The code
can treat stiffened and branched shells. The shall theory used is that due to
Love-Reiasner. Orthotroplc materials can be used in the shell analysis.
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V. Svalbonaa
The Franklin Institute
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

19103

CONCLUSION
It la expected that this chapter will acquaint the analyst with response problems of thin shells, the features of conputatlonal dynamic shell analysis, and
the present widely used computer codes in this field.
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Summa -y of General Purpose Programs
Suresh K. Detai
Commimweulih AiMOciatei Inc.

INTRODUCTION
General purpose programs have been a topic of considerable Interest ever since
the power of the finite element method became generally recognized. The
first developments came In the field of linear static analysis, although, as
Clough haa pointed out, the Initial Impetus to the method came In the field of
dynamic response [1]. The dynamic capabilities of most general purpose programa were developed later.
Comprehensive reviews of structural mechanics software have been published
In [2], with capabllltlea of, and user reaction to, general purpose programs
dlscuaasd In the contest of transient analysis, non-linear continue, and plastic analysis. Also, more detailed reviews of a few general purpose programs
are In [3]. An excellent overview of general purpoae programs la provided In

W.

The theoretical aspects of structural dynamics have been adequately treated In many textbooks [5], and will not be dlacuased hare.
SCOPE
In order to define the ecope of this paper, some broad requirements for a
general purpose program are laid down as follows:
1. At least one of the methods of analysis Is the displacement method
ualng finite elements.
2. The program should have proven capability for both linear static and
linear dynamic response. Including computation of natural frequenclea. Daalrable, but not essential, capabilities Include (a) nonlinear static response,
(b) nonlinear dynamic response, (c) stability, both static and dynamic, and
(d) thermal loading.
3. A good library of elements for both planar and three-dimensional problems should be available. It should Include:
a. One-dlmenslonal straight elements for axial stress,
b. One-dlmenslonal elements, both straight and curved, subjected to
forces and moments In three dlmenslona,
c. Plate and shell elements of various shapes, both for membrane
forces and/or banding,
d. Three-dimensional elements of various shapes, and
e. Preferably, axlsymmctrlc alamants and axlsymmetrlc shells, thick
and thin.
4. The progrim should ba of modular design with the facility for easy
modification or extension.
Two more requirements are added by this writer from the user's point of
view:
5. The program should be readily available and should have well documented User's Manual and Theoretical Manual.
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6. Competent technical •■■latanc« must be readily available, either
from the computer canter offering the program, or from tha developers, or
from a user'a group.
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Details of dynamic capablUtiaa of general purpose programs are sumBarlited In
the next section. However, tha following characteristics are comon to most
programs:
1. Coding language la FORTRAN IV or some other level of FORTRAN. Some
programs have small section« of code written In an assembler language because
of special considerations,
2. Consistent inertia matrix ia available.
3. Guyan reduction for retaining selected "dynamic" degrees of freedom
for eigenvalue extraction ia available.
4. A maximum of six degreta of freedom per node are permitted: three
displacements and three rotationa referred to three orthogonal axes.
5. Modal damping ia viacoua damping apeciflcd as a distinct fraction of
the critical damping for each mode. Proportional damping ia also viscous
damping specified aa a linear combination of tha global inertia and stiffness
matricea.
6. Selected input may be generated or prepared in advance for later use
by the program.
7. Tranaient analysis includes seianic analysis.
8. Good plotting capability is available.
9. Reatart capability ia available.
10. Interface with user routines available, although this ia generally
not eaay
11. Input Is formatted.
12. Consistent unite must be used.
13. Dynamic allocation of working acoragc.
14. Specification of selective output.
PROGRAM DETAILS
ANSYS
Developer:

Swanaon Analysis Systems, Inc.
870 Pine View Drive
Elisabath, Penneylvania 1S037
Documentation: ANSYS User's Manual 4 Examplea Manual
Availability: CDC Cybernet
Weetlnghouae Telecomputer Canter, Pittaburgh, Pa.
Swanton Analysis Systerna. Inc.
Machine: CDC 6600/7600, UNIVAC 1108. IBM 360/370
Analyaea: Modal, harmonic, apectrum, tranaient - both modal and direct
Elemente: Extensive library of one-, two- and three-dlmenaional elementa,
auperelamenta
Nonlinaarlty:
Material plasticity, creep and awelling, geometric nonllnearity
gapa
Damping: Proportional, modal
Data Generation: Good maah generation capability
Notable Items: (a) linear aquatione of conatraint between multiple degrees
of freedom, (b) Polar, cylindrical, «ad ephericel systeme in addition
to cartesian, (c) Only Jacobl iteration available (or the eigenproblem.
enta: ANSYS la quite a vereatile program, particularly (or nonlinear
problem«. This writer recently used the program la a comparative study
of nonlinear transient analysis of pipe break« and received excellent
eupport (roa the developers.
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ASXA
Developer:

ASKA - Group
Pfaffenwaldrlng 27
Stuttgart-80, Welt Germany
Docuacntation; ASKA Uaar'a Reference Manual ISD-Rap. No. 73
DYNAN Uaer't Reference Manual IDS-Rep. No. 97
Availability: A few prlvata computer cantata In U. S.
Machine: CDC 6600, UNIVAC 1108, IBM 360/370
Analyse«: Modal, Harmonic, Spectrum, Transient (nodal). Complex eigenvalue
Elements: Extensive library
Nonlinearity: No
Damping: Proportional, modal, nonproportlonal (for complex elganproblem only)
Data Generation: Good *«■'>. generation capability
Notable items: (a) A variety of procedures available for both the real and
the complex cigenproblea. (b) Extensive and effective use of substructure r.;. (c) Up to 32 degrees of freedom per node, (d) A very large
erstem requiring considerable experience, (e) Analysis of nonp-oport'.onally damped systems is done entirely in the core, a feature
which limits the site of problem which may be handled, (f) Ftae field
input.
snts: DVNAN, as the dynamic part of ASKA Is called, was developed much
il'.n then t'ie static part and la not nearly as versatile. Aa far as
t'.iis writer la aware, ASKA is one of the few packages developed in Europe
rffaich is being used in the U. S., although it la not offered by any major
computer network In the U. 8.
COSA
Developer:

Dornier GmbH
799 Frledrlchahafen. Postfach 317
West Germany
Documentation: COSA User's Manual
Availability: Dornier Computer Canter, Frledrlchahafen, Germany
CDC Computer Center, Frankfurt, Germany
Machine: CDC 6600, IBM 360/370
Elements; Good library
NonlinearIty: No
Damping: Proportional, modal, nonproportional, structural, combination of
viscous t structural
Data Generation: Information not available
Commenta: DYNAME la the name of the part of COSA which par forma dynamic
analyala.
MARC-CDC
Developer:

Marc Analysis Resesrch Corporation
10S Madway Straat
Providence, Fhode Island 02906
Documentation: MARC-CDC Uaar Information Manual Vols. 1-3
Availability: CDC Cybernet
Machine: CDC 6600/7600
Analyses: Modal, Transient - modal and direct
Elements: Good library for one- and two-dimensional elementa only. Only one
three-dimensional element available
NonUnearity:
Material plasticity, craep and swelling, geometric nonlinearlty
Damping; Modal
Data Generation: Built in routines for mesh generation.
Notable Itame: (a) Dynamic capabilities are vary limited, (b) No Guyen reduction, (c) Th« program appeare to be difficult to usa and rather poorly documented.
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Corao'Tts: The program offer» the most tdvanced technology for nonlinear i a.tlc analyala (2J. However, the dynamic capabllltlea are atlll quite Halted. When the dynamic capabilities are brought on a par with the static
capabllltlea the program may become a vary powerful tool for nonlinear
dynamic analyala, especially alnce thla would Include effecta of dynamic
instability.
MINIEUS
Developer:

Computer Structural Analyala Fund
Department of Civil Engineering
Duke University
Durham, North Carolina 2770«
Documentation: MINIELAS User's Manual
Availability: Duke University
Machine: IBM 360/370
Analyses: Modal, transient (modal)
Elements: Limited library
NonlinearIty: No
Damping: Modal
Comments: MINIELAS la a part of the general purpose programs called ELAS.
NASTRAN
Developer; Computer Sciences Corporation, MacNeal Schwandler, Martin Baltimore,
and Bell Aero Systems under contract to NASA
Documentation: The NASTRAN Theoretical Manual, NASA SP-221
The NASTRAN User'a Manual, NASA SP-222
The NASTRAN Programme!'s Manual, NASA SP-223
Availability: COSMIC, CDC Cybernet, McAuto Computer Network, Westlnghouae Telecomputer Center, Pittsburgh, and others
Machine: CDC 6600/7600. UNIVAC 1108. IBM 360/370
Analyses: Modal, harmonic, spectrum, tranalent - both modal and direct, complex eigenvalue
Elemente: Good library, general element
Non-llnearlty: Limited
Damping: Proportional, modal, nonproportional
Data Generation: No
Notable Items: (a) A very large versatile system requiring considerable experience, (b) Limited choices for elgenproblem». (c) Llnsar equation«
of constraint between multiple degreea of freedom, (d) Cylindrical and
spherical systems In addition to carteelan. (e) Vsry expensive for small
problems.
Comments: NASTRAN has been the subject of more discussion than any other piece
of softwars. Its documentation Is the most thorough this writer has come
across, but its volume is likely to scars many potential ussrs. NASTRAN
Is available on most major computer networks. This makes It the most
easily available package.
NISA
Developer:

Engineering Mechanics Research Corporation
24001 Southfleld Road
Southfield, Michigan 48075
Documentation: NISA User's Manual
Availability: Engineering Mechanics Research Corporation
McAuto Computer Network
Machine: CDC, IBM, UNIVAC, Honeywell
Analyses: Modal, Harmonic, Transient (modal)
Elements: Good library, strong In Isoparametric elements, also thick
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thin shells
Nonllnearlty: No
Dniiping: Modal
Data Generation: Good mesh generation capability
Notable Items: (a) QR Householder and subspace Iteration for elgenproblem.
(b) Lumped muss matrix option also available, (c) Well developed plotting capability, (d) Numerous pre- and postprocessors.
SAP IV
Developer:

Department of Civil Engineering
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
Documentation: SAP IV - Baths, Wilson & Peterson
Availability; Prof. Edward L. Wilson
Department of Civil Engineering
University of California, Berkeley, California 94720
Machine: CDC 6600/7600, UNIVAC 1108, IBM 360/370
Analyses: Modal, Spectrum, Transient - both modal and direct
Elements: Good library
Nonllnearlty: No
Damping: Modal, proportional
Data Generation: Nodes, Elements
Notable Itesw: (a) No Ouyan reduction, (b) Only lumped Inertia matrix.
(c) Only subspace iteration for elgenproblem. (d) Only one value of
modal damping Is available for transient analysis.
Conente: The unique feature of SAP IV Is that It Is the only general purpoae
program that Is simple enough so that users have tried to modify it for
their needs. Hence there are many offahoota of the original SAP program,
none of which are listed here.
SESAM-69
Developer:

Det Norske Verltas
P. 0. Box 6060
Etteretad, Oslo, 6
Norway
Documentation: SESAM-69 User's Manual
Availability: Det Norske Verltas and at some computer centers In U. S.
Machine; CDC 6600, UNIVAC 1108
Analyses; Modal, harmonic, transient (modal)
Elemente: Good library, eupcrelemcnts
Nonllnearlty: No
Damping: Modal
Data Generation: Nodes, elements
Comments: The package is oriented to estensive use of supereUmente.

MUM
Developer;

Mechanic Research, Inc.
9841 Airport Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90045
Documentation; MRI/STARDYNE User Information Manual
Availability: CDC Cybernet
Machine; CDC «600
Analyees: Modal, harmonic, spectrum, translsnt (modal)
Elements: Good library
Nonllneeiity: No
Damping: Modal, composite modal
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Data Generation: Nodal coordinate», element connectivity, loadlnga
Notable Itema: (a) Cylindrical ayatra in addition to cartaalan. (b) Only
lumped inertia matrix, (c) Built-in bandwidth optlaiiar. (d) Prograo
la fairly wall documented, eaay to laarn, and wall supported by HRI/CDC
Cybernet.
Conaenta: Although tha program capabilltle» art limited. It haa received a
very high rating from uaera for ita reliability and economy. Implementation of Guyan reduction in early 1975 haa eliminated tha rathar awkward
handling of "dynamic" degrees of freedom.
STRUDL II
Developer:

Structurea Divialon & Civil Eng. Systems Laboratory
Masaachusatta Inatituta of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
Documentation: ICES - STRUDL II Engineering User's Manual, Vols. 1-3
Availability: ICES - USER'S GROUP INC.
P. 0. Box 8243
Cranston, Rhode Island 02920
Machine: IBM 360/370
Analyses: Modal, spectrum, transient (modal)
Elements; Limited library
Nonltnearity: No
Damping: Modal
Data Generation: Limited to element properties and loadings.
Notable Items: (a) Free field input, (b) No plotting capability, (c) Great
flexibility for unite of varloua parameters in Input and output, all conversions being handled Internally, (d) Eaay additions, delations and
■odlficatlona of problem parameters at any ataga of program execution,
(e) Lumped inertia matrix option also available, (f) Householder Method
and Itaration are available for the eiganproblaa. (g) Coding language
la ICETRAN, which la very similar to FORTRAN with the added capability
of dynamic storage allocation, (h) Flexibility In tha labeling of nodsa
and elements, (1) Tables for properties of rolled ahapaa built into
the program.
Comment«: STRUDL II, which is a part of tha ICES system was developed at
M.I.T. during the ■id-sixtlas and was, until recently, a vary popular
program In the building industry. However, aftar further developments
on the program ware stopped due to lack of support, and McDonnell Douglas
developed and marketed Ita proprietary version, tha uaa of STRUDL II
appears to be declining.
STRUDL DYNAL
Developer: Sea comments below.
Documentation:
ICES - STRUDL II Engineering Usar's Manual, vols. 1-3
ICES STUDL DYNAL Usar's Manual
Availability; McDonnell Douglas Automation Company
Computer Network
Machine: IBM 360/370
Analysaa: Modal, harmonic, spectrum, transient (modal)
Elements: Good library, general element
Nonlinearity: No
Damping! Modal
Data Generation: Limited to nodal coordinates and element properties

Notable Items: (a) Free field Input, (b) Great flexibility for units of
various parameters la input and output, all convaraiona being handled internally, (c) Eaay additions, delations and modifications of problem
parameters at any stags of program «xecution. (d) Lumped inertia matrix
option alao available, (a) Householder method, Jacobl Iteration and QR
method available for elgenproblem. (f) Coding languaga la ICBTRAH which
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!■ very alnilar to FORTRAN with the added capability of dynamic atoragc
allocation, (g) Flexibility In the labeling of nodea and eleaenta.
(h) Tablaa for propertlea of rolled ahapea built Into the program.
Coaaenta: STRliSL DYNAL la the proprietary veralon of ICES STRUDL II.
McDonnell Douglae Automation Company and Engineering Computer International have made cxtanalve modlflcatlona and addition» to the M.I.T. verelon
of STRUDL II. The dynamic part DYNAL la completely new. The new
STRUDL DYNAL la now aervlced and aupported by HcAuto. Aa a reault. many
of the original huge have been removed and the program la much more
streamlined and efficient.
However, the program »till haa aome deflcienciea. To mention a
couple of itema, STRUDL DYNAL hee no tranalent analyala ualng direct
numerical integration, nor doea it have the Incompatible plane atreaa
rectangle.
SELECTION OF SOFTWARE
The easentlal and deelrabla charactarletlc» of a general purpoae program Hated above are met to a great extent by the progreme detailed above. However,
for further dlecuaalon, the field of programa la now narrowed down to the
following:
Proprietary programa:
1. AN8YS
2. MARC-CDC
3. STARDYNE
4. STRUDL DYNAL
Public programa:
1. NASTRAN
2. SAP IV
The overall auitabillty of the above programa for different daaaea of
problem» la given below. The eelection repreaenta the personal vlawa of thla
writer.
1. Routine email and medium sire problema of linear dynamic» - STARDYNE,
STRUDL DYNAL, SAP IV, AHSYS.
2. Vary Urge problems in linear dynamic» - NASTRAN.
3. Non-linear dynamic» - AN8YS, MARC-CDC.
4. Problem» with special requirement»; reaearch type problema requiring
conaiderable Interface with uaer routlnea - SAP IV.
5. Special prob leu may be solved on other apeclal purpose programs. For
example, for axlsymmetric shells or solids, use of special programs - baaed on
finite element or other methods - ehould be definitely conaldared.
Beaed on hla experience, thla writer feels that no general purpoae program la suitable to be used under all »ituatlon». Any Inatitutlon, where a
significant amount of diver»» forma of dynamic analyala is done, should be
wing more than one program for the moat effective reaults.
FUTURE TRENDS
The field of linear dynamics is now wall covered, and new development» ere
to be expected in the field of nonlinear dynamics. Nonlinearity arlaas in
one or more of three ways: (a) material behavior, (b) large dlaplacements
causing geometric nonllnesilty and (c) nonlinear boundary condition», for
example, gape. Both AHSYS and MARC-CDC have already addrasaad themselves to
some of these problema. More werk in this direction may also provide toola
for dynamic »tability analysis.
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Nonlinear Analysis Description and Numerical Stability
Ted Belytschku
Vniviniiy (if Illinois nl Chicuno Circle

INTRODUCTION
This chapter la concerned with two aspects of the nonlinear transient
problem: the kinetic, kinematic, constitutive, and mesh descriptions, and
the stability of the numerical integration schemes. The aim is to present
the methods that are currently used in solid and structural mechanics software, and to evaluate and compare these methods.
We are concerned here with problems nonlinear in both geometry and
materials! with the emphasis on the former. Geometrically nonlinear problems
are those in which deformation and/or rotation are sufficiently large so
that the initial shape of the solid must be distinguished from the deformed
shape.
In small deflection theory, matters of descriptions are of no consequence, even when the material is nonlinear.
Ue will divide our discussion of descriptions into two parts,the first concerned with solid continue, the second with structures. The choices and
difficulties for these two classes of problems are quite different, so it is
quite confusing to treat them simultaneously.
Structures are here defined to be slender, solid members in which the
deformation is governed by the deformation of the midsurface or midline.
In
transient analysis, the choice of a continuum or structural approach depends
both on the geometry of the solid and on the loading and response that is of
interest. If the wave propagation through the thickness of the structure is
of importance, a continuum approach is appropriate. Otherwise, it is convenient to make assumptions such as those of Kirchhoff ur Relssner to define
the motion of the structure relative to the midplane, and thus reduce the
number of degrees of freedom. More will be said on this point later.
In these discussions, when a need arises for examining the details, we
will often refer to the finite element method. However, it Is now widely
accepted that the finite element method and many finite difference methods
(especially those applicable to arbitrary meshes) are basically very similar
in that both can be viewed as solutions of the weak form of the governing
partial differential equations. In both rases, the dependent variables are
defined in elements or cones and difference equations are obtained for the
discrete dependent variables. Although there are substantial differences in
the mathematical accoutrements. In many cases the discrete equations for the
finite element and finite difference methods are identical; the reader is
referred to Refs. (1, 2, 3] for examples and further details.
In Che same
spirit, we will not distinguish between nodes and mesh points or elements and
zones, but use these terns synonymously.
The discussion of numerical stability is necessarily brief, for this
aspect of the problem la not well understood. The major aim ie to present a
synopsis of current practice and to point out some pitfalls.
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NOMENCLATURE

b

i

c

«
£

I
k
MlJ
Pit
R

v

V.V (e)
w
X1
«1

£
K

P

♦l

Body force«
Linear elastic constants
Velocity strain (rate-of-deformation) tensor
Alamansi (Bulerian) strain tensor
Green (Lagranglan) strain tensor
Deformation gradient tensor
Velocity gradient tensor
Mass matrix
Nodal forces
radius of curvature
Arc length or line segment
Second Piola Kirchhoff (tagranglan) stress tensor (also
called Kirchhoff stress tensor in text)
Time end time step
Displacements and their Cartesian components
Tangent displacement for beam
Domain of problem and element or tone, respectively
Transverse (normal) displacement for bean
Spatial (or Eulerian) coordinates
Lagranglan coordinates
Kronecker delta or unit tensor
Increment
Corotatlonal (or rlgid-convacted) strain tensor
Small strain in flexural theories
Curvature
Density
Shape functions
Cauchy (Eulerian) stress tensor
Frame invariant rate of Cauchy stress tensor
Vorticity tensor
Superscript dot denotes time derivative
Subscript nought denotes original value of variable
Lower case subscripts designate Cartesian components
Upper case subscripts denote node numbers

DESCRIPTION OP SOLID CONTINUA
We will first sketch a few of the basic equations and concepts of the
finite element method for future reference: these equations are not essential
to the discussion, but useful for an understanding of the fine points. In
the finite element method, the domain of the problem (see Ref. [4] for a
definitive treatment) Is aubdivided Into elements v(c'. In each of these
elements, the dependant variables u srs approximated by shape functions
^x(>) l» che for»

u- uj^U)^,)

(1)

where s srs the Independent variables, and u}*' are discrate dependent variables, usually defined at nodaa. A relation between discrete clement variables snd the discrate variables of the system Is provided by the connectivity
matrix.
If the system of governing partial differential equations Is written In
the form
L(u) - 0

(2)
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then the dilcrete governing equations are provided byaUalerkln method
yielding

(3)
where the brackets denote a scalar produce, which in discrete field problems
usually corresponds to an Integration over an element. The above Is called
the weak form of the partial differential equation; In transient problems
they represent a set of ordinary differential equations, which are then Integrated In time.
Ue will now describe the choice of the independent variables, a, and
the state variables, such as stress and strain, in the analysis of solid
continue.

Coordinates
In a solid, the complete deformation history may influence the stress,
so both the original and current coordinates of any particle must be known
in gome sense. Ue denote the original Cartesian coordinates of a particle by Xj,
(1 • 1, 2 and 3 denoting X,Y, and Z, respectively) and the current coordinate
by xi, 1 • 1 to 3; reduction to one or two dimensions is accomplished by reducing the range of the indices. The components of the displacement vector
ui are then given by

(4)

'1

The coordinates Xj are called Lagrangian coordinates. The coordinates xj are
known by two names: Eulerlan or space coordinates; the latter designation
indicates that they are fixed in space. Ue may also describe the space by
attaching a continuously varying set of labels to material particles: these
are called material coordinates. If we choose these labels to be the
Initial positions of the particles In space, then the material and Lagrangian coordinates coincide. This practice is customary In most numerical
applications to continua, so the nomenclature material and Lagrangian coordinates are often Interchanged.
The lines of constant Xj also form a set of curvilinear coordinates In
the deformed solid: these are called convected coordinates. For an
Initially Cartesian system, the equations in the convected and Lagrangian coordinates are the same and need not be distinguished; the differences arise
only when the initial configuration Is described by a set of curvilinear coordinates.

Meshes
In dlscretlzlng a continuum by a finite element or finite difference
mesh, two types of meshes are conoonly used. If we attach each mesh point
to a material particle and move the mesh point with the material, the mesh
is called Lagrangian:
the Lagrangian coordlnatea X^ of any mesh point In a
Lagrangian mesh do not change with time. Alternatively, we can fix each mesh
point in space, so that the Eulerlan coordinate m is Invariant in time; the
resulting mesh is called Eulerlan.
In solid mechanics problems, Lagrangian meahes have been used almost
exclusively. Lagrangian meshes are prefered for solid mechanics problems for
two reasons: (1) as a solid deforms. Its boundaries (If they initially coincided with an Eulerlan mesh), will no longer coincide with the Eulerlan
mesh lines, so complex procedures are needed at the boundaries and (2) the
stress-strain behavior and history of a .solid is aasoclated with material
points, so that it la meet convenient to associate material zones in some
manner with mesh zones.
In this respect there ha« been some confusion in the literature on the
notions of "updated" mesh paints (or coordinates). In using a Lagrangian
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mesh, whether the mesh coordinates need to be updated depends on the kinematic and kinetic descriptions that are used. As long as each node Is
associated In some sense with a material point throughout the deformation,
the mesh la Lagranglan.
For anEulerlan mesh, the nodal coordinates are not
updated.
A comparison of Eulerlan and Lagranglan meshes Is Illustrated In Fig.
1. Though both meshes are shown to be Initially rectangular this is not
necessary in either case.
The difficulties of treating boundaries with Eulerlan meshes can be seen Immediately; the boundaries fail to coincide with mesh
lines after deformation.
Furthermore, material points may move between zones
(or elements), which makes the definition of their history very difficult.
These problems are overcome in a Lagranglan mesh. The major difficulty with
Lagranglan meshes is that very large deformations result In so much mesh distortion that the solution can not proceed; this difficulty appears regardless
of whether or not the coordinates are "updated".

Kinematic Description
The term kinematic description here refers to how the deformation is measured, which determines the strain-displacement equations. We will here use
the nomenclature of modern continuum mechanics for these measures and the
other state variables, and the reader not familiar with it should be warned
that it Is quite confusing. To provide some help, in the next three sections,
we will use upper case symbols for variables with a material (Lagranglan)
character, and lower case symbols for variables with a spatial (Eulerlan)
"character.
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Fig. 1 Eulerlan (spatial) and Lagranglan (material) meahes before and
after deformations
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The three most frequently used strain measurer are: the Green (Lagranglan) strain tensor1
"ij

1 [aui
2 j^axj

+

3^
3xi

3uk 3uk ]
3X1 3X I

+

(3)

the Alamansi (Eulerlan) strain tensor

1 Uui . ^i

lJ

2

^k3uk]

3x

' L^j"

(6)

8x

i 3xj J

i '

the velocity strain (rate-of-deformatlon) tensor
Su.
1/3U|
2 I 3x
■*■

1J

3^
3x1

(7)

The names In the parentheses are alternative names: other names are also used.
The first two, EJJ and ejj, measure the deformation by the change In Che
lengths of line segments. This can be seen by considering their definitions
2Elj dX^Xj
2e

dx dx

dX1dX1

dx1dx1 - dx1dx1 - dX^X

2
- HI

(8)

- dl2 - dl2

(9)

H

2

Here H and dH, are the current and original lengths of aline segment.
consider a bar in a uniaxial state of strain, then

"„■(£)'-'

-u-'-Öt')2

If we

(10)

The two strains can always be related as shown in Table 1.
The velocity strain measures the rate of change of the length (squared)
of a line segment, as can be seen fron the following alternative definition

-t K]

2 d^dx^

(11)

In finite element programs, the Green and Alamansi strains are used most
often, while in finite difference programs, the velocity strain is most common.
The two types of strains are strikingly different In their retention of the
history, i.e., the original shape. Both £ and £ contain information about
the original shape, whereas 4, contains information only about the current rate
of deformation. Some information can be obtained by integrating A, but while
in one dimension, the integral of 4 for > material point yields the logarithmic
strain, in two or three dimensions the Interpretation of a material Integral
of ^ is not clear. Therefore, to obtain a complete history of the deformation,
the velocity atrain would have to be transformed to a Green or Alamansi strain
rate (or £) by one of the formulas given in Table 1; this rate could then be
integrated to yield a measure of the total deformation. The velocity strain
'Because of the expository nature of this discussion, we will not include
original references. A lucid textbook account along with original references
may be found In [5).
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Table 1

Transformation of Strain Measures

&

c

S-Z^-fZ

t-t*l*T-Jt

i-jT-A-x

..(E-ST.(e +

i-i-

I
Green »train

•ij
Alamansl strain

z-l-n-*-ll

Corotatlonal or
convected atrain

*
-IT«

-1

F

IJ

1

*

*
*

Velocity strain

Key:

d

*

4
Üi.^-»
1J 3x!

J

has therefore been used in analysis primarily for materials in which the history of deformation does not influence the stress, such as viscous fluids and
viscoplastlc materials. For materials where the stress is a function of the
original shape, the Green and Alanansi strains are preferred. Of course, in
elastic-plastic materials, the elastic part is strongly history dependent,
while the plastic part depends only on the current rate of deformation, so an
appropriate choice of deformation measure Is not clear.
Whether or not the mesh coordinates should be updated for the purpose
of the strain-displacement computation depends on the choice of the strain
measure. If Eqs. (6) or (7) are used, the shape functions, as given in
Eq. (1), must be expressed in terms of spatial coordinates x, so the mesh
coordinates must be updated. If the Green strain tensor, Eq. (S), is used,
the shape functions have to be expressed in terms of the Lagrangian coordinates X, and therefore the shape functions need not be updated for the atrain
computation.
Kinetic Description
The term kinstic description here refers to the equations of motion and
the types of stress description. Two types of stress measures are moat
commonly used: the Cauchy stress £ and ehe second PIola-Klrchhoff stress
£. The first of these, £. refers to the forces on surfaces of the current
configuration, that is, its components are defined sa current forces divided
by the current areas. The second Plola-Kirchhoff stress Is defined in terms
of forces (transformed by the local deformation) per unit of undeforaed area.
The relationahip between Che two stresses is given by

p

^iJ

8XJ

3xi

kl

(12)

'
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The first Plola-Klrchhoff stress Is defined directly In terms of the forces
per unit of undefomed area (the forces are not transformed); it Is seldom
used because It Is not Symmetrie. We therefore will drop the prefixes, and
simply call £ the Kirchhoff stress. The stress £ is advantafteous when
Green strain, £, Is used because of their complementary character: both £
and ^ are referred completely to the Lagranglan coordinates Xi, and the two
are conjugate In the sense that the scalar SjiEij gives the rate of work
p.-r unit of the original volume.
A second advantage of the Kirchhoff stress £,is that Its rate is frame Invariant, so that Incremental constitutive equations may be written directly
In terms of Ag. The time derivative of the Cauchy stress Is not frame invariant, so a modified rate such as the .laumann rate must be used. This rate,
Sp , is given by

^

J

ij

ip PJ

(13)

JP Pi

(U)

pj

Here o is the change in the stress due to the response of the material; the
second terns arise out of the rotation of the material. The need for the
additional terns in Eq. (13) can easily be appreciated by considering a bar
in a state of prestress. On, with 022 ' 0' oriented along the xi axis. If
the bar were to rotate 90° to the X2 axis without any deformation, 022
would become the prestress and an would vanish, yet iji would vanish
throughout the process.
The additional terns in the Cauchy stress rate do not pose a major problem, but they do require additional corputatlons and they introduce another
truncation error when used to obtain an increment in stress. In explicitly
Integrated solutions, this truncation error is probably of little concern,
but If the rotation is large during an increnent, its effect may be significant.
The advantage of the Cauchy stress tensor Is that it yields somewhat
simpler equations of motion. The equations of notion in terns of the
Cauchy and Kirchhoff stress tensors are, respectively

P u4

;(S^)+

(15)

' ol

P

P U

. 1

(16)

The corresponding finite element equation« of notion, which sre the counterpart of Eq. (3) are.
"iJ-Ji

Hl

+

V

^ dv - P-

(17)

3

*iAi+ ( (Sj sij+-ji ^ 5j »j*)dv. ■ pu'

(18)

The Kirchhoff (or Lagranglan) fern of the equation* of notion Is always note
complex, so conputatlonally, a Cauchy «tress formulation nay be advantageous.
It Is of Interest to note here that, the use of Eq. (18) requires original
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mesh coordinates, whereas In Eq. (17) the shape functions must be expressed
In terms of current mesh coordinates. Although Eq. (1/) is In terns of
Cauchy (Eulerlan) strens, this does not Imply that the procedure Is completely
Eulerlan, for in solids Eq. (14) Is generally used with a Lagranglan mesh.
As noted by Key [6], In fluid mechanics and hydrodynamics, Cauchy stress and
velocity strains have been used exclusivi-ly, and computer programs are called
Lagranglan or Eulerlan depending on the type of mesh. On the other hand. In
solid mechanics, meshes are always Lagranglan, and the classification of the
computer programs seems to depend on the kinematics and kinetics: (£ - £)
programs are called Eulerlan, (S - £) programs are called Lagranglan.

Constitutive Equations and Interchangeabllity
In viewing the above. It can be seen that basically three methods of
description have been discussed: Kirchhoff stress - Green strain (S - JE),
Cauchy stress - Alamansl strain (O - e^), and Cauchy stress (or frame indifferent rate)
velocity strain C8 " ,4) •
^n solid mechanics, a Lagranglan
mesh is used for all of these. Moreover, as can be seen from Table 1 and
Eq. (12), these three classes of description are interchangeable in that
transformation formulae are available between the stresses and the strain
measures (or their rates). The kinematics and kinetics of each of these procedures is consistent. Furthermore it is perfectly possible to devise appropriate and consistent procedures that Involve alternative combinations, such
as ^ - |[. It is interesting to observe that In a o - J5 formulation, the
nodes would be updated for the kinetics but not for the kinematics.
From a theoretical point of view , the choice of descriptions for the kinematics and kinetics is not of great Importance. As a matter of practicality,
the Issues are not as simple. First of all, it is preferable that the kinematics and kinetics use the same stresses and strains as the constitutive
equations, for although the transformations are available, they are quite time
consuming. In this respect it may also be noted that the Green and Alamansl
strains can be Interchanged more readily with each other than with the velocity strain: the computation of the Green or Alamansl strain from the velocity
strain requires a transformation and an integration, plus the storage of
auxiliary variables, such as F; see Table 1.
The Integration also Introduces a truncation error.
On the other hand, the (5-4) formulations are
computationally more efficient because the kinetic and kinematic equations,
Eqs. (7) and (16), are considerably simpler.
Therefore, when a constitutive
equation is expressed In terms of £ and d,, a very efficient computational
scheme can be developed.
Let us now review some of the constitutive theories for elastic and
elastic-plastic large strain behavior.
For elastic materials, the constitutive theory of materials is well developed, Truesdell [7] has classified
elastic materials as follows:
(1) Elastic materials, in which there exists a one-to-one correspondence between £ and 4,; this relationship can always be transformed to an ^ - ^
relationship.
(2) Hyperelastic materials, for which a strain energy exists,
(3) Hypoelastlc materials. In which a frame Invariant rate is linearly related
to the velocity strain tensor.

o

!j

■cijkiidkt

(19)

Any elastic or hyperelastic relationship can be transformed to a hypoelastlc
relationship, but the Inverse is not true: given a hypoelastlc law, a pathindependent Integral which corresponds to a strain energy can not necessarily
be found.
In engineering,the elastic law most frequently used for large
strain problems la the Mooney-Rivlin material which is a hyperelastic law
applicable to rubber. Linear elastic laws are frequently used for smallstrain, large rotation problems of metallic atructures.
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In elaato-plastlcity, the state of the art la much leas definitive. A
major difficulty In extending small strain, elastic-plastic constitutive
theories to large strains Is that the additive decomposition into elastic and
plastic strains no longer applies. This was pointed out by Lee [8], who
developed a large strain theory in terms of the Cauchy stress and velocity
strain. A somewhat different theory in terms of Kirchhoff stress and Green
strain has been described by Green and Naghdl [91. There are numerous other
papers on this topic which can not be included here. In any case, none of
these theories has reached the stage of development necessary for implementation in software. Currently, most finite element programs use elastic-plastic
constitutive laws which are simple extrapolations of small strain laws in
terms of the Kirchhoff stress and Green strain. MARC, HONDO and NONSAP use
this approach. When correctly executed, such relations hold for large rotation, small strain problems. They do not hold for large strain problems because an additive decomposition of elastic and plastic Green strains is made.
A somewhat different approach has been used in finite difference programs,
such as Wilklns [101. In these programs, the constitutive equations are expressed in terms of a rate of the Cauchy stress and a velocity strain ( In
many of the equations in the text of [10], a frame invariant rate
is not specified, but it is included in the difference equation«). The
elastic relations are hypoelastlc and of the form of Eq. (19). In the elasticplastic law, an additive decomposition into the elastic and plastic parts of
the velocity strain is assumed. No rigorous justification of the theory is
given, but it is interesting to note that Lee [8] has shown the validity of
an additive decomposition of the elastic and plastic velocity strains, provided the elastic part of the deformation is small. Thus, these approaches
appear to be reasonable.
The major difficulties would probably occur in the
analysis of anisotropic materials, where the material coefficients would have
to be updated to reflect the rotation of the material.
In summary, there appears to be no consensus as to the formulation of
large strain elastic-plastic laws. Thus, in the development of more powerful
and expensive software packages, it appears to be wise to Include several
different modes of description, preferably programmed in parallel so as to
minimize the computational penalties. HONDO and NONSAF are two programs in
which alternative descriptions are already available.
It should be clear, however, that programmers manuals must specify the
type of description used and the user must tailor his stress-strain law
accordingly.
In large strain problems, there is a large difference in the
unlaxial behavior for the different modes of description. This is illustrated
in Table 2, which compares various strains in a unlaxial case. Yet, although
these differences are well known, many user's manuals fall to Include this
information or bury it so that it is difficult to retrieve.
Table 2

Comparison of Strain Measures for Unlaxial Strain

Al/lo

0 1

0.5

iGreen strain Eu • j (jj - 1

0.105

0.626

Alamansi strain e^ - ^U'Vl.) )

0.0868

0.278

Corotational (rigid
..
Iconvected) strain £.. ■ -j—

0.1

0.5

0.0953

0.405

Elongation

Logarithmic strain

Kidt ■ »• (i)
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Alternative Oescrlptlona
Corotatlonal (or Rigid-Converted) Description
Several types of descriptions have been developed specifically for application in discrete element methods, with the aim of exploiting the simple
form of the discrete element displacement fields for computational efficiency.
One of these methods Is the convected coordinate method in which a local
Cartesian coordinate system Is embedded In the element so that it rotates but
does not deform with the element; In this sense, the formulation may also be
called corotatlonal.
A complete formulation of the corotatlonal finite element method Is given
In 111]; we will only outline It here. The displacements of each element are
first decomposed Into rigid body displacements and deformation displacements
in the form
,^8 +^ udef
l

rig

where uj'B Is found from the motion of the e1ement's coordinates,
at Ion of the element Is measured by the strain

(20)
The deform-

3U1def
Ij

äx

(21)

J

The conjugate stress Is £ which can be expressed In terms of ,£ by

^^["««M+SJ^VV*^]

o,. " ^ iS,. M. . +f„ .) + S.. Co.. '5- (. .)!

(22)

Both the stress and strain •• defined here are of a material character. The
convected strain is the stretch tensor minus the unit tensor, so any relations between o and t may easily be interchanged with ,£ - £ relationships.
The advantage of a corotatlonal formulation is the simplification In the
strain-displacement and kinetic relationships (see Ref. [11] for details),
which l»proveAcoraputatlonal efficiency. Also, both the stress rste and the
strain rate, a and £ are frame indifferent, so both can be used in incremental stress-strain laws directly.
"Updated" Lagrangian Formulation
Another method of description which has generated some interest Is the "updated" Lagrangian formulation described in [12], which is one of the options of NONSAF.
In this description, a Lagrangian mesh Is used: the equations at any step
1+1 of the computations are referred to the configuration at the previous step
I. The state at step I is described by the Cauchy stress and Alsmansl strain;
the increment in state variables is described by the Kirchhoff stress and
Alamansi strain relative to the configuration at I.
The value of this formulation lies principally in its development of a
consistent set of Incremental equations, which are useful in implicit transient and static solutions where deformations may be large during a step.
Broadly speaking, this formulation is identical to a Cauchy stress, Alamansi
strain formulation with a Lagrangian mesh.
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DESCRIPTIONS AND FORMULATIONS FOR STRUCTURES
In the analysis of structures, the choices and difficulties are quite
different fron those in solid continua. The choice of Eulerlan or Lagrangian
meshes or stresses is realistically no longer pertinent: the mesh and stress
must both be of a Lagrangian type. A mesh fixed in space is obviously inappropriate. An Eulerlan description of stress is not suitable because certain
stresses, such ss the ones through the thickness of a plate, are assumed to
vanish in structural elements. These conditions can not be expressed in a
straightforward fashion unless the stresses are related to the deformed structure in a specific way, regardless of the extent of rotation and deformation.
Hence tha stresses should preferably be of a Lagrangian type.
In numerical analysis the major difficulty in shell formulations lie in
the development of strain displacement equations, (and in finite element
methods, the choice of good shape functions). Although relations can be
written for the strains in terms of the geometry of the deformed surface, the
development of reasonably concise and workable equations for the strains in
terms of üisplscements is possible only if restrictions are made on the magnitudes of rotations.
For the purpose of providing s simple example, let us consider a beam in
thex.y plane which la initially of curvature 1/R is shown in Fig. 2. Although many of the difficulties in nonlinear shell theory cannot be illustrated In a beam, some of the difficulties will become apparent. We will make
the usual Kirchhof assumption (called the Buler-Bernoulll assumptions for a
bean) that normals to the midlins remain straight and normal. The axial
at rain is then given by
e

■

E

mid

+

^ - I*

(23a)
(23b)

where e,^ la the midline atrain, C is a coordinate perpendicular to the midline, K is the current curvature, and a coma denotes s differentiation with
respect to the subsequent subscripts. In writing Eq. (23), we have assumed
that the midline strains (or membrane strsins) srs small, so that an additive
dtcomposltlon into membrane and bending strains is possible. This assumption
is made in almost all preaent day ahcll theories.

Fig. 2
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Nomenclature for beam
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Moderately Small Rotation Equations
One of the difficulties In shell theory lies In expressing the current curvature In terms of the displacements. The curvature expression, Eq. (23b), Is
very complex, and once It Is simplified the effect of displacement« normal to
the mldllne differs from that of the tangential displacements. If the
rotations are large, this obviously presents problems, since the Identification of a normal displacement Is difficult.
Therefore most strain displacement equations are restricted to moderately
small rotations. The most popular of these are the equations of Sanders [13],
which are used In SATANS, SHORE and several other programs. Kolter [14] derived a similar set of equations by a different approach, so these equations
are sometimes also called the Kolter-Sanders equations. In these equations
It Is assumed that the rotations are of order e , where c is small compared to
unity (In radians), and that Che mldplane strains are of order e2. The
accuracy of these equations is quite good for rotations of up to 5°,
but progressively deteriorates from that point.
For the beam, the Sanders counterpart of Eq. (23) is
e

-u',+i

+

1,

^ u 2

Ju.s

1

(24)

The effect of the terms u/R and u,g/R In Eq. (24) is quite small if the
radius of curvature is large. If the corresponding termb are dropped in the
shell equations, which implies a quasi-shallow shell, the result is the
Donnell-Mushtari-Vlasov equations, which were first given by Dont'ell [15] for
cylindrical shells; see Brush and Almroth (16) for a more complete discussion.
These equations are of simpler form and in many caces as accurate as the
Sanders equations.
If the beam is shallow, the curvature can be approximated by
(25)

V. XX

where X is a coordinate along the chord of the beim, and Y is normal to X.
This approximation yields Maguerre's shallow shell equations [17]. These
equations only hold for very small curvatures where the angle between the
chord X and the surface of the shell Is less than 10*. These equations have
been used by Vos [18] and Bergan and Clough [19], but do not appear directly
In any of the software reviewed here.
All of these equations are restricted to moderately small rotations. In
a straight beam, these equations introduce ficticlous membrane strains of
order 0.06Z when the rotation is 2s, and of order 1.5X when the rotation is
10°. Thus if the actual strain is 1Z, the errors in the strain computation
are 6Z and 1S0Z, respectively. Obviously, the error for 10* of rotation is
unacceptable.
These equations are very useful for the study of dynamic Instability
problems (see [20]) where a structure is usually considered to have failed
when rotations of order 5* occur. On the other hand, for crashworthiness and
safety studies, where the response and energy absorbing capacity of the
structure for much larger rotations is of Importance, these equations are not
appropriate.
Large Rotation Equations
Two approaches to developing large rotation formulations are used in computer
software. One method is to take the strain equations written in terms of the
currsnt geometry, such as Eq. (23), and to obtain an Incremental form

Ac

'Ae»ld

+

^

MSffi'Mf:

(26)
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This approach Is used by Morlno, et al., in PETROS [21], The Incremental
equations are quadratic in the Incremental displacements so that the resulting equations are quite simple. This approach may be used for arbitrarily
large rotations. The only drawback lies In the truncation error: these
equations should probably le used only with explicit integration schemes where
the incremental displacemenr Is small.
K second approach is to use a system of corotatlonal coordinates associated with each element (111. The rigld-'-"->"'>'"ted coordinate system is embedded
In the element so that It rotaf« with the element. If we consider an element
that is Initially straight, such as shown In Fig. 3, the deformation displacements may be considered Q and 0, and the strains are given by
»u

def

w~

a2/.def
. 3 w

.

i/ao'„def\2
2\3l

(27)

The second tern is included only when the variation of rigid body rotation
within an element Is moderate, i.e. when (3ö/3x)' is significant compared to
3üx<lef/3x. Similarly, for initially curved elements, Maguerre's shallow
shell equations may be used In the corotatlonal coordinates. As can be seen
from Fig. 3, the transverse displacement 0def is always normal to the coordinate x.
This approach is valid for arbitrarily large rotations and Is used by
Argyris, et al. [22], by Hurray and Wilson [23] ard In [11]. It is interesting to observe that this approach may also be viewed as a direct application
of Eq. (23) with the arc length s approximated by straight line segments.

Nonlinear Membrane Strain Equations
Many structural mechanics programs use a complete Lagranglan theory for
the membrane strains and Ignore the second order effects on bending strains.
Among these programs are DYNAPLAS and the flat plate elements in MARC. In
this approach, the displacement normal to the midplane Is taken to be the
displacement normal to the original midplane, and the bending strains are
obtained by a linear theory. In addition, the second order terms in the mem-

Fig, 3 Decomposition of displacements of beam element Into rigid body
and deformation dlsplacanents
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brane displacement gradient are often dropped.
approach la
c - u.x + »JW.j,' - ^.^

The bean equation for this
(28)

By letting R <• » and X • s In the Sanders' type equations, Eq. (24), the above
equation Is also obtained. Similarly, the reduction of the Sanders equations
to a flat plate yields the vonKanun plate equations, which Include the nonlin«aritles only in the neicbrane terns. These equations are valid only for moderately small rotations.
NUMERICAL STABILITV
In the Integration of the discrete equations of motion, if the time step
is too large, the computed response may grow In an unbounded manner. This
phenomenon is called a numerical Instability. It has no physical significance
and is entirely a numerical problem.
In order to discuss numerical stability, it is useful to separate explicit and implicit Integration schemes. The relative advantages have been
discussed in [24, 23]. The basic difference between the two methods
relates to how the displacements at Che end of the time step are obtained:
in Implicit methods, the displacements are found directly by the solution
of the governing equations; in explicit methods, the accelerations are found
first and Integrated to yield the displacements. Implicit methods, as a
rule. Involve greater computational effort per tine step.
For linear problems, a rigorous understanding of numerical instabilities
has been developed. It has been proven a.vd is well known that in a central
difference, explicit integration, the computation will be stable if the time
step is less than
At<

\

(29a)

or cquivalently for homogeneous-strain elements

At* i
c

(29b)

where \ is the maximum frequency of the discrete system, c the acoustic wave
speed, and t the minimua element dimension. Implicit integration schemes,
such as the Newmark ß-method with 6 ■* 1t, are unconditionally stable for
linear problems: there are no limitations on the time step; see Newmark
[26] or Nlckell [271.
For nonlinear problems, the situation is quite unclear. For many years,
continuum problems have been solved by using the criterion of Eq. (29b) with
c taken as the current local wave speed in the material, and this criterion
has been found to be adequate,
Oden and Frost (28] recently proved that Eq. (29b) is sufficient for
energy stability for a one-dimensional, linear displacement, finite element
mesh. This proof was restricted to materials In which the stress Is a
monotonically Increasing function of strain, and did not include geometric nonlinearities. These restrictions were motivated to a large extent by the proof of
convergence, which was also included. From the empirical evidence cited above,
and the Oden and Frost paper, it appears that rigorous proofs of this stability
criterion for arbitrary meshes and arbitrary nonlinear materials will aoon be
forthcoming.
In the analysis of solid continue the effect of geometric nonlinearltles
is usually quite small. However, it is not clear whether Eq. (29b)
also applies to geometrically nonlinear structural problems. Richtmyer and
Morton [29] Include stability limits for a string under uniform tension.
These stsbility limits are smaller than Eq. (29b) and depend on the tension
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(Initial stress) so evidently In a structure undergoing large rotations, the
limits on the time step nay be more restrictive than Eq. (29b).
In most structural software, such as WHAM and PETROS a trial and error
approach, with Eq.(29) as a guidepost, has been recommended. It la tacitly
assumed that when the computations are unstable, the response is so large
that the error is obvious to the user. In addition to its inconvenience,
this approach has its pitfalls. Thus, as mentioned In [24] and 125], if the
material is elastic-plastic, it may dissipate the energy due to a numerical
Instability and thus arrest It. The resulting computations look quite reasonable in spite of their large errors.
These errors in nonlinear analysis, and many others, can be detected by
energy balance checks. The occurence of an arrested instability is always
associated with a apurious growth of the internal energy. Energy balance
checks have been a standard feature of many finite difference programs for
years, but are still absent in some of the finite element programs. When an
energy computation la not available, it is sometimes wise to rerun the problem with a smaller time step.
Implicit Integration
Whereas ImpllciL integrations are unconditionally stable for linear problems,
this is not true for nonlinear problems. Belytschko and Schoeberle [30]
have recently shown that an implicit procedure combined with iterations
is unconditionally stable provided the error in the energy is controlled by
a tolerance in each time step. This proof applied only to nonlinear materials.
Results given in [30] for geometrically nonlinear problems also exhibited
stability for very large'time steps, but an analysis of the proof shows that
numerical stability probably requires bounds on the rotation during a time
step.
Again, most finite element programs with Implicit integration, such as
DYNAFLAS or MARC, have not specified a stability limit for the time step: it
must be obtained by trial and error. An energy balance check is obviously
of value.
Another problem that arises in implicit integration is that even if
atability la maintained, a large time step may give bad results because the
stress-strain path is not followed adequately. No guidance is presently
available for the user, either before or after the computation, as t whether
the time step allowed the stress history to be tracked with sufficient accuracy.
The only recourse open to the user is to repeat the computation with a different time step.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
We will here classify the programs In the same manner as our treatment of
descriptions: continuum programs and structural programs. The programs,
along with their capabilities and features are suooarized in Tables 3 and 4,
reapectively. Structural programs are those which treat elements such as
plates, shells and beams, so in a broad sense they Involve certain restrictions on the variation of displacements such sa the Rcissner or Kirchhoff
assumptions. Continuum programa are those In which the field equations are
treated directly with no simplifying assumptions.
Structural programs are most suitable for the analysis of slander or
moderately thick elements when the nature of the loading or desired response
is such that the wave propagation through the thickness Is unimportant.
Continuum programs are often used for structural analysis, but unless the
wave propagation through the thickness is Important, auch applications are
needlessly uneconomical. To illustrate this point, it should be noted that
an adequate treatment of a structural element requires 3 to 5 constant
strain tones through the thickness. Thus, when continuum programs are used
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for Rtmcturnl analysis, not only are a large number of elements needed,
but becnuse tbe zones are very thin, the tine step in explicit integration
procedures must be very small.
Most conti'.uum programs are restricted to two-dimensional or axlsymmetric three-dimensional problems. Programs for true three-dimensional
analysis are still rare, not because of any theoretical difficulties, but
because it is almost impossible for present-day computers to economically
handle a sufficient number of degrees of freedom to achieve adequate resolution in three-dimensional problems.
A third category which may be considered are those programs with both
structural and continuum elements. These programs are included In both
tables and denoted by asterisks; the entries in Tables 3 and 4 pertain
only to the continuum and structural elements, respectively.
The combination of structural and continuum elements is very advantageous for btructure-media Interaction problems because the structure then
need not be modelled by continuum elements and its attendant disadvantages
are avoided.
In an earlier survey, Belytschko [24] classified transient analysis
programs as general purpose and special purpose. Only two programs with
nonlinear capabilities were included in the general purpose category: MARC
and ANSYS.
Even this classification was rather optimistic, since the nonlinear capabilities of these two programs are quite limited compared with
the range of capabilities required for nonlinear analysis. Therefore, this
classification is not pursued herein.
Continuum Analysis Programs
The continuum analysis programs are listed in Table 3. They are further
subdivided in this discussion into finite element and finite difference programs.
Programs that also Include structural elements are denoted by
asterisks.

Finite Element Programs
ANSYS Is a finite element program with a large variety of elements: beam,
plane elements, flat plate (shell) elements, and solid three-dimensional
elements. The equations of motion are solved by an implicit procedure: the
type of difference operator is not specified in the documentation, nor are the
mesh, kinematic or kinetic descriptions. No iterations are used during a time
step to reduce error forces, so even in small deflection problems, the Implicit method is not unconditionally stable. Geometric stiffness matrices
are included in only some of the elements. An elastic-plastic material with
the von Hises yield surface and either kinematic or Isotropie hardening is
used.
In the survey reported in [24], the user reaction to this program was
very favorable, but most uses of this program appear to involve at most
material nonlinearities. The capabilities for completely nonlinear problems
are continuously being Improved, but are still rather limited.
MARC is a similar program with a somewhat larger library of elements.
Additional elements are: higher order Isoparametric solid elements, curved
beam elements and curved shell elements. Materials Included are the standard
von Hisea, linear hardening, elastic-plastic law, with both Isotropie and
kinematic hardening, and a class of Mohr-Coulomb laws, which are useful for
soils. The meshes are Lagranglan, and the solid elements use the second
Klrchhdff-Fiola stress and Green-strain tensor.
Integration of the equations of motion Is by an Implicit procedure using
the Newmark difference equations. Residual force calculations are made but
It Is not clear whether Iterations are controlled by a tolerance (no tolerance is input). An explicit integration option has recently been added.
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NONSAP Is a readily available and widely used finite element program.
The user of this program has the cholde of either a Lagranglan or what Is
culled an updated Lagranglan formulation. The first formulation la completely
Lagranglan: it uses a Lagranglan mesh, the Kirchhoff-Plola stress, and the
Green strain. The second formulation also uses a Lagranglan mesh, but It uses
a Cauchy stress and the Alamansl strain (so that the shape functions must be
computed in terms of the current or "updated" nodal coordinates).
The element library consists primarily of isoparametrlcs; a spring
element, an 8 node, curved-side, two-dimensional plane stress, plane strain,
and axlaymmetrlc element, and a 20 node, three-dimensional isoparametric.
The latter is available for nonlinear materials, but not large displacement
Probleme. An extensive library of material laws Is included: elastic-plastic
materials, variable tangent modulus models, and a Hooney-Rlvlln material.
Integration of the equations of motion is by an implicit procedure based
on the Newmark or Wilson difference equations (user option), and residual
force iteration is included. Overall it is one of the better programs
available for nonlinear problems under moderately rapid rates of loading (as
distinct from shock). Its major drawbacks are the absence of structural
elements and explicit Integration.
HONDO Is a finite element program developed for shock and wave propagation problems that duplicates many of the features of finite difference programs discussed later (HEMP, TOODY, etc.). The major difference Is In the
use of a finite element format and a different kinematic and kinetic description. A Lagranglan meah Is used, and the equations of motion are expressed
in terms of the Cauchy stress. Both the velocity-strain and Green (actually
the deformation tensor 3xt/3Xj) strain are computed; so that either type of
constitutive equation may be used. When the stress-strain law Is expressed
in terms of the second Kirchhoff-Plola stress vs. Green strain, provisions
are included for effecting Eq. (2), the transformation to Cauchy stress,
which Is used in the equations of motion. An extensive library of materials
is included: an elastic-plastic strain haidenlng material, a soil or crushable foam model, a viscoelastlc material, a continuum rubber, and a
"Kirchhoff" elastic law. Only one element Is Included: the bilinear displacement quadrilateral applicable to axlsymaetrlc, three-dimensional problems
(plane problems are treated by letting the radius be very large).
Temporal integration Is by a central difference, explicit procedure.
A lumped mass matrix Is used. The time step Is variable and computed Internally, but energy balance checks are not made. Artificial viscosities for
shock spreading and hourglass control are Included,
WHAM II Is for two-dimensional plane and axlaymmetrlc problems. A
rlgld-convected (corotatlonal) formulation la employed. The mesh Is
Lagranglan, while tjje stress Is corotatlonal. Deformation is measured by
a convacted strain e, which la the stretch tensor minus the unit matrix.
The element library conalsts of: beam, conical axlsyanetrlc shell, constant
strain axlsynmetrlc or plane triangle. Only elastic and elastic-plastic
materials with bilinear, Isotropie strain hardening are Included.
Integration Is by a central difference, explicit procedure, with constant time step. Energy balance check* «re made, and the energy In any
element or group of elements may be output. Artificial viscosity and
sliding Interfsces are Included. The program la quite efficient: on an IBM
370/195, a 5000 clement mesh takea 1 second per time step. An updated version with quadrilaterals, isoparametrlcs and an implicit Integration option
(over part of or the whole mash) is soon to be completed. A three-dimensional
atructural program described later, WHAM III, la part of the system and uses
the same Input and output routines.
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Finite Difference Programn
The three most widely used finite difference programs are HEMP, PISCES
and TOODY. All three of these programs use similar difference equations
initially described by Ullklns (lOJ, the author of HEMP. These programs aan
treat two-dimensional plane and three-dimensional axlsynmetrlc geometries.
The mesh Is Uigranglan, the deformation Is measured by the rate-of-deformatlon tensor, and the kinetics are Eulerlan. The rate-of-deformatlon tensor
la not Integrated In time, so all constitutive equations are Incremental,
These programs use central-difference, explicit Integration In time and
lumped masses. Sophisticated formulae are Included for computing a stable
time step, and the size of the time step Is varied during the computation.
The constitutive equations In these three programs are oriented towards
problems of high-pressure Impact. HEMP, In Its original form. Includes only
an elastic-plastic law and an equation of state (pressure-volume relationship)
for energy deposition problems, such as used In the analysis of detonations.
In the elastic-plastic law, an additive decomposition Into plastic and elastic
velocity rates Is assumed, and a frame Invariant Cauchy stress rate is expressed in terms of the velocity strain tensor; the pressure is computed from
a cubic function of the specific volume, the Hugonlot equation of state.
It
may be noted, that according to Lee [8], the additive decomposition into
plastic and elastic velocity strains is only valid when the elastic strains
are small. Both perfect plasticity and Isotropie strain hardening are included; for the latter the yield function is taken to be a function of the
strain energy. The elastic portion of this stress-strain law also relates
the Jaumann rate of Cauchy stress to the rate-of-deformatlon, so it is a
hypoelastic relationship.
PISCES and TOODY are very similar to HEMP in all aspects: kinematics,
kinetics and constitutive equations, differing only in details. An interesting feature of TOODY is a sophisticated Implementation of access to external storage that provides it with almost unlimited size capability.
All of these programs have large libraries of constitutive equations.
Their elastic-plastic laws have the option of various yield surfaces: pure
hydrodynamic, where the yield is a function of only the pressure; the von
Mises yield function; the Nohr-Coulomb yield fucition. A constant hardening
modulus can be used in conjunction with Isotropie hardening. In addition,
some compaction models and spalling models and complex equations of state
with phase changes and chemical reactions are Included.
In all of these programs, the shape of the mesh is quite unrestricted.
The zones are all quadrilaterals and are generated automatically by an I-J
system. No triangular zones are Included.
Instead, an interface between
regions of different zone sizes can be treated as a special case of a sliding
interface. The Interfaces nay be either rigid, sliding, or sliding, and debonding. However, in spite of this generality, some complex geometries found
in engineering problem* cannot be treated because there are restrictions on
the meshes; for »ample, in TOODY, sliding interfaces must be lines of constant I. Moreover, the techniques of applying the I-J system to complicated
geometries is difficult to learn from the user's manual.
The finite difference governing equations are very similar to certain
finite-element equations. Thus, for example, Belytschko et al. [3] have
shown that the finite element equations for a quadrilateral mesh with ■ single
point per element quadrature for the hydrodynamics are identical to the
equations given by Wllklns. However, at the present time, for problems of
shock and high Impact, only solutions obtained by finite difference programs
have been extensively reported in the literature.
Some other programs with similar difference equations are REXCO [31],
AFTON [32] and CRAM (33). REXCO includes a finite difference formulation of
shell equations, but there are restrictions on its placement and shape relative to the continuum.
Many of these programs are restricted in distribution to government and
agency users. PISCES is a proprietary program available to CYBERNET, its use
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In quite expensive; a 75 element nesh for a time step takes one AMU unit of
CDC 6600 time. T00DY Is available from Argonne Code Center.
Structural Programs
We will group the structural programs as follows: axlsymnetric shell programs (both finite element and finite difference), finite element space frame
and shell programs, and finite difference arbitrary shell programs. The
greatest variety of programs are available In the first group, and many of
these have reached a high degree of development, both technically and In usability. The second group, which is of great Importance In many engineering
applications. Is quite sparse. Only finite element programs have been
developed for the nonlinear analysis of space frames, some of these programs
also include plate bending or shell elements.
Ax 1 Symmetrie Sheila Programs
This class of programs is applicable to rotatlonally symmetric shells. Except for a few of the programs, the load need not be rotatlonally symmetric.
SAMMSOR/DYNAFLAS is a finite element program for this class of problems. The shell equations formulation is nonlinear only In the membrane
strains, so it is restricted to moderately small rotations. Loads that are
not rotatlonally symetric are treated by a Fourier superposition in the
circumferential direction. An elastic plastic stress strain law with either
Isotropie strain hardening or a Whlte-Bessellng hardening law is Included.
Temporal integration is by a Houbolt implicit method, with the nonlinearities treated as pseudo forces. An explicit Integration option Is
available. Neither equilibrium Iteration nor energy balance checks are included. The program is very nicely documented and user-oriented, and it
has been used by outside users with little difficulty.
SABOR/DRASTIC 6A and STARS are similar programs. STARS uses a multisegment forward integration procedure to solve the shell equations; it is
applicable to geometrically nonlinear problems only for axlsymnetric loads.
SATANS is a finite difference program for axlsynmetric shells under
arbitrary loads. Its shell equations are of the Sanders type, applicable
to moderate rotations. A Houbolt method is used to Integrate the equations
of motion, with the nonlinearitles appearing as pseudo-forces. Only elastic
materials can be treated. The program is intended primarily for the study
of dynamic Instabilities, and many such studies with this program have been
reported: (see (20]).
SHORE uses a somewhat different finite difference approach to this
problem class! although the program is restricted to axlsymnetric shells, the
equations are formulated on a two-dimensional mesh. This approach may be
more effective than Fourier superposition for loads that are applied on very
small sectors about the circumference.
Space Frame and Shell Programs
For structural applications, ANSYS has both beam and flat plate elements; the
same coranents made in the section on continuum programa apply. MARC also in'
eludes these elements, and in addition, a curved shell element. The curved
shell element is based on a Kolter-Sanders formulation. The flat plate elements uaa a complete Lagrangian formulation for the membrane strains, with
the bending terms treated in a small displacenent sense: moderately small
rotations can ba treated.
DYPLAS la s recently devaloped program with plate, shell of revolution,
and plan« elements. Although the program uses a sat of corotatlonal coordinates. It also includes the second order terms In the membrane strain
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relative to the corotatlonal coordinates. The «train Is measured by an
"Incremental" Lagranglan strain, (see [34]), while In the equations of
motion the Cauchy stress Is used. The stress-strain relations Involve an
Increment of Kirchhoff stress and the "Incremental" Lagranglan strain.
STAGS has been under development for several years and It Is now a
highly developed program. Its shell formulation Is very similar to the
Sanders equations. The program Is applicable to arbitrary shell geometries,
although the original surface must be described by a mathematical expression.
The program has provisions for external storage access, so problem size
limitations are almost entirely based on running time.
The program Includes both explicit and Implicit temporal Integration;
the latter Is done by a stiffly-stable method of the Gear-Jensen type. Elasticplastic materials are treated by a sublayer (Whlte-Bessellng) model. An
Interesting feature of this program Is the Inclusion of a rod finite element
which Is linked to the shell finite difference formulation.
PETROS Is another powerful finite difference, arbitrary shell program
which uses an approach quite different from STAGS. In PETROS, the straindisplacement equations are developed from relations for the strain In terms
of the current and original geometry. The strains are computed Incrementally
and the program Is applicable to arbitrarily large rotations.
Whereas STAGS Is oriented primarily Coward nonlinear stability problems,
PETROS Is oriented toward problems with very large deflections and elasticplastic behavior. The elastic-plastic law Is a sublayer (Whltc-BesseUng)
type, and uses a plecewlse linear plastic modulus; aa Is customary, the law
Is a straightforward extrapolation of a small strain law.
Temporal Integration Is by a central difference, explicit procedure;
precise stability limits are not available, but an energy balance check Is
made In PETROS 3.
A third finite difference program, which Is similar to PETROS, Is
REPSIL [35],
Its shell equations are of a simpler form, and It Includes a
damping option to obtain static configurations. Otherwise, the specifications of PETROS apply to REPSIL.
WHAM Includes both beam and flat-plate elements; the latter can be used
to represent arbitrary shells. Rigid bodies and linkages are also Included.
The orientation of nodes In three-dimensional apace Is described by unit
vectors and a cototatlonal formulation Is used for the elements, so the program Is applicable to arbitrarily large rotations. Elastic-plastic materials
with Isotropie strain hardening may be treated. Only explicit integration
Is presently available; time steps are not computed Internally but energy
balance checks are made.
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APPENDIX
Program Sources
1

ANSYS:

CDC DYBERHET System 01
Dr. John A. Swanson
Swanson Analysis Incorporated
870 PJie View Drive
Elizabeth, Pennsylvania 15037
Documentation: Ref. [36]
Cost: Royalty surcharge on computer time or negotiable

2

DYPLAS:

Dr. Z. Zudans
Franklin Institute Research Laboratories
Benjamin Franklin Parkway
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

3

HEMP:

Dr. Mark Wilkins
Lawrence Llvermore Laboratories
P.O. Box 808
Livermore, California 94550

HONDO:

Argonne Code Center
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Cass Avenue
Argonne, Illinois 60439
Documentation: Ref. [37]
Cost: available to ERDA contractors and others who have
arrangements with the Center

5

MARC:

CDC CYBERNET System
or
Dr. Pedro Marcal
MARC Analysis Research Corporation
105 Medway Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02906
Documentation; Ref. [38]

6

NONSAP:

NISEE
729 Davis Hall
University of California
Berkeley, California
Documentation: Ref. [39]
Cost: $200.00

7

PETROS:

N.J. Hufflngton, Jr.
U.S. Army Ballistics Research Laboratories
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005
Cost: Government user6

8

PISCES:

CDC CYBERNET System

9

SABOR/
DRASTIC

Dr. Stanley Klein
Phllco-Ford Corporation
Ford Head
Newport Beach, California

92663
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10

SAMMSOR/
DYNAPIAS:

Dr. Walter E. Haloler
Department of Aerospace Engineering
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas
or
COSMIC
Barrow Hall
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30601
Documentation: Ref. [40]

11

SATANS:

COSMIC (see 10)

12

SHORE:

F, Underwood
Lockheed Palo Alto
3251 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, California

13

STAGS

F.A. Brogan
(see 12 for address)
Coat: about $2,000.00

U

TOODY:

Argonne Code Center
(see 4)

IS

WHAM:

Argonne Code Center
(see b) or
from author
Documentation: Ref. [41]
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Fracture and Fragmentation Under Shock Loading
Lynn Seaman
Suinjord Reseunh Insiiiule

INTRODUCTION
Fracture and fragmentation may occur under shock loading caused by Impact, air
shock, deposition of Intense thermal radiation, or the detonation of explosives. Simulation of such processes requires a wave propagation computer program (except for very simple problems) and criteria for the occurrence of
fracture and fragmentation under ahock conditions. This chapter outlines such
damage criteria, describes means for selecting an appropriate criterion, and
indicates how to Implement the criteria In wave propagation codes. Several
popular one- and two-dimensional wave propagation codes that may Include these
criteria are listed at the end of the chapter. No review Is given here of
these codes; rather the emphasis Is on the fracture models that represent one
small feature of such codes.
To provide a common basis for considering damage criteria, some experimental data are presented to Illustrate damage phenomena. Figure 1 Is a cross
section of an aluminum target plate (0.635 cm thick) that has undergone a
planar impact at 15A.2 m/sec by another aluminum plate (0.236 cm thick).
Following the compression waves resulting from the Impact, rarefaction waves
have Intersected near the middle of the target plate to cause damage In the
form of nearly spherical voids. The damage la spread over a significant portion of the target plate (about two-thirds of the plate thickness appears In
the section of Fig. 1), but the heaviest damage Is In a narrow zone. Both the
number and size of voids decrease with distance from this zone. This type of
damage Is termed ductile fracture because of the high ductility (ability to
flow) required of the plate material.
An example of brittle fracture Is shown In Fig. 2. An Arnco Iron target
was Impacted by a flyer plate, which was tapered on the back to provide a varying tensile wave duration across the plate. The damage, which appears as
randomly oriented mlcrocracks, varies In proportion to the tensile wave duration. In thla chapter, the damage In Fig. 2 Is termed "brittle," although the
crack growth Is much slower than elastic crack velocities. Indicating considerable plastic flow at crack tips.
When cracks coalesce, fragmentation occurs, a» Illustrated in Figs. 3
ind 4. Figure 3 Is a cross section of a 1.27 cm diameter target of Arkansas
novacullte (fine-grained quartz) encased In an aluminum box. The target was
impacted by a 0.079-cm-thlck luclte plate at A9.S m/sec. An Identical plate
was Impacted at 48.9 m/sec, but Instead of sectioning It, we performed a sieve
analysis on the fragments. The resulting fragment groups are shown In Fig. 4,
All the fragments are bulky, having six to eight major surfaces. By comparing
the reaulta of Figs. 3 and 4, we may deduce 'hat a family of crack« of various
lengths and orientations has led to a famll
f fragments of various sizes.
A sample of full separation is shown It
g. b. An aluminum target impacted by a flat plate in a configuration si.
r to that in Fig. 1 has been
damaged to the extent that full separation oc. red near the center of the
target. This full separation appears as a macrocrack running through heavily
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•SECTIONING PLANE

U)

IMPACT CONFIGURATION FOR 1145 ALUMINUM
SPECIMEN NO. 872

(b)

SECTION THROUGH TARGET SHOWING DUCTILE
FRACTURE DAMAGE

Fig. 1 Configuration for a flat plate Impact experiment in 1145 aluminum
and observed damage on a cross section
damaged material. Dvorak [l] has pointed out that brittle fracture in polycrystalline material also occurs by the coalescence of small microcracks ahead
of the observed mlcrocrack. The microcracks cleave individual grains; these
small cracks widen and join to form the main crack.
From the review of the typical fracture cases above and from other observations, ve have deduced the followint; general features;
• A range of damage is possible; there is no instantaneous jump from
undamaged to fully separated.
• Damage grows as a function of time and the applied stress. Hence a
single stress or strain at any time cannot be expected to characterize the
dynamic fracture process. At the least some time-integral quantity (such as
impulse) must be used to represent the dynamic strength.
• As the damage occurs, the stiffness of Che material decreases; hence,
the wave propagation character changes. If the developing damage is not permitted to alter the wave processes in a computational procedure, then subsequent stress histories and damage must be invalid.
• Even incipient damage levels are important, because, while the voids
or cracks are difficult to observe, they may seriously weaken a structure.
While the foregoing features represent experimental observations well
enough, it may be possible to simplify or eliminate some of these features for
computational purposes.
In the remainder of the chapter several computational models are Introduced. An effort is made to indicate under what circumstances each might correctly characterize fracture. First, the very simplest models are given and
later more complex ones that more nearly represent the experimental observations.
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Fig. 2 Configuration of a tapered flyer Impact experiment In Armco Iron
(Shot SI) and observed damage on a croas section of the target

STATIC CRITERIA
Under static conditions it Is often assumed that fracture occurs when a peak
stress is reached. For multidimensional problems, the peak stress may be replaced by an affective shear stress based on a Mises, Tresca, or Coulomb
criterion. Alternatively, a critical tensile strain or some "effective"
strain criteria may be used also under wave propagation conditions.
Recently, Bertholf [2] used the critical tensile stress criterion in the
two-dimensional wave-propagation codes T00DT and CSQ to determine the occurrence of spall in a target Impacted by a hyparvelocity pellet. The critical
stress value was derived from plate impact experiments that had evidenced full
spall. The resulting simulations by Bertholf modeled the experimentally observed spall quite well. Cherry [3] Implemented a similar criterion in the
two-dimensional code TENSOR to study the collapse of the overburden above an
explosion at some depth in the earth. In Cherry's case, tensile failure In
one direction did not alter strength in the orthogonal directions. Thus, an
anlsotropy of damage waa permitted.
Under what conditions can such a simple peak atreas criterion be used with
some Justification? Probably the following conditions should be met:
• The experimental data on which the criterion is based (the plate
Impacts in Bertholf» case) should exhibit the same stress levels, durations,
and wavs shapes as those in the problem to be simulated.
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ALUMINUM
COVER PLATEs
LUCITE .
ALUMINUM CASING

49.5 m/sec

0.079 cm

Hh

(•)

(b)

Fig. 3

RECESS FOR
ROCK SPECIMEN

0.61 cm

CONFIGURATION FOR IMPACT EXPERIMENT

CROSS SECTION OF NOVACULITE TARGET
FOLLOWING IMPACT

Configuration of Impact experiment and resulting damage on croas
section of Arkansas novaculitc

• Damage should occur abruptly - within the rise time of a wave, for
exaaplc.
• Subaequent stress histories and damage are not of Interest. The
second and third conditions both deal with the waves that emanate froa the
region where damage la occurring. Because such waves ar« not treated correctly in the computations, affects froa thaae wavea cannot be Interpreted
froa the computer reaulta.
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RADII GREATER THAN 1000 microni

RADII 74 TO 140 microm

RADII 420 TO 1000 mlerora

RADII 37 TO 74 microm
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RADII 210 TO 420 microm

RADII IB TO 37 microm

Fig. 4 Photomicrographs of various sited fragments from experiment S3
Addition of a peak stress (or other static) daaagc criterion to a wave
propagation code is usually a small talk. Such criteria are often present
already in the codes. If an Isotropie fracture criterion is used, then one
new constant is required for each material and one indicator for each cell of
the material. Following the stress computation at each cycle for each cell,
the three principal stresses are ccaparad with the criterion. If fracture
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Fig. S Ductile cracks, (a) Ductile crack propagation by void coalescence,
(b) Tip of ductile crack shown in (a) at higher magnification. Material
failure by void coalescence due to necking of the regions separating the
voids Is apparent near points A
occurs, the stresses are zeroed and the added Indicator is set. Thereafter,
the stresses are computed as usual but they are zeroed unless they are compressive. For an anlsotroplc criterion such as Cherry's, a tensile strain (or
tensile opening) should be stored for each principal direction for each cell.
This strain quantity can be used both as an Indicator and also to determine
when recompression occurs,

DYNAMIC-PASSIVE CRITERIA
Dynamic fracture criteria account explicitly for the gradual (tlme-dtpendcnc;
growth of damage. Passive criteria monitor the development of damage but do
not modify ihe wave propagation calculations to account for this damage.
An example of this dynamic type of criterion is the one Introduced by
Tuler and Eutcher [4]. They represented the damage K by a time integral of
the tensile stress o above some threshold stress a0.

■/(c-

"o^ dt

(I)

where Integration is only over times when o - o0 Is tensile
Here X is an exponent, usually about 1 or 2.
The critical damage level is presumed to be a material constant Kcr.
This critical level may refer to full separation, incipient damage, or any
other defined level (if an appropriately quantitative definition of damage
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level can be constructed). This model requires three constants: Kc-, \, and
o0. With the parameter \ set to 1, Eq. 1 is an Impulse criterion; at 2, it
Is an energy criterion. When Eq. 1 is used to fit experimental data, X generally has a non-integral value, and Kcr has very odd units.
Dynamic experiments must be performed to obtain the three material constants for the Tuler-Butcher model. The experiments should span the stresses
and durations expected in the calculations. A typical set of experiments
might produce the results in Fig. 6. In this figure, the well-chosen data
points just span the amount of damage Kcr that is of interest. Usually there
will be more experimental points Just below the damage threshold: these aid
in determining o0. With such a set of data, we can determine the three constants by trial. Note that both duration and stress level must be varied in
the experiments to provide a basis for the determination.

FRACTURED

K - K_
UNFRACTURED

THICKNESS
Fig. 6 Fracture data from a series of flat plate impacts to obtain the damage criterion for the Tuler-Butcher model
The Tuler-Butcher criterion may be readily inserted into finite difference wave propagation codes of the Lagrangian type. (The code should have
Lagrangian features so that the computed damage quantity K follows a particular material particle.) For each cell the quantity K Is stored. In addition to the three constants for each material. The criterion was designed
for one-dimensional impact problems: If a three-dlmcnaional problem such
as Cherry's were considered, the criterion could be extended to three K
values at each cell, one for each principal direction. The criterion Is Inserted immediately following the stress calculation. Two computations are
needed. First compute K for the J^1 cell

K(J) - K(J) +

frS"

(?)

At

where (a? + oi)/2 Is the average stress in the time Interval At. Then compare K(J) with Kcr. If K(J) exceeds Kcr, the program may be halted, a message nay be printed, or the stresses may be zeroed to show that the j1- cell
has spalled.
The Tuler-Butcher criterion has several advantages over the simpler peak
stress criteria. The Integral represents more realistically the timedependent growth of observed damage. Because the criterion Is not so ctltlcally dependent on a peak stress, larger finite difference cells nay be used
and still accurately determine Che criterion. Such a time-Integral criterion
Is appropriate for extending fracture data obtained with a nearly square
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pulse shape Co more general pulse shapes such as sinusoidal or multiple.
This criterion has the disadvantage of requiring several well-designed
experiments plus computer simulations of the experiments. Because there is
no physical model from which \ and Kcr can be obtained, "reasonable" values
cannot be selected Intuitively without such experimental data. Another disadvantage is that the developing damage does not have an effect on the wave
propagation processes; hence, subsequent stress histories and computer damage
must be invalid.

DYNAMIC-ACTIVE CRITERIA
The dynamic-active criteria follow the gradual development of damage during
the wave-propagation process and permit the damage to alter that process.
Arbitrary levels of damage may be treated by these methods: an initial
designation of a damage level such as full spall Is not necessary.
Two approaches have been attempted: The first Is a macroscopic approach developed by Wllklns [5] and his coworkers. The second, in which
microscopic flaws are treated, was developed at SRI and is discussed in a
later section.
In the macroscopic approach of Wllklns the usual stress-strain relations are used for each cell until a critical plastic strain is reached.
Then a single crack is permitted to grow across the cell. This growth occurs
at a prescribed velocity and in a direction governed by the orientation of
the applied tensile stresses. As the cracks grow, the cell weakens, reaching zero strength as the crack severes the cell. As a cell breaks, nearby
cells must take up the load. They may also begin to crack and so the crack
appears to extend. Because the direction of crack growth is arbitrary, both
within a cell and from cell to cell, fairly complex and realistic cracking
patterns may be treated. The two principal material constants—critical
plastic strain for crack initiation and the growth velocity—are derived from
experiments with notched specimens. These tests are simulated with twodimensional wave propagation code with trial material constants until the experimental results are satisfactorily represented by the computed results.
The main advantage of this macrocrack approach is that the large, observed cracks are treated directly. In addition these cracks may wander
across the computational grid; neither presence nor trajectory needs to be
known In advance. The stress-strain relations for a damaged cell are anisotropic, thus tending to direct the growth of the crack. Another advantage of
the model is that material constants have a clear physical meaning.
This model has several significant drawbacks. The coding Is much more
complex than for the earlier models considered. Variables must be stored to
define the orientation and length of the crack In each cell, plus the accumulated plastic strain. The anisotropic stress-strain relation must be developed and used. In addition, the material constants are derived from a
combination of notch test experiments and multiple simulation calculations;
these two-dimensional calculations tend to be lengthy and expensive.

HUCLEATION AND GROWTH MODELS
The nulceatlon-and-growth (MAG) models developed at SRI [b] and studied by
Kreer [?] and by Stevens, Davison, and Warren [s] deal with' the nucleation of
microscopic flaws, their growth and coalescence, and the formation of fragments. Two models have been constructed; one for ductile and one for brittle
fracture. Nucleation may occur physically by widening of Inherent flaws In
the material, cracking of hard Inclusions, separating along grain boundaries,
or by other mechanisms.
In the models, however, nuclu*tlon means the appearance of the void or crack at an observable and easily identifiable size on
photomicrographs at a scale of about 100X. This nucleation occurs in the
model as a function of stress and stress duration. Following nucleation, the
voids or cracks grow at a rate that is dependent on the stress level, duration of loading, and the size of the void or crack. The models also account
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for the stress reduction that accompanies the development of damage. When
the number and size of cracks meet a coalescence criterion In the brittle
model, the cracks begin to join and font Isolated fragments. With continued
loading, all the material forms fragments and complete separation may occur.
The computational models of ductile and brittle fracture are Implemented
In subroutines that nay readily be Inserted Into one- and two-dimensional
Lagranglan wave propagation computer codes. While the material la undergoing
fracture, these subroutines are called instead of the usual equatlon-of-state
subroutines.
Basic to the development of the NAG models is the quantitative determination of the damage observed on cross sections of impacted samples. In
ductile fracture, the damage occurs as nearly spherical voids (as shown in
Figs. 1 and S), which grow by a viscous growth law. In brittle fracture, the
flaws are cracks, like those in Fig. 2. Both ductile and brittle fracture
are treated in the NAG method, but only the brittle version (the more complex
case) is discussed here.
The brittle fracture damage la usually derived from experiments like
that shown in Fig. 1 in which a thin flyer plate is propelled against a
thicker target plate. Than the target is sectioned aa shown in the inset in
Fig. 7, and the length, orientation, and distance from the impact plane of
all cracks are measured. For convenience in organizing the data, zones may
be marked off on the cross section aa shown in Fig. 7. In the uppermost
zone in the inset, near the impact plane, there is little damage. The amount
of damage increases as we proceed down through the zones until a plane of maximum damage la reached (zone 3 here); the damage then decreases as we continue
to the rear surface of the target. The peak tensile stress was approximately
the same throughout the region of damage, but the duration of that stress varied in approximately the same way aa the damage, having a maximum at the plane
of maximum damage. The observed cracks in each zone arc organized into groups
according to size intervals and orientation angle intervals. These surface
distributions are then transformed statistically to volumetric distributions
in size and angle by a method analogous to Schell's [93- The transformation
is handled by the BABS2 computer program [10]. In this transformation it is
assumed that the cracks are penny-shaped and that the distribution is axlaymmetric around the direction of propagation. A sample set of volumetric crack
distributions is shown in Fig. 7 for the zones shown in the inset. Here the
angular variation has been suppressed so the ordinate is the total number of
cracks larger than the indicated radius. Comparable damage appeared in zones
2, 3, and A from the top but lesser damage occurrad in zones above and below.
These etack aize distribution* are all approximated by the equation

\m

(3)

N0 exp(-R/lt1)

where M. is the cumulative number/cm of crack* with radii larger than R, H0 is
the total number/cm , and R, ia a distribution shape parameter.
Nucleatlon in the modal occurs aa the addition of new cracks to the existing set. These now cracks at* presumed to occur in a ranga of aize* with a
size distribution like Eq. (3). At nucleatlon, the parameter R^ equals R^, the
nucleatlon siz* parameter (a material constant). The number of cracks nucleated is governed by a nucleatlon rate function;
No.xp

r-^)

(4)

«hers N , ono, and 0} are fracture parameters and " .1« stress normal to the
plans of the cracks.
"
The growth law, derived from experimental data on both ductil* and brittle
fracture, is [6, 11J:

S-v«

(5)
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Fig. 7 Crack ilze distribution In zonet near the spall plane In an Anvso iron
target after a one-dimensional impact: Shot Sib
where T^ is a growth coefficient and Og0 is tha growth threshold stress. Here
o is usually treated aa a constant material parameter.
8
All the stresses are computed from the strains in the solid material, not
the gross strain. This gross strain Is presumed to be composed of a solid
strain snd a change in crack volume associated with growth and nucleatlon:
At « Ae s + ie g + Ae_n

(6)

For the model calculations, only Ac is known. Ac,, is related to the applied
stresses through the usual elastic-plastic relations. Ac. represents the Increase in strain associated with opening of the existing and growing cracks.
Acn represents the increase in strain associated with opening of new cracks.
Appropriate stresses are found by requiring that Eq. (6) be satisfied. Bach
term on the right is a nonlinear function of stress; therefore the solution is
conducted by an iteration procedure.
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With nucleatton, growth, and stress-strain relations available, model calculations may be conducted to simulate damage data such as that In Fig. 7.
First, estimates are made of the six nucleatlon and growth parameters. These
estimates are made from computed peak stress and duration In the experiment
(from a no-damage calculation) and from the observed damage: the method Is
given In Ref. [12], Then simulation calculations are begun. The parameters
are varied and simulations are repeated until the damage data are satisfactorily reproduced.
The fragmentation process envisioned In the model under discussion here Is
a natural extension of the fracture process. The fracture process Is presumed
to occur until some point at which interaction of the cracks becomes significant and coalescence begins. At this point the gross stress on the cross section Is still approximately equal to the stress In the solid material. The
growth and nucleatlon processes are presumed to continue beyond the beginning
of coalescence. Eventually, isolated fragments will occur within the solid
material as shown In Fig. 8. As these fragments separate, they form voids that
cannot support the applied stress. To maintain the external tensile stress,
the stress In the remaining solid material must Increase. The Increased stress
in the solid will lead to more growth and nucleatlon of cracks; hence, the final stages before complete fragmentation are cataclysmic and will tend to continue with very little outside encouragement. This crescendo of damage that
occurs in the model Just preceding full separation 's probably very similar to
the damage that actually occurs. This process will tend to emphasize damage
in a few regions while allowing adjacent regions to be only slightly fractured.
PARTIAL FRAGMENTATION

Fig. 8

Schematic depiction of the fragment formation process

A relationship between the fragment sizes and the numbers and sizes of the
preceding cracks Is required to model the fragmentation process. From our observations in both rock and metals it appears that the fragments are typically
chunky objects with an average of six to eight sides, each side probably being
produced by one crack. Thus, for large fragments, the crack radius may approximate the fragment radius and the number of fragments may be one-third to onefourth the number of cracks.
Both the ductile and brittle fracture models have been Inserted into oneand two-dimensional wave propagation computer programs at Stanford Research
Institute. The subroutines containing these models (DFRACT and BFRACT) act as
equatlon-of-state routines. Such routines are provided the strain and must
compute the stresses. DFRACT and BFRACT compute stress but also compute the
current damage. In the wave propagation calculations, the usual equatlon-ofstate routine is called until damage begins. Thereafter, the appropriate fracture routine is called. At any time in the calculation a complete listing of
the fracture damage present in a cell may be obtained.
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Because of the complexity of the NAG calculations, It Is suggested that
the subroutines be obtained from the originator at Stanford Research Institute
for incorporation.
The main advantage of the NAG approach Is that damage la obtained In such
detail that precise comparisons with observed damage can be made. Residual
strength properties can be assessed from the computed damage, The stressstrain relations are modified to account for developing damage so that subsequent waves are handled with some accuracy. The NAG computations are Independent cf stress pulse shape and source: thus the same parameters describe
fracture under plate Impact, explosive loading, or sudden radiant heating.
The NAG approach also has the advantage that there Is more material Information Involved In It and hence it la more likely to represent reality. Some of
the parameters are estimable from static fracture data, some fron shock front
thickness, others from microscopic observation; hence, the parameters appear
to have physical significance.
The increased memory required for the fracture quantities and the Increased computer time are the main drawbacks of the NAG modele. The fracture
parameters must be derived from several plate Impact experiments plus a series
of one-dlmenslonal simulation calculations.
AVAILABLE PROGRAMS
A great variety of wave propagation computer codes are available, Onedlmenslonal codes are Lagranglan and are based on the leapfrog and artificial
viscosity method. Versions of the code termed PUFF have been developed at Air
Force Weapons Laboratory, Albuquerque, Hew Mexico (13]; Kaman Sciences, Colorado Springs, Colorado [14]; AVCO Corporation, Wilmington, Mass. [1S|; and SRI,
Menlo Park, California [16). WONDY [17] was written at Sandia Laboratories,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. RIP [8] Is a similar code written at Systems, Science
and Software, La Jolla, California.
A few of the two-dimensional codea are HEMP [19] from Lawrence Llvermore
Laboratory, Llvermore, California, TOODY [20] and CSQ from Sandia Laboratories,
Albuquerque, and HELP |2l] from Systems, Science and Software, La Jolla, California. HEMP and TOODY are Lagranglan while CSQ is Eulerian. HELP is Eulerlan
with Lagranglan tracer particles.
All the foregoing programs are written In FORTRAN and are generally running on CDC machines. Conversion to machines with similar word length (60 bit)

and core size (54,000 words or larger) is usually not difficult, but extensive
changes are needed to use ahorter words or a small core. Costs for a single
computation are typically $10 to $100 for one-dlmenslonal problems and $100 to
$1,000 for two-dimensional. These costs depend largely on the nature of the
problem and on variables under the control of the user, not on the particular
code selected. Currently the best documented codes are RIP, WONDY, and TOODY.
NAG fracture and fragmentation modele are currently available in SRI PUFF.
Simpler fracture models are present in all the codes. Wilklns' model has been
used with HEMP but is not yet documented. NAG has been inserted Into HEMP and
TOODY at several Institutions, but la not a standard part of any twodimensional cod*.
Sourcea for obtaining the computer programs discussed In this chapter are
provided In the Appendix.
PROJECTIONS
Fracture and fragmentation capabilities have improved greatly in the last ten
years, and similar improvements can be expected in the future. Future work
should provide more detailed and accurate fracture information. Currently less
than a dozen materials have been well-characterized for fracture. It 1* expected that a large number of material) «ill be tested and characterised.' Possibly some guidelines will be derived for estimating fracture parameters from
uaual engineering data.
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Future fracture models will probably be readily separable from the rest of
the wave propagation program. Then they can be easily added to whichever code
is appropriate for the problem at hand. The models will also be extended to
three-dimenalonal codes.
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APPENDIX

SOURCES OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS

PUFF 66R

Richard Scannon and David Neuländer (DYV)
Air Force Weapons Laboratory
Klrtland Air Force Base, New Mexico 87117

PUFF V

Ed Walsh
Kanan Sciences
Garden of the Gods Road
Colorado Springs, Colorado

PUFF AV

William Bade
AVCO Corporation
201 Lowell Street
Wilmington, Massachusetts

SRI PUFF,
DFRACT.
BFRACT

L. Seaman

80907

01887

Stanford Research Institute
333 Ravenswood Avenue
Henlo Park, California 94025

WONDY

R. J. Lawrence, Division 5162
Sandla Laboratories
Alburquerque, New Mexico 87115

RIP

Harold E. Read
Systems, Science and Software
P. 0. Box 1620
La Jolla, California 92037

HEMP

Hark Wilkins
Lawrence Llvemore Laboratory
P. 0. Box 808
Llvemore, California 94550

TOODY

L. D. Bertholf. Division 5162 or
R. K. Byera, Division 5166
Sandla Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

CSQ

Samuel Thompson, Division 5X62
Sandla Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

HELP

L. J. Hageman and J. M. Walsh
Systems, Science and Software
P. 0. Box 1620
U Jolla, California 92037
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Eigenvalue Extraction
Roben A. Wilke and June« A. Stricklin
Texas A i M Vnivenily

INTRODUCTION
Thli chapter Is concerned with the eigenvalue and eigenvector extraction routlnea that are available to «hock and vibration analysts. The analyst will
be most often concerned with the calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors
in buckling and vibration problras. For the buckling problem the lowest
eigenvalue is needed, whereas for vibration problems several or all of them
nay be required. The specific number required will depend upon the problem
and the type of analysis being performed. The problem being considered and
the character of the matrices in the basic rclationa will be factors in the
particular eigenvalua solution routine that is used.
EIGENVALUE FORMS
Buckling and vibration problems may be divided into four categories depending upon the form of their eigenvalue relation.
Most structural analyses of shock and vibration problems Involve the solution of matrix relations of the form:
Aq1 -f Bq • Q

(1)

where A,B • real, syanstric matrices
For dynamic analysis Eq.(l) is written
A(| + Bq - Q

(2)

where A - mass matrix, B ■ stiffness matrix, i( - acceleration vector,
q • displacement vector, Q • loads vector
In order to determine the natural frequencies and modes of the system
the free vibration case is considered and the substitution t) • -u q is made
to obtain the general eigenvalue problem:
(A - XB)q • 0

(3)

He know from matrix algebra that the nontrlvial solution to this expression
is the solution to:
det(A - XB) - 0
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The eigenvalues, X, give the natural frequencies of the system and the eigenvectors are the corresponding vlbrational modes.
X - 1/u
b> - natural frequency
The corresponding equation for linear buckling analysis of a structure la
given by;
(A + XB)q ■ 0

(5)

where
A
B
X
q

•
■
•
•

elastic stiffness matrix
geometric stiffness matrix
buckling load parameter (eigenvalue)
diaplacement vector

This Is also an eigenvalue problem of the same form as equation (3).
The matrices A and B in both cases described thus far are real, aynmetric,
banded matrices [l], A real symmetric matrix haa real eigenvalues and a full
urthonormal n-set of eigenvectors [2,3]. The mass and stiffness matrices are
of the same band width when the consistent mass matrix Is used. The lumped
mass matrix is a diagonal matrix; this has the effect of making a structure
softer and reduces the magnitudes of the eigenvalues. This results in a loss
in accuracy [4]. When the lumped mass matrix is used the general eigenvalue
problem (A - XB)q • 0 quickly reduces to the standard eigenvalue problem
(C - XI)x ■ 0. The mathematical form of the dynamic problem with a consistent mass matrix is identical to that of the buckling problem [5]; therefore,
in the discussion of the routines in the next section it will be assumed, unless otherwise stated, that the general eigenvalue problem (A - XB)q • 0 is
to be solved with B being a consistent mass matrix,
A second form of the structural problem is that of a quadratic matrix
equation. It occurs in vibration analysis when the mass and stiffness
matrices are frequency dependent [8]. The basic eigenvalue relation la

[K . A - u*c]q - 0
K
B0
C
fei
q

(6)

- stiffness matrix (symetrlc, positive definite)
- static inertia matrix (symmetric, positive definite)
-.dynamic correction matrix (symmetric, positive definite)
■ natural frequency
• displacement

The corresponding buckling equation is present when the sucond order
stiffness terms are retained. The basic relation is:
+ XKj + XxK2]q

Kg
Ki
K2
X

v» ■

■
•
-

elastic stiffness matrix
geometric stiffness matrix
stiffness matrix embodying £& order effects
buckling Joad parameter

(7)
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Since the matrices in both cases are syranetrlc and positive definite the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors will be real. In order to efficiently solve the
quadratic matrix equation the matrices must be rearranged to place It in either general eigenvalue or standard eigenvalue form. This rearrangement will,
depending upon the problem, change the bandadness and aparsity of the A and
B matrices, and requires that much cars be taken In selecting the eigenvalue
extraction routine,
A third form of the structural equations includes a matrix that may not
be symmetric and may not be positive definite. The general form of the equations is
Aq + C4 + Bq - 0

(8)

For the case of free vibration analysis of spinning structures the matrices are [8]:
A
C
B

KG

Inertia matrix
corlolls matrix, a function of the angular motion 0

KE + Kc + Kg
elastic stiffness matrix
.
centrifugal force effects matrix, a function of (1
geometric stiffness matrix, a function of it2

Matrices A and B are symmetric and positive definite (for small 0) but the
corlolls effects matrix, C, is skew-symmetric.
The vibration of damped structures Involves the following matrix definitions [8];
A - mass matrix
B - stiffness matrix
C " viscous damping matrix (symmetric)
In both the free vibration and damped vibration cases the eigenvalue problem
defined by Eq. (S) is rearranged and rewritten such that it is of the general
eigenvalue form. The solution procedure then should retain the banded form
of the matrices.
The last form to be considered occurs In the solution of flutter problems.
One case of this form, studied by Gupta [39], Is as follows:
[Kj + KJJ + tA - (w2 + wga)M]q ■ 0
Kg
Kg
t
A
w
M
g,

<•
•
■
»
•
•

(9)

elastic stiffness matrix
geometric stiffness matrix
dynamic pressure parameter
aerodynamic load matrix
eigenvalue
inertia matrix
aerodynamic damping parameter

This case is of particular Interest because while Kg, Kg, and N are symmetric,
matrix A is unsynaetric, which causes the exietence of complex eigenvalues
(t>0). This requires that additional car« be taken In the selection of the
eigenvalue extraction routine. Many of the routines presented in this paper
will compute complex eigenvalues and, further, most industrial firms have In
their numerical libraries codes that solve for either real or complex eigenvalues.
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EIGENVALUE SOLUTION METHODS
Shock and vibration problems with relatively full matrices (not sparsely
populated) and of small alia (lass than 200-400 elements) are amenable to

solution by use of direct methods of eigenvalue extraction such as those of
Glvens and Householder. The main advantages of these methods are that they
are ln-corc, computational time Is less than for Iterative methods, all
eigenvalues can be calculated In ascending order, and the opportunity for
round-off error Is at a minimum. When the system sice becomes large the program will exceed the available core thus limiting the else of problem that
can efficiently be solved by a direct method [6].
When the matrices are sparsely populated and strongly banded the best
method of solution la an Iterative method. A major proportion of eigenvalue
techniques are Iterative; therefore, the choice of method depends upon the
problem being solved, program availability, and user's preference. There is
no one best routine that is applicable to all problems. Factors to be considered in the choice of eigenvalue routine are problem sice, number of eigenvalues and eigenvector« desired, band width of the matrices, consistent
mass matrix or lumped mass, problem type, machine precision and storage
capability.
The computation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the general form
(A - AB)x • 0 may take one of two forms:
a) Operations ar« carried out on both A and B matrices simultaneously.
This preserves the form of the matrices and allows the exploitation of their
banded, sparse population characteristics.
b) The problem Is reduced to standard form (C - XI)x ■ 0 through matrix
decomposition and multiplication. The C matrix becomes full and the special
configuration is lost.
The choice of the form to be used is dependent upon the solution algorithm used, the makeup of the A end B matrices, and whether the user prefers
to retain the characteristics of the matrices.
Theorems of matrix analysis show that two real syaaatrlc matrices may be
simultaneously reduced to upper triangular, to tridiagonal form, or to diagonal form without altering the eigenvalues [3,6]. Most eigenvalue extraction
routines reduce the matrices to upper trlangulsr or tridiagonal then apply
one or more of the following algorithms to compute the eigenvalues sod eigenvectors: Inveree Iteration, LR Iterstion, QR Iteration, Rayleigh Quotient
Iteration, and Jacobl Iteration. Three excellent references for discussion
of algorithm selection and description of solution techniques are the works
by Wilkinson [6], Bathe and Wllaon [7] and Gupta [8].
EIGENVALUE AND EIGENVECTOR EXTKACTION ROUTINES
The eigenvalue extraction routines known by the authors to bs In use at this
time are presented in this section. Knowledge of the existence of the routines and their use was gained through personal experience, an extensive
literature search, and a survey of researchers, program authors, and program
uaers. Certain standard information is given for each program along with a
paragraph of special comaents.
Engineering ANslysis SVStem

(ANSYS) [9]

Capsbility: A general purpose finite element computer program that contains
eigenvalue extraction capability.
Method: Jacobl Iteration with Guyan reduction for eigenvalue and eigenvector
computation.
Language; FORTRAN
Hardware: IM. UNIVAC, CDC and Honeywell
Working tape* required: Dick files only

i
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Developer:

J. A. Swanson
Swanaon Analyals Syatem» Inc.
870 Fine View Dr.
Elisabeth. FA 15037
Availability: Available fron developer with the coat negotiable. Uaera
manual la available.
Comments: Program la a complete engineering analysis system. CP time for a
complete problem of order "ZOO la 7 minutes on a CDC 6600.
Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of a Complex Matrix

(ALLMAT) [10]

Capability; Computation of the elgcnsyatem of the atandard eigenvalue equation directly In terms of complex arithmetic.
Method: A general (non-Hermltlan) complex matrix la tranaformed to a Hessenberg form then the eigenvalues are determined using the complex QR
method. Elgenvectora are computed using Inverse Iteration.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC. IBM. UNIVAC
Developer: C. Fair
Lewi» Research Center
Cleveland. OH 44135
Availability: Program la available and la listed In the users manual, 1101.
Comments: This routine computes eigenvalues of the standard form so the
general form must be transformed to the atandard linear form prior to
use of the routine. The routine Is as general as possible; It contains
a perturbation method for use when the eigenvalues are either degenerate
or nearly of equal value. It also provldea error and convergence Information.
Eigenvalue Routine for Syanetrlc Band Matrlcea

(BANEIG)

[ll]

Capability: Determination of selected number of eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of real, banded matrlcea with the smallest values determined first.
Method: Rayleigh quotient iteration and Inverae power Iteration to find the
first eigenvalue and eigenvector. Matrix deflation and spectral shift
before repeating iterations to find suecesding values.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC
Developer: C. A. Fcllppa
University of California at Berkeley
Berkeley. CA 94700
Availability: Program available from developer or COSMIC. Users manual la
available, [11).
Consents: Program lu most economical when matrices A and B are large.
REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX EIGENSYSTEM SOLVER

(BIGMAT)

Capability: Determination of eigenvaluea and eigenvectors of real symmetric
matrix.
Method; Matrix is reduced to tridlagonal form by Given'a method. The eigenvalues arc found through the use of Sturm sequences ami the eigenvectors
by the Wlelandt inverse power method.
Language; FORTRAN
Hardware; IBM
Developer; M. Bison and R. E. Funderlie
Oak Ridge Central Data Processing Facility
Oak Ridge. TM 37830
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Availability: Program available from developer.
CommentB: Structural general eigenvalue equation oust be transformed to
standard form prior to use of this routine.

CXLNESM

[12]

Capability: Computation of elRenvalues and eigenvectors of the general
linear eigenvalue problem with complex square matrices, one of which is
invertible.
Method: Eigenvalues of a general (non-HermitIan) complex matrix using complex
QR iteration and computing eigenvectors using Inverse iteration.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC, IBM, UN1VAC
Developer: D. A. Glgnac and Dr. Y. Liu
Computation and Mathematics Department
Naval Ship Research and Development Center
Bethesda, MD 20034
Availability: Program is available from developer. Users manual Is available, [12].
Comments: Program is an extension of the ALLMAT routine from standard eigenvalue form to general linear eigenvalue form.
CXQDESM

[12]

Capability: Computation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the quadratic
eigensysten problem with complex square matrices.
Method: Eigensystem is reduced to standard (complex) eigenvalue form then
calculates the eigenvalues and eigenvectors through complex QR iteration
and Inverse iteration.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC, IBM, UN1VAC
Developer: D, A. Glgnac and Dr. Y. Liu
Computation and Mathematics Department
Naval Ship Research and Development Center
Bethesda, HD 20034
Availability: Program is available from developer. Users manual Is available, [121.
2
Conments: The quadratic eigenvalue equation (w A + wB + C)Z - 0 used in
flutter analysis Is solved when A, B and 0 are complex matrices and either A or C is invertible.
Free Vibration Analysis of DAMPed Structures

(DAMP) [13]

Capability: Performs free vibration analysis of spinning and non-spinning
structures with or without damping (viscous, structural). Program computes the desired roots and vectors without computing »ore than those
needed.
Method: The desired roots are Isolated by the Sturm sequence method then sre
accurately located by a special inverse iteration scheme. Eigenvectors
•re also computed through the inverse Iteration method.
Unguage: FORTRAN
Hardware: UN1VAC
Developer: K. K. Gupta
M/S 144-218
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Dr.
Pasadena, CA 91103
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Avalllblllty: Program Is available (approx 1300 Instructions) from COSMIC.
Users manual available [13].
Connents: Program determines roots lying within a specified spectrum for the
eigenvalue problem Aq + cq + Bq -0, Input matrices are the mass matrix
A, (complex) stiffness matrix B, and viscous damping matrix C. Matrix
bandedness and sparslty are exploited to effect best economy In core
storage and computation time. This program Is one of six (DAMP, EASI,
QMES, SPIN, STURM, SUPFLUT) developed by Dr. Gupta to solve all of the
forms of the eigenvalue problem outlined In the previous section. An
out of core version Is presently under development.
Dynamic-Transformation Adapted to Modal Synthesis Using Stiffness-coupling
(DAMUS) [lit]
Capability: Program Improves the computational economy for the vibration analysis of complex structures while still considering substructure modes.
A dynamic transformation is used to reduce the mass and stiffness
matrices. The reduced eigenvalue problem is solved and used in a new
solution.
Method: Modal synthesis methods are used to determine the low frequency
modes.
Limitations: Total number of modes allowed is 300 with a maximum eigenvalue
size of 100 and 200 co-ordinates reduced by the dynamic transformation.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: UN IVAC
Working tapes required: Twelve (12) with the number used at any time variable
but never all twelve simultaneously.
Developer: E. J. Kuhar, Jr., and C. V. Stahle, Jr.
General Electric Company
P. 0. Box 8555
Philadelphia, PA 19101
NASA Technical Monitor
Dr. J. R. Admire
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Availability: Program is available from COSMIC. Users manual [14] available
from NTIS or COSMIC.
Comments: The program begins with the entry of substructure mass and stiffness matrices. The elgenproblem for the individual substructure is
solved and the substructures are coupled together by coupling springs.
The dynamic transformation is used to reduce the size of the elgenproblem.
The coupled system eigenvalues and eigenvectors are determined and, at
the users option, may be used to assess the sccuracy of the results and
obtain new transformation. This may be repeated or a new set of coordinates and transformations obtained for another group of nodes.
OANUTA

[IS]

Capability: Complete structural analysis capability with eigenvalue extraction routines imbedded in the program.
Method: Structural matrices transformed and eigenvalues and eigenvectors extracted through the use of Householder's method.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: IBM. UNIVAC, CDC
Developer; S. Chacour
Allls Chalmers Co.
Box 712
York, PA 17405
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Availability; Program us-.ge Is marketed In the U.S. by McDonnell Douglas
Automation Co., Box S16, St. Louis, HO 63166. Users manual available
with program usage.
Comments: Solution time for complete problem of order 216 on a UNIVAC 1108,
double precision, with all eigenvalues and 20 eigenvector* extracted
required 48 minutes.
DYNamic Analysis

(STKUDL DTOAL)

[16]

Capability; Program is a full dynamic structural analysis including harmonic
analysis, transient analysis, and shock (response) analysis.
Method; Eigenvalues and eigenvectors are calculated through the use of Jacobl
Iteration, Sturm aequence property. Householder method, QR iteration and
Uielandt inverse iteration.
Language: FORTKAN
Hardware; IBM
Developer; McDonnell Douglas Automatlon/ECI Systems
Box 516
St. Louis, HO 63166
Availability: Program and users manual are available through developer for
approximately $27,000. Program license is in conjunction with STRUDL
and ICES Executive.
Conmenta: STKUDL DYNAL is baaed on the modal superposition method where the
reduced co-ordinates are mathematically related to the structural frequencies and modes of vibration. The eigenvalue extraction routine contains a special orthogonalisation feature to enaur« orthogonal eigenvectors when close or equal eigenvalues exist.
Eigenvalue Algorithm baaed on Sturm Sequence and Inverse Iteration (EASI) [16]
Capability: Free vibration analysis of large atructural •yateaa using finite
element method. Computes only desired roots and vectors.
Method: Desired eigenvalues are Isolated by the Sturm sequence method then
accurately calculated by a special inverse method. Eigenvectors are also
determined by the inverse method.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware; UNIVAC, CDC
Developer: Mr, K. K. Gupta
M/S U4-218
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Or.
Pasadena, CA 91103
Availability; Program la available (approximately 900 inetructions) from
COSMIC. Users manual available, [16].
Cooments: Program efficiently determines the roots lying within a specified
spectrum for the general eigenvalue problem. Matrix bandedneas and
sparslty are exploited to effect best economy of storage and computation
time. An out of core version Is presently under development.
General Axiaymmetric Stiffened Shells

(B0SOR4-EBAND2)

[17]

Capability: Program B0S0R4 performs stress, stability and vibration analyele
of general axiayoaetric, stiffened, elastic shells of revolution.
Routine EBAND2 calculates the elgenvaluea and eigenvector* for the stability and vibration analysee.
Method: Elgenvaluea and eigenvectors are extracted by the Inverse iteration
method with apectral shift*.
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Output; Random «ccan high ■peed auxiliary storage, tape or disk, la required.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: IBM, CDC, UNIVAC
Developer: Frank Brogan (EBAND2)
Dept. 52-33. BLDG. 205
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.
3251 Hanover St.
Palo Alto, CA 9430A
Availability: Routine EBAND2 Is Imbedded in BOSOR4 so is «vallable from developer or COSMIC aa part of the entire program. Users manual available
1171.
Commcnta: B080R4 ia the lataat in a aeries of computer programs that perform
stress, stability and vibration analyses of segmented, stiffened, elastic
shell» of revolution. The analysis haa the capability of treating
branched »hells, variable mesh point spacing within each shall segment
and reforr^Itition of the buckling eigenvalue problem to account for the
pre-buckling shape change of the shell in linear uuckling analyses.
Elgenvaluea and Vector« by Iteration

(SIGIT3)

[18]

Capability: Calculation of frequenciea and mode ehapes of multldegree linear
aystcms.
Method; Eigenvalues and eigenvectors calculated by Inverse iteration.
Language: BASIC
Developer; W. Weaver, Jr.
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305
Availability: Program and user Information are contained in [18].
Conoents: Recurrence formulas are used to determine the dominant eigenvalue
and corresponding eigenvector. Sweeping matrices are used to eliminate
certain modes. All eigenvalues and eigenvectors are determined in the
routine. Lumped mass matrix la assumed in solution of the standard
eigenvalue problem.
Eigenvalues of the Generalized Eigenvalue Problem

(EQZVEF)

[19, 20]

Capability; Calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the general
matrix eigenvalue problem.
Method: Input matrices A, B are transformed to upper Hassenberg and upper
triangular form. Then matrix A is transformed to quaal-trlangular. Final1'/ t^e eigenvalues and eigenvectors are determined through the uae of
a modified Holer-Stewart algorithm.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: IBM, UNIVAC, CDC
Developer; Int'l Mathematics and Statistics Library (INSL)
6200 Hillcroft, Suite S10
Houston, TX 77036
Availability: Program and users manuals are available from developer.
Comments: Generalized eigenvalue problem may be input in real or complex
form. Output ia in complex form. Program does not exploit matrix band•dness or sparsity but Is efficient In operation.
Frequency and Mode« of Sheila of Revolution

(FANSOR) [21]

Capability: Calculates eigenvalues and eigenvector« of the standard eigenvalue problem for stiffness and mass of a aball of revolution.
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Method: First eigenvalue and eigenvector are determined using Inverse power
Iteration. Matrix deflation la accomplished and succeeding eigenvalues
and eigenvectors are calculated.
Working tapes or discs required; 4
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: IBM
Developer: L. B. McWhorter and W. B. Halsler
Aerospace Engineering Department
Texas A&H University
College Station, TX 77843
Availability; Program and users manual are available from COSMIC or developer.
Comments: Program converts the Input consistent mass matrix to a lumped mass
matrix and solves the standard eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalue extraction routine is based upon the BANEIG routine written by C. A. Felipe

[111.
FARSS
Capability: Static and dynamic structural analysis of solids and shells of
revolution with Isotropie or anlsotriplc materials.
Method; Eigenvalues and eigenvector« arc determined through the use of the
inverse Iteration with reduced subspace.
Working tapes required; 1 (disc)
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: UNIVAC, CDC
Developer; M. B. Marlowe
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.
Palo Alto, CA 94304
Availability; Program and users manual ire available from developer.
Comnents; Program will analyse bifurcation buckling of shells with linear
axisymetrlc prestress and modal vibrations with no prestress. Casts of
viscous damping, structural damping and linear damping may be considered.
Mass matrix used is of the lumped mass form.
Free Vibration and Stability Analysis of Shells of Revolution

(KSHEL) [22, 23]

Capability; Free vibration and stability analysis of shell ->f revolution subjected to axiaynaetric (program KSHEL2) or nunsyanetrl< (program KSHEL3)
pre-stress.
Method; Calculation of eigenvalue« and eigenvectors in KSHEL2 by Jetemlnant
search. In KSHEL3 calculation i« by Inverse iteration.
Language; FORTRAN
Hardware; IBM, UNIVAC, CDC and any computer with a FORTRAN IV compiler.
Developer; A. Kalnin«
Mechanical Engineering Department
Lehigh University
Bethlehem, FA 16000
Availability! Program and users manual «re available from developer with coat
negotiable.
Comnents: Two computer code« have been written - KSHEL2 and KSHEL3. Programs
use a multlsegaent itegratton method to analyse the «hell« of revolution.
The static and axlsynmetric eigenvalue routines can admit discontinuities
in the «lope of the meridian and permit branches. The noneyometric routine permit« neither.
MARC
Capability:

[24, 23]

General purpose finite element program for linear and nonlinear
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analysis of structures and soils. Structural analysis capability
Includes rods, beams, membrane», plates, shells, solid 3D and crack
tips.
Method: Eigenvalues and eigenvector« determined by inverse iteration and
subspace Iteration.
Working tapes required: Up to 3
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: IBM, CDC
Developer: Pedro V. Harcal
MARC Analysis Resesrch Corporation
10S Medway St.
Providence, RI 02906
Availability: Program is not for sale.
Use of it obtained through developer
or CDC Data Centers.
Comments: Program has capability for considering plasticity, large deflections, anlsotropic materials, nonlinear collapse analysis and bifurcation
with linear or nonlinear prestress.
MODES

[26]

Capability: Calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the general eigenvalue problem.
Method: For small order problems the matrices are treated as one block. For
one block (NBLOCK-1) eigenvalues and eigenvectors are calculated by determinant search. For large order system« Inverse subspace iteration is
employed (NBL0CK>1)
Working tape« required: 6
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC. IBM. UNIVAC. GE, TELEFUNKEN
Developer: K. J. Bath«
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering
Massachusetts Inatitute of Technology
Cambridge, HA 02139
Availability: Program is available from COSMIC. Users manual and program
listing is [26].
Comments: Program Mode« i« used in NONSAF and SAP IV «tructural analysis program« and 1« on« of ■ series of three routines written by Dr. Bathe to
solve the large general eigenvalue problem. The subspace iteration algorithm uses Raleigh coefficient «hift« and secant iteration with extrapolation. Maas matrix 1« input a« a diagonal (lumped) non-negative definite matrix.
NROOT-EIGEN

[27]

Cs-^Mlity; Calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvector« of the general eigenvalue problem.
ift'-.caj Jacob! Iteration.
Itiujuagat FORTRAN
rijrdware; IBM
Developer: IBM Corporation
Availability: Program 1« available from IBM. Users manual i« [27],
Comment«: Two routines, NR00T and EIGEN, are used in solution of th« general
eigenvalue problem. The main program NROOT transform« th« general eigenvalue problem to standard form and use« routln« EIGEN to compute the
eigenvalue» and eigenvectors. Input matricea must be reel, symmetric.
Matrix sparsity and bandedness at« not exploited.
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Quadratic Matrix Equation Solver

(QMES) [28]

Capability: Solution of the quadratic matrix eigenvalue problem.
Method: Inverae Iteration and the Sturm sequence property ara uaed to find
the eigenvalues and elgenvcctora of tha quadratic problem. The dealred
roota are first Isolated by the Sturm sequence method then accurately
located by an Interpolation bisection method.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: UNIVAC
Developer; K. K, Gupta
M/S 144-218
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Dr.
Pasadena, CA 91103
Availability: Program la available (approximately 927 Instructions) from
COSMIC. Users manual available from COSMIC or NTIS.
Coiranents: QMES Is an efficient routine for computation of the desired roots
and associated
vectors of the quadratic matrix equation
(A - w2B - w4C)q"0; A la tha static stiffness matrix, B Is the ststlc
mass matrix and C la the dynamic correction matrix. The routine exploits
matrix bandedncsa and aparslty.
A Lanczos Algorithm Subroutine for (A - Xß)X-0

(REDUCB1)

[29, 30]

Capability: Calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the real, general
eigenvalue problem form.
Method: General eigenvalue problem Is reduced to standard form with the
matrix becoming tridlagonal. Tridiagonallsation is accomplished through
the Lanccos algorithm. Eigenvalues are computed by the method of bisection. Eigenvectors sre computed through the use of inverss itsration.
Language: -fORTRAN
Hardware: CDC
Developer: D. A. Glgnac
Computation and Mathematics Dept.
Naval Ship Research and Development Center
Bethesda, MD 20034
Availability: Program and uasrs manual available from Head, Computation and
Mathematics Dept., Naval Ship Research and Development Canter, Bethesda,
MD.
Comments: REDUCB1 is a specialiaed FORTRAN version of UDUCB [30] an ALGOL
procedure written by Golub, Underwood and Wilkinson. REDUCB1 exploit»
the property of matrix bandedness and sparsity.
Structural Analysis and Matrix Interpretive System (SAMIS)

[31, 32)

Capability: Linear, elastic, transient analysis of shell structures.
Method: Eigenvalues and «igenvectors arc computed by Jacobi iteration and
Sturm aequence method.
Working tapes required: 2
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC, UNIVAC, GE
Developert t. J. Nelosh
MARC Analysis Research Corporation
314 Court House Pies«
260 Sheridan Ave.
Palo Alto. CA 94306
Availabilityi Program and users manual are available from developer.
Conaentat Eigenvalue extrectton routine ie imbedded in the coeplete SAMIS
program.
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SECANT

[26]

Capability: Calculation of eigenvalue! and elgenvectore of tha larga ganaral
eigenvalue problem.
Method: Calculation of eigenvalue* and eigenvectors through the use of determinant search, Sturm sequence property, and Inverse Iteration.
Working tapes required: 1
Language: FORTRAN
Kardware: CDC, IBM, UNIVAC. GE. TELBFUNKEN
Developer; K. J. Bathe
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, HA 02139
Availability: Program Is available from COSMIC. Users manual and program
listing Is [26].
Comments: Program SECANT is used In NONSAF and IV structural analysis
programs. It is one of a aeries of three routines written by Dr. Bathe.
Mass matrix may be either banded positive definite or diagonal nonnegative definite.
Spinning Structures Elgenproblen Solver

(SESI) [33]

Capability; Solution of the eigenvalue problem Mq + Cq + Kq • 0 for free vibration analysis of large spinning structures.
Method: The desired eigenvalues are first isolated by tha Sturm sequence then
accurately computed by a special inverse iteration method. Eigenvectors
are found by the same Inverse Iteration method.
Language; FORTRAN
Hardware: UNIVAC
Developer; K. K. Gupta
M/S 144-218
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Dr.
Pasadena, CA 91103
Availability: Program (approximately 1100 instructions) and users manual are
available from COSMIC. Users manual «nd program listing also in [33].
Corasents: Input matrices are M, the mast uafrlx, K, the stiffness matrix including geometric and centrifugal effects and C, the corlolls matrix.
Program fully exploits the bandedness and aparslty of the mass and stiffness matrices. Only the desired number of roots are computed. Program
SESI is 3 times faster than program SPIN (see f jUowlng program description) and requires slightly more core storage.
Free Vibration analysis of SPINning Structures (SPIN) [34]
Capability; Performs fres vibration analysis of large spinning structures
through solution of elgenproblem Nq + CQ + Kq • 0.
Method: Desired roots are first isolated by the Sturm eequencc method then
accurately detet-mlned by an Interpolation/biaectlon method. Eigenvectors are found through the Inverse Iteration method.
Language; FORTRAN
Hardware: UNIVAC
Developer: K. K. Gupta
N/S 144-218
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Dr.
Pasadena, CA 91103
Availability; Program (approximately 700 tnetructlons) and uaers manual
available from COSMIC. Users manual alao Included In [34].
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Comnents: Input matrices «re the mass matrix H, stiffness matrix K and Corlolls matrix C. Program enables the user to determine only desired roots
and vectors lying within the prescribed spectrim. Matrix bandedness and
sparsity are exploited,
SSPACE [26]
Capability: Calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the large general
eigenvalue problem.
Method: Subspace iteration with Jacobi Iteration in the subspace for the
eigenvalues.
Working tapes required: 2
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC
Developer: K. J. Bathe
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139
Availability: Program Is available from COSMIC, Users manuai and program
listing in [26],
Comments: SSPACE is one of three routines written by Dr. Bathe for solution
of the large generalized eigenvalue problem. Mass matrix may be input
either as banded positive definite or diagonal non-negative definite.
Buckling of linearized asymmetric equilibrium states

(SRA101) [35, 36]

Capability: Program calculates the bifurcation buckling modes of linearized
asynnetric prebuckling states.
Method: Eigenvalues are computed using the Rayleigh quotient for an Initial
estimate then applying inverse Iteration to the linearized eigenvalue
equations.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC. UNIVAC
Developer: C. A. Cohen
Structures Research Associates
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
Availability: Program is available from developer and COSMIC, Users manual
is available. [36],
Comments: This routine is part of a series of six compatible programs for six
different modes of response of stiffened axlsymmetrlc shells. Three ol
the programs contain eigenvalue extraction routines (SRA101, SRA201,
SRA300) with the eigenvalue problem in a different structural form for
each one. The developer plans to Integrate the programs into a single
program with improved input format, problem sire independence through
dynamic storage, general material anisotropy, transverse shear deformations and field method of solution (invariant imbedding).
Buckling of nonlinear axisymnetric equilibrium states

(SRA201) [35, 36]

Capability: Program calculates the bifurcation buckling modes of nonlinear
(or linear) axisymnetric torsionless prebuckling states.
Method: Initial estimates for the eigenvalues are obtained according to the
Rayleigh quotient. The inverse iteration method is then applied to the
linearised eigenvalue equations.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC, UNIVAC
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Developer:

C. A. Cohen
Structures Research Associates
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
Availability: Program Is available from developer and COSMIC.
Is available, [36].
Comments: See SRA101 cements.

Vibrations About Axlsynmetrlc Equilibrium States (SRA300)

Users manual

(35, 36]

Capability: Program calculates free vibration modes about nonlinear axlsynmetrlc torslonleas equilibrium states.
Method: The eigenvalue equations for the square frequency of harmonic vibrations about an equilibrium state are calculated In the same manner as for
the buckling In the vicinity of the same equilibrium state. As In SRA101
and SRA201 the Initial estimates for the eigenvalues are obtained by use
of the Raylelgh quotients. The final eigenvalues and the eigenvectors
are then obtained through the Inverse Iteration method.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC, UNIVAC
Developer: G. A. Cohen
Structures Research Associates
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
Availability; Program Is available from developer and COSMIC. Users manual
Is available, [361.
Connenta: See SRA 101 comments.
STARDYNE

[37]

Capability: Two-dimensional dynamic analysis of shells of revolution using
the finite element method.
Method: Eigenvalues and eigenvectors are computed through the application of
Householder's method, QR iteration and Inverse iteration,
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC
Developer: R. Rosen
Mechanics Research Inc.
El Sequendo, CA 92651
Availability! Program is available at Control Data Corporation Data Centers.
Users manual available from developer.
Coonents: Eigenvalue extraction routine Is Imbedded in the structural
analysis program STARDYNE. Routine uses inverse iteration with »hilt
points and is fully automated to select shift point and the number of
iterations needed to minimlre the required coaputer tine. Eigenvectors
for systeme with 15,000 dynamic DOF have been computed.
Solution of Eigenvalue Problems by STURM Sequence Method (STURM)

[38]

Capability! Solution of the real, general eigenvalue problem for large
structuial systems.
Method! The desired roote are flrat iaolated by the Sturm sequence method
then they are accurately determined by an interpolation/bisection technique. Eigenvectors are computed through the inverse iteration method.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware! UNIVAC
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Developer;

K. K. Gupta
M/S 144-218
Jet Fropulelon Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Dr.
Pasadena, CA 91103
Availability: Program (approximately 860 Instructlono) and uaera manual
are available from COSMIC, Pirograa listing and uaera manual are alao
included in [38].
Comenta: Program exploits the Input matrix bandadncaa and aparaity characteristics. Only the dealred roots within a preacribed spectrum are
computed. Routine may be used in vibration analysis (Input mass and
stiffness matrices), in structural stability analysis (Input matrices
geometric stiffness and elastic atlffneaa), and in vibration analysis of
atretched structures (Input matrices mass and corrected stiffness,

s-v-

SUBCHEB
Capability: Calculation of smallest eigenvalues and elgenvectora of the
general eigenvalue problem.
Method; Subspace Iteration and Sturm sequence checks are made for the lowest
eigenvalues then an acceleration procedure, using Chebyshev polynomial
properties and spectral shifts, is used to quickly Iterate to an accurate eigenvalue. Elgenvectora are alao determined by subspace iteration.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: HAITAC 8700/8800, IBM
Developer: Y. Yamamoto and H. Ohtaubo
Dept. of Naval Architecture
Faculty of Engineering
University of Tokyo
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Availability: Program and uaera manual are available from the Computer
Center, University of Tokyo.
Comments: This program modifies Bathe's subspace method (See 88FACE) by
applying the acceleration procedure to the Initial subspace iteration
and Sturm sequence checks. The appropriate Chebyshev constants and
origin shift are determined automatically In the program. The acceleration procedure reduces the computational time by approximately 75 per
cent. Program la applicable to both free vibration and buckling analyaea.
Eigenproblem Solution of Superaonlc Panel Flutter Problem

(SUPFLUT) [39]

Capabilityt Calculation of the solution to the supersonic panel flutter
eigenvalue problem and determination of flutter boundary occuring at
any point in the eigenspectrum.
Method: Eigenvalue problem la reduced to general form then the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors are determined by Sturm sequence method, bisection and
Inverse Iteration.
Language t FORTRAN
Hardware« UNIVAC
Developer: K. K. Gupta
H/S 144-218
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Dr.
Pasadena, CA 91103
Availability: Program la available from COSMIC. Users manual available from
developer.
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Comenti: Input nwtrlce« for the natrlx aquation
(K + Kß + XA + w2M + wwD)q>0 ara tha alaatlc atlffnaaa matrix K, geometric stiffness matrix Kg, aerodynamic load matrix A, mass matrix M
and aerodynamic damping matrix D. Program exploits matrix bandadnass
and sparalty characteristics. Fluttar boundary may ba determined for
any point In the algenapactrum. The routine reduces tha matrix aquation
to general eigenvalue form and solves for the complex roota and vactora.
Structural Analysis of General Shells

(STAG8B) (40, 41]

Capability; Structural analysis of arbitrary sheila that may exhibit Inelastic material behavior.
Method; Eigenvalues and elgenvectora ara computed by the inverae Iteration
method with reduced aubapace and spectral ahlfta.
Language; FORTRAN
Hardware; CDC. UNIVAC
Developer; B. 0. Almroth and F. A. Brogan
Lockheed Missies and Space Company
Palo Alto, CA 9A304
Availability: Program and users manual are available from developer at a
cost of $2,000.
Coosaenta; Eigenvalue extraction routine la Imbedded In program STACSB.
Eigensystem Programa for General Real Matrices

(VARAH1) [42, 43]

Capability; Calculation of the eigenvalues and elgenvectora of tha standard
eigenvalue problem (VARAH1). Refinement of the computed elgcnvaluea
and eigenvectors and determination of tha error bounds (VARAH2).
Method; Natrlx is first transformed to upper Heaaenberg form Chen the
elgenvaluea are computed through double QR Iteration. Elgenvectora
are computed through Inverse iteration.
Language; FORTRAN
Hardwarei CDC
Developer: D. A. Cignac
Dept. of the Navy
Naval Ship Research and Development Center
Washington, D.C. 20034
Availability: Unknown
Coaments; Complete eigennyatem solution involves two programa, VARAH1 and
VARAH2, which are FORTRAN adaptations and extensions of J. M. Varab's
ALGOL programs, EIGENVALUESANDEIGENVECIORS and E1GBNSYSTEHBOUNDS [54].
Program VAXAH1 reduces the general eigenvalue problem to standard forn
and computes ths elgenvaluea and elgenvectora of the resulting matrix.
IHIU
Capability: Calculation of sigenvaluas snd eigenvectors of the general eigenvalue problem.
Method: Eigenvalues and eigenvectors are computed through the use of the
Inverse Power Method with determinant and origin shift.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware t CDC
Developer: H. A. Kamel
Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering Department
The University of Ariiona
Tucson, Arltona 83721
Availability: Program is available from developer. User's manual is not
available.
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CoomentB; Haaa matrix may be Input In consistent or lumped form.
•re stored in core in sparse representation.
PLFREQ

Matrices

146]

Capability; Calculation of nodal frequencies for plate vibration with
clamped or simply supported boundaries.
Method: Rayleigh-Ritz equations are solved to form the standard eigenvalue
problem. The eigenvalues are obtained through Jacobi iteration uaing
IBM SHARE Library routine EIGEN [27],
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: IBM
Iievelopers: Ralph C, Leibowitc
(Code 194)
Delores R, Wallace
(Code 1844)
Naval Ship Research and Development Center
Betheada. MD 20084
Availability: Program is available from the developers.
SUNFRE

[46]

Capability: Calculation of eigenvalues for plate vibration with clamped or
simply supported boundaries.
Method; Rayleigh-Ritz equations are solved by Gaussian quadrature and the
standard eigenvalue matrix is formed. The eigenvalues are computed by
Jacob! iteration uaing IBM SHARE Library routine EIGEN [27].
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware; IBM
Developers: Delores R. Wallace
B. C. Sun
Code 1844
Newark College of Engr.
Naval Ship Research & Development Center Newark, N.J.
Betheada, MD 20084
Availability: Program and Users manual [46] are available from Ralph
Leibowitc, Code 194, Naval Ship Research and Development Center,
Betheada, MD.
There are several eigenvalue extraction routines that the authors know
to be in use but for which complete information la not available. They arr.
listed in abbreviated form in the following descriptions:
Bifurcation Buckling Analysis

(BALOR) [44]

Capability: Finite Difference, one-dimensional, linear, static, bifurcation
buckling analysis due to asymmetric loading of ahell structures.
Method: Eigenvalues detrralned by Inverse iteration.
Developer; R. E. Fulton
NASA/Langley Research Center
Newport Hews, VA 23600
Comments; Eigenvalue routine la included in the buckling analysis program,
BALOR. Eigenvalue routine contains spectral shift capability so that
all eigenvalues can be computed, if desired.
Eigenvector of a Complex Matrix
Capability;

(CXVEC) [45]

Eigenvalue and eigenvector extraction for complex matrices.
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Developer:

W. L. Frank
Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.
Redondo Beach, CA 926SI
Availability: Unknown
Connents: The original version of this routine, developed by Mr. Frank,
applied to real matrices. Personnel at the Naval Weapons Center, China
Lake, CA. later modified It for complex matrices. General eigenvalue
problem must be transformed to standard form prior to use of this
routine.
Normal Mode Computer Analysis of Structure

(DYNASHOR) [45]

Capability: Program cotputes the frequency mode shape, participation factor,
effective mass and weight, (mass x mode shape) squared and (weight x
mode shape x participation factor) for each mode of oscillation.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: IBM, CDC
Developer: J. Avila
DTMB (Code 2A 7)
Philadelphia Naval Shipyard
Philadelphia, PA 19101
Comments: Original program, written by developer for an IBM 7090 computer,
has been modified for uae on a CDC 1604.
Eigenvalues of Complex Matrices

(EIG4) [45]

Capability: Calculation of the eigenvalues of the general complex eigenvalue
problem.
Method: Eigenvalues are computed through the use of the Laguerre method.
Limitations: Computes eigenvalues only.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware; IBM
Developer: B. N. Parlett
AEC Computing and Applied Mathematics Center
Neu York University
New York City, NY 10003
Availability: Unknown
Comments: Program was originally developed by Mr. B. N. Parlett and later
rewritten In FORTRAN IV by personnel of the Naval Weapon« Center, Chins
Lake, California. The general eigenvalue problem must be transformed to
standard form prior to use of this routine.
Eigenvalues of Real Matrices

(EIGS) [45]

Capability: Routine solves for the eigenvalues of a general real matrix.
Method; The general real matrix Is reduced to lower Hessenberg form by
simlllarity transformations. Hyman's method is used to obtain the
characteristic polynomial and Its derivatives; then Laguerre's method
is used to Iterate for the eigenvalues.
Limitations: Computes eigenvalues only.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: IBM
Developer: B. N. Parlett
AEC Computing and Applied Mathamatlca Canter
ilaw York University
Hew York City, NY 10003
Availability: Unknown
Comments: 8a« cotmaents for EIG4
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Eigenvalue* - Eigenvectors of a Real Symetrlc Matrix

(JACB) [45]

Capability: Routine solvea for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a real,
symetrlc matrix.
Method: The Jacob 1 method Is used to reduce the matrix to a diagonal matrix
of eigenvalues. The eigenvectors may bs computed by the Jacobl method
If the user desires. If computed, the eigenvectors are nonullzed.
Language: FORTKAM
Hardware: IBM
Developer; F, J. Corbato
MIT Technology Computing Laboratory
Cambridge, MA 02139
Availability: Unknown
Comenta: Program was originally written by Mr. Corbato then later rewritten
in FORTRAN IV by personnel at the Naval Weapons Center, Chin« Lake, CA.
The general eigenvalue problem must be transformed to standard form
prior to use of ths program.
Eigenvalues - Eigenvectors of a Real, Synaetric Matrix (MLEW) [45]
Capability: Program computes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a real
symmetric matrix.
Method: Householder's method is used to reduce the matrix to trldlagonal
form. The eigenvalues sre isolated through Sturm sequence use and the
eigenvectors are found by using Wilkinson's method.
Language: FAP, FORTRAN
Hardware: IBM
Developer: S. Greenspan
AEC Computing and Applied Mathematics Center
now York University
New York City, NT 10003
Availability; Unknown
Gönnenta; Program was originally written by Mr. Greenspan than later translated to Fortran IV by personnel of the Nsval Weapons Center, China Lake,
California. The general eigenvalue problem must bs transformed to
standard form prior to program use.
Eigenvector of a Real Matrix

(RLVEL) [45]

Capability: Routine calculates the eigenvectors of a general real matrix.
Method: Gaussian elimination and a variation of Wilkinson's method are used
to determine the eigenvectors.
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: IBM
Developer; V. L. Frank
Space Technology Laboratorlea Inc.
Redondo Beach, CA 92651
Availability: Unknown
Cooaenta: Program was originally written by Mr. Frank then later translated
into FORTRAN IV by personnel of the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA.
Modal Vibration of Shells of Revolution (VALOR) [44]
Capability: Vibration analysis of shells of revolution using modal analysis
method.
Method: Eigenvalues determined by inverse itsrstlon.
Developer; R, E. Fulton
NASA/Langlay Research Canter
Newport News, VA 23600
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Comments! Program, VALOR, ha* • free vibration analysis capability and contains the eigenvalue and eigenvector extraction routines. The Inverse
iteration procedure includes a spectral shift capability so that all
eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be calculated.
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Damping
Frederick C. Nelson and Rober Greif

Ttfls University

IMTRODDCTION
The purpose of thin chapter 1« to survey and assess the ways In which damping
has been Incorporated Into general purpose shock and vibration computer pro-

grass. The authors believe that a review of this topic will be useful because
they have encountered confusion over the various types of daaplng «odels which
are available, ani1. confusion over the coopronlses which oust be aade between
physical reality and natheoatlcal convenience in the choice of a daaplng oodel.
The chapter will begin with a review of daaplng forces followed by s
coaprehenslve discussion of damping In aulti-degree-of-freedoa system* It is
hoped that these sections will clarify the nature of daaplng aechanlsas and
Illustrate the trade-offs among aeehsnisas. The final section of this chapter
reports the results of a survey siasd at establishing which dsaplng hypotheses
sre available in various computer prograas and the relative success of these
programs in solving problems of daaped response of discrete, multl-degree-offreedoa models. In sddltlon, this final section will suggsst sress in which
future research could be fruitfully directed.
THE RfcTUU OF DAMPING FORCES
Oscillatory mechsnical systems have a reservoir of inartial energy, a reservoir of elastic snsrgy snd a means of dissipating energy. The forces aaaoclated
with inertia and elasticity can ba cslculatcd by foraulas from thsoratical
mechanics; no recourse is necessary to experiment or experience. This la not
the case for daaplng forces. In this sense, damping is irrational and raqulrss
the analyst to adopt a hypothesis before calculating the daaplng force or the
energy dlssipsted par cycle. Alee, the motivation for the hypothesis about
daaplng can vary: the motivation can be primarily physical as In the caaaa
of viscous, hystsrstlc, or Coulomb damping; or primarily to achieve a simple
mathematical formulation as in the cases of proportional daaplng, equivalent
viscous nodal dauplng, or complex stiffness. The challenge for each particular problem Is to strike the approprlsts balance between physical reality and
mathematical tractabl.Uty.
Since there is a great deal of confusion over the various types of
daaplng hypotheses and their associated terminology, a description of the
more comaon choices «111 ba given first. For clarity, the discussion will be
limited to s damped, slngls-dagree-of-freedom oscillators additional discussion can ba found in [1], [2] and [3]. Multi-dagres-of-freedom systems are
treated in subsequent section« of this chaptar.
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Viscous Damping
In linear viscous damping, energy Is dissipated by laminar fluid friction.
An example Is energy dissipation due to flow of a Newtonian fluid between a
tightly fitting piston and cylinder. I.e., the classical dashpot. The damping force la proportional to the relative velocity and In antiphase with this
velocity. For sinusoidal response of a slngle-degree-of-freedom system we
therefore have
cX

(1)

where
F Is the damping phasor
X la the velocity phasor
c Is the damping coefficient.
Introducing the damping ratio, 6, defined as
B -

c
2mu

where
c
m

cr

is the critical damping ratio
is the mass

a)
is the undamped natural (circular) frequency,
Eq. (1) becomes
F - -2mu0X

(2)

Linear viscous damping is mathematically convenient and, «hen laminar fluid
flow Is preaant, physically reasonable. It* use for the damping of aatals
or plastics is based more on its mathematical convenience than its physical
reality.
The energy dissipation par cycle (D) associated with linear viscous
damping can be shown to be
1) « c 0 w JT

(3)

whare
X is the magnitude of the displacencnt phasor, X
t) is the forcing frequency
Equation (3) implies that for viscous damping, D«n .
Hyateretic Damping
Hyaceratic damping Is sometimes referred to as material damping. The energy
dissipation la due to various forma of internal friction aa wall aa eaallacala thermal and electrical affacta. Mora details can be found in [4] and
[5). On a macroscopic scale, the damping force la uaually approximated by
a force which la la antlphaae with the velocity and proportional to the
dlaplacament. For sinusoidal response of a aingle-degree-of-freedom

•■■
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oscillator, one then has
P « - IX
where 1 Is S-i . If the constant of proportionality Is taken as nk «here k Is
the oscillator stiffness and n Is defined as the loss factor, ve may rewrite this
as
P - - Ikr^

(4)

Since for sinusoidal response X • IflX

-p--^ax
a -

(5)

Comparing Eq. (S) to Eq. (1) we May define the equivalent viscous daaping
coefficient as

c

eq

-Ja
0

(6)

Coaparing Eq. (S) to Eq. (2) we may write a relation between loss factor and
daaping ratio

n - 2(£)ß

(7)

where u - k/m. Note that at resonance (O-u), Eq. (7) gives n • 26 .
The energy dissipated per cycle associated with this formulation of
hystaretic damping is
D - kn»X*

(8)

and implies that D is independent of 0 . It was this experimental observation
that lad Klaball and Lovell to auggest the hyateratlc daaping hypothesis in
1927 [6].
The use of the sbovc model of hystetatlc daaping for free vibration or
multiple-frequency forcing (such as force pulses) is open to question ([2]
and (7)).
It is helpful to distinguish between hystaretic daaping as described
above, which occurs on the microscopic scale, and energy dissipation due to
the generation of elastic-plastic hysteresis loops on a macroscopic scale.
It Is certainly debatable whether macroscopic hysteresis should bs considered
as daaping or aa nonlinear reatoring force associated with elastic-plastic
behavior; both affect the response in about the same way and are roughly
additive in their affects. One's attitude depends on the contest of the
prob lea being studied. He choose to eaphaslsa the nonlinear nature of macroacoplc hysteresis and exclude It froa the present discussion which is
focused principally on linear daaping aechaniaas.
Energy will also be dissipated If the materiel Is time dependent. For
a discussion of this phenoaenon sea the chapter by Yaaada in this volume.
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Coulomb Damping
The energy dlaelpatlon In this caae la due to dry friction between eliding
surfaces. The normal force (N) and frlctlonal force (P) between the eliding
surfaces are related by Coulomb's lew

UN
The direction of F la oppoalte to the relative velocity. The damping force'
is thue a nonlinear function of the velocity and may be repreaented mathematically by means of the Signum function^
r(t) - - uNegn(x(t)]

(9)

It can be shown that for ainuaoidal reeponae

eq

»fiX

(10)

and
D • 4uNX

(U)

This and other forma of nonlinear damping forcea (in particular, F« (x) ) are
dlscusaed in [8] and [9].
Coulomb damping la often uaed ro repreaent the energy disaipatlon per
cycle in riveted or bolted Jointa. However, care must be uaed since the
dependence of D on v for a fully allppcd Joint, Eq. (11), la not the eame aa
chat for a partially alipped Joint. Ir. a partially slipped Joint, D la
Inversely proportional to (i, aee [10].
The above three damping hypctheaca are baaed on phyeical conceptions of
damping proceaaea. The choice of one phyalcal damping proceaa over another
often makes a neglible difference In the dynamic reeponae of a ayatam, aee
[11]. For this reason, damping ttypothesea have bean Introduced which
emphasise mathmmatical convenience more than phyalcal proceea and we ahall
dlacusa these nest.
Proportional Damping
Proportional damping la sometlmee called Kayleigh damping. For a eingledegrea-of-freedo« system the damping force la eaaumed to be a linear function
of the aaaa and atlffneas, l.t.
F(t>

(a0B + «jWiU)

where x(t) la the velocity.

+ 1 for » > 0 i
0 for i ■ 0

agn(x) ■ - 1 for ft < 0 :

(12)
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Thli can be derived by •■■unlng a dissipation function which la quadratic In
velocity:

|.o-i2+ialki2
(13)
2

i-x [.o

2

+

alU )

The daoplng force la given by F - -dR/di. The dlaalpatlon function was flrat
Introduced by Raylalgh, [12]; the term proportional la perhaps derived fron
the proportionality between R and the systea kinetic energy.
Proportional daaping is popular in aulti-degree-of-freedoB «ysteaa because
it leada to a damping matrix which Is dlagonallzed by the asms transformation
which dlagonalizes the maaa and stiffness matrices. This Is discussed in a
later section of this chapter.
Equivalent Viscous Modal Damping
Modal analysis Is a common method of solving nultl-degree-of-freedom systems.
For damped systems this method requires that the governing equationa of motion
be written in an uncoupled form for each mode. The simplest way of accomplishing this is to replace the phyaical damping process by equivalent viscous
dampers, one for esch normal mode of the system.
Of courae, one needa a rationale for selecting an equivalent viscous dsmplng
ratio for each mode. This csn be as simple es choosing them from experience or
aa involved aa measuring the frequency dependence of the dsmplng of s particular
mode shape and then choosing the equivalent viscous damping to match the actual
damping at tha natural frequency of that mode.
Guidance on representative valuca of equivalent vlacoua modal damping
ratloa is not easy to find in the literature. For the case of nuclear reactor
structure« [13] la helpful and, for high riae buildings, [14] csn be consulted.
Camples Stiffness
Using Eq. (4) for the damping force, tha equation of motion of a single-degrecof-freedom system subjected to harmonic forcing can be written
ml + iknX + U - F

where (_) denotes the complex phaaor.

Clearly, Eq. (14) can be written

tf -t- k(l ■•■ In) X - F
or

■il-t- k X - F
where k Is the complex etiffness.

The physical solution to Eq. (IS) la tha

real part of Xa^t.

msmmmum
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(15)
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This method of representing the dynamic stiffness and duping Is widely
used for metals and polymers. For example, aee [1J and (15). Since It la a
mathematical variant of hysteretlc damping. It also must be used with caution
in the cases of free vibration and multi-frequency forcing, especially when
the forcing function has a prominent zero frequency component.
In terms of materials. It la the complex modulus which la of Intereat.
One writes

E • E
"M "

+ IE

E /E

2

l

where
E. la the atorage modulus In direct stress
Ej la the loas modulus In direct stress
Hj, la the material loss factor In direct stress.
These material properties are functions of temperature and frequency.
For valuea of Ej and nj, for some materials and their dependence on temperature and frequency, see [15] and [16].
The hypothesis of a complex stiffness or modulus provides a very simple
way of solving damped vibration problems analytically. Namely, first solve
the undamped problem, e.g., for slngle-degree-of-freedom alnusoldally forced
oscillator
F coaflt

x(t)

k-mn2

Then obtain the damped response by replacing k with k - k(l + in) and taking
the real part:

x(t) - Re[

Fa iflt
k-mn

F co«(0t ♦ 1)

„

/(k-mfl2)2 + (kn)J
Aa is shown In [17], this method ia equivalent to neglecting the Imaginary
pare of the camples eigenvector eeeoclated with a damped ayetoi. In other
worda, one eaaumea that the eigenvector of the undamped mode ia the same aa
that for the damped mode. The error introduced by thia technique should be
email unlees the damping is large.
MATMEKATICAL AHALT8IB OF MULTI-DECREE-OF-FREEDOH SYSTDIS
Modern problems in ahock and vibration involve ayatema with many degreea of
freedom and eventual computer aolutioa. .For thaae problema, the concept of
damping for a alngle-degree-of-freedom, formulated in the pravieua section,
must be expanded to the concept of a damping matrix. Quit« often this damping
matrix la not conatructed directly from the material damping propertlea of
the varloua componenta but is developed for mathamatical convenience. Becauae

;
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of this situation, the engineer la often required to exerclae conalderable judgment In formulating and solving problems with damping. In thla section a
mathematical analysis of the linear damping problem Is given and In the next
section a numerical example la worked out In detail.
The basic equstlon discussed In this work Is

(«K«) + lc]{x) + (kHx) - {f(t))

(16)

In which [n], [c], [k] denote the n x n mass, damping and stiffness matrices,
respectively, while (x) and {f(t)} are the n x 1 displacement and forcing
function column matrices. Equation (16) represents n linear, coupled equations
for the n degrees of freedom. In order to derive this equation, it la assumed
that the analyst has modeled the original system to the accuracy desired.
Typical modeling aids are the finite difference and finite element methods.
A common approach to the aolution of this problem involves modal superposition. If the system is lightly damped, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
are determined from the solution to the free vibration undsmped system in the
form
[k]U) - u) [&]{♦)

(17)

Equation (17) may be transformed to the canonical form
[*)(♦) - u (♦)

(18)

where [A] is symmetric. An effective way of performing this transformation
is the Choleeky decomposition. The eigenvalues, uii, can then be determined
by any of a number of techniques, such as the Jacob1 method, the GtvensHouseholder method or the Householder-QR method. This latter method is
particularly popular. A discussion of all these methods is given in [18].
The eigenvector Hlo) associated with the 1th mode is obtained by a transformation involving Wm- Due to the homogeneous nature of the eigenvalue
problem, the elements or (♦){!) can only be determined to within an arbitrary
multiplicative constant. For convenience of aolution, a weighted modal matrix
[♦] is constructed from the modal column matrices {♦)(!) by dividing each
column by the aquara root of the generalised mass for that mode M.,

[•1

^7

(l)

Mc

(2)

.

i^s-

(n)

(19)

M1 - {♦)*(1) I-]U)(1)
The orthogonality relationships then become
T

I*I I»H»I

-[ii. (♦iT[k)i»j - r<-2j

(20)

The uncoupling of the das»ed equstions of motion Is done by first transforming fro* the physical coordinates (x) to the generalized coordinates (q),
(x) -»]{q}

&^mi*mmtmmmmm
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(21)
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Subitltutlon Into Eq. (16) and premultipllcatlon by (♦]

then yields

(q) + [♦lT[clI»]{q) + fV-JCq) - I«JT{«(t»

(22)

The crucial step Involves tha dlagonallcatlon of tha damping tan
[♦)T[c)[t). If this dlagonalltatlon cannot ba dona, there are other approximate and exact methods that may ba used for the solution. These are discussed
In a later section of this chapter.
Assuming that tha dlagonallxatlon can be made by an orthogonality relationship of the form

(♦lT|c](»J - hcj

(23)

(q) + r-c,J{q} + ru^Hq) - [♦]T{f(t))

(24)

then Eq. (22) becomes

It Is convenient at thla stage to relate thla equation to the stendard form
of the slngle-degree-of-freedom ayatem [19]
2
q + 26uq + u q • p(t)
In which B la the percent o| critical damping (or damping ratio).
ual diagonal elements of f-cj may than ba written ae
Cj - 2BlUl

(25)
Tha Individ-

1 - 1,2,

(26)

There haa been a great deal of theoretical «fork done to enaure that uncoupled
equatlona of thla form are Indeed obtained. Ualng the reaulta of Eq. (20) It
la obvious that uncoupling can be obtained If the damping matrix la proportional to the atlffneea and/or maas matrix
[c] ■ aoIm] + a^k]

(27)

Thla particular form of damping la the matrix form of proportional damping
or Saylclgh damping dlacueaed In the flret aectlon. Following the previous
uncoupling procedure, Eq. (24) becomes

(q) + <•„( I I + e1f-ulj){q) + r-ulj{q) - mT{£(t))

(28)

Comparing thla to an equivalent uncoupled caae

(q) ♦ 2r««-4(q) + r-w?-4<q) - (♦lT«<t)

■■■■■■.
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(29)
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it If found by equating the {q) coefficients that
2r-fluJ - ao[ I ] + a1^llJiJ

(30)

Thua for any node 1, the damping ratio nay be written
a,u.
"l

1 - 1

^

n

(31)

It ahould be noted that alnce there are only two arbitrary conatanta a0, a^
th» damping ratio, B^, can only be apaclfled In two nodes. Valuea of
Bj for other nodes are then fixed by Eq. (31)• The modes uaed to calculate
a. and a^ are usually determined fron the phyalca of the problen. Choosing
the flrat two modes for this purpose (as la often done) tends to filter out
the effects of the high frequency components.
A relatlonahlp for [c] that la more general than Eq. (27), but which
retains the crucial orthogonality condition was derived by Caughey In 1960,
[20]. A convenient form of this Caughey serlea la given In [21]

1
[c] - w"! a.([«l"
[k))1
b

b-0

(32)

• ao[B] + a^k) + ...

Using the orthogonality relatlonahlp fron Eq. (23) glvea

(33)
b-0
Fron Eq. (26) It then follows that

i ■ I(^ + Vi

B

+

Vi3

+

•••+ viui2n"3)» " 1'2-n

(3*)

It la Interesting to not« that the flrat two tarn* of thla acrlea correspond
to the apeclal caae of Raylelgh danplng, Eq. (31). The daaplng ratloa In all
the nodea cm now be controlled, with the conatanta a^ appropriately determined fro« the solution of the alaultaneous equatlona dictated by Eq. (34).
Thla may lead to nuaerlcal difficulties at high frequency because of the large
numerical valuea of Che natural frequency tana. An alternative method that
elimlnatea aone of thaae nuaerlcal problena la dlacusaed In [21]. It ahould
be noted that quite coenonly the daaplng ratio 1« only «pacified In the flrat
k mode« that are the moat Important In the solution. The conatanta In
Eq. (34) corresponding to the raaalnlng terms «re then «et equal to cero.
The daaplng ratio« In theae modee 1 ■ k 4- l,...n are not seto and are still
calculated froa Eq. (34). One« again, this will tend to filter out the
effect« of the high frequency coaponents.
If the daaplng matrix la not dlagonalltad by the transformation of
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Eq. (23), then the damping matrix li termed nonproportional and the transformed equations of motion (22) remain coupled. Because of the desirability
of using modal superposition based on the vibration characteristics of the
undamped system, a number of engineering approximations have been developed,
the almplest approach la to perform the transformation of Eq. (23) and neglect
the off-diagonal terms
T
1
r»i
it»i "EG
-^ 0PFl»J rlcjl»j
DJ^JO^ TERMS

r^j

(35)

It Is of Interest to consider the physical meaning of neglecting these offdiagonal terms. A ten on the diagonal represents the damping force of a
mode due to motion In that mode. A term off the diagonal Is associated with
the damping force on a mode due to motion In another mode. In effect coupling
the modea. The usual case of small damping involves dominant terms along the
diagonal and small terms off the diagonal. Therefore, by neglecting these
off-diagonal terms It is Implied that the damping Is small enough to make the
coupling a second order effect. Recently, the results of Thomson, Calkins
and Caravanl [11] have indicated that this technique is quite accurate for
engineering purposes for the solution of specified lumped mass systems to
sinusoidal forcing functions.
Another technique that has been successful In dealing with nonproportional
damping matrices Involves comparing the steady state sinusoidal response of
the actual system containing the nonproportional damping matrix to the response
of the system with an assumed diagonal damping matrix. Typically this comparison Is made at the various peak amplitudes of the response. The equivalent
modal damping ratio can then be found by Iterative solution of the resulting
simultaneous algebraic equations as discussed by Tsal In [22]. Although this
technique Is apparently more accurate [11] than the preceding method of
simply Ignoring the off-diagonal terms in the transformed damping matrix, It
does have some obvious limitations. First of all, it is necessary to solve
the coupled problem, which may be a time-consuming task. Secondly, there Is
the question of which location in the system to use for matching the coupled
and modal solutions. In [22] Tsal suggests the location that la moat sensitive to the damping value; for ground motion input to an Idealized building.
It la suggested that the top mass b« used for comparison purposes. Finally,
It would appear that the method Is «ost efficient for natural frequencies
that are widely spaced.
Another method that is useful for nonproportional problems is the
strain energy weighted modal rule first proposed by Biggs [23]. Although
partly derived on intuitive grounds, the method is related to the neglect
of the off-diagonal terms expressed in Eq. (35). The equivalent modal dcmping ratio in the 1th mode, ßj, is expressed in terms of the critical damping
ratio for each element of the system with a weighting factor in the form of
the maximum elastic strain energy of each element J in the ith mode of
vibration (SE) (i)
For a system in which all the damping is of a hysteretlc

J.

type, the equivalent modal damping ratio may be conveniently written in tarma
of the loss factor for each element n. ,

I(n4/2)(SE) (1)

ß

i-

LIZj

(36)
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It Is Interesting to note that If all the elements have a constant loss
factor, r\4 ■ constant, then the modal damping ratio ß^ la a constant for all
the modes of vibration. 'In [24], dealing with a soil-structure Interaction
problem, this strain energy weighted technique la extended to Include the
effects of hysteretlc and viscous damping elements acting simultaneously.
The previous paragraphs describe approximate methods for uncoupling the
equation of motion when the damping matrix la nonproportional. The methods
should be reasonably accurate if the damping Is light. However, it is possible
to exactly uncouple the equations of motion for nonproportional damping by
admitting Che complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors associated with the damped
system. One adda to Eq. (16) the trivial equation [m](x} - [m]{x) - 0, [25],
and partitions these to form
[A]{y) + [B]{y) - [F(t)}

(37)

where
[0]

[m]

[A]

-[m]

[0]

[0]

[k]

[B] (>]

[c]

(38)

(i)]

[0)
; {F(t))

(y)
[x}

{f(t)}

The standard eigenvalue problem is obtained by setting [f(t)} » 0 and
Introducing (y) • (y.) exp X.t ,
-[m]

[0]

Xi[x)1

[0]

[m]

[m]

[r.J

X {x)

i

i
(39)

—X.
[0]

[kl

UK

(xh

The matrices in Eq. (39) are symmetric but not positive-definite and, in
general, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors will be complex. There are 2n
eigenvalues and eigenvectors both of which occur in conjugate pairs. If a
modal matrix Is formed from the eigenvectors of Eq. (39), it provides a
coordinate tranaformatlon of the form of Eq. (21) which uncouples the damped
equation of motion, [26]. It then follows that the aquations of motion for
a forced vibration problem may be solved by medal superposition techniques.
Although this uncoupling technique for nonproportional damping is exact, it
is not often used. For lightly damped systems, the slight additional
accuracy of this exact procedure la difficult to Justify. However, if the
damping la heavy or If the damping variaa widely in a system, the gain* in
accuracy may be worth the added complexity of the analysis. Another factor to
be considered is the large uncertainty which is usually associated with
damping values for structures and equipment.
So far, moat of this discussion has been based on uncoupling the equations of motion with the solution then proceeding by modal superposition.
However, an alternative and widely uaed method is direct numerical integration of the equation« of motion. Two recent reviews of the relative advantages and dietdvantages of theae two tranaient analysis techniques are given

1
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by BelytBchko, [27], and Chopra, [28]. On« obvious advantage of dlract
numerical Integration la that the full damping matrix [c] can be utlllced.
The Implicit and explicit integration method« uaed for atep-by-atep solution
In the time domain are not hampered by the Introduction of the damping terms.
Although both modal auperpoaltion and direct numerical integration may be
used to solve linear problems, for nonlinear problems the direct integration
technique tenda to be a more convenient and powerful tool alnce [k] and [c]
may be altered at varlou« stages of the numerical procedure. Among the general
disadvantages of direct integration are that it essentially provide« no information about the modal characteristic«; also for problem« in which the contribution from the first few modes predominate, the method tend« to be relatively
expensive to use.
There are certain classes of problem« for which the damping tern« are
function« of frequency and it 1« not adequate to replace these terms by
average value« that are Independent of frequency [7], [29]. For problem« of
this type it i« useful to transform the equations to the frequency domain and
then Incorporate the correct relationship between damping and frequency. After
solution In the frequency domain, an inverse Fourier transform i« used to return
to the time domain. Until recently, this procedure waa not computationally
efficient even when using discrete Fourier tranaforaa. However, the development
of the fast Fourier transform (FFT), an accurate and efficient algorithm for
computing discrete Fourier transforms, ha« radically changed thi« entire
situation, [30], [31]. Many special purpose FFT program« have been written
to facilitate thi« procedure and the technique appear« to be competitive with
direct minerical time integration for certain problem«.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In order to provide more physical insight into the previous theoretical
discussion the system shown in Fig. 1 will be investigated in detail. For
Identical mas« of m lb-«ect/ft and identical spring« of stiffness k lb/ft,
the following matrices can be derlvnd

\
\
2

-1

0

-1

2

-I

0-12
x

l

wasasss

(x)

(40)

«3
Fig. 1: Three-Degreeof-Frecdom Syatem

6)3

Using itancUrd methods to solve Eq. (17), ths undamped free vibration characteristics of the system are
a. • 0.76537/k7m,
i

w, - l,4142lA7m,
2

.7071

(♦) (1)

u. - 1.84776/k7ä^
J
sec

.7071

1.0

(♦) (2)

1.0
.7071

(41)

(♦) (3)

0
-1.0

-1.0
.7071

Following Eq. (19) the weighted modal matrix Is formed
.7071

[♦J

1

ss

1.0
.7071

1.0
!

.7071

i

• /S

-1.0
-1.0

i /S

(42)

.7071.

Several calculations will now be done Illustrating methods of controlling
damping In specified modes and the resulting effects in other modes. Teh, [32],
has presented several numerical calculations of damping ratio with application
to nuclear reactor containment vessels. As an initisl example, consider the
case of proportional damping in the specialized form of [c] - a. [k]. Then
from Eq. (20) it follows that

[•iT[cj[#] - a1 rVj

(43)

Comparison to the equivalent uncoupled system of Eq. (29)

(ij) + 2hB».J{q) + r-ulj{q} - t*JT<«(t))

(44)

lesds to

2hB«J - a^ulj
•i

»l'-T«!

h'T^ • VlK

This shows quit* dearly the increase In medal damping ratio with natural
frequency as predicted by Eq. (31) ( for a • 0 ). Since there la one
arbitrary constant Involved, a^, damping can be specified In Just one mode
with the remaining valuea dlcteted by Eq. (45). Picking thie to be 51 In
the first mode leans to

wamwirtwuiWWiiiiimiinii'TO'
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■1 ■ .13066^7k
.05 ,

ß.

.26132
-.13066
0

[c] • »Im

.092 ,

-.13066
.26132
-.13066

.121

6,

0
-.13066
.26132

(46)

Conparlson of this daaplng matrix with Eq. (40) leads to the following values
of the component damping coefficients c^ • C2 ■ C3 ■ c^ ■ .13066*10» , 05 ■ 0.
If. instead of fixing the damping in the first mode, the constant a^ were
chosen to fix the damping ratio at 5X in the second mode, then the following
values are found
aj - .07071i^7k
S1 - .027 ,

[c] - /to

e2 - .05 ,

S3 - .065

.14142

-.07071

.07071

.14142

-.07071

-.07071

.14142

0

0
(47)

Conalder the same system with the dlsslpative mechanism associated with
material or hysteretic damping. Assuming that each element has the same loss
factor n aasocisted with It, the equivalent damping matrix extension of
Eq. (6) thst is proportional to the stiffness matrix may be written in the
form

(c) - I [k]

(48)

This leads to

2r-toj -1 r-<-2j
p

l

2 0

"2

I a •

. .a!!
2 n

(49)

For small daaplng the frequency 0 «ay be approximated by the value of the
natural frequency ui associated with the 1th mode [7]. Thus
»3 - n/2

(50)

This shows that if the damping in the systsm Is light, uniform and hysteretic,
the damping ratio is a constant for all the modes and is idantlcal to the

/
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component daoplng ratio at reaonance. If the daaplng ratio la specified aa
SX In the flrat mode. It remalna 5X In all the modes. These resulta for
hyateretlc daaplng may also be deduced from the strain energy daaplng rule
expressed In Eq. (36).
For the case of Raylclgh or proportional damping the daaplng matrix
takes the form [c] - a0[al ♦ a.Ik]. From Eq. (31) the relation between
daaplng ratio end the constant! a ,a la
a

a.u)
(51)

Aisuolng that the daaplng ratio la fixed at SX In the first two modes, the
constants a0 and aj may be calculated fron Eq. (51) aa a. - .04966/k7m .
a, - .04588*Wk .

This leada to
.05 ,

[c] -

/tm

B, - .05 ,

B,

.056

0

• .1A1A2

-.04588

-.04588

.14142

-.04588

-.04588

.14142

0

(52)

It la Intereatlng to note that the daaplng ratio in the third mode la quite
cloac to the 5X value of the firat two aodea. Comparlaon of the daaplng
matrices of Eq. (52) and Eq. (40) leada to cj - c4 • .09554^0« ,
C2 - C3 • .04588'lm , cj • .04966/Ü . The daaplng aatricea of Eq. (52)
and Eq. (47) ahow a cleae comparison (particularly with reapect to the dominant diagonal elcaenta) even though in the latter caae the daaplng waa ot.ly
fixed in the second mode. However, the daaplng ratios in the two caaea differ
Importantly for the flrat aode. In addition, the daaplng component from »3
to ground la aero from Eq. (47) while in the present proportional daaplng caae
It la found to have the value cj - .04966/iäli .
The daaplng ratio can be controlled in all three aodea by uaing the
Caughcy aarlea approach outlined in Eqa. (17)-(19). Fixing the daaplng ratio
at 5X In each mode, the conatanta a0, a^, a2 are calculated froa the three
aiaultaneoua equations asaoclated with

i<=7 + Vi + Vi3>

1.2.3

Thia producea a0 - .04335*^» . a1 - .05980>£7k , ^ - -.00538(m/k)3/2 .
Reaaonabl* comparlaon la expected for the approaches baaed on the Caughey
aeries and proportional daaplng alnce thia method led to a daaplng ratio in
the third aodea only 12X above the deelrcd value of B, • .05. The actual
daaplng matrix may now be found froa

(53)
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(c - M

I ■fc(W"1[k))b
b-0 ^

[c] - Am

.13605

-.03828

-.00538

-.03828

.13067

-.03828

-.00538

-.03828

.13605

(54)

Proa comparison with Eq. (40), It 1« laaedlately apparent that the present
matrix la no longer trl-dlagonal; there now exists a coaponent connecting
■^ to B3 (see Fig. 1) with damping value .00538"Si. For all the previous
calculations thle coaponent had cero daaplng coefficient. However, in order
to control daaplng In all three aodee, a non-aero value for this far-coupled
tera ie now required. The rest of the daaplng conetanta are c^ • C4 •
.09239id , C2 • C3 ■ .03828iCs . cj - .0541lHäi . The diagonalisation of
the transforaed daaplng matrix followa from Eq. (23)
.0765,

[♦lT[c][9] - ÄJi

.1414.

(55)
.1848,

Froa Eqe. (41) and (44) it follows that ßj - 82 ■ B3 - ittor non-proportienel daaplng the transforaed matrix is no longer diagonal.
Typically non-proportional daaplng occurs whan the daaplng matrix is composed
directly froa the individual daaplng values of the coaponents. For «saplc.
consider the previous case involving the aatrlx of Eq. (54) but now arbitrarily double the value of the daaplng constant C3 associated with the
coaponent froa aj to ground. The daaplng aatrlx is now slightly different
froai that of Eq. (54) since the (2,2) eleaant la altered, i.e.

[e] - /S

.13605
-.03828
-.00538

-.03828
.18478
-.03828

-.00538
-.03828
.13605

(56)

The transfoiaatlon of the daaplng aatrlx than laada to the non-diagonal form
.1036

(♦JT[eH#l - ÄJi

0
-.0271

0

-.0271'

.1414

0

0

.2119.

(57)

To continue with a solution based 00 aodal euperpoeltion, the usuel sssuaption
as axpraaaad by Eq. (35), is to nsglect the off-diagonal tensa and define
equivalent aodal daaplng values based on the diagonal tans of Eq. (57). For
many different types of forcing functions of practical laportanea thla technique would produce adequate answers for dynaaic reeponse since the offdiagonal tens are auch saaller than the diagonal tana. The daaplng ratioa
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basad on this approximation ara Bj - .068, Bo " •05, ßj .057; the daaplng
ratio In the aacond «ode raaalna tha aaaa value a* that found froa tha Caughey
aerie« approach leading to Eq. (55). Thla la expected on phyalcal ground«
alnce In the aacond node of vibration the alddle maaa raaalna etatlonary.
Therefore, Increaalng tha daaplng of the dlealpatlve eleaent froa a? to
ground ahould have no Influence on 02. However, aa expected, 6^ and 63
arc increeaed alnce extra daaplng has bean added to tha overall ayataa.
It la of Intaraat to Invaatlgata tha fora [c]' of the approxlaata dlagonallaad daaplng a^trlx «hen It la tranaforaed back to tha original phyalcal
ayataa. Letting t^ej be the dlagonalltad fora of Eq. (57), It follow« that

[ci- - ([♦rVr^Jt»!"1

IcJ' - /C

.1496
.0383
L .0082

-.0383
.1577
-.0383

.0082
-.0383
.1496

(58)

Tha daaplng aatrlcaa of Eq. (56) and Eq. (58) differ, «a expected. In particular, froa Eq. (58) It follow« that the daapar between a. and a. now haa a
negative value of daaplng coefficient.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
The author« «urveyed both uaere and developera of general purpoae coaputer

prograaa In «hock and vibration via a aalled quaatlonnalre to aacartaln tha
type« of daaplng aodela which ara available and tha aucce«« of theae prograaa
la predicting tha daapad reaponaa of dlacrete, aultl-degree-of-freedoa ayataaa.
Tha raaulta of thla aurvey ara reported below with aoat of the reaarka Halted
to tha daaplng «epecta of tha prograaa. Further general Inforaatlon on theae
prograaa la available In [27].
A aajor caveat of tha reported coaaanta la tha confualon generated by
«laple label«. Many prograaa with tha aaaa acronya appear to have both
public end private veralona; accordingly, tha capebllltlee and uaar ructlona
aay vary depending on the veralon Involved. In addition, a nuaber of apaclal
purpoae prograaa were reported but It waa decided not to Hat all of theae
becauee of uncertainty about llaltatlon of prograa availability and capability.
AM8T8 - Thla prograa la available froa Swaneon Analyal« Syataaa, Inc.,
870 Pine View Drive, Blliabeth, PA 15037. It can accept dlacrete vlacoua,
hyataretlc and Couloab daapera aa wall aa proportional daaplng aatrlcaa and
coaplex atlffneaa aatrlcaa. It haa bean aucceaefully uaed for daaped reaponaa
under condltlona of free vibration, hamonlc forcing, force traaalenta,
aalaalc excitation, and randea Input. Tha aethod of «olutlon la direct Integration and both linear and nonllnaar reeponeea aay be calculated. The
prograa will eoapute equivalent aodal daaplng paraaatera baaed on tha auppllad
aaterlal daaplng prepertlaa.
ASIA II - Thla prograa la available froa the Inatltut fuer Statik und
Dynaalk, Pfaffenwaldrlng 27, Stuttgart, 80, Ceraany. It aceapta either proportional daaplng aatrlcaa or equlvelent vlacoua aodal daaplng. Tha aethod of
aolutlon la aodal auperpoeltlon. Succeaaful aolutlona have bean obtained for
free vibration, haraonlc and tranalant forcing, and aalaalc and randoa
aaeltatlon.
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ASTRE - This program la available from the Institut National des Sciences
AppllquCes, Laboratolre de Mcanique des Structures, Avenue Albert Einstein,
Vllleurbanne, Prance. It accepts a complex atlffness matrix and the solution
is found by nodal superposition. It has been successfully used to solve the
response of thick structures damped by vlscoelastlc layers and subjected to
harmonic forcing. The loss factor and storage modulus can be functions of
frequency.
DAMP - This program Is available from COSMIC. Any structure can be
analysed provldea the stiffness, mass and damping matrices are computed from
a finite element program. The method of solution is modal superposition.
DAMP computes complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors. It has been successful
In the solution of practical problems via complex frequencies and mode shapes.
KSHEL - This program Is available from Prof. A. Kalnlna, Department of
Mechanical Engineering, Lehlgh University, Bethlehem, FA 18015. It is available
in two versions, KSHEL 1-D and KSHEL 3-D. Its principal use is shell dynamics.
KSHEL 1-D is used for harmonic forcing and incorporates damping by means of a
complex stiffness matrix. KSHEL 3-D accepts discrete viscous or hysteretlc
dampers and is used for free vibration or transient forcing functions. The
damped transient analysis uses modal superposition based on the undamped modes.
However, KSHEL 3-D can alao compute the complex eigenvalues nnd eigenvectors.
These programs are new but have been successful in cases of free vibration,
harmonic forcing and general transient response.
MINI-ELA8 - This program Is available from Prof. S. Dtku and/or
Dr. I. B. Alpay, Department of Civil Engineering, Duke University, Durham, NC
27706. It uses modal superposition and equivalent viscous modal damping. It
had bf.n successful with random input.
MARC - This program is available from the CDC Cybernet Service and through
MARC Analysis Research Corp., 103 Medway Street, Providence, RI. It will
accept all the damping formats except complex stiffness and all forcing functions except random. The program provides the option of modal superposition
or direct integration. Many forms of structures have been successfully
analyzed Including stiffened and layered shells for Impact and transient
loading. Acceptable comparisons with measured responses hove been made for
nonlinear systems.
NASTRAN - The public version of this program is available from COSMIC.
If damped harmonic response is computed by modal superposition, one must uae
equivalent viscous modal damping. If damped harmonic response la computed by
direct integration, one can use discrete viscous or hysteretlc dampers or a
complex stiffness matrix; the complex stiffness matrix can allow each finite
element to have a different loss factor. Transient response with damping can
be aolvad by direct integration or modal auperposition; Coulomb damping can
ba used in conjunction with direct Integration. NASTRAN can compute the
complex eigcnvaluea and eigenvectors. In addition, it will accept a usersupplied damping matrix. Success waa reported for problems Involving periodic
and shock pulse forcing functions.
SAMIS - This is s general purpose program available from COSMIC. The
method of solution Is modal superpoeition with equivalent viscous modal
damping and/or discrete viscous dampers. SAMIS can compute complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors and success waa reported in using these to aolve a
practical problem.
SAP IV - This program Is available from the National Information Service
Earthquake Engineering Computer Program Applications, Davia Hall, University
of California, Berkeley, CA 94720. If modal auperposition la used, proportional damping matrices or equivalent viscous nodal damping are required.
Solution can alao be obtained by direct Integration for nonproportional
damping matricee. Success waa reported on structures subjected to general
force transients and seismic excitation.
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STAKDYNE - This program la available fro« the CDC Cybemet Service and
fron Dr. R. Roaen, Mechanics Research, Inc., 9841 Airport Blvd., Los Angelea,
CA 9004S. The methods of solution are direct Integration or modal superposition. For the latter, proportional damping matrices or equivalent vlacous
modal damping valuta are required; for the former, dlacrete viscous dampers
may be used. Success was reported for a wide variety of forcing functions
Including selsaic and random. The program can use the Biggs strain energy
weighting method to compute equivalent viscous modal damping for situations
where different elements of the structure have different damping values.
STMJDL - This program la available from the ICES Users Group, Inc.,
Box 8243, Cranston, RI 02920. In addition, it exists in many private versions.
It proceeds by modal superposition and accepts either proportional or equivalent viscous modal damping. Success was reported for free vibration, transient
forcing and seismic excitation of damped systems.
Reviewing the above reaponaes as a whole, several conoon features can
be discerned. If modal superposition is a desirable solution method (e.g.,
the response is expected to be dominated by a few modes), equivalent viscous
modal damping ratios or s proportional damping matrix are used. The use of
modal superposition with complex eigenvalues and complex eigem actors Is
less common.
If, on the other hand, discrete viscous or hysteretic dashpots are
desired, a nonproportlonal damping matrix Is generated and solution typically
proceeds by step-by-step direct numerical integration. In those cases where
the forcing Is harmonic, several programs choose to incorporate damping via
a complex stiffness matrix.
It appears from the survey that there are many general programs available for solving damped response problems; nevertheless, there sre several
areas In which additional research would be helpful. One of the main difficulties Is ascertaining the correct damping values to be Inserted into the
program. It Is clear that the establish lent of a compendium of damping values
for a wide variety of structures and matcrlala would be a useful contribution.
Further research is needed in modeling systems to account for different values
of damping tn different elements of the system. Further work is also needed
for systems In which different types of damping mechanisms (e.g., viscous and
hysteretic) are acting simultaneously. Recent work [33], has shown the
utility of damped forced modes in the snalysis of damped systems. These modes
are essentially complex but they uncouple the equations of motion for arbitrary hysteretic damping. They era a natural way of solving for damped
response by modal superposition. It would be feasible for some programs to
incorporate this technique into their modal superposition routines.
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Inertia Matrices for Finite Elements
Vemon H. Neubert
The I'vnnsylviinin Star' University

INTRODUCTION
The representation of the mass distribution of a structure has received
considerable attention fron the developers of some computer programs. The
purpose of this chapter is to Jlscuss some of the programs and the mass mat-

rices used. Attention is given to those which are of particular Interest
because of scheme» used. To represent elements with uniformly distributed
mass, the two main choices are: a lumped mass, with a diagonal mass matrix; or
consistent mass, with a nondiagonal nass matrix. The chapter is divided Into
four parts: theoretical background, ronputer program capabilities, choice of
progran or method, and anticipated inprovenents. The chapter deals primarily
with computer programs which were developed for structural analysts. Two programs for the calculation of inertial and damping contributions of a fluid are
briefly discussed.
NOMENCLATURE

A
c
E
I
J
[k]
i
[ml
N
p
R
SEM
t
(x)
a
8
Y
p
p
T
U)
m'

- Cross-sectional area
JtTp ■ Speed of longitudinal wave in bar
• Young's modulus
• Area moment of inertia
• Mass moment of inertia
- Stiffness matrix
- Segment length; total length of bar or beam
- Mass matrix
• Number of cells per wavelength (9]; Number of segments [18]
" Fluid pressure
- (I/A]1'2 • radius of gyration
• Shock effective nass
- Time
■ Displacement matrix for structure
• Dimensionless parameter in mass moment of inertia J
• Elk'/CAt2
■ Influence function
- Ap • Mass per unit length
• Mass density
■ Time variable
■ Modal vector
■ Circular natural frequency from finite element model
ID • Exact circular natural frequency
m
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Mats matrices may be needed to represent Inertia as follows:
1. Rigid body Inertia. A 6x6 matrix Is needed to represent mass,
moments of Inertia, and products of Inertia.
2. Centrifugal and gyroscopic loading.
3. Distributed Inertia of a flexible body.
4. Accessions to mass of a structure due to action of contacting fluid
or soil.
The first two are part of classical mechanics and are not discussed here.
Number 3. Is of primary Interest for the present discussion.
For elements of flexible bodies, Newton's laws would Indicate that masses
be lumped at the center of mass. This is not efficient because It would
require the location of an additional degree of freedom or Junction point at
the center of mass, so It Is most conaon to lump masses at the ends or corners
of elements. In the 1950's the "direct stiffness" matrix method evolved from
the pre-computer slope-deflection method. The concept that stiffnesses were
forces due to displacements at element Junction points was quickly extended
by Archer [1] to the concept that masses were inertia forces due to accelerations. He used the term consistent mass matrix, the term consistent meaning
that the same displacement function waa used to develop the nondiagonal mass
matrix as for the stiffness matrix. The form presented by Archer was:

(1)

[m) (x) + (k) (x) - (0)

At about the asms time Leckie and Lindberg [2] presented the same matrix in a
somewhat less useful form, that is, imbedded in a dynamic stiffness matrix
(k(u)] ■ [Ik]

[mlo)2)

(2)

For later reference, the non-diagonal consistent mass matrix la derived in detail for a bar.
Consistent Mass Matrix for a Bar
Direct Derivation
The notation for a bar la shown in Fig. 1.

I—"

i c

J J

^=

t
Fig. 1

Uniform Bar

Archer defined Y.(X) as th« influence line for force at 1.

(3)

^ - 1 - f and V f
Then m.. - pA /

"11

(1 - f)

For the bar shown

dx

(4)

.^

.
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». . - DA /

(7)* dx
(5)

.BhL
3

and m.. • pA /

(1 - 4) 7 dx
(6)

The consistent mass matrix is:

1 1

'1
3

6

1

1

(7)

[»] - PU

3J

6

L
Froo Series for Impedance

There are other ways to derive the terns in the consistent nass matrix. One
way la to expand the impedance in an infinite series (3], The exact, thin
bar solution la obtained from the wave equation In one dimension.
.2

.2

dt*

3tZ

(8)

•ilth c

2

1
- 7
P

(9)

Steady state sinusoidal motion is assumed.
taken ouch that boundary motion is specified.
u(0,t) • a e
o

The boundary conditions are

and u(f,t) • 0

(10)

The solution of (8) subject to (10) is:
,

.

.

IDX

u£

,

ÜIX,

u(x,t) • [cos ™ - cot ^ "In **] ao«

ll>>t

(ID

The force at any point x la:
AE |^ (x.t)

— tain — + cot — cos —1 aoa

The force la needed at the boundaries.

(X2)

At x ■ 0

"ScO.tJ.-^cot^a/'*

(13)

2,3
/-AE j. hot U 2 +. KP I w4 .

(W)

■ (-7+ 3

45r

iü-

*

) • •

iut

(,:H
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and at x ■ I:

*■ i;(£it) —r ,',ln ~]
,.,-,
AE

Ap£

2

a

oe

l(Ot

7 ApV 4
Iwt
ui - .) a e
o
360 E

(15)

(16)

The first term In each aeries is the static stiffness. The second term
has dimensions of mass times acceleration. The masses are the same as Archers.
The third term is mixed.
Consistent Mass Matrix for a Beam
Archer gave the consistent mass matrix for Bernoulli-Euler beam segment:
156

[-1 Cx)

M
420

-lit
4£2

-22«

54

-13t

13«

54

13<

-lit

-U2

156

22.£

-il2

221

(17)

U2

It is not easy to have a physical understanding of the terms in the matrix.
However, representation of rigid body motion is quickly checked for three
different cases. The kinetic energy T is:
T - | {i}T[m] {i}
Case 1.

Translation {x }

- (x 0 x 0)
T - \ (kpl) %2

(18)
(19)
(20)

This is expected for rigid body translation, since Apt is the beam mast;.
Case 2.

Rotation about center of segment

{i}T - (f i -f i) 8

(21)

.M
(i A §2
2 n2 *' 0

(22)

T
i

1
2
The — (Apl) I Is the mass moment of inertia of a rigid bar about its center.
Case 3.

Rotation about end of segment
{x}T -(0 1 -tl) 6

(23)

T - i Ap« (i t2) k2

(24)

,
One of .the problem* that arises is loss of mass at a clamped end. If
X| ■ 0 and 9j - 0 for a beam clamped at the left end, it is conmon to zero out
the mass matrix for those rows and columns.

I\IHIU HIIHKKS

f.3<*

(m]

420

0
0

0
0

156

221

22t

U

(25)

For pure translation, the kinetic energy la then (special case 1):

T - i ® 156 i2

(26)

More than one half the mass la lost If this procedure la used and the element
Is deficient In predicting shear force.
Consistent Mass Matrix for Beam Including Shear
Deformations and Rotational Matrix
McCalley 19,5] appears to be the first to derive the consistent mass matrix
for a Timoshenko beam segment, considering shear deformation and rotary inertia
of the cross section. He was given credit by Archer [6], who derived the
matrix separately. McCalley presented the mass matrix as the sum of two parts,
a translatlonal matrix [mt] and rotational lmr] with [m] • [mt] + (rar]. The
complete matrices are given by Przemienleckl (7]. One term of each matrix is
given here to show the form of the variables.

i| + i|
(«tl

2

48e

(27)

(1+128)'

5

T

+

Apt

6

[

B

(±

UO

66) t

,. ^ ami

(28)

(1+120)'

E1K'

and R ■ (T 0.1/2 « radius of gyration. If the rotary inertia of
Ckt2
the cross section is neglected, R - 0 and [m^ ■ 0. If the shear modulus G ■* '»>,
ß -> 0, and |mtl approaches the consistent mass matrix for the Bernoulll-Euler
beam.
Here ß

Accuracy of Natural Frequenclea
It Is well known now, in using Raylelgh's method to estimate the lowest natural
frequency of a system, that the natural frequency will always be greater than
the exact frequency, provided that the assumed displacement function satisfies
essential boundary conditions. This has been carried over to finite element
systems if consistent «ass matrices and compatible elements are used. For
diagonal mass matrices, the natural frequencies usually tend to be lower than
the exact, but not always, and no general rule la known. MacNeal (9) showed
that the natural frequencies of a uniform bar represented by lumped mass matrices and stiffness matrices, based on a linear displacement function, as follows

'

■

'
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1

0

1

-1

-1

1

and [k) - '\

(29)

0 1
will he given by

'SVi-i(l) -(s)
where N la the number of cells per wavelengh.
matrix [9]

(30)

Ualng Che consistent mass

2 1
[

V

6

(31)

1 2
2
(32)

For a Bernoulll-Euler lumped-mass
aed-mass hlnged-hlnged beam IMacNeal [4] gives
.4

,.>«

(33)

Shock Effective Haas
Justification for using the consistent matrix is usually made based on the
Increase in accuracy of the natural frequencies. Unfortunately much less
attention haa been given to the accuracy of predicted displacements and internal forces. In a discussion of inertia, it is appropriate to consider
"shock effective mass" as developed at the Naval Research Laboratory and
applied to ground »hock problems by Belaheim and O'Hare [10].
To introduce notation consider a system under tranalational base motion
in one of three translation directions;
(34)

[m] (it) + [kj (x) - -(■) {x0}

If the normal modes of free vibration are {$], and a change in coordinatea
is made,
(x) ■ (♦) {q(t))

(35)

and equation (34) becomes

IMJ0 (q) + iJ Mj" (q) - - m1 [mj {«„)

(36)

Expressing q(t) using the Duhamel Integral;
I

Vn,D

{,,(t))

" '

l/

*0(T) •lnwll<t "

T) dT l)

'

WT W (1}

(37)

The matrix (1) would have ones In the positions corresponding to the direction
of shock and zeroca In the remaining positions.
From (34), the Inertia forcer are;
[ml {(it) ♦ (*„)) - - Ik] (x)

(38)

l\l KIIA hUlHIttS
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■

mT [kl I*) -1M,, u^2]0

Since
and

Ik] [♦) - [if

(39)

(M u 21D - [a] 1*1 (u V

(40)

the Inertia forces can be written

[nHx> + (ml{x0) - -(kmiUl
(Al)
n

n

u

n

The integral ha« dimensions of acceleration for each mode. The right aide
gives the inertia force at each point due to the base notion {*„) plus elastic
deformation (x), relative to the base. Inertia forces can be calculated for
individual modes by using the column matrix {4> } for the n node. The total
shear force in the direction of the shock would be
- (I)1 [k] m {q} - {1)T tml (i + i,,)

(42)

The modal shock effective mass is
SEMB

- {1}T [.] {^1 [tj)T [m] {1}/Mn

(43)

where hi - {♦ }T [m] {*) - 1

(44)

in moat computer programs. O'Hare [11] showed that the »urn of the modal effective masses equals the total mass in the mass of the structure, excluding that
at the supports.
Example Problem:

Clanped-free Bemoulli-Euler Beam

For later reference, the solution to a cantilever beam is presented.
segment beam is shown in Tig. 2.

The four-

Fig. 2 Four segment cantilever beam
The problem was solved using a diagonal mass matrix as follows;

t-dJ ■ Api

0

^0

(45)

» s
0

420

"

\ '
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Three values of a were used, namely a - 1.7S, 17.S and 35. The largest value,
a • 35 corresponds to rigid body moment of Inertia. This value Is usually too
high, and smaller values are of Interest.
In Table 1, natural frequencies are compared to the exact values for
Bernoulll-Euler theory. As expected, the values from the consistent mass
solution are the most accurate and are all higher than those from the exact
solution. For the lumped model, the value of a has the greatest erfect on
the upper four frequencies, or upper branch of the spectrum. The K'st value
of a would appear to be between 1.75 and 17.5. It is of particular Interest
that the lower branch frequencies are all too low, but the upper branch may be
high or low, depending on the value of a.
Table 2 shows shock effective mass. The accuracy of the consistent mass
representation Is comparatively poor here. In fact, for the first four modes,
a lumped mass solution with a ' 1.75 or less Is the most accurate. Similar
trends have been noted for bending momentJ.
For both the consistent and lumped mass models, mass is lost at the
supports. This could be corrected by putting a short, mapsless segment at the
support In both solutions.
Mass Matrices for Plates and Shells
To summarize all the finite elements and associated inertia matrices is beyond the scope of the present paper. Reference [7] has an excellent introductory chapter on inertia properties which includes mass matrices for some
typical structural elements. The book by Zlenklewicz [12] has chapters dealing with curved elements. The terns isoparametric, super-parametric and subparametric are defined there. For the present discussion, we are primarily
concerned with whet'ur the elements are conpatlble or not. The order of the
polynominal med to develop the consistent mass matrix is directly reiated to
accuracy of representation. Some properties are discussed in the next section
under specific computer programs.
Accessions to Inertia due to Fluid-Structure Interaction
Such interaction is dealt with In another chapter.
Only brief mention is
made here of two computer programs dealing with accessions to inertia due to
rigid body and elastic motions of a body in water.
A review of literature dealing with the oscillation of rigid cylinders in
water was given by Frank [13]. He developed a solution for cylinders, oscillating in or below tha free surface of very deep fluids, as a boundary value problem by distributing source singularities over the submerged portion of the
cylinders. He calculated curves of added mass and damping during heave, sway,
and roll. A computer program YFAA was written based on this report.
Chen and associates [14] developed one of the first computer programs for
finding the interaction between an elastic structure of arbitrary shape, in
contact with an Infinite fluid. The mobilities of the structure are determined
on mesh points at the interface. The surface of the contacting fluid is represented by a series of triangles and the mobilities found for the fluid surface. The steady-state velocities can then be determined due to specified
sinusoidal excitation and the far-field sound pressure determined, one drive
frequency at a time.
Zlenklewicz [12] formulated the aquations for the coupled motion of an
elastic atructure ana a fluid and arrived at the following coupled differential
equations:
[m] {ic} + [c] (i) + [k] U) + | [8)T {p} + {R} - 0
[0] (p) - [S] Vk) + [H] (p) - 0

->.i-.

>

(46)
(♦7)
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Table 1

Clomped-free Beam Natural Frequenclea
w„0'£A/EI)1/Z
n

n

8

Uniform
Beam

Lumped Mass - 4 segment
a - 1.75
0 - 17.5
a - 35

Consistent
Mass

3.5160

3.416

3.398

3.379

3.516

22.034

20.022

19.434

18.834

22.060

61.697

52.894

50.218

47.481

62.175

120.902

92.424

89.067

83.757

122.658

199.860

515.215

166.524

122.476

228.137

298.555

633.788

210.240

156.960

366.390

416.991

768.032

250.259

181.744

580.849

555.165

849.644

275.280

201.436

953.051

Table 2
n

Total

Clamped-free Shock Effective Mass

Uniform
Beam

Lumped Mass - 4 segment
a ■ 1.75
a - 35
a - 17.5

Consistent
Mass

0.6131

0.5982

0.5917

0.5847

0.6077

0.1883

0.1895

0.1870

0.1845

0.1729

0.0647

0.0635

0.0617

0.0592

0.0451

0.0331

0.0232

0.0266

0.0270

0.0132

0.0200

0.0002

0.0031

0.0127

0.0030

0.0134

0.0004

0.0035

0.0054

0.0OO8

0.0096

0.0002

0.0012

0.0015

0.0001

0.0074

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.9494

0.8752

0.8748

0.8750

0.8428

Here p - fluid density and (S) - / [N] p [N] dS
s
interface.
_
Also, Un • [N] (S), the normal component of
matrix 0 represents the shape function* defining
References are given in (12] in which particular
Of special interest is that of an Incompressible
{p) - [H]"1 [Si {x)

with S the fluid-structure
structural displacement. The
the pressure distribution.
problems have been solved.
fluid, for which (47) becomes
(48)

h34
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substitution Into (46) gives an added mass matrix for the structure
i IS)1 [H]"1 [S]

(A9)

INERTIA MATRIX CAPABILITIES OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Some typical computer programs are discussed with regard to the types of Inertia matrices generated, the reasons given for choice of matrices, and some
experiences influenced by choice of matrices.
STRUDL II [15,16]
All of the finite elements have routines which calculate lumped or consistent
mass matrices. Additional concentrated masses may be applied at nodes. When
isoparametric elements are used, the lumped or diagonal mass matrix is calculated by first calculating the consistent mass matrix and then summing appropriate matrix elements. As indicated in the discussion of SLADE D, this procedure gives the correct dimensions but not necessarily the best magnitude for
elements In the diagonal mass matrix.
If the number of static degrees of freedom is greater than the number of
dynamic degrees of freedom, or If some of the masses are small enough to be
neglected, matrices are condensed. The matrices are partitioned and it is
assumed that m^ and 1022 are 8mallk

It

11

12
(50)

Then x„ •

'll " "ll '

k

X

21 22 J

n

"21

-IT
-k.. k..

k

22

2

F

f 2

x. and condensed matrices are
k

12

k

22 "21 " "l2

k*
K

U

« k

11

-kK

12

k

22
k
K

k

12
k

22 "21

P* - F1 - k12 k22 F2

+ k

ll

k

22 *11

k

22

k

21

(51)
(52)
(53)

When static condensation la specified in STHUDL, It* is computed, but m* is
approximated by B,,. When kinematic condensation is specified, both k*^ and
m* are calculatea.
Jones and Gllkey [17], reported that both condensations were operative In
STRUDL and presented results for several problems. Those for a clamped-free
BemoulU-Euler bean are of particular Interest, because static condensations
were used. Their natural frequencies were for a particular beam with
(EI/Apt I1' • l.rU6078. Given frequencies were divided by that number to
arrive at the values in Table 3.
It should be noted that whan static condensation is used, the natural frequencies by the consistent maas method are not necessarily higher than the
exact values. When no condensation is used, twics as many consistent mass frequencies srs calculated as recorded hare. The values by the lumped maas method
agree well with those in Table 1 for o - 35,
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Table 3

Clanpcd-Prec Beam Natural Frequenclee
STATIC CONDEHSATION [17]
Two Segnent«
Four SegMnta
L.M.
CM.
L.M.
CM.

HO
CONDENSATION*
Four Segnents
L.M.
CM.

n

Exact
Frequency

1

3.516

3.16

3.36

3.42

3.48

3.38

3.516

2

22.034

16.26

21.20

20.09

22.46

18.48

22.06

3

61.697

33.21

66.11

47.49

62.15

4

120.902

92.74

126.34

83.77

122.55

♦Received by telephone fro» T. J. Jonas, May 28, 1975.

NASTRAN (9]
In the NASTRAN theoretical manual. Inertia properties have two different klnda
of applications in llnesrlied structural analysis; aa generators of applied
loads In static analysis and aa generators of matrix coefficients In dynamic
analysis. The former Includes gravity loads, centrifugal loads, and Inertia
relief effects. The latter includea the matrix of ordinary mass coefficients,
and also. In problems of rotating coordinate aystems, massss of Corlolls damping coefficients and centrifugal atlffness coefficients. Treatment of dynamic
Inertia effects In rotating coordinate systems Is contemplated, but not yet
completed. In NASTRAN.
Both lumped mass and consistent maaa matrices are uaad for finite elements.
A list of elements end the matrices uaad la given in Table 4.
Equations (29) through (33) are given In the manual. Baaed on the difference in sign of the second term In the frequency of the bar frequency Eoa.
(30) and (32), the manual suggests an average of the lumped maaa and consistent
maaa matrices bs used.

[>

••-*[::]

(54)

The error In this caae la considersbly less and is given by
1 +

i(i)4*«(ä)*

(55)

Equation (54) has been adopted in NASTRAN aa the coupled maaa matrix for
rods and bare, and will be used for torsion of beams, if distributed toraional
Inertia la considered for beam elements.
For plates, uniformly distributed mass consists of two parta; the mass
of the structural material,and nonstructursl mass, the surface density of which
is specified by the ussr. In the lumped «ass method, one-third of the mass of
s triangular element is placed at each of Its vsrtices, which prsssrvss the
location of the center of gravity. A quadrilaterlal is treated ss a sst of
four overlapping triangles, whose masses are transferred sspsrstsly to the
surrounding grid points.
The manual presents derivations of maaa matrices for various elements,
which are not repeated here. It points out how continuity between plate elements may be obtained by using, for example, the Clough triangle. Maintaining
continuity may be Interpreted as applying constraints, which means that if consistent maaa is used, natural frequencies will be toe high. It is stated in
[9] that "It does not follow, however, that elements with displacement continuity give better results than all other elements".
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Table A

NASTRAN Mass Matrices for Finite Elements

Bars
Beams
Plates (Lateral)
Plates (In Plane)
Doubly Curved Shell
Solid of Revolution
Shear Panels
Twist Panels
Conical Shell Element
Constant Strain Solid Element
Isoparametric Quadrilateral Membrane
Element QDHEM I
QDMEM 2 Element

Consistent Mass

Lumped Mass

/ (special)

/

For the in-plane deformation of plates, one-third the mass of each element
is placed at each of its vertices, an arrangement which preserves the location
of the center of gravity. Consistent mass methods are not applied to shear and
twist panels because they are incomplete physical objects. The elements for
membrane action of plates use lumped mass matrices because the models built from
such elements tend to be too stiff and the use of any consistent mass method
would tend to further increase the calculated frequency.
The NASTRAN program includes the problem of compressible fluids In axlsymmetric tanks and compressible fluids in rotatlonally symmetric cavities with
slots.
For the first problem, the equations of motion are linearized by assuming fluid motions are small compared to the dimensions of the container. The
shape of the container must be axisynnetric to simplify analysis of the fluid,
but the container structure need not have axisymmetric mechanical properties.
Effects of gravity on a free surface are included. The solution for fluids in
rotatlonally symmetric cavities with slots does not include interaction with
the surrounding structure.

SLADE D (18)

This program Is of particular Interest because of the attention given to the effect of the choice of a mass matrix on natural frequencies and dynamic deformations, velocities, stresses, and stress resultants. The program uses a double
curved arbitrary quadrilateral element, which Is based on a minimum potential
energy principle for thin shells. An explicit difference scheme Is used. The
program allows up to five separate layers and up to five separate elastic anisotroplc materials with temperature-dependent properties. A diagonal mass
matrix la used.
A consistent mass matrix la derived for a bar, or a one-directional membrane, using the Herraite Interpolation form of the cubic polynomial. The result Is the same as that given by Archer for the lateral tending of a beam,
Eq. (17). As expected, the atlffness matrices are different for the bar and
beam using the third order polynomial. The for« of the 4x4 diagonal mass
matrix is then obtained by considering flrat only nodal displacements.
For pure translation, the off-diagonal masses were added to the diagonal:
-ll
»31

+

+

-13"

n

33-

<S* * u'- ■1
vt
<lS* 8) Vt ' 2

(56)

For the purpose of determining dimensions, the off-diagonal gradient
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terms nre added Co the diagonal Inertias:

"22

+ ra

«42

+ m

-

24

p

22

Ml
420

^ (lk - liö5
v

140

(57)

105' 420

Recognizing that this is not the best value, they use a multiplier a and the
diagonal mass matrix for a bar or beam based on a cubic polynomial is given as

0

0

0
u

^420

0

0

0

0

i

0

0

0

(md] - dH

(58)

420

In Fig. 3, the ratio of u to the exact frequency is plotted versus n/N,
where n is the n'*1 frequency and N is the number of elements. Note that there
is a discontinuity between the lower branch and upper branch of each curve.
The trend in frequencies follows that of Table 1, for the clamped-free beam.
For the 36 x 36 mass matrix for the shell element, the diagonal mass matrix is
obtained by adding four terms of the 36 x 36 consistent mass matrix, for example;
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\.26
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\,35)k * S.".2"."

A criterion Is then given to relate the time Interval At to X, the eigenvalues
of the wT^V. matrix.
Require At <

Membrane X
Bending X
Here c
"

* ft
VD
P

and c. ■
D

/gh
' 12D
12p

70 c

i

(60)
2

/a I2
(61)

• 2520 cj/ct **
max
b

for membrane and bending deformations.

V

The result given is
c

.

"

»2
At i 0.0398

-..., f

0 < a < 14.6
in

(62)
0 <

/a

b

\ < 52.5
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Fig. 3 Frequency ratio versus n/N for both consistent Mass and diagonal asss
discretization of the pin-pin beam equation using a cubic displacement function. Ref. [18]. p. 35
The non-exact nass matrices cause • distortion of the natural frequency
spectrum u'/u. When the dynamic equations are Integrated numerically, a
further distortion occurs. Taking this into account values of c^ • 14.6 and
ab • 17.5 are recommended, since they produce a frequency spectrum fi/u without
a Jump between the upper and lower brancee, at n ■ 1.
Several example problems are solved in [18] and some results compare
favorably wich those from other computer programs. One example Is for the
membrane behavior of a cylindrical shell of very large radius-to-thickness
ratio and aero Polsson's ratio. A unit step in pressure Is applied to the
end of the cylinder and should travel down the cylinder without dispersion.
The solution for a fixed point on the cylinder Is shown In Fig. 4 for lumped
■ass snd consistent mass representations. The authors prefer the lumped mass
results over those from the consistent uass calculations. The following
points of difference are mentioned In [18];
The overshoots In stress are less for the lumped mass results.
The consistent nass required twice as much computation time.
The early arrival time of a significant amount of Information in the consistent mass calculations cannot be tolerated in more complicated problems.
The following two paragraphs are quoted from page 41, [18].
"It le clear that a diagonal maas representation Is superior to s consistent mess representation from a work standpoint. Another facet of their respective behaviors is also important. Tor the uniform bar, the wave equation
gives a nondispersive resultant and Is used as the standard (In two figures).
The consistent ■aas representation gives a dispersive result where the higher
frequencies travel too fast. The result is a wave traveling faster than the
velocity c,,. The diagonal mass repreaentatlon also gives a dispersive rssult
but, for larger values of the gradient Inertia parameter (a), the higher frequencies travel slower than c,. As a result, atreaa pulses will not travel
faatar than c^, a more realistic result.
For the uniform bean, the blharmonic equation gives a dispersive result
where higher and higher frequencies travel at faater and faater velocities and
la used as the standard (in two other figures In the report). This is physically unrealistic behavior. The consistent ■asa repreeentatlon givea an even
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0.8
0.6 0.4 Exact

0.2 |-

-1_ J

0
0
a.

20

L

J.
40

80

100

80

100

Lumped Mass (c ■ 1)

Exact

b.
Fig, 4

Consistent Mass (c • 1)
Stress at point on cylindrical shell due to step
function Input. Ref. [18], p. 134.

greater dispersion at higher frequencies, resulting In an «van less realistic
behavior. The diagonal mass representation is also dispersive, but at tha
higher frequencies falls off towards «hat is the aore realistic behavior of
the Tiaoshenko beam."
SAP IV [19]
The program uses only diagonal mass matrices. The justification is based on
reference [20]. The following discussion suanarizes some relevant coaaants
from that reference. In [20] it Is stated that it is evident that tha consistent aasa matrix provides a batter approximation of the Inartia foress acting
in tha structure than is obtained for tha elastic forces froa the corresponding (consistent) stiffness matrix. This is said to be because tha aass matrix
la derived ttom aasumed displacement functions, while the stiffness matrix
involves derivatives of the displacement -functions, and derivatives «re less
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accurate than the diaplacementa. For this reason It la suggeated that It would
be reaaonable to employ a lower order Interpolation function In formulating the
mass matrix. The only simplified mass matrix of practical algnlflcance la the
lumped mass matrix. An example la then discussed In [20] for an arched dam and
Its solid rock foundation In which 469 degrees of freedom were used. The lumped mass analysis required 63 seconds and the consistent mass 76 seconds. Based
on this small difference In coat, It was decided to uae only consistent mass on
repeat runs of that structure..
It Is stated that the results do not Indicate
whether the consistent mass frequencies are more accurate than the lumped mass
frequencies.
Element library In SAP IV Includes:
Three-dimensional truss element
Three-dimensional bean element Including torsion, bending, axial
and shearing deformations
Plane stress, plane strain and axlsynmetric elements. Element is
based on an isoparametric formulation. Incompatible displacement modes can be Included to Improve the bending properties
of the element
Three-dimensional solid element, which employs incompatible modes
Variable-number-nodes thick shell and three-dimensional element
Thin plate and shell element
Pipe element

ASKA II 121]
The ASKA, Part II, package for dynamic analysis is called DYNAN. The program
continues to be developed and will probably be one of the best-planned programs with a great many options. Of Interest here is that consistent mass
matrices are programmed for every element. Over forty elements are available.
Static and dynamic condensation may be used. An excellent review, including
a Hating of available elements, was presented by Meljers [22], including results of experience of Part I, the static ASKA package.

SNAP [23]
The SNAP program was designed to solve rapidly extremely large finite element
problems. This writer's knowledge of the program is limited to information obtained from a brief brochure. The program la said to be much less expensive
than other programs for solving dynamic problems. Some of the cost saving apparently is due to the use of a generalization of Stodola's method for solving
for lower modes.
There are three optiona for representation of inertias:
(1) the lumped
mass method, with lumping of distributed structural and non-structural nass
done automatically by the program, (2) the consistent mass matrix method,
which is available only for beans and certain membrane elements and (3) a
"pseudo-consistent" mass matrix method which is aald to yield lower computer
costs than the conaistent mass method, and Is leas accurate. The "pseudoconsistent" mass matrix Is not presented, but it la apparently derived by
using a linear, or first order, displacement function. This results In a
non-diagonal mass matrix. Host of the time saved would be In generating the
matrix for each element.

ATLAS [24]
ATLAS is a general purpose computer program for the analysis of large complex
structures.
It Is an example of a program with special features for design
and analysis of air vehicles. The following analysis capabilities are Incorporated:
static response to concentrated and distributed loads and enforced
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dlsplacementB; determination of real eigenvalues and eigenvectors for use In
vibration analysis; computation of steady state air loads for use In static
analysis of aircraft; computation of unsteady air loada for use In flutter
prediction analysis of aircraft; and a substructure capability for static
interaction of structural subcomponents.
The elements listed in [24] are: point mass, rod element, plate element,
spar element, and cover element. Mass data is computed from densities and
dimensions of elements. Diagonal mass matrices are frequently mentioned in
(24], but it is understood that consistent mass matrices are also available for
some elements. In addition, mass data is generated for payloads and payload
management systems and for fuel and fuel management systems. The fuel is
treated as rigid mass. An option Is available for calculating fuel mass by
identifying the tank and specifying percentage fullness of the tank, which
indicates the extent to which calculation of masses and weights has been automated. No discussion regarding preference of mass matrix was available In the
portion of [24] dealing with mass representation.
ARAB [25]
ARAB is an example of a computer program developed to predict sound radiation
from an arbitrary elastic body. The theory is presented in [14] and more details were outlined in [25]. Although far-field sound pressures may be calculated, one of the unique features of the program Is the solution for the interaction between a fluid and a structure. The velocities of grid points on the
structural side of the Interface are matched with the velocities of triangular
pistons radiating into the fluid. These velocities are Initially unknown, in
general, since the specified Inputs are usually forces on interior or interface points on the structure. As an option. Interface velocities may be specified.
Many examples have been calculated under Chen's direction. Two examples
were presented in [14]. The first is for a piston in a sphere using 80 triangular pistons to represent the spherical surface for one computer run and 320
for another. Predicted sound pressure is compared with that from an exact solution. The second example la for a cylindrical shell excited by a point radial sinusoidal force. On the cylinder 120 discrete masses were used. The radiation pattern is associated with low order shell modes. Experimental values
are compared with theoretical values at the one drive frequency.
One of the main drawbacks of solving the interaction problem is cost,
since many points are usually used to represent a practical structure. In
addition, one computer run gives a solution for only one drive frequency. As
the frequency la Increased, the grid spacing must be decreased. Fo. the fluid
side, the grid spacing should be less than one-fourth the wave le.igth In the
fluid.
For the structure, only diagonal mass matrice» are used. The pistons
which excite the fluid are plane, rigid triangles. The fluid is assumed to
be of Infinite extent. There are no provisions to account for free surfaces.
An Important use for the program is to Identify the terms which represent
virtual mass and damping of the fluid. These could be added to the structure
matrices and the structure solved without doing the interaction problem on subsequent runs. Transient problems could be solved If average values of virtual
mass and damping could be used over particular frequency ranges.
Y?A4 [26]
Computer program YFA4 la based on the theory and program originally developed
by W. Frank [13]. It provides the pressures, added mass, and damping of a rigid horizontal cylinder oscillating In heave, sway, or roll while located in or
below the free surface.
The theory deals with a cylinder, of Infinite length, which is symmetric
about Its vertical centerplane. The velocity potential is represented by a
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distribution of sources over the submerged cross section. The unknown strengths
of the distributed sources sre obtained by satisfying the kinematic boundary
conditions on the cylinder. To solve the Integral equation, the cylinder contour is represented by a finite number of straight-line segments along each of
which the source density is assumed to be constant.
Reference [?h\ gives some limitations of the program. For example, wrong
results may be produced if the cylinder has horizontal lines as part of its top
or bottom contour. Also, two points cannot have Identical vertical coordinates.
There is difficulty with Irregular frequencies at which the matrix of influence
coefficients becomes singular. This is usually out of the range of Interest
for practical ship dimensions. It causes discontinuities in plots of computed
values versus frequency. Values away from the discontinuities should be reliable .
In [13], examples of added mass and damping versus frequency curves are
given for various motions. Rectangular and circular cylinders are considered,
as well as a ship cross section.
CHOICE OF PROGRAM AND INERTIA MATRIX
An excellent summary of computer programs for structural analysis was made by
Bushneil [27], who compared over SO computer programs. The items listed for
each program, with 324 sub-items, are as follows: geometry, boundary conditions;
wall construction; material properties; loading; phenomena; discretization; solution methods; computer program distribution, documentation, organization, and
maintenance. In Table S, seven items or capabilities for seventeen computer programs are listed. Those programs which are listed in [27] are indicated by +,
and the reader is referred there for more details, and for more programs.
The main choice in inertia matrices for finite elements at present is between diagonal mass and consistent mass matrices. There are many programs
which offer both, so one would not choose the program primarily because of the
mass matrix used. Other factors, such as cost, availability of program, finite
element catalogue, and experience would be important. If one were developing
a program, a good general purpose program should have a choice of mass matrices;
a specialized program need only have the best matrix for the particular problem
to be solved. With regard to Inertia matrices, the following factors may affect
choice between consistent and diagonal mass matrices.
1. The consistent Mas matrix is more expensive to run than a diagonal
mass matrix. Soaetlnes the difference In cost is minimal, however.
2. The consistent nass matrix usually gives frequencies which are mure
accurate for the sane number of elements.
3. The consistent nass matrix may produce stress results which are less
accurate. Not enough study has been made of stress and deformation predictions.
4. If compatible elements are used with a consistent mass matrix, the
natural frequencies will all be too high. Sometimes it is an advantage to
know this, because an upper bound is established for frequencies. On the other
hand, It may be undesirable to have high frequencies in wave propagation or
transient problems, because some waves will travel too fast [18]. With diagonal mass matrices, some waves say travel too slow.
5. If condensation methods are used in which the consistency of the mass
matrix la not maintained for compatible elements, the frequencies may be too
high or too low.
6. Clough [20] suggested that the consistent mass matrix is more accurate
than the associated stiffness matrix. Such accuracy may not be Justified. He
suggested that lumped masses may be sufficiently accurate. The idea in one
option of the SNAP program to use a higher order polynomial for the stiffness
matrix than the mass matrix may have merit - resulting in a non-diagonal, nonconsistent mass matrix.
7. In some programs, a diagonal mass matrix is obtained by adding appropriate off-diagonal terms of a consistent mass matrix. This practice doea
not yield the beat diagonal «ass matrix. The values of tens having dimensions
of rotary inertia may not be the best to use. In fact, if diagonal nass matrl-
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cea are used, It la often better to uae more tranalatlonal dynamic degrsea of
freedom and to omit the rotary Inertia aaaoclatcd with the length of ttw element.
Table 3

Capabilities of Computer Programs
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ANTICIPATED IMPROVEMENTS
Some Improvements in representation of Inertia properties may result from Improvements In finite elements for solution of static problem*. Activity In the
development of better finite elements is suranarlied in the review papers in the
publication edited by Fenves, et al. [28], Wilson, et al. [29], place emphasis
on the Importance of incompatible displacement models in improving clement accuracy. They present example problems in which static stresses as well aa displacements are compared for a cantilever beam and a cylindrical shell.
There have been suggestions to improve accuracy for dynamic analysis by including higher order terms such as those in the infinite series for the force/
Input relationship for a bar in Eqs. (14) and (16). Neubert and associates [30],
[31] have developed macro-finite elements for bars and beams in which a diagonal
mas* matrix results and where both forcea and diaplacements are accurate at the
boundaries In the low frequency range. The process involves using exact relationships, such as in Bqs. (13) and (15) to develop the macro-finite elements.
Emphasis Is placed on improved accuracy using fewer degrees of freedom, in predicting displacements and internal forces in ground shock problems.
Ellas [32] used a force aMthod to arrive at an additional "elastic-Inertia!" flexibility matrix. His matrix for a pin-ended truss member element includes terms of the same magnitude and dimensions as the mixsd third terms in
the series in Eqs. (14) and (16). Examples using the force method and a displacement method are presented, including natural frequencies, diaplacements,
and chosen mode shapes. Only bar and beam elements «re considered. Foe any
improvement* to be incorporated into general purpose computer program*, It is
desirable that they apply to a wide range of finite element» including plate*
and (hall*.
Some economy may be gained by ualng non-diagonal ma** matrices based on
lower order functions than those used in deriving the stiffness matrices, resulting In a nonconststent mass matrix.
There is need for improvement in the accuracy of the prediction of dynamic
deformations and stresses. The efficiency also could be increased in dynamic
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nnalyslfl. For most problems, 5031 or more of the modes are dli-.arded because
Chey are Inaccurate.
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25 Chen, L. H., "Sound Radiation from Arbitrary Bodies with Internal
Structures," Report U413-61-011, General Dynamics/Electric Boat, Croton, Conn.,
June 1, 1961.
26 Bedel, J. W. and Lee, C. M. , "Numerical Calculation of the Added Maas
and Damping Coefficients Oscillating In or below > Free Surface," Report 3551,
Naval Ship Research and Development Center, Uashington, D.C., March 197].
27 Bushnell, David, "A Computerized Information Retrieval System," in
Pilkey, W., Saczalskl, K., and Schaeffer, H., Structural Mechanics Computer
Programs, University Press of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia, 1974,
pp. 735-804.
28 Fenves, S. J., Perrone, N., Robinson, A. R,, and Schnobrich, W. C,
Editors, Numerical and Computer Methods in Structural Mechanics, Academic
Press, New York, 1973.
29 Wilson, E. L., Taylor, R. L., Doherty, W. P., and Ghaboussi, J., "Incompatible Displacement Models," Ref. [27], pp. 43-58.
30 Neubert, V. H., Hahn, H. T., and Lee, Hae, "Lumped Parameter Beams
Rased on Impedance Methods," Journal of the Engineering Mechanics Division, ASCE,
Vol. 96, No. EMI, Feb. 1970, pp. 69-82.
31 Rangalah, V. P., "Finite Element Model of Tlmoshenko Beam Based on Mechanical Impedance," Doctoral Thesis, The Pennsylvania State University, Sept.
1971.
32 Ellas, Z. M., "Dynamic Analysis of Frame Structures by the Force Method," Proceedings 2nd U.S.-Japan Symposium on Advances In Computational Methods
of Structural Analysis and Design, Berkeley, California, 1972.
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APPENDIX

PROGRAM SUMMARIES

ARAB [25]

Date: Original veralon 1962; lateat version 1969
Capability: Solvea for interaction between structure and fluid and for the
sound pressure In fluid at a single drive frequency
Method: Nune-lcal evaluation of Helmholtz Integral using triangular surfaces,
of Initially unknown source strength, radiating into fluid at interface

11*1
Input: Material and fluid properties. Fln'te element data for structure
Output: Far-field sound pressures. Forces and velocities at fluid-structure
interface
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: ONIVAC 1106 (31,000)
Usage:
To predict sound radiation from an arbitrary claatic body
Developer: Dr. L. H. Chen and associates
General Dynamicb/Electrlc Boat
Groton. Ct. 06340
Availability: Cv.itact developer.
ASKA II [21]
Date; 1974
Capability: Static and dynamic, linear, finite-eleaent analysis. Undamped,
proportionally and nonproportionally damped systems
Method: Undamped systems by a Householder reduction followed by the QR-algoIthm or the bisection method
Input: Nodal point coordinates, loads, preacribed displacements, element
properties, material properties
Output: Stresses, forces, displacements, eigenvalues and eigenvectors
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: UKIVAC 1108. CDC 6600, IBM 360/370 (512 kbytes core; 10,000,000
word direct acceaa backing)
Usage:
Linear, elastic structures
Developer: Prüf. J. H. Argyris and associates
University of Stuttgart
7 Stuttgart 80
Pfaffenwaldring 27, Germany
Availability: From developer
Other Comment: Also called DYNAN
ATLAS [24]
Date: February 1973
Capability! Static and dynamic analysis of large, complex structures
Input: Nodal, mass, payload, fuel, boundary, panel, material, and load data
Output: Real eigenvalues and eigenvectors, stresses, deflections, forcae
Language: FORTRAN (50,000-125,000 octal)
Hardware! CDC 6600
Usage: Baing used for air vehicles and other linear, elastic structures
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Developer:

ATLAS Tank Force
The Boeing Company
Coimerclal Airplane Division
Rent on, Wa. 980SS
Availability: Limited availability thru 1976, then generally available
Mr. Ralph E. Miller, Jr.
The Boeing Company
Commercial Airplane Division
Renton, Ua. 980SS

NASTRAN [9]
Date: Completed In 1968; revised version 1972
Capability: Static and dynamic structural analysis by the finite clement
approach. Buckling analysis. Compressible fluids in tanks and cavities.
Heat transfer analysis
Method: Direct solution of dynamic equations and modal methods for structural
dynamics problems.
Input: Material properties, initial and boundary conditions, finite element
coordinates
Output, Dynamic Analysis: Normal modes and frequencies, complex eigenvalues,
random response, transient response
Hardware: IBM 360/370, UNIVAC 1108. CDC 6000 series
Usage: Broad range of application
Developer: NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center (Management Supervision)
Computer Sciences Corporation
Baltimore Division of Martin-Marietta
The MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation
Availability: COSMIC (Computer Software Management and Information Center)
University of Georgia
Athens, Ga. 30601

SAP IV [19)
Date: June 1973
Capability: Static and dynamic analysis of linear structural systems. Proportional damping
Method: Natural frequencies by a determinant search technique or a aubspace
iteration solution. Direct integration by Wilson 6-Mathod
Input: Material properties, element data, loads, concentrated mass data.
Output: Frequencies and mode shapes. Displacements, forces and stresses
Language: FORTRAN IV
Hardware: CDC 6400. 6600. and 7600
Usage: Determination of mod* shapes and natural frequencies. Dynamic response
by mode superposition for time dependant loads, response spectrum analysis,
and tlmawlss response using step-by-step direct Integration.
Developer: Klaus-Jürgen Bath«, Edward L. Wilson and Prod E. Peterson
Earthquake Engineering Research Center
University of California
Berkeley, Ca., 94720
Availability! NISEE
University of California
Berkeley, Ca. 94720
Attn: K. Wong

8LADE D [18]
Date:

January 1973
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Capability: Dynamic Analysis of Thin Shells
Method: Double curved quadrilateral element, Tlmewlse Integration using
explicit difference scheme, Klrchoft shell theory
Input: Material properties, nodal coordinates. Initial conditions, boundary
conditions, surface loads
Output: Displacements, velocities, stresses, and stress resultants versus
tine
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC 6600 (49,000 words)
Usage: For dynamic analysis of shells having up to five different layers
Developer: Samuel W. Key
Zelma E. Belslnger
Sandla Laboratories
Albuquerque, N.M. 87115
Availability: Dr. Margaret K. Butler
Argonne Code Center
9700 S. Case Avenue
Argonne, 11. 60439
Other Conment: Example problems presented In [18]
SNAP
Date: 1972 User's Manual
Capability: Undamped modes and frequencies of large highly Interconnected,
finite element networks
Method: Generalization of Stodola's method
Input: Material Properties. Finite element data
Output: Natural frequencies and node shapes
Language: FORTRAN
Hardware: CDC 6600 (32,000-60.000) UNIVAC 1108
Usage: Nodal analysis of elastic structures
Developer: Lockheed-Huntsville Research & Engineering Center
P.O. Box 1103
Huntsville, Al. 35807
Availability: W. D. Whetstone
Lockheed Missle & Space Center
Palo Alto. Ca. 94300
Other Comment: Spar is newer version
STRUDL II [15, 16]
Date: Initial Release, 1967; Dynamics option (DYNAL), 1974.
Capability: Static and dynamic analysis of structures
Method: Finite element. Householder and Jacobl methods for eigenvalue«
Input: Material and structural properties. Timewlse loading. Shock spectrum
Output; Mode shapes, natural frequencies. Displacements, shears, and moments
versus time.
Language: FORTRAN, ASSEMBLER
Hardware: IBM 360/370 (60.000 words)
Usage: Dynamic analysis of trusses, frames, and structures made up of twodimensional membrane and bending elements and three-dimensional elements
Developers: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
ECI Systems, Inc.
1050 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge. Ma. 02138
McDonnell Douglas Automation Co,
St. Louis. Mo. 63100
Availability: McDonnell Douglas Automotion Company
P.O. Box 516
St. Louis. Mo.
63100
Attn: Product Marketing

I
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Other Coi!IIIM!nts: Stresses compared "'ith codes:
CSAS 16 (Canadian)

AISC, AIJS (Japan), API, and

YFA4 [13, 26)

Date: March 1971
Capability: Calculation of added mass and damping coefficients of rigid
cylinde rs oscillating in or below a free surface
Method: Integral-equation method
Input: Frequencies at "'hich values are to be calculated , depth of subme rgence,
coordinates of cross-section
Output: Pressures in phase with velocity and accelerations
Language: FORTRAN !V
Hard..,are: IBM 7090
Usag~:
For ship cross-sections
D~veloper:
J. W. Bedel, C. M. Lee, [W. Frank, original program)
Naval Ship Research and Development Center
Washington, D.C.
20034
Availability: Program is given in [26)
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SUBJECT INDEX OF SHOCK AND VIBRATION COMPUTER PROGRAMS
See Alphabetical Index for page numbers of these listings
Aircraft Nolle Prediction
BBN program
Boeing prograa
Lockheed prograa
McDonnell-Douglas prograa
NASA Langley Interim Program

Program by Shor, S.
Program by Utku, S.
Crash Simulation
ACTION
^SYS
BARRIER VII
DYCAST
HVOSM
KRASH
LANDIT
MARC
WHAM

NEF
Wyle program
Beaas
A-1437
Aerojet-General Corp. program
AX BEAM
BEAMRESPONSE
COSMIC prograa no. NUC-10091
DANAXXO
DANAXX4
DEPROSSI
DYMLAR
Prograa by Eka, U. J. U.
FAMSUB
Prograa by Frazure, B.
CBRP
GOLOl
ISO-DAMAGE
NASA, Goddard program
NCMOD
NUBWAM
OBSV
0HEGA2
Rotating, Twisted Beam
SPIN
TIMOSH
Body Motion, Crash
CAL 3D
HSRI3D
MODROS
MVMA2D
PROHETHEUS
SOM-LA

Damping Capabilities
ANSYS
ASKA
ASTRE
DAMP
KIIHKL
HARC
MV.NIELAS
NASTRAN
SAMIS
SAP IV
STAROYNE
STRUDL
Dynamic Stability
ANSYS
DYNAPUS
DYMASOR
Prograa by Stephens, U. and Fulton, R
Program by Huang
IMAN
JET3
MARC
MONLIN2
PETR0S3
REPSIL
SAB0R/DRASTIC6
SATANS
SHORE
SMERSH
STAGS
TROCS
UNIVALVE
HHAM

TTI
UCIN
Bond Graph Method
ENPORT
SPICE
Cable Systems
ANSYS
Program by Arnston, J. K.
ASKA
Atkins Research & Devclopaent prograa
Prograa by Crist, S. A.
Prograa by Doainquez, R. F.
Prograa by Hong, S. T.
Prograa by Kerney, K. P.
Prograa by Knudsen, W. C.
Progran by Leonard, J. W.
Lockheed Electronics Co. prograa

Eigenvalue Extraction
AUMAT
ANSYS
BALOR
BAMEIG
BIGMAT
BOSOR4-BBAND2
CXLMESN
CXQDESM
CXVEC
DAMP
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Eigenvalue Extraction (cont.)
DAMUS
DANUTA
DYNA
DYNSHOR
EAST
Eia
EIG5
EIGEN
E1GIT3
EQZVEF
FAMSOR
FARSS
JACB
KSHEL
NUCH
NODES
NROOT
PLFREQ
QMES.
REDUCB1
RLVEL
SAMIS
SECANT
SESI
SPIN
SRA101
SRA201
SRA300
SSPACE
STAGSB
STAKDYNE
STRUDL DYNAL
STURM
SUBCHEB
SUNFRE
SUPFLUT
VALOR
VARAH 1 and 2

SHOCK ANIl VIUUTION (OMfVlhH PROCKAMS

SNAAP
Sound Radiation from a Vibrating
Surface
8T0CY
USSOR
XWAVE
32q
Fracture and Fragmentation
CSQ
HELP
HEMP
PUFF
RIP
TENSOR
TOODY
WONDY
Frame Structure«
Cosmic Program No. NUC23S
Cosmic Program No. NUC658C
DAGS
DAGSINE
DAGSMIC
DAGTRAN
DALFI
DANFI
DDAM
DRAIN 2D
DYNAMIC
DYNATIER
FMA
FRAME
INELASTIER
PFVIBAT
SMIS74
SOILTIER
STRU-PAK
Program by Wang, C. K.

General Purpose Programs
ANSYS
Fluid Structure Interaction
ASKA
Acoustic normal mode* program«
COSA
ARAB
MARC
ARRAY ANALYSIS
MINIELAS
BOSOM
NASTRAN
CHIEF
HISA
EADHI
SAP IV
EATSW
SEASAM-69
PIST
STARDYNE
FLLASR
STMJDL
FLS8I
STRUDL DYNAL
CE Acoustic analyals of array« proGrillage«
gram
BEAMRESPOHSE
GEIUU>2
Program by Chen, F. 8.
HTHHIP
Program by Greenapon, J.
MARTSAM IV
GRID8AP
HASD
LARGE BAR STRUCTURE PROGRAM
NASTRAN
PAMAL
HUG Analysl» of Cylinder Tranaducera
PLTVKB
program
RECTANCULARPUTE
OHR Acou«tlc radiation of elaatlc
RESI
«hell« program
WDGVIB
SI34

ftM
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Highway Noise
MICHIGAN/144
MICNOISE 10
NCHRP
TSC
Inertia Matrix Capabilities
ARAB
ASAS
ASEF
ASKA II
ATLAS
MARC
NASTRAM
PAFEC70
SAP IV
SESAM69C
SLAOE D
SNAP
SPADAS
STAROYNE
STRUDL
YFA4
Kinematic and Dynamic Design of
Mechanisms
ANALYNK
CAMPAC
COMMEND I
DKINAL
DRAM
DRPL
DYAD
DY8IN
FIVEPOS
FORCE
GEAR
IMP
KIDYAM
KIMAL
KINE
KXNEMAT
KINSYN
LSD
MARKUS
MECHSYN
MECH 3D
MEDBS
MEDUSA
RAP
SKETCH PAD
SYMTH
TOAD
VECMET
Limiting Performance
COSI
PERFORM
SY8LIPEC
Liquid Propellent Dynamics
LAMPS
LHMAC2

LOBOND
SLOSH5
Mechanical and Thermal Shock
DDAM
FUGITI
ISIP
NPO-10528
OPSHK
PSEQGN
SHOCK
SHOCK 3
SHOCSPEC
SHS
SPECANAL
SPECEQ/SPECVQ
SPECTR
STEP
TDYHE
VIBAMA
UAVSYN/MUAVSYN
XTABS
Multldegree of Freedom Mechanical
Syatema
CSMP
NET-2
SUPBR*SCEPTRE
SYMAP
Multiple Energy Domain Syatema
EMPÖRT
SPICE
Nonlinear Analysla Description and
Numerical Stability
AFTON
ANSYS
CRAM
CYBERNET
DYNAPLA8
DYFLAS
HEMP
RONDO
MARC
NONSAP
PETROS
PISCES
RBPSIL
REXCO
SABOR/DRASTIC 6A
SAHMSOR/DYMAPLAS
SATANS
SHORE
STAGS
STARS
TOODY
WHAM
Nonlinear Tranalent Response of Solids
A7T0N
CHART D
CSQ
DORF
HELP

«vrnm******
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Nonlinear Reaponae (cont.)
HEMP
HEMP 3D
PISCES
PUFF IV

DARC
BLAS
MSF 362870
NASA-AMES
NASTRAN
PLGRP
PLRSEP
PURDUE
RANDOM
RANVIB
RSPC
STARDYNE
WDGVIB
Rotating Machinery
Flexible Rotor Dynamlca Analysis
BEST I
CADENSE-21
CADENSE-2S
CRITSPEED
CPTTSPD
CSPRJT
DAMPEDROTOR
Program by Glberson, M.
LAVIB
MFIN4
ROTDYN
SHAFT
SPIN
Synchronous Vibratory Reaponae
Program
Transient Nonaynchronoua Rotor
Reaponae Program
TRANSIENTSHAFT
Fluid-Film Bearings
BRGCML2
CADENSE-30
CADENSE-31
CADENSE-32
CADENSE-36
CADENSE-38
FJB1BMI
INCYL
1TURB
JBRGCOF
Journal Bearing

RIP
SMITE

SOC
TENSOR
TOODY
TRIOIL
WONDY
Offshore Structures
Clemson University program
DeLong Corp. program
DISMAR/CARGON
Eaao Production Reaearch program
ETA/PIPLAY
J. J. Henty Co. program
LAUNCH
MARCS
Mobile Offshore Units
MOSHS
NLIN
Ocean Oil International Engineering
program
OPUS
Riser Dynamics
Shell Oil Co.
WAVE-LOAD
WAVE-SAP
WAVMAS/SPACE III
Optimum Design of Dynamic Mechanical
Systems
ADAMS
CONMIN
FLETCH
HOOK
IOWA CADET
Program by Pochtman, Y. H.
POWELL
Program by Selreg, A.
SOAR
WIDOWAC

UMRM
Piping Syateras
ADLPIPE
AMSYS
MARC
NASTRAM
HOPIPE
PIPOYN
PIPESD
PIPERUP
SACS/DACS
SAP IV
STASOYNE
WECAN

STABIL
TPJB
Toralonal Vibrations
CADENSE-22
CAOENSE-23
TASS
TORLONG
TORVIB
TWIST
Selamlc Analyses
ANSYS
DYNAL
Barthquak« data program
PAXSS
KSHEL

Random Vibrations
BOXVIB
CYLRES

'-
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Selamlc Analyses (cont.)
NASTRAN
QUAD-4
SABOR
SAP IV
SHAKE
SIM
SIHEAR
SLABS
SLAM
SPECEQ/SPECUQ
SPECTR
STARDYNE
Shell Analysis
AMSYS
ASTRA
BOSOM
KSHEL
MINIELAS
NASTRAN
NONSAP
REPSIL
SATANS
SHORE
SUDE D
SOR family
DYNAPLAS
FAMSOR
SAMMSOR
SNASOR
STAGS
STARDYNE
STARS
Spacecraft Structures
FSD
LPARL

mcp
SSAPG
SPAR
UFSSP
UECP

SAFE-NCREER
TESS
THVISC
VISCEL
VISC0-3D
VISCOSUPERB
Torslonal Systems
CADENSE-22
CADEN8E-23
CADENSE-24
Cosmic Program No. MFS-2485
GBRP
Rotating, twisted beam program
SHAFTRAN
TABU

TAGS
TOFA
TWIST
Transfer Functions
CSMP ill
NET-2

SUPER»SCEPTRE
SYNAP
Transient Vibrations
CADENSE-24
GBRP
Vehicle Simulation
ADS3
Cornell General Vehicle Madel
program
HSRI Conerclal Vehicle Model
program
HSRI Fasslnger Car Simulation
program
HVOSM
NHTSA/APL Hybrid Computer Simulation
program
Systems Technology model program
University of Tennessee passenger
car simulation

Test Data Processing
Software
BMD
DYVAN
MAC/RAN
MR WISARD
RAVAN
Software/Hardware
CSPI
Hewlett-Packard
Time/Data
Hardware
Honeywell/Satcor
Nlcolet Scientific Corp.
Spectral Dynanlcs Corp.
Time Dependent Materials
GARB
CRASH-1
PITT
SAFE-CREER
SAFE-GRAFIT
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ACI 112
Acoustic normal ■ode* program« 447
ACTION 76. 80
ADAM 164
ADAMS 227
ADLPIPE 287-290
Aerojat-General Corporation, beam
program 260. 266-270
AFTON 164. 170. 172. 309. SS6
AISC 112
ALLMAT S83
ANALYNK 338
Analysis of Cylinder Transducer« 44S
ANEOS 157
AN8T8 75. 76. 79. 186. 287-290. 309.
314-321. 351, 359. 361, 519. 530, 552554. 557. 561. 582. 619
APEX 323
API 112
ARAB 444. 641. 643. 646
Arnston, J. K.. cable program 100
ARRAY ANALYSIS 442
ASAS 643
ASEF 643
ASKA II 98, 531. 619. 640, 643, 646
ASTRA 519
ASTRE 620
Atkln« Research and Development cable
program 98
ATLAS 640, 643, 646
AVDS3 88
AWS 112
AX BEAM 263
A-1437 264
BAL0R 596
BAHEIG 583
BARRIER VII 77, 82, 86
BBN program 501, 504
BEAMRESPONSE 255. 266-270. 335
BEST I 467
BIGMAT 583
BMD 382. 393. 394
Boeing program 502. 504
BOSOR 444. 520
B0S0R4-BBAMD2 586. 58715
BOXVIB 250
BRGCML 2 494

CAMPAC 338
GARB 186
CHART-D 162, 170, 171

Chen. F. S., grillage program
CHIEF

335

446

Clemaon University offshore structures
program 128
COMMEND I 338
COMSTAIRS 309. 315-321
CONM1N 227
Cornell University general vehicle
model program 89
COSA 531
COS1 323-328
COSMIC Program No. MFS-2485 torslonal program 51
COSMIC Program No. NUC 253 frame
atructures program LA2
COSMIC Program No. NUC 638C frame
structures program 142
COSMIC Program No. NUC-10091 beam
program 261. 266-270
CRAM 163. 556
CRASH-1 186
Crist. S. A., cable program 100
CRIT8PD 446. 468
CRITSPEED 470
CSMP 13. 35-42. 44. 49
CSPI 382. 397-399
CSPRJT 470
CSSL 49
CSQ 164. 170. 171, 565, 577
CXLMESM 584
CXQDESM sg«
CXVEC 596
CYBERNET 556
CYLRBS 250
DAGS 138. 146-150
DAGSINE 138
DAGSMIC 138
DAGTRAN 138
DALFI 139. 146-150
DAMP 584, 620
DAMPEDROTOR 466
DAMUS 585
DANAXXO 259
DAHAXX4 258, 266-270
DANFI 139. 146-150
DANUTA 585
DARC 249
DBOND 49. 52
DDAM 143, 240, 241
De Long Corporation offshore atructures program 127
DEPROSSI 261. 266-270
DISMAR/CARGON 125
DKINAL 339
DMAP 44S
Domlnquei. R. F., cable program 100

CADESSE-21 464
CADEHSE-22 49, 471
CADENSE-23 50, 475
CADENSE-24 50.52
CADENSE-25 463
CADEHSE-30 490
CADENSE-31 «90
CADENSE-32 491
CADENSE-36 491
CADENSE-38 492
CAL 3D 365. 367, 372, 375, 3?6. 377
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DORF 164, 170. 171
DRAIN 2D 140. 146-150
DRAM 339
DRIPS 298
DRPL 339
DYAD 340
DYCAST 75, 76, 79
DYNA 595
DYNAMIC 140, 146-150
DYNAPLAS/DYNASOR/SAMMSOR 302, 307-310.
314-321, 523, 549, 551, 554, 557, 562
DYNASHOR 597
DYNASOR see DYNAPLAS
DYNATIER 137, 146-150
DYNLAR 263, 266-270
DYNS 309
DYPLAS 554, 557, 561
DYSIN 340
DYVAN 382, 391, 392
EADHI 441
Earthquake data program 351, 360
EASI 585, 586
EATSW 441
E1G4,5 597
EIGEN 589
EIGIT3 587
Eka, U. J. U., bean program 262
ELAS 248
ENPORT 5-7, 49, 52
EPIC 165
EQZVEF 587
Esso Production Research offshore
structures program 125
ETA/PIPLAY 126
FAMSOR 587
FAMSUB 360, 266-270
FARSS 359, 362. 363, 588
FESAP 298
FFLASH 449
FIST 442, 443
FIVBPOS 340
FJBFEMI 494
FLAP 117
FLETCH 228
FLSSI 449
FMA 143, 146-150
FORCE 340
FRAME 141, 146-150
Fraxure, B., beam program
FSD

332

HELP 160. 170, 171, 574, 577
HEMP 165, 170, 172. 553. 555. 556.
561. 574. 577
HEMP 3D 163. 170. 171
Henry Company offshore structures
program 127
Hewlett-Packard Fourier Analyzer System
382. 396. 397
HONDO 309. 545. 553, 555, 561
HONEYWELL/SAICOR 382, 402, 403
Hong, S. T., cable program 100
HOOK 228
HSRI Commerlcial Vehicle Simulation 88
HSRI 2D 370. 371. 374. 376. 377. 379
HSRI 3D 370. 372. 375, 376. 377
HSRI 3DE 366-368. 370. 372. 375-377
HTWHIP 449
Huang, dynamic stability 302
HVOSM 76. 81. 85. 86
INAN 310
IMP 341
INCYL 485
INELASTIER 136. 146-150
IOWA CADET 228
ISIP 240. 241
ISO-DAMAGE 263
ITURB 489
JACB 598
JBRGC0F 493
JETS 309
Journal Bearing Program

493

Kerney. K. P., cable program 100
KIDYAH 341
KINAL 342
KINE 342
KINEMAT 342
KINSYN 342. 343
Knudsan, W. C., cable program 99
■CRASH 76, 81
KSHEL 359. 362. 520, 588, 620

265

56-58

FUGITI

GRIDSAP

240. 241

GBRP 48, 257. 266-270
GEAR 341
CE, Accouatlc Analysis of Arrays 44(
GERAD2 447
GOLD1 262, 266-270
GRAY 1S7
Greenspon. J. E., Impulsive response
program 333

LAMPS 220
LANDIT 76, 80
Large Bar Structure Program 333
LAUNCH 117. 126
LAVIB 468
Leonard, J. W.. cable program 99
LHMAC 2 221
UBFEM 493
LOBOND 218
Lockheed Electronics Company cable
program 98
Lockheed program 502, 504
LPARL 58-60
LSD 343
MAC/RAN

382, 388-390
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MACEE 163
MAGIC 298
MARC 75, 79, 186, 387-289, 291, 309,
310, 314-321, 520, 531, 545, 549,
551-554, 557, 561, 588, 589, 620,
643
MARCS 109, 117, 124
MARKUS 343
HARTSAH IV 445
MAS!) 449
MBOYADSP 61
HBDYFL 63
HBDYFN 63
HBDYFR 62
HBDYL 62
MBDYM 62
HBDYPL 62
MBDYTL 62
McDonnell-Douglas progran 502, 504
MECH 3D 344
MECHSYN 344
MEDES 344
MEDUSA 344
MF1N4 467
MICHIGAN/144 189, 197, 204. 206, 211
MICN01SE 10
189, 197, 204, 207, 211
HINIELAS 521, 620
MLEU 598
MMCP 60, 61
Mobile Offshore Units offshore structures program 125
MODES 589
MODROS 367, 370, 371, 374, 376, 377
Harris, N. F., cable progran 99
M05AS 125
MR WISARD 382, 390. 391
HSF 362870 251
MVM2D 366, 367
IWHA2D 367, 370. 371, 374. 376. 377.
379
NASA-AMES 250
NASA Goddard beam program 262
NASA Ungley acoustics program 504
NASTRAN 46, 48, 64. 65, 68. 98, 215,
287-289, 291. 351. 359. 361. 438, 440,
442-445, 448. 519. 521, 532. 620. 635,
643, 647
NCHRP 189. 195. 197. 204. 208. 211
NEF 501
OTT-2 13, 25-30, 42-44
NHTSA/APL Hybrid Computer Simulation 87
Nlcolet Scientific Corporation Omnlferous Analyser System 382, 399, 400
NISA 532
NUN 126
N0AA 99
N0H0D 259. 266-270
N0NUH2 309. 310. 314-321
NONSAP 309. 521. 545. 546. 555, 561.
589, 591
NPO-10528 242, 243
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NROOT 589
NUBWAM 256. 266-270
NUPIPE 292
OBSV 258, 266-270
Ocean Oll Internatlonal Engineering
offshore structures program 127
OIL 164, 165
OHEGA2 263
ONR Acoustic Radiation of Elastic
Shells Program 444
0P8HK 240, 241
OPTIHA 323
OPUS 117, 126
PAFEC 70 643
FANAL 334
PERFORM 323-328
PETROS 309, 310, 314, 549. 551. 554,
558, 561
PFVIBAT 138, 146-150
P1PDYN 287-289, 292
P1PERUP 293
PIPESD 287-289, 294
PISCES 1DL 162, 163, 170, 171. 309,
553, 556, 561
PITT 186
PLFREQ 596
PLGRF 250
PLRSEP 250
PLTVEB 334
Pochtman, Y. H., optimum design program
232
POWELL 228
PROMETHEUS 365-367, 370, 371. 375,
376, 377
PSEQGN 242, 243
PUFF 157. 163. 170. 171
Purdue University random vibration
program 248
QMES 585. 590
QUAD-4 351. 360
32Q 448
RANDOM 249
RANVIB 249
RAP 345
RAVAN 382. 392, 393
SAVE 163
RECTANGULARPLATE 335
REDUCB1 590
REPSIL 307-310, 314. 521. 558
RESI 333
REXCO 556
R1CSHAW 152
RIP 163, 170, 171. 574. 577
Riser Dynamics offshore structures
program 126
RLVEL 598
ROB 370
Rotating. Twisted Beam Program 51. 265
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SMOCK AND yiBKATION COMfl/ltH PRiHtHAMS

ROTDYN 462
RPM 164
RSPC 249
SA»OR

359, 362

SAilOR/DRASTICe 309, 310, 314-321, 554,
557, 561
SAFE-CREER 185
SAFE-GRAFIT 185
SAFE-NCREER 185
SAGS/DAGS 287-289, 294
SAMIS 68, 442, 445, 590
SAMMSOR/DYNAPUS aee DYNAPLAS
SAP 109, 117, 589
SAP IV 186, 287-289, 294, 359, 533,
620, 639, 643, 647
SAF4G4 299
SATANS 302, 307-310, 314-321, 522,
548, 554, 557, 562
SATE 119
SECANT 591
Seireg, A., optimum design program
229-231
SESAM-69 533, 543
SESI 591
SHAFT 469
SHAFTRAN 48, 49
SHAKE 352, 361
SHAPE 165
Shell Oil Company, offshore structure«
program 128
SHEP 163, 165
SHEZAM 164
SHOCK 240-243
SHOCSPEC 243. 244
SHORE 307-310, 314-321, 522. 548, 554
557. 562
Shore, S., cable program 99
SHS 240. 241
SIM 359, 362, 363
SIMEAK 351, 360
SI 34 443
SKETCHPAD 345
SUBS 352, 362
SLAUE D 516, 522, 636. 643. 647
SLAM 351, 359, 360, 363
SL0SH5 215
SHERSH 307-310, 314
SMIS74 135. 146-150
SMITE 164. 170. 172
3NAAP 444
SNAP 640. 642. 643. 648
SOAR 231
SOC 162, 170. 171
SOILTIER 136. 146-150
SOMLA 365. 367. 368. 370, 373. 375,
376. 378
SCR FAMILY: SAMfSUl. SHASOR. FAMSOR,
DYNAPLAS see DYNAPLAS
Sound Radiation fro« Vibrating Surface
Program 448

iL.

SPADAS 643
SPAR 65
SPECANAL 243, 244
SPECEQ/SPECVQ 243, 244, 350, 360
SPECTR 243, 244, 350, 360
Spectral Dynamics Corporation
Digital Signal Processor 382,
400-402
SPICE 5, 7
SPIN 255, 266-270, 471, 585, 591
SRA101 592
SRA201 592
SRA300 593
SSAPG 64
SSPACE 592, 594
STABIL 495
STAGS 309, 310, 314-320, 523, 554,
558, 562, 595
STARDYNE 109, 117, 248, 287-289, 295,
359, 361, 523, 533, 593, 621, 616
STARS 523, 557
STEP 243, 244
Stephens and Fulton, dynamic stability
program 302
STOCT 449
STRUDL 98, 109, 117, 299, 359, 520,
534, 621, 634, 643, 648
STRUDL DYNAL 534, 586
STRU-FAK 141, 146-150
STURM 585, 593
SUBCHEB 594
SUPER*8CEPTRE 13-21, 24, 25, 42-44
SUPFLUT 585, 594
Swanson Analysis Systems, cable program
99
SWAP 152
SYNAP 13, 30-35, 42-44
SYNTH 345
SYSLIPEC 323-328
System Technology model program 89
TABU 51
TAGS 50
TASS 476
TDYNE 240. 242
TEDDY 163
TENSOR 163. 165. 170. 171. 565
TESS 186
THVISC 183
Time/Data Time Series Analysis Program
382. 394-396
TIMOSH 2S9, 266-270
TIHC 160
TOAD 345
TOFA 31
TOODY 163, 170. 171, 309, 553-357.
562. 565. 577
TORLONG 476
TORVIB 473
TOTEN 163
TFJB 488

_____
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TRANSIENTSHAFT 469
TRIOIL 165, 170, 172
TROCS 309, 310
TSC 189, 195, 204, 207, 211
TTI 367, 370, 372, 375, 376, 378, 380
Turbo Research Transient Rotor Program
465
Turbo Research Synchronous Rotor Program 466
TWIST 52, 477
UCIN 366-368, 370, 373, 375, 376, 378
UFSSP 67
UNIVALVE 309. 310, 314
University of Tennessee Car Simulation
Program 87
USA - 1,2 441, 442
USS0R 449
Utku, S., cable program 99
VALOR 598
VARAH 595
VECNET 346
VIBANA 243, 244
VISCEL 184
VISCOSUPERB 186
VISCO-3D 185
Wang, C. K., frame structures program
144
WAVE 162
WAVE-FORCE 109
WAVE-LOAD 110, 117, 124
WAVE-SAP 124
WAVMAS/SPACE III 127
WAVSYN/MWAVSYM 243, 244
WDGVIB 33',
WECAN 287-289, 295
WECP 69
WDCTIB 250, 334
WHAM 76, 80, 309, 310, 551, 553-555,
558. 562
WIDOWAC 232
WOSDY 162, 163, 170, 171. 574. 577
Wright-Patterson AFB, optimum design
program 231
Uyle Program 501, 504
XTABS
XWAVE
YFA4

137, 146-150, 240, 242
443, 447
632, 641. 643. 649
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